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LINES AND LINES OF LINES
By Ruth Lowree Smart

[Editor’s Comment—A few issues back we, like

you were under the impression that Ruth Lowrie
Smart, had been abducted—or silenced forever by
one of the despised sex—she really had us worried,
for many inquiries had come in regarding her dead-
ly silence—which in a woman is a rarity. Well you
can imagine our delighted surprise when one morn-
ing the postman handed us a bulky package, and no
doubt you will be as equally edified after reading
same—the subject is an analytical diatribe against
the stronger sex (?) we are publishing it primar-
ily to warn men what they are up against when
they meet a “sweet trustful girl,” why boys—we’re
absolutely in the hands of the enemy! when we
decide to take a Darling Creature to Dinner! would
anyone of you imagine for a moment that subse-
quent to your last meeting with your ice cream
girl, this fascinating lady would be recounting her
experiences with you before an inquisitorial court
composed of—perhaps, many of - your former
flames ? Well anyway-look-Read-heed-and by all

means in the future AVOID—WOMAN!]

“If there is anything that makes the ‘pearly white
molars,’ the ‘ruby lips,’ and the ‘rippling laughter’

do a marathon, it is when a tiger-lily species of

‘She’, does a quick turn into a shy, modest violet,

and becomes a devout follower of that jazz archer
‘Danny’, and all because she has seriously imbibed
in the saccharine blanks some gay Lothario has
whispered in her ‘shell pink ear’.” Well! well!

Lady Lil, cried the angry mob, how come ? Lillian

flopped into her chair after spilling the above line

of chatter and the “Royal Order of Meows” was in

full force, at the usual Saturday luncheon and meet-
ing at the Blue Bird. Why, said Lillian, “I just met
Polly and her ‘soul mate’ as I was coming in here,

and maybe Polly didn’t give me the old ozone.
Can you feature that ? She, who came into our
midst, told us the most risque stories, • knew the
most scandal, and taught us that ‘Lucky Strikes’

were a cigarette, and ‘Violet Nilos’ an inaense

—

well, she now gives me ‘the air’ when I meet her.

Isn’t that glorious ?” “I know, said Juttie, for she
told me last time I talked to her, that Gordon told
her she was out of her element living with us girls

at the beach; that she was reeally ‘above us’, and
that we were not a good influence for her, and he
wanted his sweetie to be different and not so
sophisticated and wordly wise as we, and we were
spoiling her.” Wow! Series of “ha ha’s”.

“Listen sister sufferers. I have an idea said Mary
Louise, instead of the usual process of ‘panning’
every female that comes in here, and giving her
the ‘once over’—let’s play a new game. In the place
of confessing your sins, like at the Salvation Army
meetings, let each girl tell of some particular line

she has lent an ear to in her past young life, and
then she must give the ‘Antidote’ or ‘counter at-

tack’ for same.” Bravo! the motion was seconded.
I was appointed chairman, and the ‘Scandal Mon-
gers’ took off for a flight among the sweet clouds
of reminiscence. Alright, ‘on your mark, get set,

let’s go’. Sister Lillian, we will hear from you
first.

Lillian began—“This type, I believe every girl

has at some time or other met up with, and while
.it- 'irfn’t a ‘thriller’, it is amusing, and I will see if

you recognize him. ‘The callow youth of say
twenty summers, and as many winters. He smokes
‘Home Run’ cigarettes; tells how drunk he used to

get; how late he stays out; mentions girls names
insinuatingly; takes you to a ‘Movie’, maybe, then
a ride in ‘Dad’s car and unless you are a ‘helluva’

talker, you walk home’—The ANTIDOTE—Pull
that ‘stone age’ stuff of ‘how would he like his sis-

ter treated that way,’ and you’re not that kind of
a girl. (Comments in order

—‘Oh how I re-
member’).”
Mary Louise began next “Mme Chairman and

Fellow Members, unless you want to skip a real
‘thriller,’ pass up the married men.—They always
tell you that their wives are ‘cold’ and don’t ‘under-
stand’ them. You are a passionate little devil, and
set them ‘on fire’. Their one regret is not meeting
you before they met their ‘now’ wives, for you are
a regular fellow. They can’t take you out in pub-
lic for they want to protect your name, of course
they don’t care about themselves, but they buy
wonderful dinners in private dining rooms, and they
know how to kiss wonderfully well. But, finally,

for the sake of the children they will go back to
their wives.—The ANTIDOTE—Silence on your
part and manage to get acquainted with their
wives. You will learn that her chief objection to

‘John’ is that he is so ‘cold’ and don’t ‘understand
her nature. He never wants to go any place, and
she is so full of life, and wants to be loved and ap-
preciated. Then it is time for you to pat yourself
on the back and say, ‘Slip not on me oh wedding
knot.’’ (Comments—Not so bad Mary, old girl.

There is something familiar about that line).”

Alright Juttie you are next—“For my part said
Juttie, give me the ‘young-old’ boy of say 65 or 80.

You may have to carry your Sloan’s liniment with
you and you may have to chuckle up your sleeve
when he asks you, if he isn’t your ‘Baby Boy.’ But
—if you are particularly ambitious you can own
your own ‘Rolls Royce’ in a week or so. The AN-
TIDOTE—Pull the line that he isn’t old just ‘dis-

tinguished and lovable, and he understands so well
how hard it is for a girl to get along alone in the
world That you hate silly kids and can’t trust them.
(Commcrts—Patience vs Pleasure, eh ?)”

Next Miss Gladdy of the “Twinkling Toes”.
“Well sa>d she smilingly, the ‘hardest to take’ is

the adorable bachelor’. He usually has an apart-
ment, always a private stock and a roadster. You
are termed a ‘real pal’. He always says ‘he would
like to marry but no one will have him’, while his

anthem is the ‘Battle Cry of Freedom’. He always
assures you right off the bat to allay your fears,

that the worst cad in the world is the man who
‘will kiss and tell’. And he can make you feel that

‘Helen of Troy’ was on the ‘kerosene circuit.’

while you are a headliner on ‘Big Time’. The
ANTIDOTE-^Work overtime on the statement
that ‘you wouldn’t marry the best man alive’, and
that you too, want to be independent and a bache-
lor girl. But all the time play hard for compromis-
ing letters from him, and keep evermost in your
mind that a successful romance with a bachelor,

starts with sentiment, and ends with a settlement.”

(Comments—“Lucky girl—Boy, page Don Juan
Bachelor”).

Well, you are next Mme. Chairman, they cried.

“Alright,” said I, as I “came up smiling”.
—

“I must
renege though, for all I can do is just say ‘ditto’ to

all the above lines. You know I don’t ‘get away so

huge’ with the ‘dcah boys’. My knowledge of

ichthyology is rather limited, so I can’t combat
very successfully with men. I have one line though
that I pull and that is the ‘chorus girl’ stuff. ‘I’m

always hungry, and then after they feed me, I have
to run right home. It goes pretty well, too. Some-
times they send you home in a taxi, giving you taxi

fare of course, and then you ride three blocks and
then get out and take a street car. That means of

course, new hose or food for the next day. This
line always gets over with ‘Commercial Ambassa-
dors’. Don’t pull it girls on an assistant director

(Continued on third cover page)
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ETHEL BROADHURST
RoFn Film Co.

ACTING FOR THE FUTURE

It doesn’t necessarily mean that be

cause Ethel Broadhurst is at the pres-

ent time cavorting in comedies with

the Rolin Film Company that she has

given up her original love for the

speaking or dancing stage. It seems

inconceivable that a *glrl of her mag-
netic appearance should not wish to

return to her original love and have

“the people out in trout" applauding

her appearance and ability. Not so

very long ago we had Several in-

quiries at this office regarding this

young lady and one of them was in

respect to her recent appearance here

at the Orpheum Theatre. When we
informed our interrogator that Miss

Broadhurst was bound hand and foot

for a number of years in the film

game, .said party looked disgustedly

at us and muttered, “Isn’t it a shame
that all the beauties are being copped

by the movies?” So for this reason

we have an idea that Miss Broad-

hurst will sooner or later become
homesick for the smell of the old

dressing rooms en route. At this

writing she is playing an ingenue with

“The Vanity 'Maids” under the direc-

tion of that peer of comedy super-

visors, Hal Roach.

“THE SAPAGE”

By Barbara La Marr

Yes! I would have put away God and

the World

And, into space, Hope of Eternity hurled

To have clasped the dream-form of

Love to my breast,

Forgetting all else—but the lips I ca-

ressed.

For Woman’s Life was Love, since Life’s

beginning ;

And the Hypocrite alone calls it sinning.

But, if ’twere, the Highway of Sin I

would trod—
Straight on—till l returned unto Dust

and Sod!
i

I would fight till Death! in jurtglc-mad

fashion

For my Mate—and then, from She-

Panther passion,

I would turn—to sink like a slave at

his feet—
To wait—the surrender of myself, Com-

plete!

And then—as the blood ran riot in my
veins

To lips trembling with the ecstacy that

pains—
1 would call out for death, though 1

knew full well

l had gained Paradise through the

Gates of Hell!

THIS MAY BE TRUE

“In the old days,” mused Lloyd

“Ham” Hamilton reminiscently,

“when Bud Duncan and myself used

to cavort together for ‘Kalem,’ we
used the West Lake Park for location

for many of our comedies. As you
know, I used to wear a stage mous-

tache—well, one day in a comedy
scene, I jumped in the lake and lost

my moustache. I hailed the property

man who was a good swimmer and

asked him to dive in and get it. He
dove down and came up with a hand-

ful of moustaches lost by Charlie

Chaplin, Chester Conklin and others

who had used the lake for location,

and yelled, as he tossed them on the

bank, ‘Hey, “Ham,” which is yours’?”

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Leads

A NATURAL-BORN COLLECTOR

It is a pretty well known fact that

young ladies, or, more particularly,

young girls, are apt to be ardent col-

lectors, and we might say that Helene

Lynch is no exception to the rule.

When she was a little tot of four she

was collecting dolls, and at the age

of ten she started to collect (we

might have said measles, but we doubt

if she has ever had them), but any-

way she was acquiring a large collec-

tion of postage stamps. At the age

of sixteen she started collecting high

school boys’ hearts. How many are

in her possession at this writing we
would not venture to enumerate, but

by glancing at the infectious smile of

this lovely girl above, it will naturally

be presumed that she must have quite

a collection of photographs, so it was
natural, a year or so later, for the

writer to pay a visit to this charming

girl’s mother and then we discovered

a varigated assortment of cats in their

winsome little home on Hudson ave-

nue. Miss Lynch, who has just fin-

ished playing an important part in

“The Throw Back” under the direc-

tion of Jacques Jaccard, admits her

predeliction for these four-footed fur-

producers. At this writing she is

resting preparatory to fulfilling an-

other important assignment in screen-

land.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

Mack Sennett announces the com-

pletion of his second and last five-

reel super-comedy for First National

release, “Love, Honor and Behave,”

the negative of which will leave for

the East this week. This production

will exploit the comedy gifts of

Charlie Murray, Phyllis Haver, Marie

Prevost, Billy Bevan, Kalla Pasha,

Eddie Gribbon, George O’Mara and

many others prominent in the Sennett

organization.
* * * *

Margaret Cullington has just fin-

ished “A Schoolhouse Scandal” with

the Special Pictures Corporation.

* *

Kathleen Kirkham is finishing the

organization of her own company and

will produce at the Hermann studios

on Wilshire boulevard. The working

title of her first picture will be an-

nounced later.

* * *

It is now announced that instead of

Charles Van Loan’s story, which

Wallace Reid was to have done next

for Paramount he will do an adapta-

tion of “The Daughter of a Magnate,”

by Frank H. Spearman, scenarized by

Eugene B. Lewis. The Van Loan

story will probably be the following

picture. Frank Urson will direct.

* * *

You may hear of a star quitting be-

cause her director won’t listen to her

rave about politics. We don’t blame

him.
* * *

The best way to settle the Irish

question is to leave it alone, says Eu-

gene O’Brien.

* * *

“Fatty” Arbuckle is watching Bus-

ter Keaton.—Yeh, he might get a

“good” idea.

* * *

Hobart Bosworth is finishing

“Fates’ Honeymoon”.—Most of the

honeymoon’s are very “Fateful”.

* * *

Harold Lloyd’s latest “do” is en-

titled “Wrong Number.” We get them
very often.

VISITING HER RELATIVES

A couple of weks ago Miss Jose-

phine Mann, the attractive daughter

of Gus Mann, of the Blue Bird Cafe,

left for Chicago to visit her uncle,

Mr. Fred Mann, and family. She is

to be gone for a couple of months,

much to the sorrow of “Billy,” and
her doting father, who will miss her

presence at the dinner table.

“CAREFUL, GIRLS”

Girlies, look before you leap,

For the sea of marriage is awful deep.

Jay Belasco is trying to “dope” out

some way to get out of the mess he’s

in.

* * *

The latest dance is the “El Chat.”

They’ve come down a bit in th's, they

wiggle their heels.

The Ville de Paris
The Los Angeles Home of

Miller-Maid Shoes
Complete lines of shoes created by 1.

Miller are shown in a variety of un-

usual and ultra-fashionable styles.

There is an exclusiveness and com-
fort about Miller-Maid Shoes that

assures their acceptance by women
of discriminating taste.

9 SEVENTH AT OLIVE

RlMmS CO.:e
PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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SPOTLIGHTS ON THE KEROSENE CIRCUIT

THOSE WEDDING BELLS HE IS CAST AGAIN D
One of the rarest matrimonial an-

gles that usually eventuates is when

two performers residing in the same

city decide to enter into the holy

bonds. Now had this issue gone to

press on the 20th of last month our

lips would have been sealed and we

could not; have divulged the deadly

secret, but as the event occurred in

St. Agnes church in West Adams
street yesterday, October 4th, we will

let you into our confidence and in-

troduce you to the happy bridegroom,

Mr. Howard Patrick, who took unto

himself, with a great deal of pleasure,

that beautiful person of Miss Betty

Nathan. The bride looked very

charming and was the cynosure of

many greedy eyes as she was led to

the altar before the Reverend Father

Maloney. “Blondy” Clark, business

partner of the bridegroom, was the

sacred custodian of the thing that fits

the third finger of the left hand,

while Mrs. “Blondy” Clark attended

as bridesmaid to the blushing bride.

Only a few intimate friends were pres-

ent, including the bride’s mother and

Sarah Brown, as the plans for this

event had not been formally an-

nounced. Immediately after the cere-

mony the happy pair boarded the

honeymoon special for Coronado,

where is is said the moon rises nightly

to smile his benediction upon couples

entering the portals of paradise.

THE DARLING

By Annie Imlah

The hair may be brown, or it may be

red,

That covers the loved one’s well-shaped

head;

The eyes may be brown, perhaps they’re

blue,

The color matters but little to you.

May be a perfect brunette, or blond;

Of either type you are very fond.

Delicate ears, "pink as a shell,”

Hearing some things to later on tell;

Deep, deep, dimples play “hide and seek”

In each small rounded satiny cheek.

Cute title nose, two soft red lips,

I feel quite sure the darling tips

The scales at about eleven pounds.

With pride your fond heart fairly

bounds.

Is the darling, putting all heads awhirl

Your handsome boy, or your dainty

girl?

Clifford Robertson casting director

at the Goldwyn studio for the last

two and a half years, signed a con-

tract for another year, according to

announcement made today by Abra-
ham Lehr, vice president in charge of

production. Mr. Robertson has cast

all of the Goldwyn productions dur-

ing his time of service, and the com-
pany places great reliance on his se-

lections.

Mr. Robertson was born in Lon-
don, his father being a captain in the

Royal Navy. He served seven years

in the British army and then, in 1905,

went on the stage under Sir Herbert

Tree. He started in pictures eleven

years ago as an actor and director.

LOOKS LIKE HIMSELF
Stuart Holmes, that debonair vil-

lain of many movies, has just returned

from a short vacation spent in Santa

Barbara, where he was resting from
his arduous labors performed as the

bad man in Madame Doraldina’s first

Metro starring picture, “But Yet a

Woman.” He was a guest at one of

the palatial hotels for which that all-

year-round resort is famed. Saunter-

ing through the lobby one day, he

overheard this conversation between
two members of the fair sex.

“Oh, look there goes Stuart

Holmes,” said one.

“My, no, that isn’t Stuart Holmes,
I’m sure,” said ’tother.

“Well, if it isn’t, he’s trying his

best to look like him,” replied the

fair one.

*liisjnastersloofc^S^v

M EN of affairs mark time

on the Shoe question

after they test the merits of

Nettleton Shoes.

—Fall styles

as worth while
as any of the

old-time favorites.

Boot SJioD
Distinctive Shoes'firMen

2.09 W. 5* YTTf
Ttotel Alexandria, is opp. uSl
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

LIP STUFF “ARE WE PROGRESSING”

“My wife kisses me every time I

come home,” boasted Eddie Lyons

on the set at Universal City the other

day.

“Affection or investigation?” in-

quired his partner, Lee Moran.

Alice Lake wears the cutest little

gingham dresses to work. In about

two weeks the extras will have them

and the price of gingham will go up

again.
* * *

Mable Normand has written the

music to a new song, entitled, “Why
Change Your Socks” by her press

agent). The words were written by

Jimmy Starr of Metro.

Orangeade without oranges.

Milk without the cow.

Marriage without a fight.

Beer without a kick.

“And they call it life.”

^/“Hoot” Gibson used to be with the

“Carnival of Rough Riders”. He’s

still a little rough.

* * *
Marcel de Sano has completed half

for, “The Orchid.” Pell Trenton

wears it while de Sano is held only

by his many medals.

* * *
Wait a minute I gotta go get an-

other prescription.

* . * *
Will Rogers is gonna move, he’s

An extra asked where the paymas- started scratching matches on the

ter was at Metro so she could get wall,

paid—a lot of birds knew where it

was before they ever got in.

Hi *

Goldwyn is going to start on “The

lt

1/Pi

Water Lilly” soon.—Yeh, everything

has water in it nowadays.
* * *

Thomas H. Ince has started on

“Magic Life”.—Well, Tommy, the

reel life seems to be “disappearing”.

* * *

Bobby Nye is to be featured by La
Maie in his next production. Here’s

a little lady that’s sure making good.
* ± He

Announcement.—“A new series of

Hallroom Boys jto be produced.

—

Good, they need something new.
• * * *

Carmel Myers is to do “Fanny,

Herself.”—It sure sounds like a per-

sonal appearance.
* * *

Louis Weadock has written a

scenario entitled, “Money Can’t Buy
It.”—No, by-golly you’ve got to steal

“it” or make “it” now.

H. B. Warner has starred work in

“The Checked Suit”, at the Hampton
Studio.

The story was written by Freeman
Putney, Jr., and the screen version

by Fred Myton. Robert Thornby
directs and Victor Milner photo-

graphs.
* * *

“The Ease-All Shoe”,—ad in pa-

per—Yeh, “Ease-All” except your

pocket-book.

Henry Lehrman has finished his

latest “Wet and Warmer”. He must
be speaking of “O—T”.

* * *

Viola Dana is to do “An Offshore

Pirate”, by Fitzgerald.—Sounds like

a modern profiteer..

* * *

Eddie Barry has now joined the rest

of us mortals—he’s married.

BEN WILSON
President Berwilla Film Company

Earle Williams has bought a new
motor car.—We’re betting on Earle,

Mr. Arbuckle.

SCREEN

GIRLS
Can’t afford the

costly raiment

of a Pauline

Frederick or an

Elsie Ferguson.
A great many
of them must
count the cost

of things, down
to the very Iasi

penny.

And here is the store

that takes this all

into consideration.

The Emporium

531 So. Broadway

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Moving Along In Movie-Land

j

LAST MINUTE STUFF
j

General Manager, Henry J. Arenz,

of the Hamilton-White Comedies is

back at his post on the Glendale lot,

after a severe illness.

* * *

Ray Berger, who produced

“Purity”, with Audrey Munson, and

a former director of “Kolb and Dill”,

is now with the Hamilton-White

Comedies.
* * *

Beatrice Bee Monson, formerly

with Marion Kahn and Monty Banks

Productions, has been engaged to

play opposite Lloyd “Ham” Hamil-

ton in his newest comedy “April

Fool” now in the course of produc-

tion.

* * *

Tom Moore, Goldwyn’s smiling

star, says he would rather be interned

than interviewed.

* * *
Friends of Naomi Childers, the

luminous beauty of Goldwyn films,

have nicknamed her, “Oh-me-oh-my,”
playing on her unusual first name.

* * *
Irene Rich, Goldwyn player, says

her ambition is to be “richer”.

* * *

Extra Girl attention.
—“You can

have beautiful hair”—reads an ad

—

“Yeh, you can buy it now.
* * *

“A cure for a double chin”.
—

“Just

get sore at Bull Montana.”

* * *

The biggest little poem in the

world.

JUST LIKE A LADY

A girl named Sadie

Was a perfect lady

A gent wanted to wed her

But she said, No sir”

But later I might—or maybe.

Ain’t this true ?
—“Pooh”, says the

girl, “Why worry ? a bit of rouge,

and extra touch of the powder puff,

and we’re ready.
* * *

Chas. Murray says not to go in

bathing after a heavy meal. .No,

after a heavy meal you haven’t money
enough.

* * *

Franklin Farnum is working on

“Hunger of Blood”.—Sounds as if he

were getting wild.

* * * ^

“Penny”, is Bessie Love’s next

picture. It sounds cheap.
* * *

The director who hit a guy with

a telephone the other day has at

least found some use for them.

LUCILE PINSON
(Lucile Stewart)

A Motion Picture Favorite

William de Mille is preparing

“What Every Woman Knows”—Yeh,

the trouble is they know too much..

THE DARDANELLA—
—one of the ne<w Bootery modes

for fall. In all the popular leath-

ers and fabrics, in many colorings.

Model shown is of black satin with^sfxidized steel cloth quarter, i

Joy, fun, boy, gun;

Gun bust, boy dust.

* * *

This sign should be in the Univer-

sal “Graberteria”. Don’t make fun

of the coffe, you may be old and
weak some day yourself”.

* * *

May Allison.—Let’s have a quiet

little meal together.”

Viola Dana—“Oh, no, let’s have

some soup.”

* * *
Sign at Brunton’s “Snatch-a-bite”.

“Our spoons are not like medicine,

to be taken after meals.

* * *

Alice Lake found Stuart Holmes
alright and she said he shouldn’t

“cut up” so much.

From the Bootery Come Many
Charming New Modes for Fall

Every Bootery style is ail original conception—each possesses

a dainty femininity that is captivating in its appeal to the

mer senses of dress appreciation. Women who demand the

utmost refinement in their footwear will find the embodiment

of their ideals in the style-superiority of Bootery shoes.

C. H. WOLFELT Co.

The BOOTERY
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Smart Shoes for ^7omen
432 SOUTH BROADWAY
Los Angeles Pasadena San Francisco

A D V E R T I S E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
TWINKLES FROM THE MOVIE

STARS

MAY McAVOY—Yfes, I* suppose

love’s young dream is very wonder-

ful—when you don’t have to wake up

in the movies.
Jj: ijc

GEORGE B. SEITZ—“I.ow living

and high thinking” is a noble ideal;

but “Nature abhors a vacuum,” espe-

cially in the stomach.
* * *

JUNE CAPRICE—Trilby’s “beauti-

ful bones” gave the lie to the maxim
that “beauty is only skin deep.” Isn’t

> it a pity that the latest ultra-abbrevi-

ated fashions so often restore the

force of that maxim?
* * *

WILLIAM DESMOND — Smile

when you say it—but be ready for a

punch in the eye.

* * *

MARGUERITE COURTOT — I

can’t say that I fully accept the the-

ory of “moon madness;” but I should

advise girls who have decided that

the answer is “No” to think twice

before accepting his invitation to “sit

out a dance” in the moonlight.
* * ifi

FRANK KEENAN—Some of the

latest “wheezes” are worth being

passed along. For purely personal

reasons I beg to announce that “T re-

call your name, but your face escapes

me,” was invented by Oliver Herford
in the year 1898.

BETTING PHRASEOLOGY

This story pertains to Sydney
Cohen, that well known lawyer in

film circles. It seems that he had
been attending a ball game between
Vernon and Los Angeles, and the

game had been rather lengthier than

usual, so naturally on his way back
he put on a little more speed. In time

he arrived at the corner of Sixth and
Hill, when suddenly an intimate friend

called out to him, “Hey Svd, what
was the score?” Syd started his ma-
chine and was turning to the left

when he yelled out, “Three to one,

favor of Vernon.” At that particular

instant the traffic cop noticing the

left-hand turn, yelled at Syd, “It wiil

be five-to-nothing for you if you don’t

get back.” And Syd did not pay the

fine.

“SPIKE” ROBINSON IN NEW
DANA PICTURE

“Spike” Robinson, who, like his

bosom pal “Bull” Montana, has no

ambitions to be a matinee idol of the

screen, has been cast for a part in

“The Off-Short Pirate,” Viola Dana’s

new starring picture which Dallas

Fitzgerald is directing for Metro.

Will Rogers says he’s still hang-

ing around.—You know he has plenty

of rope to do it in.

A few days ago Jack Cooper (that

funny man) was visited at a local

studio by a lady fan who is an ar-

dent admirer of his comic capers.

Jack became so flustered and en-

thused over her admiration that in

gratitude he removed a comedy wrist

watch from his wrist and turning to

the lady said, “Here is a nice wrist

watch for you, my dear young lady.”

Evidently the fan had been prepared

to present Jack with a little token

of her favor, for accepting the watch,

she exclaimed, “Will you accept this

little flask in return and always carry

it, for my sake?” Jack gracefully

shook the flask and a smile of ex-

altation spread over his features as

he enthusiastically exclaimed, “My
dear young lady, this will remain on

my hip forever.”

A MECHANICAL ANSWER
“I see where Blank,” said Frank

Mayo, the Universal star, referring

to a well known actor, “has a new at-

tachment on his car.”

“What’s it for?” asked Jacques Jac-

card, his director.

“For debt,’ replied Frank.

Guy R. Cockburn
Outside Casting Director
LITTLE THEATER BLDG.,

1324 So. Figueroa
Phone—65527 or 60371

Goods and the Service That
Men Are Looking For
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Trailing Alotion Picture Stars
LARRY SEMON

By Annie Imlah

Larry Semon, your picture I found in-

teresting,

And gazed at it quite a long while;

l think the silhouette seems sort of pro-

testing,

Refusing to “picture" your smile.

On the screen you are funny and when

we are viewing

You, all are as glad as can be.

I’ve no doubt it gives you much joy to

be doing

Your antics, while we howl with glee.

So as on your face a gay smile you’re

wearing,

And every one smiling at you,

The fans who admire know you an
preparing

Something in picture’s that’s NEW.

Larry .Semon, “I’ll say," days after par-

taking

Of your gay, clean, clever fun,

With pleasure and laughter people are

shaking,

Your comedy’s seldom outdone.

Your cartoons are said to be most

amusing,

Cute posters, that make people grin;

Busy at work, your talents you’re using,

Applause you’ve earned, and will win.

HOW TO SUCCEED IN THE
MOVIES—

Be an actor if you can, but if you
can’t (which is nearly always the

case) cultivate Levy, the Tailor.

Louis B. Mayer says the financial

situation is terrible. We agree with
him.

* * *

A sign we will never see, “True-

Shape Corsets.”

* * *

Fannid Ward says an actress is a

baby doll between the ages of 17

and 70. Yeh, that means that grand-
ma is in the front row chorus.

* *

Carter*de Haven says that golf can
not be understood by trying Ouijja.

It seems to be the only way.
* * *

By Nomb Rains: A lot of actors

are actors for no reason except that

they’re actors.

HONEYMOON SPECIAL

A compartment car dubbed “The
Honeymoon Special” arrived in Los
Angeles last Friday bearing Allen

Holubar, the young director, and Dor-

othy Phillips, his star. The car ac-

quires its name from the fact that

Harry Bocquet, Mr. Holubar’s assist-

ant in the making of “Man, Woman,
Marriage ” took unto himself a wife

in Piedmont on Saturday, Mr. Holu-

bar and Miss Phillips being guests

of honor.

Mr. Holubar had a special car to

bring Miss Philbps, the bride and

groom, James Kirkwood, his leading

man, H. Lyman Broening, his cine-

matographer, and other members of

his staff back to Los Angeles.

Final scenes for “Man, Woman,
Marriage,” which is soon to be re-

leased by First National, were made
in San Francisco, with the Bocquet

wedding to a piedmont society girl

taking place between scenes.

The members of the Holubar com-

pany who did not make the trip have

decorated the Holubar studios with

all manner of junk from the prop

room, the articles ranging from teeth-

ing rings to rolling pins.

THE JURIST
Edward Kimball, that grand old

man of minstrelsy, vaudeville and the

legitimate stage and more recently

holding a unique position at the Harry

Garson studio and - incidentally who
is the father of that wonderful screen

actress, Clara Kimball Young, has

been assigned the important part of

“The Jurist” in the next Will Rogers

feature to be produced at the Goldwyn
Studio. Many of you, no doubt, re-

member this wonderful character in

some of Irving Cobb’s stories. Mr.

Kimball has only one regret in start-

ing this feature and that is that he

may be denied the privilege of wit-

nessing the hot, sizzling series be-

tween Johnny Power’s gang and. its

natural baseball enemies represented

by other teams.

Under the direction of Edward
Laemmle, Hoot Gibson is completing

another of his peppy western dramas,

the latest one being titled “Teacherjs

Pet.”

A slip of the lip has caused many a

press agent a bit of money.

SAVE

10%
On your purchases here

during the remodeling of

our store front.

Everything reduced, except-

ing a few nationally adver-

tised articles.

OUTFITTERS OF
DEPENDABILITY

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

I GOSSIP BY
! THE ROUNDER

Vin Moore is producing a short-

reel comedy for Universal entitled

“The Crook.” Dorothea Wolbert is

featured. -Tom Buckingham is direct-

ing “Not Her Fault,” a comedy with

Charles Dorety, Bud Jamison and

Lillian Biron. Chuck Raisener has

just finished the production of “A
Lying Lion Hunter,” a mirth provoker

featuring Dixie Lamont and Cliff

Bowes, while “Trouble Brewing,” a

hilarious trifle with a special cast, is

being directed by Bill Armstrong and

Joe O’Donnell.

* * *

What’s the use of sighing for the things

you cannot get?

What’s the use remembering' the things

you should forget?

What’s the use of harboring a grief that

cannot bring

Relief, placing in your face new lines

from pondering?

—By M. L.

* * *

Antonio Moreno, the serial star, evi-

dently has taken the despised mos-
quito and is using same stinger to

embellish his family tree, or as in

the present case his little ground
racer. He names it “Mosquito,” and

take it from us this particular car

came along Prospect street at a “bit-

ing” speed.

* * *

Leopold Godowsky, the famous
pianist and father of Dagmar, went

on tour September 20th. Dagmar
Godowsky states that this means
that she will have to wait several

months before she hears good music

again.

* * *

It’s funny to see a street car motor-

man driving his own Ford.

* * *

The value of fame is the price of a

dime.

You will recognize this, no doubt, von

Stroheim

!

* * *

Look upon life pleasantly,

No matter how it seems;

It will help you realize

Fruition of your dreams.

—By M. L.

EDITOR GREETS EX-REPORTER

Bruce Haldeman, owner of the

Louisville Courier-Journal, was sur-

prised at Universal City the other day.

He met Charles Hertzman, publicity

director, who did his cub reporting

on the old Courier.

Pell TrenOon, who played leads in

more than 100 stage productions in

New York and London, and who has

supported a score of famous film stars

including Clara Kimball Young and

others, is playing opposite Carmel
Myers in “The Orchid.” The film is

being directed by Marcel de Sano. It

is a screen adaptation of a magazine
story by Margaret C. Storrs, and

gives Trenton ample opportunity for

his remarkable dramatic talents.

* • * *

Associated First National Pictures,

Inc., announces that James Oliver

Curwood’s “Nomads of the North”

will be released next month. This

production was directed by David

Hartford. Lon Chaney, whose re-

markable characterization of “the crip-

ple from hell,” in “The Penalty,” has

stamped him as one of the finest

character actors the screen has yet

seen, will be seen in the leading role

in “Nomads of the North.” Betty

Blythe will have the leading feminine

role.

* * *

Collen Moore has been chosen to

play the leading feminine role in King
Vidor’s production of “The Sky Pilot.”

After selecting David Butler for the

male lead, Producer Vidor spent sev-

eral weeks in search of the most suit-

able actress to play the difficult femi-

nine lead.

PRACTICAL
but BEAUTIFUL

LADIES’ COVERALL BREAK-
FAST COAT—CORDUROY

VELVET
in ALL shades

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES—
BUT ADVANCED IN STYLES!
WE are pleased to show them at

MAISON de LINGERIE
1934 West Seventh Street

Corner of Westlake

Ted Taylor of Universal publicity

department is very careful of his hair,

he only combs it twice a day.

You Can’t Resist Them!

TIME
(H°C°hflTES

CC.BBOUN
621S0.pl.
phoai

SX
iwr i6io

AilN 46$

They melt in your
mouth.

Fresh, Pure
Delightful.

The ladies appreci-

ate a box of

BROWN’S
CHOCOLATES!
Telephone your

order.
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On Strips of Celluloid
SEE IT THROUGH

By Marshall Lorimer

Never seek to compromise

With the right, or ’wrong.

Let's be foolish, or more wise

;

Why shed tears in song?

Let’s admit mistakes we make,

Consciously, or not;

Sensibly we will forsake

Any danger spot.

Reno can never get together-

they’re always separating.

Dimple

!

Trade a Wrinkle For a
4 TO 6 WEEKS’ TREATMENT DOES IT

WOULD YOU PAY TEN DOLLARS FOR
DIMPLED HANDS? ..OF COURSE YOU WOULD

MINE COST ME ONLY $3.00

USE
—r*TTTm 11 llllllitfrfc

SKIN FOOD

WATCH IT WORK

!

Trial size $1.00. (10-day treatment) Regular size $3.00.

CASTILIAN BEAUTY MFG. CO.
334 Wilcox Building Los Angeles, California

PERT POINTS

Eileen Percy is working on, “Be-

ware of the Bride.”—Yeh, a lot of us

have foiyid that out too late.

* * *

Lewis S. Stone is now working on

“The Concert.”—He says he has a

very good “band” in his hat.

* * *

Mr. Leet, Metro, publicity head

—

says that Metro lacks one thing and

that is a cellar. This is deep stuff.

$ 'i* $

“To Film ‘The Devil’ ”—news item

—Gosh, they must think he’s here in

Los Angeles.

* * *

Max Linder after having finished,

“Seven Years Bad Luck”, is taking a

vacation.—He should be counted

lucky.

* * *

T. Roy Barnes, Christie star, says

in two moving pictures, which is the

total of his experience so far, he has

learned two things. An assistant di-

rector is a lion tamer, and a projec-

tion room is the Chamber of Horrors.

* * *

Gus Leonard of the Christie fun

staff, says he caught two gold fish

off the pier at Ocean Park, thereby

exciting the crowd. A stranger stepped

up and said “That’s nothing. I picked

up two gold bricks in a New York
film office.”

* * *

Bertram Bracken, who directed

Anita Stewart in “Harriet and the

Piper,” a forthcoming Kinema attrac-

tion, is now supervising the cutting

and titling of “Kazan,” the James Oli-

ver Curwood story which he recently

finished in production as a Selig spe-

cial.

$ $ $

He took my heart and crushed it,

Like the petals of a rose,

He took my hair and brushed it,

From off his natty clothes.

He took my jewels and pawned them,

And said, “Good-bye, WO-MAN,
And now, by hank, he’s sporting

A brand new Ford Sedan.

—By M. W.

Hayakawa is doing “East is East”.

Harry Carey is doing, “West is

West”, we’re waiting for Ben Turpin

to do “North is South”.

William Watson has just returned

from La Jolla, where many interest-

ing scenes were filmed for “The Hotel

Hermit,” a melodramatic feature de-

stined for the Universal program.

Heading the cast are Louise Lorraine,

Robert Anderson and Joe Moore.

With all seriousness aside, we will

talk with Harold Lloyd.

Lillian Rich, who is playing in an

Edgar Lewis production, has followed

the example of ingenue leads and has

purchased a Chandler car. We only

hope that if she sees someone waving
frantically to her that she will stop

and give us a lift.

A copper king means nothing now-
adays.

WITH A DRIVER
10c

per mile
1 to 6 persons

Waiting Time
$1.00 per hour

Minimum 25c

Plus 10% for

increased costs

WITHOUT A
DRIVER

$1.00 and up
per hour

YOUR CAR is

always ready
here—and

—

We are building
on service and

accuracy

We Rent All Standard

Makes of Cars

BRI ST O L

TAXI
<24 Hour Service i

HOME 12415 •

•MAIN 6078
953-55 SOUTH BROADWAY

“Brist’ling” Continuously

Anywhere Any Time

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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GLADYS BROCKWELL IRENE BLACKWELL

For many years now the subject

of this sketch, Miss Gladys Brock-

well, has been before the public eye.

as an individual star in her own right.

It is true that she has never yet been
;

able to show the world how much
better she is than wliat has been

shown of her, but time will answer
this, we believe, in a satisfactory man-
ner. The other day we happened to

,

to be out at a certain large studio and
we saw that philosopher of directors,

Mr. Edgar Lewis, taking several hun-

dred feet of Close-Ups of Miss Brock-

well. We couldn’t help but exclaim,

“What a film appetite!” when Mr.

Lewis remarked that Miss Brockwell

was a worthy film gormand. They
were taking about four hundred feet

of this star as she appeared as a

woman of the old West as a “sage

hen” of the sixties. Incidentally the

name of this Edgar Lewis production

is “The Sage Hen.” It is a story deal-

ing with the West that our romantic

natures loved to delve into in our

early teens. At last we see Miss

Brockwell surrounded with an all-

star cast worthy of her well known
talent as an actress. Lillian Rich is

the ingenue, then there are Jim Ma-
son, Wallace McDonald, Alfred Al-

len, Helen Case, little Hendrick, while

a certain horse is featured in the cast.

Mr. Lewis is assisted by Cliff Saum.
We believe that this is the first time

that Miss Brockwell has been seen in

a character* in which she first appears

as a young woman and ends up as

the owner of a gambling hell in the

far West twenty or thirty years after-

wards. From some of the shots we
saw taken, we believe that the public

will have a veritable treat in sight

when Miss Brockwell finally appears

before them in the first production

she has been starred in since she left

the Fox Film Company. We have

an idea that this latter company will

be metaphorically kicking itself that

they were penny wise—after they have

seen a few hundred feet of “The Sage

Hen.”

“SHADOWS OF THE WEST”

One of the most unique endeavors

in screen production occurred recent-

ly when Paul Hurst, who directed

“Shadows of the West,” which opened

at Philharmonic Auditorium yester-

day. It is an achievement that Char-

ley Hickman and the director can

congratulate themselves upon. Two
weeks ago or less the final scenes were

being filmed and here you see the

finished product. Hedda Nova co-

stars with Lieut. Pat O’Brien in this

feature, dealing with a vital California

problem. Virginia Adair plays an im-

portant part, while Seymour Zelliff,

who wrote the story, plays a con-

spicuous role. Among other players

are Arnold March, Benny Corbett and

Yvette Mitchell.

HE DOESN’T WEAR GLASSES

A1 Stein, director for Jack White’s

Mermaid Comedies, has an artistic

eye for symmetrical formed bathing

girls.

While on location last week at Bal-

boa one of the mermaids came on the

scene with a one-piece, pink silk bath-

ing suit, and asked the appraising

Stein how he liked the suit.

“Ah!” he answered. “I see only

you.”

Dusty Famum is working on the

“Trail of the Axe”. Maybe he wants

to “cut up”.

Doug Fairbanks is working on the

“Curse of Capestrano”. Sounds as if

some very hard language was used.

They say sometime’s you’re worth

your sale, but what about your sugar?

The latest dance is the “get-away

closer”.—Boy, Page Doraldina.

Many years ago a family by the

name of Blackwell came into New
York state and during the course of

time managed to impress their signa-

ture upon a certain famous island

which is known the world over. Who
hasn’t heard of Blackwell’s Island? It

is an island from which sighs of con-

tentment arise, and groans of despair

are current. And the family who left

this monument upon the American
continent had among other members
of its family a certain young, vivacious

lady by the name of Irene Blackwell.

If you will take the trouble to look

on one of the covers of this issue you

will notice that she is wearing a Lu-

cille gown, and other appointments

which can only be afforded by the

rich. Frankly speaking, Miss Black-

well, although as it were born to the

purple, decided to step out in a demo-

cratic fashion for herself. It all start-

ed over a trivial little bet made by

several of her social friends in her

particular New York set. The con-

sequence was that one morning she

appeared at a local studio and asked

Mr. Robert McIntyre if he thought

she was fit for moving pictures, and

although she drove to the studio in

her own limousine, she was accepted

as an extra girl for the munificent

sum of $5 a day. The mere fact that

Miss Blackwell is unashamed to pro-

claim this fact proves how deadly in

earnest she is to succeed as an

actress. Of course, she had pre-

vious stage dramatic experience, but

which of our modern stars are proud

to acknowledge how they started in

their chosen career? After a time the

possibilities of Miss Blackwell’s

beauty and talent were seen and she

was given her first important part

playing opposite Montague Love. At

this writing she is playing the sym-

pathetic lead opposite Frank Mavo
under the direction of Jacques Jaccard

in “The Throw Back.” We have been

enabled to witness a great deal of her

histronic ability before the camera

and there isn’t a doubt in the world

but that if Miss Blackwell will con-

tinue unswervingly to follow her ca-

reer she, like others, will wear the

crown of stardom without having the

crown made an extra size larger to

fit her well-poised head.



UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

Two important features were start-

ed at Universal City during the past

week—“Out of the Sunset,” directed

by Stuart Paton, and “The Flip Flap-

per,” supervised by Rollin Sturgeon.

“Out of the Sunset” stars Eva Novak,

whose first Universal release, “Want-
ed at Headquarters,” scored so em-
phatically. Prominent in Miss No-
vak’s support arc Jack Perrin as the

lover, Leonard C. Shumway as the

husband, and Olleta Otis as a home-
breaker. “The Flip Flapper” has a

splendid cast to surround Gladys

Walton, who is featured in the title

role. In the company are Lillian

Lawrence, Maude Wayne; Fred Mala-

testa, Grant McKay, Nanine Wright,

Fred Andrews and Louis Willoughby.

The Palm Beach hotel scenes are now
being filmed in Pasadena.

* * *

Jacques Jaccard is approaching the

final scenes of his. latest story, “The
Throwback,” which he is producing

with Frank Mayo in the stellar role.

This romance of the South American
rubber country is beilng interpreted

by an exceptional cast, the star being

supported by Edward Coxen, Helene
Lynch, Irene Blackwell, Dagmar Go-
dowsky, Gordon Sackville, Nick de

Ruiz, Max Willink and others.

* * *

Hoot Gibson is working on another

of his rapid action western pictures,

his latest story being called “Super-

stition,” and directed by Edward
Laemmle.

* * *

Erich von Stroheim is well along

on his next Universal-Jewel feature,

“Foolish Wives ” which he not only

wrote and is directing, but in which
he plays the sinister character of the

Russian prince. The scenes of the

story are laid in and about Monte Car-

lo. In von Stroheim’s company are

Rudolphe Christians, Marguerite Arm-
strong, Mae Busch, Maude Wayne,
Daisy Robinson, Fred Gamble, Earl

Martin and Jack Byron.

REEL STUFF FROM REALART

William D. Taylor is cutting “The
Witching Hour,” his latest special for

Realart. He expects to finish by Oc-
tober 4, after which date he will leave

on a month’s vacation. His next pro-

duction has not yet been chosen. It

is schuedled to start on November 15.

* * *

The Los Angeles Orphanage was
the scene this week of location “shots”

in the new Bebe Daniels production

for Realart. £>
* * *

“The Snob,” by William J. Neidig,

is announced as the next Wanda Haw-
ley vehicle. It has been scenarized

by Alice Eyton and started at the

Realart Studio about October 1. Sam
Wood is directing. _

* * ^ ^
Ruth Renick, much-in-demand in-

genue, lost out on a vacation this

week. She finished work in Realart’s

“The Witching Hour” one day, only

to begin the following morning
in a prominent role of the new Bebe
Daniels production.

* * * ^
Mary Miles Minter is playing a dual

role in her current Realart picture,

now under way at the studio. In

one character a brown wig covers

her famous blonde curls. She is

growing used to this camouflage,

however, as a similar incident occurred

recently in the making of “Sweet
Lavender.”

* * *

William D. Taylor, Realart promot-
er, was chosen to give the principal

address at the Memorial services held

Sunday, September 26 in honor of

the four film players who recently

passed on. The Brunton Studio was
the scene of the affair. Father Neal

Dodd, “the Motion Picture Pastor,”

had charge of the ceremonies.

Maurice Tourneur is finishing

“The Last of the Moh :cans”.—I bet

he’s glad its “The ‘Last’ of the Mo-
hicans”.

LASKY-ISMS

The announcement that Frank Ur-

son has finally won his spurs and is

to become a full-fledged director for

Paramount is a tribute to the skillful

and faithful work of Mr. Urson in his

capacity as assistant director to Cecil

B. de Mille. Always a close student

of the screen technique and possess-

ing a real dramatic instinct Mr. Ur-

son is expected to contribute some
really splendid examples of the direc-

tor’s art to the screen. His first work

will be with Wallace Reid and while

the title has not yet been selected for

the picture, it is to be a scenarization

of one of Charles Van Loan’s news-

paper stories. William Parker wrote

the scenario for this picture.

* * *

William de Mille is devoting all his

energies at this time to the perfection

of arrangements for his next Para-

mount production, “What Every Wo-
man Knows,” from Barrie’s well-

known play. Lois Wilson and Con-

rad Nagel will have the two leading

roles. Glga Printzlau is writing the

scenario.

Cecil de Mille is coming within

sight of the ending of “Forbidden

Fruit,” and if care and attention to

every detail go to make a successful

production, this certainly should be

a record-breaker. With a powerful

cast and every facility and an excel-

lent story by Jeanie Macpherson, Mr.

de Mille feels confident that “Forbid-

den Fruit” will measure to the high

standard set by his former produc-

tions for Paramount.

Buster Keaton is starting on “Par-

adise Alley”.—It will be “Pair-a-

dice Alley” if he “makes” it.

* * *

The new production will be started

at Universal City next week—“White

Youth ” directed by Norman Dawn
and starring Edith Roberts, and “Gold

and the Woman,” a stirring tale of the

Yukon with a special cast, directed

by Reeves Eason.
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BACK HOME MIND CONQUERS ALL

Dustin Farnum returned to the

Brunton studios this week after an

o extended location jaunt to the big

timber country near Fort Bragg, Cal-

ifornia, where several thousand feet

of lake and forest exteriors were
filmed for the star’s latest independ-

ent production, “The Trail of the

Axe,” an adaptation of the well known
best seller of that title by Ridgewell

Cullum. Ernest C. Warde is direct-

ing this picture and Winifred Kings-

ton is playing opposite the star.

Wanda Hawley is finishing “Her
First Elopement”.—We hope she

won’t try it again.

* * *

Bebe Daniels is finishing “Oh,
Lady, Lady.”—Has Bebe grown up?

Barbara La Marr Deely, whose
poems are so well known through the

columns of this magazine and who
has made an enviable record for her-

self as a successful screen authoress,

has happily recovered from a serious

attack of la grippe. At one time

things began to look dangerous, as

she had a fever of over one hundred
and three, but her mind was conqueror

at all times, as can be seen from her

latest poetical effusion, “The Savage,”

in this issue.

Allen Holubar has finished, “Man,
Women, Marriage.”—He should do a

sequel entitled, “Divorced.”

* * -r

Goldwyn is finishing, “Out of the

Dark.” Sounds like a movie.

SECOND CHRISTIE FEATURE
PRODUCTION UNDER WAY

The second of the A1 Christie fea-

ture productions, “See My Lawyer,”
is under way with Christie in charge

of the direction of T. Roy Barnes,

Grace Darmond and others of a spe-

cial cast. The picture is being filmed

from the Broadway play of the same
name by Max Marcin, author of the

House of Glass, Eyes of Youth,

Cheating Cheaters and many other

successes besides “See My Lawyer,”

in which Barnes starred during the

New York run.

Christie has lined up a great cast

for “See My Lawyer,” which includes

Lloyd T. Whitlock, Jean Acker, J. P.

Locney, Lincoln Plumcr, Bert Wood-
ruff, Warde Caulfield, Eugenie Forde

and Phoebe Bassor. All of these peo-

ple have been seen in many feature

casts, although Lincoln Plumer, for-

mer stage star, is doing his first pic-

ture on the west coast.

This is the third picture in which

T. Roy Barnes has been cast thus far,

he being previously in Scratch My
Back and in So Long Letty, the

Christie production which will soon

be released through Robertson-Cole.

Christie has added to his producing

staff for this picture, having secured

G. B. Manly, formerly with Goldwyn,
as his assistant, and Steve Rounds as

an additional photographer, Anton
Nagy being in charge of photography

with Alex Phillips taking second cam-
era, thus providing three cameramen
for the production.

The scenario of Max Marcin’s play

has been done by W. Scott Darling.

Reginald Barker finished this week

at the Goldwyn studio, the taking of

“Bunty Pulls the Strings”. Frank

Lloyd is putting the finishing touches

to “Out of the Dark”. E. Mason Hop-
per is on the last stretch of Rupert

Hughes’ “Canavan”, starring Tom
Moore. Mason N. Litson today com-
pleted “Fans” the eighth of the

Booth Tarkington, “Edgar” series

and Victor Scheretzinger is getting

well under way of directing “The Con-

cert”.,. Lydia Yeamans Titus was this

week added to the cast.

* * *

Lyons-Moran have started on

“Fixed by George”.—Sounds like

they let George do it this time.

MICHAEL KLEMTNER’S

Marine Cafe
617 South Spring Street

Oyster Season opened Sept.

1st. The only cafe in L. A.
exclusively for “Sea Food.”

Triangle Cafe
717 South Olive Street

The rendezvous for supper
parties. Where first-class eats

are served “24 hours a day”
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| PHOTOGRAPHY—Must Reflect Yourself I
Otherwise You Are Spending Money Uselessly t|

| 313

§§ West Third
Street

The Above NAME—Means High Art in Photography

| Many Stars From Movie Land Are Permanent Patrons |
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CABARETTING MORE OR LESS

Blue Bird Cafe.—One of the reasons

for the particular success of this pap-

ular resort of entertainment is the

fact that Gus Mann, tne proprietor,

is always ready to experiment along

lines which are bound to please the

public. He has a theory that no mat-

ter how just a waiter may be, the

guest is always right. It is sort of a

policy which is bound to make many
friends, for it is a well known fact

that patrons of a cafe are always in

search of the very best. They leave

usually “That Sameness” and medi-

ocrity at home and naturally when

they appear in public they become

at times unusually critical. And for

this reason, if for no other, the Blue

Bird should be and Is patronized to

its capacity, enhancing the value to

this cafe are four men of the right in-

telligence to direct your comfort.

Carl Heimback is about the most

pleasing head waiter in Los Angeles.

He seems to understand your tem-

perament and acts accordingly. Burt

Sheehan undoubtedly possesses a tact

which is largely responsible for your

good-natured disposition before or-

dering your repast. Adolphe Larre,

with his immaculate appearance and

exquisite manners, naturally becomes

the favorite among the particular

ladies of taste and refinement, while

Charles Swaverly is the kind of a man
who can tell you just what you are

going to eat and how you will enjoy

it. Invariably his superior, Burt

Sheehan, is invaluable in this respect.

The orchestra has had a few changes

since our last issue. There are more

men and instruments and more avoir-

dupois at the piano. By this we mean
that Earl Burtnett has gained five

ounces since we wrote about him last.

Ask him how he did it. Hank Miller

plays the saxaphone and clarinet ef-

fectively. Spike Thomas is the trom-

bone artist, while Eddy Janis is, as

you are aware, one of the finest vio-

linists hereabouts. Bill Lambert taps

the pigskin. Bob Foxon is about the

most versatile musician in the aggre-

gation. He not only plays the cor-

net, but you should hear him play the

mouth organ. Tom Milligan stands

guard over the bass viol. Mark Casey

handles saxaphone and fishhorn. And
the music!—well, it is an ordinary

thing to hear these boys playing fif-

teen or more minutes at a stretch, so

frequent are the requests for encores.

TAKEN FROM LIFE

By M. W.

A sophisticated maiden

Just out from N. Y. Town,
With a great big baby stare,

And a halfway Parisian gown.

She thought she knew just everything

That anybody could.

But, oh! What wondrous things she

learned

When she got to Hollywood.

She searched our prehistoric clan

For the “IT,” but had to wait;

She had looked for an ideal man,

She just longed for a real soul-mate.

To realize her girlhood

When she got to Hollywood.

FINE CAST FOR WARNER PLAY

In selecting players for the differ-

ent roles in the new Pathe Special,

“One Hour Before Dawn,” in which

H. B. Warner is starred, Jesse D.

Hampton the producer, secured al-

most an all-star cast. Anna Q. Nils-

son plays the leading feminine role

opposite the star and Frank Leigh is

the villain. Others important in the

large cast are Thomas Guise, Augus-

tus Phillips, Ralph McCullough, How-
ard Davies, Wilton Taylor, Lillian

Rich, Adele Farrington and Dorothy

Hagen.

NOW PLAYING

X X X

LYONS AND MORAN
IN

“ONCE A PLUMBER”
* * *

A HOT, SIZZLING

FIVE-REEL FEATURE

DIRECTORS ARE YOUNG

Motion picture directors as a class

are remarkably young, especially so

when one considers the importance

of their work. A glance over the

biographical records of Goldwyn di-

rectors shows that forty is the high

water mark. Reginald Barker and

Frank Lloyd, featured directors, are

only 35 and 32 respectively. Alfred

Green is the youngest with only 28

years behind him. Viator Schertzin-

ger is only 31. Paul Bern, Goldwyn’s

newest director, is 30. Wallace Wors-
ley Mason L. Litson and Clarence

Badger are 40.

for Happiness

Coolest Place in Town—Complete Change of
Air Every Three Minutes

Hear the Little Bird Sing to Beat the Band
Open for Breakfast—Dinner Dance 6:15 to 12

—

No Intermission

Lower Floor Havward Hotel, Sixth and Spring Sts.

Tel. 11856
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Broadsides
By ARGUS

Making your way in the movies is

usually a bore—you have to “work” in.

* * *

Indistinguishability is a big word
for describing little Viola Dana, but

she’s got it.

* * *

Ben Turpin says that there’s only

two things the matter with a formal

dinner and that is a stiff clean shirt

and not enough to eat.

* * *

FASHION NOTE—The fall suits

will not “fall” in price.

* * *

Wanda Hawley, after being back

from San Francisco, says that anyway
it was a change. Yeh, they have very

small “change” up there.

* * *

Larry Semon says he works for a

living. He does.
ijc

Victor Schertzinger, the well known
Goldwyn director, has grown a mous-

tache. Doesn’t that “tickle” you?
* * *

Q. T. means Bull Montana, “Quite

Tough.”
* * *

Jack Cooper, the “funny man,” says

in speaking of “heavies,” that “the

heavier they are the harder they fall.”

Quite true.

* * *

If you write to a girl in vacation,

And she writes to you in vacation,

Then what the Helvetia, Nova Scotia,

Are you to do

After vacation

When she meets you and says,

“I met the best looking fellow during

vacation.”

Wallace Beery went whistling down
the street the other night and some-

body threw an empty bottle at him.

He says he’s gonna get a horn and go

by again—he might get something in

the next bottle.

* * *

The eternal triangle
—“The Y. W.

C. A.”
* * Jk

Thomas Meighan is doing “Easy

Street”.—That’s one street that isn’t

on the local map.

Mr. Jack Dunn late of the legiti-

mate stage has just divorced his

partner, Miss Rosalie Hager. Before

going into the movies.—Well he’s

starting out -alright.

* * *
A young fellow named Dunn
Of girls, he loved but one

He soon married her

She went with a sir.

And now he says he’s well done.

* * *

Harry Van Meter is thinking of go-

ing on the stage.—Well, here’s hop-

ing he stops thinking and continues

in pictures.

* * *

Tom Moore’s next picture is to be,

“Made in Heaven”.—Sounds like he’s

dead or getting higher in stardom.
* * *

“Hoot” Gibson is working on

“Marryin’ Marion”.—That’s easy.

* * *

Rex Ingram had a thirsty bunch of

extras in his latest, “The Four Cow
Boys.” They drank “wine” the first

shot, and wanted more retakes.

* * *

Baseball Note—Babe Ruth is still

running home. He should “run” for

president.

* * *

’Jes call me Cream of Wheat, I’m

mushy.
* * *

Wesley Barry take notice—A good

cure for freckles is to leave them

alone.
* * *

Frances Marion and Finis Fox
Have been remiss for days

So I’ve found the reason why
They’re busy writng plays.

* * *

John Sheehan of Fanchon and

Marco, and James Liddy of Christie

are old friends, Sheehan can’t get rid

of Liddy since he was caught with

“something” on his hip,

I * * *

“A movie solution of the movie un-

rest,” they have no standardized con-

versation, so they talk like Bugs Baer.

* * *

A philosopher nominated Chas.

Chaplin for the Hall of Fame for be-

ing the only expert loafer.

* * *

A woman is as old as she looks, but

a man is never old until he quits look-

ing.

* * *

Hale Hamilton says everything is

fine except the weather.

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Ch id Actress

The latest.
—

“Birds of all feathers

flock on the new hats”.

* * *

“Girl will marry lover who shot her

and himself.”—News item. Well, they

might have met anyway if it had been

fatal.

* * *

Milkshakes now with a little nut-

meg.

No thrill, boys.

Oh, my kingdom for the ole keg.

'The hours or mis

bank are exactly

suited to your
reauii'emenl’5'/

T HERE are many
a d v a n tageous

reasons for hav-

ing an account in the

Heilman Bank — and
not one reason why
you should not

Aside from the fact it

is one of California’s

largest and fastest
growing institutions

—

it’s the only bank that

has a service exactly

suited to your require-

ments

OPEN ALL NIGHT
—ALL DAY

SIXTH and MAIN*
BRMKHa:vSSt Z
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WHY BE AN EXTRA?

Claire Windsor, She Waited—and

Worried—and Won!

“I worked for a menial's hire,

Only to learn dismayed

That any wage I had asked of Life,

Life would have paid.”

Jessie B. Rittenhouse thus bemoans

the lack of real effort and indomit-

able purpose in early endeavors, see-

ing at the end that all comes to him

who has vision.

Napoleon said something about

there being a brigadier’s baton in

every corporal’s sack. But a great

many wise and successful persons

have said similar things, and the ma-

jority of us get the idea in our heads

that such lines are the bunk and that

the best course to follow is the line

of least resistance. This story proves

that our conviction itself is the thing

that might properly be termed bunk.

It is the story of a girl who refused

to see in a $7.50 check the final course

of her efforts in shadowland, and it

is told for the benefit of the great

majority of you girls who lug your

makeup boxes out in the morning and

back at night with an indifference

born of lost hope.

Lois Weber, premier woman direc-

tor, is a woman with great executive

ability and the mind to make decisions

that will stand. She found herself in

a situation not quite a year ago which

called for a decision being made

quickly. Paramount had signed a con-

tract with her which called for four

lavish productions, and at the last

moment before starting on the initial

picture of the series she was con-

fronted with the loss of her leading

lady who had left town. It was the

morning of the first date on the shoot-

ing schedule, and all hands were as-

sembled in a stage of the Brunton

studio.

“I’ll not stop at this last minute

to spend several days or weeks hunt-

ing for another,” she declared. “I’m

going to comb this lot and find one

ready to work.”

With characteristic thoroughness,

Miss Weber “combed” the lot. By
noon she had sent one of her assist-

ants to make engagements with a

number of promising young cinema

aspirants elsewhere, but she was still

hunting. Deciding that the studio

cafeteria at noon wasn’t a bad place

to look, Miss Weber went there, and,

while eating lunch, looked ’em over.

Result was that Miss Weber in-

vited one of the girls eating in the

cafeteria to come to her table and

join her. Girl’s name was Ola Cronk;

was working extra in a Holubar pic-

ture, and had never done anything but

extra work.

“You’re a perfect type of blonde

American girl,” said the famous di-

rector. “I don’t see how you’ve es-

caped getting some sort of a chance.”

Final result: The girl’s name is

now Claire Windsor, and after play-

ing the lead through the picture, “To
Please One Woman,” she pleased Miss

Weber so well that she now has a

five-year contract to appear in Lois

Weber productions.

“I’ve always been sufficiently in

earnest to have had plenty of crying

spells over my luck,” says the new
leading lady, “but I honestly think

it’s better to cry than to laugh the

way some girls do. No matter how
consistently unlucky I was, I never

got indifferent enough to feel that

perhaps I had no claim on success.”
“—any wage I had asked of Life,

Life would have paid.”

Jinks Harris, the iron-fisted cow-

puncher of filmdom, who has been

playing heavies on the LK-O lot, left

this beautiful burg to join Henry Mc-
Rae in Canada, where he will remain

for several months.

* * -T

Frank Mayo is finishing, “The

Throwback”.—Sounds as if he found

a horse show.
* * *

Belts are the only thing nowadays

that have plenty of “give” and no

“take.”

* * *

Now that the ladies are in politics

we’ve got no chance for an argument

—we call them ladies because we’re

gentlemen.
* * *

Bill Russell, went to see Fanchon

and Marco if anybody wants to

know.

I asked Bill how he liked the

show, he said: “The girls sure had

beautiful eyes”.
—“Say Bill how ao

you get the ‘eyes’ stuff ?”

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Ingenue

When you go away
On your vacation

And forget your camera

You decide then

That you can’t get

Good pictures anyway.

HINT—Never take vanishing cream

to the studio, it’s sure to uphold its

name.
* * *

Mr. Nazimova, who is tempera-

mentally dissatisfied with New York
stores, sent back to Los Angeles for

a pair of $30 golf stockings. Here’s

a new idea, Mr. Press Agent.

* * *

Mildred Moore got a good write-up

after investing in the Spirit of the

Poppy, that is typographically speak-

ing.

* * *

“Life Below the First Floor” is get-

ting to be a modern drama.
* * *

Owen Moore says that love gives

you a far-away look. It does. The
farther away the better.

* * *

The hardest thing in the world to

do is to eat corn beef and cabbage

in the cafeteria on the Vitagraph Lot,

especially if you have a stiff neck.

William Duncan will supply more
cognent information on this subject

than we can.

* * *

Lasky is making, “His Friend and

His Wife”.—Ten to one he lost his

friend and not his wife.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By MARSHALL LORIMER

A GAMBLER'S SOLILOQUY

By Marshall Lorimer

/ seemed to meet a thousand friends

whenever I was flush,

And somehow, by coincidence, they al-

ways seemed to rush,

But lately things have changed a bit, my

friends seem out of town,

For tho’ I visit my old haunts, or hold

a corner down—
7 fail to shake one hand of those who

clasped mine oft before,

And seem to realize somehow that

friends were now no more.

It’s sad to <tuaken from a dream that

brings you joy and bliss;

It’s sad to know that you’ve been IT,

and have come down to this;

It’s still far worse to have to feel you’ve

played the "angel” boys

For roysterers and courtesans, who stuck

to you thru joys—
Who lavished their attention till the day

that you went broke,

And pledged their keen devotion when

you failed to see the joke!

Then thru it all to have advice from

other parasites,

Who preached and sermonized and

spoke of moral rights,

And in the end by accident! As if the

thought just came,

They, put the borrow on you, and then

forget to pay the same.

You find them all together when you

squandered your last check,

And they’ll point you out and say, “Be-

hold the living wreck.”

They've shared your wine and suppers

and theaters to the last,

Then failed to recognize you, say, the

next day, when you passed.

Of course, this talk is kind of cheap;

you hear it day by day.

And in your hearts perhaps you feel the

theme is worn and gray,

But don’t you think that living sermons

such as these

Are just the kind of lessons that our

rising manhood needs?

I’m not a pessimist by far, for while

there’s life there’s hope,

But show me who succeeds in life who

from his battles cope—
Who early has indulgence, or is to

aprons tied,

No curse in life is greater to the young

man at your side.

But, after all, we know one friend who
sticks and plays the game,

For whom we’d forfeit all this wealth

and talk of fame

;

If this is so, then I am rich beyond my
wildest dream,

For he is waiting my return, he is my
daily theme;

His face is puckered, wrinkled much; he

knows a thing or two;

I have my doubt of human folk, but I’ll

swear my dog is true.

A HERO’S DREAM

By Marshall Lorimer

I’ve often wondered if by chance,

Some accident in sooth,

Would send me realized romance

In overwhelming truth;

For instance, say, a runaway,

With nostrils spurting fire,

Amidst the traffic of Broadway,

Might bring me my desire (?)

Suppose within the carriage sat

An heiress, pale with fright;

Then, say, myself, with muscles strong

Leaped forward with my might,

And as the thousands watched with

dread

My long athletic leap,

Which brought me to the horse’s head

In one convulsive heap?

Then as the startled equine sped

Upon his mad career—
Myself—whom thousands thought just—

dead,

Would hear a deafening cheer;

Then, with the courage I don’t lack,

And with one gasp for breath—
I leap upon the horse’s back

And save the girl from death!

The aftermath—you’ll understand,

While thousands cheer their best—
The heiress offers heart and hand,

Besides her treasure chest,

Then dreamily—my eyes uplift,

And see without a doubt,

A street sign reading, "This is Fifth,”

And find my pipe is out.

Molly Madone wears green garters.

She says she is never happy unless

there is some green on her some-
where, and that is the only place it

is becoming.

SOUNDS LIKE ALL-STAR CAST

The Metro stock company, as now
organized at the Hollywood studios

is one of the most notable of any

motion picture organization. Among
those who have signed long-term con-

tracts to appear exclusively in Metro

productions are Edward Connelly,

Edward Jobson, Edward Cecil, Wynd-
ham Standing, Florence Turner, Cleo

Madison and Lawrence Grant.

NOTHING TO DO BUT LOOK
PROSPEROUS

To those who have seen Edward
Jobson, popular Metro player, cruis-

ing around the waters adjacent to

Catalina Island, it may be said that

he is not vacationing, but is enjoying

all kinds of water sports in connec-

tion with his present picture. Mr.

Jobson is Supporting Viola Dana in

her newest Metro starring vehicle,

“The Offshore Pirate.” Nearly all of

the action of the picture takes place

aboard a million dollar yacht, and Mr.

Jobson in the role of the wealthy

uncle of the heroine of the story has

nothing to do but look opulent.

Jack Holt says that bare-foot dances

will be the rage next year if the price

of shoes keep on. He’s right.

The/^Jite
CATERERS AND I I CONFECTIONERS
641 SOUTH FLOWER ST. V S LOS ANGELIIS.CALIFORNIA

Pico 1573

On the completion of our new
building we added two new depart-

ments: the tea room and candy de-

partment. You will be pleased with

both.
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PERSONAL CRITICISMS OF PHOTO-PLAY PRODUCTIONS
Supervised by Emm. Ell.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRESENTS “THE PENALTY DIRECTED BY WALLACE WORSLEY
Reviewed by— .

Here is a moving picture which hundreds of

thousands will enjoy and yet when you ask them
why they enjoyed it the majority will probably in-

form you that it was on account of the weirdness,

mysteriousness and superb characterization of Lon
Chaney. These three reasons could easily be ac-

ceptable as a good valid right to proclaim this pic-

tire an unique feature. To our way of thinking,

the great secret of the success of “The Penalty,” is

the undercurrent motive that lies behind. When
Gouverneur Morris wrote this book, he must have
been thinking of the paramount discontent preva-
lent among the masses. Social conditions were
such that at the slightest flare a revolution might
have ensued. This play, like the model bust of

Saturn in the story, conceals the depth of mastery
beneath. It is that of a man, who. being physically
imperfect, strains with his entire mental ability to

be a master mind of the lower world of crime. As
the story unfolds before us. we could easily grasp
that here was a direct parallel with the discontent
of the toilers of the earth. Here we could see how
one with little knowledge but with great determin-
ation can be deflected into paths leading to a reign
of terror. And when the doctor eventually decides
that “Blizzard” should not have limbs, but that

an operation should be performed to remove the

pressure on the brain of the man, he worked out
our theory—which we are trying to have you un-
derstand—that it is the brain of us which can easily

become terribly distorted through privation and
circumstances.
We would advise any man or woman discon-

tented with their lot to sec this masterful produc-
tion of absorbing interest. It is bound to hold you

CHARLES RAY IN “AN
Reviewed

We could just as easily have reviewed Charley
Ray in “Forty-five Minutes From Broadway” and
would have been unable to say more for him in the
way of our respects for his ability as an actor as
in this particular picture, “An Old Fashioned Boy.”
The reason we take this feature for a review is to
bring out the fact that Charley Ray had a perfectly
logical reason for producing his own pictures in-

dependently. Tonvlnce is known as an astute pro-
ducer. but we fail to see where he showed any par-
ticular insight or cleverness when he allowed such
a star to get away from him. In this feature this

young natural actor is shown at his best. It is the
kind of clean, unassuming comedy that brings a

healthy glow into the core of an unhealthy mind.
It is chock full of laughs—laughs which are not
forced—laughs that seem to come from us as
naturally as we know the sun will shine some time.
We figure that one five-reeler of this kind is easily
worth any five-five-reel features turned out by the
Mack Sennett forces.

Ethel Shannon convinced us that we were right a
year or so ago when we predicted that she had
the makings of an ingenue star. She typically por-
trayed all of those characteristic opposites preva-
lent in the nature of self-willed girls. Her forceful
interpretation made a decided hit with the audience.
For the first time in our picture career we were
able to see Alfred Allen, who played such a marv-
elous part in “Hell Morgan’s Girl”, playing a kindly
disposed man with a keen sense of domestic humor.
Wade Boteler portrayed a splendid example of
farcical revenge as the husband in continual hot
water. Sybil, his wife, played by Grace Morse, did
one of the very best examples of domestic incom-
patibility we have seen in pictures. Little Gloria

spellbound with its technical display and the

marvelous acting of its star. The latter we doubt
never appeared to better advantage than he has in

the part of “Blizzard.” He made it a character

which stands vividly in our minds as something
almost undefinable. He portrayed a man torn be-
tween beastly desires and idealism, and how the
latter conquered makes one of the most vivid
stories ever thrown upon the screen. The direction
was smooth and unerring. The photography was
clear and well defined at all times. The acting of
Charles Clary, as the doctor, was a clever interpre-
tation and showed this popular actor at his best.
We think that Ethel Grey Terry deserves the his-
tronic honors of the feminine portion of the cast.

Katherine Adams was also very good. Kenneth
Harlan, as Wilmot, was not correctly cast as a
physician. He acted like any ordinary young
juvenile bursting for a fight, and he made a fatal

mistake when he notices Blizzard for the first time,
in failing to observe the state of the cripple, con-
fronting him. Most doctors would have concealed
their personal feelings in viewing an interesting case
of physical disablement. Edouard Trebaol was more
than excellent in his part. Milton Ross, as Lichen-
stein gave a splendid performance. James Mason
proved himself, as always, to be a good actor, while
Jack Carlisle as O’Hagan, did very well.

If we have given more space to this picture re-

view than seems necessary, it is because we con-
sider that this feature is the kind that we have
been advocating as a double standard of story and
moral. Anyone failing to see it have deprived
themselves of a throbbing lesson in life which they
cannot afford to lose in this day and age.

OLD FASHIONED BO' ’

by G. M.

Joy was very good and Frankie Lee, had we had
him, would have been spanked quite often for his

wicked pranks. Hal Cooley fitted the part he was
supposed to play. As we heard someone behind us
remark, “At last Hal was playing his own character
to the life!” Altogether the continuity and direc-

tion showed the highest marks of ability and keen
insight into humorous situations. Chester Jones
deserves great credit for his photography. Jerome
Storm directed.

LINES AND LINES OF LINES
Continued from second cover page)

of the ‘Mechanical Stereopticans’, for food and taxis go ‘bla-

a’ with them. They always have a machine, if it is nothing
hut a disguised flivver, and they would rather brew a ham
and egg sandwich in your apartment than stop at any victual
emporium.

Oh! that is fair enough, but you can’t get off so easy
the gang cried, how about Larry and his line? “Well, I re-

plied, he is too much like the ice cream he manufactures

—

‘sweet, but so cold’.’’

Weill then, they said, “How about Dick?” “You mean
that horse thief lover of mine?” I asked. Gangway! girls

—

All those coming in late may remain for the next perform-
ance. Only my own fluttering heart will know the intrica-

cies of the slow, deadly poison that he injects through my
ear muffs Why, girls, I continued, if I believed in reincar-
nation, I always would believe that he played the ‘snake’ in

the little ‘Cleo and Anthony’ act, for sweet ladies, his line

is deadly.
“And after all, don’t you all think that men are the

natural magicians in the world? Why one good man if he
so wills, can change your prosaic existence into an ‘Arabian
Night’s Tale,’ and even decoy ducks become sweet singing
canaries, the faded roses in the wall paper become a bloom-
ing flower garden, and his ‘disguised Lizzie’ a chariot of
gold, and it isn’t hard to understand how Polly did her
‘quick change’ trick. Meeting adjourned.”

P. S.—So we all heaved a sigh, came back to earth, and
repeated in a chorus the afifrmative that “Heaven would
protect the working girl, but who would entertain her?”



IRENE BLACKWELL
Playing Sympathetic Lead in “The Throw Back,” Directed by Jacques Jaccard
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PERSONAL CRITICISMS OF PNOTO-PIAY PRODUCTIONS
Supervised by Emm. Ell.

THE BRANDING IRON”—A REGINALD BARKER PRODUCTION—GOLDWYN STUDIOS.
From the Story by Harriet Newlin Burt

Reviewed by S. S.

‘‘The Branding Iron” sets up the false hypothesis

that a man who loves his woman will cruelly brand

his mate with a red hot iron in order to tell the

world whom she belongs to. Thus placing the fair

sex in the category with cattle, dogs, horses and
other four-legged creatures of indiscriminate lineage.

But—while the iron is hot—let us strike into the
cold, dispassionate criticism of what it is all about.

Scenically and histrionically it is a masterpiece.
First, we have the slattern daughter—held in great

awe by her drunken father (who always had plenty
on his hip)—and he forthwith puts the curse on her
by prophesying a dire fate should she ever marry.
From then on she becomes an itinerant ‘‘lady of the

snows,” trudging here and there in search of succor
and shelter from various bipeds of the male per-

suasion.

She meets , admirably played by
James Kirkwood. Then she marries him. Enters
now the minister, a very heroic and upstanding ren-

dition by Albert Roscoe, who seems destined to be-

come a sort of a perpetual John Storm, et al (we
have seen him in three of these roles lately). The
minister is a veritable Good Samaritan, but is ter-

ribly misunderstood by the husband. Then the

pagan playwright in the person of Richard Tucker
appears on the scene. He is bereft of ideas, of course
—and the long arm of coincidence brings to him
this girl who is so horribly enmeshed in the web of

woozy misunderstanding. (Tucker is superb.) They
all lead the poor girl a terrible chase—her life is

just one bad episode after another. Until, finally, in

the smashing scene at the opry house (most pictures
nowadays delight in showing a play within a play)
she becomes hysterical in witnessing on the stage
before her every eyes the gruesome details of her
own checkerd career, which she had confidentially
related to the pagan playwright. Caring little for

sentiment, and still less for secrecy, he adroitly
maneuvers the meeting between her supposedly dead
husband (who has also been an auditor at the pro-
duction of the premier of the great play) and the
befuddled wife. Then Barbara Castelton rises to

superb heights and proves her right to the starring
rank in the cast. Here was as fine a bit of poignant
picture acting as we have witnessed in a month of

Sundays. Of course, a reconciliation was inevitable

—you could see the clinch coming, and thus it ended.
In an all-star cast of celebrities it is odious to

make comparisons, but the thought forces itself that

, one Albert Roscoe is due for stellar prominence ere
long. Who will be the movie impresario to sense
Roscoe’s inimitable gift for visualizing heroic por-
trature via the camera? We believe he is due—and
then some.

Scenically, there is a world of beauty to the pro-
duction. And it is admirably negotiated in the rather
flimsy theatric quality yclept “The Branding Iron.”

The balance of the cast did meritorious acting.

Russell Simpson, Sydney Ainsworth, Gertrude Astor,
Marion Colwin and Joan Stanley—let us also men-
tion Percy Hilburn, the cameraman, and give the
greatest credit to Reginald Barker.

LOUIS B. MAYER PRESENTS ANITA STEWART IN “HARRIET AND THE PIPER”

Reviewed by M. W.

Without going into a great many explanations
“Harriet and the Piper” was most ably directed by
Bertram Bracken. And when we saw “Renee Guis-
sart’s” name on the screen we were prepared to

enjoy the photography. We haven’t had suck a kick
out of anything since one memorial occasion when
a particular friend brough a bottle of medicine oh
his hip. Suffice it that we derived a great deal of

amusement from a lot of tomfoolery prepared for

our delectation ere the feature began. We might
also mention that the prologue entitled “A Night
in Greenwich Village” was too absurd to warrant
any attention being paid to it. The only ones we
noticed enjoying it were anti-Vivisectionists. They
seemed to be in fear that if they sat through the act

longer they would have to start a petition against
things of that kind, as they evidently did not wish
to see the audience suffer. In the piece de resistance

(?) of the evening Anita Stewart as Harriet, dis-

played her usual ability and smile. If we could do
the latter as often as Anita does, something wonder-
ful would probably happen to us. Ward Crane lived

up to his reputation as an actor. We have always
known the perquisites of a She-vamp but now we
know the requirements of a He-vamp; namely a

Chinese servant, a very ornate apartment, and a wee
bit of turf on an upper lip. Winsome Barbara La
Marr Deely as the “Tam o’ Shanter Girl” played up
so well that we forgot it was not a living scene, and

when she reached her big moment we nearly
screamed “Atta Boy.” We only wish, though, that

she would not spoil her usual smiliing mouth by
holding her lips so firmly together. It spoils the con-
tour of her face. Myrtle Stedman as “Isabelle
Carter” was natural in her artistry. We’d like to tell

her “love stuff” isn’t being done quite in the same
way these days. No better actor could have been
selected than Charles Hickman, Irving Cummings
could have played up better as “Tony Pappe.”
Byron Munson seemed to be enacting one of his

own “puppy” affairs. He was unsatisfactory, but
Margaret Landis playing the part of his sister seemed
too sophisticated for her part, although we forgave
her when she dropped her stageyness and rose to

the zenith in the last big scene. We always liked

Layola O’Connor and as “Madam Carter” she did

so well we felt very glad that she didn’t live at our
house. Evidently “Harriet and the Piper” was never
intended to revolutionize pictures. Bertram Bracken
undertook to make a great vehicle out of a very
poor story. Nevertheless you leave the theatre with
a feeling that you have witnessed a fairly notable
performance. Personally, we like it well enough
for thirty cents! but fifty seemed to be too much,
and since the man at the Kinema Theatre who used
to hand passes out has had another lapse of memory
we are slightly tempted to ask for a salary to review
any more Kinema Features.
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A NEARER
POINT OF VIEW

S VOL. IV., NO. 8

Eleven months ago when Marcel

de Sano arrived in this country from

European shores, people who saw him

merely muttered to themselves, “A
fine looking young fellow, but one who
is not likely to get along where Amer-
ican competition is so keen.” Evi-

dently, Mr. de Sano must have sensed

this feeling in the attitude of those he

met, for without any apparent effort

on his part he began to bore his way
into the film industry. We saw him

first, shortly after his arrival, purely

by accident, we believe, playing a very

important part in “In the Day She

Paid.” Seeing his artistic conception

in this comedy drama, we came to the

conclus’on that here was a new type

which it would be well for producers

to take note of. Mr. de Sano, who
is but 23 years of age, evidently de-

cided in his own mind that acting

—

although interesting—was not quite

interesting enough to edge out his

career. This may sound strange to

our readers, but we did not show the

least surprise when we saw this young
Italian directing his own company at

Universal City. How he did it, and

what brought it about, we can’t tell

you, but we do know, after witnessing

the unique manner in which he was
getting results, that in Mr. de Sano

the Universal Film Company had

picked another winner. The above

illustration shows you an intimate

social scene in “The Orchid.” The
seated figure is the subject of this

notice. The standing figures are Car-

mel Myers and Pell Trenton. It is a

characteristic angle of Mr. de Sano’s

minute grasp of the situation that he

invariably enters into the full spirit

of the scene and atmosphere before he

is ready to “shoot.” Our dear old

U. S. A. has well been named “the

land of opportunity,” and here we have

a practical illustration of what can

be accomplished by a stranger un-

familiar with our language who rap-

idly rises to a position of importance

within a short time and acquires Eng-
lish.

DOMICUS STEELICUS
Part of a set fell on a Fox director’s

head the other day. Doctor says he

will have sore feet fop at least six

weeks.

Clifford Robertson, casting director

at Goldwyn’s to J. J. Cohn, business

manager: “Well, Cohn, how are you
feeling today?” Cohn: “If I felt any

better my ears would flop and I’d

fly!”

WHEN HONESTY VANQUISHED
COURTESY

Here’s a story that everybody knows
who knows the star intimately. It

may interest others. It happened some
time ago.

One of the best known ingenue stars

of the screen was gett'ng her regular

hair treatment and shampoo in a lead-

ing hair drecs'ng parlor. She herself

is a dec ded blonde; also the girl who
waited on her. The star was d scours-

ing so that all patrons nrght hear on
the subject of why she had never been

kissed except in a p eture. She was
enthusiastic about her own modesty
and virtue. Then she fastened her

attention on the hair of the girl at-

tending her.

“You’re such a vivid blonde,” she

exclaimed, “I wonder—would you tell

me how you treat your hair?”

When assured that the color was
natural, the star said, “Oh, but I can’t

believe that — it’s so gorgeously

blonde.”

“Well, do you know, I have even

more d fficulty in believ'ng your story

of never having been kissed and all

that,” the girl replied frankly.

The nice little star relapsed into a

mere customer.

Appropos, we would like to suggest

that the young M ss Innocence wears
her garment of unsoph'stication very

awkwardly off the screen.

VAL PAUL

There are many envious directors

today who are wishing that they could

stand in Val Paul’s shoes, for he has

had the distinct'on of producing and
directing “Sundown Slim,” starring

Harry Carey. Mr. Paul has had a

great deal of experience with his di-

rectorial ability, but he is under the

impress ;on at this time that in the

above vehicle, which is showing this

week at the Superba theatre, that his

best intimate conception is put before

the public gaze. Mr. Carey has been
so well satisfied with this feature that

Mr. Paul will continue to direct him
in his immediate future releases for

the Universal Film Company.

PLEASE PATRONIZE—WHO A D V E R T I S E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Somehow I am reminded that I have

an engagement in the middle of a

vineyard several miles east of here.

There will be moonshine, but not over

the cowshed.
* * *

Judging from the amount of space

given to the argument, one or two of

the local papers are honestly bucking

the advertis'ng subsidy rule wielded

by the chief rail line.

* * *

Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran have

begun work on the fifth of their com-

edy features. Their newest laugh-

compeller, “One Awful Night,” is

again from the pen of Edgar franklin.

Assisting the fun makers are Lillian

Hall, Alta Allen, Lionel, Belmore,

Clark Comstock, Chas. McHugh and

others.

* * *

Under the direction of Norman
Dawn, “White Youth,” in which

Edith Roberts is starring, is progress-

ing towards its lively climax. In

this whimsical comedy drama of

French Creole life in Louisiana, Miss

Roberts is supported by Arnold

Gregg, Thomas Jefferson, Alfred Hol-

lingsworth, Hattie Peters and many
others.

* * *

Dorothy Woods insists on “shoot-

ing” between shooting scenes, and the

poor cowpunchers assisting “Hoot”

Gibson have to suffer financially.

* * *

Harry Mann is to do twenty-six

one-reel comedies for Special Pictures

at the Jesse Hampton studio. Joe

Weinblatt is the president of the con-

cern financing this project. His first

effort will be “Bless Our Home.”
* * *

Never use your horn when driving'

on Franklin avenue before noon.

You’ll wake everybody up. Except

the landlords. They’re looking for

you.

* * *

Maybe-some money was lost when
Denton was murdered, but there has

been none lost by the newspapers,

nor any circulation.

HIS VISION JACCARD BUSY

Spring brought us

Beautiful wearers

Of Chiffons and Taffetas,

And Laces and Furs,

But it didn’t bring

Us the real girl because

You can’t tell nowadays.

Hereafter, we may—we don’t prom-
ise, you understand, but we may—ex-

clude from these pages fish and real

estate stories.

Miss Bobby Nye had a birthday the

other day.—She is “still” 19 years old.

Jacques Jaccard, who writes and
produces photodramas for Universal

and whose most recent productions

are the Red Rider Series of stories of

the Northwestern Mounted Police,

and “Honor Bound,” starring Frank
Mayo, is at work on an adventure ro-

mance of the frozen Yukon, based on

a personal experience when he spent

two years in the Alaskan country.

Grauman’s lobby sign for last week,

“Wallace Reid, Always Audacious.’”

—Well, we aren’t sure just what you
mean.

Autumn Ushers in Trig

New Types of

L MILLER FOOTWEAR
For Misses and Women

—That the low Shoe will be
worn far into the Fall is evi-

denced by the variety of new
models we have just received.

—They are inexpensive.

9 SEVENTH AT OLIVE ^ 1
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SPOTLIGHTS ON THE KEROSENE CIRCUIT

ONE OF MAY’S EASY DAYS

May Allison, Metro’s blonde star,

says that aside from work in the

“movies,” designing her own clothes,

acting as her own chauffeur, assisting

her “ole black mammy” in the prep-

aration of the family meals, helping

the landscape artist plan her garden,

taking care of her Belgian police dogs

(of which she has several), answer-

ing daily her voluminous fan mail

—

she has nothing at all to do! At pres-

ent, the popular actress is appearing

in “Are Wives to Blame?” her latest

Metro starring picture.

News Item—“$3,500,000 worth of

hops destroyed in London by fire,”

which means more hops in prices.

THIS IS TOO MUCH

D. W. Griffith brought “Way
Down East” ’way out West to prove

his earthly fame. He did this by
charging grand opera prices, when
ten-twentv-and-thirty would have been

more in reason, for although this fea-

ture is well supplied with good char-

acterizations, we figure that Louis

Gottschalk should be given fifty per

cent of each admission charged, for

had the prologue and music been

taken away “Way Down East” would
not have played ’way out West at

these profiteering prices.

Instead of Chas. Chaplin being in

a close-up, he seems to be in a fade-

out.

LOUISE LORRAINE
Leading Lady

A CHANGE IN COGNOMEN AND
FORTUNE

Louise Lorraine used to be Miss

Fortune. Deciding that such a name

as Miss Fortune might have a detri-

mental effect on her future, she

changed it and gained fame and for-

tune both. It would be awful, we
agree, to be called “Miss Fortune.”

Playing in the five-reel Universal

feature, “The Hermit Hotel,” Miss

Lorraine is showing all the earmarks

of a real actress. Her director, Billy

Watson, says she’s one of the best,

and praise domes from all the cast,

including Joe Moore, Laura LaVarnie,

Robert Anderson, et al. Even the

cameraman, Francis Corby, is an en-

thusiast for her.

A little over a year ago Miss Lor-

raine was having a hard time to con-

vince directors that she had the talent

for the big parts, being comparatively

unknown. But now she has pro-

gressed so well that we hear that she

is to be featured on the Universal

program soon. Wonder how much
of it comes from dropping the name
“Miss Fortune?”

Candidly, while Miss Lorraine is

not experienced in every sort of dra-

matic work, we believe that she could

more than “get by” under the name
of Smith or Jones or Brown. Watch
her, if you want to see some one

go up.

P RACTICALLY all of those

particularly good looking

shoes you are seeing on the

streets these days are carrying

the Nettleton label.

Chas. R. McWilliams

Shoes'firMenDistinctive

$T75&<L09W.
AlexandriaTiotel U.V.°PP
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

MYRTLE STEDMAN

ETHEL BROADHURST
Hal Roach Productions

RAISING AN AUTOMOBILE
It doesn’t take a good salary to buy

a ortermobeel. Take Ethel Broad-

burst of the Vanity Maids, f’rinstance.

She’s doing it on accident's.

Tother day Ethel was coming out

or going into a garage. We forget

the exact circumstances. Anyway, an-

other motorist of the opposite sex

was persuading his vehicle in the op-

posite direction. Or maybe Ethel

was standing still. (Still—still—where

have I heard that word before?)

Anyway, to make a long tale less

long, there was a mild collision.

Ethel’s coupe suffered a nick in its

complexion. The offender—who, of

course, was the other guy—came over

to beg her pardon and the privilege

of compensating her on her loss. He
insisted and insisted and insisted, and

finally Ethel manipulated her injured

car into the garage (you see—she

must have been standing still outside),

and there a mechanic condescended to

examine it. The patient’s injuries

were estimated as very slight, so the

young man who had done the awful

crime of running into her gave Miss

Broadhurst six bits (75c) to pacify

the garage attendant with, and hur-

ried away.

Imagine the dear lady’s surprise

when the mechanic asked her for 35

cents for smoothing out the nick!

Forty cents clear profit!

Ethel told Hal Roach, her director,

that she has been parking outside that

garage every day lately instead of in-

side, but accidents just won’t happen!

By Annie Imlah

Myrtle Stedman you are absolutely stun-

ning,

Generous, tender hearted and sincere;

If in a beauty contest you were running,

Your loyal friends for you would
loudly cheer.

Then as the audience is sitting waiting
For you to come and shine in many a

scene,

Im sure therell be no doubt or hesitating

As “one and all” proclaim you Star and
Queen.

I think you have indeed "Life’s greatest

blessing,”

A talented and splendid young man son,

And surely you are quite proud of pos-

sessing

A boy admired and praised by every

one.

In his warm tender heart long since in-

stalling

You Queen of course he’ll always idol-

ize

The one who in his infancy was calling

Her son and sang him pretty lullabys.

Your voice is "Sweet and clear” when
you are singing,

Your hearers listen eagerly and thrill;

"Fond memories to many hearts you’re

bringing,”

Yes memories that cause our own eyes

to fill.

DOING IT FOR CHARITY

The newspapers the other day pub-

lished an item in which it was stated

that Ruth Roland, the serial star, had

donated $500 to the Los Angeles

Orphanage. The public reading the

item no doubt thought what a nice

thing that was to do, but we believe

in telling you the real facts of the

case so that you will appreciate just

how much more worthy her act was

than before. The Laundry Associa-

tions of the United States, several

hundred strong, had been piloted out

to the Brunton Studio and eventually

arrived on the set in which Miss Ro-

land was working. The spokesman

for the party asked her if she would

meet these laundrymen and put on

something to show how pictures are

made. She said she would gladly do

so if at the end of her efforts to please

they would get together a fund and

write out a check for $500 to be given

to a local orphanage, her reason be-

ing that the members of the cast and

others connected with the production

might be idle over this period of time,

and so it was that this charming lady

actually worked harder for sweet

charity than she did at any other time.

Lower

Prices

Are here, without lowering

the quality of our merchan-

dise.

Suits and Overcoats now

as low as $32, $36, $40, $48,

$52.

437 -443 - SpraMtNoRTH op 5’*

OUTFITTERS OF
DEPENDABILITY

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Moving Along In Movie-Land

LAST MINUTE STUFF
PREPARE FOR WINTER

Here’s another quick one: Ed Slo-

man (slow-man) is not as slow as you

think. He quit Metro the other day

and left May Allison to Phil Rosen.

—

We’re all waiting, Mr. Qu ck-man (as

we now call h.m), to hear the latest

news.
* * *

John Ince, who directed Doraldina

in “But Yet a Woman,” has left Metro.

—We wonder what Thos. H. Ince is

gonna do?
* * *

“Her Mother Is a Better Pal Than

Mary” is the latest song riot.—Won-
der if Owen Moore is singing this one?

* * *

Well, well, look what happened!

Jacques Jaccard quit Frank Mayo
right in the middle of “shooting” the

“Tiger.” Something must have made
him tigerish.

* * *

Winifred Westover while in France

said that Lyons, France, was a “roar-

ing” little town.
* * *

We hear that Eddie Foy has a new
act—Thank Gawd!

* * *

They are continuously Victorious

—

Directors are never speak-easler.

* * *

Wallace Re d says he has no use

for a slow motor car.—But it isn’t well

to try any other kind around Los An-

geles. Look at the cops!

* * *

J. G. Hawks of Goldwyn scenario

staff is gonna have some t me writing

the cont’nuity for Maurice Maeter-

linck’s story—if he wrote it in French.
* * *

“Mr. Barnes of New York,” by

Archibald Clavering Gunter, will be

Tom Moore’s next starring vehicle

for Goldwyn. The novel was a sen-

sational success in the 80’s and was
then put into a play, which also

scored a big hit. Victor Schertzinger

will direct. Gerald C. Duffy is adapt-

ing the story to the screen.
* * * *

Here’s a biting bit of news for Hol-

lywood dogs. According to a recent

court decision, “dogs are entitled to

one good bite, but if he repeats, the

bitten one can claim damages. Oh,

you dogs, sharpen up your teeth!

Viola Dana and her sister, Shirley

Mason, who have recently moved into

their new home in the Hollywood
foothills, are seeking all the recrea-

tion possible in a California winter.

The two sisters have purchased hand-

some riding horses that won prizes at

the Los Angeles Live Stock Show.
In addition, they have an outdoor

swimming pool, tenn s court and sev-

eral motor cars to aid in driving away
dull care.

RISING TO THE OCCASION
Ruth Roland, the Pathe serial star,

is in receipt of a letter asking her

opinion of the new yeast-eating fad,

which is based on the scientific state-

ment that the "vitamines” contained

in yeast are of great nutritive and
hygienic value. The irrepressible

star’s reply was as follows: “I some-
times indulge in a cake of yeast before

retiring, and I find that I really do

REEL STUFF FROM REALART

Life with Jack Holt is becoming
just one star after another. He fin-

ished Saturday with Mary Miles Min-
ter, only to start Monday in a new
Babe Daniels production, written by
Elmer Harris.

* * *

Wanda Hawley has finished “The
Snob,” her latest Realart picture, and
will rest until November 8, when work
is scheduled to start on “All Night
Long,” from the play by Philip Bar-

tholomae.
* * *

Besides the leads, Maym Kelso,

Edward Martindel and Wade Boteler

have been signed for character roles

in the new Bebe Daniels production.

Boteler has just finished with the fair

Bebe, playing the heavy in “In the

Bishop’s Carriage.”
* * *

Mary Miles Minter has just com-

pleted “All Sours’ Eve” from the Ann
Crawford Flexner Broadway stage

rise more rapidly the next morning.” success of last season.

The Irene—
One of the new Bootery

models for evening wear.

G. H. VVOLFELT CO.

The BOOTERY
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Smart Shoes for IVomen
432 SOUTH BROADWAY

Los Angeles Pasadena
San Francisco
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane

JACK COOPER
Comedian

Henry Lehrman Studio

SOUNDS LIKE JACK COOPER

Many’s the time

I’ve felt like a dime.

’Twas the other night,

Everything was all right.

I was to take her out,

She was going, no doubt.

I got there about eight;

She told me to wait.

I d d,

And I slid.

The floor was awful,

And far from softful.

I fell,

And said, “Oh, H-W-’ell.”

She stood and looked.

I was about cooked.

I got up qu'ckly,

Oh, I felt sickly;

I was awful red.

She laughed and said,

“You fall again, too,

I th : nk I’ll help you.”

Now there’s the t'me

I felt like a dime.

Jack Cooper said that he tried to

grow up, but something always

seemed to keep him down.

THE EXTRA SEAT GRABBER

By Harold Lloyd

Now here’s a lady you must know,

Who goes to ev’ry picture show,

Her hair is bobbed, her nose turned

up,

Outside the door she’s checked her

pup.

The fate of Mary, Queen of Scots,

We wish would come to Susie Blotz.

She vow’d if they would chop her head

She’d never speak, but cut them dead.

But Susie is a maiden sweet,

Who at the movies grabs a seat,

And on the next one parks her hat

—

I ask you—what is worse than that?

William D. Taylor was a pioneer in

the film game. That doesn’t mean he

ever directed comedies—he was never

near a pie. (Joke.)

Query: If the heavy falls into a

deep color vat in the first reel does

that make him a villain of the deepest

dye? (Is that original?)

Press agents don’t need many ref-

erence books. Their vocabulary is

their li-brary. (That’s li-bull.)

You have seen the Highland Fling.

The next number on the program will

be the Mexican Fling. Charlie Fuhr

will throw the bull.

A Smart Aleck walking out of the

“Alec” the other day, on being asked

how he enjoyed the hotel, said “he

thought the James Brothers ran it,

as he had just enjoyed an excellent

cup of coffee for 80 cents.”

People are not saving coupons now-

adays; they have acquired the habit

of collecting doctors’ prescriptions.

PRACTICAL
but BEAUTIFUL

LADIES’ COVERALL BREAK-
FAST COAT—CORDUROY

VELVET
in ALL shades

BUT ADVANCED IN STYLES!
WE are pleased to show them at

MAISON de LINGERIE
1934 West Seventh Street

Corner of Westlake

Where, oh, where is Detective Graba-

lot?

He’s on a keen scent of a Sennett

plot!

* * *

If you don’t like this, read the ad-

vertisements. You’ll profit.

HOLLY 2800 STA.I3 NIGHT PHONE, HOLLY 2B04-K

, ALLER’S
Iaboratorv

^ 4500 SUNSET BLVD. B

{ Griffith's Old Studio }

DEVELOPING NEGATIVES _ DAILY
SAMPLE AND RELEASE PRINTING-

TITLES
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
THE INEVITABLE
By Barbara La Marr

Last night I dreamed that I lay alone

In a still, darkened room,
In a casket of ebony black,

Caressed by the heavy perfume
Of lillies, strevun o’er me—
Melting wax from tall candles fell—

And a clock somewhere chimed mid-
night

Like a slow mournful knell.

Peaceful and white and silent

Lay the thing that had been me—
That thing of emotions, sorrow and

strife,

Now cold and dead—and free
From the pleasures it longed for—

Free from the toll of pain—
For death came like Benediction—

While life had been futile—vain.

Weary—tired of battle,

TAnd a world that would not under-
stand,

Eyes that had closed forever
On gypsy dreams built on sand,

Lips that no more would murmur
Words they were 'meant to form—

Untamed and wild—yet tender—
A child of moon—mist and storm.

In my dream I fancied I smiled down
At the thing that had been me—

Now so cold and white and still— •

Smiled—for I knew I was free—
The candles burned low and flick-

ered—
The flame died out—and there

Was darkness—and the heavy frag-
rance

Of the lillies that died in my hair.

Larry Richardson says that the

street loafers may now busy them-
selves by watching the new traffic

signals.

* * *

Paul'ne Fredericks exclaims that

one is never too old to get a divorce

—

No, not quite.

* * *

If the Los Angeles Symphony Or-

chestra is to be non-un'on, there

sure is gonna be some wild playing

done.
* * *

Wm. Famum states that if they’re

gonna attack whales from pony
blimps that they ought to get the

profteers wh’le they’re up there.—We
all agree, Bill.

* * *

TED TAYLOR HAS KEEN WIT—
THE EDGE IS CUTTING

* * *

Fred Caldwell has returned from
New York from a two months’ busi-

ness trip and announces that he has

resigned as director of the Union
Label Film Company and has signed

a contract with Mr. Milligan to direct

Alexander Alt in a series of come-
dies.

PLEASE PATRO

WORKING FOR A LIVING?
Cornelius Vanderbilt, milionaire

reporter, visits the Goldwyn Studios.
He is shown here opening a fig and
talking to Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn
Vice-President in charge of produc-
tion.

“SO THIS IS MEXICO”
(As sung by “Peggy”)

Tia Juana, Tia Juana, I love you,

Every night it’s my delight

To spend with you.

Games of chance, a merry dance,

A glass of wine or two.

Oh, Tia Juana, you don’t know
How I love you.

“MOTHS”
By Barbara La Marr

Moths?—I hate them!
You ask me “why?”
Because to me they seem
Like the souls of foolish women
Who have passed on.

Poor, illusioned, fluttering things

That find, now as always,
Irresistable the warmth of the flame—
Taking no heed of the warning
That merely singed their wings
They flutter nearer—nearer—
Till wholly consumed
To filmy ashes of golden dust.

Foolish—fluttering—pitiful things—
Moths! I fear them!
Yet I watch them fascinated
And realize—many things.

Perhaps they are not useless

Nor the message they convey
To me, a futile one.

They make me see the folly

Of seeking that which it seems
Women were created for—
The futility, the uselessness of long-

ing—
Perhaps you do not understand,
But
Moths! I hate them

!

Barbara La Marr Deely has signed

with the Frothingham Productions

over a long period.

N I Z E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

t GOSSIP BY
1 THE ROUNDER

A news item stated that on the

night of the general election people

remaining in their homes would be ap-

prised of the result by the city com-

municating the news to them through

a series of flashes on their electric

lights. These were the signals: If

Cox wins the light will be flashed on

five times. If Harding wins, three

times. It seems to us that the city

knew it was going to save a little

money on its light bill. Question:

How much did the city save by two

flashes?

* * *

Lottie Cruze has a unique way of

being chaperoned. She goes out in

public with two men, one to chaperone

and the other to dance with, at the

Blue Bird.

* * *

If made-to-order “Dieties” are such

on earth, then they must be made out

of common clay. How will D. W.
Griffith accept this truth?

* * *

Many married couples on the stage

are now doing “singles.”

* * *

Sam Silverman tips a barber liber-

ally who shaved him at the Alexan-

dria, but forgot to pay for his shave.

Who was the loser?

* * *

Irene Blackwell defines Los Angeles

as: “A city block surrounded by
country acres.”

* * *

Hosiery manufacturers are making
their product so short now, even the

best of them, that it somet mes does

not reach from the feet to—well,

wherever they have to reach to.

* * *

Daniel Cox is having a hard t'me

with his fourteen lions, while Harding
is having as much trouble with his

anti-league teetotalers.

* * *

Billy Ritchie, comedy player,

Got a girl mad and couldn’t stay ’er.

When she got through he' vowed
Never again to speak his thoughts

aloud.

Note:—This was not a comedy—it

was real, not reel.

* * *

Lloyd Talman is said to look like

both Charlie Chaplin and Harold
Lloyd. Gawsh, it must feel funny!

A HOME AFFAIR ASSIGN METRO CAMERAMEN

Bonita Godowsky on Wednesday
evening, Oct. 13th, gave a dinner at

which Antonio Scotti, the opera sing-

er, was the guest of honor. Among
those present were Frank Mayo, Uni-

versal star, Mr. and Mrs. Pantages,

W. R. Clark, Senator Clark’s son,

Dagmar Godowsky, and other well

known members of the theatrical and
musical colonies of Los Angeles.

Ernest Truex, who is featured in

the Broadway success, “Blue Bonnet,”

received a bunch of l i es of the valley

the other night.—We suppose he wore
one of them in his buttonhole like Pell

Trenton does.

When the director is late to work
the star is always on time.—Yeh, but

who ever heard of a director being

late to work?
* * *

Ben Wilson says that the man who
worked a year trying to get the job

that paid well and then just when he

got it, the wages take a big drop, and

he gets just what he was getting be-

fore he got the new job.
—

“Aain’t tit

’ell, mates?”

Cameramen for the new Metro pic-

tures have been assigned. Jack Rose
will photograph May Allison in “Are

Wives to Blame?”; Arthur Reeves

will do the photography for “Mother
Love,” Alice Lake’s new starring pic-

ture, while John Arnold is behind the

camera for “The Offshore Pirate,”

Viola Dana’s latest picture. “The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”

is being photographed by John Seitz.

C. R. McWilliams was evidently in

Sacramento the other day for the pur-

pose of proposing legislation that all

good men should vote for their party

and wear Nettleton shoes.

A local realtor is trying to find

homes for the tourists.—If he can

find any, he’s a made man.

Lloyd Wh tlock can now be called

“papa” by his own.—Here’s where

Lloyd loses a lot of female admirers,

but it’s worth it, isn’t it, Lloyd?

The only way to arouse your wife

is to tell her the truth. She will call

you a liar anyway, so what’s the use?

PARAMOUNT VALUES AT CONSCIENTIOUS PRICES
Phone Home 65095 Complicated Watch Repairing

DIAMOND '-RlTTIGSTElfT
5ILVER5MIT^>|ij

SETTING

500 South Broadway,

Jewelry Made to Order Inc. Los Angeles, Cal.

ESTABLISHED 21 YEARS IN SAME LOCATION

Trade a Wrinkle For a Dimple
4 TO 6 WEEKS’ TREATMENT DOES IT

WOULD YOU PAY TEN DOLLARS FOR
DIMPLED HANDS? OF COURSE YOU WOULD

MINE COST ME ONLY $3.00

USE SKIN F00D

WATCH IT WORK!

!

Trial size $1.00. (10-day treatment) Regular size $3.00.

CASTILIAN BEAUTY MFG. CO.
334 Wilcox Building Los Angeles, California
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

Have faith in Milton Sills. He is

at present doing a faith-healing stunt.

At the f ghts the other night he looked

like the Star in the New Testament.
* * *

The molecules of Hollywood have

lately been astounded by seeing

THAT WHITE STUTZ of A1 Ros-

coe’s at all hours of the day standing

in front of a church. We hear he has

joined the synagogue!
* * *

It takes a man like Harry Beaumont
to hook up with a fascinating widow!

Oh, yes, he intends directing her on

the Robertson-Cole lot shortly. Some
job, you’ll say? Well, Julian Eltinge

will be the SHE.
* * *

A U. S. internal revenue officer pre-

sented us the other day with the

Tightest kind of a recipe to make
“Home Brew.” We feel as if he was
working for U-S.

* * *

Broad brimmed hats makes splendid

masks

For ladies, don’t cher know;
Perhaps that’s why B. Lamar Deely

Beneath this headgear basks?
* * *

The best in life is the unguessed

half.

* * *

A manicurist has her hands full dur-

ing the day.

* * *

THAT SERIAL, “The Lost

City,” should have been named the

LOST SERIAL—and then should

have been LOST.
* * *

A sign nowadays of a man’s affec-

tion for a lady is to present her with

a quart of l quor as a mark of their

spiritual alliance. Many more engage-

ments would become popular in con-

sequence.

* * *

Lillian Hall carries her own thermos
bottle into the Universal Grabateria,

which only proves that she likes good
coffee.

* * *

Any girl can be pretty nowadays
if she knows a good druggist.

* * *

Some bird asked Ben Turpin if he

was employed at Sennett’s or just the

hired help.

LOUIS B. MAYER TO RETURN
(

According to a wire received from

Louis B. Mayer at his studio, the

First National producer will leave

New York within a few days on his

return journey here. It is expected

that production activities will be re-

sumed shortly after his arrival at the

studio. As he is only going to make
a few brief stops en route, this will

probably be during the latter part of

next week.

Mr. Mayer’s plans for the coming
year include the making of a number
of b g all-star productions in addition

to pictures starring Anita Stewart and

Mildred Harris Chaplin. He now
owns the famous Harold MacGrath
story, “Drums of Jeopardy,” which

appeared as a serial in the Saturday

Evening Post, and also has the screen

rights to a number of James Oliver

Curwood’s best works. One of the

latter, “Isobel,” he has already pro-

duced and sold to the Rork-Roth con-

cern.

Anita Stewart is now preparing to

leave New York for the Mayer studio

to begin her new contract year which
provides for four pictures. Mildred

Harris Chaplin, after a flying trip

from New York, has returned East,

where her next picture under the

Mayer banner is to be filmed.

Guy R. Cockburn
Outside Casting Director
LITTLE THEATER BLDG.,

1324 So. Figueroa
Phone—65527 or 60371

BAYARD VEILLER SIGNS NEW
CONTRACT WITH METRO

Bayard Veiller, noted playwright

and producer, has just signed a con-

tract with Metro under which he will

remain at the company’s West Coast

studios as chief of product ons for a

period of years. This is the outstand-

ing feature of a statement just issued

by Marcus Loew, chairman of Metro’s

board of directors, after a tour of the

company’s West Coast studios. The
theater owner and producer expressed

himself as highly pleased with the

progress being made on big produc-

tions now being filmed at Hollywood,

particularly “The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse,” which, he said, had

exceeded his most extravagant expec-

tations.

You Can’t Resist Them!

| g jATmXM?

They melt in your

nXTliir1 mouth.

If A Fresh, Pure

r(H°C°MTE§ Delightful.
^ J The ladies appreci-

^ . ate a box of

BROWN’S
> gc.brohn CHOCOLATES!

62iaa ouvs
T̂elephone your

order.

Clara Kimball Young lost a num-

ber of gowns not long ago, taken by

burglars who entered her house by

pass keys. Miss Young ought to be

able to play “Aphrodite” with all those

clothes missing.

* * *

The only people that are getting

cars nowadays are the auto thieves.

Two questions the males are asking

this year about the women are “What
is to be the length of the skirts?” and
“Where is the waist-line to be?”

* * *

The next Reginald Barker produc-

tion will be “The Bridal Path,” from
the play by Thompson Buchanan.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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IRENE BLACKWELL

Miss Irene Blackwell really is not

needing

Such fineries as fur and silk and lace

I wish to say to you before proceeding

There’s youth and beauty in your form

and face.

Altho a Lucille gown Miss Blackwell’s

wearing

And some times drives a high priced

limousine,

About the only thing for which she’s

caring

Is to be a star upon the silver screen.

It seems a trivial bet, was the beginning

And making up her mind she would

inquire

If in pictures she would stand a chance

of winning

She spoke to Mr. Robert McIntyre.

Today how very earnestly she’s striving

She thinks fame’s ladder rather hard

to climb

But she’ll receive a welcome when “ar-

riving”

At the top, which she’ll be reaching in

in due time.

"The Throw Back” which Jacques Jde-

card was directing

Miss Blackwell played the sympathetic

lead

When you’ve seen her act,, I’m certainly

expecting

To hear, you think her very fine in-

deed.

Perhaps about this climate she’s enthus-

ing

This charming native of the Empire

State.

May tell the Easterners of joy they're

losing

Living elsewhere, as Los Angeles is

great.

By Annie Imlah.

CooFdge is the man who cooled the

coppers’ clash.

Richard Dix held up production on

the Goldwyn lot for an entire day

last week because he could not swell

out his chest and look like a proud

father without bursting his vest but-

tons. The scene was delayed until a

new coat could be cut and fitted.

JIMMIE ADAMS

Of course, Charlie Chaplin stands

pre-eminent among fun-makers of a

characteristic slap-stick order; then

Larry Semon has a host of admirers;

then the new light on the horizon,

Harold Lloyd, stands out as a clear

cut, original laugh-maker, and so we

could enumerate many other distinc-

tive funsters, but we must eliminate

them for the present to draw your at-

tention to JIMMIE, ADAMS. It

doesn’t seem so very long ago that

Jimmie was endeavoring to convince

producers that he possessed the real

essentials of comedy—whimsicality.

He had been known on the stage fot

qu’te a number of years as a come-

dian, -who through his voice and mimi-

cry was able to make thousands laugh,

but like many others he sought a

wider scope; he was in search of a

larger audience, and eventually he

found them through the means of the

Silver Sheet. At this writing he is

featured with Syd Smith in Mermaid
Comed'es, under the supervision of

Jack White. His last release of two-

reels distance is “Luck.” Previous to

this he was featured in “Nonsense”

and “A Fresh Start.” You will notice

that in these three titles Jimmie

Adams qualifies h’mself for public ap-

proval. In “A Fresh Start” he ap-

pears before them in a new unique

role. Naturally his theme and action

is NONSENSE, so it’s evident that

LUCK will follow him during his

career as a comedian with the Mer-

maid Comedies.

“GIRL IN TAXI” CAST
The casting was completed this

week for the production of “The Girl

in the Taxi,” Anthony Mars’ success-

ful stage comedy which is the second

of a series of plays starring Mr. and

Mrs. Carter De Haven. Many promi-

nent players will support the De
Havens in this First National attrac-

tion which will be produced at the

Charlie Chaplin plant, under the di-

rection of Lloyd Ingraham, assisted

by George Crone. King Baggot and

Miss Grace Cunard head the company,

while other principals are Leo White,

Tom McGuire, Lincoln Plummer,

John Gough, Otis Harlan and the

Misses Zella Ingraham, Margaret

Campbell and Freya Sterling. Ross

Fisher is in charge of the photog-

raphy. The heads of the various de-

partments include Ben H. Cohen,

business manager; Bob McGowan,
scenario editor; Carlyle R. Robinson,

director of publicity, and Joe Van
Meter, purchasing agent.

So Bryant Washburn is going to

doff his dimple and don the shell rims

that go with a busines executive’s

equipment!

NOW that the
summer
days are

here — late after-

n o o n — evening or
early morning bank-
ing is much preferable
to the regular (10 to

3) hours.

There are many ad-
vantageous reasons

for having an account in

the Heilman Bank — and
not one reason why you
should not.

Aside from the fact- it is

one of California’s largest

and fastest growing insti-

tutions—it's the only bank
that has a service exactly

suited to your require-

ments.

OPEN ALL NIGHT
—ALL DAY

SIXTH AMO main-
T>ntktrurr,. TgHT" A/vo
BMtO/eS.-.ixtz JSSS®},



GOLDWYN NOTES UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS LASKY-ISMS

“Noblesse Oblige,” Gertrude Ather-

ton’s first original screen story, will

go into production Saturday at the

Goldwyn studios under the direction

of Wallace Worsley, who directed

“The Penalty." The all-star cast will

include Mabel Julienne Scott in the

leading feminine role, Lewis S. Stone

in the leading male role, R. D. Mc-
Lean, Arthur Hoyt, Charles Clary,

Josephine Crowell and Kate Lester.

Jane Atherton, Mrs. Atherton’s 17-

year-old niece, will make her film

debut in the picture as an extra. Louis

Sherwin wrote the continuity in col-

laboration with the author.
* * *

Director Clarence Badger and the

Will Rogers company returned this

week from Jackson, Cal., where they

have been for three weeks filming

Irvin Cobb’s “Boys Will Be Boys.”

The townspeople gave the actors a

great send off and presented them
with gold nuggets as souvenirs.

* * »

The "Mr. and Miserable Jones

Company,” directed by E. Mason
Hopper, left this week for Catalina

Island to take exteriors for Rupert

Hughes’ original story. Nearly 100

extras, mostly girls, will be used.

Helene Chadwick is to be featured in

the cast. Richard Dix is leading man.

Others are M. B. “Lefty” Flynn,

James Neill, Edythe Chapman and
Kate Lester.

* * *

Frank Lloyd will start soon on “The
Water Lily,” an original by Gouver-
neur Morris, to be released as an

Eminent Authors production. Wal-
lace Beery, who will play a Chinese

role, is the only member of the cast

so far announced.
* * *

Helene Chadwick says the best way
to make good salad dressing is to put

everything in the house in it except

the ink. However, she thinks that

red ink is sometimes a desirable ad-

dition.

Frank Mayo’s latest feature,

“Tiger,” from the powerful story by

Max Brand, is taking shape at Uni-

versal City under the expert guidance

of Jacques Jaccard. Mayo has a virile

role, while a splendid feminine lead-

ing role is played by Fritzi Brunette.

Other parts are portrayed by Walter

Long, Chas. Bethew, A1 Kaufman,
Charles Brinley, Henry A. Barrows
and Eleanor Hancock.

* * *

Erich Von Stroheim is still engaged

on “Foolish Wives.” Next week he

will leave for Monterey with 200 peo-

ple. Von Stroheim is supported in

the principal role by Rudolphe Chris-

tians, Marguerite Armstrong, Maud
George, Mae Busch, Cesare Gravina,

Dale Fuller ,and Malveen Polo.

* * *

Vin Moore has just completed “The
Movie Bug,” a short-reel comedy fea-

turing Dorothea Wolbert, assisted by

E leen Burdette, Harry Keaton and

Lottie Williams. Moore is turning

out one comedy a week for Universal.

* * *

Hoot Gibson has just finished a

smashing western drama with comedy
trimm'ngs, entitled “The Smiler.” Ed-

ward Laemmle directed and Dorothy

Wood played opposite the cowboy
star.

* * *

Harry Carey is doing splendid work
in his own story, “Burning Embers,”

which is being produced at Universal

City under Val Paul’s direction. In

his company are Mignonne, Arthur

Millett, Charles LeMoyne and Frank

Braidwood.
* * *

Stuart Paton is cutting “Out of the

Sunset,” the romance of adventure by

George Rix, in which Universal is

starring Eva Novak. Jack Perrin

plays opposite Miss Novak, and others

in the cast are Lawrence Shumway,
Oleta Ottis, Jack Curtis, Harry Car-

ter and Bert Apling.

George Melford will travel north-

ward this week to the hills back of

Fresno, Calif., with his company for

sheep ranch scenes for his Paramount
production, “The Faith Healer.” Mil-

ton Sills interprets this role.

* * *

Wallace Reid, under the direction

of Frank Urson, making a picture for

Paramount based on the story by

Frank H. Spearman entitled “The
Daughter of a Magnate,” left this

week for the Yosemite valley where

special water scenes will be secured.

Agnes Ayres is leading woman, and

the scenario was written by Eugene
Lewis.

* * *

William de Mille is engaged upon

some dramatic scenes in Barrie’s

“What Every Woman Knows.” Olga
Printzlau is scenarist.

* * *

Cecil B. de Mille is now engaged

in the work of assembling his recent-

ly completed Paramount production,

“Forbidden Fruit,” and within a few

weeks will, it is understood, begin on

another production of the most elab-

orate character—something, it is de-

clared, in the nature of an innovation

in motion picture circles.

* * =t=

Sir Gilbert Parker and Penrhyn

Stanlaws, famous Br'tish author and

American artist respectively, are

spending practically all their time at

the Lasky studio watching production

in the making. Both express a deep

interest and admiration for the man-
ner in which Paramount Pictures are

made at the big plant.

* * *

After three weeks spent in the

rugged San Gabriel canyon and two

weeks on sets at Universal City,

Reeves Eason promises the early com-
pletion of his latest production “Gold

and the Woman,” by John Colton and

Douglas Doty. Jimsy May, George

McDaniel and little “Breezy” Eason
are prominent in the cast.
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WHAT’S TO BE DONE?
When you meet a Cirl—and you
Write her phone number on
A Package, and say you will

Call her up that night,

And you lose the package, and

—

You can’t call her up ! !

What’s to be done—Eh, D’know?

LUCILE PINSON
(Lucile Stewart)

A Mot on Picture Favorite

Cleopatra never knew much about

clothes, neither do the vamps of to-

dap.—Every man should notice that.

* * *

Gossip in soc ety is titled “From
one woman to another.”—That’s the

technique of it.

* * *

All the women seem to be dressing

on limited incomes this year. They
don’t wear much, in other words.

* * *

Allen Holubar says that Fruit Cock-

tails are very popular th s year.—Yes,

and they will be from now on. You
know the reason why.

# * *

The extra’s will s ng a clever little

ballad entitled “What’s In a Name?”
Music by Request, Words by Nomb
Rains.

* * *

There are two sides to a lace cur-

tain and a dollar bill—but it doesn’t

mean anything.

When you go in a large build ng,

You declare to yourself that

You won’t take off your hat.

But—All the other men do

—

And you get nervous and get

Off a floor too soon

—

It makes you feel funny, don’t it?

(Well, the next time take off your

hat.)

When you’re waiting for a street car

On the comer and all the nice

Machines go by—don’t it make
You sore when one stops and
Picks up the guy standing next to

you?

When you’re trying to cross the

Busy street, and you can’t without

GetPng run over, and then some old

Dame takes her time in crossing

And gets there safe, but

If you d d that you’d get k :

lled

—

Because you’re a mere man!

The way the people are dancing

nowadays when two couples get on
the floor they’re both crowded.

When you go in

A movie show and

Sit down beside

A guy with his girl

And he tells her

All about how
The thing is made

—

He knows because

He was a star in

A mob scene once,

And he knows all

the “reel” stars personally.

And he knows all

Their troubles, and

She sits there and

Takes it all in and

Thinks he’s wonderful,

And he raves on

About how the d rector

Talks to the stars,

And you know better

Because you work
In the studio that he

Was an extra for, and
You know it’s all

BULL!
But then the feature

Is finished and you
Missed the last part

On account of listening

To him rave,

Don’t it make you sore?

Frank Lloyd opines that the silk-

shirt craze is over.—Yeh, the ship-

builders aren’t getting so much money
nowadays.

* * *

Just think of the days when we
could go to a movie for a nickel.

—

Yeh, just think of ’em—that’s all you

can do.

* * *

A New York paper states “that good
actors are scarce on the Pac fic coast.”

For once we agree with our contem-

Pory.

VJCHAEL
Marine Cafe

617 South Spring Street

NOW is the fish season. The
only cafe in L. A. exclusively

for “Sea Food.”

KLEMTNER ,5=—
. Triangle Cafe

717 South Olive Street

FAMOUS for Supper Par-

ties. Where first-class eats

are served “24 hours a day”

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto

forpappmeps

Cosiest Place in Town— Complete Change of
Air Every Three Minutes

Hear the Little Bird Sing to Beat the Band
Dpen for Breakfast—Dinner Dance 6:15 to 12

—

No Intermission
.ower Floor Hayward Hotel. Sixth and Spring Sts

Tel. 11856

Went appearance

jHauiuiiiiutuuiuuiiiiiumiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiituiiiiuiiit^amiiHmuMiHimuuiii

I CABARETTING I

MORE OR LESS
|
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BLUE BIRD CAFE— It is a pecu-

liar thing that when a tourist enters

the hospitable gates of Los Angeles

he invariably seeks information re-

garding the whereabouts of the Blue

Bird Cafe. Previous to coming here

in the large cities from whence they

came, some friend who probably has

been out here has undoubtedly in-

formed them of this resort and its

hospitality. Besides the usual “regu-

lars,” it is a common sight to see evi-

dent strangers from different parts of

the country dining. We on several

occasions have heard vociferous praise

from their lips as they departed, and

invariably you will see Mr. Gus Mann
or his chief attendant, Carl Heim-

bach, speeding them out with the same

cordial smile with which they w.ere

greeted on entering. A unique fact

about this cafe is that it has refused

to cater- to special banquetting parties

in which from fifty to a couple of

hundred wish to partake of the joys

of its surroundings. Mr. Mann claims

that were he to do so these ban-

quetiers would demand more attention

or interfere with the pleasures of the

individual patrons. From this you
may gather that the slogan “Blue

Bird” means happiness in its fullest

meaning to those desiring a pleasant

evening. Carl Heimbach seems to

know about every individual by his

first name, which proves that he must
have had a long experience in meeting

the public. Bert Sheahan (who was
ill for a few days) has happily re-

turned with more whim and wigor.

Adolphe Larre has lately been in an

exalted state of feeling which seems
to greet you as you enter. Some 6ne

said that he was to become a benedict.

Charles Swaverly is as efficient as

ever. The music under the executive

manipulation of Earl Burtnett is main-
taining its high standard of excellence

and popularity. He is surrouded by
Spike Thomas, Hank Miller, Bill Lam-
bert, Bob Foxon, Tom Milligan, Mark
Casey and Eddy Janis, who admirably'

NAZIMOVA PREVIEW
FINANCIAL SUCCESS

aEiEgSSISIBiiSiiaSlSEIililES&SSiilliSSS

Madame Nazimova’s preview of her

latest Metro production, “Madame
Peacock,” at the Hollywood theater,

Hollywood, Cal., netted the family of

the late Eugene Gaudio exactly $1,415.

Madame Nazimova, who had insis-

tently refused to make personal ap-

pearances with her pictures, arranged

this one solely in the interests of the

survivors of Gaudio, her former

cameraman.

we feel peeved, because in a previous

Issue we contradicted this Wedding
rumor. That was some months back,

and now US is made to look some-
what foolish, which proves beyond a

doubt that Women do change their

minds. “CLOSE-UP” congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. Cuneo.

PLAYING—
HUMAN—

i

"

! Harry Carey
j

! ;

| In his greatest C'nema Triumph!

“SUNDOWN SLIM”

Directed by Val Paul

We heard the other day where a

New York dancer was to be feted in

a certain movie now being made.

—

Now just what they mean we d’know.
* :fc 5k

A Bolshevik motto is: Put Coolidge

in the cooler!

* * *

If General Wrangel keeps on fight-

ing for a while, he can get a good
contract in the movies.

Ethel Broadhurst says that the price

of cabbage has failed.—Not that it

makes any difference, but we might

be able to eat it again.

was with Viola Dana in

shore Pirate.”

‘The Off-

‘ i OUR CAR is

always ready 953-55 SOUTH BROADWAY
here—and

—

We are building
on service and

accuracy

“Brist’ling” Continuously

Anywhere - - Any Time

Roger MacKinnon, juvenile, who
forgot his handkerchief in the last

issue, has titled his poem “Let the
Wind Blow Your Nose.”

Mason N. Litson is in the midst o:

“The Country Cousin,” the tenth epi-

sode of the Booth Tarkington Edgai
comedies featuring Johnny Jones.
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JUST

Broadsides
By ARGUS

They say Immigration is increasing.

Means more foreign types for motion

pictures, for one thing.

* * *

Lois Weber’s latest is “To Please

One Woman.” There must be a

miracle man in it.

* * *

Coquette: Makes men fight and die

for her.

Vampire: Makes men pay her bills.

* * *

We used to know a man who had

a gallon of—wait a minute! wait a

minute!—imagination malt.

* * *

An island home for the drug fiends’

cure-house is much talked of. Well,

well, you eluc’date, Morphine, you

possess the dope.

* * *

To prove that a man’s heart is in

his throat we will sing a ditty entitled

—“The ties that bind a man’s heart.”

* * *

Wm. S. Hart is keeping the titles

of his late pictures a secret and so is

Tommy Ince.—We wonder why?
* * *

“Practice What You Preach” is

Monroe Salisbury’s latest and it’s a

hint to everybody—Directors, take

notice.

* * *

News Item—“Jumps six stories; is

not badly hurt.”—Oh, no, the patient

is doing fine, he’s expected to die any

minute now.—Just like a newspaper.
* * *

Look who’s here again, Hazel Dawn
is doing the latest, “What Is Love?”

D’know, Hazel, but it’s awful stuff.

Here’s hoping you tell us all about it.

* * *

Gee, look! Gloria Swanson has got

“Everything for Sale” for her next

—What happened? Did they
tails are very popoiSi .... - „

and they will be from now on. You
know the reason why.

* * *

The extra’s will s'ng a clever little

ballad entitled “What’s In a Name?”
Music by Request, Words by Nomb
Rains.

* * *

There are two sides to a lace cur-

tain and a dollar bill—but it doesn’t

mean anything.

One of the news weeklies “went up

in the air” and got pictures of the

ship Avalon from an airplane.

* * *

A casting director is never liked by

anybody—that is, until he gives you

a job, then it’s all right.

5k * *

Sir Walter Raleigh was all right,

but times have changed, and so have

the price of clothes.

* * *

Fashion Note to Women—Paris is

still “Undressing.” So are the worn-

men in the IT. S. A.

WHAT’S TO BE DONE?
When you meet a Cirl—and you

Write her phone number on

A Package, and say you will

Call her up that night,

And you lose the package, and

—

You can’t call her up ! !

What’s to be done—Eh, D’know?

When you go in a large build'ng.

You declare to yourself that

You won’t take off your hat,

But—All the other men do

—

And you get nervous and get

“Her Majesty.”—Sounds like she was

a he.
5?C 5{C *

William Taylor is about to start on

“The Almighty Dollar.”—This is a

picture of the past.

* * *

“Hoot” Gibson is finishing “The

Smiler.”—Sounds like a Doug. Fair-

banks.
* * *

Edith Roberts says that she’s not

gonna hide in “Hidden Fires”—when

it gets cooler.

* * *

Rex Beach has finished his new
novel, “The Net.”—Sounds like a fish

story.

* * *

Vin Moore is gonna outdo D. W.
Griffith and put on a burlesque on

“Way Down East.”—That’ll be easy.

* * *

Oliver Morosco is now a director

(he says so, anyway).—Well, there’s

one thing he couldn’t direct! Give a

guess.

* * *

The city asked the other day for

the “Vacant Room List.”—They re-

NOW is the fish season. The
only cafe in L. A. exclusively

for “Sea Food.”

The Fem
Cafeteria

was the QUAKER

—

now co-operative

THIRD STREET at HILL
EXCHANGE BUILDING

“The Orchid” has been changed to

“Quicksands.” Pretty deep stuff for

the “U.”
* * *

A bed bug stopped a street car on
West Seventh street last Tuesday. It

was later ident fied as one that es-

caped from the tenth floor of the

Y. M. C. A.

* * *

Cecil B. de Mille has completed his

elaborate production, “Forbidden

Fruit,” and it will probably be some
time before he starts on another pic-

ture.

* * *

Do they call it the infant industry

because it has so many sweet babes

in it?

* * *

Pardon me, but you know that a lot

of this is not first-hand information,

don’t you?
* * *

Now that the Ford’s are again $390,

there will be a great number more.

Here’s hoping the landlord tries to

cross the street.

* * *

Molly Malone is still playing cro-

quet. Molly, please keep it quiet, so

wifey won’t hear about it. You know,

a mallet is a handy thing for the wife.

5k 5k 5k

Some bird said that the increased

telephone rates were necessary.—We
found out later that he ddn’t have a

phone to pay for.—Can you beat it?

* * *

Bessie Love has started on her

stories entitled “Bessie Love’s Good-

Night Stories.”—Don’tcha just love to

read ’em? Just ask Will Rogers.

FAMOUS for Supper Par-

ties. Where first-class eats

are served “24 hours a day”

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP"
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LOSING WEIGHT SHE DID IT ! !

Lincoln Stedman, who has support-

ed Charles Ray in the first three inde-

pendent pictures from the Ray Studio,

is in a terrible quandary. For be it

known that Lincoln earns his right to

screen fame through his size. The
young man we'ghs 230 pounds, and is

one of filmdom’s most jovial fat men.

BUT—in each of the Ray produc-

tions Stedman has been called upon

to do some violent exercise. In the

last picture, “Nineteen and Phyllis,”

Lincoln appears as a rival of Char-

lie’s for the affection of pretty Clara

Horton, and the scenario called for

Lincoln’s running madly through the

streets of Hollywood after an automo-

bile. At the finish of his half-mile

sprint, Lincoln managed to puff out:

“Gee, Mr. Ray, if I get much more
of this sort of work, I’ll lose my job

—I’ll bet I’ve taken off ten pounds

this morning.”

Lincoln Stedman is the son of Myr-
tle Stedman, who manages to keep

pretty busy at the studios and to look

disgracefully young to be the mother
of such a big son. They are great

pals, however, and Hollywood’s film

colony sees the^m nightly at the pic-

ture theaters or out for a drive in

their handsome car.

A fellow wouldn’t insure his life, so

the dame wouldn’t marry him.

—

Here’s wishing him a long life.

They say you should make up your

mind and then do it.—Yeh, it takes a

great actor to “make-up” his mind.

Oh, Yes—the Editor of US was pre-

sumed to be a very good Friend of

the Billington Family—B-U-T—US
was not invited to the WEDDING,
nor presented with a piece of the

Bridal Cake—which,* of course, re-

minds US that Francelia Billington

WENT AND DID IT with that

splendid Actor, Lester Cuneo. Yes

—

Yes—US received a CARD (15) days

after it occurred. Probably they were
too busy to think of US, but in a way
we feel peeved, because in a previous

Issue we contradicted this Wedding
rumor. That was some months back,

and now US is made to look some-
what foolish, which proves beyond a

doubt that Women do change their

minds. “CLOSE-UP” congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. Cuneo.

We heard the other day where a

New York dancer was to be feted in

a certain movie now being made.

—

Now just what they mean we d’know.
* * *

If the department stores put “No
smoking” signs in their women’s rest

rooms, they’re gonna lose a lot of

regular customers.

* * *

Syd Chaplin has lost his appendix.

—We hope it has nothing to do with
his producing ability. That should be
reserved until the last.

* * *

They say that they’re not buying
copper nowadays.—And the coppers

aren’t buying nowadays either—they

just get in the way.

CATERERS AND I U 1 CONFECTIONERS
641 SOUTH FLOWED ST V ' LOSANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Pico 1573

On the completion of our new
building we added two new depart-

ments'. the tea room and candy de-

partment. You will be pleased with
both.

ETIQUETTE

Blanche Sweet’s latest “naughty”
story about children was the result of

an all night visit she paid to frends in

the country, who had recently in-

stalled a telephone. The popular

Pathe star found Willie and Georgie,

the two little *boys of the family, al-

ready well up on “hellos” and “ring

offs,” and very much impressed with

the instrument. When they went to

bed, through their open bedroom door
the grownups overheard the follow-

ing:

“ and bless mamma, papa,

brother Willie and Miss Sweet. Ring
off.”

“Amen,” came the rebuking voice
of Willie.

“Ring off and amen means ’zactly

the same, an’ you know it,” protested
Georgie.

“Not when you’re takin’ to God,”
declared Willie. “Nobody tells God
to ring off, an’ you better fix it up
with Him.”
Georgie did.

EDWARD JOBSON RECOVERS
FROM OPERATION

Edward Jobson is rapidly recover-
ing from the effects of a serious op-
eration on his face. He has been in

the hospital for a week, but again is

able to be about. He expects to start
work in one of the new Metro pro-
ductions which will start in ten days.
Mr. Jobson’s most recent appearance
was with Viola Dana in “The Off-
shore Pirate.”

Roger MacKinnon, juvenile, who
forgot his handkerchief in the last
issue, has titled his poem “Let the
Wind Blow Your Nose.”

Mason N. Litson is in the midst of
“The Country Cousin,” the tenth epi-
sode of the Booth Tarkington Edgar
comedies featuring Johnny Jones.

WITH A DRIVER
10c

per mile
1 to 6 persons

Waiting Time
$1.00 per hour

Minimum 25c

Plus 10% for

increased costs

WITHOUT A
DRIVER

$1.00 and up
per hour

YOUR CAR is

always ready
here—and

—

We are building
on service and

accuracy

We Rent All Standard

Makes of Cars

HOME 12415 -

•MAIN 6078
953-55 SOUTH BROADWAY

“Brist’ling” Continuously

Anywhere Any Time
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By MARSHALL LOR1MER

GOING OFF

Biff, Bing, Bang!

A shot through the house rang;

Aga n many shots rang,

Bing, Biff, Bang!

Footsteps were now heard,

Yet no murder occurred.

Bing, Biff, Bang!

Shots whistled and sang,

The footsteps were near now

—

Bang, Bang, Wow!
Above the shots a yell,

The object staggered and fell.

Biff, Bing, Bang!

As if it were a gattling gun,

As /if it were more’n one

—

Above the roar someone was weeping,

Like a chill the sound was creeping.

Now to end this awful story,

It would make you feel sorry

For the poor guy who lost

His all, pa d the terrible cost

—

He lost his “life,” that’s all true,

But his “life” was only home brew.

—Carlyle Lansford.

CONGRATULATIONS, LOUIS
GASNIER

Beyond the fact that its star is one

of America’s most representative ac-

tors, that it is the story in which he

won greatest fame upon the stage,

and the masterpiece of one of the

greatest living playwrights, the Rob-

ertson-Cole production of “Kismet”

with Otis Skinner claims distinction

because of the tremendous fashion in

which it has been produced.

“Kismet” was shown to the trade

at a special performance given on the

evening of Monday, October 25, in the

grand ball room of the Hotel Astor.

Few spectacles in the history of

motion pictures have offered the ex-

hibitor attractions such as “Kismet”

is from the standpoint of lavishness,

color and far-flung detail. A repro-

duction of the ancient city of Bagdad

was only one of the tasks of Gasnier,

the director, and his large staff of

architects, costumers, artists, elec-

tricians and other technicians. The
making of “Kismet” was a vast un-

dertaking, one which took the entire

summer, and came to a close a few

weeks ago.

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Ch id Actress

The Brunton studio lot boiled with

excitement for a few minutes the other

day. Ben Hampton’s production staff,

assembled to prepare for the filming

of their next feature, “There Was a

King in Egypt,” gathered around a

small, mild appearing gentleman who
had just been notified that there was

no vacancy for an archaelogical ex-

pert.

“Gentlemen, I know where you may
procure some very fine whisky at two

dollars a quart!” he announced.

“Where? Where? Where?” boom-

ed an eager chorus. '

“Right down on George street,

number 25.”

“George street? How do you get

there?” came a thirsty, gasping, com-

posite shout from the multitude.

“Take the train to New York, and

the boat to Liverpool. George street

is in London!”

TO GLADYS

In good time to welcome Gladys

Brockwell under the Pathe banner as

heroine of “The Sage Hen,” come

these verses from a very discriminat-

ing English admirer:

There’s film stars great, and film

stars small

—

It would be hard to name them all.

And some are bad, and some are good

And seme that WOULD act, If they

COULD.
There’s some try “stunts” in search

of fame,

But I know ONE who ACTS—her

name
Is Gladys!

And most AMAZING things they do.

Things that would puzzle me or you.

So long as they are an attraction.

It seems to give them sat sfact'on.

I guess they think it’s awful fun

To leave the ACTING, all to one

—

That’s Gladys!

Their pictures have no rhyme or rea-

son.

It’s nothing more or less than treason.

How bathing girls in dramas get,

I never have discovered—yet.

The question that is puzzling me
Is “Do they ever go to see

My Gladys?”

MOLLY MALONE ENGAGED
TO PLAY IN PECK FILM

Nate Watt has engaged Molly Ma-
lone to appear in a leading feminine

role with Jackie Coogan in the forth-

coming “Peck’s Bad Boy” film now
being made at the Louis B. Mayer
studios. Miss Malone was loaned the

Peck Company by Goldwyn. She will

work opposite Wheeler Oakman, who
is also cast for an important part in

the new picture.

Larry Semon has written a book

entitled “When a Man Forgets.”

—

And we add, “He’s Got a Lecture

Coming to Him.”

Mahlon Hamilton says the weather

may be a bit cold, but your wife can

make it hot enough for you.

Looks as if Willard Mack is trying

to out-do Kid McCoy.

ORA CAREW SELECTED

Ora Carew is the latest screen

luminary to sign with Metro. Miss

Carew has been engaged to enact the

leading feminine role in the all-star

production of “What Is the Matter

With Marriage?” upon which produc-

tion will start in about a week at the

Metro studios in Hollywood. Dallas

Fitzgerald will direct the picture.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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THE COLUMN WITH NOTHING
IN IT

By Arthur Quincy

Hollywood: The place that made That Something
famous.

jfc ^ 5^

Remember— it’s always a chicken that has the

first responsibility for a hard egg.
* *

A man went over Niagara Falls as the alternative

to going through November without voting for

Harding. Make your own joke.
* *

SUCCESS WITH A KICK IN IT

A little blonde came way out west
From the corn lands of the middle west.
She came to find finance and fame

—

To find them in the movie game.

This is the way she won her place

—

’Twas not through her figure, wit or face;
They learned her trunk held good moonshine,
And directors formed in a double line!

^ 5
i
;

-i:

Harding should let COOLidge handle the hot
questions. Bla-a-a-a-a!

4= * *

It is reported that H. Ford has been accused of
selling his flivver motors, refined, strapped and
chronologically tested, as wrist watches.

V 5^

Certainly I will say a few kind words in behalf
of Mildred Harris Chaplin. I once saw her in a pic-

ture called “Home.”
* *

But why blame Mildred with anything when
Charlie’s first love, the Public, has so obviously
fallen for another man?

* * *

Noticing Charlie’s anxious care of “The Kid,” I

give this thought to the poets
—“When Charlie goes

to London, who will put ‘The Kid’ to bed?”
•I1 ¥ ^

Twin sixes are going out. Pray that the twin six

style of living will go out with them.
* * *

Essential equipment of a director: A megaphone
and a pair of leather puttees. Attached five feet

apart.
* * *

Megaphone: A conical contrivance for the trans-
mission of directorial mistakes to actors or elec-

tricians a few feet awray.
* * *

Technical expert: The person who knows too
much about something and has to be watched by
the director.

Am told Laguna Beach is the resort chiefly of

artists and grass widows. Therefore, if subject to
paint’er colic or hay fever, stay away.

* * *

Mrs. Peete is one of the best “chief witnesses” we
have ever seen. She might play “best friend” parts
in pictures.

V 5yC

If you want the news to spread, don’t telegraph

—

telewoman.
* * *

Which recalls my father’s favorite injunction to

me, “Never run after a street car or a woman

—

there’ll be another along in a minute.” (Note: He
never lived in Los Angeles and so was a fifty per
cent optimist.)

THE FIRST WOMAN PRODUCER
OF MOTION PICTURES

Cathrine Curtis of Los Angeles and New York,
president of the Cathrine Curtis Corporation and
hailed as the only woman producer of motion pic-

tures in the world, has just secured a First National
Exhibitor’s release for her first big production now
under way, under the direction of King vidor. “The
Sky Pilot,” which Miss Curtis has chosen for the
first production of her corporation, is the most
popular of all the novels of Ralph Connor (Major,
the Rev. Chas. W. Gordon), having had a circula-

tion of well over one million copies in the United
States and Canada. The rights to five of Ralph
Connor’s novels were secured by the Curtis Cor-
poration, the other four will follow “The Sky Pilot”

in quick succession.

When the right to “The Sky Pilot” were first

acquired by Cathrine Curtis, she secured the services
of Faith Green, the well known writer, who, in com-
pany with Ralph Connor, visited all the locations in

which the action of the novel takes place. With
this picturesque data at her command, Faith Green
adapted this famous story for the screen, the con-
tinuity for which has been written by John McDer-
mott, formerly co-director with Marshall Neilan.
The casting and production manager for “The Sky
Pilot” is A. L. Thompson, late of the William
Fox forces; the photography is under the skilled

charge of L. William O’Connell, formerly camera
man for Mary Pickford, assisted by G. C. Peterson,
formerly photographer for Fred Stone and the Uni-
versal Film Company. The art director is S. A.
Baldridge, who went over to the Cathrine Curtis
Corporation after nine years’ service in a similar
capacity with the American Film Company.

But it is upon the All-Star cast engaged for this

great outdoors picture that the Cathrine Curtis Cor-
poration prides itself. John Bowers, loaned by the
Goldwyn Studios, is playing the part of the “Sky
Pilot.”

The character of “Gwen,” the woman in the case,

is in the hands of Colleen Moore, wdiose services
were obtained through the courtesy of Marshall
Neilan, with whom she was cast for star parts.

The popular leading man, David Butler, is cast for
the part of “Bill Hendricks,” loaned for the occa-
sion by D. N. Schwab Productions.
Then there are James Corrigan as “The Hon. Fred.

Ashley;” Kathleen Kirkham as “Lady Charlotte;”
Donald McDonald as “The Duke,” and Harry Todd
as “The Old Timer.”
The company engaged by the Cathrine Curtis

Corporation is at present on location at Truckee,
California. From there it goes to the foothills of
the Canadian Rockies to take scenes in the actual
locations depicted by Ralph Connor. There are, as
a matter of fact, to be very few interior studios in

this great picture, which will be unique in its virility

of plot, unusual in its acting, and unexcelled in the
grandeur of its natural scenery.

CURSES ON THE FALSE PROPHET
“Now just stay in your treetop a minute, Little

Bird, while I investigate your tale.”

Investigation.

Completed.
“No, Little Bird, there is nothing to it. Rents

are not coming down.”
H*

A well known male star of the celluloid says, “No-
body realizes how good I am except myself, and no
one realizes how bad I am but my wife!”
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BEAUTY IS DESIRABLE, SAY THE WISE JUDGES OF SCREEN TALENT, BUT BRAINS ARE
ESSENTIAL IN THE MAKING OF A REALLY SUCCESSFUL ACTRESS

BY CARMEN BALLEN

Cheer up, little plain girl!

The day has gone by when you looked into your
mirror, and sighed:
“Oh, if the Lord had only made me beautiful

like Elsie Ferguson, or Katherine McDonald, or
Helene Chadwick, or adorable little Colleen Moore,
I might be a screen star, too!”
Cheer up!
Why?
Because the screen is stabilizing itself. By that I

mean the screen has passed the place where it re-

quires only beautiful faces. Like the speaking stage,

it requires brains, plus personality! Consider the
famous women of the so-called legitimate drama.
They would not be considered beautiful. Dignified,

majestic, compelling, fascinating—yes—but not just

—beautiful! Think over Ellen Terry, Modjeska,
even the immortal “Divine Sarah.” They had what
is ten times more valuable than beauty—personality
and ability. That is why they might go on acting
in their last days, and still thrill audiences.
Today the screen offers the same possibilities for

the girl wtih personality, rather than beauty. In
fact, today it not only offers, but is fairly clamoring
for new faces, and brains to go with them!

INDIVIDUALITY NEEDED
The silent drama, which for so long offered its

public only beauty, has awakened to the fact that the

public wants something more substantial. This is

not strange when the screen is plunging greedy
hands into the classics of all ages, and pulling out
the strongest dramas and spectacles of history and
fiction. It must then, certainly, have men and
women of individuality and brains to enact them.

Indeed, the day has gone by, little plain girl,

when you thought because you did not have eyes
like a kewpie doll, tresses like a hair tonic ad, or a
figure like the sylphs that pose for lingerie ads, that

you hadn’t a chance on the screen.

The other day Rupert Hughes, one of America’s
foremost writers, who has devoted the past year to

the study of motion pictures, and to writing them,
said:

“Beauty is always pleasant to gaze at. I admit it.

But the screen today is presenting life and history.

Some of the most appealing, admirable, and fasci-

nating figures in life and history and fiction, have
not been those of merely beautiful women. The
actress of today does not need to be beautiful. What
she MUST have, is the ability to see herself as

others see her. As Burns wrote:
“Oh, wad some power the giftie gie us
To see ourselves as others see us!

It wad frae monie a blunder free us
An’ foolish notion.”

“The girl who can see herself as she is and has
also the ability to project her personality onto the

screen, has the fundamentals of screen acting,” says
Mr. Hughes.
Now listen to Robert B. McIntyre, young in

years, but old in experience and who is now casting
director for the Goldwyn studios:

“Beauty! Certainly, if the girl has brains with it,

but of the two, give me brains! The girl who has
brains is going to be the future screen actress.

Beauty is desirable, of course, • and there must be
always some beauties on the screen, but the girl

who can take direction intelligently, and who makes

the most of every opportunity, is the girl who is

going to get ahead. When a girl comes to me and
says: ‘Oh, I never would do atmosphere work, or
a small part!’, I know that girl isn’t the kind we
want on the screen, for that^girl is not willing to
learn or to work.
“Why girls think screen acting is merely putting

on a bit of grease paint and powder, and walking
about before the camera, I don’t know. It is work,
as any other profession is work. A woman study-
ing for the operatic stage would not expect to sing
‘Aida’ after her first lesson.

TAKE HELEN FERGUSON, FOR INSTANCE
“You can’t keep back the girl v/ho is determined

to succeed. Take Helen Ferguson, for instance,
who is now playing in ‘Hungry Hearts.’ Helen
had a hard row to hoe, but she hoed it! She
started six years ago, a long legged, big eyed kid in

knee skirts and pig tails. She used to stay at the
studios all day, watching people act. More than
one assistant director has told her to run along
home, that she never would be able to acWJ>ecause,
you see, Helen wasn’t a startling beauty, though
she had promise of being very pretty.

"But Helen would not be discouraged. First she
did atmosphere, then she got a small part, and every
time she went before the camera, she learned some-
thing. Today she has an enviable knowledge of

screen technique in her twenty-one-year-old head,
and also, today, if Helen Ferguson were not as pretty
as she is, she would be just as much in demand.”
And here it is again, put very tersely from a di-

rector who has just finished Mary Pickford’s
“Through the Back Door,” and "Little Lord Fauntle-
roy.” His name is Alfred E. Green. He directed

Colleen Moore—and he knows! He says:
“Give me common sense. I can’t do a thing with

any one who is dumb and beautiful!”

It is a very wonderful thing, when one considers
that old men and old women, who might have been
laid on the shelf, so to speak, a few years ago,

are happily smearing on grease paint. Their very
lack of physical beauty and their o>ld age, has be-
come a thing of value! There isn’t a man or woman
of any type, or in any condition of health or in-

firmity, who has not a place on the screen today.

AGE NO BARRIER
A bent little old woman, with toothless gums, and

leaning on a cane, was called to play a bit of

Irish atmosphere in a Rupert Hughes picture the

other day. This is what she said:

“Sure, when I was a colleen I was fair daft

about the stage. But I nivver had a chanct! I

was red headed, and freckle-faced, and not like the

grand stage ladies, at all, at all!”

If that little old lady were young today, she would
not feel hersellf barred out. She displayed an as-

tonishing sense of the dramatic. She reminded one,

pathetically, of a flower that had bloomed too late,

with just a suggestion of the beauty it might have
had.
And again, as a word of encouragement to the

girl who has talent, but not great beauty, here is

the statement of the vice-president of one of the

largest motion picture plants in the world—Abraham
Lehr, of the Goldwyn studios, who says:

“Beauty is desirable, but ndt essential. The screen
needs talent and common sense!”
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ROMAN-NOSE PATRIOTISM

Before we get into the body of this

subject, let it be thoroughly understood that

we are not casting any particular reflection

upon any certain member of the Jewish

race, as the writer himself is proud to

acknowledge that some of this blood flows

in his own veins, but we are not to be

deterred from uttering a few plain facts

regarding the Heads of certain Film Cor-

porations, who have placed the “Almighty
Dollar” before an essential Patriotism.

During the “World War” everyone con-

nected with the Moving Picture Profession

—from the Producer to the humblest

“Extra”—vied with one another to prove

to the balance of the world that American
patriotism meant more than an empty
phrase. From this Screen Colony there

went forth—in one capacity or another

—

thirty-five per cent of the Males to do Yeo-

man Service for “Uncle Sam.” Many of

these are sleeping “Somewhere in France.”

THOSE who went were informed that their

respective situations would be awaiting

them on their return. A few of those who
did return— (if they received their positions

back again— (?)— ) held them but for a

short period, as they, and others, soon after

Peace was declared were given to under-

stand that “there were too many films on

the shelves to warrant continued full-power

activity.” WHAT A SPLENDID EXCUSE
this was to cover A DAMNABLE LIE! The
truth of the matter was that these keen

money making individuals saw an added

opportunity to add from 100 to 1,000 per

cent extra profit to themselves by buying

foreign film importations. Did they con-

sider PATRIOTISM at this time? Why,
the INK WAS BARELY DRY ON A CER-
TAIN HISTORIC WAR DOCUMENT be-

fore they were flocking overseas on the

lookout for bargains! It mattered not to

them how many experienced individuals

were thrown out of work! What cared

they (at this time) of the SACRIFICES
that had been made? If they had spoken
the truth it would have been as follows:

“We are buying for 500 per cent less, and
realizing at least 500 per cent more.” You
GENTLEMEN, who have accomplished this

money making exchange profit for your-
selves, do you think you have endeared
your Nationality and Blood in the Good-
will of your Christian Neighbors? Do you
think that when the NAME—JEW—is

mentioned hereafter that you have helped
to keep that name stainless? WE who
have fought for ages for the good-will of

the world look suspiciously upon such as

you, who gain new profits at the expense
of REAL AMERICANS, who suffered, and
GAVE ALL, making it possible for you
TO GO “IN” AND COME “OUT” with
“THE SPOILS” to despoil your own Coun-
trymen! LOOK AT THE FILM STUDIOS
IN LOS ANGELES TODAY! There is 20

per cent of ACTIVITY, where if these

FOREIGN PICTURES HAD BEEN PROP-
ERLY TAXED BY THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT, there would be

now 90 per cent of prosperous American
Bustle. The answer is in the hands of

THE AMERICAN LEGION. The same
BOYS who fought “OVER THERE” should

be capable of FIGHTING “OVER HERE”
FOR THE LIVELIHOOD OF AMER-
ICANS, WHOSE INTERESTS ARE EN-
DANGERED THROUGH THE RAPACI-
OUS CUPIDITY OF ROMAN-NOSED
AMERICAN (?) MOVING PICTURE
PATRIOT PRODUCERS!

Signed,

MARSHALL LORIMER.
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

In

onfidence

GOOD LOOKS AND
SHORT SKIRTS

By Mabel Normand
Mary went down to the beach, there

she saw legs and legs and more legs.

Everywhere there were legs. There

were thin legs, fat legs, ugly legs,

funny legs and terrible legs.

Mary looked at HER legs; they

were nice legs she thought because

everyone told her that she was good-

looking.

Several of Ruth Roland’s new rid-

ing suits are attracting much atten-

tion, even in Califilmland, Los An-

geles, where the latest modes in sports

costumes as worn by the beautiful

stars are daily seen. Ruth has de-

parted from the staid tans, blues and

blacks and looks especially chic in

two new models, which she wears in

her latest serial (now in the making),

“The Timber Queen.” One is of

fawn, with a tan stripe, in English

tweed, with a cape coat, trousers and

tailored hat of the same fabric; while

the other is French blue with a hint

of gray in the coloring and with this

riding suit goes a hat of sapphire blue

velvet, small and round as to shape

and heavy with gray stitching.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

WHY SHE DID IT

By Gladys Brockwell

Women
Are strange

Beings.

Now I know
One
Who is so

Strange

That she will

Often

Buy a dining

Table because

She

Liked the cover

Which
Adorned the top

A COUNTER MOVE

An original ditty by Jerry Decker
of the big Northern studio:

Jack strolled into a hotel bar of

fame and ordered a glass of cider. It

was hard, but not hard enough to

make you want more of it. Then he
noticed some small glasses on the

counter.

“I say, what are those small glasses

for?” he asked.

“Oh, just to accommodate friends,”

answered the bartender.

“Aw, come on, let’s be friends,”

pleaded Jack as he drew out a five

spot.

Ivan Kahn’s hair is bringing him a

lot of extra letters. Long may it bris-

tle.

Semi
Annual
Sale
Nettleton

Shoes

Now $11.85

to $14.85

Hip Ma^erjr
„

ei Bocxfc,r

Shoes Made to Sell With Nettleton’s

Now $7.85 to $10.85

C/ias.JU.MfWUIiams
0

O

Opp PershingSquare
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

WINTER GARDEN—Lights, music,

dancing, food, a general good time.

A revue staged by Grover Frankie,

that whiles away a well spent half

hour. Rose Perfect makes a likable

and entertaining Prima Donna, while

Ruth Edell makes you like the

Soubrette.

GRAUMAN’S—Pola Negri in “The

Last Payment.” Would it were the

last payment that American dis-

tributors would make to German
producers for film.

PALIS ROYAL— It has a pretty sign

out in front, and the patrons all

drive up in limousines and taxis. If

you haven’t a limousine or a fleet

of taxis, watch your step.

RIALTO—“Forever” only lasts an-

other week.

KINEMA—Marshall Neilan presents

“The Lotus Eater,” with John Bar-

rymore, Colleen Moore, Anna Q.

Nilsson, Wesley Barry and others

in a delightful and powerful love

story of the South Seas.

MISSION—No one denies that

George Arliss is a true artist and

his “Disraeli” in it’s second week
glorifies his name. A finesse rarely

seen. A relief from the common-
place. True art in rare setting.

Mack Sennet has Mildred June and
Billy Bevan in twenty minutes of

excellent relaxation. Richard Spier

is the glorifi.er of the news columns.

SUPERBA—Sergeant Robert Athon
and Constable Neil McKinnon of

the Northwest Mounted Police, give

some very interesting facts concern-

ing the drug traffic which it is their

lot to run down. An hour’s educa-

tion and entertainment as their wit

is proverbial. Hoot Gibson in “The
Fire Eater” is the picture.

CINDERELLA ROOF—Rudy Wie-
doft is still knocking ’em dead with
his orchestra. The floor is still

there. You can sit at a table and
drink a malted milk. Thassall!

CALIFORNIA — “Grand Larceny,”

convicted of being good.

BLUE BIRD — Madelaine Hardy
plays wicked piano with the orches-

tra, but it’s tough to meet the

cashier if you’re short.

JAHNKES TAVERN— I noticed the

sign on the way to the Winter

Garden.

SUNSET INN—The movie stars fre-

quent this place once or twice a

week. I don’t because the editor

didn’t give me the last raise I asked

him for.

AMBASSADOR COCOANUT
GROVE—This is another hangout

of the luminaries of the silver sheet

that I can’t affect for the same rea-

son. However, it’s real entertaining

at times. And Maurice is a big at-

traction. Thanks, same to you!

GREEN MILL—The water still flows

beneath thy historic wheel.

LOEW’S STATE—“Fightin’ Mad” is

a wonderful piece of literature by
H. H. Van Loan. It is a story that

lifts you out of your seat. The di-

rectorial staff has pulled many a

bloomer however. The orchestra

carries an excellent score. The
theatre had good vaudeville one
week. This is not it!

ALEXANDRIA GRIL L—Max
Fischer, you have a darned good or-

chestra. It’s a shame you are so

lonesome in that big dining room.
Why don’t you tell them that prices

are coming down.

HARLEQUIN THEATRE — Some
real entertainment by nobody in par-

ticular, but they put it over. It’s

home brew, but a hundred proof.

PANTAGES—Alec is putting out a

show these days that makes any-
thing eles in the line of vaudeville

look like the old five a day time.

Get in line
—

’cause you sure have to.

BROADWAY PANTAGES — Will

Morrissey was expected to slip one
over with his new price list but he
didn’t. He has a good clean show,
with some new “gags,” nice scenery,

a good cast, and a practically new

theatre. More power! We recom-

mend yuh, Will!

TALLY’S—You’ll have to wait ’till

next issue. I didn’t have time to go
up but I did see the

—

HIP—A1 Watson gets us all excited

with his snappy advertising and we
go down and see an ordinary pic-

ture with some good vaudeville, and
for cut rates. It’s a good suggestion

to follow. Al’s a good fellow and
he’s tell you the truth. Try him!

BROADWAY ITSELF — Even the

policemen leave it about 11 o’clock.

( IVell, folks, I am afraid J told you

the town was dead in the last issue. I

apologize. It isn’t dead at all. It’s asleep.

Rip Van IVinkle had nothing on it.

Twenty years is a long time but )

Even Movie Stars
Attend Theatres ! On your way
to, and from them, in seeking a

REFINED ATMOSPHERE—

With its ultra-modern Cuisine,

With Viands temptingly served,

With delicious Pastries, and
Cooling Beverages—will satisfy.

BREAKFAST—LUNCHEON
—DINNER—

From 60 Cents to $1.25

821-23 W. Seventh Street

JUST LIKE A WOMAN
By Roy Stewart

He sent her flowers, candy, love

notes, taxis, gowns, hats, checks, dogs,

autos and everything a woman thinks

she must have to make her happy.

Then she sued him for breach of

promise and made an extra ten thou-
said.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

Harry Brand, purveyor of public in-

formation for the Joseph M. Schenck

organization which includes the

Norma and Constance Talmadge and

Buster Keaton companies, Harry, we

say, has a grievance against dramatic

editors.

“They won’t spell the name of

Norman’s current picture right,” wails

Harry.

“Now, its correct title is ‘The

Duchess of Langeais.’ Clippings I get

back from all parts of the country,

however, call Honore Balzac’s im-

mortal masterpiece, ‘The Duchess of

de Langeais,’ ‘The Duchesse of Lan-

geais,’ ‘The Duchess of Langois,’ ‘The

Duchess of Lengois,’ ‘The Duchess of

Longais,’ and so on—there’s about

thirteen variations.

“One writer twisted it back into

French thinking he would do me a

good turn by quoting what (s.. he

thought was the original French title

of Balzac’s story. (S) he had it: ‘La

Duchess de la Langeais.’

“Too many la-la’s,” says Harry.

“Now let’s get it straight. Here’s

the English of it: ‘The Duchess of

Langais’—I mean ‘The Duchess of

Langeais’ (I left out the ‘e’). And
this is the French version: ‘La

Duchesse de Langeais.’ As they say

in railroad circles, let’s all ‘please be

governed accordingly.’ ”

John McCormick, western repre-

sentative of First National, says he

isn’t going to get into deep water and

hereafter will call Norma's latest pho-

toplay simply, succinctly and briefly,

“The Duchess.”

And that’s that.

Marcia Manon, popularly known as

“the most wicked vampire on the

screen,” has been loaned to Richard

Walton Tully by J. L. Frothingham,

for a prominent role in the forthcom-

ing production of “The Masquerader.”

Miss Manon will be remembered for

her exceptional work in “The For-

bidden Thing” and the late George
Loane Tucker’s “Ladies Must Live.”

She will shortly be seen in the leading

feminine role of “The Man Who
Smiled,” a J. L. Frothingham produc-
tion.

* * *

Many a soft pencil, writes hard
lines, quotes Ralph Winsor.

HOW ACTORS REALLY
FORM THE AUDIENCE

Actors form the audience in motion

picture production (they ’’assemble to

listen” to the director). The newest

member of William D. Taylor’s stellar

audience is Agnes Ayres. Following

back the chronicles of picturedom

with an inquisitive finger we find that

Betty Compson, May McAvoy, Ethel

Clayton, Elsie Ferguson, Mary Miles

Minter, Mary Pickford, Constance

Talmadge, Louise Huff, Kathleen

Williams and Vivian Martin have

some within the vocal radius of Will-

iam D. Taylor’s megaphone.

The best place to find humanity is

in the dictionary, says Pauline Curley.

THAT’S HIM

One of Cullen Landis’ peculiarities

is that he never carries a make-up
box. Instead, he has a funny, battered,

little old straw luncheon basket,

which contains simply—a powder

puff! He appeared before Rupert

Hughes the other day with his lunch

box in his hand, much to the amuse-

ment of the author, who directed his

story, “Remembrance.”

A BARRAGE

By K. M. J.

I’ll smoke another cigarette

Before I go to bed,

The Pill may help me to forget

The Headache in my head.

A SWEET SURRENDER
Is Made When You Offer the LADY a Box of “Ragtime” Chocolates

(The Chocolate with the Unforgettable Taste!)

Specially posed by

ETHEL BROADHURST
Hal Roach Studios

C. C. BROWN CO.,
Exclusive Mfgrs.,

Phone Broadway 1610 621 S. Olive St.

0
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
WEST COAST THEATRES, INC.

Coincident with the New Year, Mr.

Jack Retlaw assumed the position as

assistant general manager of this syn-

dicate with offices in the headquarters

office of West Coast Theatres, Inc.,

in Los Angeles. In this connection,

Mr. Retlaw will have the entire pub-

licity supervision of this string of

theatres, which includes the Kinema,

Alhambra and Burbank of particular

note in Los Angeles.

Mr. Retlaw has been connected with

this syndicate for some time past, in

the capacity as managing director of

the two theatres in Pomona, the Bel-

vedere and American, as well as sev-

eral others. Prior to his appointment

to this post, he was associated with

various Southern California news-

papers on their editorial staffs for

some time prior. Mr. Retlaw is a

man of broad and varied newspaper

experience, having served in the ca-

pacity of dramatic critic for several

newspapers, and was associated with

many eastern papers.

DOGGONE BAD”

Buster Keaton, who is the proud

owner of a Belgian police dog—worth

some two thousand dollars in hard

earned American money—has de-

moted his canine. No longer is the

dog called by his given name, “Cap-

tain.” There’s a story connected with

this, and here it is:

Recently Buster lost the dog. He
advertised and offered a reward of one

hundred dollars for its return. A ci-

vilian, noticing the ad and finding the

canine in his' backyard, ’phoned the

comedian and told him of his “find.’'

Buster was quick in responding and

after paying the reward returned with

“Captain” to his studio.

Addressing his pet, he wails: “I am
about to demote you for your conduct.

From now on you’re not to be called

‘Captain.’ It’s ‘Lieutenant.’
”

That’s cruel, but as Buster puts it,

we must have obedience, even among
canines.

Why be the ashes in a grate, why
not be the FIRE? By Lloyd Ingra-

ham.

BARTINE BURKETT
Ingenue in Comedies

Lloyd Hamilton of Hamilton-White

comedies has returned from a vaca-

tion at San Francisco and is com-

mencing his sixth production at

United studios.

A Popular 1. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

$15
At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTH AT OLIVEi»ms co.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
FOUR CHRISTIE
COMEDY STARS IN FOUR

TYPES OF COMEDIES

VIN MOORE
One of the Most Famous Comedy-
Directors in the Screen Colony.

“SNUB” ROYALTY

Harry “Snub” Pollard is having the

census taken of all the titled charac-

ters appearing in his oriental comedy

now under production at the Hal E.

Roach studios. Mr. Pollard himself

is king and the royal retainers include

everything from train bearers to food

tasters. There is a “smothering” ar-

ray of oriental rugs and hangings on

the Pollard stage, at the extreme end

of which is a most pretentious jeweled

throne, occupied by Marie Mosquini

who is surrounded by so large a court

as to give 100 atmosphere people con-

siderable to do.

Unlike most oriental conceits, this

Pollard comedy has nothing to do

with dreams, the comedian now wak-

ing up at the final fadeout and find-

ing “it aint so!”

“The Blockhead,” a Mack Sennett-

Billy Bevan two-reel comedy, with

Mildred June in the featured feminine

role, has received its final editing at

the Mack Sennett studios and is now
ready for shipment to Associated

First National Pictures, Inc., in New
York.

“The Blockhead” is a wholesome
comedy, typical of Roy Del Ruth’s

style of direction, full of pep and

laughter from main title to finish.

With one of the best hunting episodes

ever filmed for a comedy, and Billy

Bevan working at top speed, this lat-

est Mack Sennett two-reel special

gives promise of setting a swift pace.

Four leading Christie comedy stars

are appearing before the camera in

pictures of four distinct types. The

leading players who are being fea-

tured successively in these new pic-

tures now in preparation for early

release through Education exchanges

are Dorothy Devore, Bobby Vernon,

Viora Daniel and Neal Burns.

The release which will feature

Dorothy Devore is “One Stormy

Knight.” This has been practically

finished and is now being assembled

by Director Hal Beaudine, who is

also starting a novelty with Bobby

Vernon featured. “One Stormy

Knight” is a farce with Dorothy De-

vore and her screen hubby (Jay Be-

lasco) at a prize fight and further in

a jam when Dorothy is caught in

boy’s clothes as an unwilling guest

at a stag party.

The picture with Neal Burns fea-

tured is “A Rambling Romeo.” which

is another development of a farcical

idea. Burns is caught between the

devil and the deep sea when he gets

himself engaged, in addition to his

own girl, to another charmer who

lives in the flat upstairs.

The Bobby Vernon picture will be

“Hokus Pokus,” a story by Frank R.

Conklin, in which Bobby, playing the

chief cook and bottle washer at a

small town hotel, gets a job assisting

a traveling magician. Disappearing

ducks, the “body” of Bobby’s girl

floating away in mid-air, the great

jewelry trick—with the pewelry of the

town’s leading citizens—are all com-

bined in a plausible story which lends

a logical background for the “hokum.”

The fourth picture under way is to

be called “’Twas Ever Thus” and

was written by Robert Hall. This will

feature Viora Daniel and is to be di-

rected by A1 Christie. The story

starts in New York and winds up on

the Arizona desert. For this picture

Christie has transformed the interior

of an entire stage in to a western

ranch.

Scott Sidney says, “That a certain

Negro smoking a Cigar on a Garbage

Wagon must have had a fragrant

smoke.”

JACK COOPER
Comedian, Mack Sennett Studios

It isn’t every ingenue who owns her

original teeth. A hard knock from

Jimmy Adams.

The

Turfysh

Village

A Place to

Meet—the

Reel Elite!

P. G. Manos
Manager

2211/g

West
Fourth St.

Los Angeles

Phone
670-89
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
“FOOLS FIRST” NEXT

NEILAN PRODUCTION

Claire Windsor, Richard Dix and

Claude Gillingwater Engaged for

Leading Parts—Marion Fairfax

Writing Story Based on Sat-

urday Evening Post Plot.

Frank O’Connor to Col-

laborate on Direction

Marshall Neilan has purchased the

rights to Hugh MacNair Kahler’s

“Fools First,” which appeared in the

Saturday Evening Post and will use

this plot as the basis for his next

First National picture following the

release of “Penrod” with “Freckles”

Barry recently completed.

By special arrangement with Marion
Fairfax, who has been responsible for

many Neilan scenarios, this noted au-

thor-producer will write a dramatic

story based upon the Saturday Even-
ing Post plot which Mr. Neilan con-

siders one of the most unusual stories

of the year.

Contracts have already been signed

by the producer with Claire Windsor,
Richard Dix and Claude Gillingwater.

This trio will portray the leading

parts and will be supported by a cast

of equal prominence among motion
picture followers.

As a result of the exceptional re-

sults obtained by Frank O’Connor,
who collaborated with Mr. Neilan on
the direction of “Penrod” with

“Freckles” Barry, the producer has
again signed this young director. An-
other important member also added is

Karl Struss, formerly photographer
for Cecil B. DeMille, who will be as-

sociated with David Kesson and Ray
June in photographing this vehicle.

Actual “shooting” on this picture

will be commenced within the next
week at the Hollywood studios on
Santa Monica boulevard which has
housed the production of most of the
Neilan pictures for First National re-

lease.

Constance Talmadge is making the

final scenes of her starring produc-
tion of “The Divorcee” at United stu-

dios.

* * *

“The Los Angeles River (?) had a

thorough bath during the recent
rains,” said Roy Marshall.

“SENTENCED TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT”—
IT WAS A WOMAN!
By Marshall Lorimer.

My NAME has been lost

—

I’m now just a NUMBER!
I’m paying the cost;

I wish I could slumber!

I’m still very young,
And pretty—they say.

I wonder how long
I’ll hold up this way?

It seems Ages ago
Since my Baby came

—

Let’s hope she won’t know
The Stain on her name!

I wonder if She
In life’s shuffle, or other,

Will wish to see me

—

Her heart-broken Mother?

No—No! it won’t do
To have her come here

—

You won’t let her, will you

—

Please promise me, Dear?

And yet, I am dying

—

(This Mother-Love lingers)

Myself, am denying
To kiss her wee fingers.

Oh, God! it seems hopeless
To puzzle your ways!

The Faith One reposes,
New troubles we raise.

Why am I denied
The Sun, Moon and Stars?

Must they always hide,

Now I’m behind Bars?

I worshiped your Hills,

Your Rivers and Flowers;
Why let those old thrills

Fill these lifeless hours?

If errors I’ve made,
My conscience repays,

You might have forbade

Your weak Creature’s ways!

Since you have refrained

From stemming the Tide,

What can you have gained

From Hearts that have died?

These Walls are now hemming
The Good in each Soul;

And Christians (?) condemning,
Who each should console

My NAME has been lost

—

I’m now just a NUMBER!
I’m paying the cost;

I wish I could s-l-u-m-b-e-r

!

Many a girl who shimmies gets the The most persistent patrons of cafe-

shake from the man in the end. Nicely terias are lazy housekeepers, exclaims

put, Nate Holt. a married man.

“Clothes Make the Man”
Is often applied, when speaking of

Lou Grom&ti & Co.
TKilors

MR. LOU GROMAN personally supervises the

SUIT built on your body.

IF YOU SEEK STYLE— PLUS VALUE IN
CLOTH!—You will find both at either STORE.

532 SOUTH BROADWAY, or
413 WEST SEVENTH STREET

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

{
GOSSIP BY 1

j

THE ROUNDER
j

Mrs. Bevan, mother of Billy Bevan,

the Mack Sennett comedian, has ar-

rived from Australia to visit her son

and little granddaughter who was

born early in December. At a dinner

given to celebrate his mother’s ad-

rival Billy invited the following

guests: Edith Roberts and her mother,

Mrs. Florence Armstrong, Kenneth

Snoke, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Darling,

Mr. and Mrs. Al. Austin, Miss Eleanor

Fried and A. MacArthur.

jfi ^ ifc

Dr. Aldrich Kilton, connected with

Dr. Prior in a famous optical com-
pany, was good enough to remember
a famous toast, which is here pre-

sented:

“Drink to the Press!

But never press to drink,

The Gentlemen whose task is slinging

Ink,

They are usually

—

Men of sober views,

And should never be full

—

Of aught—but NEWS.”
'M * *

A short story by Edith Johnson:

A well-dressed young and handsome

man boarded a crowded street car. At

the sight of him, many of the tired

shop girls freshed themselves up. His

ever-ready smile was one thing that

made everyone like him on sight.

Many often wondered if he was as

happy as he appeared to be.

The car started suddenly and he

was thrown back against the rear of

the car. His face turned a dark red.

Those near him laughed.

He had broken a bottle in his hip-

pocket. It really was cough medicine,

but you can’t tell a story like that on

a street car—nowadays.

ALBERT E. SMITH
DOES THINGS

E D M 7

1 N-C LA P P SHOES

After a long conference with Albert

E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, who
recently arrived from the East, and

Larry Semon, “King of Comedy;

” it

was decided to construct for Mr. Se-

mon’s exclusive use, the most modern
and up-to-date production plant in the

world, following the sensational re-

ceptions accorded Larry Semon’s

comedies throughout the globe.

This plant will be the last word in

construction, and strictly modern
throughout, thus enabling Semon to

produce ever bigger and greater pro-

ductions than he has in the past.

Larry not only enjoys a popularity

second to none as a star throughout

the world, but as a producer, director

and writer as well.

Immediately following a decision to

build this splendid plant, an army of

artisans were employed in readiness,

and vast quantities of material pre-

pared so that following the ground-
breaking ceremonies, in which Mayor
George Cryer was the central figure,

and it will be only a short time until

a wonderful new studio such as will

be a credit to the film industry, will

be towering skyward.

Anita Stewart is now working in a

dramatization of “Rose O’ the Sea,”

a dramatic novel by Countess Bar-

cynaska. Fred Niblo is directing the

picture which will be presented by

Louis B. Mayer as a First National

attraction. The supporting cast is

headed by Rudolph Cameron, Hal

Cooley, Thomas Holding and Kate

Lester. The story originally had an

English setting but the screen version

has been prepared with typically

American surroundings as the back-

ground.

Stein-Bloch

Suits and

Overcoats

In a

Special Pur-

chase Sale

$40 and $45 Suits

and Overcoats—$ 36.50

$50 and $55 Suits

and Overcoats

—

$43.50

$60 and $65 Suits

and Overcoats

—

$48.50

Knowing the quality, you’ll

appreciate the reductions

437'443 Spring North or 5-

OUTFITTERS OF DEPEND-
ABILITY

WHIPCORD TOPCOATS, $40

ADDRESSED TO
ALL WAMPUSITES

If we would only right the things

We think that should be righted;

We’d gather Editors and Wits
To help us frame our BENEFITS.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

Bemie Durning pulled this one the

other day:

Hick—“You know these city guy’s

think I’m a rube, but I fooled one the

other day.”

City Guy—“How come?”

Hick—“Well, one of them tried to

sell me the post office, but I wouldn’t

buy it because I knew it belonged to

the city.”

* * *

Arthur Bernstein states, “That the

money wasted exchanging 15 gun

salutes between ranking officers of

navy, could be utilized for feeding

9,000,000 poor people three times a

day for nine months.”

* * *

The following appeared in the

Times last Sunday: “Christ wants to

take the World to Heaven; the Devil

wants to take it to Hell. Where do

you want to take it?” As a Reader

once in awhile, we answer thusly: I’ll

take it bit by bit to my bedroom.

* * *

Speaking of Cubist art, as many are,

E. Mason Hopper claims to be one

of the first to advocate that school.

As evidence he quotes a composition

of his written at the age of five:

“A horse is a queer animal. It has

four legs—one on each corner.”

* * *

Marguerite De La Motte, J. L.

Frothingham star, is “on location” in

sonora with the Thomas H. Ince

Company. Upon completion of this

production, the dainty little artiste

will make another picture for Mr.

Inc, the title of which has not as yet

been announced.
* * *

Frank Hayes doesn’t like Califor-

nia’s “bracing” weather. His costume

for the last few days consisted wholly

of a bathing suit wrapped around with

branches, which he wears for the

comic-character role of “Wildfire,”

Benj. B. Hampton’s latest adaptation

of a Zane Grey novel.

* * *

A western thriller by Norman Tau-
rog:

“Monty Ray is dead.”

“How come?”
“The director said ‘shoot.’

”

“Well?”

“And they did.”

TAKE THIS SERIOUSLY—
THAT IS THE WAY

ETHEL TAKES IT

“I hate the inside of a house after

I’ve been in it a good while,” we were

informed by Ethel Broadhurst. “I

want to be outdoors as much as pos-

sible and I think mighty little of a

man who isn’t a real man physically

—

and absolutely unafraid of exercise.”

Since we have indulged in all out-

door sports from corn plowing to

hoboing, we knew that could not be

intended for us. And we also knew
from previous experience that an out-

burst like this from our friend of the

Vanity Maids (Hal Roach’s flock)

presaged a revelation about a per-

sonal experience.

“I had a flat tire yesterday when I

was away out in the hills, and I was
doing my best, all by myself, to

change it, when a closed car came
by and a man got out. I thought for

a moment that he was going to help

me—but oh, boy! you should have
seen those gloves that he did NOT
take off. After he had offered to take

me into town and leave my poor car

standing there in the middle of the

road and had declined to soil himself

by touching the tire—well, he just

drove away.” Ethel told us all this

in one breath, and at our query as to

the moral of it, she went on: “He
said he’d catch a cold if he perspired.

Say—he’d have TURNED cold if I

had told him what I thought of him.”

Allen Holubar has commenced pro-

duction at United studios on “The
Soul Seeker,” starring Dorothy Phil-

lips. 0
* * *

Artful women arrange their hair

artlessly. This from Maurice B.

Flynn.

Sell Their Leases

and

Retire from Business

Entire Stocks at Both

Stores Now Selling

at

Sacrifice Prices

414 429

So. Spring St.

Stowell Hotel
Bldg.

W. Seventh St.

L. A. Athletic
Club Bldg.

A CRYING SHAME

Three things will make an actress

cry for the camera—sad music, glyce-

rine and a strong onion.

But Constance Talmadge, whose
crying is so sympathetic that handker-

chief manufacturers increase their

plant capacities when Connie has a

picture with tears in it, says she can
do without them and have no diffi-

culty in feeling sad and shedding

many, many tears.

“Just think of the high cost of food-

stuffs,” she said to her director a few

days ago. “You know, every time 1

fix my mind on the grocery bill and
the price of tenderloin steak, I can
cry without any effort.”

“All of which,” said Sidney Frank-
lin, the hard working master of the

megaphone, “is more truth than
poetry.”

BROWN
CALDWELL
ND LADD

?h0T\

63551

PKoto*ei\draVe rvs
2.-4

"J 5 . BDWY;
LOS ANGELES
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U eh d e r the M a g eh i

BY THE MAN BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

EDITOR’S NOTE—It has been

some time since we had the privilege

to publish the prose and poetical ef-

fusions of Barbara La Marr. This

talented lady, who has made such a

recent phenomenal success on the

“silver sheet” apparently occupied her

spare time with decisive results. “BE-
CAUSE,” published below, is trench-

ant with sentimental values, and con-

tains a mental poise delightful in its

vibrancy and naivette.

“BECAUSE"
By Barbara La Marr

When 1 met PEDRO, I was
thankful that my hair was like pale

sunshine through a golden mist at

dawn, BECAUSE,—His was as black

and soft as a moonless summer night!

When I met DAVID, 1 was
thankful that my eyes were dark and
deep, and veiled, BECAUSE—His
were clear and gray, and searching!

When I met BILLY, for the first

time in my life, I was thankful that

my nose was retrousse, BECAUSE—Well, BILLY had a sense of

humor!
When 1 met NAIFE, I was

thankful that my mouth was tender,

with a wistful childish expression

,

BECAUSE—His was red—too red

—and just a bit cruel!

BUT—when I met YOU: I was
thankful, oh, so thankful, that my
skin was so soft, and white, BE-
CAUSE — WELL, JUST BE-
CAUSE!

“SHE”

By Neal Hart

She was pretty.

She was clever.

She was a vamp.

I fell.

She went to dinner and I went
along to pay the check.

She lured me into a taxi and liked

to watch the adding machine work.

I paid again.

She had me buy some bootleg stuff.

She was clever. I’ll say she was,

and married, too.

But to tell the truth, so am I.

And I’ve paid alimony before, so I

let her go.

I never saw her again.

But she told my wife.

And I paid again.

EXCLAMATIONS COUNT

Bartine Burkett—“Some game that

at Pasadena, New Year’s, EH?

Fred Fishback—“OH. OH!”

SHANGHAI DOPE

A shot in the arm fixed poor old Its

Warm.

In his shack in old Shanghai

His sweet wife eloped

And left him dead broke.

That’s the reason why

—

He’s got those doped dopey blues

He can’t buy himself shoes.

His cash goes for joy junk,

A wreck of a bird

He never had heard

A shot in the arm is the punk.

But revenge is sweet

And some day he’ll meet

—

The man that ruined his life,

For whaddy’e think,

It was a Chink

That slipped him the hop and stole

his wife.

—Virginia Williams.

ANN FORREST
A True Exponent of Cinema Art

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP



GETTING ATMOSPHERE

Allen Holubar went to San Fran-

cisco with his cameraman, Byron

Haskins, to take atmosphere shots for

Dorothy Phillip’s next starring ve-

hicle, “The Soul Seeker/’ the locale

of which is laid in San Francisco. To
have taken his large cast and many
production aides to the Bay City

would have added appreciably to the

cost of Mr. Holubar’s production.

Economy is the watchword in photo-

play circles these days. “The Soul

Seeker” will be released by First Na-

tional Pictures.

Jack Pickford is quite busy at

United studios conferring with the

Pickford organization, including his

renowned sister, about the details of

Jack’s next production, “The Tailor

Made Man.” It is understood that

Anthony Paul Kelley is negotiating

with the Pickfords over the writing of

the script.

FINDING NEW SCREEN FACES

“New faces are the most pressing

need of the screen,” says Samuel Gold-

wyn. Accordingly, he is sparing no

effort trying to find them. It appears

that the chief difficulty thus far en-

countered is that most persons look

a lot better to themselves than they

do to Mr. Goldwn and his assistants

—

and to a camera. This search for new
screen personalities is as interesting

as it is new. Chances are good that

there is some young woman or young
man to whom life looks rather hum-
drum and commonplace right now
who may awaken to fame before an-

other year is out. There is Patsy Ruth
Miller, as one of many proofs that it

can be done. Patsy, only seventeen,

was an extra girl a year ago. Now
she’s playing leads with a big salary.

Does Mr. Goldwyn know about you?

Jackie Coogan’s current production,

now nearing completion at United
studios, will be called “Lost and
Found.”

SHORT FILMS EXCLUSIVELY
.

.
{

During the year of 1922 the Christie

Company will produce nothing but

two-reel comedies, devoting its atten-

tion exclusively to developing the

short comedy to a high grade from

a production standpoint.

Christie has adopted this policy be-

cause it is believed that the day of

the cheap two-reeler has passed for-

ever. The two-reel comedies which

will get into the best theatres this

year and in the future will be the

kind which are made as “features in

themselves,” with every detail of cast,

stories, settings, direction, etc., etc.,

carried out with a quality ranking

with the five and seven-reel pictures

on the bill.

In offering twenty-four two-reel

comedies in a twelve-month period,

Christie can give the maximum in a

variety of stars, a wide varience of

plots and a general high average of

production.

A unique method of double expos-

ure which will be used for the first

time in the filming of Richard Walton
Tully’s “The Masquerader” has been

perfected by Director James Young,
Art Director Wilfred Buckland and

Cameraman Georges Benoit. Much
admiration has been expressed over

the mechanics of the dual roles in the

stage presentation. Even more startl-

ing will be the effect in the film ver-

sion of this classic which will be re-

leased as a First National attraction,

Quality Chocolates

“How sweetly they linger

in the memory!”
If your Dealer cannot

supply you

CALL 21732

Manufacturing Establishment

2705-07 and 09 S. San
Pedro

Los Angeles

More than two months will be re-

quired in the making of the Norma
Talmadge production of the “Duchess

de Langeais,” which is now in prog-

ress at United studios.

* * *

Mme. Nazimova is making prepa-

rations for her next production,

“Salome,” at United studios. The
cast is now being assembled and act-

ual shooting will begin within a few

days.

YOUR IDFAS DFSIGNED IN PLATINUM

Many

MOVIE
’CELEBS

are

PATRONS
Why not

YOU?
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LOVE REJECTEDHAMILTON-WHITE
PRESENT “MIDNIGHT”

Truly a wierd hour to present any-

thing, but whatever time it is pre-

sented and wherever, don’t miss it.

A rapid fire, sure fire, hell fire comedy

if there ever was one.

Lige Cromley may not be so well

known, but if he sticks around with the

Hamilton-White outfit and doesn’t

get too proud of himself, some day

the kids in half the towns in the

United States are going to be saying:

“Ma, kin I have a dime to see lige

at the Palace today?”

“Midnight” opens up with a bang,

goes through 1800 more feet with a

couple of roars and ends up with a

“WOW!”
That’s the kind of a comedy it is.

When Lige thinks he’s shot and falls

through a skylight into a raging

hades in the insides of a municipal

wax works, it isn’t the plot so much
as the way it’s done—but dear kind

readers it’s a riot.

Weep and you weep alone—see

“Midnight” and you’ll ne’er weep

again. And Jack White supervised

this comic gem. Thanks!

The annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Hal E. Roach Film

Laboratories, Inc., was held last night

at the studios, when the report read,

showed a most successful year. All

films are now handled by the labora-

tories, with Charles Levin in charge.

Following are the officers elected for

the coming year: Walter Lundin,

president; Charles Parrott, vice-presi-

dent, and J. L. Murphy, secretary and

treasurer. Mr. Murphy will attend to

the business of the laboratory in con-

nection with the purchasing depart-

ment of which he has charge.

Fool that thou wert!

Why ope the wound to thine own
hurt?

Why didst thou not in silence bear

Her cruel shafts—Who did not care

An atom for thy love? Thy heart

A n instrument of joy, and smart.

Which bore its throbbing pain so

long!

Was it a-weary of its song?

Sought it in outward flow a way
To ease its pent up storm of grey?

Or did it hope from its rare fire.

To kindle in her heart a pyre

Wherein thy flame in sacrifice

Might from her breast some joy en-

tice?

If so, thy hopes lie at thy feet

A shattered dream! Thine old retreat

Is now no more ; {No solace can

Compare to what first woo'ed the

man
The ancient sweetness always is

That man’s possession—also his

The stabs, the stings of his old suit

Which linger but to morify

That conscious worth he prospered

by!

Thus he will lose his mental poise

Despairing of all future joys.)

—By Marshall Lorimer.

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Four-year-old Model, and Cinema

Child Actress

NEAL BURNS
STAR IN COMEDY FOR

AMERICAN LEGION

“Oh Promise Me,” a Christie come-

dy starring Neal Burns, which has

just been made under the direction of

Scott Sidney, was given a preview

showing at the Hollywood Post,

American Legion, Monday night.

The comedy was written around an

American Legion Post setting by

Frank R. Conklin, and the band of the

local legion, as well as a number of

disabled “vets,” are prominent in the

picture. Among the ex-service men
at the Christie studios who are in

the case are Burns, Henry Murdock,

Vic Rodman, George Burton and

others.

Politeness will be a thing of the

past as soon as the present grey-

headed generation passes away. We
agree with you, KING BAGGOT.

A RECHERCHE DINNER
APPEALS TO THE GOURMAND!

MAURICE
Patisserie Confiserie et Cuisine Francaises

Promotes This Prandial Satisfaction

715 WEST SEVENTH STREET
Also 130 East 60th St., New York City

Telephone 66476

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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THOSE SENSITIVE FINGERS

The fingers of a violinist’s hands

are more than sensitive, they seem to

be attuned to the actual vibrations of

the soul of music. Many women
whom we know have often remarked

about the beauty and transparency ot

George Evans’ hands, the leader and

violinist of the augmented orchestra

GEORGE EVANS
Musical Director

Superba Augmented Orchestra

at the Superba Theatre. They seem

to be able by an almost imperceptible

pressure to bring forth the echo of

the soul of the instrument he plays.

Mr. Evans is not a fiddler, for such

take great delight in mutilating mu-

sical scores. His particular forte is

selecting the intricate as well as the

ballad type of music to regale and

sweep your senses. Many of you are

weekly patrons at this Broadway thea-

tre. and a great many of you go there

really for an evening’s enjoyment in

sound revel. At times when you are

discontented with the feature film,

you go away at least with the satis-

faction that you have listened to some

very good music.

“The only way to detect a modest

girl nowadays,” remarks Edgar Lewis,

“is when she prefers to put her foot

in a street puddle, in preference to

taking a long step in a short skirt.”

YOUR SAVINGS

Do you want to become a million-

airef

( You need not read this rhyme
and grin)

A good strong savings box prepare

Which may be wood or may be tin.

It may be round, it may be square,

With a place to put the money in;

Not a costly, just a simple affair.

Now do your level best and win.

Suppose you have a motor car.

You’d better walk to work
And do without a good cigar;

Try hard to save, don’t shirk;

Then if you want to see a show
And take your wife along,

Some cash its sure to cost, you know,
To see a picture, hear a song.

Just stay at home, she will not mind,

Nor will she fuss and rave;

I think you will be apt to find

She’s rather pleased to have you
save.

At last the box is full, you’re glad,

But you will soon be in a pickle;

Your wife ( now don’t it make you

mad?)
Demands it all, each dime and

nickle.

—By Annie Imlah.

NOW—THE GREEN
TEMPTATION!

Double April Fool! No sooner had

it been intimated that the title of

William D. Taylor’s production of the-

Parisian underworld story, “The
Noose.” would not be changed, than

the Paramount powers-that-be did

change it. You will see it on the-

screen as “The Green Temptation.”

Whether the green temptation is ab-

sinthe, Betty Compson, or the mon-
ster Jealousy, you must learn for

yourself.

CALL A

Yellow--
PEEKO ty

BLANK VERSE
By William Duncan, Vitagraph Star

Fellow walking

Down the street

Sees

A very snappy

Dress or

Undressed

(As fashions run now)
Young lady

Walking down
The street

He has visions

Of a beautiful

Face

Deep blue eyes

And heavy lashes

Her graceful steps

Lead him on and
On
He still had thoughts

Of kissable lips

And
A tiny nose—when
She turned around

!!!!!!!!
He nearly collasped

She

Was just like he

Thought she was!

BEAUTY ACCENTUATED!
RETAINING THE ITALIAIN ATMOSPHERE
With a complete renovation of ARTISTIC surroundings

—

at your favorite Restaurant

—

MORA’S GRILL
WE CATER TO THE BEST ! YOU’LL SAY IT’S BEST

!

WE SERVE THE BEST! WHEN YOU’RE THE GUEST!
107 West Market St. Temple Block, Off Spring

Phone Pico 2525 and Reserve Your Table

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Lou Gorman—“Do you know that

the extras always eat more than the

stars
?”

Billy Coe—“Why?”
Lou Groman—“Because there’s more

of them.”
=s= * *

Kate Lester had her first stage ex-

perience in 1890, when she played the

role of the Countess in “The Two Or-

phans,” in New York. She had sup-

ported Richard Mansfield, W. H.

Crane, Julia Marlowe and John Drew.

* * *

Foolish Question No. 5050 from

Jack Cooper:

How many miles does a woman
walk in a shoe store trying on a new
pair of shoes? Answer Fred White,

Bootery.
* *

An unconscious wise crack by Julius

Stern.

Willie
—“What will you give me for

this knife?”

Johnnie—“Oh, I’ll give you a top

—

and this foot-ball to boot.”

* * *

Movie Fan—“What is fate?”

Dustin Farnum—“Why, it’s a thing

that causes a girl’s socks to stay in

place until she gets to the busiest cor-

ner in the city.”

* * *

Paul Bern, head of the Goldwyn
scenario department, was an actor for

five years, and frequently stage man-
ager. His first motion picture work

was in Canada, in 1915.

* * *

Building problem: Wanted, men to

dig cellars for new homes. Apply at

once.

Suggested by Ora Carew.
* * *

Phil Rosen informs us:

The best business of the season is

holding an option on all your doc-

tor’s prescriptions.

* * *

Grace Darmond suggests that the

big stores should place a mirror where

the window panes are, then the ladies

might look into the—MIRROR.

Hollywood news from Reggie

Barker:

There’s many a girl who sprains her

hand showing off her engagement

ring.

* * *

Richard Dix was a medical student,

a bank teller and a lumberjack before

he went on the stage. He had his

first theatre experience in amateur

plays in St. Paul.

* * *

Colin Kenny informs us that army
officers can now enter cafes in uni-

form with Privates.

A new scenario written by a Holly-

wood flapper entitled “He Auto Done
It Anyway.” Kathleen Kirkham en-

tered this.

* * *

Private stock is not in the disarma-

ment committee. This is a dumbell

ditty by Doris Pawn.

* * *

Raymond Hatton is an American

and has never been to England. Yet

he receives more fan letters from Eng-

land than he does from this country.

* * *

Getting into society and staying

there are two different things, so says

Myrtle Stedman.

Another one from Jimmie Aubrey:
Engagement rings are the echos of

a dumbell.

* * *

Heard over the ’phone by Mar-
guerite Livingston:

“No, we said Wally Reid was trap

shooting, not crap shooting.”

* * *

This is a day of hold-ups. Yeh,

look at the bridge parties that are go-

ing on nightly. We got this idea from
George Melford.

* * *

George Hernandez aptly states that

“this disarmament jealousy, regarding

scrapping and so forth, may in the

end lead to the scrap.

* * *

All of the gowns for the gorgeous
ball room scene in Leroy Scott’s “The
Night Rose,” recently filmed, were
made by the costume department of

the Goldwyn studios.

* * *

’Tis a rich man who sleeps in the

day time. A wise remark by James
Kirkwood.

* * *

It isn’t every ’phone girl that an-

swers when she’s spoken to. This out-

burst from Lloyd Hamilton.
* * *

Rollie Asher arises to say that many
a lie is told for the sake of conversa-

tion.

* * *

Now that most girls dress like

vamps, what are the vamps to do?
Ben Wilson wants to know.

* * *

Why is it that pictures are hung
and never the artists? Malhon Hamil-
ton wants to know.

* * *

J. L. Frothingham is making some
final cuts in his production, “The
Man Who Smiled,” prior to sending
prints of the comedy-drama on to the

Associated First National exchanges.
The production was made from an
original story by William V. Mong,
the versatile actor and writer.

* * *

Scores of youngsters have roles in

Jackie Coogan’s latest production

“Lost and Found,” which is now be- -o
ing made at the United studios. Jackie £)
calls them “My Gang.” Jackie’s lat-

est photoplay, “My Boy,” is enjoying

tremendous popularity throughout the

country wherever it has been released

by First National.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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‘'THE SOUL OF THE ORGAN”

By Silas E. Snyder

I went to a mid-day concert

At the church ’round the corner

there

To commune with the soul of the

organ,

And to ease my burden of care.

I chose a seat near the chancel

In a vacant secluded pew,

And with soul attuned to the organ

My thoughts flew away to you.

And then a miracle happened,

For down through the skylight wide,

You floated in on a sunbeam

And took the seat at my side.

I felt your fair hand’s soft pressure,

Your violet breath on my cheek;

I saw your wild-rose lips parted

As though you intended to speak.

You were going to say: “I love you,”

I knew by your tell-tale eye,

When out from the throat of the

organ

There rolled this thunderous cry:

“She is mine, you shall never have her,

Not for mortals is such as she;

She shall be the bride of the organ,

And her soul voice shall sing for

me.”

And e’en as I looked, you vanished;

Vanished into the organ there,

And a mighty paean of triumph

Was hurled on the cloistered air.

Like dungeon bars the massive pipes

Seemed to shut you away from me;

Then came a sob from the organ

Like the moan of a wintry sea.

Then passed my dream and I

pondered

What meaning the vision might

bring;

And a sweet note came from the

organ,

Soft and low like the angels sing.

And I knew why the organ’s music

Always lightened my load of care,

For my love has come back from

heaven,

And her soul is imprisoned there.

DISTANCE DOESN’T
MATTER NOW

Hal E. Roach, who is stopping at

the Biltmore, New York, had a most

mysterious package handed him Tues-

day and accompany letter that let him

know that the home folks in Los An-

geles had not forgotten his birthday.

The contents of the package, accord-

ing to his wire, immediately took Mrs.

Roach and himself down to Pathe

Exchange to see run off in the pro-

jection room a big roll of film which

disclosed the daily doings of his little

son, ’Gene Roach, 4 years old, and

Margaret, 9 months old, and inci-

dental shots of the grandparents and

a little cousin Marion. There were

both home and studio scenes which

were duly titled by H. M. Walker,

while the following letter from son

’Gene was also photographed for the

silver sheet:

“Dear friends mama and papa'

“Here is some pictures of Margaret,

Marion and me mostly me. We let

the groan folks in the pictures sos

you could C we are taking good care

of them. Please hurry home and

bring us lots of things. We luv you

very mutch.

“Yours respeckfully

“Ugene Roach & Margaret.”

Mr. Roach has a most interesting

record of the children, for every

month or so, Jack Roach, his brother,

takes motion pictures of them. The
film is all being preserved for the

youngsters when they grow up.

According to certain inhabitants of

California, when you say anything

disparaging about the state, they’ll

keep you in a state of uneasiness from

an eastern point of view. We hold

your views, Frank Beal.

UNDER WAY

For Katherine MacDonald’s next

production for Associated First Na-
tional B. P. Schulberg, president of

Preferred Pictures, the organization

that makes the Katherine MacDonald
features, has engaged the following

well-known screen players: Nigel

Barrie, Charles Gerard, Charles Clary,

Mona Kingsley and Ethel Kay.

The story is an original, tempo-

rarily titled “Friday to Monday,” by
Charles Logue. Chet Withey, who di-

rected Miss MacDonald’s First Na-
tional production, “Domestic Rela-

tions,” will once more wield the mega-
phone.

The taste of some of this moonshine
we get is like sticking an electric

light socket in your mouth. Tony
Moreno is right!
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“EAT—DANCE—and be MERRY”
1 Especially between the hours of 6 to 1 A. M. (not forgetting the Daily §

Lunch) served at the |

1
RAINBOW TAVERN I

INC. |
Dance to “THAT” Orchestra! Then rest while the Cabaret

Entertains You! §§

‘SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE”
| And the COVER-CHARGE after Dinner is only TWENTY-FIVE cents! I

Your Favorite, WARD McFADDEN, greets you—“NUFF SED” s

1 BROADWAY AT TENTH PHONE PICO 3523 |
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

THE FLIGHT OF THE SNIPE
By H. H. Hepler

Synopsis of the Scenario of the Fam-
ous Picture by That Name

Scene 1

Ethelbert Montgomery is shown at

the age of 17, milking a cow on his

father’s farm. Ethelbert is six feet

three inches in height, his hair is

abundant, has a permanent wave, and

glistens like the hide of a porpoise,

and his eyes bear a startling resembl-

ance to those of the cow he is milk-

ing. As he finishes, the cow raises a

hind hoof, and puts it in the milk

bucket, then kicks Ethelbert in the

abdomen with the other foot, after

which Ethelbert smashes the bucket

on the cow’s head, and departs swear-

ing the farm will know him no more.

Scene 2

Ethelbert has secured a position as

a track worker on the railroad which

runs through his village. His uniform

courtesy toward the hoboes who pass

over the section, earns the approving

notice of the section boss and after

our hero has submitted to head-

quarters his plan for reducing ex-

penses on the railroad by doubling

the number of cars in each train, thus

cutting down the number of engines

needed, his ability is recognized and

in the tenth year of his service he is

promoted to the position of section

foreman.

Scene 3

The new foreman is here shown di-

recting the labors of his gang out on
the track. He is dressed in a neatly

fitting suit with a belted coat. He di-

rects his subordinates with languid

grace, and they put the hand-car on
the track and start homeward. Soon
they come to a brige across a river,

and find the bridge has been sawed
nearly in two, and is ready to drop
into the flood at the slightest touch.

A man wearing a black moustache,
and carrying a hand-saw, is seen dis-

appearing down the track. Ethelbert

glances at his wrist and notes that the

road’s crack passenger train is due.

With corrugated brow and heaving
bosom he ponders deeply.

Scene 4

He has decided on a plan of action,

and throwing off his coat and hat

with a dramatic gesture, he runs and

makes a flying leap up a telegraph

pole and with the aid of tooth and

nail ascends to the top, where he

breaks a wire, and by tapping the

broken ends together, warns the next

telegraph office, where the receiving

operator after writing sheet after

sheet of Ethelbert’s warning message,

and throwing them wildly over his

shoulder, stops the train, and informs

the crew of the danger. The train

soon arrives at the bridge, the general

manager’s private car on the rear, and

with all of the passengers sticking

their heads out of the windows. Ethel-

bert is bidden to enter the private car

where he is warmly shaken by the

hand by the general manager, and

presented to that official’s daughter.

Scene 5

The villain is introduced in the per-

son of the division superintendent who
sees in our hero a rival for his posi-

tion, as well as in his suit for the

hand of the general manager’s daugh-

ter, whose name is Estelle. Endeavor-

ing to demonstrate that Ethelbert is

not a competent foreman, he requires

him to take an examination in plane

geometry, domestic science and flute

playing, but to his disgust Ethelbert

comes out of these tests with flying

colors. The villain then orders his

hirelings to fasten our hero to his

hand-car, and leave it on the track

just as the fast express is due. Al-

though unable to release his legs

which are chained to the car, the

brave boy frees his arms, and pumps
the car to the next station ahead of

the fast train, and is there released.

Scene 6

Estelle, finding herself unable to

forget the handsome foreman, induces

her father to order an investigation,

and it is discovered that the superin-

tendent, who has been annoying her

with his attentions, is the party who
sawed the bridge in two. He is dis-

charged and Ethelbert is promoted to

his position, and gives a big stag

party in celebration of the event. He
is shown, surrounded by his corre-

spondence school mates, whose hands
he grasps and shakes powerfully every

few minutes. He performs a flute

solo, and is vigorously applauded.

Scene 7

Estelle, wishing to learn the railr-

oad business at first hand, has taken
a position as telegraph operator at a

lonely station. She wears a snappy
riding habit for the better perform-
ance of her duties. Presently she is

horrified to learn that the villain has
stolen a box car from a nearby siding,

and placed it in the path of the train

on which Ethelbert is approaching.
How shall she save him?

Overlooking the safety signals, she
climbs to the top of the station and
leaps off to the top of the train which
passes at sixty miles per hour. She
makes her way over the top of the

train, and it is brought to a stop with-
in six inches of the stolen box car.

Ethelbert arrives, mirroring admira-
tion, love and kindred emotions, and
Estelle faints into his arms. The fade
out shows them gazing raptly into

the horizon, where an insert reveals a

plump infant knawing the paint off a

minature train.

TESTING FRIENDSHIP

How true that old saying is

“ABOUT FRIENDS.” I have in

mind a bunch of boys, familiarly

known as “THE GANG,” many of

whom unt.l the past week have de-

luged me as editor with “stuff” they
wanted “put over” in the worst way.
(This isn’t a joke.) Well, a great

many of them had an opportunity at

a CERTAIN MEETING to at least

see that I had FAIR PLAY! As I go
to press, this last “filler” occurs to

me—and this is the summing up of

my thoughts—“There ain’t no such
thing as newspaper friendship.”

TIPPING IT OFF

If you’re slangy here’s a rumble,

That will help you when you stumble.

Always get it in your Pan,

Every Muck-a-Muck began
Getting somewhere in Life’s Jungle

—

Even tho’ he started humble

—

For his Guts made him THE MAN.
—By M. L.

Every faimly in due time starts a

School for Scandal, May Allison re-

marks.
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During the Ceremonies

A very interesting picture taken during the process of laying the foundation

stone for Larry Semon’s individual studio on the Vitagraph “lot.” Among the more

prominent individuals who participated in the ceremonies are Mayor Cryer (who

started the new building going), Mr. Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph

Company; Larry Semon, between both gentlemen, and Lucille Carlisle, leading lady.

Among others seen in this interesting group are Mr. Cliff Reid, Mr. Morris Cohen,

Mr. Anderson and various members of the comedy company in the regalia of serio-

comic make-up.



george McDaniel
One of the Leading Actors in the Cinema Industry, Whose Personality and
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PERSONAL CRITICISMS OF PHOTO-PLAY PRODUCTIONS
Supervised by Emm. Ell.

LOUIS B. MAYER PRESENTS ANITA STEWART IN “INVISIBLE FEAR.” FROM THE STORY
BY HAMPTON DEL RUTH. SCENARIO BY MADGE TYRONE. PHOTOGRAPHY BY
ROBERT B. KURRLE. DIRECTED BY EDWIN CAREWE. CLUNE’S BROADWAY

THEATRE. REVIEWED BY EMM.ELL.
For several years now it has' been our contention

that this beautiful star, Anita Stewart, represented
one of the highest personalities in emotionalism in

the screen world, but unfortunately it has so hap-
pened that in reviewing several of her other vehicles,

we have seen something either through the story’s

fault, or through the license of the director, which
has helped to spoil Miss Steyvart’s art. But at last

we say emphatically that in “Invisible Fear” this

lady has every opportunity to display effectively her
histrionism. There are lighter moments and she is

gay; there are tense moments and she holds you
absorbed with her marvelous acting; there are thrill-

ing situations and you cannot help but hope that

the star will overcome her difficulties. So you may
gather that in every sense of the word Miss Stewart
has achieved a distinct success as Sylvia Langdon.
Hampton Del Ruth has written a story possessing
unusual settings for its unfoldment. There are two
particular scenes bound to arouse your sporting in-

stinct, and your idea of the weird. We have never
seen anything quite so perfect as the “PAPER
CHASE.” From all indications apparently Miss
Stewart does her own doubling. If so, she has en-

tered a phase of realism which is bound to excite

your admiration. Mr. Mayer surrounded his star

with a well balanced all-star cast. Walter McGrail

plays the “heavy” and he does it in such a weird
convincing manner that at times he startles you
with his cleverness in art. Alan Forrest plays the
hero, as usual. He looks the part and acts it in

the stereotyped way. Estelle Evans was very effect-

ive and natural in the part of the aunt. Hamilton
Morse is something of a new type in elderly gentle-
men in pictures. You could almost have imagined
that Mr. Morse was in his own home all the time,
which speaks highly for his ability as an artist.

George Kuwa enhances his fame in this photoplay,
while Edward Hunt plays the butler with the right

degree of aplomb and excellence. The sets were
wonderful and magnificent. The continuity has a
surprise in it, but in its way perfect. The direction
of Edwin Carewe shows a keen knowledge of the
subject. The photography deserves a distinction by
itself. Mr. Kurrle proved himself in this picture a
master cameraman. Stories such as “Invisible Fear”
are not the kind that are likely to debase the mind.
One may well profit from many of the incidents
taken from this story. You will not go away with
the idea that you have seen a million dollar produc-
tion, but you can rest assured that you will feel

that the full value of the money expended is repre-
sented in a masterly way by the producer in this

photodrama.

KATHERINE McDONALD PICTURE CORPORATION PRESENTS KATHERINE McDONALD
IN “STRANGER THAN FICTION,” LOEW’S STATE THEATRE. DIRECTED BY J. A.
BARRY. TITLES BY RALPH SPERA. FROM THE STORY BY CHARLES RICHMAN.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JOSEPH BROTHERTON. REVIEWED BY EMM.ELL.
“Stranger Than Fiction” is aptly applicable to

this concoction screened under the cloak of a film

production. It is positively inane, baseless of rea-

son, without objective, a presumed story within a

story, both of which (if such) merely tend to show
you how a lot of social parasites wile away the

tedium of expressionless life. A tendency to overdo
thrills, laughable in themselves for their very farci-

cality; an attempt at burlesque or travesty which
although starting off in high tempo degenerates into

a series of slum situations, in which the CROOK
is glorified, and where the heroine is informed at one
spot by the Master Crook “That he will blot out
her name, and womanhood—do you get me?” while
expressing this sentiment to the pseudo “Moll”
K.McD. he leers his evil message. (We digress at

this point to ask the censors to get the wax out of

their eyes as this film as it stands now should be
censored acutely to protect better films, so often cut

to pieces by them). Anyway, we have indicated
enough to show you that again Katherine McDon-
ald has failed in an histrionic sense in a production.
If someone would only write a story for her in which
she will be allowed to show off her undoubted
beauty, in poses and “Close-Ups” of her usually ini-

expressive face, then this beautiful woman would
succeed. Someone in the first place must have told

her that she was an actress, for we cannot otherwise
account for her presumption in imagining that she
is possessed of acting ability. The titles were amus-
ing at times, the photography was splendid, the
technical arrangements perfect, but heaven protect
us from a heroine who seeks to depict anxiety and
fear for her lover while seated gracefully in a sta-

tionery aeroplane! The continuity was very faulty,

and WE’D like to know why Wesley Barry was in-

jected into this film? And why the derby hat?
Anyway just what is the purpose of this whole
darned “Olla Podrida”? Does it teach us anything?
Was it meant to help some worthy idea along? Do
we gain anything in thought to carry away? The
answer is NO! and the sooner production com-
panies realize that the day of drivel is over the bet-
ter it will be for the industry. David Winter
played his part excellently. He looked just suffi-

cifently bored and handsome to interpret perfectly.

Jean Dumont gave the best bit of acting as the
“Shadow.” Wesley Barry bored us to tears. Wade
Boteler was just so-so. Harry O’Connor did well
indeed. Evelyn Burns and Tom McGuire were
satisfactory. We gravely suggest to this corpora-
tion, and speaking from an artistic point of view,
that they call up an obscure ragman and sell him
“Stranger Than Fiction” as junk, as such a picture
is an insult to an intelligent audience.

CARTED DE HAVEN’S PRODUCTION—“THEY’RE OFF”—STARRING HIMSELF. SLIGHTLY
REVIEWED BY SPECTATOR.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven previewed the first

of a new series of situation comedies a few nights

ago at the De Luxe Theatre entitled, “They’re Off.”
This one got off to a very good start in the first

fifty feet, and then led the audience through a clever

little story written by Mr. De Haven. There was
no slap-stick comedy, no rough stuff, but just clever

little situations.

The audience attending the preview didn’t go
crazy with uproarous laughter, but they did give Jhe
comedy a tremendous ovation after the run.

It speaks well for the comedy, and we are glad
to see the De Havens back in the field after an ab-
sence of several months.
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WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
BY MARSHALL LORIMER

We can all understand the law of average; we can all understand kindliness, and its reward, but can we
understand RETALIATION? If we can, then here is an opportunity for every section, unit, and individual in the

motion picture industry to retaliate as humanly possible, to all VILLIFIERS, VITUPERTORS, SCANDAL MON-
GERS, “DIRT” HUNTERS and FILTH CARRIERS—THE YELLOW JOURNALS! In other words, the

BUILDERS OF GLASS HOUSES who throw BOULDERS where the average person is ready to throw peb-

bles. Before your eyes is a perfect example of mammoth HYPOCRISY in the publications of WILLIAM
RANDOLPH HEARST. You will notice what Hearst has to say in his Los Angeles paper, then compare these

same fulsome utterances with what has been said in his Eastern journals! Isn't it an “EYE-OPENER” for you?

Are you so vitally interested in these papers as to overlook your own vital importance in a world where the best

man wins? Most of you are respectable members of society, owning your own homes, with a loving wife and

children about you, each

an honest livelihood, wi

ability, on the screen,

you live in HOLLY
BOWER of Los Angel

i x ruui xieaisb s iiua

tented to live there, bee aminer of January 1:

RESPECTABLE, and

allow a certain gang of

to interfere with your h

****4H<****************************************
4*
WHAT HEARST SAYS IN LOS
ANGELES OF FILM ACTORS

AND OF HOLLYWOOD
4*

From Hearst’ s Los Angeles Ex-

‘ 'Makers of Motion Pictures, the
Examiner salutes you!

4,
‘You are the king’s jester to

Xall the people of all the world; you
, ,

. , . . 4> are minstrelsy universalized; you
children, Wives and SISte

^, a re the mummers of the court of

Stigma of living in Hoi * mankind and your artistry spreads
° ° ajajoy and sunshine, smiles and

of FIL aja thrills, ideals and understanding to

aja the farthest ends of the earth.

4* “But Destiny has made you
4* more than just entertainers. You

are the universal educators and all

2
* the world goes to school to you.
7 You are the press of the world;

‘ your film message, printed in the
’ universal language, instructs and

|
pleases, thrills and inspires far be-

i yond the fringe of the circle of in-

fluence of the newspapers.
' “Schoolmasters to the world,

4> surely your calling is a noble one

thece come PAPFRF Hi 4* and your responsibilities so great
tnese same r.Arr.rcp ai * that it is fol.tunate you do uot

different to their PUBL 4* fully realize how great they are,

.
4* otherwise you would become too

plenty 111 tho hope that 4* grave and lose your gift of enter-
4* tainment and with it your oppor*
v tunity to educate.

3, “Los Angeles is proud of this

T unique industry and convinced that
T no other city of the world pos-

sesses an industry of which it has

pcsed haunts

canalian laughter, its de

of dope fiends? Are you

cent when DEGENER
"PENNY A LINERS”
environment as beastly?

name won't be mention

these newspapers? LET
SOMETHING CONFI

advertising with them in

local papers attempt to

rectly or by innuendo

—

are officials and courts 1

, 4. occasion to be equally proud.
Will see that these sam T “So the Examiner salute;

punished. If you are AF
ACCURSED ECZEM
OF IT QUICKLY, FO
THIS KIND SPREA
CONTAMINATES YO

salutes you
all, and it congratulates Los An-
geles that good fortune has made

4> it the fountain-head of this greatest

& cultural agency the world has ever
known.’ ’

(It may be mentioned that Mr.
4* Hearst accompanied this outburst

of fulsome praise with a verbal ap

WHAT HEARST SAYS IN CHI-
CAGO ABOUT FILM ACTORS

AND OF HOLLYWOOD

From Hearst’ s Chicago American
of Feoruary 9:

“The tale has ripped open an-
other hidden chapter in the mys-
tery-sheltered past of the slain di-

rector and revealed another vile
stain on the already well-blotted
escutcheon of Hollywood. The
story was revealed as Hollywood’s
thousand and one nights of fevered
depravity, the dance of death in
which actors and actresses closest
to the heart of the great American
film public came under the shrewd,

of you striving to earn

th your professional

and quite a number of

WOOD, the ROSE
4* ,

4> es, and you are con-

41 ause it is QUIET and

4j now are you going to

CURS and COWARDS
4. appiness? Are your
j||

rs to bear the intentional

4* lywood, with its presup-

TH, its streets of Bac-

ns of vice, and retreats
unsympathetic eye of the govern- X , , ,

.

ment’s secret service * * * not X 1° be absolutely quies
perturbed by the whining threat of
the movie magnates to move their 4,

colony elsewhere if any of the Hoi- -

ATE MINDED
stigmatize your lives and

lywood scandals became public 4.
“

. ,

property. The shameful stories of 4, Are you afraid that your
Hollywood’s ‘parties’ assail all but £ „.i nr;„ t -.o-oin hv
the ear deafened by some sort * ecl 111 P rlnt a®aln W
of persuasion.’’ 4.

From the Chicago American of 4* nc-xr-rT at t x;
February 13: 4* DEN1IALLY

“Gangs of drug smugglers and 4*

bootleggers have grown rich on the jg*

depravtiies of Hollywood. * * *

Taylor, the eccentric, shattered '? ,

Federal laws right and left at the 4* y^u will spend money
whim of his dope-dazed high- ^ the future! Then if these
SIPTlHillP’ ilftrpsfi fripnfifi Hnllv- •

US TELL YOU
when

scover that you are in-

ICITY, you will get

stepping actress friends of Holly
wood. Frantically they (represen- T
tatives of motion-picture stars) are X
trying to assemble the fragments of X
all Ten Commandments they find X
all about the place, fit them to- X
gether and build another shelter for 4,

the stars.’’ 4,

From the Chicago American of 4*
February 14: 4*

“The arrests (of Taylor’s mur-
defers) would bring the sensation, 4*

of all sensations that have come 4*

from Hollywood—an expose of 4*

vice and corruption that would 4* UR NEIGHBORS!
bring the films’ fantastic world of rm tt a vne ,.,,,,0,
dreams crashing to solid earth.’’ 4* UR FIANDS. WHAT

blacken your name, di-

it seems to us that there

ocated in our midst, who
e organs are suitably

FLICTED WITH AN
A! RID YOURSELF
R A DISEASE OF
DS, AND IN TIME

tup m td tr tc txt vn t peal to the film studios for adver
1 HE CURE IS IN 1 O •£• tising in the Examiner.)

ARE YOU GOING TO 4» ( Reproduced from the L. A. Times. February 26th 1922 ) «|» DO ABOUT IT? WE
ARE NOT ACTUAL 4*4<4«4*4<4'4>4*4'4*4>4<4'4'4*4*4*4*4*4<4'4*4*4*4*4*4'4*4*4,4*4<4>4*4*4*4*4'4*4<4*4*4«4*4* * RESIDENTS OF
HOLLYWOOD (WE WISH WE WERE). WE HOLD NO BRIEF FOR ANYONE THERE. WE HAVE
NOT BEEN SUBSIDIZED BY ANYONE. WE DON’T EXPECT TO GAIN MATERIAL WELFARE BY AD-
VOCATING THE TRUTH, BUT WE ARE SO RICH IN MENTAL INDEPENDENCE, THAT WE DO NOT
HESITATE TO CALL A SPADE A SPADE! AND SO WE HAZARD OUR MAGAZINE’S EXISTENCE BY
BRANDING AS DAMNABLE LIES THE ARTICLES APPEARING IN THE CHICAGO AMERICAN FEB-
RUARY 9TH, 13TH AND 14TH. THESE NEWS ITEMS WERE SENT TO THAT PAPER BY MEMBERS
OF THE LOCAL HEARST COLONY. Are you aware that NINETY PER CENT OF THE POPULATION OF
LOS ANGELES IS WITH YOU IN YOUR FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT OF TRUTH, AND. THE RESULTS
THEREFROM? IF YOUR OWN NEIGHBOR STANDS BY YOU, ARE YOLT NOT CAPABLE OF STAND-
ING BY YOURSELF AND PRINCIPLE? ARE YOU (Continued on Page 3)
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

Katherine MacDonald started pro-

duction of "The Woman Conquers.”

No title has been selected as yet for

the photoplay Miss MacDonald re-

cently finished.

* * *

The bootlegger’s latest breath:

“Yoo-hoo, here I am.” Edward Job-

son told this over the phone.

* * *

Seme men quarrel with their wives,

and others have a charge account at

a good hat shop. Lucile Pinson sent

this in.

* * *

Wally Reid’s news:

Tell a woman she looks young and

—well, she’s your friend for life

—

sometimes!
* * *

From Shirley Mason:
Mother—“Are you sure you want to

marry Jack?”

Girl
—“How can I tell until I’ve

married him?”

* * *

Women are all false, exclaimed the

cynic as he threw his wife’s extra

switch into the fireplace. What a hair-

raising story from Kathrine M. John-

stone.

* =t= *

If this is the “City of Angels” then

eastern tourists are arriving by every

train! A very appropriate observation

from Neal Hart.

:js 'jf. 4:

We know that boracic powder is

good for the eyes, but it remained for

C. Fred Harlow to use it on a dance

floor. Isn’t this an eye-opener?

* * *

There is more danger from

WHEELPADS nowadays than from

“footpads.” Aptly expressed, May Al-

lison.

* * *

Although we didn’t have much sun-

shine this winter, we got some satis-

faction from a quantity of moonshine,

exclaims Phillo McCollough.
* * *

We might say that movie actors

live on paint. George McDaniels’

paragraph.

ED. KIMBALL MARRIES

One of the best beloved characters

in the cinema world, as well as a

prime favorite professionally, is Ed-

ward M. Kimball, who supported Guy

Bates Post in the Richard Walton

Tully product'on of “The Masquer-

ader.” Kimball has just been married

again—the bride, Elsie Whitaker, a

well known scenario writer who was

recently with Goldwyn. The marriage

was a complete surprise to the other

members of the company working on

"The Masquerader”; Kimball took ad-

vantage of a day off to consumate the

happy affair. Incidentally, it will be

recalled that Clara Kimball Young is

his daughter.

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Four-year-old Model, and Cinema

Child Actress

oes of Worth

6 th

2 Shopx
and Olive

Observe the shoes on the

next man who conies, into

your presence. Note how,

instinctively, you check him

up by the appearance of

his footwear.

Shoes made to

sell with Nettleton’s

$8.50 and $10

Opposite Persh.i>iq Square

209 W.Fifth St.
Alexandria Hotel is opposite Ids
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

HARLOWS—A new place to park for

an enjoyable evening. Food, music,

dancing and all that. Goldie Fife

talks a language with a saxaphone

, that your feet can understand. They

|

plan on pads under the tables to

i keep people from wearing out the

j

flooring when keeping time with

(

their feet. Don’t laugh. This is seri-

|Ous! Dolly Leslie also warbles.

— V

WINTER GARDEN — Grover

I
Frankie’s Revue from

.
midnight to

'1 o’clock -still has the New \ ork

edit :on looking like a one night

|

stand. You can. go and dance and

eat up to midnight and then sit

i

down and watch a snappy girl re-

|
vue all for the same price. Rose

Perfect is back.

PALAIS ROYAL—Another lobster

palace with eats, music, dancing and

a dancer, only this one hurts a little

more—when the waiter brings the

check.

AMBASSADOR—Maurice, the fam-

ous dancer, and his partner, Leonora

Hughes. Art Hickman and his or-

chestra. Prices that read like the

numbers of box cars.

ALEXANDRIA—First prize here

—

(for prices).

SUNSET INN—One of the most fam-

ous of California’s midnight ren-

dezvous for the Broadway owls. It

is on the way to the beach, but one

would save money by keeping on

going and visiting

THE SHIP—At Venice where music

and danc’ng go on undisturbed af-

ter the police department have rolled

up the sidewalks in Los Angeles

and put them away for the night.

JAHNCKE’S—A subterranean sort

of grotto where they have food, an

orchestra and a few visitors.

CINDERELLA—Here is a roof gar-

den where they have matinee danc-

ing. evening dancing and dancing at

all other hours. The real place to

go if dancing is all you want to do.

No food, no show, no nothing but

just DANCE!

BLUE BIRD—Gus Mann’s place just

a cafeteria. Bright shiny rail, steam

tables of show and an orchestra try-

ing to play above the clatter of

dishes in the open. HELP!

CALIFORNIA—And now for the

theatres. Carl Elinor and a big

fifty-piece orchestra that can really

play. “The Flower of the North,”

a James Oliver Curwood story, with

Pauline Stark. That’s recommen-
dation enough. Ne cest pas?

MILLER’S—“The Silent Call” with

Strongheart, the dog, still playing

to the delight of countless who like

good tails.

SUPERBA—George Evans and a

strong orchestra, a series of prize

ring short stories by H. C. Witwer
and other pictures.

RIALTO—“Moran of the Lady Let-

ty,” a story of the sea with Dorothy

Dalton, which closes its engage-

ment soon in favor of Cecil Dc
Mille’s “Fool’s Paradise.”

GRAUMAN’S—Nearly three hours of

Guterson, his orchestra, Murtagh,

prologues, singers, dancers and pic-

ture. Wallace Reid as “The World’s

Champion.” Cleverly directed by

Philip E. Rosen.

TALLY’S—Jewel Carmen in “No-
body.” A mistake made by First

National a year ago.'

MISSION—“Foolish Wives” well in-

to its third week. See yourself as

others see you.

CLUNE’S—May McAvoy. Reviewed.

KINEMA—Freckles Barry in Mar-

shall Neilan’s conception of what

Booth Tarkington really meant

when he wrote “Penrod.” A good

story, well directed, but with bore-

some star.

LOWE’S STATE—The boss looked

this one over. You can ask him.

I’m deaf and dumb on the subject.

But the “vodeville” is great and so

is Nate Holt.

PANTACES—Well anyway, Willard

Mack is gone.

BROADWAY PANTAGES — Will

WHAT ARE YOU GOING
TO DO ABOUT IT?

(Continued from Page 1.)

GOING TO ALLOW A FULSOME,
HYPOCRITICAL OCTOPUS TO
SQUIRT FROM ONE OF ITS
TENTACLES ITS NOISESOME,
DEATH - D E A L I N G MUD? IN
HEAVEN’S NAME—LET’S STOP
TALKING ABOUT WHAT WE’RE
GOING TO DO ABOUT IT, AND
GET RIGHT DOWN TO ORGAN-
IZED “TIN TACKS” AND PUT
THE KIND OF A CRIMP IN
THIS FATTENER OF SCAN-
DAL AND PROMOTER OF
TROUBLE! HAS THIS TRUST
BECOME TOO FAT? THEN RE-
VERT TO A BIBLE STORY OF
“SEVEN LEAN YEARS” AND
INSTEAD OF FATTENING OTH-
ERS. START FATTENING YOUR
SAVINGS!! THEN PERHAPS
YOU WILL BE SURPRISED TO
HAVE THESE SAME NEWSPA-
PERS PROCLAIM TO THE
WORLD AT LARGE “THAT
HOLLYWOOD IS A WONDER-
FUL PLACE! AND THE PEOPLE
LIVING THERE ARE WORTHY
OF IT!” In conclusion—WHAT ARE
YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?

“Alec” because there is now a “pot-

pourri” of vaudeville and musical re-

vue of nothing very much.

MAJESTIC — Thomas Wilkes pre-

sents an excellent stock company in

various different things at different

times.

MOROSCO — Oliver Morosco does

the same thing here. Why repeat?

ORPHEUM—B usiness is still good
here, so the shows must be. It is

standard and safe. So is Monsieur
Terry in the box office.

HARLEQUIN—It looks like a run

in “silk stockings.”

The editing of six future First Na-

tional attractions began this week.

They are: Norma Talmadge’s “The

Duchess of Langeais,” Marshall Nei-

lan’s “Fools First,” Richard Walton

Tully’s “The Masquerader,” Maurice

Tourneur’s “Lorna Doone,” Thomas
H. Ince’s “The Brotherhood of Hate,”

and Katherine MacDonald’s latest pro-

duction, a drama by Charles A. Logue.falling in line. We read it is to be Morrissey evidently didn’t please

PLEASE PAIRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....
HENRY B. WALTHALL

NOW A “FREE LANCE”

The highest salaries “freelance”

screen player is Henry B. Walthall,

who recently completed “The Able-

Minded Lady" for the Pacific Film

Company of Culver City, Calif. A
screen ’’free lance” is not under con-

tract with any one production com-

pany, but fills parts at the call of the

casting director. Walthall’s last

contract for a series of pictures was

with the National Studios, over three

years ago, and since that time he has

been free lancing. Due to his ability

and popularity, Mr. Walthall is very

much in demand.

Harold Lloyd will depict a much
traveled young man in his next comedy

traveled young man in his next come

for which the script is being prepared

by Hal Roach, Jean Havez and Sam
Taylor of his scenario staff. Sets,

which will occupy the entire dark

stage at the Hal E. Roach studios, are

now underway. Fred Berry, chief

scenic artist, is painting a frieze in

tapestried effects for the club room set.

TWO NEW CHRISTIES
WILL START WORK

Two new acquisitions to the large

list of Christie Comedy players will

be working before the cameras within

a few weeks. They are George Stew-

art, handsome young brother to Anita

Stewart, who has formerly appeared

in dramatic pictures only and who has

been engaged under a long term con-

tract by Christie, and Charlotte

Stevens, winner of a beauty contest in

Chicago, who has come West to ful-

fill the contract which she won.

Stewart will appear with Dorothy

Devore in her next picture and Char-

lotte Stevens will make her debute as

Bobby Vernon’s leading lady.

Harry “Snub” Pollard began work

last Monday on his two-reel comedies,

the first vehicle to show him as a

member of the police force, who be-

comes innocently involved with the

wealthy element of the black sheep

variety. William Beaudine will direct.

The comedian finished this week his

one reelers, having 110 to his credit

since he was first starred by Ha!

Roach.

LUCILE PINSON
A Screenland Beauty

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “SCA n

—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville— Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles



Moving Along In Movie-Land
THEY’LL BE BACK SOON

#

Norma Talmadge, having completed

filming of “The Duchess de Lan-

geasis,” left for New York last week

for a combined business and pleasure

trip, extending over a period of five

weeks. Accompanying her was her

husband, Joseph M. Schenck, famous

producer, and Constance Talmadge,

With them went a print of “Smiling

Through,” which is scheduled for early

release through First National. The
picture, said to be one of the best

films of recent years, is booked for a

March premiere in New York City

and Miss Talmadge will attend the

opening before returning to Los An-

geles.

From New York, Norma and Con-

stance will go to Palm Beach for a

well earned vacation, while Mr.

Schenck is expected to go on to Wash-
ington. D. C., to confer with Post-

master General Hays, who assumed

command of the motion picture indus-

try on March 4th.

The Misses Talmadge are expected

to return to Los Angeles the last week
in March to prepare for the filming of

their new productions.

Mr. Schenck, it is believed, will re-

main in the East until April, when he

will return with Mr. Haus, who plans

a four weeks’ sojourn here for the

purpose of studying the production

and of the motion picture business.

“That Lass O’ Lowrie’s,” Frances

Hodgson Burnett’s companion novel

to "Little Lord Fauntleroy,” is in the

first stage of editing.

m * *

Another sensation by Jimmy Au-
brey:

Finding out that you just paid $5.00

for a quart of cold tea!

DISTRIBUTING HEAD HERE

E. W. Hammons, president of Edu-
cational Film Exchange, is in the

city, accompanied by Mrs. Hammons qand making his headquarters at the

Ambassador Hotel.

Mr. Hammons arrived here Satur-

day after a convention of sales man-
agers in Chicago, and will among
other important affairs make arrange-

ments for the product of Educa-
tional Week, April 16th to 23rd, which (S

will be an intensive booking drive for

Christie Comedies, Mermaid Comedies.

Torchy and Campbell Comedies, and
other products which his exchanges
distribute throughout the United

States and Canada.

LOVE AND RAIN

By Marshall Lorimer

When the night is wet and splashy

And the young man’s kind of mashy

—

That’s the time to telephone the girl

you love.

You will gain such information

Which won’t give you much elation,

For the girl you hope to roam with

—

will not move.

She will tell you she is sorry!

And perhaps invent a story,

That will keep her tootsies warm and
snug within.

Then those tender little currents

In your heart’s washed out by tor-

rents

Descending from above, the showers
win.

Myrtle Stedman—“Mary was aw-
fully cold to you.”

Lincoln Stedman—“Yes, I know;
but when we went skating, I broke
the ice with her.”

Washington, D. C. Toupees, Permanent Waving,
Marcelling

New York
All water used in treatments

is specially softened and
Wig Rental purified

Wigs to Order
Hepner Toilette Preparations

Hepner is here to give you the

Hair Dressing
same service he gave you

in New York

Shampooing

Massage
Jnepner

I N C OI\P OI|ATED

1001 West 7th St. (just west of
Figueroa). No parking

restrictions.

Phone 52220

Par'n Office.

7 Rue Bergere

Ar
on> York Office

48 W. }jth SL

The
Novel and Authoritative

Unique Fashions
MODES THAT MARK THE
SEASON’S TURN AND DE-
FINE THE SARTORIAL
TREND OF HALF THE YEAR.

PARTICULARLY IMPRES-
SIVE ARE FIRST IMPORTA-
TIONS FROM PARIS DE-
SIGNERS WHOSE PRESTIGE
IS WORLD EMBRACING.

THE SMART FROCK ILLUS-
TRATED IS A HAND-MADE
PARIS MODEL DEVELOPED
IN GEORGETTE CREPE
ELABORATELY DESIGNED
IN STEEL BEADS—AND THE
PRICE IS ONLY

THE UNIQUE
of CUif.tot.z u*

Tan BROADWAY

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
CINEMATOGRAPHERS—

ATTENTION

Who is the camera man or motion

picture director, or both who has

covered the greatest mileage going

around the world to different countries

taking films? The management of the

Travel Show and Convention to be

held in Grand Central Palace March

25th to April 1st. under the auspices

of the Travel Club of America is anx-

ious to ascertain who these interesting

individuals are. Prizes in the form ot

gold medals, or. in lieu of these, trips

from their own home towns to some

attractive resort point, will be selected

according to present locat’on of win-

ners.

Entrants in the contest are invited

to send to the Travel Show manage-

ment particulars as to why they con-

sider themselves entitled to a prize,

enclosing with thei letters such data

as they may have available to back up

their assertions, etc. Competitor.'

should state when they began their

professional careers, names of coun-

tries visited and approximate mileage

covered each year. Photograph may
accompany, if desired, with permission

to publish granted. The judges will

consist of a committee of well known
persons, including a retired film di-

rector, a motion picture magazine

editor, a railroad expert, a steamship

expert, a well known globe trotter and

Woodruff Sutton of Castlebridge, Inc.,

secretary of the exposition. There is

no fee for entering. Provided winners

of the contest are within reasonable

distance of New York, they will be

invited to the Travel Show on a desig-

nated night and will receive the formal

presentation of the prize. Contestants

-hould address Travel Contest Depart-

ment Travel Show. Grand Central

Palace, New York City, by letter only.

No one ever saw him weep before.

He has made thousands upon thous-

ands of people, both old and young,

laugh till their sides ached. He has

looked sad. but only on the screen.

But—after John P. Carter had finished

with him Ben Turpin was sad indeed.

He was a most dejected looking per-

son. All he could say was “After you

work like for it, he takes it away
and even smiles when doing it.” Mr.

Carter is the income tax collector for

Cos Angeles.

BARTINE BURKETT
Ingenue in Comedies

AN ESKIMO FIELD MEET

This is the latest sport to have its

inning in California, which almost

sounds like a paradox from the land

of sunshine and flowers.

But it’s true nevertheless, and en-

terprising film players are responsible

for its propagation, which started as

the result of idle moments when
cinema celebrities were at Truckee.

California, making pictures.

Alice Lake, former Metrq star; Ken-
neth Harlan, matinee idol de luxe;

Gaston Glass of “Humoresque” fame;

Rosemary Theby, Noah and Wallace

Beery and others were parked in the

little California city for snow scenes

for “I Am the Law,” a story of the

northwest mounted police, which Ed-
win Carewe is making for B. P. Fine-

man and his associates, to be distrib-

uted via states right market.

Alice Lake won the ski jumping

contest; Noah and Wallie Reery tied

in the race on snowshoes; Rosemary
Theby proved the best Icelandic sculp-

tor, for her snow man was awarded

first prize, while Kenneth Harlan in-

voked his experience as pitcher on his

college nine, and proved the best shot

at knocking the hat off snow men.

Director Edwin Carewe and Pro-

ducer Fineman acted as referee and

umpire respectively, and the dull cold

moments between scenes were made to

pass all too quickly.

437-443 Spring North of 5 -

Stem - Bloch

Spring Suits

for Men and
Young Men

Tailored as only this

firm of famous tailors

knows how to tailor
;
of

finer fabrics in the

most attractive selec-

tions of patterns and

colors shown in years.

$37.50 to

$60.00

There’s many a lobster stewed in a

cafe. That’s a deep one and it’s Jim-

mie Adams’ outburst.

CALL A

Yellow--
PEEKOn
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Trailing Alotion Picture Stars

l

IMPRESSIONS

(Car.ey Wilson, who recently ar-

rived in Californ ;a to join the Gold-

wyn scenario staff, gives these pic-

turesque impressions of celluloid ce-

lebrities whom he has just met for the

first time.)

Charlie Chaplin: A crippled child

trying to teach himself to play the

violin.

Katherine MacDonald: Queen Eliza-

beth at eighteen, discussing lingerie in

a cloister.

Cecil de Mille: Reading Jurgen at

the Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic'.

Claire Windsor: That girl we loved

ten years ago—or the one we wor-

shipped twenty years before that.

Mary Thurman: A poinsetta grow-

ing from a crack in the sidewalk at

Fifth avenue and Fifty-seventh street.

Marshal Neilan: The eternal Pier-

rot.

Norma Talmadge: Black and gold

tapestries shading a stained glass

w’ndow.

Buster Keaton: The Golem with sad

eyes and laughing mouth.

May Collins: The story of Colum-
bine written by Avery Hopwood.

Helene Chadwick: The girl our

mother wanted us to marry—the one

we should have married.

Cullen Landis: Home-made ice

cream served at the high school com-
mencement.

Florence Vidor: A cosmopolitan

magazine cover painted by Rembrandt.
Rupert Hughes: A kindly, expert

old doctor upbraiding a debutante for

smoking too. many cigarettes.

Colleen Moore: A quaint little sham-
rock in a tiffany Favrile vase.

Richard Dix: Launcelot playing an

all-American fullback.

Jacqueline Logan: The Venus De
Milo as conceived by Florenz Zieg-

feld.

Samuel Goldwyn : Richard Le Gajl-

liene seen through a film.

Clayton Hamilton: Peter Pan—Fla-

staff—Jackie Coogan.

"The Land of the Lost,” directed by
Jack Conway, is awaiting Hoot Gib-

son’s return from a personal appear-

ance tour.

:Jc :j: *

They say marriage is a gamble.

And some men can’t “raise” enough
courage to take a chance. From H. F.

Mile.

ANOTHER STORM ARRIVES

The year 1922 has been one of

storms of major or lesser degree of

severity. There are many kinds of

storms; there is one which starts in

with a whistle and ends in a whine;

there’s another which starts boister-

ously and ends by giving the earth a

battle; then again there is another

kind which slips in surreptitiously in

the night, that starts with a wail and

ends in a squall; the latter partly typi-

fies the entrance into this world of a

minor storm in the nine-pound pres-

ence of Jerome Griffith Storm. Yes.

friend reader, this young husky is the

latest addition to the Storm family,

presided over by Mr. “Jerry” Storm,

the well-known director and his

charming wife. We are quite sure that

it was the 5th of February when this

Storm was deposited by Mr. Stork

during a lull in a storm, so it stands to

reason that if Storm, Jr., arrived dur-

ing a storm that as he grows up he

will be able to dispense with um-
brellas and raincoats. But dropping

our metaphores of jest, let us inform

you that “Jerry,” the proud father,

has nearly gone broke buying the

“smokes” for his numerous friends

scattered on the William Fox lot. So

far he has carried home at night to

Mrs. Storm, from one hundred to a

thousand suggestions offered him for

the future upbringing and education of

his son and heir.

CAUSE FOR THOUGHT

ETHEL BROADHURST
A Screenland Favorite

Remembers that she is without
her favorite Chocolates and makes
up her mind to call at 621 South
Olive Street for another box of

RAGTIME CHOCOLATES
Distributed by

C. C. BROWN CO.
Telephone Broadway 1610

Tony Moreno—“Why are you firing

all the pretty girls?”

Casting Director — “I’m canning

peaches.”

SHE IS AN ACTRESS

The success that has greeted the

efforts of Cecil Holland, masculine

Protean artist on the screen, has

caused negotiations to be launched

whereby the silver sheet will have a

feminine Protean player, namely

Dale Fuller.

Organization details are being per-

fected for a company that will fea-

ture the actress, who is being ac-

claimed for her unusual work as the

betrayed servant maid in “Foolish

Wives” in one-reel comedies in which
she will portray every character.

Starting a few years ago as a Sen-

nett bathing beauty. Miss Fuller has

run the gamut of character roles all

the way from Broadway chorus girls

to Sara, the wife of Father Abraham
in Sacred Films. Her work in

“Foolish Wives” has been hailed as

her greatest triumph.

Sell Their Leases

and

Retire from Business

Entire Stocks at Both

Stores Now Selling

at

Sacrifice Prices

414 429
So. Spring St.

Stowell Hotel
Bldg.

W. Seventh St.

L. A. Athletic
Club Bldg.
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

{
GOSSIP BY ]

THE ROUNDER
|

l 1

Ann Hastings, leading woman, has

arrived in Los Angeles from the East

and will remain here indefinitely. Miss

Hastings recently completed a year’s

engagement with Pathe in New York.

* * *

Lloyd Ingraham—“That girl is so

free and easy.”

Extra—“None of the girls wear ’em

now.”
* * *

One way of keeping a chauffeur is

to have your daughter marry him.

Walter Heirs states this.

* * *

A coil of smoke coming from a dis-

tant hill has caused many a man to

climb up and see if it’s “still” up

there. Edith Johnson perpetrated this

one.

* * *

If a woman gets a man’s goat, she

can usually get his pocketbook also.

King Baggot told this.

* * *

It isn’t what a girl wears, it’s what
she doesn’t wear. This was suggested

by Lloyd Hamilton.
* * *

Corn is still good on the cob, but

it’s better on the hip. Gladys Brock-

well says that J. B. wrote this.

* * *

Don’t be a crank; you’ll always be

turning around and perhaps you’re go-

ing the wrong way. Pauline Stark is

responsible for this.

* * *

The reason there are so many
“blind pigs” is because policemen are

blind at times. A true one by Harry
Carey.

WHAT HAS BECOME OF—

Homer Scott wants to know what

has become of

—

The old-fashioned star who “acted

her head off” for $75 per week?

The old-fashioned director who
made good pictures for $150 per?

The old-fashioned author who was

glad to sell a story for $500 and

throw in a continuity?

The old-fashioned extra girl, who
didn’t use rouge, lip sticks, brow pen-

cils, perfume, cigarets and rolled

hose?

The old-fashioned dime that used

to pay admission to a good picture

show?

The old-fashioned title that read—
‘‘The next reel will follow immedi-

ately”?

The old-fashioned slide that read

—“The air in this theater is washed

with Old Hootch Cleanser and fumi-

gated with Rag Weed Balsam?

The old-fashioned theater that had

a phonograph out front to coax ’em to

the ticket window?
The old-fashioned name, “Nickelo-

deon”?

And—but what’s the use

—

THIS CITY IS WELL NAMED

Los Angeles is aptly termed the

“CITY OF ANGELS.” Here is

a list, of another batch of them,

transplanted to higher regions via the

Traffic Route:

Here is the casualty list of automo-

bile accidents in Los Angeles and vi-

cinity from January 1 to February 22,

1922:

Dead 65

Injured 770

Accidents ~ 4469

can buy a
A thousand dollar

savings account on

the installment plan

just as easily as any-

thing else.

Robert Ellis and Wallace Beery arv

battling their way through their third

picture in as many months. They
fought all the way through two pro-

ductions at Universal and now they

are at it again in Dorothy Phillips’

starring picture, "The Soul Seeker,”

which Allen Holubar is making at

United Studios.

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress

IF YOU EXPECT TO MAKE CALIFORNIA YOUR
HOME?

EXCHANGE-
Your Eastern Real Estate for California

California for Eastern
Eastern for California

California for California

With the assistance of an experienced, wide-awake, responsible
organization. Quick action, satisfactory results.

H. F. Mile Company
63563

1241 Citizens National Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif. Bdwy. 4005
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

Otto Lederer arises to remark:

“That a place of blasted ambition and

luke warm food—a cafeteria.

* * *

Revamped by Helen Ferguson:

One-half of the world doesn’t know
the other half’s recipes.

* * *

Soaque—“I need a doctor.”

Roy Marshall—“What’s the matter?

Sick ?”

Soaque—“No; just thirsty.”

* * *

The greatest sensation of the week

by Jack Cooper:

Stepping from the bathtub on a

cake of wet soap!
* * *

Dorothy Moran wants to know if

the writer of “Leave Me With a

Smile” was a married man.
* * *

“That doesn’t look natural,” he

said, as he rolled out a four spot. By
A. K. Doe. A Cunningham remark.

* * *

’Tis a strange modern flapper who
is old-fashioned at heart.

Maurice B. Flynn says this.

* * *

ITS IVHAT YOU THINK

By M. L.

What mean the years that swiftly

pass—
That brings you nearer to the date,

W hen you observe in looking glass

The lines that age relate?

Those lines take on your mental style,

If you to brighter thoughts belong.

You conquer age, each time you smile,

And keep forever young.

We will now sing that little ditty

entitled, “Get up!” from “The Four

Horsemen.” Rex Ingram smiles.

I LOVE TO HATE YOU

By Barbara La Marr.
I love you /

Your lips, your hair, your eyes.

Your willful, reckless, tender lies. . .

I hate you!

I hate you !

Your smile, your curls, your glance,

You pagan worshipper of Chance. . .

I love you!

NETTLETON’S WESTERN
REPRESENTATIVE

At this writing there is a sort of a

vacuum in the city of Los Angeles,

and why? Because Charles R. Mc-
Williams of Nettleton’s is away again

on one of his coast-to-coast tours, in

the interests of this large A-l boot

concern. And those of you who have

been in the habit of “dropping in” for

a few minutes’ chat with “Mac” will

feel in a manner that your day is

partly wasted, although you get your

new pair of Nettleton’s. But this is

one of the little disappointments you

will have to put up with for a while.

In the meantime, Mr. Fitzpatrick will

manage to keep you in the best frame

of mind, while Mr. Halsey Elwell,

the Nettleton western representative,

may saunter around to get acquainted,

in which case we earnestly advise you

to do so, for we have Mr. McWill-

iams word for it, “that by knowing
Mr. Elwell you have added a little

more pleasantness into your life.” So

don’t forget to make your next foot

affair a Nettleton day.

The filming of “Fools First,” Mar-
shall Neilan’s latest production for

First National release, has just been

finished at the Hollywood studios.

Claire Windsor, Richard Dix and

Claude Gillingwater play the principal

roles.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

V

RETURNS FROM
CENTRAL AMERICA

Frank Murdock
‘A Six Footer’ of Dignified

Mien—with extensive

Wardrobe

Suitable for Business or

Political Types
If interested

Phone 820-609, or

503 Western Mutual Life Bldg,

v .
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BY THE MAN
ROY STEWART

On the front cover of our last is-

sue we showed you a very character-

istic picture of Roy Stewart, the fam-

ous western motion picture star. As a

matter of fact, we intended to give

you this story of the man as we know
him, had it been otherwise, for it has

been our* privilege to know this gen-

tleman in an everyday manner. One
specific reason for introducing him to

your attention is to emphasize to the

very yellow journals throughout the

country that Mr. Stewart is one of

the men whom we know, who repre-

sent the highest type of manhood, re-

spectability and morality. Roy has

lived in Hollywood and we are posi-

tive that Roy enjoyed living there for

the wholesomeness, as well as the con-

venience for himself in his artistic la-

bors. If you went around the stud :os

and mentioned his name offhandedly

you would invariably hear from the

most unexpected sources the value of

his work as a man, and as an actor.

To begin with he is HUMAN. This

is saying a great deal for anyone who
has risen to the top of a particular

profession. The mechanics, or the Ex-

tras, are just as welcome to a little

friendly chat with Roy as are his pro-

ducers. He has been before the Ameri-

can and European public for many
years, and from our last survey of his

youthful, manly face and athletic fig-

ure, he is bound to remain in their

hearts for many more years to come.

At this writing he is being starred by

the Berwilla Film Company, under

the presidency of Mr. Ben Wilson.

Incidentally the latter gentleman is

also a director of note, and he it is

who usually personally directs Roy
Stewart in his screen features. Many
famous authors have contributed to

Mr. Stewart’s success. One of these is

H. H. Van Loan, who wrote “Ridin’

Wild.” Among some of the recent

five-reel features enacted by this star

are “The Innocent Cheat,” which you

will soon have an opportunity to see

(no doubt at the California Theatre),

the aforementioned H. H. Van Loan

story and “Back to Yellow Jacket.”

Mr. Stewart is easily approached, is

a confirmed optimist, is a believer in

home and all that a home means!

(He is blessed with a charming wife.)

He is a votary of clean, outdoor

sports. There arc very few sporting

REINCARNATED

By Barbara La Marr.
Why do I dream at twilight

When the evening sun is low.

Of palm trees that quiver and

Golden waters that glow?

Perhaps I have found in some strange

Land a pair of wistful eyse

That haunt me, thrill me, from be-

neath

Distant Southern skies.

Perhaps, Adored, that Centuries ago

I knew things that I now not know,

Perhaps on primitive, desert shores

/ found you, loved you, was wholly

yours—
With Love that all eternity survives ;

And am still yours thru all these

lives.

So in the Centuries to come I shall be

Wholly yours—tho you may never

Know me.

’Tis an enterprising druggist who

sells pretzels. There’s a twist in this,

Norman Taurog.

events in which you will not see his

strong, manly face expressing ap-

proval. He is generous but with a

knowledge of conviction. He is a

strong upholder of everything that

stands for fair play and wholesome-

ness; in other words, we epitomize

Roy Stewart as a type well worthy of

emulation in home life and moving

pictures.

BEHIND 'CLOSE-UP’

IT’S BOUND TO BE GREAT

Mabel Normand has been associ-

ated for so long with characters ob-

viously of Celtic origin that her ad-

mirers were surprised when the an-

nouncement was made that her next

Mack Sennett comedy-drama would
show her as a daughter of Old Cas-

tillc.

But there is nothing unusual in the

announcement. While Mabel Nor-

mand herself is of Celtic ancestry,

there appears to be no small amount
of the Latin in her make-up.

No one who has seen her as “Su-

zanna” in the Mack Sennett comedy-
drama of the same name but remarks

the Latinity of her actions, her ges-

tures, her features. These latter par-

ticularly so adapt themselves to a

characterization essentially Latin that

one is prone to wonderment.
In “Suzanna” Miss Normand por-

trays the role of a peon who is, in

reality, the daughter of a Spanish Don
of high caste and lineage. Her charac-

terization is so finely drawn as to

cause her to appear in truth a daughter

of Old Castille and a true Latin

beauty.

The story of “Suzanna” is somewhat
Cinderella in theme, and was adapted
by Sennett from the historical novel

by Linton Wells, newspaperman, wan-
derer and student of California history.

No time, effort, nor money is being

spared by Sennett to make of “Su-

zanna” when finally it is completed, an

h :storical romance of California that

will stand as a fitting monument to

those hardy Spanish Dons who ruled

wisely and well from the time of the

earliest settlement of California until

some ten years prior to the Mexican

war.

F. Richard Jones, director of three

great Mack Sennett successes—

“Mickey,” “Molly O’” and “For Love

or Money,” is directing Miss Nor-

mand in what promises tt> be a mas-

terpiece of screen production.

Charles Ray has finished the filming

of “Alias Julius Caesar.” The support-

ing cast included Barbara Bedford.

William Scott, Harvey Clark, Robert

Fernandez, Eddie Gribbon, Carl Mil-

ler, Gus Thomas, Beit Offord, Milton

Ross, Tom Wilson, Philip Dunham
and S. J. Bingham.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E— I N “CLOSE-UP”



UNITED STUDIO NOTES

Jack'e Coogan is taking violin les-

sons from a local master as a very

necessary preparation for his ne>jt

starring picture, production on which

is about to commence here. Jackie wijl

portray the role of a very youthful

violinist in th's production, the title of

which has not been announced.

* * *

Richard Walton Tully is learning all

kinds of new things. After studying

the mak'ng of motion pictures during

the filming of his production of “The

Masquerader” he has decided to take

up motoring as a recreation, and is

learning how to drive a car.

* * *

John W. Cons dine, former partner

of the late “Big Tim” Sullivan in

the Sullivan-Considine circuit of thea-

tres, and for years a power in New
York politics, is in Los Angeles visit-

ing his son, John W. Considine, Jr.,

who is secretary to Joseph M.

Schenck. Mr. Considine, Jr., is re-

taming his desk at United Studios dur-

ing Mr. Schenck’s absence in New
York.

* * *

Hunt Stromberg is beginning to as-

semble the cast that will support Bull

Montana in the first of the comedies

which will be produced here.

LASKY-ISMS

Heavy snows, sometimes so severe

as to render it impossible to work,

have somewhat delayed the Penrtiyn

Stanlaws Company at Truckee, Cal.,

where “Over the Border” is being

made with Betty Compson and Tom
Moore heading the cast. A. S. LeVino

wrote this picture for Paramount from

the story by Sir Gilbert Parker.
sic 5{C

It is reported that William DeMille

will return shortly from New York

and start work on his new production

for Paramount pictures, “Nice Peo-

ple,” from the play by Rachel Croth-

ers. Clara Beranger wrote the screen

version and the leading roles will be

taken by Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels,

Conrad Nagel and Wanda Hawley.

\

TYPES
ARE WHAT YOU NEED
IN MOTION PICTURES!

Miss Lou Cole
With a vivacious personality

has played in them

SHE LIKES INGENUE-COMEDY
ROLES

DO YOU WANT HER?

Phone 820-609, or

503 Western Mutual Life Bldg.

V

Beular Marie Dix has succeeded in

making, it is claimed, one of the

strongest screen plays imaginable

from W. Somerset Maugham’s orig-

inal story for the screen, “The Ordeal.”

Agnes Ayres is the star, directed by
Paul Powell, Conrad Nagel plays the

leading male role and among import-

ant members of the cast should be

mentioned Edna Murphy, Edward
Sutherland, Clarence Burton, Adele
Farrington, Ann Schaefer, Eugene
Corey, Claire DuBrey, Lloyd Whit-
lock and Shannon Day.

* * *

Thomas Meighan, the lucky star,

will undoubtedly again justify that ap-

pellation with his new picture by
George Ade. entitled “Our Leading
Citizen.” The dry humor and homely
pathos combined, make this one of

the most effective vehicles he has had.

Alfred Green is the director and
Waldemar Young adapted the story

which was written exclusively for

Paramount.

Arthur Statter, chief of the short

reel scenario staff, has a special group
of experts including the authors of the

serials, Robert Dillon, George H.
Plympton and Emma Bell Clifton,

busy on research work.

UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

While three Universal-Jewel special

productions are being edited at Uni-

versal City, three big smashing chap-

ter plays are requiring the attention of

the entire short reel scenario depart-

ment and a large technical staff in ad-

dition to the filming units, two comedy
units are hitting th.e ball at a steady

pace and three headline directors are

reading scripts of new ventures.

“Human Hearts,” a Jewel starring

House Peters with the support of an

all-star cast, completed a few weeks

ago under King Baggot’s direction, is

nearing the end of its cutting. It is

from Hal Reid’s famous old stage suc-

cess and has been characterized by
Irving G. Thalberg, director-general

at the film city, as “a truly great pic-

ture, one of the finest Jewels ever

made here.”

“The Storm,” starring House Peters

with the support of a great all-star

array of talent, has just been put into

the editor’s hands by Reginald Barker,

director of “The Old Nest,” and a

dozen Goldwyn successes.

* * *

The thickest of jungles in the Dark
Continent is no thicker than the re-

markable one set in on the back ranch

at Universal City for the historical

continued feature, “With Stanley in

Africa,” starring George Walsh, with

Louise Lorraine in the feminine lead.

William Craft is making rapid prog-

ress in directing a filming of the most

glorious adventure in history.

The beach towns a few miles from

Universal City have the privilege of

watching pirates of the seventeenth

century at their “dirty work” as sea

sequences are filmed under Robert F.

Hill’s direction for “The adventures of

Robinson Crusoe,” a costume serial

starring “The Connecticut Yankee,”

Harry Myers. Gertrude Olmsted, Mar-

garet Livingston, Noble Johnson, Jo-

sef Swickard, Gertrude Claire, Percy

Pembroke and other feature class

players support Myers.
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A SONG RECALLED

Sing on sweet bird one lonely man can

hear thee

lChose heart responds to thy rare

melody.

And in it hears again a song as

sweet,

Which rose spontaneous from as pure

a heart

As ever beat.

Thy amorous lay, to thy full sated

mate
An answer hears; which passions over-

rate—
It stirs the depths where lay as

choice a strain

Yet more divine—for more was in

her song

Than thy refrain.

Whine is the song of love's triumphant
hour;

Of passions tranchant as the once

bright flower
A nd soon, too soon—thy voice will

be as mute
Like the expiring stars that fade or

part—
With one last shoot.

Rare throat! which utters such har-

monious ease :

That drunkens the approaching
scented breeze

And carries thy melodious liquid

strain

/ o one sad heart—which nursed its

sorrow long

Though ne’er again.

By Marshall Lorimer.
* * if

Many a quarrel over dinner is kept

from materializing by dining out.

Kathleen Kirkham’s advice.

* * *

An old-time ex-actor can exact more
with his daily audience than modem
actors. This comes from Francis Ford.

RUTH ROLAND

q AT UNITED STUDIOS

Ruth Roland is to make two serials

at L’nited Studios. Contracts for stu-

dio space and organization and pro-

duction facilities were signed in the

Pathe offices in New York by Presi-

dent M. C. Levee, of United, and
Paul Brunet, president of Pathe. Mr.

Levee will return to the studios from
the East this week. Gilson Willetts,

production manager of Pathe, has

taken possession of a suite of offices

at United, and will remain in Los An-
geles during the filming of the two
serials. Production on the first of

these will be underway within the

next thirty days. The story is an

original, and was especially written

for Miss Roland by John W. Grey,

who is also preparing the continuity.

The temporary title of the story is

“The Riddle of the Range.” Mr. Grey

will also write the second story.

Thomas H. Ince has a photodrama
dealing with California, it’s called

“Jim” and has an all-star cast with

Florence Vidor, Milton Sills, Mar-
guerite de la Motte and John Bowers
in the principal roles.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

Having completed two pictures at

the Louis B. Mayer studios since her

return to Los Angeles from New York
last fall, Anita Stewart and her hus-

band. Rudolph Cameron, are again

about to depart for the East. They
will leave Sunday for New Orleans.

After the Mardi Gras celebration at

that place, they will spend several

weeks at Miami, Florida, before con-

tinuing on to Gotham. The two new
Mayer-First National attractions in

which Miss Stewart starred are “The
Woman He Married” and “Rose O’

the Sea.” Both were directed by Fred

Niblo. and in the latter Mr. Cameron
will be seen as his wife’s leading man.

* *

Dorothy Phillips may be a splendid

organist but she is not a left handed
player! We heard the result while she

wore a seraphic expression in the cur-

rent production she is starring in un-

der Allen Holubar’s direction.

BROWN ^
CALDWELL
4ND LADD

PKo t o -er\dr aVe r\s
'LAJ S. BDWY.
LOS ANGELES
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Hand-Outs Along the JRialto

ASK THE LADY
Pat, pat, pat,

Morning, noon and night

That little puff goes

Pat, pat, pat,

I pity it sometimes

Because it goes:

Pat, pat, pat,

All day long

I envy it sometimes

Because it caresses

—

Some beautiful faces

But tell me why

—

It must go

Pat, pat, pat,

Morning, noon and night?

—Lyle Lans.

Jackie Taylor—“I think baby is

going to be a movie actress.”

Vera Stedman—“How come?”
Jackie Taylor—“She keeps looking

at herself in the mirror.”
* * *

One way to discover a lady’s appe-

tite is to turn your back when she

orders. Who was it, Finis Fox?

Even Movie Stars
Attend Theatres ! On your way
to, and from them, in seeking a

REFINED ATMOSPHERE—

With its ultra-modern Cuisine,

With Viands temptingly served,

With delicious Pastries, and
Cooling Beverages—will satisfy.

BREAKFAST—LUNCHEON
—DINNER—

From 60 Cents to $1.25

821-23 W. Seventh Street

IS SHE THE HOSTESS?

We have had so many friends ask

us the question suggested by the title

above, that we are quite in a quandary

as to how to answer it. In the past,

when we occasionally visited the

“Turkish Village” we were lead to be-

lieve by Lucille Joy that she was the

hostess, but then we lost this impres-

sion when paying our bill, for she

hovered around to collect the TIP.
The reason we would like to straighten

this matter out is that we have re-

ceived several complaints from young
men who were led to believe that this

hostess? or waitress? flirted outrag-

eously with them; or in other words,

“kidded them along” to such an ex-

tent that she knew their first names,

family history and their bank bal-

ances before they left this cafe. Re-

cently we noticed in the newspapers

where this young woman had a young
man arrested around three or four

o’clock in the morning for flirting

with her. He was eventually fined

$50.00 for believing that she was a

flirt. But there you go again, isn’t it

peculiar that so many men who pa-

tronize this cafe wander out with the

belief that she is one? Speaking from

our own experience we can readily

believe this—as she has never hesi-

tated to annoy us in the same manner
in which she has claimed to be an-

noyed by the masculine sex. So in

conclusion we would suggest that if

she is the hostess she confine herself

to her duties as such, and if a waitress

to render service, accept the tip and

depart, and not annoy men to the ex-

tent of making them imagine she can

be approached. If she follows this

advice perhaps a few men may be

saved from paying $50.00 fines here-

after.

AMBITIONS

I wish I were the lipstick of a beau-

tiful girl,

Or even a comb caressing each curl.

If I were a powder puff, fluffy and
pink,

I’d pet her soft cheeks quite often,

methink.

Or cake of rouge in gold case

—

Believe me, I’d give her zee one

beautiful face!

—Ted Taylor.

Tom Santschi will make a series

of two-reel western and northwest

mounted police action dramas for

Universal. The popular star was en-

gaged by Irving G. Thalberg, di-

rector-general. He will begin work
at once. The first story will be “The
Guilty Oath,” a western theme with

an unusual punch. George Morgan
wrote it. A leading woman will be
selected at once. Robert N. Bradbury
will direct.

The

Turkish

Village

A Place to

Meet—the

Reel Elite!

P . G. Manos
Manager

221i/
2

West
Fourth St.

Los Angeles

Phone
670-89
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

ners,” if he isn’t, then he won’t need

to bet to keep the wolf from the high

rental door! I hope the latter is true,

as I have a splendid- investment

It works two ways—the higher

priced restaurants are starving for

moving picture patronage, and the

moving picture profession is starving

for another high priced meal.
* * *

Information from William Duncan:

The old forty-niners” looked for

gold and the women have now taken

up the search. And from the looks of

things, they seem to be finding it.

* * *

The latest are pockets in the flap-

pers’ stockings! We are very much in

favor of seeing women put their hands

in their pockets. Jack White’s idea.

* * *

Suitcases are not dropped, but

picked up nowadays, says Griffin, the

baggage maker.
* * *

A great meeting spot after the won-

derful bouts at ehe American Legion

Stadium in Hollywood each Friday

night is at Harry W. Webber’s foun-

tain, on the southeast corner of Gower

The woman who used to paint

things around the house, now spends

her spare time painting her face.

News from Louis Gasnier.
* * *

Jean Calhoun—“Should girls wear

hair nets?”

Cameraman—“Well, many a poor

fish has been caught in a net.”

* * *

Helen Gibson, well-known western

star, recently harmonized a quartette

to the accompaniment of noodle soup

at Klein’s Kosher Palace.
* * *

The ouija board has lost its popu-

larity due to the fact that the women
found out it kept them quiet. A true

one by Ora Carew.
* * *

Mahlon Hamilton says that people

who don’t meddle with his affairs will

be given a medal!
Jfc % 5}C

Out at Universal City polyglot

tongues are taboo, as everyone speaks

a universal language. This isn’t bad,

Julius Stern.

=t= * *

Some women can “kid” a man, but

it takes a clever one to get his “goat”

Anyway, that’s what Cliff Bowles

thinks.
* * *

No, it is quite certain that Naaman,
the executioner in Salome, never hung
pictures. How true, Norman Man-
ning.

* * *

The fellow who stands and grunts

while the other fellow works doesn’t

get pa'd. Another good statement by

Lige Ccnley.
H5 -5s

They say that money talks, and we

know that women do, so what chance

has a mere man to say anything? H.

H. Van Loan wants to know.

* * * .

Women don’t marry any more.

They just decide who they want to

get their first divorce from. Burnie

Durning avers this.

* * *

That new song entitled, “When
Shall We Meet Again?” should be

sung after divorces only, warbles

George Wurzburger.
* * *

It has become a passion with some

rich men to hire kings, and princes,

as servants. Strange what folk will do

nowadays, isn’t it? Gladys Walton

found this out and sent it in.

scheme I’d like to interest him in. and the boulevard.
0

Changing Numbers
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY HAS ADDED TO

YOUR BURDEN OF WOE!

I DARE YOU TO MEMORIZE THIS NUMBER!

820-609
WHEN YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THIS,

CALL MR. LORIMER, OR

“CLOSE-UP”
Magazine

IT MIGHT PROVE OF INTEREST

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Star Shooting
By Doris Mortlock

V

It was raining. Two figures scurried

down the steps from Theodore Rob-

ert’s garden and disappeared into the

night. Another figure loomed up with

a star cn his chest. He passed them

without a word. Then he scurried up

the steps into Theodore Robert’s gar-

den and sped around to the back of

the house. There was a cellar door.

And there was a light over the cellar

doer . I wonder
* * *

Bartine Burkett has done it. We
were all there to see her walk out of

church on the arm of a happy young

man. They were leaving the usual

Sunday morning service.
5(C * *

Despair is reigning supreme in the

hearts of the blondes. They have a

rival. Dorothy Dalton has become a

blonde. She wears a wig. It’s for her

next picture.

* * *

The other day a very down at heel

individual drifted into a meat market

and gravely considered the d’splay of

poultry. The butcher gave him a

broad hint that this was no place for

tramps. The tramp raised his eyes. It

was Ben Turpin.
* *

A certain leading man was seen

rocking in a very small rocking chair

in front of a second-hand store. The
whole family grouped around while

said leading man discussed the pros

and ccns of purchasing this little rock-

ing chair. Evidently a family event

was about to occur. Was it Jack

Cooper?

Lois Wilson had a scene in which

she was supposed to shoot an arrow

into Dan Cupid’s heart. Mr. George

Melford did it for her.

* * *

Attention! men who wear jewelry

—

such as .enamel rings and bracelets!

Here is a new trick of showing off

your jewelry in the most nonchalant

manner to the general public: First,

you must make up your mind to enter

a public market and part with five

cents to buy two heads of lettuce.

Then after making sure that every-

one’s eyes are on you, you shake up

your cuff so that your bracelet may

be seen and minutely pick over every

lettuce in the box, taking great care

to expose your best finger and your

best ring. Finally, of course, you must

take the two lettuces the Jap offered

you in the beginning. Then you give

another careless unseeing look at your

spectators, gracefully shake the water

from your hands, draw out your yel-

low silk handkerchief, throw down a

nickel and saunter away forgetting

those tiresome lettuces if need be. You
think it sounds silly? Well, Rudolph
Valentino does it.

HORSE SENSE FROM
RALPH WINSOR

How do the people of the motion

picture profession ever expect a re-

turn to better conditions when they

(themselves) go around among their

friends in the business and mourn
conditions? Why they talk as though

the business has gone to the dogs.

Holler about “no work for them” and

curse the unfortunates who show con-

siderate interest in their arfairs.

TALKING. THINKING and
FEELING better things will help to

remedy conditions by displaying an

ignorance of anything wrong in the

picture game, and would tend to cre-

ate more optimism it seems to me.

But then I‘m not a temperamental art-

ist, but just a plain writer using a'

little horse sense.

Anthony McCarthy says “That hose
are nearest fires.” What a blazing line?

* * *

The title of Buster Keaton’s latest

comedy is “My Wife’s Relations.”

MOVIES HAVE SMALLEST
POLICE RECORD

Movie Industry Cleanest in the

United States

A member of the A. S. C. recently

pointed out to a wondering public

that the motion picture industry had

no police record. Since that time the

Arbuckle (?) and the Taylor cases have

blemished the record, but in eight

years, says the A. S. C., he has neither

witnessed nor heard of any crime in

the West Coast studios.

He declares that lie has never

heard of a case of riot, burglary, as-

sault, murder, embezzlement, labor

violence, or anything more serious

than a quarrel betwen an actor and

his wife, and that in eight years’ in-

timate association with the business

staffs, actor bodies and working peo-

ple of seven studios, he has never

seen an arrest, a woman insulted or

a disgraceful happening on the lot.

Another A. S. C. estimates that

during the eight years of his experi-

ence in pictures he has been in close

association with forty thousand pic-

ture workers of all classes, and the

worst he has seen in the way of dis-

order was one fist fight. He adds

that the police blotters show prac-

tically no offenders from the studios,

except for speeding, and few of these.

These men claim for the motion

picture industry a cleaner record than

any other industry, profession or

business in the United States, and

they call upon the world to success-

fully challenged this statement.

Ask the police. They keep the rec-

ords.

Also divorces have been fewer in

proportion. Ask the court clerks.

They keep the records.

The greatest injustice has been

done the movies by reporters bul-

letining as “movies stars” folk who

get into trouble. Any extra girl or

man who happens to get arrested at

once becomes a “film favorite” or a

star simply because the reporter

knows such a statement will add to

the interest of his story. Against

this practice the whole industry pro-

tests.—Reprinted from The American

Cinematographer.
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

WHAT THEY SAY

By Donald H. Clarke.

Whenever something is said about

making motion pictures talk, a natur-

al question that arises is, what do ac-

tors and actresses really say to each

other before the camera anyhow; do

they speak lines in character, do they

say anything that comes into their

heads at the moment, or do they just

make their mouths go and say noth-

ing?

It would be rather startling if any

one of the photodramas completed up

to the present writing should be sud-

denly given the power of speech.

There is little doubt that the audience

would get an ear full. It might run

something like this:

(Scene: Drawing room. Visible

characters: Beautiful heroine (Hel-

ene Chadwick). Dashing hero (Rich-

ard Dix). Invisible but audible

characters: Director, stage hands,

electricians, camera man, other mem-
bers of the cast, etc.

Director’s Voice. Miss Chadwick,

now look sad. No sadder. Tears.

(Louder.) Dammit, you with the vio-

lin, make that music sadder. That’s

good, Miss Chadwick, keep feeling

sad.

Miss Chadwick. I’ve had to look

sad so much during this picture that

I’m tired of it. Can’t you dig up

something for me to look happy

about.

Director’s Voice. That’s a book of

poetry you’re holding—sad poetry.

Now drop your eyes slowly to the

book and keep on looking sad. Hold

it. Hold it. Now look off into the

distance with a far-away gaze.

Imagine you’re hungry and there

isn’t a ham sandwich within a hun-

dred miles. Good.

Invisible Voice. Do you want the

spot(light) ?

Director's Voice. Shut up.

Dix’s Voice. When do I come in.

Director’s Voice. Now, Dick, you

enter that door, eager, no time to

waste. Smile as if you knew you’d

just come to propose to the only girl

in the world that an unkind fate had

kept from you. You cross directly

over, take the book from her hand,

propose, passionately. Miss Chad-

wick, you register profound emotion.

Sadness gives way to joy. Both of

you wrap your arms around each

other and kiss. Come on! Come on!

Come on now.

Dix (plumping down on his knees

and throwing away the book, and
looking yearningly at Helene). I

hope I didn’t lose your place. That’s

one of the best detective stories I

ever read.

Miss Chadwick (registering joy).

Are you coming to my bridge party

tonight, Dick?

Dix (throwing his arms around
her). Gosh, I can’t. I’m taking a

party for a ride tonight.

Miss Chadwick (embracing him).

Well, bring them all around. Mother
and I will be glad to have them all.

Dix (kissing Miss Chadwick vig-

orously). That’ll be (smack) fine

(smack). We’ll (smack) make it

(smack) about 9 o’clock (sma-a-ck).

Director’s Voice. Cut!

Of course, that’s only an imaginary

scene. As a matter of fact, Miss

Chadwick and Mr. Dix, who have

been screen lovers so often in Gold-

wyrn releases, their latest appearance

being in “The Sin Flood,” really do

act out the love scenes. That’s why
they were selected for the sample of

the sort of thing that other actors

and actresses do every day. It

would never do to reveal to motion

picture patrons the identities of the

leading men and women of the

screen who do not talk in character,

but decidedly out of it.

There are many of them. One
great character actor in a heroic

scene recently filmed, and taking a

heroic part, delighted in kidding his

CRAZY QUILTS
By M. L.

The gentle little zephers, that zepher
through the breezes,

Is very appropos just now to empha-
size our wheezes.

The sun is modest to a fault, akin to

maid who teases

—

But anyhow to state a fact, it starts

our “FLU” through sneezes.
* * *

The sportive little Finnan Haddie
loafing in the ocean,

When served to me at breakfast time,

fills me with deep emotion;

For every little bite I take somehow
cleans out the dish,

And only bones remind me that

—

there goes another fish!

“Paul” Parrott has begun his one

reel comedies, first shots for which

were taken on location. The working

title of the comedy is “The Joiner,”

showing the comedian joining lodges

for the object of personal advance-

ment. Gilbert Pratt is directing the

first Parrott comedy and A1 Santell

will be at the megaphone in the next,

the two to alternate.

leading woman, making funny com-
ments in the saddest places.

There is one great director, at

least, who never lets his cast know
just why they are smiling and walk-

ing and weeping and making gestures.

He handles them like puppets. And
he is tremendously successful. About
all any one would hear in a talking

motion picture directed by him would
be the sound of his voice, frequently

enhanced by a megaphone.

If talking movies ever are in-

vented—well, let’s wait till they are.

YOIJR IDFAS DESIGNED IN PLATINUM

40 per

cent

less

than

elsewhere.

Why not

try us?

Many

MOVIE
’CELEBS

are

PATRONS
Why not

YOU?
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UNIVERSAL PRESENTS “HOOT” GIBSON IN “HEADIN’ WEST.” DIRECTED BY WILLIAM
CRAFT. STORY AND SCENARIO BY HARVEY GATES. PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALFRED

LATHEM. SUPERBA THEATRE. REVIEWED BY EMM.ELL.
Many months ago, it was my pleasure to predict

that as soon as “Hoot” Gibson would be presented

with a suitable story he would carry the story away
with him in an acting volcanic sense. A few months
ago I reviewed his “action.” That was a western
gem. In “Headin’ West” Hoot has the kind of a

story in which he has every opportunity to show his

qualifications as an actor and rider. The theme is

rather novel; instead of the old-fashioned idea of

hoboing your way on a freight, Bill Perkins, war
veteran, played by the star, gets a lift in an aero-

plane, and, of course, he lands in the midst of trou-

ble. How this develops and the thrills that go with

it is something beyond my scope to tell you, but

you will have satisfaction, and thrills after you have
seen this Universal production. Harvey Gates wrote
a clever story presenting therein plenty of types to

forcibly express it. Although it is a western in a

sense you get an idea that you are delving into half

a dozen lives at the same time. The feminine lead,

played by Louise Lorraine, conclusively proves to

me that my prediction made over a year ago re-

garding her ability will bear fruit. In this vehicle,

she has many opportunities to show emotion, hoyden-
ishness and sweet girlhood phases. She rises to

each occasion like the little actress she is. Charles
LeMoyne played the villian most effectively, and
with the right degree of reckless humor. Gertrude
Short has a very fine little characterization in which
she makes the most of it. Jim Corey was more than
excellent. George A. Williams gave a splendid in-

terpretation. Frank Whitson usually renders a con-
scientious performance, and Leo White rounds jout

the program—as far as this western is concerned.
The photography was unusually fine, clear and pic-

turesque. This is a program picture, bound to make
money for its producers, and will certainly add to

the laurels and fame of “Hoot” Gibson.

REALART PRESENTS MAY M’AVOY IN “A VIRGINIA COURTSHIP.” DIRECTED BY
FRANK O’CONNOR. ASSISTED BY FRED J. ROBINSON. PHOTOGRAPHER, HAL ROS-
SON. FROM THE STORY BY EUGENE PRESBREY. SCENARIO BY EDFRIED BING-

HAM. CLUNE’S BROADWAY.
This feature represents the second or third star-

ring vehicle for this talented and beautiful girl, May
McAvoy. Personally she has never had a story to

equal her artistry as displayed in “Sentimental

Tommy,” but we are inclined to believe that there is

but one other star in the country who would compare
favorably with this dainty little lady as Prudence
Fairfax. This is saying a great deal. We will go
further and tell Realart that if they present the young
star with the right stories she will become the big-
gest box office attraction in the very near future.

There is a naturalism, force and earnestness about
all her work. She seems to live the part she por-
trays. It is unnecessary to go into the story, as this

you can see for yourself. We are merely concerned
with objectionable matter that may be in a picture,

or bad acting and incidentally you will find neither
in this picture. Frank O’Connor, who directed,
shows a thorough grasp of the situation. He must
be humorously inclined for how otherwise can we
account for the number of humorous situations
brought out? The continuity was very smooth; the

REVIEWED BY EMM.ELL.
atmospheric locales are true to nature. The pho-
tography includes a series of gems of their kind.
Alec B. Francis presented a very human character
in Colonel Fairfax. Jane Keckley was very fine.

Casson Ferguson plays the masculine lead opposite
the star with a wholesome, boyish enthusiasm. This
young man is a very earnest student of his art. L.
M. Wells is acceptable. Kathlyn Williams, although
relegated as one of the supports, renders as fine a
piece of acting of its kind to be seen. Guy Oliver
carries conviction in every movement and expression.
Richard Tucker is cast as a villain, and those of you
.who have seen him in other productions will be
more than delighted with the force of his acting in

this one. George Reed shows a thorough under-
standing of the role. Washington Blue is not a dye
but a human being who makes the most of his part.

Vern Winters is as usual very good. He injected in

the earlier scenes plenty of boyish humor to Miss
McAvoy’s tomboy feats. This is a very pleasing
picture and will be acceptable by the public as a

wholesome story, well rendered and cleverely

interpreted.

We Respond to Your Sorrow

TO MR. CHARLES EYTON
and KATHLYN WILLIAMS (Mrs. Charles Eyton)

THE EDITOR, MR. MARSHALL LORIMER, AND
“CLOSE-UP” IN BEHALF OF ITS READERS, EXTEND
TO YOU A DEEP, HEART FELT CONDOLENCE IN
YOUR GREAT BEREAVEMENT, IN THE LOSS OF
YOUR SON, VICTOR KAINOR EYTON, WHO “PASSED

”

INTO THE PORTALS OF GOD’S GRACE, FEBRUARY
25TH, 1922.



LIGE CONLEY
COMEDIAN

(As He Appears Off the Screen). Personally Directed by Jack White.
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john p. McCarthy
Who produced and directed “OUT OF THE DUST,” an epochal classic of
the Western Plains. This film feature is a complete vindication for inde-
pendent productions. After two years it broke thru the barriers, and
showed to tremendous throngs at the California Theatre, where it was
originally reviewed by the Editor in a most favorable way, when this
theatre was created.

A MAGAZINE OF MOVIE-LAND



“Angelenos, You Can’t Laugh
This Off!”

BY RUTH LOWREE SMART
Dear Boss Man nee Father Confessor:

Well, it won’t be long now! Use your influence, old dear, and see if you can’t have a
rear door annexed onto Patton—’cause I’m enroute there just as sure as we are all sure
that every bottle of “real” Gordon Gin is only the brain child of our favorite boot-legger.
There jest naturally ain’t no such quadruped in existence.

Nope, I don’t drink Postum, but “there is a reason” for this l'ttle billet-doux. I am
afraid to come and see you in person for fear you might strike me, and then you would
be arrested for cruelty to animals—because of all the original geld brick customers, I get
the celluloid fire-tongs and no foolin’.

Dos’t thou remember, sweet petunia, that in my last letter I was giving you a realtor’s

masterpiece on the beauty, comfort and peace of our mounta :n home, and that even you may
yet be proud of me? Well, I guess that was all noncompos mentis—because you should live

so long that that could happen. The only sensational or worthy thing that 1 will ever do
will be a chloroform glide or an ether struggle at the old age of thirty, I guess.

We hadn’t enjoyed the beauties of our mountain domicile but two short months when
the sad news came in the shape of her “Royal Shyness,” the landlady, and so one beautiful
morning we put the old “Indestructo” on roller skates and skidded out of “Immoral Can-
yon” down Sunset Boulevard and parked our tin hips in a lovely bungalow court below
Western. Then—the first Saturday night—Same Girls— Different Location— Something
Happens. So many personages oozed into our dobie shack that night with a bottle pro-
truding from their coats and dolmans, that the neighbors began to enquire “who fainted?”
The party waxed warm and merry and the Harse of Dawn came riding down the beaten
Track of Night, and Jerry, our little Sister in Revelry, suggested we cut the mob scene and
shoot when the fights burned brighter. Grace, the other angle of the triangle, was loudly
banging out “Home, Sweet Home,” on the banjo as a gentle hint, but nothing happened.
While I was doing a batik weep on the shoulder of the heavy lover, for he had just in-

formed me that the “sympathy panic” was on and he was going back to the wife, as she
had been ill and needed his protection, and Mister he could do it—register that statement.
So, you see, I was “doing my stuff” and couldn’t be annoyed by the mad rabble.

So when Jerry passed around whisk brooms and told the gang to brush themselves off

and out, the loud lamentations could be heard in the next county. They “sha:d it wash
a nisch party and home wash never like thish.” Jerry, being an athletic young Amazon,
gently but firmly ousted them. Say, talk about that statement of “Biting the hand that’s

feeding you”—well, it was a case of boycotting the orchestra that plays for you, for as
those gangsters passed through the court (of course our lottery ticket called for a rear

bungalow) they whooped and hollered and broke empty bottles on the sidewalk and took
the bungalow court sign and tossed it into the street. _

Two days later two masculine shapes in brass buttons called on us and told us to tune
up for we would surely be singing “Good Morning, Merry Sunshine,” to His Honor, if we
didn’t tone down. Now, the neighbors give us the sign of the “Royal Raspberry” every
time we step out of our door.

Now, B. M., I am Justice herself, even if I .am not beautiful and don’t wear ballet

skirts, and after reading George Ade’s article in American, I have decided that George
was right. It wasn’t our hard-working, hard-drinking or hard-playing picture folks that

were the cause of commotion at all—because of the twenty-seven honored and dishonored
guests present that Saturday night, only five of the mob were in any way connected with
pictures, and those five conducted themselves with credit and departed as silently as second-
story men. Also, of the entire twenty-seven, we were acquainted with only eleven. One
chap whom we had met for the first time the evening before, came out that Saturday night
and brought five men with him, without even calling and asking our permission to do so.

Incidentally these were the ones who made an otherwise sociable party a disgrace to real

frolic worshipers, and I made it a point to ascertain that they all lived and worked in L. A.

They must needs jump out of their character and pull the plebeian stuff in Hollywood. They
knew they couldn’t get away with it in L. A. for the police would have been on their trail.

They felt safe in “our” Hollywood, for they knew that real blue-blooded Hollywooders do
not need a bluecoat on every corner.

Continued on Third Cover Page
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It is Hardly Possible for Moving Picture

Temperaments to Stand Prosperity

By EMM. ELL.

Sometimes I get to wondering whether the Moving Picture business represents a

legitimate profession for, were I to believe that such is the case, I would shortly become
convinced that many Stars, and would-be Stars, in this silent firmament, are possessed

with abnormal temperaments, who are ever striving to get into the limelight of diseased

publicity notoriety!

1 can well understand the value of dignified publicity. This is something which
every business requires, as well as every individual striving to get into the good graces

of the general public, but what 1 cannot understand is so many of our leading stars, who
consciously or unconsciously provoke a systematic odium upon themselves, their private

affairs, and the industry in which they are making their living.

Disease usually runs in epidemic form. I venture to say that these scandal loving

seekers of notoriety can be called a nauseous epidemic. The main reason for a great deal

of this is the fact that many individuals in the profession are unable to stand prosper-

ity; in other words, the moment they get (nigger rich) they lose their poise, common
sense view of things, and eventually their narmalcy. When they get to this stage, a

committee of the whole industry should relegate these individuals into institutions where
softening of the brain is cured, or alleviated.

The worst offenders have recently burst into public print. They happen to be so

jealous of their standing in the community that, unless their names are continually re-

sorted to by their neighbors, they feel slighted, and no doubt imagine that they are (go-

ing backward).

In any other profession the individual acts, leading to success, form the actual basis

of the continued success of any individual, but no doubt (our stars) imagine that the

fickle public will soon forget them. In many cases this is true—and deservedly so. There
are many today who are in an unsavory limdight, who should be utterly obliterated from
the minds of every right-thinking man, woman and child, and those who are forgotten
should justly be forgotten. It matters not, it seems, to these diseased individuals,

whether they are belittling the dignified bearing of the profession, from which they are
drawing their Dollars and Cents, but, Alas! like the famous dog in the fable, they are
quite willing, in turn, “To bite the hand that’s feeding them.”

When are we going to awaken out of this salacious tinged notoriety? When are
we going to parade our dignity and normalcy before the public? When shall we get
away from these notorious lip-to-lip scandal currency? When shall we be able to look
the public again in the face and say, “We are honest-to-God human beings, seeking your
favor in a legitimate manner without having to resort to illegitimate ways to focus
your attention upon us?”

When we arrive at this stage, then indeed we might be deserving of the public
esteem again, and, in the meanwhile, you Producers and others, take warning and get
rid, post-haste, of the seekers for undue publicity notoriety.
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MERELY MAKE-BELIEVE

Rudolph Cameron, one time matinee

idol of the legitimate, who won the

heart and hand of beautiful Anita

Stewart in real life, is not to be so

successful as a Romeo in Miss Stew-

art’s next First National release, “Rose

O’ the Sea.”

The hand Cameron won against all

comers a few years ago is to go to

another in this thrilling drama di-

rected by Fred Niblo. Cameron, be-

sides being the real husband of Anita,

plays the leading role and looks like a

surefire winner until the last reel of

the picture when he has to step aside

and surrender the heroine to his rival.

However, “Ruddy,” can’t be blamed

for losing. The script demanded it!

WHOM DID SHE PICK?

MAYER TAKES TRIP EAST

ANTHONY WILL TITLE
“OLIVER TWIST”

Can’t keep a good man down!
Walter Anthony, well known musi-

cal critic, newspaperman, and public-

ity representative for big stars, is

now a title creator.

Officials of the Jackie Coogan Pro-

ductions announce that Anthony has

been engaged to title Jackie’s latest

feature production, “Oliver Twist.”

Mr. Anthony is now hard at work on

this task.

In addition to writing the titles for

the Dickens story, he will write

an apropos prologue to accom-

pany the film wherever shown. The
Jackie Coogan officials were highly

pleased when they heard Anthony’s

services were available for this ca-

pacity.

SHE MAY MAKE GOOD
Virginia Brown Faire, who is tc

appear opposite Guy Bates Post in

Richard Walton Tully's film version

of “Omar the Tentmaker,” has just

returned to Los Angeles from San
Francisco where she was on location

with another picture company. In

order that she might return in time

to enter this production her director

“shot” all the scenes in which’ she

appears.

Miss Faire first gained fame by

winning a beauty contest conducted

by a big fan publication. That she

has brains and ability to act, as well

as physical pulchritude, has been

proven by her short but brilliant

screen career.

She has played a large number of

important parts in various films.

Close-Up awards Reginald Barker

a handsome box of electric-lighted

golf balls for this prize story.

Alva was an unusual girl. She was

in love with six nice young men. She

was awfully pretty, clever and really

naughty at times. That’s why she had

six nice, young men to be in love

with.

The six nice, young men all said

they loved little Alva with all their

hearts, which only makes it interest-

ing. One was an automobile sales-

man, one a bank teller, one a movie

actor, one a saxophone player, one a

short story writer, and the last was a

man who had nothing to do but find

something to do with leisure.

Which would get the darling Alva?

Go on
>
you just guess who she mar-

ried.

Yeh, you’re right!

Louis B. Mayer is in New York for

a business conference with his associ-

ate and counsel, J. Robert Rubin, and

his sales manager, Paul G. Mooney.

While East the producer expects to

visit Boston where he formerly owned
and operated a chain of motion pic-

ture theatres.
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

MISSION—"Monte Cristo.” What’s

in a name, is truly exemplified in

this picture. Had poor Janies

O’Neill seen this performance, he

would have died much sooner than

he did. John Gilbert, the lead, evi-

dently forgot to age himself as the

story progressed, although he did

wear long wigs as the play pro-

ceeded. The act.ug generally was

very fine, but the continuity and

the play fell far short of our con-

ception of what "Monte Cristo
’

should be. That wonderful thrill,

which I always had when O’Neill

said, "Save the treasure of Monte

Cristo—the world is mine," was

lacking completely in the film. The

following deserve the very best that

a critic can say of them: John Gil-

belt, Estelle Taylor, Robert Mc-

Kim, William V. Mong, Maud
George, Renee Adore, George Seig-

mann, Spottiswood Aitken, Ralph

Cloninger, Harry Lonsdale, Gaston

Glass, Virginia Brown Faire, A1

Filson, Albert Prisco, Francis Mc-

Donald, Jack Cosgrove and Her-

schel Mayall. The photography, by

Lucien Andriot, was in a class by

itself. The adaptation and scenario

by Bernard McConville showed that

he had studied his subject deeply

with that love of the play which

has characterized McConville’s

adaptations in the past. Neverthe-

less, this play will run for many
weeks at this theatre, because it

happens to be the best version—so

far, given us, although I feel that

some day a better version will be

presented.

LOEW’S STATE—Nate Holt, wear-

ing as nifty a suit as they turn out

on Broadway, must have had glass

houses in his mind, for Viola Dana
showed in “Glass Houses.” This ve-

hicle needs no criticism, as it hasn’t

a story worth while. It is merely

farce, but it is good and very amus-
ing. Harry Beaumont directed, and

he did a very good job of it. Gas-

ton Glass was fine. Mayme Kelso

was just right. Helen Lynch was
satisfactory, while the balance, in-

cluding Claire De Brey, Ellsworth

Gage and John Stepling, rounded

out a splendid performance. The
photography, by John Arnold, was
more than excellent, and great cred-

it is due A. F. Mantz, for the ad-

mirable and satisfactory sets which

he invented for this farce comedy.

DALTON’S BROADWAY — The
Smith-King Players, with Betty

Brice and J. Anthony Smythe in

"Miss Lulu Bett.” This is a play

which should be seen to be fully

appreciated.

SYMPHONY — Harold Lloyd in

“Grandma’s Boy.’.’ There is just

enough material in tips comedy to

make a good two-reeler. It be-

comes boresome as the five reels

unwind.

PHILHARMONIC—Will King. They
change the bill here every week but

the title isn’t worth the price of ad-

mission, and the presumed comedy
is in keeping with the title.

MAJESTIC—“In Love With Love.”

Here is a play which has every ele-

ment of sentiment and comedy. It

also serves as the last vehicle for

Mary Newcombe before her depar-

ture for New York.

MOROSCO—"Abie’s Irish Rose” has

played the 130th performance. Al-

though the New York critics spoke

illy of it, we, in Los Angeles, have

taken it into our hearts.

SUPERBA—Last week, Edward Gib-

son in "Step On It” gave an ad-

mirable performance of pep—and

more pep. On the same bill, it was

a pleasure to wit.iess an old film,

called “Going Straight,” featuring

Mary Pickford and our favorite,

King Baggot. It went straight to

the heart.

ORPHEUM— I noticed in a recent

copy of the Herald that Guy Price

has discovered certain charming

proclivities on the part of Billy

Hucknall. He claims the latter is

becoming the Don Lothario of

Broadway, and of late there have

been more women in line than for-

merly. Signor Perry, his immediate

chief in the box office, is beginning

to brush his hair more freely, in

consequence. The bill is good.

CLUNE’S—Mr. Haas, the manager,

occasionally is in hard luck for a

good feature, but last week, in

playing Buster Keaton in “Hard
Luck,” and May McAvoy in

"Through a Glass Window,” he pre-

sented a splendid dual bill.

NEW GARRICK—Presented “Friv-

ilous Wives” with Valentino. The
thing isn’t worthy of criticism.

MILLER’S—George Arliss in “The
Ruling Passion.” A cleverely con-

ceived story with an unadulterated

artist of no mean power.

GRAUMAN’S—One of the very best

pictures I have seen on Broadway
in some time, called, “Over the

Border,” co-starrii g Betty Compson
and Tom Moore. It was cleverly

directed by Penrhyn Stanlaws, with

some splendid photographic shots

and acting of a very high order.

Keep it up, Sid!

RIALTO—That sterling actress, Vera
Gordon, returns in “The Good Pro-

vider.” Usually one feature makes
a reputation, but here is another

which certainly enhances Miss Gor-

don’s reputation. The play was un-

usually fine and the cast super-

excellent.

CALIFORNIA—A little over two
years ago, John P. McCarthy pre-

view of “Out of the Dust.” Every-

body, who was anybody in pictures,

attended. At that time, I wrote a

long, descriptive criticism of it, in

which I claimed that one of the

greatest pictures which had ever

been made independently was shown
on that night. No doubt, Mr. Mc-
Carthy had his innumerable diffi-

culties trying to pull this picture

through the barrier of the various

syndicates, which control the re-

leases for the exhibitors, for after

this length of time he has managed
to present it at the same theatre

where it was originally pre-viewed.

The waiting line outside of the the-

atre was conclusive evidence of my
description of the picture originally.

Russell Simpson was made for the

part; Dorcas Matthews enlivened

her reputation; Master Pat Moore
was at his best. Robert McKim
was never so goodly bad. Jane
Talent showed that she possessed a

tremendous lot of talent, but what-
ever has become of this young,
blonde lady? Edward Jobson gave
a masterful characterization, as Jim
Smith, a dive keeper. Mickey
Moore, Frances Powers and Bert

Sprotte, all did their share towards
making “Out of the Dust” a com-
plete success.

KLEIN & WEISS’—No doub.t you
get tired of always eating steaks and
chops. If you do, my advice is to

ask the advice of B. Klein and Joe

Weiss, just what Hungarian food to

eat that night. You will find them
at 331 South Spring street, and, be-

lieve me, they are a couple of nice

Jewish boys, who know how to pro-

vide for your stomach.
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

KINEMA—This theatre didn't have

much trouble in keeping Jackie

Coogan in "Trouble for at least two

weeks. The boy is always good, al-

though the story might have been

better to suit the proclivities of this

star-let.

THE SHIP—Although I did not per-

sonally attend the maiden voyage of

the new “Ship,” I understand from

a friend who represented me that it

was a swell affair. The waves on

the outside helped to make it so.

Morrie Rauch and Bill Paine

proved themselves able skippers,

and the passengers found a great

many things to amuse them on the

initial trip.

SUNSET INN — Claude McElhany

drove me past this much advertised

resort at about 7:30 one night and

I saw exactly two machines lined

out in front. Evidently, Sunset Inn

is becoming very popular?

WINTER GARDEN—There is a very

nifty show going on at- this place at

this writing, which is really worth

while, with a clever comedian, or

two, and some splendid individual

dancing numbers. I also saw an

old favorite of ours, Claire Vaughn,

the noted “Coon Shouter.” Of

course, as King Baggot says, “If

they do steal other people’s stuff,

they should at least give Gus Ed-

wards or Richard Karle credit for

it, when putting any of those kind

of numbers on.”

VICTOR HUGO—The only thing I

can tell you about this cafe in this

issue is, that its proprietor is to be

seen on Tuesday night at Jack

Doyle’s, and on Friday night trying

to get a decent seat from Roy Mar-

shall in the Legion Stadium.

NEW MOONLITE GARDENS—
This place opened the first of June

and there is nothing especially at-

tractive about it, nor is there any-

thing within its doors to recom-

mend it particularly to the discrim-

inating.

JAHNKE’S—The music in this be-

neath-the-sidewalk cafe is being

much talked of by the discriminat-

ing musical public. Jackie Taylor,

Lou Stepp and Schomberg are re-

sponsible for these favorable vocal

criticisms.

GREEN MILL— Is still doing a good
business and serving a splendid

chicken dinner.

PALAISE ROYAL—This place got a

little free publicity last week. A
well intentioned burglar got away
with $1600 or $1700. If this sum
represents the intake at this place

each day, here is an arithmetic

problem for you. How much profit

was made out of this amount, pre-

sented the critical public with a pre-

suming this amount had not been

stolen in the first place, or the last

place I spoke of?

MARCELL’S—Well, it opened! and,

although Brandstatter figured that

society would turn out because he

asked them to, he must have re-

ceived the jolt of his life when he

saw the congregation. Quite a num-
ber of Jewish society people were

conspicuous for their loud voices

and shirt fronts.

As my night life article has been

rather prolonged and boresome in this

issue, I am leaving my beautiful ste-

nographer to her deadly task of typ-

ing these notes, while I go out and
ask Charles Lockhard, the business

manager of the Los Angeles baseball

club—why his (Angels) didn’t win
the second game last Sunday against

Charles Lorenz’ (Tigers). You can

say what you please about your

major clubs, but the major operation

in my young life is to go and see

these two battle-scarred teams fight-

ing it out for the Pacific Coast base-

ball supremacy. I hope while wit-

nessing the Monday game to be able

to return to my said “B. S.” and tell

her that Charles Lockhard certainly

answered my question.

Paul Powell has practically com-
pleted “Borderland,” but some of the

trick episodes in the remarkable pic-

ture by Beulah Marie Dix, starring

Agnes Ayres for Paramount, required

considerable time to film. It is a

novelty picture in every respect.

* * *

Bertram Bracken says that telling a

woman’s age and being polite are two
different things.

* * *

“Ah, I’ve been tripped,” he said, as

he fell for the girl. Monroe Salisbury

must have his little gag.

* * *

Larry Semon again!

Intermission between the cast

should be called: “Flask openers.”

Arrowhead
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‘A SEASON PASS” IN LIFE PRODUCING INDEPENDENTLY EDWIN CLAPP OXFORDS

By Marshall Lorimer

We’re all just striving Students,

Each of us out to win,

The Prizes that we strive for

—

Health, Happiness and “Tin,”

Most are rich in one of these,

But few can gain them all,

While Laggards only hurt themselves

—

For such can only crawl.

You’ve got to wear your thinking Cap,

In everything you do;

For Fortune never willingly

Comes to one of you.

You’ve got to work like blazes!

(It’s Play—once you break in):

But Gee, it beats Creation

—

When you spell the Word—I WIN!

So get your little hustle on,

And don’t forget to smile:

While handing out the “High signs”

Of triumph all the while.

Forget your stomach when you’re

broke,

(A Rest will do it good),

And never say
—

“I can’t today,”

When it’s not understood.

Just read your Daily Papers,

Then pick your Items out,

You’ll hardly see a Headline there

—

Except of some good “Scout.”

All Failures are an Eye-sore

In any kind of print,

The mould of your own coining

Is impressed in Nature’s Mint.

LONDON A BIG PLACE

A1 Christie has sent his brother and
his studio associates his first bulletin

from London, immediately on reach-

ing the other side last week. He
says London is a fine town, and in

his judgment a place with a future.

Among other observations he says

it reminds him of his birthplace, Lon<
don, Ontario. He thinks the London-
ers copied a lot of things from the

Canadian town.

Christie was also surprised to hear

such a great number of people speak-

ing English.

“There are almost as many English

actors,” he adds, “at the Savoy Hotel

here as there are at the Hotel Holly-

wood.”

His first night in London he saw
a preview of Harold Lloyd’s “Sailor-

Made Man,” which is knocking the

English for a row of Brown Bowlers.

Jack Coogan, senior, father of the

famous starlet, has announced himself

in the role of producer. Mr. Coogan

has created two production units at

United Studios, ea,ch to make a series

of twelve two-reel pictures.

Rodeo Productions, under the di-

rection of George Marshall, former

Tom Mix director, are working hard

with their first picture nearly ready.

All-star casts will be featured in the

entire series with stories by W. C.

Tuttle.

The Fred Hibbard Productions will

feature novel comedies with all slap-

stick methods omitted in production.

Fred Hibbard is directing this series

and both Mr. Coogan and Frank

Lloyd, who directed Jackie Coogan
in “Oliver Twist,” are interested in

this unit in the roles of producers.

Mr. Hibbard “discovered” Baby
Peggy and created many pictures with

this little star and “Brownie,” the

dog, for Century Comedies. Prior to

his association with Century, Elibbard

was with Mack Sennett where he di-

rected such stars as Sam Bernard, Ed-

die Foy, Ben Turpin, Polly Moran
and a host of others equally as popu-

lar.

According to Mr. Coogan, distribu-

tion on the two units will be settled in

the very near future. Mr. Coogan
plans a trip East in a short time. Act-

ing as production manager is Arthur

Bernstein, who is in a similar capacity

with the Jackie Coogan Productions.

All work will be done at United

Studios where Jackie makes his fea-

ture productions. Mr. Coogan has

made a careful survey of the motion

picture industry in the three years that

Jackie has appeared before the camera
and in that time has amassed a world

of information pertaining to the inner

workings of the studios.
O

The building of a great ship to

represent one of the vessels in which
the colonists were conveyed from
England to Virginia in the old days,

has been a considerable task for the

Lasky craftsmen. The ship is for

George Fitzmaurice’s production, “To
Have and To Hold,” adapted by Ouide
Bergere from Mary Johnston’s novel.

Betty Compson and Bert Lytell are

featured with a splendid cast which in-

cludes Theodore Kosloff as the heavy.

Tropical

Clothes

Palm Beaches,

Wash Silks,

Crashes

—and those other

warm-weather suit-

ings that keep a

man comfortable and

cool.

—Moderately priced as

our clothes always are.

Tailored to suit, not

just made to sell.

437-443 Spring North of 5™

V A SS A R S UM M E R “BRIEFS

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
ALMOST THE RIGHT ENDING

Not so many years ago Harold
Bucquet left England to seek his

fortunes in the new world. Cross-

ing the Atlantic he made the ac-

quaintance of Daisy Ashley, a beau-

tiful young woman—a fellow passen-

ger also in search of new world for-

tunes.

Years fled and the couple neither

saw nor knew just what befell the

other. Success came to Bucquet in

the picture game, where he is as-

sistant to Director Allen Holubar,

and has been on all that director’s

big productions during the last four

years.
*

And in the meantime—Miss Ash-
ley settled in Canada where she, co-

incidentally, got into the exhibiting

end of pictures. She plugged along
until her merit was recognized and
she became a well-known reviewer

of pictures at Toronto.

In the guise of cupid a First Na-
tional publicity writer quite inno-

cently furnished Miss Ashley with

the information that Bucquet was
working on the production of “Hur-
ricane’s Gal,” starring Dorothy Phil-

lips. And then a dainty, scented

letter came to Harry asking if he

were not the young man she met in

mid-ocean.

And then Harry hurriedly penned
her a note saying: “Yes, I’m the

man. Have been married almost
two years and am the father of a

chi-e-l-d. Am happy.”

It was a plain case of cupid get-

ting behind his schedule. This story

ought to end with Harry and Daisy
taking honeymoon passage back to

merry England, but—curses—it can’t.

California is full of bigamy laws.

P. S.—Miss Ashley didn’t propose
in the letter and she may be mar-
ried already for all this writer

knows. But, anyway, it’s near-

romance.

Sam Wood, on his arrival from New
York, will proceed with his work on

his next production, “The Impossible

Mrs. Bellew.” Gloria Swanson will

arrive about June 7th and is to star

in this picture. While in New York
Mr. Wood obtained some splendid

scenes, including shipping, street and
other views. David Lisle wrote this

story which Percy Heath adapted.

MORE IMPRESSIONS

(Carey Wilson, associate editor of

the Goldwyn scenario department, re-

cently wrote a series of impressions of

famous film folk which were pub-

lished in newspapers all over the coun-

try. Here are a few more.)

PAT O’MALLEY—Penrod with a

grown-up soul.

MAE BUSCH—Coles Phillips and

John Held collaborating on the por-

trait of a vampire.

NORMAN KERRY—The night-

mare dreamed of by most any hard-

working husband.

AGNES AYRES—A white marble

villa overlooking the Italian lake

Como—a ’cello throbs with Tchai-

kowsky.

PAUL BERN — Hamlet lost in

Gopher Prairie.

BEBE DANIELS—Vivid carmine

lip rouge in a green-gold jar.

MABEL NORMAND—Peter Pan
in Tiffany’s.

MAURICE TOURNEUR—An art-

istic Columbus proving that the screen

world is not flat:

MAY McAVOY — June sunshine

casts the shadow of a Tanagra statu-

ette on the cover of “Town and Coun-
try.”

ERNEST TORRANCE— Mephis-

topheles in riding boots grinning at

human happiness.

BESSIE LOVE—A blue gingham
sunbonnet in a bed of panies.

RALPH BLOCK—“John Storm”
preaching Bolshevism from a soap-

box in the shadow of the First Na-
tional Bank.

MARIE PREVOST—A composite

of all the late Raphael Kirchner’s

drawings in the lobby of the Century

Theatre, New York.

LON CHANEY—The “tyronno-

saurus” of screen acting. (See Wells’

C. of H.)

ELINOR GLYN—A matinee whirl-

igig in which may be discerned flashes

of Paquin, a Ritz menu, a suffragist

Eve, jade amulets, and the fourteen

foremost business principles of suc-

cess as laid down by the Standard Oil

Co.

Director Victor Heerman has com-
pleted the script of the original story

which will be Owen Moore’s next

Selznick vehicle.

CAUSE FOR THOUGHT

ETHEL BROADHURST
A Screenland Favorite

Remembers that she is without
her favorite Chocolates and makes
up her mind to call at 621 South
Olive Street for another box of

RAGTIME CHOCOLATES
Distributed by

C. C. BROWN CO.
621 South Olive St.

Telephone Broadway 1610

BARTINE BURKETT
Ingenue in Comedies

An enormous temple ruins has been

constructed for the Pathe serial, “The

Riddle of the Range,” in which Ruth

Roland is starred.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
SLAVEY PROVES VALUABLE

TO LEATRICE JOY

Leatrice Joy’s newest character in

Marshall Neilan’s “Her Man" recalls

to mind that popular screen actress’

earlier days in her career when she

found it no easy matter to keep the

well-known wolf from her vestibule.

Back in New York when Miss Joy
received an occasional “bit” in a

picture, she lived in a small boarding

house on Eighty-fifth street with her

mother and little brother. Here she

became attached to a typical board-

ing house slavey of the Sis Hop-
kins style who came to the actress

with her many trials and tribula-

tions.

In “Her Man” Miss Joy plays just

such a slavey character and trans-

forms her pretty self into a homely
little boarding house drudge. In re-

hearsing herself for this character,

Miss Joy recalled her former ac-

quiantance and mimiced the manner-
isms and general appearance of her

little slavey friend which she claimed

is the secret of the success with

which she handles this part.

Unlike her recent appearances on

the screen in rich velvets and silks,

Miss Joy gets away from the type

of part which has established her

as a popular movie actress by wear-
ing work-worn clothes in “Her Man.”
Instead of the beautiful leading lady,

as we have been accustomed to see-

ing her, she appears as a very home-
ly girl, ungraceful and ungainly. Be-

cause of this departure from her

usual type of work, her new char-

acter—according to Miss Joy—would
have indeed been difficult had she

not had such an intimate acquaint-

ance with the genuine article.

HOW DARE YOU, ORA!

Ora Carew tries to outdo H. H.
Van Loan in a short story:

They were still in the lovey dovey
period.

When Reginald heard his little

bride dramatically weeping in her

boudoir, he rushed in frantically.

“Oh, my dear, ’ittle honey bunch o’

sweetness—what’s the matter wif’ my
poor ’ittle dear?” he implored, beside

himself for fear he had committed
some ignorant and unforivable crime.

Dolly giggled through the tears.

“Silly old Reggie!” she explained,

“I just wanted to see if my new face

powder was really waterproof!”

THE FUTURE WILL TELL

Famous beauties, great character

men, leading men and stars of definite

position pass in review before the eyes

that guided “Foolish Wives” as Von
Stroheim casts his new story at Uni-

versal City.

One and all, they have the same
thought what is there in the new ven-

ture for them? How big a role—what
chance of dominating the picture?

Straightforwardly and with masked
faces, frankly or subtly, they seek to

find this out. They might all be frank,

if they only knew, for the man who
can see talent under an exterior that

the casting director gives only a cas-

ual glance can see through “profes-

sional” talk as a cat sees through Sty-

gian gloom.

In their various ways they seek

their main object; though many cele-

brated ones are willing to play “bits”

with the master director.

And to them all he has one answer:

“My new story I wrote with Mary
Philbin in mind; in fact, I wrote it

around her. It is for her. Her role

will dominate; what she cannot do, I

will make her do. She is not simply a

beauty contest winner of a year’s

screen experience, she is one of the

most promising girls the screen ever

saw.

That is the answer that famous art-

ists of filmdom get from von Stro-

heim.

FINIS FOX TO
DIRECT FEATURE

Finnis Fox, screen writer, director

and producer, has been engaged by the

Cosmopolitan Film Company to direct

“The Bishop of the Ozarks,” an orig-

inal story by W. M. Howard, noted

Congressman, author and lecturer.

A strong cast of notable players will

be selected for the leading roles and

production will start just as soon as

Mr. Fox finishes the continuity. “The
Bishop of the Ozarks,” says Mr. Fox,

“is the most unusual, the most daring

story I have ever read. It explores

realms of the imagination never before

filmed and promises to be one of the

most sensational pictures ever made.”

T. Roy Barnes had started on “The
Old Homestead”—News item. Never
knew he was a carpenter before.

vantageous reasons
for having an account in

the Heilman Bank — and
not one reason why you
should not

Aside from the fact- it is

one of California’s largest
and fastest growing insti-

tutions—it's the only bank
that has a service exactly
suited to your require-
ments.

All Branches

Open Saturday Evenings

Fred Tyler is assisting Director

Dave Smith in the production of “The
Gammon Girl,” starring Alice Cal-

houn at Vitagraph lot.

1 VA FORRESTER
A Screenland Beauty
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

;
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IT SHOULD BE COLORFUL

Charles Bryant, director of Mme.
Nazimova’s production of “Salome,”

reached New York just in time to

witness somebody’s maltreatment on

the stage of the original Wilde ver-

sion of the story which was, the

critics agreed, about as badly mangled

as it could be. But the public’s inter-

est in even a poor performance is such

as to add to Mr. Bryant’s confidence,

he says, in Nazimova’s exquisite, fan-

tastic and colorful production. Ar-

rangements for the release and dis-

tribution of the Nazimova film are be-

ing made by Mr. Bryant in New York

and a far reaching campaign of ex-

ploitation is planned.

A THOUGHT

If rhyme which wins the eye for brief

respite

Gives one dull mind relief in reading

it,

’Tis serving same with Verse of high

repute

For sadness had not smiled—had it

been mute.

—By M. L.

THE HEIGHT OF DUMBNESS

Can you imagine the dejection of

Richard Walton Tully’s press repre-

sentative when he ran across the man
who he now proclaims possesses the

height of dumbness: this man thinks

Guy Bates Post is a branch of the

American Legion!

Wisdom isn’t the dominating thing

in the character of the heroine of

“They’re Off.” a Universal picture

starring Marie Prevost, just finished

by Stuart Paton. In fact, she’s rather

a light-headed person at times, and
she is a married girl. So Universal has

changed the title to “The Married

Flapper,” which expressed the whole
situation.

* * *

Scot R. Beal has returned from
Boulder Creek with the John Wray
Productions and is now shooting at

Ince studio. While that company was
on location they worked with a four-

ring circus for ten days, starting from
Oakland.

JUST DROPPING AROUND

As a child Buster Keaton, well-

known First National screen come-
dian, was perhaps the most vocifer-

ously pitied youngster in the country.

This was especially the case in the

stage of New York, where the Gerry

Society repeatedly accused his father

of cruelty. Buster was a member of

the act known as ‘The Three Kea-

tons,” which was of the knockabout

variety. He was known as the

human football, for his father used to

throw and kick him around, all for

the edification of the audiences.

Managers of theatres at which

“The Three Keatons” appeared,

would be deluged with notes from

sympathetic women protesting at the

manner in which “that poor child”

was treated.

“My father used to carry me on

the stage and drop me,” said Buster.

“He would pick me up and hurl me
at a piece of scenery, sometimes

knocking the scenery down with me
and sometimes not. He would often

throw me as far as thirty feet. I

liked it and I was never bruised, for

he taught me early in life how to fall

and break them.”

On one occasion in New York, the

protests were so numerous that offi-

cials took action. He was taken be-

fore the governor of the state and
stripped, just to prove that he had

no broken bones. As a matter of

fact, he didn’t even have any bruises.

He had been thoroughly taught

how to take his falls, and that is the

reason that today Keaton is consid-

ered the best tumbler in the movies.

Nothing hurts him and he’ll try

anything—once.

George Webster returned with the

Tom Mix productions from Lone Pine

and they are now finishing their cur-

rent picture at Fox studio.

HERE IS A CHANGE!

(National Shirt Shops, Inc.)

548-550 South Broadway
Phene Pico 3690
Mgrs. Clothing Dept.

A splendid vision of the latest

Ready-to-Wear Men’s Suits!

Just Quality Clothes

WHAT’S WHAT—SENNETT LOT

Billy Bevan and Mildren June, fea-

tured players in the latest Mack Sen-

nett comedy, “Oh! Daddy!” are forced

to show everything they possess in the

way of talent, owing to the particu-

larly good performance offered by the

specially picked cast supporting them.

Dot Farley, Kewpie Morgan and Jim

Finlayson need no introduction to the

picture going public who will no doubt

be glad to learn that this trio have

been engaged by the Comedy King,

Mack Sennett, to appear in a num-
ber of forthcoming comedy specials.

Teddy, the wonder dog, too, takes an

important part in the cast of this lat-

est laugh-maker as does a trio of very

clever young children.

Roy Del Ruth, who has been meet-

ing with such success in the direction

of Sennett comedies lately, directed

“Oh! Daddy!”

Wig Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs Waving our Specialty

to Order

Touoees mA'r 1

! Jj# Hepner

jit Toilette Preparations

Hair Avnn
Dressing Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
Marcelling & (Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jiepner No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK INCORPORATE

D

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

Richard Dix has been given the

leading masculine role in the film ver-

sion of “The Christian,” which Gold-

wyn is preparing to make. He is now
on his way to New York, thence to

England, where some of the scenes

will be taken.

Edith Roberts has been added to

the cast for “The Sunshine Trail,” the

Douglas MacLean comedy vehicle

now in production at the Ince studio,

under the direction of James Horne.

Horne has directed three of the un-

released comedy specials featuring

MacLean.
* * *

Allen Holubar has been engaged by

Goldwyn to direct “Broken Chains,”

the scenario by Miss Winifred Kim-
ball, which was awarded the $10,000

prize in the recent Goldwyn-Chicago
Daily News contest.

* * *

Virgil Hart has been engaged to as-

sist Howard Mitchell at Fox in the

production of a William Russell film.

Their troupe is preparing to go to

Yosemite.
* * *

Among others to support “Strong-

heart,” dog hero of the Jane Murfin-

Larry Trimble production, “Brawn of

the North,” will be the hero's half

brother, “Cuno,” a famous Belgian

police dog.
* * *

Joseph M. Schenck is now select-

ing Norma Talmadge’s next starring

vehicle, which will follow the release

of “The Eternal Flame.”
* * *

“Fools First,” Marshall Neilan’s

latest production, is soon to have its

western premiere at the Kinema
Theatre, Los Angeles.

* * =H

Katherine MacDonald’s next star-

ring vehicle, after completing the

filming of “White Shoulders.” is to

be “The Lonely Road,” a story by
Charles Logue.

* * *

John M. Stahl is now casting for

“The Dangerous Age,” an all-star

Louis B. Mayer production. Lewis
Stone has been signed for one of the

principal parts.

* * *

James Kilgannon leaves for Balboa
with Director Fitzmaurice this week.

PLEASE PATH

MABEL LEAVES THREE NAMES BEHIND

By MARSHALL LORIMER
There was a time when “MICKY” was on everybody’s tongue,
From Children barely toddling, and Old Folks nearly done,
Until there came our “MOLLY-O” as charming as a song,
With its hidden veil cf tear-drops, and true whole-hearted fun.
Each came at that right moment, when we wanted it the most,
Then having entered in each heart, in turn gave up the ghost.

Now comes a most romantic theme, to add to MABEL’S fame

—

With Spanish backgrounds to enhance our dear “SUZANNA’S” name.
Our MABEL NORMAND there disports from Peon, to greater

heights,

Until she takes us step by step, with loveliness, and ART,
In such a manner that we feel, like she the new delights
That only ARTISTS feel—who know they’ve really played the part!

No one of us can say we did three things in life just right;

Not so with Mabel Normand, for three NAMES she leaves behind,

To carry forward thru the years to greet our Children’s sight

—

You’ve guessed them—“MICKY,” “MOLLY-O” and “SUZANNA”
in your mind!

Such Pictures cannot fail to leave an impress on each Age;
What more can one do, than to leave behind her such a Page?

LUCILE PINSON
Popular in Pictures

Outside companies producing at

Universal City include the Irving

Cummings Productions, Campbell

Comedies, Herbst Productions, Phil

Goldstone Productions, Warner Broth-

ers, “Broncho Billy” Anderson and

Sunset Productions. Harry Myers is

the Warner Brothers star. Franklyn
Farnum and Richard Talmadge the

Goldstone stars and Jack Hoxie the

Sunset star.

Harold Lloyd has been working all

the week on a faction in his current

comedy where the action all transpires

in the wee sma’ hours of the morning.

The scenes are full of excitement and

the work of the comedian has both

comedy and drama. Mildred Davis is

appearing opposite. The rest of the

support includes Eric Mayne, John T.

Prince, Norman Hammond, Florence

Mahon, Joy Winthrop and others.

O N I Z E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Under the
BY THE MAN

A. D. A. SMOKER
GREAT SUCCESS

Fifty-five members and eighteen

guests attended the second quarterly

smoker in the Association Club rooms,

May 25, and were entertained by Os-

car Van de Steyn and pupils of his

Hollywood School of Stage Dancing

with the following program:

Hazel de Yere, original dances and

songs.

Helen Goodreau, French toe danc-

ing and a gypsy dance.

Florence Melrose, songs.

Irene Allen, songs.

Tom Price, ballads.

Eunice Howard, pupil of Kosloff,

series of interpretive dances.

Little Vivian, twelve-year-old Ori-

ental dancer.

The Misses de Vere, Ranrbeau and

Howard in song and dance number,

"California Poppies.”

Mile. Mildred Galt, artist model,

group of poses.

Frank Koch, pianist; Frank Mack,
trombone; Walter Pickering, com-
edian.

Pete Gerald in characterization,

“Hop Head’s Dream.”

A1 McKinnon, Scotch song “Louder
Harry, Louder.”

H. A. Barrows bursts out again:

Fellow sat in the first row at a leg

show and said:

“I can’t see a thing; I’m too far

back.” Speaks well for the girls,

doesn’t it?

Witzel
I Los Ang-eles Leading-
* Professional Photographer

S 828 South Hill St.

J Phone 62448

536 South Broadway
Phone 820414

L-

6324 Hollywood Blvd.i

Holly 343

•

WHILE THE BOSS IS AWAY q
While A1 Christie is away in Europe

production is humming along at the

Christie Comedy Studios, with direc-

tors William Beaudine and Scott Sid-

ney on the busy list.

Beaudine has already started a

comedy which will feature Bobby Ver-

non in a college and prize fight story

called, “Pardon My Glove,” which
was written by W. Scott Darling. He
is now taking fight arena scenes every

day. In addition to Vernon there are

in the picture such well known play-

ers as Vera Steadman, George
Pearce, Ward Caulfield, Tommy
O’Brien, Harry Burns and “Zack”
Williams, a colored heavyweight who
does a good bit of tne “heavy lifting”

in the picture.

Scott Sidney is directing “The Son
of a Sheik” with Neal Burns and
Viola Daniel playing the leading

roles. “The Son of a Sheik,” it is said,

is the fourteenth Arabian desert pic-

ture to go into production in Los An-
geles this spring, only this will be

different in that it is a two-reel com-
edy and will find the funny side of

romantic Sahara love.

Dorothy Devore is taking jockey

riding lessons for the first comedy she

will appear in after Christie’s return

early in July. George Stewart will

play opposite her.

Ed Hearn says we certainly import

a lot of raw material.

BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

FRIENDS ARE GREATER
THAN WEALTH

Gentle folk can never disguise their

breeding, which leads us to Claude

McElhany and Katherine McElhany,
his more than charming wife, who
lately have taken a very cosy and
roomy house near the “Sad Sea

Waves” at Ocean Park, California.

Now, although they live at least 45

minutes from Broadway, Los Angeles,

we emphatically assert that the time

is well spent visiting this delightful

couple and their 9-year-old healthy

son. These gentle folk come from the

thriving city of Springfield, Mo., and

although they are never tired talking

about their good friends left behind,

they still bear in mind the fact that

they have made many new ones (in-

cluding the writer). Now as space is

valuable, it stands to reason that they

must be worthwhile to beget the

space we allot their attributes. In con-

clusion (although we suspect that Mrs.

Wilson had a hand in it) Mrs. Kath-

erine McElhany is the Champion
Marble Cake Maker in the World!
We wouldn’t dare say this, but for the

fact that “Mac” happens to be a real-

honest friend of ours.

Mary Miles Minter will start in the

near future, with Tom Moore, in a

production for Paramount of “The
Cowboy and the Lady,” Clyde Fitch’s

play which offers a new angle on the

boundless West. John Robertson is to

direct the picture.

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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LASKY-ISMS

A1 Werker, assistant director with

Mary Pickford for three years, has

become identified with Joseph M.

Schenck Productions. He is acting as

general assistant under Lou Anger,

Mr. Schenck’s general manager.
* * *

Elaine Hammerstein, who just fin-

ished “Under Oath” at United, is hav-

ing her first peep at San Diego and

Tia Juana.
* * *

Harry Meyers has been engaged to

play the principal male role in the J.

L. Frothingham production of “The
Vengeance of the Deep,” an original

story by A. B. Barringer, which Mr.

Frothingham will personally direct.

Meyers’ recent appearances have been

in “The Connecticut Yankee” and
“Robinson Crusoe.” “The Vengeance
of the Deep” will be filmed at United.

* * *

Lloyd Hamilton, of Hamilton-

White Comedies, will resume produc-

tion on June 15. He will make six big

special comedies this year. Jack
White will also commence work on
the first of a series of twelve Mermaid
Comedies.

* * *

Milano Tilden, for several years per-

sonal stage manager for Guy Bates

Post, will supervise the properties,

wardrobe and makeup for the Richard
Walton Tully production of “Omar,
the Tentmaker.”

* * *

James Whipple has sent his wife

and daughter to New Orleans to visit.

Making Moving Pictures!
Every Tuesday at 1:30 P. M.

Celebrated Stars of
Screenland

in turn — show how PICTURES
are made. THOUSANDS OF
SEATS with a perfect view from
each.

Hollywood Legion
Stadium

El Centro, off Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone Reservations—Holly 100

The femanine fans who wonder

where their favorite leading men are

might well look over the casts of pic-

tures under way at Universal City.

Here are some of the film beau brum-
mels working there:

Frank Kingsley and Philo McCul-
lough, with the current Marie Pre-

vost vehicle; Reginald Denny and

Kingsley Benedict, with the Universal-

Jewel special, “The Kentucky Derby,”

directed by King Baggot; Edward
Hearn, Lloyd Whitlock and Harold

Goodwin, with the special directed by

Hobart Henley, “The Flirt”; Harry
Myers and Ralph McCullough, with

the current Gladys Walton picture;

James Kirkwood, John Davidson and

Stuart Holmes, with the Priscilla

Dean vehicle, “Under Two Flags,”

and Wallace MacDonald, with Frank

Mayo’s current effort. Some are play-

ing “heavies.”

This does not include the male

stars, Herbert Rawlinson, Frank
Mayo, Art Acord, Hoot Gibson, Wil-

liam Desmond, Neely Edwards and
Roy Atwell. Denny is really a star

also, but is being used in an all-star

cast by Baggot.
=k * *

Hugh Hoffman, a picture inspector

and member of the story committee at

Universal City, wrote a Northwest
Mounted Police yarn that would tran-

sscribe nicely to two-reel films. He
has written many scenarios.

He had an idea or two that directors

generally looked askance on. His

story wouldn’t get filmed exactly as

he wanted it by some other director,

so Carl Laemmle, president of the

Lfniversal company, made him a di-

rector, in order that he can try out

his own ideas in his own way. He
will be a director for one picture and
if it is worth while, more will come.

Art Acord will be starred.

Who says producers don’t listen to

new ideas?

* ^ #

According to reports from the East,

Anita Stewart will leave for Cali-

fornia in about a month.

Cecil B. DeMille took a portion of

his company to Santa Barbara this

week for scenes in “Manslaughter,”

his latest production for Paramount
pictures. Some of the sensational in-

cidents leading up to the big situation

in the picture were made. Thomas
Meighan, Leatrice Joy, Lois Wilson

and others appear in the fine cast and

Jeanie Macpherson is author of the

adaptation of Alice Duer Miller’s

novel.
* * *

“Pink Gods,” in which Bebe Daniels,

Anna Q. Nilsson, James Kirkwood
and others have the prominent roles,

is a Penrhyn Stanlaws’ production for

Paramount, dealing with the diamond
industry and the attendant romance

and adventure in South Africa.
* * *

“The Old Homestead” was formally

started this week at the Lasky studio,

under the direction of James Cruze,

and today the company went to the

Lasky Ranch where one of the most

complete villages ever used in a mo-
tion picture has been constructed.

Something like forty houses were

erected for this set and much credit

is due to Art Director Max Parker

and his staff, as well as the set

builders, for the excellent work that

has been done. A veritable all-star

cast with Theodore Roberts, T. Roy
Barnes, George Fawcett, Fritzi Ridge-

way and others will appear in this new
version of the American classic which

was adapted by Perley Poore Sheehan
and Frank E. Woods—continuity be-

ing by Julien Josephson, while Walter
Woods supervises.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition: gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

:an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

J. L. Frothingham is about to pro-

duce a picture entitled, “The Ven-
geance of the Deep.” Has this any-

thing to do with the three-mile limit?

queries H. H. Van Loan.

A NEW COMPANY
O

Another Los Angeles independent

motion picture producing concern has

renounced its eastern distributing af-

filiations and has added a distribut-

ing branch to its local headquarters.

The latest concern to market its

own wares is the O’Conor Produc-

tions, producers of a new series of

Billy Franey two-reel comedies. These

productions, of which the first six

have been completed, will be twenty-

six in number. They will be published

bi-monthly and delivered direct to the

state rights .exchanges throughout

America from the O’Conor plant at

the Caswell studios, Hollywood.

F. E. Samuels, former manager of

the Los Angeles Clune exchange, is

general sales manager. He will arrive

on the eastern territory the first week
in June to establish a branch office in

New York.

Billy Franey’s principal feminine

support in this series consists of Gale

Henry, Vera Reynolds and Ena
Gregory.

Robert O’Conor is head of the firm

bearing his name, while Gus Schu-

macher is general manager.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and o'verplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Gvom&n & Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway

THRU THE EYES OF LOVE

By Marshall Lorimer

Each wayward fancy has for me
A zest beyond mere words,

Each breath of spring that’s blown
to me

New strength my heart engirds.

The shades of green which meet mine

eyes.

Hold something far beyond;

Their tints recall that fresh surprise!

( When we, their beauties conned!)

The sapphire sky seemed mighty nigh

The color of your eyes!

The sordid, seemed to pass us by

In wonderment and sighs!

The rankest weeds held odors sweet,

The grass seemed beautiful!

And music was the lambkins bleat,

T o hearts ecstatical.

For earth and sky combined that day

In sheer felicity,

To place fresh beauties in our way,

As by conspiracy.

And when the shades of gloaming

spread

Their many varied hues

Of russet gold in sun-set red,

Commingled with strange blues—

•

When birds in liquid melody

Gave voice their thousand notes,

To wild triumphant rapsody

That charmed their gurgling

throats—

Twas then my halting tongue gave

vent

T o love’s great master stroke,

My sluggish lips grew eloquent

As if to magic woke.

Thy thrilling lips an answer graced

Where language seemed amiss,

Your dear existence you there placed

Within your spring wooed kiss.

“Paul” Parrott’s next vehicle will be

a laundry story, with the working

title “The Tail of a Shirt,” which J.

A. Howe will direct and which will be

a costume picture. Mr. Parrott will

be a “cop,” Jobyna Ralston will don

oriental garb and be a Chinese beaut}'

and Eddie Baker will be a “hard

boiled” Chinaman. The comedian is

now finishing work on a tenement

story which Jim Davis is directing.
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
IT’S ON ITS WAY

The negative and masterprint of

“Hurricane’s Gal,” Allen Holubar’s

latest First National attraction, star-

ring Dorothy Phillips, is scheduled to

be shipped East this week where final

laboratory work is to be done.

The work of editing and assembling

this sea-thriller has been going on for

the last three weeks at the United

Studios where the interiors of the

melodrama were “shot.’’

In this picture Miss Phillips is sup-

ported by an excellent cast contain-

ing such names as Robert Ellis, Ger-

trude Astor, Wallace Beery, Jack

Donovan, Frances Raymond and

James O. Barrows.

The following extracts are re-

printed from the San Francisco Bul-

letin and each speaks for itself.

—

(The Editor.)

And now it appears that “Salome”

isn’t to appear alone. William Fox
threatens to parallel the Nazimova
production with one of his own. He
has gone to his archives and brought

forth' the “Salome” that he made
about three years ago, the star of

which was the ample Theda Bara.

When the Nazimova production is

released in a town or a city the Fox
production will also be shown,

though there isn’t much likelihood

of their causing much confusion in

the public mind wherein it won’t

be possible to distinguish between

the Russian’s daughter of Herodias

and that of Theda’s.

* * *

Henry M. Lehrmann’s period of

mourning was brief and the funeral

statements ' of the picture producer

concerning his devotion to Virginia

Rappe were hardly cold before his

nuptial announcements were made.

Justice Cox of the city of Santa Ana
tied the knot that binds more or

less securely. The bride is Mary
Alice Simpson. New York reported

his engagement to Jocelyn Leigh, a

member of the Ziegfeld Follies.

Jocelyn Leigh was the stage name
of Miss Simpson, so Lehrmann isn’t

so fickle as the confusion of names
made him appear.

“Palaise Royal Cafe robbed”

—

news item. Who said anything about

honor among thieves?

$50,000.00 PAID FOR
OLD NEGATIVES

Sol Lesser, vice-president of the

West Coast Theatres, Inc., and one

of the main guns in the firing line of

Jackie Coogan’s productions, advises

that on his recent trip East, he con-

tracted for and bought outright, the

old negative of' “Oliver Twist” for

which he paid $50,000 cash.

The print is twelve years old and
could well be regarded as an antique

in film circles today. Lesser states

he made this deal to protect exhibitors

throughout the land from film pirates

releasing the old Twist prints in op-

position to the new production which

Jackie Coogan has just completed

under Frank Lloyd’s direction.

This was a big price to pay for a

piece of film that was absolutely use-

less but Mr. Lesser felt he must be

secure with the big production of

Dickens just completed, and feels

that even $50,000 was not too high a

price when protection in the future

was guaranteed.

The old negatives of “Oliver

Twist” which starred Nat Goodwin,
will be burned at United Studios

—

and forever forgotten.

SONGS WILL BE
CHEAPER NOW

The yellow peril threatens Holly-

wood.

In fact eight new babies all of them
of yellowish complexion were born

there this week.

Don’t be alarmed, however, for the

babies were all hanched out of tiny

eggs, and are the latest addition to

Dale Fuller’s collection of canaries.

Having just finished at Lasky’s and
awaiting the start of Von Stroheim’s

new picture. Dale has plenty of spare

moments to give the little birdlets

personal attention.

Turfysh

Village

A Place to

Meet—the

Reel Elite!

P. G. Manoi
Manager

221i/
2

West
Fourth St.

Los Angeles

Phone
670-89

GENOA AT HOME

Casting directors are quite used to

meeting members of every race on the

globe, but Director James Young and

his asistant, Jim Ewens, claim they

are learning a lot of ethnology these

days. Persians, Turks, Magyars,

Czechs and a lot of people of racial

groups still harder to pronounce have

been offering their services to support

Guy Bates Post in “Omar the Tent-

maker.” This will be the second Rich-

ard Walton Tully production to be

distributed through Associated First

National Pictures. The gang around

the casting office looks like an over-

flow meeting from the Genoa confer-

ence.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Female: I like that dress you have.

Ditto: Thanks. This is my divorce

suit.

Edith Johnson is right there de-

scribing modes!
* * *

Harry Carter figured this out:

From 20 to 40 yards of braid are

required to make a straw hat. From
70 to 174 square inches of dollar bill

are required to purchase it.

Any more of this sort of stuff and

we’ll go crazy.

Anyway, figure it out for yourself

if you don’t believe it.

* * *

Eileen Sedgwick and Leonard Clap-

ham both deserve credit for this:

Designer of Fashions^A photo-

graphic model with your face? Im-

possible!

Applicant—But madame, I was suc-

cessful as a bathing beauty in the

movies!
* * *

Colleen Moore told this to Antonio

Moreno at Goldwyn:
“What’s your grandmother doing?’’

“Oh, she’s in the first row at the

follies.”

* * *

Frank Lloyd and a bit of United

Studio wit:

“Well I’m in tune with the world
>

now,” he said, as he arranged his

radio.

* :!- *

Shirley Mason’s latest:

“Why so sad?”

“My girl is dyeing.”

“What?”
“Her hair.”

* * *

Jessie McAllister: Oh, you know I

have the lovliest new vacuum cleaner!

It cleans out anything!

Mr. Ben Wilson—So? That’s what
went over my clothes last night!

* * *

Grace Darmond submits her little

joke:

“Conductor, do you go to the

beach?”

“Only on the days I have off.”

* * *

Ruth Roland’s new picture, “The
Riddle of the Range,” is a great story.

But why make a joke out of the title?

Philip E. Rosen finished directing

Betty Compson two weeks ago in,

“The Bonded Woman.” Wonder if

she came from across the border?

* * *

Gladys Brockwell says that years

ago we used to look for the divorce

cases in the papers. Now we can’t find

anything else.

* * *

D. H. Branham said this after eat-

ing a “Ragtime Chocolate.”

The Girl: Oh!
The Boy: I’m a burglar!

The Girl: Oh!
The Boy: I’m gonna hold up youi

lips.

a Close U

No, Agnes, you don’t need a tele-

scope to see “Beyond the Rocks.”

James Farley does pick up the

strangest things.
* * *

Word has been received in Los
Angeles that Anita Stewart, star of

“The Woman He Married” and
“Rose O’ the Sea,” is to return to

the west coast some time next month.
* * *

Billy Tummell and Director Vek-

roff, who is directing Bill Desmond
in a serial for Universal, returned

from Truckee Friday, went to Balboa

the next day and are now back in

Truckee shooting the final scenes.
* * *

Norman Taurog wrote this:

Two men were talking. “Please let

me finish the sentence,” said the pris-

oner to the warden.
Jj« * *

No matter what the weather, the

latest style is always out, says Bernie

Durning.

Seen in local paper: Marshall Nei-

lan’s newest production — “Fools

First,” featuring Claire Winsor and
Richard Dix. That’s a nice thing to

say about anyone, and then just name
two people.

* * *

William Duncan’s latest:

“Why get married?”

“Oh, I do want a divorce so

much!”
* * *

Tom Forman: Ah, I know where
my collar button is.

Mrs. Forman: Where?
Tom Forman: In the shirt at the

laundry.

* * +

Jean Calhoun turns Y’s Kracker:

Is he a professional man?
Yeh, a cubist

What?
A crap shooter!

* * *

Scott Sydney read in the paper

where a man married a girl and then

borrowed five hundred dollars, and
never came back. “I’d get married,

too, if I could do that,” said the office

boy.

* * *

Lige Conley heard this in the Ham-
ilton-White office:

“Jack’s moustache certainly tickles

me.”

“It did me too, on Wednesday
night!”

* * *

James Kirkwood is in a new photo-

play entitled, “Pink Gods.” Wonder if

this is supposed to be before prohibi-

tion or not?
* * *

Gertrude Stevens heard a girl ask

if “Oliver Twist” was a new dance.

* * *

At Tally’s “Reported Missing”

—

news item. What the picture or the

theater? inquires Pauline Curley.
* * *

Charles Ray, whose latest produc-

tion, “Alias Julius Caesar,” is sched-

uled for First National release, is

prouder than ever of his pet wire-

haired terrier, “Whiskers.” This pa-

trician pup recently won one first

prize, two seconds and a fourth prize

at the dog show of the Los Angeles

Kennel Club.

* * *

Of course, Harry Van Meter under-

stands that undertakers do not run the

dye works.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

V

M ickey Daniel has been added to

the array of juvenile talent in the new
vehicle for “His Rascals,” a “Lady

Bountiful” story which has gone un-

der production. “Sunshine Sammy,”

Jackie Condon, Peggy Cartwright and

Jack Davis, young brother of Mildred

Davis, as well as a pair of twins will

be among those present. The same

featured animals will be used as well

as a monkey, a cat and a rat. Bob
McGowan is directing, with Tom Mc-
Namara, author of the script, on the

set.

Sidney Algiers, who has been with

Director John Stahl for the past

twelve months, will assist him in the

production of the "Dangerous Age”
at Mayer Company.

* * *

Roy Stewart’s best joke this week:

“This is sure a great case,” said the

judge, as he smacked his lips.

* * *

Charles Chaplin is now making his

eighth First National two-reel com-

edy, as yet untitled.

* * *

Gordon Hollingshead and Director

Ed Kennedy spent last week at San

Pedro Harbor using Submarine "L 8”

with Captain Kruger and Crew.
* * *

Wally Reid overheard this at

Lasky’s:

“Where’s the snubbing room?”
“The what?”

“Oh, I mean the cutting room.”
* * *

“You’ve certainly got a case on that

fellow.”

“Well, he’s got the best cellar in

the city.”

William Worthington has been lis-

tening to flapper slang.

* * *

No, “The Nervous Wreck” at the

Majestic was not a flivver. Helen
Dowling adds this to her column.

* * *

Everett Sullivan has just finished

assisting Director Wesley Ruggles di-

rect Alice Lake in ’’Over the Wire”
for Metro studios.

>i« s-c :*«

Sandy Roth is scheduled to start

as gag man with A1 St. John at Fox
studio in a series of comedies.

STRANGE THINGS HAPPEN

Tom Forman, director, and Charles

French, well known screen actor,

met for the first time in almost

ten years the other day when the

Preferred Pictures’ production of

“White Shoulders,” in which Kath-

erine MacDonald is starred, was
commenced under Forman’s direc-

tion.

When motion pictures were, in

reality, in their “infancy,” when the

one-reel was the principal type of

screen productions, Forman and

French were associated in the film-

ing of western thrillers which were
issued to the “fans” throughout the

world under the F. and F. brand.

In these early F. & F. pictures

French always played a leading role

and, as a rule, Forman was his

screen son. In addition to acting

French was the director of the pic-

tures, and it was under his instruc-

tion that Forman acquired his earli-

est knowledge of megaphonic ac-

tivities.

Curiously enough, in the last pic-

ture in which Forman and French

appeared together, the former was
forced, by the exigiencies of the

scenario, to shoot French. And in

“White Shoulders,” Tom Forman,
who enacts one of the chief roles

as well as directs the production, is

once more called upon by Lois Zell-

ner, the scenarist of the George
Kibbe Turner story, to shoot his

former partner.

Besides Forman and French, the

cast of “White Shoulders,” which
will be released by First National,

includes such well known and ca-

pable screen players as Bryant

Washburn, Richard Headrick, the

hero of the John M. Stahy produc-

tion, “The Child Thou Gavest Me,”

Nigel Barrie, Lillian Lawrence,

James Barrows, Fred Malatesta and

Lincoln Stedman.

Jimmie Aubrey says a smile on the

hip always wins.

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress

Thirty reels of “The Kentucky Der-

by,” the all-star Universal-Jewel spe-

cial directed by King Baggot, are in

the ed'torial department, though King

Baggot is but fairly started. Reginald

Denny, Lillian Rich, Gertrude Astor,

Lionel Belmore, Kingsley Benedict

and a dozen other popular players are

in the cast.

s{c sfc

Sometimes a good deal of time is

spent on one reel comedies, but sel-

dom is money lavished. What is be-

lieved to be one of the most expensive

sets ever used in a comedy is being

staged in a full reel at Universal City

starring Roy Atwell and directed by
Gil Pratt. A magnificent ball room set

is the scene of a masquerade dance,

with scores of beautifully costumed
figures obeying the pulse of synco-

pated music. Lila Leslie is the leading

woman opposite Atwell. The title is

“Ain’t Love Grand?”
* * *

Claude Camp reports that the five-

ton truck which hit him last week is

slowly recovering from its injuries.
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

HUGHES VS. MORENO MORE HOLLYWOOD GOSSIP BACK IN HARNESS

During the making of “The Bitter-

ness of Sweets” at the Goldwyn stu-

dio, Major Rupert Hughes, the author-

director, and Antonio Moreno, playing

the leading masculine role, engaged

constantly in good-natured but brisk

repartee. Hughes and Moreno were

indulging in a friendly argument when
Tony said:

‘‘No, Major, you’re trying to make
me out a liar.”

“No, Tony, God and long practice

did that before I ever knew you,” said

Hughes.

Hughes, who is as tireless a director

as he is writer, on several occasions

kept his company working until after

7 p. m. Moreno, a bachelor, said: “The
Major is a married man; he doesn’t

care what time he gets home.”

What Hughes said to that is not a

matter of record.

Neal Hart just got a recipe by radio.

That’s the old “gin-ger.”
1 1 '

Along Hollywood boulevard, gossip

is rife to the effect that Miss Patsy

Marks, aged 7, is “officially off” one

Air. Jackie Coogan, aged 7. The rea-

son is said to be that Miss Alma

Lloyd, aged 7, daughter of Frank
Lloyd, the director, was seen in

Jackie’s company too frequently to

suit the dashing young Miss Marks.

It appears that Miss Lloyd made
her film debut in Jackie’s “Trouble”

production and that the young star

was heard to tell her she could be his

leading lady any old time she so de-

sired.

“He plays too rough,” said Miss

Alarks.

“Patsy is a nice girl—she should

not be mad at me because Alma
worked in my picture,” was the only

comment coming from Mr. Coogan.

Miss Marks is a decided brunette.

Aliss Lloyd is a fair-haired maiden
with blue eyes.

Bubbling with enthusiasm and glad

to get back off the road, Phyllis

Haver, talented Mack Sennett comedy
star, has again taken up her grease

paint and mirror, again in the studio

dressing room.

Phyllis, in company with Ben Tur-
pin and Kathryn McGuire appeared
in a vaudeville sketch on -Pantages’

time in several of the coast cities, and
while she claims that the life of a

vaudeville artist is all that may be ex-

pected, she, nevertheless wants no
part of it in spite of the fact that at

one performance in San Francisco, the

theatre management had to answer to

the police authorities for overcrowd-
ing the house due to the anxiety of the

public to get a close-up of her.

Aliss Haver is now hard at work
with Ben Turpin, under the direction

of F. Richard Jones, with the produc-

tion of the next Sennett-Turpin special

for First National release, to be known
by the title of “The Frozen Trail.”

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something

to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTH AT OLIVE

co.
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“ANGELENOS, YOU CANT LAUGH THIS OFF!”
Continued from Second Cover Page

Then on thorough retrospection I discovared to my amazement that all the “pig-iron”

stuff that had ever been pulled at our various places of abode had been pulled by an
Angeleno, or a back-east yokel who wanted to start something and was disappointed when
we Hollywooders did not sit up, jump through or do our tricks when they snapped their

fingers. Of course there are a few exceptions in the colony—but then, you know, you can’t

keep a cockroach or two even out of the beM Cafeteria. So I apologize to a degree for

my tirade in my last letter to you against “my folks” here in Hollywood.
Well now, B. M., since I have that off my chest I must tell you of my unrequited latest

love. Even at that, old dear, the nude little infant with the bow and arrow doesn’t use me
as his ingenue lead very often, but when I am featured in that great farce comedy “Love”
I am usually booked solid for fifty-two weeks, but—this was “different.” You see, I was
playing opposite another star (who cares), who doubles for Joe Morgan, and, believe me,
“Ten Nights in a Bar-Room” are union hours compared to the time that boy spends with
his most cherished friend, his “boot-legger.” Even at that he was a twin-six boy and when
he got to hitting on ail twelve his line made the Sheik’s tent patter listen like Annie
Laurie compared to Caruso’s “Pagliacci.” So now when I heave a deep sigh and get that
far-away look, the girls put “It’s All Over Now” on the Victrola and I come back at them
with “Memories, Just Memories,” and absorb my chatter, old dear, for that is about all I

have left, just “memories.” But even at that I get to thinking of the saccharine blanks
that grand boy used to whisper in my shell pink ear and I don’t even have to bring in

the funny paper to get a laugh.

Well, no one will put another nickel in the slot, so I am just about due to run down.
So some day when thou hast dined well, won on the ball game and your disposition is at

par, give me a buzz and tell me what it is all about. Commence!
RUTH LOWREE SMART.

P. S.—Please, B. M., start a matrimonial column and see what you can do for me.
Any nice, rich, old man with plenty of money and clean habits wishing to get a descrip-

tion of me can call at the nearest police station and get my Bertillion record. R. L. S.

TO THE PUBLIC—ESPECIALLY EX-SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN-
Do you want to know the trend of the best minds in relation to the Soldiers’ Bonus Bill, what the
U. S. Veteran’s Bureau is doing, and many other matters of vital interest to you? Do you
really know what the Boy Scout Movement is? These subjects are thoroughly discussed in The
Veterans Journal.

What Is the Veterans Journal?
It is an independent weekly newspaper, devoted to the social, political and legislative welfare of
American veterans and their friends. By independent we mean that we are not affiliated with or
controlled by any political faction or veteran’s organization. We do not discriminate between race
or creed—we are a 100 per cent red-blooded American institution, and as such will endeavor at
all times to impartially discuss all matters of public interest, especially as they affect the ex-
service man.
Sometimes we may be wrong in our opinions—we may make mistakes—but to err is human.
However, we are trying to give the public something they have long wanted—a veterans’ paper
that can speak for itself and not be dictated to. The Veterans Journal asks no quarter, but it

does ask for your support as a solid business institution.
In the past we have published articles written especially for this paper by Gov. W. D. Stephens,
Mayor Geo. R. Cryer, and many other highly respected citizens, and you will continue to find them
in every issue. Our subscription rate, $2.00 per year, brings to you fifty-two copies of the best
veterans’ paper west of the Rockies, and in addition a free copy of the “Journal of Operations,”
364th Inf., 91st Div., in the late war. Can you think
of any veterans’ paper that will give you more for
one of Uncle Sam’s two-dollar bank notes? Of
course you can’t—so mail the coupon with $2.00 to-
day, before you forget it—or if it’s convenient call at
the office—you’ll always find a welcome hand here,
no matter where you’re from.

THE VETERANS JOURNAL
119 Henne Bldg.

122 West Third Street Los Angeles, Calif.

.192..

The Veterans Journal,
119 Henne Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which send me
The Veterans Journal for one year, and
the free book as per your offer.

Name
Address
City State
R. F. D



JACK COOPER
FILM COMEDIAN

1 here is a possibility that this famous English Comedian will spring a startling and
pleasant surprise upon the Play Loving Public in the very near future.
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The Undercurrents that Lead to the Sea of Despair!
HOW INDIVIDUAL ACTS CAN GIVE THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY A BLACK

EYE
By Emm. Ell.

Since Will Hays has been elected (Czar) of Motion Picture ethics, movement, exploi-
tation and conduct, perhaps, the charter members of the aggregation which elected him to
his high office will ask Mr. Hays to engage the Wm. Burns Detective Agency as how best
to prevent irresponsible individuals, who, by their private misconduct, serve to cheapen and
blacken the name of the Profession through which they gain their livelihood.

As one knows, it is the easiest thing in the world to criticize, but even the critics are
assigned a certain lot in life, if they are capable of giving constructive criticism. If, for
instance, they are capable of showing you where the fault lies and how to overcome it, then
that critic has accomplished something which the other fellow would, perhaps, have been
unable to perform.

The Motion Picture industry, as yet, is in a stage where Type has given way to essen-
tial, necessary talent and, for this particular reason, many people have been introduced into

its circles who possessed very little more than a certain natural beauty, or a handsome
physique. For this reason, the various black eyes, which have lately befallen the industry,

earn assuredly be ascribed to a majority of such individuals.

On the legitimate stage, which is one of the oldest known Professions in the world, it

has rarely come to the notice of the writer where these gentle stage folk have, in any
way, besmirched, by their personal conduct, the Art which they were following. The same
cannot be said in Film Circles.

Here, only recently, we saw in a semi-public cafe’s backroom a young beautious
maiden, who had received much publicity, showing her numerous made and female com-
panions how prettily she could do the Jazz Shivers, in which every muscle of her volup-

tuous body was in continued motion. People sitting at neau*by tables whispered to one an-

other, “Why, that’s Miss So and So, from the Gold-Mount Film Studio.

On other occasions we have seen several of our hauidsome leading men at various times
giving wild parties, which usually terminated in brawls and orgies—and adl this in fine

residential districts; then, is it any wonder that the neighbors become captious critics; and
don’t you suppose that the neighbors have innumerable friends who carry these debauching
tidings to their innumerable friends?

What is the consequence? Sooner or later the newspapers get hold of a distorted story

and publish it as basic news, and presently the entire country is flooded with the makings
of another scandal in Motion Picture Life! Now, that we have criticized, suppose we at-

tempt to show you, Mr. Producer, how to curtail, or eliminate entirely, future scandals of

this kind. In the first place—why not file a brief history and reference appertaining to the
integrity and moral caliber of each individual you employ? This is done in every other

business—why not in yours? Should it so happen that any particular applicant for a posi-

tion in pictures is morally besmirched, you will at least be in a position to indicate to that

individual how he, or she, can best avoid a repetition of it while in your employ, giving

these parties notice that if any scandal should at any time touch them while in your em-
ploy, this would constitute a perfect cause for instant dismissal. In keeping with this line

of constructive prevention, why shouldn’t you start cleaning house at once? Why not begin

to investigate the antecedents of your Stars, near-Stars, would-be-Stars and others? Even
if you do not take any action in the matter the mere fact that you are in possession of these

vital, salient facts would act in a ’nth degree to curtail certain sportive activities on the

part of your employees.
The picture game is a wholesome one. It is attempting to do many big things. It

must have big thinking men back of it and, like a college, it should have its various classes

wherein one may acquire better knowledge, as one becomes older—and, for this reason, the

people in it must be educated along good, wholesome lines to be able to do justice to a
wholesome thought back of a wholesome character they are attempting to portray.

If pictures are to bectome an educational factor in the world, the people in Pictures

should be above reproach. To our way of thinking, this can only be approached when the

Producers—and in many cases the Directors—have arrived at a stage when they will employ
for their current releases only such people who have actually acquired histrionic talent

through practice on the legitimate stage, or, if not from this source, the same to be re-

cruited from legitimate schools of acting, in which no pupil will be accepted who does not

possess a clear, clean record for integrity and a fair-sized conception of what the words
Morality and Responsibility mean.
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KING BAGGOT HARD AT IT MABEL ON WAY TO EUROPE AT LEAST, A BUSY PERSON

It seems that the life of a director

is work—more work, and plenty of it,

for how otherwise account for the

continual grind of that prince of good

fellows and unusual director, King

Baggot, on his current special film

feature, “The Kentucky Derby’’? He
has been back some time now, but

either the continuity is being ampli-

fied, or King is engrossed putting in

a few masterly touches. The other

day, although we tried for an hour

to speak to him, and although he evi-

dently saw us, still w.e failed to get

speech with him. His mind was just

simply engrossed with his work. The
reason we mention it is because it

shows the assiduity to duty of the

man. That old pun of directors hav-

ing all the time at their disposal to

kill, is falsified with a vengeance in

the case of King Baggot. Go to it.

King. We’ll see you at another time

when the ponies won’t interfere with

our contemplated discourse.

BARKER TO FILM “TIMBER”

Louis B. Mayer announces the pur-

chase of the famous Harold Titus

novel, “Timber,” as the story for

Reginald Barker's first independent

unit production. The director is now
selecting an all-star cast for the pic-

ture which will go into production

within the next two weeks. Noted for

his expert handling of big, spectacu-

lar dramas, Mr. Barker plans to film

“Timber” on an elaborate scale, spar-

ing neither time nor expense in the

effort to make it one of the outstand-

ing photoplays of the year. J. G.

Hawks, for three years managing edi-

tor at the Goldwyn Studio, and now
managing editor of all Mayer produc-

tions
i

is preparing the scenario.

HE IS DOING FINE

Clarence Bricker is back again in

films with a vengeance. Dr. Jas. F.

Hollcran claims that Bricker never did

better work than what he is doing at

this writing, with Frankie Lee at the

Robertson-Cole studio. We are glad

to note this, because Clarence is a con-

scientious man, and well thought of

in the profession.

Mabel Normand has joined the

grand hegira Europeward.

She has foresworn the quietude and

comfort of the City of Angels for the

vicissitudes of travel and the diversi-

ties incidental thereto.

But only for a period of two

months; that’s about as long as she

can stand to be away, she declared

before leaving.

Slipping quietly out of the city one

Sunday morning, Mabel boarded the

Santa Fe Limited with her secretary.

MABEL NORMAND
Who Arrived in London Yesterday,
Being the First Lap of Her Tour
of Europe.

Once in New York the star visited

with her parents for a week at their

Staten Island homq, and then, on

June 13, sailed for Europe on the

Acuitania, in company with her

mother and secretary.

Mabel’s passport called for visits to

almost every country on the Conti-

nent, and while she may not visit them
all, she has declared her intention to

see England, France, Germany, Italy,

Greece, Turkey, Northern Africa and

Spain. She has not any set itinerary,

for she desires to jump from place to

place as the spirit moves her. But
she is going to see as much as she

can ,for this is her first trip abroad.

Practically the last statement Miss
Normand made before leaving was to

the effect that she is going to keep

a diary of “impressions”—impressions

The young Jewish immigrant girl

whom Helen Ferguson impersonates

in “Hungry Hearts” is always talking

about her desire to become a “person,”

that is, to make a name for herself

and amount to something in the world.

Miss Ferguson herself has become
quite a person. In addition to acting

before the camera, she writes articles

for newspapers and magazines, is ac-

tive in the formation of the new Lead-

ing Women’s Club in Hollywood, ana

is supervising the education of two

boys who played with her in “Hungry
Hearts.” She has outlined a series of

fiction stories she expects to write,

and in her spare t
:me paints pictures.

of people and places. Not only that,

but she intends compiling those im-

pressions into book form when she

returns, having already entered into

an arrangement with Brentano’s, New
York, to publish them.

Mabel intends commenting on the

foibles and idiosyncracies of the

erudite ladies and gentlemen of the

other side; an accusation of lese

majesty will not prevent her from
commenting freely upon how royalty

strikes her. And Mabel’s wit, being

somewhat caustic and penetrating,

gives the book-reading public some-

thing to look forward to.

However, her impressions will not

be entirely sarcastic or ironical.

Mabel is capable of penetrating be-

neath the surface, and there is no
question but that impoverished

Europe will find in her a sympathetic

appreciation and wholesome response.

Miss Normand’s latest Mack Sen-

nett photoplay, “Suzanna,” which she

completed recently, will have its local

premiere at the Mission Theatre at

the time of the star’s return.

During her week in New York,

Miss Normand conferred with Mack
Sennett, who has been in that city for

the past four months. The subject of

the conference, it is declared, was the

star’s next Sennett photoplay, work
upon which will begin immediately

after she returns.

Ruth Roland heard of a Chinaman
by the name of Chew Hay. She
wants to know if Al. Falfa?
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES
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Sydney Algier, John M. Stahl’s as-

sistant in the making of “One Clear

Call” and “The Song of Life,” will

again be with the director on the pro-

duction of “The Dangerous Age,” Mr.

Stahl’s next picture for Louis B.

Mayer. Previous to his entry into the

film industry, Mr. Algier was an actor

on the speaking stage, playing leads

in musical shows and vaudeville

sketches.

* * *

Reginald Barker is casting for

"Timber,” based on the Harold Titus

book, at the Mayer studio.

* * *

Cecil B. deMille has finished his

elaborate Roman revel scenes for

"Manslaughter,” his Paramount pro-

duction adapted by Jeanie Macpherson

from the novel by Alice Duer Miller.

He is now doing the courtroom scenes

where the heroine is found guilty of

manslaughter and sentenced. Thomas
Meighan is the District Attorney and

Leatrice Joy the girl in the case, while

Lois Wilson and others make up a

splendid cast.

* . * *

Fred Niblo, former stage star and

internationally famous lecturer, now
has a company of his own under the

Louis B. Mayer banner, producing all-

star specials for Metro release. His

first picture, the story for which is now
being selected, is scheduled to get un-

der way within the next month.

Among Mr. Niblo’s latest successes

are: “The Three Musketeers,” “The
Woman He Married,” “The Mark of

Zorro” and “Blood and Sand.”
* * *

Carl Gantvoort, playing the mascu-

line lead in Benjamin B. Hampton’s
picture, “Gollen Dreams,” achieved his

first renown as a singer. His first

operatic experience was with the orig-

inal “Madame Butterfly” company.
Then he sang in “The Girl From the

Golden West” and later in light opera.
* * *

The man who talks to himself

aloud, and answers his own questions,

saves paying the bill of the usual lady

opposite at table, asserts H. A. Bar-

rows.

COMEDY GIRLS RETURN

Dorothy Devore and Vera Stead-

man turned up at the Christie studio

after their roving automobile vacation

trip along the coast.

After horseback riding and swim-
ming for three days at Wheeler’s Hot
Springs, the comedy stars drove to

the Oliver Ranch near Monterey,

where Miss Steadman was born some
twenty-one years ago, and there rode

all the western ponies in sight.

George Siegmann has been engaged
to play the “heavy” in “Captain

Blackbird,” R. A. Walsh’s first Gold-

wyn production, and is the only mem-
ber of the cast so far selected. He
will be seen also in Goldwyn’s
forthcoming production of “Hungry
Hearts.”

Considerable night work has been

accomplished recently by James Cruze

for “The Old Homestead,” a Para-

mount picture, based on the famous
classic. During the last week village

shots have been made which included

the robbery of Holbrook’s store and
a number of other interesting epi-

sodes. This picture has practically an

all-star cast, with Theodore Roberts
play Uncle Josh; George Fawcett, T.

Roy Barnes, Fritzi Ridgeway, Harri-

son Ford and others. It was adapted
by Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank
E. Woods, with scenario by Julien

Josephson, while Walter Woods is

supervisor.

* * *

Ethel Broadhurst’s little Bon Mot:
Is love a joke?

Not if you’re married.

ENC
TO SELL

NETTLETON SHOES

aWaWawaWaWaWaWaWAWa
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

RIALTO — A re-issue of Thomas

Meighan in “The Bachelor Daddy.”

This Paramount photoplay certainly

deserves several re-issues. Beatrice

Joy is unusually good and Meighan

was never more happily cast.

GRAUMAN’S — For the past two

weeks there have been two splendid

pictures shown here. “For the De-

fense,” directed by Paul Powell,

showed a very keen appreciation of

the dramtaic element. Ethel Clay-

ton was at her very best; Vernon

Steele is at all times satisfactory;

Zasu Pitts gave a splendid perform-

ance; Bertram Grassby was ideally

cast and gave a clever performance

in the prologue; Mayme Kelso, as

usual, was good; Mabel Van Buren

and Sylvia Ashton completed a

splendid cast. This bill was suc-

ceeded by George Melford’s produc-

tion, “The Woman Who Walked

Alone,” in which Dorothy Dalton

did one of the best bits of work in

her life. She was splendidly sup-

ported by Milton Sills, Wanda
Hawley, John Davidson, Charles

Ogle and Maurice B. Flynn. This

production at all times showed the

painstaking care of its director,

George Melford.

KINEMA—Marshall Neilan’s “Fools

First.” Here is a Hugh Kahler

story in which it seems the principle

is the glorification of crooks, and

crime! Mtorder is apparently justi-

fied before your eyes. This is an

(Olla Poddrida), in which Neilan is

continually striving for gruesome

effects. Some writers termed him

the Dickens of the screen. The

dickens he is! If any picture ever

deserved to be strenuously censored,

this is the one!

There were no lascivious scenes,

but if you wanted to encourage your

young son to enter a life of crime,

he would certainly gain a thorough

knowledge of it in this vehicle. The

police are made to look foolish,

while the crooks are made to appear

as the super-men in the picture.

There were several clever situations,

one of which should have been en-

tirely cut out, namely, putting a

corpse in a game of poker. This is

demanding too much of the public.

The acting generally was very fine,

although this cannot be said about

Claire Windsor. This, woman’s
ability has been over-exaggerated

through publicity channels. Claude

Gillingwater gave a clever charac-

terization, although the director al-

lowed too much buffoonery to enter

into his part. Richard Dix depicted

the right shades of emotion and

humor. George Seigmann was very

satisfactory; Leo White looked and

acted inane; George Dromgold was

splendid; Helen Lynch didn’t look

or act quite crooked enough to play

such a part. Although mis-cast, you

could see that she possesses talent.

The winner of the histrionic talents

went to Raymond Griffith. This

ex-Mack Sennett comedian showed

the public a forcible picture as

“Tony, the Wop.” We would like

to see Griffith in many more dra-

matic productions. We cannot speak

too highly of the wonderful photo-

graphic shots by David Kesson and

his assistant.

If “Fools First,” which has been

press noticed as Neilan’s best pic-

ture, is considered to be his best

—

then, for Heaven’s sake, give us an

example of his worst effort. This

may be more satisfactory.

SUPERBA—One of the best things

that can be said regarding the future

of this Broadway theatre is, that

Mr. Noble Hearne has returned to it

in his former capacity as manager.

This young man, before he went to

various other cities in the interest

of Universal, made the Supcrba the

most talked-of show house on

Broadway. His lobby displays

showed more novelty and unique-

ness than in any other house. There

isn’t any doubt but that as time

elapses Broadwayites will again

become accustomed to the feeling of

astonishment and wonderment as

they pass this theatre. Mr. Hearne

seems to be a veritable genius in

placing his ideas before the public.

Unfortunately, he returned in time

to have “The Black Leg” thrust

upon the public. The only thing

that can be said about this film

affair is that it was cleverly directed

by Stuart Paton. Mr. Hearne must
have felt some compensation in hav-

ing on the same bill that clean-cut

English actor, Reginald Denny, as-

sisted by Molly Malone, in a north-

western thriller. Nor, must we for-

get that Lee Moran did his share

towards balancing off a weak bill in

“3 Weeks Off.” The trade wel-

comes Noble Hearne back into its

bosom.

LOEW’S STATE— I have a feeling,

and this is a personal thought, that

Nate Holt, the manager of this very

popular playhouse, must have been

terribly disappointed when he had

to play “The Face Between,” star-

ring Bert Lytell. Now, the majority

of us like this square-jawed, whole-

some actor, but Miles Forman is

certainly responsible for the damn-
dest lot of drivel ever presented to

the public. Bayard Vieller, who di-

rected, must have felt as if this

vehicle could never succeed. This

picture starts off with a bang—and

ends with a blow-out. Bert Lytell,

playing a dual role, gave a much
better characterization as Tommy
Cartaret, Sr., than he did as the son.

Andre Tourneur was just plainly

insipid, but very pretty. Sylvia

Breamer did some fine acting. Joel

Day was a much-misinterpreted

character. This type either doesn’t

exist, or should not exist. Girard

Alexander was fair; Frank Brown-
lee, as usual, overdoes his part. This

man succeeds about one in every

twenty pictures in making good, and

yet many directors consider him to

be a great actor! What’s the an-

swer? Burwell Hamrick is a very

clever and natural boy actor; Hardy
Kirkland gave a good interpreta-

tion; Dewitt Jennings can always be

relied upon to do his natural work.

Bert Lytell is good and can be de-

pended upon to please the public,

if he is presented with the right

story, but things of this kind will

never enhance his fame and he

should know it. The vaudeville bill

this week is more than excellent. It

was so good, in fact, that we
actually caught Billy Shoup laugh-

ing. The State is packing ’em in.

Learn lo Dance
Buck, and Wing
Soft: Shoe
Eccentric
Waltz-Clog
Jazz, and All Dancing pertain-

ing to the Stage
Vaudeville Acts and Sketches

written and produced

Maurice L. Kusell
Theatrical Dance
Studio

417 W. 5TH ST.
Room 208

Phone Pico 4600
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

CALIFORNIA — “The Wallflower,”

by R. H., and directed by Rupert

Hughes, starring Colleen Moore,

assisted by Richard Dix. This is

a picture which should be placed in

the rustic country life hall of fame.

It brings out the splendid bewitch-

ing ability of vivacious Colleen

Moore. It also shows Richard Dix

at his best. Tom Gallory does some

fine work. Dana Todd also comes

up to the standard. This might

also apply to Rush Hughes. Ger-

trude Astor looked as beautiful as

ever and acted with perfect poise.

Laura La Plante was good, while

Fanny Stockridge gives us another

style of mother. Every one should

see this quaint comedy. Monty

Banks in “F. O. B. Africa” kept us

in roars of laughter with his clever

comedy.

MILLER’S—A couple of weeks ago

Ben Wilson presented “The Inno-

cent Cheat” here. It is a story by

J. Grubb Alexander. The theme is

forceful, convincing and daring in

construction. Truth is handled in a

consumate manner by Director Wil-

son. As a play on the stage this

film would be a masterpiece!

One thing this story has served to

prove, namely, the perfect acting

ability of Roy Stewart. We have

seen this star many times, but we

doubt if we ever saw him to better

advantage, while Kathleen Kirk-

ham proved without a doubt (as we

have claimed on many occasions)

that she is a perfect actress. This

vehicle was followed the succeeding

week by Lon Chaney in “The Trap,”

a clever picture, indeed! This in

turn made way for Mack Sennett’s

six-reel comedy melodrama, “The

Cross Roads of New York,” directed

by F. Richard Jones. There is

something very quaint and amusing

in this production. It isn’t a knock-

out by any means, but it serves to

bring out in a marked degree the

talents possessed by Ethel Grey

Terry. Somehow, she lingers the

most forcibly in our mind. Mildred

June was very good and appropri-

ate. Kathryn McGuire proved her-

self an actress. George O’Hara was

splendid, while Noah Beery and

Herbert Standing gave tone to their

characters. Robert Cain, Dot Farley,

William Bevan, Eddie Gribbon,

Charlie Murray, Kala Pasha, James

. Finlayson and Ben Deely all showed

by their clever manipulation and

understanding of their various parts

that they constitute in sheer verity

an all-star cast. F. Richard Jones

is a wonderful director, and it shows

in every foot of film thrown upon

the screen.

DALTON’S—“Up in Mabel’s Room,”

a well-known comedy which the

Smith-King Players put over with

fine perception and proper spirit.

MOROSCO—Well, we have gone into

the 16th week of “Abie’s Irish

Rose.” It seems appropriate that

the “Boomerang” should follow.

MAJESTIC — “ Buddies” introduces

Nana Bryant as leading lady and

Edward Everett Horton. This is a

uniform comedy in which uniforms

make us uniform to merriment.

ORPHEUM—Frankly speaking, we
think it an imposition upon the

public for the Martin Beck organ-

ization to inflict Trixie Friganza

upon us three times within ten or

twelve months; otherwise the bill

is good. Billy Hucknall has blos-

somed out with the latest thing in

straws. Perry claims that he saw

Billy reading about a sale on Main
Street—anyway, Billy has got one.

MISSION—“Monte Cristo” still holds

it down.

KLEIN & WEISS—These Hungarian

purveyors of gastronomic delight

have evolved a new idea. They
charge you 85c and they present

you with a surprise dinner! Believe

me, those of you who have been

accustomed to paying $2 or $3 for

your dinner will certainly be sur-

prised at what you get for this price.

The quality adds the correct ac-

centuation to the quantity. They
are at 331 South Spring.

SUNSET INN—The sign is still out-

side, showing it is Sunset Inn.

THE SHIP — Is doing tremendous

business. It’s worth while.

MOON-LITE GARDENS—For some
reason or other, the place is not

being packed nightly.

MARCELL—Brandstatter has failed

to make a society Cafe of it at this

writing.

WINTER GARDEN—The (Eats and

Show) are fairly good. It’s about

the best place to spend an evening

that we know of.

JAHNKE’S—Seems to be mending
its ways, and is getting quite an in-

crease in custom. Jackie Taylor’s

music is responsible, principally.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN—
Here is a Boxing Club with a ven-

geance, Mr. Brown, its promoter,

certainly knows how to please the

fistic fans. Every Wednesday night

at Ninth and Central avenue you’ll

see as much action as you could pos-

sibly wish for. I’ve seen many of

our best known directors and actors

here, and they all said that a night

spent in Brown’s Club made up for

the inaction of the week.

LA BOHEME—This is certainly a

queer place, and you meet some
queer people in it, which isn’t very

queer.

PALAISE ROYAL—Did a big busi-

ness while the Rotarians were here.

They are not doing as well now as

the delegates have gone.

GREEN MILL—Seems to be catch-

ing all the trade between Los An-
geles and Venice. There is a reason!

And now that we have taken in the

most prominent pictures, and the most

prominent places in L. A., it seems
that you owe us a debt of gratitude

at least, in saving you contracting

debts in seeing these places for your-

self. Although we do not pretend to

be philosopher and friend, we do at-

tempt to tell you the truth about the

places we visit, and after all is said

and done, the only placgs in L. A.

that we cannot criticize adversely are

the Washington Baseball Park, Jack
Doyle’s, and the Hollywood Legion.

At either one of these three places

you are bound to get your full money’s
worth without any cover charges.

Having said so much—let’s ask Charlie

Lockhard, Roy Marshall and Joe
Lillard how to spend our days and
nights. Selah!

Making Moving Pictures!
Every Tuesday at 1:30 P. M.

Celebrated Stars of

Screenland
in turn — show how PICTURES
are made. THOUSANDS OF
SEATS with a perfect view from
each.

Hollywood Legion
Stadium

El Centro, off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

&

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
THE SILENT YET

POLYGLOT DRAMA

By George Landy

The silent drama, it is true, speaks

no tongue and yet all! It is the one

universal language, for it speaks with

the heart and to the heart, hence all

humans may understand it. The
better the picture, the more easily it

is understood and by a greater variety

of races and peoples. Yet, strange to

say, the makers of the pictures often

find that they must speak many
tongues, so that they may communi-

cate their desires and thoughts to the

actors and others employed in the

filming. It is one of the many para-

doxes of the screen world.

An unusually interesting illustration

of this maxim is to be found in Guy
Bates Post’s present filming of his

second screen vehicle, “Omar the

Tentmaker,” a Richard Walton Tully

production, for release through Asso-

ciated First National Pictures. Nigel

de Brulier, who plays Nizam in this

colorful photodrama, is French; al-

though he speaks English very flu-

ently, he is helped by having the di-

rector advise him in his native tongue.

Madame Rose Dione, the Shah’s

Mother of the story, has been here

for six years, yet she speaks very little

English and her native French is al-

most obligatory. Boris Karloff, the

Imam Mowaffak, is of Russian birth.

Many of the bits in the piece are

being portrayed by Armenians, Per-

sians, Arabs, Mexicans, Gurkhas and

French-Canadians.

Fortunately, the star, the producer.

Director James Young, Cinematog-
rapher George Benoit, Oriental expert

Francois Nazare Aga, Assistant Di-

rector James Ewens and Stage Man-
ager Milano Tilden all speak at least

one of these tongues in addition to

English, so that harmony reigns on
the set, although it sounds like the

Tower of Babel. There the similarity

ends, for every hour of the work is

characterized by that close harmony
and cooperation which were so notice-

able in the production of “The Mas-
querader,” and which have even been
improved upon for this second pictur-

ization, so that the finished product
will be sure to reflect the harmony of

its workers.

We almost forgot to say that the

genuine Persian cats used in the pro-

duction have been trained to respond
only to orders in Persian!

THE MISOGAMISTS DREAM

Eyes—twin stars of brilliancy.

Shade twixt blue and gray,

Fountains of redundancy—
Mystic in their play.

Face—of rarest piquancy,

Oval in contour,

Matchless pink and ivory

Famished eyes allure.

Nose—a tender aquiline.

Brow—of cultured mould,

Gates of pearls inward hem in

Harmony untold.

Hair of rippling chestnut hue,

Ears small and dainty.

Same that Milo's Venus knew,
At t’ age of twenty.

Form in rounded Hebe curves,

IVrought in slenderness—
Full of buoyancy, and nerves,

Yielding tenderness.

Lips—a source of purity,

Dew’d with virgin bliss,

Modest in their coquettry

,

For my eager kiss.

These and other attributes

Drew my raptured eyes,

Which but tasted of the fruits,

Plucked in Paradise.

By Marshall Lorimer.

“Burning Sands” came to a con-

clusion this week and George Melford
will have completed what it is believed

will be one of his best productions for

Paramount and which it is confidently

expected will rival “The Sheik” in

popularity. Wanda Hawley and Mil-

ton Sills are the featured players in

a cast of unusual strength. The story

is by Arthur Weigall and the adapta-

tion by Olga Printzlau and Waldemar
Young.

Mr. Melford in the first week of

July plans to start his new Paramount
production of Robert Louis Steven-

son’s story, “Ebb Tide,” with Lila

Lee and James Kirkwood, Raymond
Hatton, George Fawcett and others.

* * *

Grace Darmond: I see you had a

good time last night.

Leading Man: How come?
Grace Darmond: Found some hair-

pins in the back of the car.

Add another problem to the woes
of the much-harrassed producer!

Arrowhead
Ginger

Ale
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—a good
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At All Cafes
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
HOW IT FEELS

TO BE A FATHER

(By Buster Keaton)

A man is never a man—until he is

a father.

Boy, I’m sure proud.

Why. I even had to have a new set

of buttons put on my vest for when
that kid displayed his vocal phro-

technic for the first time, announcing

to the world that he had arrived, my
chest knew no bounds and zip went

the buttons.

I’m going to give the youngster-

pardon me, Buster, Jr.—all the things

I couldn’t get when I was a boy.

I have decided that I will bring up

the boy to be President. Of course,

he’ll have something to say about it

—

and maybe he’ll want to be a fireman

or a policeman.

When Natalie and I talked over the

kid’s future, we decided to try some-

thing new. We have decided to give

him a dollar, an apple and a' Bible, and

then let him determine his own future.

F’ instance if he plays with the dol-

lar—we’ll make him a banker.

If he eats the apple—then he’ll be a

farmer.

And if he takes the Bible in hand

—

a minister he will be.

And if we find him playing with the

dollar, eating the apple and reading

the Bible—well, we’ll know that he’s

going to be a politician.

I have determined that we will be-

gin his education by teaching him the

alphabet, instead of starting him on

Shakespeare and Milton. We’ll send

him through college and see that he

graduates by the time he is ten, so

that he’ll be away ahead of others

who receive their sheepskins.

I’m going to let the youngster de-

termine just what he will do to earn

a livelihood.

However, if the boy wants to be &

chauffeur, I’ll discourage him, as I

want him to have some regard for

humanity.

If he desires to be a doctor, I’ll en-

courage him—so that he can write

prescriptions. He’ll make more doing

that than a banker earns.

If he wants to go to college, I’ll

send him—so that he can explain to

his parents the fine points of football.

If he wants to be a writer, I’ll en-

courage him—but not on my check-

book.

If he wants to be a motion picture

comedian, I’ll see that he is ambidex-

terous—so that he can throw custard

pies with both hands, like his dad.

Then if he fails on the screen, he’ll

have good use of both hands and can

be a director—of traffic.

If he is anxious to be a banker, it

will be all right, but I’ll teach him to

count and will see that he doesn’t

carry any of the samples away.

If he wants to be a politician, 111 in-

troduce him to William Jennings

Bryan—then I know he’ll change his

mind.

If he is anxious to be a tinsmith. I’ll

place him in Henry Ford’s factory.

Then after such work, nothing will

rattle him.

He’s going to have every oppor-

tunity to make good, providing, of

course, that he isn’t left-handed. If

he is I’ll see that he’s a Democrat,

which is enough punishment for any-

body.

And that’s that.

EDWIN CLAPP OXFORDS

They’re wearing

Tweeds
—and we’re outfitting

many of the best-dressed

men in the best-made

Tweeds we can find.

Sports styles, of course,

patch pockets; belted backs;

leather buttons and lots of

them.

Reasonably priced

—

Another short story by Lige

Conley:

The stenographer sat in the office

smoking a cigarette, and as she cross-

ed her legs, we knew she rolled her

own.

Marion Aye thinks Lige is awfully

clever.

Yeh, awful is right.

* * *

$35 $40 $45

437-443 Spring North of 5 -

Henry J. Hebert, in Goldwyn’s

melodrama, “Yellow Men and Gold,”

by Gouverneur Morris, was an actor

on the speaking stage for twelve years

before turning to the screen. In the

film field he has supported many
notable stars—Doris Kenyon, Sessue

Hayakawa, Mary Pickford, William

Farnum and others.

WHITE T RO U S E RS— %6.50 UP

This week’s prize short story by

Harry Carter:

I know a girl named Dorothy. I

call her Dot for short. But she is

only a period in my life!

Wig Ren tal

Wigs
to Order

Toupee s

Hair
Dressing

M arcelling

Shampooing

NEW YORK

Hepner Method Permanent

Waving our Specialty

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street

(Just west of Figueroa)

No Parking Restrictions

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E— I N “CLOSE-UP
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ASSISTANT DIRECTORS’
ASSOCIATION

Dick Sherer started last week as-

sisting Lewis W. Chaudet in the pro-

duction of W. C, Tuttle’s story, “Sit-

tin’ Pretty.”

* * *

Harry McPherson has started as

production manager of the Malobee

Productions, which combination com-

prises the star director, Leo Maloney,

and the well-known scenario writer,

Ford Beebee. This company has

started the first of a series of twenty-

six two-reel western films.

* * *

Tinny Wright has gone to Germany.
* *

Pete Gerald, secretary-treasurer of

the A. D. A., who was formrely pro-

duction manager of the Francis Ford
Company, and who, for the last eight

months, has been associated with Joe
McDonough in the G. & M. Print

Shop, Hollywood, has bought Mc-
Donough’s half interest and will con-

tinue the business.

* * *

Leo McCary has been selected to

assist Rupert Julian in the direction

of the next Gladys Walton feature

picture at Universal.
* jjs ^

Bill Crinley has sent his family to

St. Louis for the summer.
* * *

“Doc” Joos is slated to assist Nat
Ross in the direction of Hoot Gibson

at Universal.
* * *

lames Whipple is considering an

offer made him by T. Harry Barnes,

a wealthy banana plantation owner of

Jamaica, British West Indies, to film

the industries and scenery of Jamaica.
The pictures arc to be used for educa-

tion and propaganda throughout the

British Empire. Whipple has become
an expert on pounds sterling exchange
since this offer.

* * *

Charles Woolstenholme has return-

ed from Idylewild and is editing “The
Little Ranger,” a Clarence Badger
production, at R. C. Studio.

5k 5{j J|c

Jack Proctor has returned from
Beaumont, Texas.

* * *

Gordon Hollingshead has refused

an offer from FYances Crossland to

go to New \ ork and assist him in

the production of “Aphrodite.” Hol-
lingshead is now with Director Ken-
nedy at Fox lot.

THEN “THE MILLENIUM”

Actual construction work has be-

gun at Universal City on the elab-

orate sets which will be used by

Erich von Stroheim for his forthcom-

ing Universal-super-jewel.

Von Stroheim is at his home read-

ing the revised ' ’script of his big

story, and mapping out his campaign

so that nothing will interrupt him

when he starts.

More important to the industry

generally is his consideration of a

cast. Mary Philbin, who will have

the big feminine role, is studying the

psychology of her unusual part. Dale

Fuller has refused three other offers

and is concentrating on her copy of

the ’script against the time when she

will be called. Maude George is near-

ing the completion of a stage engage-

ment, while Caesar Grarvina is on his

way from Brazil by way of the

Panama Canal. He will arrive for

the opening scenes, although it is not

believed that he will be used until

several weeks after the famous di-

rector begins shooting.

Scores of other players remain to

be selected and the all-important

question of a leading man has not

been decided upon. Edward Sowders,

first assistant to von Stroheim, and
Louis Germonprez, his personal adju-

tant. are interviewing the large num-
ber of applicants and eliminating

the few that will eventually be re-

viewed by the director.

Norman Taurog discovered that

Jackson Gregory has written a book

entitled “The Everlasting Whisper.”

Must be a story about bootleggers,

says Bernie Durning.

CAUSE FOR THOUGHT

ETHEL BROADHURST
A Screenland Favorite

Remembers that she is without
her favorite Chocolates and makes
up her mind to call at 621 South
Olive Street for another box of

RAGTIME CHOCOLATES
Distributed by

C. C. BROWN CO.
621 South Olive St.

Telephone Broadway 1610

A veil of mystery still surrounds

the purchase at public auction recent-

ly, of the late William Desmond Tay-

lor’s automobile. It was at first er-

roneously reported that an agent of

Louis B. Mayer had bought in the

car, but investigation proved that the

producer was on his way to New
York at the time of the sale and that

no one from his studio had attended

it.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

£ou Cvomddi & Co.
TdJlors

532 South Broadway
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Gloria Swanson will begin work on

her new Paramount star picture, “The

Impossible Mrs. Belle w,” a Sam Wood

production. This is a picture which

will give the star another opportunity

to wear some wonderful gowns as

well as to portray an interesting

character in her usual skillful manner.

Conrad Nagel is to play the leading

male role, and Robert Cain will also

be in the cast. The story was written

by David Leslie and adapted by Percy

Heath.
* *

Mona Kingsley, who has an im-

portant role in Goldwyn’s new picture,

"The Dust Flower,” by Basil King,

is a well-known actress on the legiti-

mate stage. She was leading woman
with Grant Mitchell in “The Tailor-

Made Man” and with Clifton Craw-
ford in “My Lady Friends.”

* * *

One must not condemn Harry
Carey for having “Condemned” him-

self at Robertson-Cole Studio. Val

Paul directed, and Ellen Grey Terry

played opposite this western star of

human qualities.

* * *

Larry Scmon has appointed Vincent

McDermott his personal assistant for

future Larry Semon productions.
* * *

NEW ROLE FOR MAE BUSCH

In selecting Mae Busch to play

“Gloria Quayle,” the leading feminine

role in “The Christian,” which Mau-
rice Tourneur is now directing in Eng-
land, the Goldwyn company has de-

parted from usual methods of cast-

ing.

One naturally associates Miss Busch

with siren parts, so far as the screen

is concerned. Her work as an adven-

turess in “Foolish Wives” stands out

with particular vividness. In "The
Christian” she will portray the daugh-

ter of a minister, gently reared, yet

possessing vitality and a keen joy of

life. It will be remembered that Gloria

left her home on the Isle of Man to

become a nurse in a London hospital,

and later a star of the metropolitan

stage. It is apparent that Miss Busch

will have a role here that is vastly dif-

ferent.

Before he sailed for England Tour-

neur said that Miss Busch had been

picked only after a thorough canvass

of the entire field of available ac-

tresses. Both Tourneur and Goldwyn
officials finally agreed that Miss

Busch had the fire and personality

necessary to the role, and, further-

more, was of the “Continental” type

desired.

Miss Busch was born in Australia,

and was educated in St. Elizabeth’s

Convent, Madison, N. J. Her orig-

inal ambition was to become a singer.

She began her career in vaudeville.

Fred Tyler arrived last week from

San Francisco.
* *

Gecrge Webster left last week with

the Tom Mix Company for a two

weeks’ stay in Phoenix, Arizona.
* * *

Roland Asher has finished assisting

Norman Taurog in making two-reel

films at Century plant.

X * *

James Farley: Fellow died on
Wall Street the other day of heart

failure.

Fred Lancaster: Yeh, that’s an old

story.

James Farley: Naw, this guy really

made some money.
^ ^

“Well, you certainly have a good
head on your shoulders,” said the

fellow, as he saw his friend sitting in

the park with his girl.

Antonio Moreno sent this in from
Gcldwyn’s.

Harry Burns got back last week

from Oxnard with the Christie Com-
pany, with whom he is playing one

of the “Sheik’s” sons.

! Witzel
I

Los Angeles Leading

j

Professional Photographer

1 828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

5.36 South Broadway
Phone 820414

6.324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

HERE IS A CHANGE!

(National Shirt Shops, Inc.)

548-550 South Broadway
Phene Pico 3690
Mgrs. Clothing Dept.

A splendid vision of the latest

Ready-to-Wear Men’s Suits!

Just Quality Clothes

A SISTER’S SACRIFICE

That could very well be the title of

this narrative, for it has to do with

Norma Talmadge and the sacrifice

she made so that her sister, Constance,

could have the very best, photog-

raphically speaking, in the production

of “East is West.’’

When it was decided that Norma

Talmadge was about to start work on

“The Voice From the Minaret,” the

Robert Hichens story which Frank

Lloyd will direct, it was' believed that

Tony Gaudio, her cameraman, who
is now turning the crank on the Con-

stance Talmadge picture, would be

switched and another cinematographer

chosen to take his place*

But when Norma heard of this she

balked.

Although she realized that Gaudio

was one of the best, if not the best,

cameramen who had ever worked for

her, she refused to allow the switch,

stating that Gaudio’s work to date ii?

“East is West” was excellent and that

it wouldn’t be fair to her sister to

consent to the change.

So Gaudio will remain with Sidney

Franklin in the filming of this Ori-

ental story, while Joseph M. Schenck

is combing the city for a high

powered man to handle the camera

when Norma Talmadge starts work.

And those in the picture game real-

ize what a sacrifice she has made.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS
BILLY FRANEY TO WRITE WHAT A CAST!

Every time I hear a woman say to

another woman, “How sweet you’re

looking,” then I know there’s some-
thing sour somewhere, murmurs J.

Grubb Alexander.
* * :!•'

Now let’s C. when you C. C. Fred
Harlow you C. a Prince of Good Fel-

lows, but if you don’t C. C. Fred,

then you C. the futility of trying to C.

a good Fellow elsewhere. Do you C.

the point I’m trying to make you C.?
:|= * *

Norma Talmadge is about to make
a picture entitled “The Voice From
the Minerat.” No, this has nothing

to do with Radio.
* * *

Wally Reid says that a girl walk-

ing down the street with short skirts

on is, well, it’s something to look

forward to.

* * *

There must be something wrong
with “The Wheel of Fortune” that

Leslie T. Peacocke is shooting. It’s

a gamble when you play with a wheel.

Not to be outdone by Sam Goldwyn,

Billy Franey, screen comedian, is

writing a book.

It’s to he an interesting book deal-

ing with the movies and will be en-

titled “Keystone Day.”

Franey promises some spicy charac-

ter analysis when he dissects the old

Keystone cop brigade, some of whom
are famous today.

The author (?) will devote a chap-

ter apiece for the following person-

ages, who weren’t so much then:

Charlie Chaplin, Mack Sennett, Ben
Turpin, Polly Moran, Charlie Murray,

Mabel Normand, and the rest of the

old crowd.

As Franey is a former cop—that is,

a Keystone cop—he says he has plenty

of material for his book.

At present Billy Franey is being

starred in a series of two-reel comedies

by Robert O’Conor.

Production Manager Arthur H.

Jacobs announces the following cast

for “Money, Money,” Money,” the

next Preferred Pictures’ production

for First National release in which

Katherine MacDonald is starred:

Jack Dougherty, Jacqueline Logan,

Margaret Loomis, Charles Clary,

Herschel Mayall, Carl Stocksdale,

Brenda Fowler, Frances Raymond,
Lawrence Steers, Robert Dudley and
Paul Willis.

“Money, Money, Money” is by
Larry Evans, the well known novelist

and magazine writer.

Hope Loring adapted it for the

screen.

Tom Forman, because of the supe-

rior character of his direction of

“The Woman Conquers” and “White
Shoulders,” in which the famous
First National beauty is starred, will

b.e in charge of the production with

James Dugan as his assistant.

William Duncan’s little Y’s Krax:

Women are hard to beat. And if

you do, you’re no gentleman.

Revamped by Philip E. Rosen:

’Tis an ill wind that blows no skirts.

A Popular 1. Miller Shoe

The
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTH AT OLIVE

iuias co.
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GEORGE KUWA

On the back cover of the current

issue of CLOSE-UP, there stares you

in the face a perfect likeness of Mr.

George Kuvva—as he is, and as he

appears at such times when the direc-

tors ask him for a subtle characteriza-

tion of members of his own race.

It must be obvious to you that this

dominant face represents the intellec-

tual aspects of the higher type.

George has been several years in

motion pictures, during which time his

histrionic ability has been tested to

the limit. He has played everything

from the personal valet, to a Chinese

mandarin. He has been a dive keeper,

and he has been one of the social elect

of the Asiatic race, all, of course, in

pictures. He has appeared with practi-

cally every well-known star in screen-

land.

Like his illustrious countryman.
Sessue Hayakawa, he has run the full

gamut of silent facial emotion. Where
one has been starred, it is a notorious

fact that the other should have been;
and yet, it would not surprise us in

the least to know that George Kuwa’s
name is as well known in Japan as

that of Hayakawa’s.

As an example of the varied talents

of Mr. Kuwa’s ability, let us name
for you just a few of the successful

screen vehicles in which he has played

a conspicuous part.

“The Yellow Pawn,’’ “The Battle

Imp,” “The Soul of Kurasan,” “Hashi-
mura Togo,” “Sick-a-Bed,” “Moran
of the Lady Letty,” “Bought and Paid
For,” and “The Man Unconquerable.”
The above were made at Lasky’s.

Let us take Goldwyn’s. He ap-

peared with Tom Moore in “Officer
666” and “Tobey’s Bow.” From there

we will cross over to Metro and show
you that he participated with Viola

Dana in “The Willow Tree” and
“Glass Houses.” After this Thos. H.
Tnce engaged him for “The Cup of

Life”; also about this time he ap-

peared in “The Invisible Fear,” star-

ring Anita Stewart at the Louie B.

Mayer Studio. It stands to reason
that he supported William Duncan in

“The Man of Might” at Vitagraph.

At the same place, he also was cast

in “The Woman in the Web.” An-
other noteworthy picture was “No-
body’s Fool” at Universal. These all

indicate but a slight iota of his experi-

ence in pictures, as a relaxation from

which he has appeared on the legiti-

mate stage in “Pamera” and “Sick-a-

Bed.”

Now, it’s a foregone conclusion that

any one having had such experience

behind him is quite capable of assum-

ing greater acting responsibilities in

the future.

We have personally known George

Kuwa for some time, and have found

him to be a very genial, likeable fel-

low. His one great fault is over-

enthusiasm when his pet baseball team

presumably gets the worst of it from

the umpire; then his geniality evap-

orates and he becomes a thorough

war-like Sumura.

We will take a keen interest in

watching his further development in

Motion Pictures, of which he is a

creditable member.

THE SECRET IS OUT

Claude McElhany writes a short

story of the he-flapper.

Katherine has always been so dif-

ferent to me. She is altogether dif-

ferent than the rest of the women I go

with. She lets me love her as I want

to, and when I want to. She is so

unusual; she is so nice!

She is so different than the rest of

the women I go with.

Katherine is my wife!

ng Glass
BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

FOOLING HIS FRIENDS

Now when an inveterate bachelor

makes up his mind that he’s too darn

lonely, then it's up to his friends to

shun him effectively. Well, this hap-

pened in the case of W. Emile, the

well known French fencer and actor.

It evidently didn’t take any effect, for

what does Emile do, but go and get.

married to a bunch of prettiness, and
commonsense, Miss Helene Kerner.

This lady also participates in the

movie game, and at this writing Emile
is sequestered with Douglas Fair-

banks in “Robin Hood.” This SUR-
PRISE PARTY occurred on the 27th

of May, and almost a full month
later Emile, the writer's friend, in-

formed him of this fatal step against

liberty, so in a manner of speaking

we should be very sore, but under

the circumstances, and having seen

his life spouse, we all too readily for-

give this gallant son of France. Close-

Up wishes you both a long, happy,

conjugal journey.

THEY STOLE HER CLOTHES

Madame Rose Rosanova, the Rus-

sian actress who plays the mother
role in Goldwyn’s production of

"Hungry Hearts," is meeting with

artistic success in California, but is

also experiencing great sartorial grief.

On her trip across the continent her

baggage and all her clothes were lost.

She replaced them, only to lose them

again. Burglars broke into her Los

Angeles apartment recently and stole

all her clothing. They didn’t even

leave her a nightie! Unfortunately,

she had worn a character costume to

the studio that day, so even the clothes

she had on could not be used for every

day wear. Valuable Chinese antiques

were among the loot. The total loss

was about $3,000, with no insurance.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

;an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as

your films, a source of steady profit!

Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS
Priscilla Dean’s next story will be

“Live and Love,” a dramatic society

story by Edward S. Moffat, novelist

and screen writer.
* * *

Edward Gibson, Universal star, and

a company of thirty players, camera-

men and electricians will leave im-

mediately for Prescott, Arizona, to

film a five-reel picture, “Misfit Be-

comes Chaperon.” Scenes are laid in

the desert country, Montezuma's

castle and the homes of Cliff Dwell-

ers. The play is taken from William

H. Hamby’s story. The scenario was

written by Arthur Statter and A. P.

Younger and will be produced under

the direction of Nat Ross. The com-
pany will be gone about four weeks.

* * *

Ruddy Messenger is a talented kid

of many screen successes who is

playing wjth Helen Jerome Eddy
Eileen Percy, Edward Hearn, Lloyd

Whitlock, Nell Craig, Lydia Knott

and other celebrated players in the

Universal-Jewel all-star special adapt-

ed from Booth Tarkington’s “The

Flirt,” which Hobart Henley is di-

recting. Buddy has a long way to

go to be a grown-up man, but he

hasn’t far to go to rival many grown-

up stars of the screen in popularity.

Lillian Rich, playing in “The Ken-

tucky Derby," at Universal City,

craves new dance steps. While at

the races in Louisville, Kentucky,

where shots were made of the annual

thoroughbred classic, Miss Rich con-

ceived an idea that made her forget

how much money she lost on the

wrong horse She’s doing the “Pacer

Trance” now and it takes a thorough-

bred lady to master it.

* :Ji *

Louise Lorraine has been signed

to play opposite Roy Stewart in “The
Radio King” at Universal City.

The last role she played was op-

posite George Walsh in “With Stan-

ley in Africa.” Her repertoire in the

past few months has included every-

thing from comedy mothers to fea-

ture leads.

“The Radio King” is Universal’s

latest innovation, a serial based on

science, exploiting the newest wonder
of the day Robert Hill is directing.

Supporting Stewart, besides Miss

Lorraine, are Clark Comstock, Sid-

ney Bracy and A1 Smith.
* * *

Eventually good conquers all evil.

That is the greatest theme the

photoplay can present, and “Bitter

Sweet,” Lon Chaney’s Universal

super-Jewel vehicle, is founded on it.

Production has started on the special.

Irving G. Thalberg, director-gen-

eral at Universal City, has chosen

Lambert Hillyer from a number of

big league applicants to direct Chaney.

Virginia Valii, Maude George, Wil-

liam Welsh and Vernon Steele have

been selected to play important roles

in support of “the man with a thou-

sand faces.” To assure a perfect

adaptation of William Dudley Pelley’s

story, which is laid in a small town
and in the many-colored underworld

of San Francisco, Thalberg assigned

Charles Kenyon and Arthur Statter to

collaborate in writing the scenario.

Chaney will have an opportunity

for expression of all that versatility

for which he is noted, and the strange

figure he will impersonate is richer in

material than any of his famous
characterizations.

* * *

One comedy unit at Universal City

has been held up for over a week be-

cause of its star, Roy Atwell. Atwell

is staving off an attack of typhoid and

is being closely attended by his physi-

cian, who anticipates his recovery.

LASKY-ISMS

Wallace Reid had some rather diffi-

cult moments this week during the

filming of “The Ghost Breaker,” di-

rected by Alfred Green, as a result of

the fact that he was obliged to remain

concealed in a large trunk and con-

sume a number of cigarettes so that

the smoke arising through the joints

in the trunk should betray his pres-

ence. When the scene was finally

made and Wallie was released from

the cramped quarters, he was not only

rather weary, but almost suffocated

with smoke. As it was all in a good
cause, however, the star merely

laughed. Lila Lee is supporting Mr.

Reid in this picture, which is an

adaptation by Jack Cunningham of

the play by Paul Dickey and Chas.

W. Goddard.
* # *

June 19th William deMille was
scheduled to begin work on his new
production for Paramount, which is

to be Booth Tarkington’s play, “Clar-

ence,” adapted by Clara Beranger.

The remarkably powerful cast will in-

clude Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres,

Theodore Roberts, May McAvoy and

Kathlyn Williams.
* * *

“Pink Gods,” Penrhyn Stanlaws’

production for Paramount Pictures of

Cynthia Stockley’s story adapted by

J. E. Nash and Sonya Levien, is just

now at the stage where the scenes in

the underground offices of the leading

male character are shown. These
offices are supposed to be hidden in

a diamond mine in Kimberly. Bebe
Daniels and James Kirkwood are the

featured players, with powerful sup-
port, including Anna Q. Nilsson, Ray-
mond Hatton, etc.

* * *

It was necessary to divide up the

“To Have and To Hold” company
recently in order to take a number of

scenes at Big Bear Valley, while a

few of the people remained at Balboa
to finish work there on this new Para-

mount picture. George Fitzmaurice,

the producer, took the principals to

the mountains and left Frank O’Con-
nor, his assistant, to deal with the

beach scenes, which he did with entire

satisfaction. Ouida Bergere adapted

this Mary Johnston novel, which in

its film form will feature Betty Comp-
son and Bert Lytell, with Theodore
Kosloff playing the heavy role, and a

fine supporting cast.

* * *

Maurice Tourneur has started film-

ing “The Christian” in London, ac-

cording to an announcement from the

Goldwyn offices.
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MAURICE L. KUSELL A CHANGE IN NAMES

This young man, known as “The
Fashion Plate Dancer,” owes his pre-

eminence as a teacher to untiring in-

dustry, and the superb training he re-

ceived at the hands of America’s fore-

most dancer, Captain Vernon Castle,

the hero dancer of the war, and Pee

Wee Myers, feature dancer of Green-

wich Village Follies.

Under such tuition Mj\ Kusell mas-

tered the most difficult intricacies of

the art of stage dancing. Entrusted

with the dancing numbers of John
Cort’s “Flo Flo,” “Listen Lester” and

"Flora Bella,” his success was instan-

taneous. He attains results by meth-

ods at once simple, direct, .efficient

and artistic.

His methods of teaching and his

knowledge of stage dancing, includ-

ing “Buck and Wing,” “Soft Shoe,”

“Eccentric,” “Waltz Clog,” “Chorus”
and Artistic Feature Dancing, are

strictly in keeping with the most up-

to-date phases in the evolution of

modern dancing.
“BOW-WOW!’

Many of us who remember Lloyd

Anthony Tallman will note with re-

gret that the Tallman is to be elimi-

nated, for the future cognomen in

pictures of Lloyd Anthony.

This young man is at present play-

ing Allan-a-Dale in Douglas Fair-

Banks’ “Robin Hood.” Those who
have seen him play this part claim

that at last through his efforts he

will gain the screen recognition he

deserves.
LUCILE PINSON
Popular in Pictures

JACKIE HAS A NEW HOBBY

Every star of the silver sheet has

a hobby. Jackie Coogan has several.

But his latest is horseback riding.

Fiver since pretty Miss Alma Lloyd,

7-year-old daughter of Director

F'rank Lloyd, galloped across the

front lawn of the Coogan home,
Jackie has had an intense desire to

mount a horse and follow in pursuit.

Now he can be found every after-

noon at Beverly Hills where he is se-

riously and successfully mastering
the art of riding. Whether Miss
Lloyd is aware of this or not is still

a deep mystery. Perchance Jackie
will surprise her soon. Who knows !

Allen Rucff insists that the old saw,

“the first is last,” is exploded—it’s

the last is at the end.

This is Teddy’s way of saying,

“Hello folks! I’m going to be with

you again.”

Teddy, as everyone knows, is Mack
Sennett’s wonderful canine star, known
the world over as “Sennett’s Wonder
Dog” who, after a long vacation has

started afresh in Mack Sennett come-

dies, under the direction of Fred Jack-

man and George O’Hara. The first

picture to be released will be known
by the title “Bow-Wow” and be dis-

tributed through the channels of As-

sociated First National.

Louise Fazenda, known to every

“Sennett Comedy Fan,” will renew her

screen acquaintances through the

medium of this new picture, as will

little John Henry, Jr., who will be re-

membered as Teddy’s playmate and

pal in many of the earlier Sennett

short subjects.

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
AMATEURS—ARISE

!

,
(Slightly Satirical)

Proem

The hidden doors are open wide

This heated Summer-Tide,

And editors are all unbending,

And to the country wide are sending

Good cheer, where scribes abide.

The competition’s in full swing

Against these Melting Days,

To freeze out all Professionals,

And send them on their ways;

For list! Behold! Ye amateurs

With hidden diatribes,

Disgorge them to the light again

And mail to Park Row tribes.

Mayhap a masterpiece sees light

In obscure Hackensack?

Mayhap ’twas written stealthily

’Tis poss’ the chore boy writes—b’gosh

About what he sees not,

The spirit may steer typists to

Remember things forgot.

The chorus girls will have their fling

At Ennuid Millionaires,

The Stock Exchange—that is the curb,

Describes cold feet and scares;

The office boy, and A. D. T.

While running to their work
Will weave a plot, that’s bound to kill,

The stingy boss and clerk.

This is the melon season when
Those lacking it may eat;

This is the time we get the juice,

And taste our vengeance sweet!

We merely write our thoughts, that’s

all!

(It’s wots not what we write)

Descriptions—Poem—Drawings too,

And “Green-Boy’s” come in sight.

This great big world’s in easy reach

To the far-sighted mind,

They need no op’ra glasses, for

Their visions unconfined;

The vaunted Pro’ is in discard,

Let’s swipe his diadem

And get his readers too—up guards!

Now throw your ink at them.

—By Marshall Lorimer.

Ben Wilson says that one should

not breathe “heavy” when standing

on a pair of scales. It is sure to give

you a weigh, he says. Incidentally,

Ben is in New York for a couple of

weeks.
* * *

Clarence Badger says: That people

who win in life are in cemeteries.

INTO HARNESS AGAIN

There was a time when, if you went
out to the Universal Film Company
and asked the question, Who is the

best director on the “Lot”? invariably

the reply would be — RUPERT
JULIAN. Personally, knowing this

gentleman as we do, we would have

answered likewise.

Now, although he has been away
from this production plant for some
years, his name is still remembered as

the director who made a great deal of

money for the Universal Film Com-
pany. It seemed that every picture

that Rupert Julian made was bound
to make money for its producers. We
will mention one, merely as a criterion

of the other money makers, which pre-

ceded or followed “The Beast of

Berlin.”

A short time after this picture was
released, Rupert Julian severed his

connection with Universal.

The other day, having occasion to

visit there, we bumped into this same
handsome, debonair personage in deep

converse with Harry Lichtig. Perhaps

The

Turfysh

Village
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Manager
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the latter was trying to sell him some-

thing—anyway, that doesn’t take away
from his personality, but, getting back

to Rupert, we understand that he is

to direct that great story of Bret

Hart’s “M’liss,” starring Gladys Wal-

ton. Although this young lady has

had innumerable directors, it strikes

us that at last the world will be in a

position to know whether she does

possess wonderful talent or not!—for,

if any one man can bring out a latent

talent, that one man is Rupert Julian,

and for this reason we congratulate

Universal and Gladys Walton.

“I’m leading a double life,” said

the dare-devil of the movies.

Frank Lloyd got this from Jimmy

(?) at United Studio.

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

If it only takes a minute to marry,

why must you wait a year for a di-

vorce? inquires Arthur Bernstein.

* % *

We hope by now that Art Acord

is rapidly recovering from the serious

mishap which befell him recently,

when his machine overturned.
* * *

Patsy Ruth Miller says the latest

flapper vogue is to appear bored and

fatigued, but that she has too much
energy to be in style.

* * *

Pauline Curley suggested this:

We’d like to see a fellow kiss a

girl, and then tell her she couldn’t

have any more.
% * »

Jessie McAllister writes again for

us.

“Well, that ice isn’t what it’s

cracked up to be,” said the waiter.

* * *

This “Gordon” Gin we’re getting

now is terrible.

No, Anita Stewart did NOT write

this.

* * *

No, Judge Summerfield did NOT
write this, says Dorothy Phillips.

“Gee, your face is familiar to me.”

“Yeh, I was your wife last week.”
* * *

Eileen Sedgwick wants to know if

they had any light lunches during the

dark ages.
* * *

Cecil B. De Mille is at work on a

photoplay entitled “Manslaughter.”

It certainly has a killing ttile. Any-

way, James Kirkwood says so.

* * *

Leatrice Joy: What are you so

happy about?

Fond Brother: Just got one of the

postoffice pens to work successfully.

* * *

Bartine Burkett: How did you learn

to make such a wonderful garden?

Male Actor: Oh, I took up golf

last summer.
* * *

Lucile Pinson: Has your car got

a good pick-up?

Cameraman: Yeh, got two swell

dames the other night.

Stuart Paton: .. Your dog sure likes

the girls.

Stuart Holmes: Yeh, he thinks

they’re all cats.

* * *

“When a Lady hasn’t a Rag to put

on” she’ll always have a “Rag to ap-

ply Rouge,” exclaims George Wurz-
burger.

* * *

Last month’s joke (a bit late) by
Sigmund Moos:
May flowers cause June bills.

Jack Pickford is going to do
“Garrison’s Finish.” Sounds like the

end of something.
* * *

This by Helen Dowling:

“I’ll certainly bring my child up

right,” said the elevator operator.
* * *

Jimmie Aubrey: Is she a California

girl?

Leading Lady: Sure. Son-kissed

and all that sort of thing.
* * *

Dustin Farnum says that all pub-

licity agents claim that their stars have

radio sets. How remarkable, and
original!

* *

Jean Calhoun says that some peo-

ple are so dumb that they think South
Bend is a new wrinkle for arranging

the hair.

* * *

Larry Semon gives his idea of per-

petual motion: A girl in a department

store chewing gum.
* * *

Buster Keaton made a picture en-

titled, “My Wife’s Relations.” No.

dear readers, this is not a serial.

* * *

“I’ve got everyone running after

me,” said the bootlegger. Reggie

Barker wrote this.

* * *

Shirley Mason states that there is

plenty to drink in Davy Jones’ locker.

The latest from the Lasky Lot:

“How to be a Sheik,” by R. Valen-

tino.

* * *

No, the ocean has no permanent
waves that we know of. Scott Sydney
is at it again.

* * *

Lady Friend: What’s so funny?

C. Theurekauf: Fellow came over

from England with a corkscrew.
* * *

The funniest thing heard by Jack

Cooper this week: “You’re the only

man I ever loved.”

* * *

One of the funniest signs seen by

Allen Holubar this week was: Fresh

Eggs!
* * *

A fish story by Gertrude Stevens:

“I’m certainly a pool shark and a

whale of a swimmer.”
* * *

One can say that Eddie Foy cer-

tainly made up his own act!

Gladys Brockwell wrote this.

* * *

Dame Fashion now decrees that

short-sighted man must observe their

favorite calves through fringe cur-

tains. This from Wallace MacDonald.
* * *

Paul Powell has completed “Border-

land,” a Paramount picture starring

Agnes Ayres.

FINIS FOX STARTS
PRODUCTION

Finis Fox has started production on

the Cosmopolitan Film Company’s
big seven-reel feature, “The Bishop

of the Ozarks,” at the Fine Arts

Studio. The story is a dynamic drama
of the unusual by Congressman Mil-

ford Howard. The author, a man of

magnetic personality and of Abraham
Lincoln simplicity and strength of

character, plays the title role. Cecil

Holland, the versatile character actor,

has been engaged to portray several

important characters in the produc-

tion The camera work has been en-

trusted to Sol Polito, whose artistry

has been identified with many pic-

tures of exquisite beauty. Assisting

Mr. Fox in the direction of the pic-

ture is his brother, Wallace, long

associated with his other brother,

Edwin Carewe. “Negotiations for a

cast of notable players is now under

way, and an announcement of their

names will be made shortly,” said L.

’ A, Whitmore, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the company.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

\

Viola Dana claims that summer
wrote her signature on the days from

the 15th to the 20th of June.
* * *

Billie Dove wants to know why
there are so many weddings in June,

followed by so many suicides the fol-

lowing month?
* * *

Fred Fishback claims that bow-

legged women are wearing long skirts

in a short skirt season!
* * *

Miss Dorothy Henke, at the Nettle-

ton Boot Shop, says wisely, that no

girl can afford to have a fellow feel-

ing, with a fellow.
* * *

Most girls work from sun to sun;

I’ve certainly noticed this, remarks

Roy Marshall.
* * *

Katherine M. Johnston claims that

there isn’t any man who doesn’t carry

something with them—either in or

out.

* * *

George Evans, the well-known vio-

linist, is at present diffusing his sweet

strains in the studios. His music is a

great asset to good acting. Von Stro-

heim can vouch for this.

* * *

Bob Thornby arises to remark that

if he could only reason with a woman
he’d be a mortal superhuman.

* * *

Even fish agree that Friday is un-

lucky, remarks Mary Edith Ryan.

* * *

Roy Del Ruth has completed his

story and continuity and has every-

thing in readiness to begin immedi-

ately wtih the production of the next

Mack Sennett Comedy for First Na-
tional release.

Under the supervision of the Com-
edy King, Del Ruth has already pro-

duced half of the series of two-reel

special comedies, featuring Billy Be-

van and Mildred June, which were

contracted for by First National, in

schedule time. In the opinion of crit-

ics and fans, this series of Billy

Bevan-Mildred June comedies are all

that is to be desired in this form of

screen entertainment.

The latest of the series, “Oh!
Daddy!” has just recently been titled

and shipped East for distribution.

HOW I HATE GIRLS!

By Marshall Lorimer
When I was 15

I thought I could love

A Woman I’d seen

—

A matronly Dove.

She saw my dilemma

—

And bought me a Toy!
Then bade me remember

“I was but a boy.”

And then a Year older,

I tried a new tackle,

The Hen tapped my shoulder.

And chuckled a Cackle.

The next girl I courted

—

Had Measles and Mumps,
’Twas after reported

—

She died in the Dumps!

Now Love is elastic

—

And so when 18,

I just became drastic

—

I kidnapped a Queen.

I couldn’t sink deeper;

We fled Far Away!
But I couldn’t keep ’er

On Two Bits a day ?

So we parted—until

She made up her mind;

Now I s’pose she is still

“The Girl left behind!”

I then went to College,

In hopes I would get

A head full of knowledge,

To help me forget:

But girls on the Campus

—

Made eyes at me then,

Which led to a rumpus

—

(This happens to men)
The last time I started

To get my Degree,

I gave up whole-hearted

To learn otherwise—see!

At this time—aplenty

Were Girls with new tricks,

I met one at twenty

—

She was twenty-six.

I studied her deeply,

As true Lovers should:

She won me completely

—

(This did us both good).

She knew evidently

My weak spot—and so

Collected my monthly
Remittance of Dough!

As years have gone slipping

More knowledge I’ve gained,

I couldn’t help dipping

Experience drained.

The Gray on my temples,

Have taught me at last

—

That pretty Girls’ dimples

To wrinkles have passed.

That sweet fascination

In every girl lives,

They turn out elation

—

(As I turn out squibs).

One thing I’ve decided

—

I’m through with the breed!

I shall be one-sided

—

So Readers give heed;

Don’t start in too early

To study their kind,

They’ll make you too surly,

And upset your mind.

Just do as I’m doing

—

Forget them each day,

At night start renewing
The time thrown away.

In time you’ll be learning

—

Whatever you do,

That you’ll be returning

Their sweet—“How Dyer do?”
They’ll make you so supple

As wax in the hand.

Each girl means new troubles

—

I’m their’s to command!

L’Envoi

I hope when I’m sixty

I’ll still have the Zip,

To be just as tricky

With Girls every trip.

rowhead gingerale and water products

—Mr. Anthony—wisely observes that

the silent drama eventually becomes
the tomb of stage immortals.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

COOGAN, SR., GETS A TAKER

Jack Coogan, Sr., had one auto too

many. He decided to sell it. So the

following morning found this adver-

tisement in the papers:

FOR SALE — Beautiful car.

Owner not going east nor needs

the money. Will make sacrifice.

Call, phone or write.

(Signed) Jack Coogan.

The following day’s mail brought

a reply—in the form of a letter. It

read as follows:

Dear Sir:

Your advertisement in today’s

paper deserves a taker. Like

yourself, I am not going .east and

the car would therefore remain on

good roads. Again you say you

don’t need the money. I do.

Therefore we could agree per-

fectly on that question. Your
gift will be accepted with grati-

tude. You are willing to make a

sacrifice and that in itself is a

noble and worthy ideal.

You may leave the car at the

above address any day you wish.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Hugo W. Koehler.

Mr. Coogan still has the car!

WHAT’S THE ANSWER?

Just at the time when everyone of

us had mentally agreed that the worst

of the hard times had passed in mov-
ing pictures, here comes the news that

the Vitagraph Studio had closed as

tight as a clam, presumably for about

four or five weeks! Of course, this

may be to take advantage of the hot

weather, but still the action would
lead one to suppose that worse times

are in sight for the cinema colony

soon. We personally hope that we are

making a mistake, but it doesn’t act

encouraging to a situation already

fraught with close disaster to thou-

sands of human beings who make
their livelihood around the studios.

DOUBLE CROSSING

William Worthington writes a short

story for “Close-Up”:

Winnie went with Jack because he

had a nice automobile, and then, he
was handsome and an awfully good
dancer.

Jack went with Winnie because she

had kissable lips, and then, she was
quite pretty and an awfully good

dancer.

They went together for a good time

and a long time.

Then they married, but not each

other.

Jack married a demure little thing

who looked perfectly ’dorable with a

dab of flour on her nose and a steak

sizzling on the stove.

Winnie married a respectable young
fellow who sat behind a flat mahogany
desk from ten to five, and had a

hankering for home gardening.

But the girl Jack married wore

muslin underwear.

And the man Winnie married gar-

gled his throat every morning.

So, after they got their decrees, Jack

and Winnie married.

Wasn’t that nice?

And they lived scrappily ever after!

MADE IN GERMANY
Mabel Normand had a dog,

Its hair was so and so

And everywhere that Mabel went

That mutt thought he must go.

It followed her to work one day,

Which fractured every rule

Of Jones’ idea of discipline—
“Keep off this set, you fool!”

They shouted
j

“Back, you Belgian

pup!”

“Andie pronto—quick!

You’ll spoil the scene—you’ll spill the

beans!

You’ll make F. Richard sick!”

They spoke in every language,

They called in every tongue,

But still he came with eyes aflame,

This dog so highly strung.

’Till Mabel revealed his secret,

He was German to the core.

She yelled aloud, “Raus mit dem
Hund!”

And from the scene he tore.

Jack White remarks that losing

your head over a girl is sure to make
you absent-minded.

5}S 5ji

William De Mille is also at work
on a picture enttiled “Nice People.”

The reformers ought to like this one.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

A CLOSE-UP OF CONDITIONS

Our latest report from the Inde-

pendent Producers Distributing Syndi-

cate as to the type of pictures needed

at the present time on the state right

market, is that inexpensively produced

outdoor pictures are in greatest de-

mand at this time. Comedy dramas,

rural stories, westerns and northwest-

ern subjects seem to be the most pop-

ular. Two-reel semi-slapstick com-
edies are also selling good.

The prices, however, at the present

moment are very low, and even the

best pictures are selling far below
normal.

The reason for this is credited partly

to the fact that the summer months
are coming, and partly to the unsettled

agricultural and industrial depression

of the country.

The market for two-reel dramas and

single reel subjects is very low at this

time.

The Independent Producers Dis-

tributing Syndicate, with offices in

Loew’s State Building, will always

give, free of charge and without obli-

gation, all information required by

independent producers as to prevail-

ing needs and prices of the independ-

ent market.

According to Arthur K. Doe,

"Arms and the Woman” promotes
matrimony then alimony.

* :|! *

Why is it that beautiful Flowers

will grow outside a Murderer’s home?

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”



Even in this motor age, when cars are more common than

lamp posts, you turn and look admiringly at

The CUNNINGHAM
The more individuality a man has the more individuality he demands in the thing’s

that are his. His motor car requirements are best met in

The CUNNINGHAM
Individuality is the direct outgrowth of genuine worth. We are honest in our

belief that the Cunningham has more genuine worth than any other automo-
bile made.

It is the best looking car made.

The Cunningham Car Agency
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

1737-1749 Jackson Street 1925 South Figueroa Street
Telephone Prospect 438 Telephone West 6624-6625

TO THE PUBLIC—ESPECIALLY EX-SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN-
Do you want to know the trend of the best minds in relation to the Soldiers’ Bonus Bill, what the
U. S. Veteran’s Bureau is doing, and many other matters of vital interest to you? Do you
really know what the Boy Scout Movement is? These subjects are thoroughly discussed in The
Veterans Journal.

What Is the Veterans Journal?
It is an independent weekly newspaper, devoted to the social, political and legislative welfare of
American veterans and their friends. By independent we mean that we are not affiliated with or
controlled by any political faction or veteran’s organization. We do not discriminate between race
or creed—we are a 100 per cent red-blooded American institution, and as such will endeavor at
all times to impartially discuss all matters of public interest, especially as they affect the ex-
service man.
Sometimes we may be wrong in our opinions—we may make mistakes—but to err is human.
However, we are trying to give the public something they have long wanted—a veterans’ paper
that can speak for itself and not be dictated to. The Veterans Journal asks no quarter, but it

does ask for your support as a solid business institution.
In the past we have published articles written especially for this paper by Gov. W. D. Stephens,
Mayor Geo. R. Cryer, and many other highly respected citizens, and you will continue to find them
in every issue. Our subscription rate, $2.00 per year, brings to you fifty-two copies of the best
veterans’ paper west of the Rockies, and in addition a free copy of the “Journal of Operations,”
364th Inf., 91st Div., in the late war. Can you think
of any veterans’ paper that will give you more for
one of Uncle Sam’s two-dollar bank notes? Of
course you can’t—so mail the coupon with $2.00 to-
day, before you forget it—or if it’s convenient call at
the office—you’ll always find a welcome hand here,
no matter where you’re from.

THE VETERANS JOURNAL
119 Henne Bldg.

122 West Third Street Los Angeles, Calif.

The Veterans Journal,
119 Henne Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which send me
The Veterans Journal for one year, and
the free book as per your offer.
Name
Address
City State
R. F. D
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V1TAGRAPH STAR
It seems appropriate to present to you this beloved personality of the Screen, who

is at this moment enjoying a belated Honeymoon with his equally famous wife—EDITH
JOHNSON—in Honolulu. This is the first actual vacation these celebrated stars have en-
joyed for some years. They will be away at least another month.

A MAGAZINE OF MOVIE-LAND



Did Columbus Discover America?
The following letter addressed to the office should be of vital interest to all patriotic Americans.

We are publishing it verbatim, and the contents must speak for itself. Close-Up doesn't take sides
in the matter, but it appeals to us as an historical Document for future Sages to unravel—as a
revelation of a possible truth.—(The Editor.)

Dear Sir:

That America was discovered in the year 1000, by a Norseman, Leif Ericson (pronounced “Life”),
and not by Christopher Columbus in 1492, is an historical fact of the greatest importance and signifi-
cance, which has been so obscured and covered up that you, as editor of one of our leading publica-
tions, will welcome the following information regarding this issue; and it would be a service to the
cause of Truth for you to present it to your readers.

Columbus, who never set foot upon North America, was the representative of the Latin or Medi-
terranean races, while Leif Eriscon was of the Nordic stock, from which the Anglo-Saxon race was
developed.

The advocates of Columbus have been diligent for centuries in claiming the Western Hemisphere
as a possession of the Latin races, particularly the Spanish and Italians, both of whom claim Columbus
as their emissary, although it has recently been said, by some, that he was a Jew, and by others that
he was an Armenian. In his train followed the religion and the political order which is centered in
Rome. Spain bent every effort to make a conquest of the entire western world; and the dire results
in Mexico and South America are a familiar part of history. But this effort was doomed to failure,
and was at length overthrown by the South American liberator, Bolivar, and others. Still, the seed
and its fruits are in evidence in Central and South America.

North America—particularly the United States—on the other hand, is purely Anglo-Saxon and
Nordic in its entire development. The western world, as stated above, was discovered by Leif Eric-
son. Our country was colonized by the Pilgrims: it was given birth, as a Christian nation, by Wash-
ington, and its unity was preserved by Lincoln, under the guidance of God. From the beginning, the
menace to America has been the influence of Europe, which Washington, in his divinely bestowed
wisdom, warned against, when he said, “Beware of entangling alliances,” and which Monroe forever
barred out when he established the political principle known as the Monroe Doctrine.

It is an essential part of the nature of the northern peoples to love freedom, to fight for liberty,

to be devout and spiritual in religion, and to abhor the superstition, serfdom and ignorance found
in the South Europeans.

To escape the European system of politico-religion, embodied at the time in a typrannical and
oppressive ruler, fifty thousand Norwegian pilgrims emigrated from Norway, in the tenth century,
to Greenland, Iceland and Scotland. The Norse had invented the keel, which enabled them to sail

over heavy seas, and go on long voyages. They were famous as navigators.

The sagas and records of that time, as well as the researches of later investigators, prove beyond
doubt that one of these pilgrims, Bjarni Herjulfson, made a voyage across the Atlantic, and came
within sight of land to the west, without going ashore. The tale of this exploit, which he related on
his return to Greenland, was heard by the son of Eric the Red, Leif Ericson, who had been commis-
sioned by King Olaf Trygvasson of Norway to search out this western land, which Leif accepted as
a divine command. The opportunity came for him to buy Bjarni Herjulfson’s ship, in which Leif
set sail across the Atlantic, with a crew of Vikings, and landed, touching three peninsulas,—New-
foundland, Nova Scotia, and Cape Cod, building his house and passing the winter near the latter on
the mainland, which he called Vineland, because of the grapes he found there, "not planted by the
hand of man.” He made known his discovery, and described the character of the new land, upon
his return to Greenland the following year.

Thereupon an expedition was undertaken by Thorfinna Krlsefni, who retraced Leif’s course, and
landed at the same spot, in what is now New Enland... The explorations and settlements of the
Norse continued up to 1347, when the outbreak of the Black Plague so decimated the population
of the homeland, that further voyages were notmade.

Protestantism, as we now know it, had not at that early time been recognized, and yet the rec-
ords indicate that the Norse, in their very nature, were resistant to the religio-political system head-
quartered in Rome. An incident recounted in the Saga of Eric the Red (and in other sagas, in almost
identical language) relates that Leif rescued some shipwrecked voyagers from the waves, among whom
was a Roman priest. When he told his father Eric about this rescue, he was rebuked, by the remark
that he had spoiled his good deed in rescuing the others by his evil deed in rescuing the priest. The
claim advanced today in parochial school histories and elsewhere that Leif Ericson was a com-
municant of the Roman system is without foundation.

These historical facts, gleaned from the Icelandic Sagas and which are attested by records whose
truth cannot be impugned, and which are accepted by scholars, establish that the Discoverer of

America was Leif Eriscon. He was the one who set out in the year 1000 and found the new Western
World, and who returned and made its existence known.

Since there were no printing presses, nor means of ready communication between the races and
nations of Europe, knowledge did not spread with the same rapidity as today; but nevertheless a
scholar, Adam of Bremen, in the year 1073, wrote a volume, preserved in Copenhagen, Denmark, in

which he described the Norse discovery of the Western World; and this knowledge of land to the

west was in the possession of the learned men of Europe from that time.

Continued on Third Cover Page
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Ingratitude and Success Go Together In

Moving Picture Life
By Emm. Ell.

Is Success worth the losing of one tried and true friend, when the person gaining such success
made that particular friend during the days of adversity? We, who have studied this subject deeply
of late years, have seen many examples of the rankest ingratitude possible. During the climbing stage
of the individual striving for Success, that person will go a great ways to prove the value and worth
of friendship. At that time they understand and prate gratitude on all occasions.

In those days the mechanical set smile of the Star is a genuine thing; that fervent, hearty
hand clasp of the male means something,—but reverse the situation; see these same people after
success has come to them, then you will see mechanics in full blown order. The smile of the lady
appears like a withered series of creases in her face, so habitual are they; the hand clasp of the man
is flabby, inert and unconvincing.

Along these same lines, the successful ones, during their tyro days attempt by every ruse and
subterfuge to gain a certain degree of publicity. By degrees this becomes an insidious poison, so
much so that, after a modicum of success has arrived, they go out of their way to attain it. The
horrible fear that, perhaps, they may be forgotten becomes a ranking disease in their natures.

We have always believed in the past that Professionals were the first to give their services for
any worthy cause, but when we say Professionals, we mean the Legitimate Profession—the speaking
stage. Most of the people in the Moving Picture Game today are plain ACCIDENTS. When they are
asked to appear for any worthy or charitable cause, they do not, in the majority of cases, lend their
assistance for the work of that particular cause, but for the amount of publicity they can gain from
it. They figure that—here is where we can save a few dollars! and at the same time get the credit
for being large-hearted and generously inclined.

We could enumerate many individuals by name in this category, but—What’s the use? Even
by mentioning their names they will figure that, although the article may be disparaging them, and
their habits, still it represents publicity and they did not pay for it.

We have consulted many merchants here in Los Angeles and in a great many cases they have
stated that they would rather have an ordinary family patronize them than the Moving Picture ele-

ment. At first, we felt very indignant over this, but today we have changed our mind because we
have found a great number of the kind specified by these merchants to be thoroughly unworthy of
trust,—let alone Success.

These are the people who, after a few years, will go forward friendless, for they give up the
sincerest friends of their adversity days to accept the pampered, saccharine flattery of scheming
sycophants. So, you may gather from these words that Success is not quite everything in life.

DIRECTOR OF THE
NEW SCHOOL

Finis Fox when he left the position

as head of the scenario department of

the Metro studio set himself the mark
of heading the new school of di-

rectors. George Reed, now playing

under Fox at the Fine Arts Studio

said. “Of all the directors I’ve ever

worked under. Finis Fox reminds me
most of David Ward Griffith. A fel-

low doesn’t have to be yelled at or

ordered around. Fox has Griffith’s

quality of inspiring the best in every

member of his company so each one

just naturally wants to do the right

thing. Fox is going to create stars

by his process of uncovering the

souls of the folks under his directing.”

A FRENCH PUN

It isn’t very often that a Frenchman
will attempt to pun an English ex-

pression with a French phrase, but

this occurred recently when W. Emile

acted as host to a little dinner party.

Helene Kerner, or I should have

said Mrs. Emile, during the passing of

dessert, casually remarked that she

had A SWEET TOOTH. She had

no more than uttered this, when her

gallant husband, in reaching for the

dish of dessert said “TOOT SWEET”
(immediately). I got it! Does your

knowledge of French help you to get

it?

Scott Sidney is VERY clever.

A studio retoucher certainly leads a

deceitful life.

SHE IS WONDERFUL

Myrtle Stedman is the latest addi-

tion to the all-star cast of Louis B.

Mayer’s “The Dangerous Age,” a

John M, Stahl production now in the

making at the Mayer Studio. Mis's

Stedman has just recently returned

from the East where she made a per-

sonal appearance tour of the theatres

upon the completion of an important

part with Elaine Hammerstein in

“Reckless Youth.” Her latest engage-

ment was with Clara Kimball Young
in “The Hands of Nara.” In “The
Dangerous Age,” she ha's a vital role

as a social climber in New York so-

ciety circles. First National will re-

lease the picture.
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

In
onfidence

ON THE BEACHES OF HAWAII
By Emm. Ell

The sun is resplendant in the

glorious setting of a blue amber

sky; the coral reefs of Hawaii spar-

kle ’neath the shimmering waters;

the tidal dust of the beaches sparkle

with the tints of summer in bloom

;

the lapping waters are laughlingly

rippling at the feet of the idle Ha-

waiian maidens—but, what is this I

see? Can it be! No, it can’t, but.

Ye Gods!—it is, you're right. It's

our own (Bill Duncan) and the love-

ly maiden, languidly stretched upon

the sand, is his beautiful wife

—

known on the screen as Edith John-

son.

Yes, friend reader, this happy pair

have at last realized, in part, the

culmination of a dream.

You will see Bill’s strong, manly

face on the front cover, and it is to

be presumed that you will see that

inevitable cigar stuck at an angle

of 95% in the corner of his humor-

ous mouth; and, it’s just as possible

that Edith may be knitting a gol-

ding, multicolored sweater for her

(hero) ! but, in any case, they are

resting between pictures enjoying

my poetic description—on their be-

lated honeymoon.
I, personally, hope that they don’t

come back with a collection of

ukeleles, for this would cap a mad-
dening effect on Hollywood.

Voice Over the Phone: Send me out

a dozen hams.

Another Voice: Say, what do you

think this is, a meat market?

First Voice: Gee, no, I thought

it was the casting office.

No one knows where Elsie South-

ern got this one.
* * *

I get so much humor in living,

And meeting the people I do,

That each year of my life, I am re-

ceiving

A laughable different view.

* * * -M. L.

Actress: I do love church weddings.

Neal Hart: How many have you
seen?

Actress: Well, I’ve had three my-
self.

JACKIE IN LOCAL
SANITARIUM

Jackie Coogan, the famous little

film star, is taking a few days rest.

And guess where Jackie is resting up.

In a sanitarium. Ever since Jackie

was carried into the Glendale hospital

with a fractured leg due to an auto

accident a year ago, he has paid the

institution frequent visits.

‘‘It’s so nice here,” he told the head

nurse. ‘‘I told my daddy, dear, and

Moodie that I wanted to come here

for a rest instead of going to the

mountains or fishing.” Incidently,

Jackie is heeding his little “tummie”

for the next few days for in the pro-

duction of “Oliver Twist,” he ate

everything Frank Lloyd told him to

pretend eating.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

FOOTWEAR

Fine leathers' not

only hold their

shape, but re-

spond to a little

attention now
and then— the

true value is al-

ways there.

Shoes made to

sell with Nettle-

ton, $8.50 and
$ 10 .00 .

Chas. R. McWilliams

r 2 Shops
Oth* and Olive
Opposite Pcj's7tTrig Square

209WFifth St.
*AlexMM,dria Hotel is opposite l/s-
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

HILL STREET THEATRE — Re-

cently showed Ethel Clayton in

“Her Own Money.” This is a fea-

ture photoplay bringing forward a

trenchant problem. The cast was

super-excellent and Ethel Clayton

was never more satisfactory.

ORPHEUM—This theatre has been

packing ’em in with Singer’s Mid-

gets. Billy Hucknall and Signor

Perry have literally become deaf an-

swering telephonic calls for reser-

vations.

PANTAGES— A splendid vaudeville

bill, which was bettered by that

clever film, “The Gray Dawn.”

Robert McKim, Carl Gantvoort and

Claire Adams gave remarkable

characterizations of their respective

parts. This feature should have

been on Broadway.

SUPERBA— It seems so evident to

the regular theatregoers that a

change for the better has occurred

in this theatre, from observation of

the wonderful lobby displays adver-

tising Dorothy Phillips in “Once to

Every Woman.” I remember re-

viewing this picture a couple of

years back and at that time I said,

that Rudolph Valentino exaggerated

his part and was thoroughly mis-

cast. and I also stated that Dorothy

Phillips gave a vivid portrayal. I

haven’t changed my mind since!

Noble Hearne, the resourceful, ener-

getic manager, with the assistance

of Jack Howard, is lining up a series

of productions which are bound to

have the sidewalk lined to the cor-

ner.

LOEW’S STATE— It is always my
misfortune to arrive at this theatre

just after something BIG has hap-

pened; either Nate Holt has had his

new suit three days, or he has just

missed being killed by a couple of

bandits—for, let it be known right

here, that Nate loves a fight, I think,

better than anything in the world,

particularly with bandits who
haven’t got the drop on him. As I

stated before, I arrived just after

Loew's State lost over $5000. The
vaudeville and picture that week
were unusually good; the best item

in the amusement column, though,

was Ubert Carlton. This monolog-
ist did a black face act with the as-

sistance of the inevitable cigar to

punctuate in rapid rings of smoke
the various points he (put over).

The audience was convulsed with

laughter from the beginning to the

end of his act during the course of

which he warbled most melodiously,

and at the same time brought cer-

tain cogent misuses of liberty be-

fore the attention of the public.

Last week, John Gilbert, surrounded

with an all-star cast, appeared in

“Arabian Love.” This is a novel fea-

ture and enhances the fame of this

actor. Incidentally, it is worth

while mentioning that along in Sep-

tember, vaudeville will be discon-

tinued at this theatre for exclusive

photodramas of unusual merit.

CINDERELLA—Herb Wiedoeft's or-

chestra looks as if they are going

to remain in this famous dance pal-

ace forever. They certainly know
how to put on dance numbers.

GRAUMAN’S—Wally Reid in "The
Dictator,” from the story by Rich-

ard Harding Davis
j
was ideally cast.

There is something very fascinating

in Wally's work. He gives you a

romantic atmosphere through sheer

personality. I think that Walter

Long did the finest acting in this

feature. Theodore Kosloff was
very good and Allen Hale showed a

thorough conception of his part,

much to the advantage of the fea-

ture. Others in the cast were more
than good; space prevents mention-

ing them.

KINEMA — Katherine McDonald, as

usual, was thrown upon the public

in “Domestic Relations.” It seems
to me that the more this woman is

starred, the less acting ability she

possesses—although, as usual, I

still admit that she is still good
looking. The best part of the pro-

gram to me was Lloyd (Ham)
Hamilton in “Poor Boy ” directed

by Hughie Fay. There isn’t a

doubt in the world that Hamilton
is actually one of the greatest come-
dians on the screen. You see less

of that rollicking, slap-stick stuff,

but you see more genuine comedy
and novel situations. Thank-

heaven! he was on the bill the

night I entered the Kinema. This
week at this theatre “Nanook of

the North;” also the Sherwoods’
singing aggregation.

RIALTO — “While Satan Sleeps,”

starring Jack Holt. If this man is

a star, in the full acceptance of

such a word, then Roy Stewart is a

moon. I hope 1 make my compari-

sons fairly clear. They also put on
a swim-easy Bathing Girl Revue.

This was a novelty, but it didn't

compensate for a very poor film

feature.

AUDITORIUM—Well, at last, Will

King got out; much to the gratifi-

cation of sincere admirers of musi-
cal comedy.

MISSION — William Fox presented

“A Fool There Was.” A fairly

good production. This was removed
in order' to present the public with

the Universal Special production,

“The Storm,” directed by that es-

timable director, Reginald Barker.

It is an all-star feature and is one
of the most punchful photodramas
of many years. In the next issue,

I shall have more to say about this.

HIPPODROME— Last week "The
Cub Reporter,” presumably starring

Richard Talmadge. I figure that

they chose the wrong person to star

in this clever screen vehicle. Per-

sonally, my friends found more
pleasure in witnessing the wonder-
ful performance given by Jean Cal-

houn than they did in Talmadge’s
work. This young lady has ap-

peared in many great pictures and,

although this film was practically

hidden away, still it was worth go-
ing some distance to see. She
showed every element necessary to

the making of a screen star in this

screen effort.

(Continued on next page)

Learn to Dance
Buck and Wing
Soft Shoe
Eccentric
Waltz-Clog
Jazz, and All Dancing pertain-

ing to the Stage
Vaudeville Acts and Sketches

written and produced

Maurice L. Kusell
Theatrical Dance
Studio

417 W. 5TH ST.
Room 208

Phene Pico 4600
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....
CLUNE’S— Gareth Hughes appeared

in “Little Eva Ascends.” It is a

very fine picture and the cast was

admirable.

CALIFORNIA — I.ast week James

Oliver Curwood's, "I Am the

Law” played to packed houses.

Alice Lake did the best work of her

life in it. Gaston Glass was the

best male actor in the cast. Noah

Beery was unusually fine; Rose-

mary Theby was more than effect-

ive, and Wallace Beery can always

be depended upon to give a perfect

performance. The balance of the

cast was effective.

MAJESTIC—“Buddies” well deserved

the patronage it has received, al-

though I note with regret that Ed-

ward Everett Horton
)

who made

legions of friends here, has de-

parted.

DALTON’S—You people, who are

overlooking this theatre, are over-

looking a big bet for an evening’s

amusement for, I doubt if there is

a better stock company in the city

of Los Angeles than you will see

in this theatre. Kathryn Ham-
mond, supported by the Smith-

King Company, including J. An-

thony Smythe, playing, “Up in

Mabel’s Room,” is so refreshingly

portrayed with that perfect poise

and reserve that it is almost a clas-

sic in the capable hands of these

nice stage people.

MOROSCO—“Abie’s Irish Rose” has

only gone into its eighteenth week,

as yet. Perhaps, in a year from

now, I will tell you how many
weeks it played.

THE LITTLE CLUB—This newest

of cafes offered itself to the public

on June 29 to a tremendous gath-

ering of celebrities from all walks

of life. It is located at 7016 Holly-

wood boulevard, where the Assem-
bly Tea Rooms used to be situated.

It is a place that has every ear-

mark of future success. S. Rubens,

the manager, assisted by his broth-

er, made the guests feel at home;
while Harry Seymour presented

Hollywood with something quite

novel in the form of a new ren-

dezvous.

LEVY’S—Well, A1 Levy has come
back with a vengeance—only this

time he is being assisted by Billy

Zidell, his son-in-law. They are

serving sea food at 6413 Hollywood
boulevard. It has been so success-

ful since its opening, in fact, that a

burglar only recently got away with

about $1800 of the receipts of this

cafe. You will see (Who’s Who)
here daily.

LA BOHEME CAFE—Oscar Van
der Steyn, who has billed himself

as the “famous Cafe Manager,” be-

lieves himself to such an extent that

he is sending out invitations to the

public to take a look at him while

presumably going through a Green-

wich Village affair. How anyone

can make a Greenwich Village out

of an ordinary room—not any too

large, is more than I can tell, and,

if I see on my next visit as many
QUEER people entering here as I

saw in the past, then I will say that

it isn’t Greenwich Village — but

Fairyland.

KLEIN & WEISS— I am just men-
tioning this firm’s name merely as

a reminder that they serve wonder-

ful food at wonderful prices—on a

fairly wonderful street, namely,

Spring.

SUNSET INN—This firm is still ad-

vertising about the big crowds that

they expect. The question is, how
many big crowds have you seen

here?

JAHNKE’S—This cafe is not on the

level with the sidewalk, but after

you get into the basement you be-

gin to realize that the music, under

the direction of Jackie Taylor with

his enlarged orchestra, is something

more than worth while; although I

must admit that Carl Jahnke does

charge a lot of money for two
breakfasts. The bill was $2.80,

which included two plates of ham
and eggs, two cups of coffee, rolls

and butter, and two dishes of straw-

berries and cream. According to

those prices, you wouldn’t think the

war was over, would you?

WINTER GARDEN—This cafe is

deservedly winning the highest

praise from those who know. It is

really strainihg to please the public

and the prices for the food are not

too abnormal, when you realize

what a splendid cabaret perform-

ance they give you during the

course of the night.

GREEN MILL—Morrie Rauch and
Bill Paine will have to get a wig-

gle on; otherwise Mike Lyman and
(Blondie) Clark will be hogging all

the road that leads to Venice with

cafes, plantation clubs, and this and
that; but it doesn’t seem as if the

Green Mill is suffering any by this

competition.

THE SHIP — Up to about two
months ago, it was a habit for Ven-
ice-ians to come to Los Angeles for

their amusement. Now they don’t

have to, for they spend their time

at “The Ship” listening to the wit

of its skippers—while being served

by the steward with seafaring food.

This place certainly deserves all the

business it’s doing.

PALAISE ROYAL— This place is

just a little bit too hot for anybody
to visit, it seems to me, during the

month of July.

JACK DOYLE’S—J oe Lilliard and
his good-looking young brother, as-

sisted by Mr. Allen, are kept busy
these days classifying reservations

for the wonderful bouts given the

public from week to week. More
power to them!

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM—Every
now and again, the Hollywood Le-

gion boys, through Frank Crowley,

present the public with a THRILL-
ER! and from recent observation it

looks as if the fistic fans are going

(Continued on page 5)

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

536 South Broadway
Phone 820414

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
to be continually thrilled from now
on, according to Roy Marshall, the

manager, assisted by his noble

brother, PAT.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN—
Promoter Brown may be a colored

man, as far as looks are concerned,

but he certainly has a white way of

conducting his business. He is a

thorough sport and in keeping with

his proclivities, he is presenting the

public with more action per minute

on each Wednesday night, than

they will see ordinarily during a

full day. It’s worth while.

WELL, THE NIGHT LIFE OF
THIS ISSUE IS AT AN END! WE
ARE WAITING FOR THE NEW
LIFE OF THE NEXT ISSUE,
WHEN WE HOPE TO BE ABLE
TO TELL YOU OF MANY
THINGS MORE WORTH WHILE
THAN WHAT IS APPEARING IN
THIS NIGHT LIFE. THE CITY
OF LOS ANGELES HAS ADDED
A FEW MORE HUNDRED PO-
LICE OFFICERS TO ITS FORCE
BUT, THANK GOODNESS! I AM
ABLE TO STATE THAT THE
BURGLARS, AND OTHER GEN-
TRY OF THIS ILK, HAVE IN-
CREASED THEIR OPERATIONS
TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT IT
WOULD BE WISE FOR L. A. TO
GO BACK TO ITS FORMER PO-
LICE STANDING. I HAVE SEEN
QUITE A FEW OF THE POLICE
FORCE EATING PEANUTS, BA-
NANAS AND POPCORN IN VARI-
OUS PLACES. WHILE THE PUB-
LIC WAS BEING PROTECTED
BY THEM. THE ONLY NOTE-
WORTHY THING ABOUT THEM
IS THAT THEY ARE CAPABLE
OF GOING THROUGH SPLEN-
DID CALESTHENICS ON THE
INTERSECTIONS OF THE VARI-
OUS PUBLIC STREETS TELL-
ING YOU JUST WHICH WAY
YOU HAD BETTER MOVE. FOR
THIS REASON, AS I AM ON THE
RIGHT TRACK, I HAD BETTER
KEEP MOVING MYSELF AND
SAY GOOD-NIGHT!

Leatrice Joy will play the feminine

lead opposite Thomas Meighan in

that Paramount star’s next production,

"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow,”
which starts July 10th under the di-

rection of Alfred Green. It’s an orig-

inal story by Perley Poore Sheehan
and Frank Condon.

NO PULLMANS FOR HER

The reappearance of Louise Fazen-

da on the big Sennett comedy lot dis-

proves the statement that the screen

needs new faces to keep public inter-

est alive.

After five years of uninterrupted

work in Sennett comedies, during

which time Miss Fazenda made a host

of friends for herself, the beautiful

queen of slap-stick (for Miss Fazenda

is beautiful off-stage) took a vacation.

But—she did not do much resting. As
soon as it was rumored she had left

the Sennett lot, propositions were

made to her from various sources, all

of which, excepting a vaudeville tour,

she steadfastly refused to listen to.

However, one year and a half was
as much of the three-a-day as she

could endure. As the comedienne her-

self says: “Life on the stage is just

one make-up after another. You get

up in the morning, dress for the street,

then for lunch, then for a matinee, for

the street again and after dinner you
make up again for two evening shows.

Then when you’re too tired to do any-

thing else, you change make-ups again

for home. When you reach home you
think of what a wonderful day you
might have had at the studio. Then
dream for a few hours before you
have to arise again to repeat the

whole performance.

“I’m home now, and live so close

to the studio that I can make-up even

before I eat breakfast; run over to

the studio and have nothing to worry
about for the rest of the day. It

sure is great. What a change!

There’s no more getting up at day-

light to catch trains, wondering
where you’re going to sleep in the

next town, or any of those nightmares
to contend with. I’m going to be a

contented little lady from now on, and
never want to roam away from the

Sennett lot anymore.”

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition: gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding—

-

-’an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit 1

Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago

South. 38L
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
A BAS THE FLAPPER

“The flapper is not truly represen-

tative of the American girl!” So says

Kathryn McGuire, the talented young

beauty who plays the ingenue role in

“The Crossroads of New York”—and

surely, she is a competent judge.

“As in most cases, we have picked

on a particularly exotic type. Just as

we usually select the most striking

rather than the most representative

example of a certain group to charac-

terize it, so have most of the critics of

our girls harped on the flapper type.

The real American girl does not com-

mit the breaches of good taste that

have been ascribed to the flapper—she

is not, it is true, the same kind of

girl,' in her actions, as were her mother

and her grandmother before her; but

she has the same fundamental psy-

chology and desires. She is self-re-

liant, independent and sturdy—phy-

sically as well as mentally and mor-

ally—without losing any of her in-

nate femininity and lovable charm.”

Kathryn McGuire herself is a typ-

ical American girl, in every sense of

her own characterization, and her

screen portrayals in “The Crossroads

of New York,” “The Silent Call,”

“Playing With Fire” and her other

vehicles, show her as she really is.

Incidentally, her current picture was
her first serious, dramatic role, after

an experience of two years in Sennett

comedies. Prior to this work, she

had been training to become a class-

ical dancer and had, in fact, done solo

numbers for a number of screen pro-

ductions.

Max Linder, the screen’s very first

legitimate star, hds been doing his

funny antics before the camera for

eighteen years. For the first five

years of his career as a movie actor

he- played the principal role in a

complete one-reel film every week-
day in Paris, concocting each story

the night before. His latest picture

is a full-length comedy entitled “The
Three Must Get Theirs,” which is a

burlesque on Douglas Fairbanks’

version of “The Three Musketeers.”
This picture will be released soon
by United Artists. Meanwhile Lin-

der is on his way to France, where
he will make his next on.e

Another good joke for this week by
Don Stratton: “Love, Honor and
Obey.”

DOT FARLEY ^
Author—actress—director! Call for

any of these and Dot Farley will an-

swer. She will do more than answer,

having qualified efficiently in all three

at different times.

Dot has been in the profession all

her life; as a matter of fact, she was
born to it, her mother and grand-

mother before her being favorites on

the legitimate stage. Along about

nineteen hundred and ten Miss Farley

was enticed from the speaking stage

to star in a series of features being

produced at that time, by the now
long forgotten St. Louis Motion Pic-

ture Company, which proved to be so

much to her liking, she just stuck to

pictures.

In those days, everybody had some-

thing to do with a story, from the

producer down to—well anybody who
had an idea. In this way. Dot re-

ceived her first opportunity to try

writing for the screen. This too ap-

pealed to her and she continued writ-

ing scenarios, until today the popu-

lar comedienne boasts of having writ-

ten and had accepted over two hun-

dred and sixty scripts.

During the course of her screen

career, Dot Farley’s services have

been sought by almost every produc-

ing company, although the largest

part of her time has been spent on

the Mack Sennett lot. She is now be-

ing featured as character comedienne

in a series of Mack Sennett comedies.

“Manslaughter,” Cecil B. DeMille’s

production of Alice Duer Miller's

novel, is now being cut and titled.

CAUSE FOR THOUGHT

ETHEL BROADHURST
A Screenland Favorite

Remembers that she is without
her favorite Chocolates and makes
up her mind to call at 621 South
Olive Street for another box of

RAGTIME CHOCOLATES
Distributed by

C. C. BROWN CO.
621 South Olive St.

Telephone Broadway 1610

Flapper slang, NOT by F. Scott

Fitzgerald, but submitted by Bernie

Durning.

“Y’ dashing to the wrestling flop

t’night?”

“Yeh, dragging a sweet mama with

the wicked rolled ones. You know,

bobbed wig and a ton of enamel.”

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Cromddi £ Co.
Tkilors

532 South Broadway

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E- 1 N “CLOSE-UP
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Trailing .Motion Picture Stars
SHIREEN’S GARDEN

Much of the action of Guy Bates

Post’s second film vehicle, “Omar,
the Tentmaker,” the Tully production

now being made at the United Stu-

dios, takes place in Shireen’s garden.

It is part of the house belonging to

her father, the Imam Mowaffak, the

wise man who teaches the young
Omar. It is the scene of many beau-

tiful love passages between Omar and

Shireen in the days of their youth, and

when they are reunited after a score

of years of separation.

A bench in a bower, the moon ris-

ing above the trees and bathing in

its silver brilliance the view of the

city’s spires and the nearby hills, with

a protective wall to shut them from
the curious eye—here is every re-

quisite for a romantic youth and a

maid.

What the hedge is to the home of

the American family which has at-

tained some modicum of prosperity,

such is the garden wall of the Persian

home. Even more—for it screens the

family life from the outsider’s gaze

just as the veil protects the faces of

the Oriental women when they pass

through the streets of their cities. So

we find the wall of Shireen’s garden

high and solid, with a bolted gate to

keep out the unwelcome visitor. But

in the immemorial manner, Omar
manages to have a momentary
glance, and sometimes even a word
or two with Shireen. And then

there are always the friendly

niches made by age in the wall and
the helpful trellis by means of which

the ardent youth can scale the barrier

and enter the garden—his paradise.

In erecting this particular set, Pro-

ducer Richard Walton Tully, who
was the author of the stage play and

is also responsible for the scenario of

“Omar, the Tentmaker,” instructed

Art Director Wilfred Buckland to

make it the visualization of all the

lovers’ gardens, and the result—from
the fountain in the centre of the court

to the farthest horizon of the star-

studded sky—proves again the genius

of Buckland and Tully in their fields.

Shireen, the beloved of Omar, is

portrayed in the film version by Vir-

ginia Brown Faire. Others included

in the cast are Nigel de Brulier, Rose
Dione, Douglas Gerrard, Evelyn Sel-

bie, Boris Karloff, Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler and Will Tim Hatton. James
Young is directing and Georges Ben-

oit is the cinematographer.

McELHANY NEARLY
PASSED OUT

My best friend happens to be

Claude McElhany, that is, if you are

interested in this fact, and he had

a date with me to go out to Roy
Marshall’s boxing stadium in Holly-

wood one night; and, then, just be-

fore he was due to arrive a sweet,

trembling voice' from the beach,

quaveringly informed me that (Mac)
was very, very ill.

Now, as Mac happens to be one
of those healthy specimens of hu-

manity, I couldn’t possibly conceive

of his being so ill as to miss those

wonderful scraps at the Stadium

;

so I figured that Katherine, his

dainty wife, must have been felon-

iously compounding another marble

cake! and that Mac couldn’t resist

the temptation.

What was my surprise a few days

ago to see the ghost, as it were, of

Claude’s former robust self. He in-

formed me that the Shriners were
partly responsible for the condition

which nearly made him take a trip

“to a bourn from which no traveller

returns.”

After hefting him here and there,

I really noticed a slight difference

which really led me to believe that

Mac, who is an outdoor guy, had
been actually laid up, impatiently, in

bed for seven days of his Missouri

self. Of course he had a very

charming- nurse and this made his

stay indoors more pleasant than

happens to be the case of other un-

fortunate “laid-ups.” I am referring

to Mrs. Katherine McElhany.

WHITE CANVAS OXFORDS—

%

5.50

Whipcord

Suits

W orn pretty generally by
the men who like something

a little different, a little

more distinctive, in clothes.

Smart sports models in fine

quality French River mills

whipcords, styled as they

should be, and moderately

priced

—

J AN T ZEN BATHING SUITS

Helen of Troy never had a press

agent, but she became famous. Tut,

tut, a publicity man is not everything

in a star’s life, says Georgia Rogers.

No, we should say not—that is, not

quite everything.

Actor: You know I believe in rein-

carnation. I lived in the days of long

ago, and I used to sail down the Nile

with Cleo.

Bert Lytell: Yeh, I’ve heard of those

cigarets, too.

Wig Ren tal

Wigs
to Order

Toupee s

Hair
Dressin g-

Mar celling

Shampooing

NEW YORK IN C OI\P O 1^A T E D

Hepner Method Permanent

Waving our Specialty

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
(Just west of Figueroa)

No Parking Restrictions

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

|
GOSSIP BY 1

|
THE ROUNDER

j

THE FORD WAS LACKING

When that well known attorney-

at-law, Mr. Kimball Fletcher, located

in the Title Insurance building, de-

parted for the birthplace of the

“tin lizzies,” we were under the im-

pression that his corpulent charm-

ingness would return from Detroit

in a rattling good car.

He was away attending to the

affairs of a very well known client,

but unfortunately he returned with

the same grip that he departed with,

in fact, we noticed that the weight

hadn’t increased any in making the

journey to and fro.

Turning from levity, let us inform

you that Mr. Fletcher is one of the

greatest authorities on Theatrical

Laws in the State of California; so

if it should happen that' you need

a lawyer with profound knowledge
along these lines—Well, a suggestion

is as good as a novel.

ON HIS VACATION

We have a kind of a grudge against

D, R. Branham, the assistant cashier

—

as well as exploitation director of the

Heilman Bank; in fact, we should feel

very, very peeved at him; for on one

occasion a year or so ago, we had a

great deal to say about the log cabin

built by Marco and Irving Heilman,

located at Big Bear.

We were promised a visit and a

vacation there, but—as yet, we are still

under the impression that it will never

occur, which leads us to inform you
that this very hard working, afore-

mentioned Branham is taking his an-

nual vacation in the ravines dells,

woodlands and lakes of California. No
doubt, he will carry his business in-

stinct with him, for he is certainly a

marvel in finding suitable spots to put

up those clever, ornamental road signs

advertising the wonderful resources

of the Heilman institutions. Here’s

hoping that D. R. doesn’t come back
with any big fish stories!

The woman who tries to brow-beat
a man into giving up his seat in a

street car with her scornful glances,

has my deepest sympathy when she

insists on equal rights for women, as-

serts Margaret Whistler.

“THE TIMBER QUEEN”

The writer received the following

card from Ruth Roland, June 20th,

which reads as follows :

“I am going to have a pre-view

of my latest serial, “The Timber
Queen,” next Wednesday evening,

June 21 (after the regular perform-

ance, which ends at 11), at Grau-

man’s Rialto theater. I do so hope

that YOU will be there. Sincerely,

RUTH ROLAND.”
Well, I went! It happened to be

the longest day of the year and I

saw the longest, drawn-out assort-

ment of close ups I have even seen

in a serial. A few thrills that hap-

pen to be there were s<5 thoroughly

advertised in advance that you prac-

tically knew what was coming.

This feminine, serial woman man-
agers during the serial to do amazon
exploits while still retaining com-
pletely an even poise and the lack

of a ruffle, or powder, missing from

herself. Her acting—if such it can

be called—should place her, perhaps,

in a cast—but never in the position

of a star. The audience, who gath-

ered to see it, was mostly composed

of non-celebrities, and after this in-

terminable affair had run ’til after

1 o’clock in the morning, somebody
presented the heroine of the serial

with a basket of flowers, while the

audience yawningly left the theater

without waiting to applaud the floral

gift.

I am under the impression that

Ruth Roland, through her publicity

channels, may linger a little longer

with us on the screen, but I think

there are others who are not stars

who would better qualify to be

starred, that is, if we take into con-

sideration—acting values.

A STAR’S PRAYER

A jug of wine!

An idle hour.

Some pulchritude

—

A manager!

And there you are!

Francois Nazare Aga is the creator

of the startling Persian costumes that

will be seen in Richard Walton
Tully’s production of “Omar the Tent-

maker,” with Guy Bates Post.

That marcel is certainly a crime

wave. This is by Anita Stewart, and

not Eddie Brandstratter.

When You
Return From

Location
Saturday Night
—it is pleasant to know
that your bank, the
Heilman Bank, is ready
to serve you, fully and
completely.
Our Branch at Second
and Western Avenue is

‘‘just around the cor-
ner from you,” and for
this convenience in lo-

cation you make not the
slightest sacrifice in

banking service.

All Los Angeles
Branches are open
Saturday Night. The

Main Bank is open

from 7 A. M. until

10 P. M. Monday and
Saturday.
RESOURCES 45

MILLIONS

HERE IS A CHANGE!

(National Shirt Shops, Inc.)

548-550 South Broadway
Phone Pico 3690
Mgrs. Clothing Dept.

A splendid vision of the latest

Ready-to-Wear Men’s Suits!

Just Quality Clothes



On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

LILLIAN RUSSELL
The world is bowed in mournful

tribute

To a lady who has passed;

For it realizes tragedy

Takes the laughter at the last.

BERTRAM BRACKEN
PRODUCTIONS

Last week there went into the

filming stage the first State Right

Film feature—one of a half-dozen

which is to be produced under the

name of the Bertram Bracken Pro-

ductions in the Hollywood Studio.

Jean Perry is associated with this

sterling director in this effort, while

William Elfe will be Mr. Bracken’s

assistant; Les Fisher is in charge of

the camera. Each production will

be an all-star cast. Many of the

greatest names in picturedom will

be associated in an acting capacity

with Mr. Bracken's directorial ef-

forts in the near future.

This director has been known for

many years as a sterling producer

of big efforts, and there isn’t a doubt

but, with this independent venture

in full swing, the public will shortly

see greatness along similar lines

under this new pictorial banner.

Katherine MacDonald, Director

Forman, Jack Dougherty, Carl

Stockdale, Margaret Loomis
)
Jacque-

line Logan, Charles Clary, Herschel

Mayall and the other members of the

cast of “Money, Money, Money,” the

latest Preferred Pictures Production

have returned from Sonora, California,

where a number of the most impor-
tant scenes of Larry Evans’ story

were filmed.

Hope Loring adapted it for screen

purposes, and Miss MacDonald is

highly enthusiastic over the calibre

of the scenario which she declares

is the best story in which she

has appeared since her advent as a

screen luminary.

Director Forman will complete the

production at the Preferred Pictures

Studio.

Yes, we are in favor of birth con-

trol on the train going to San Fran-
cisco. James Kirkwood started this

movement.

“SUZANNA”

The prospect unfolded a beauty that

is utterly indescribable.

To the right, guarding the western

heights, rose the rugged Sierras; to

the left lay low-rolling country, level

for as far as the eyes could see—

a

sort of valley, only the opposite side

was not visible.

Filled with an Italian haze, or

flooded (as it w-as this evening) with

MABEL NORMAND
Who is in Paris looking over the

latest Parisian modes.

the long, slanting rays of departed

sunlight, its wide yellow fields wrere

studded wdth green, live oaks.

Suzatina stood on the browm hill-

side and surveyed the scene. In her

soul was that peace-on-earth-to-men-

good-w’ill feeling. She was filled w-ith

an indescribable peace that augured

w'ell for all and sundry wfith whom
she might come in contact.

Suzanna had sought the seclusion

of this retreat w'here she might enjoy

the beauty of the night and commune
with her innermost thoughts..

At her shapely little feet, almost,

was San Carmel creek, winding

through a grove of stately sycamores,

and beyond it were the level fields

wfith square patches of green and yel-

low grain, dimly visible in the twi-

light. But Suzanna’s eyes did not see

this. Before them was the image of

a dashingly beautiful Caballero—Ra-

DURING HIS ABSENCE

Little did Otto Lederer, that suave
villain of the screen, imagine what
he w'as doing wrhen he accepted the

part of “Fragrance” in “Abie's Irish

Rose,” for he left a disconsolate

pal in the person of Jack Mower,
the handsome leading man on Beech-
wood Drive, w'hich merely goes to

show you that one cannot predict

what tomorrow' brings forth—for,

w'hile Otto wras losing his healthy

avoirdupois on the road with the

Morosco road show, Jack Mower’s
police dog gave birth to a small

army of sleuths—nine, in fact.

Of course, handsome Jack tele-

graphed this important newr s by
radio to Otto, and Otto, who hap-
pened to be in Salt Lake City at

the time, went to the Mormon Tem-
ple and there gave thanks for a

numerous litter.

It is not on record whether he re-

ceived any suggestions from the

High Priest of Mormonism respect-

ing the future names of these pups,

but it is on record that he sent

dowm 27 names of all the generals,

that he W'as familiar wTith during

the late war, as appropriate cog-

nomens of the late w'ar-time pro-

geny. When the pups are seven

weeks old the writer of this effu-

sive article is to receive “La Belle

Amour,” the favorite female of the

congregation. Poor Jack Mower has
been beseiged with tempting bait

of lucre to dispose of the others

;

so, if you wish one, mysteriously

whisper in the ears of Otto, and
Jack, at the various studios you may
see them in, and perhaps for a small

consideration of a couple hundred!
you may become the happy posses-

sor of a Police Dog.

mon, son of her master, Don Fer-

nando—the man she—loved!

For the first time she realized that

she loved him, and she sensed that

she was loved in turn by him. And
with the realization of this, she had
hurried away to enjoy without being

disturbed the most beautiful dreams
a girl in love ever dreamed.

A vision? No, only one of the many
beautiful scenes from Mack Sennett’s

“Suzanna,” recently completed, star-

ring Mabel Normand. w'ho is at pres-

ent touring Europe.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

KING BAGGOT

By Emm. Ell

Occasionally it becomes the pleas-

ure of the writer to have to speak

about a man who for many years

held the favorite niche in the writ-

er's heart as being his favorite

Movie Star. This happens to be the

case was King Baggot, whi a few

years back played the lead in

“Across the Atlantic.”

The picture industry at that time

was practically in its infancy, but

judging from the later efforts of the

various production companies the

writer is still under the impression

that there was more movement and
acting, in this particular photoplay

than in the majority he has seen

in later years ; so it is needless to

assume that, when this particular

star became a director, the writer

would eagerly follow his subsequent

career in a department which he

believed him to be ideally fitted for.

If anyone ever deserved the so-

briquet of

—

all around Moving Pic-

ture Man, that individual is King
Baggot. He is one of the pioneers

of the Silent Drama. Previous to

that his name was one to conjure

with in the legitimate profession

and—yet in looking back over the

few years which constitute a pio-

neer in this game, one marvels at

the comparative youthfulness of the

man we write about. He is ever

on the alert mentally and physically,

which are his main attributes in

gaining perfection for the screen

vehicle he happens to direct.

At this writing King Baggot is

concluding the final scenes in “The
Kentucky Derby.” It goes without
saying that this will be an achieve-

ment worthy of the fame of the

producing company, and a typical

feather in the hat for its director.

Previous to this effort, Mr. Baggot
directed House Peters, supported by
an all-star cast, in “Human Hearts.”

Both of these come under the head-
ing of Special Universal-Jewel Pro-
ductions.

The greatest angle to this gentle-

man—and we use this so often mis-
used word advisedly— is the complete
thorough understanding of human
nature with which he associates.

His ready perception into cause and

effect is almost canny. He seems

to anticipate the dramatic value of

a situation long before that situa-

tion eventuates.

Unerringly, he speeds to his cli-

max as a homing pigeon returns to

its cote. We are under the impres-

sion that King Baggot, in his zeal

and enthusiasm to create perfection,

sometimes overworks himself into a

nervous condition, but, if this is a

fault, then the producing company
which employs him can congratulate

itself.

Personally, ‘KING,’ as he is fa-

miliarly known to his friends, is a

hail fellow well met after you thor-

oughly understand him. He is not

promiscuous in his friendship, but,

when he gives it, it is a thing of

value. Unlike a good many direc-

tors, he carries into his work a sub-

tle intutition of the characteristics

of his cast. He seems to know the

strength and feelings of the indi-

vidual actor, and actress, who are

working under his magnetic guid-

ance. The greatest trait in “King’s”

character is his personal loyalty to

anyone whom he has invited into his

sacred circle of friendship.

He is what you might term a

clean, out-door man, enjoying to the

hilt all of the exhilaration and ex-

citement of manly sports and, yet

with this trait conspicuously shown,

his home life represents charming-

ness itself. His wife makes a per-

HE IS THROUGH

“The preparation’s the thing” is the

production slogan of Reginald Barker,

prominent producer-director, who is

now entering upon the third week of

his arrangements for the filming of

“Timber’’ as a Louis B. Mayer spe-

cial. Based upon the popular novel

of the same name by Harold Titus,

"Timber” will be almost entirely an

outdoor picture, most of the scenes

being filmed in the logging country of

the North.

Accompanied by Percy Hilburn, his

cameraman, and Walter Mayo, his as-

sistant, the director left last week for

his second cruise through the woods
for locations, making his headquarters

in Big Bear Valley, J. M. Vochell,

recently appointed unit manager of

the Barker company by Mr. Mayer,

will leave shortly for Canada where

he will arrange for the staging of a

number of scenes in the big logging

camps of British Columbia.

The actual “shooting” of the pic-

ture will not be started until all prep-

arations are perfected down to the

last detail. The interior sets are now
being erected at the studio so as to

be in readiness whenever Mr. Barker

finds it most convenient to use them.

A brilliant all-star cast is being se-

lected for “Timber” and through the

collaboration of J. G. Hawks, manag-

ing editor of all Mayer productions,

and L. G. Rigby, the scenario is

rapidly nearing completion.

Cleopatra never had her picture

taken. But she was exposed always,

says K. M. Johnstone.

feet, ideal companion for the man,

and King Baggot, Jr., with his sturdy

little strength, is “the apple of the

eye” of his doting—but sensible

—

parents.

If the writer were asked to name
five great directors of Moving Pic-

ture life, the name of King Baggot

would instantly occur to him in the

same order as “Whiskaway” and

“Morvich” would enter his mind as

the favorites in any race in which

these two thoroughbreds would par-

ticipate. King Baggot metaphoric-

ally speaking from a picture point

of view, will lead any field under

the wire.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E— 1 N “CLOSE-UP”
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Refreshed from a recent vacation

trip to Honolulu, Mary Miles Mintcr

started work July 3rd on “The Cow-
boy and the Lady,” the famous old

Clyde Fitch play, adapted by Julien

Josephson. Charles Maigne will di-

rect while Tom Moore is to play the

leading male role. A large part of

the story is laid in the rugged Tetan

section of Wyoming for which the

company is soon to leave.

* * *

Dorothy Dalton left last week for

New York
)
following the completion

of “On the High Seas,” Irvin Willat’s

production for Paramount.
* * *

“Pink Gods,” the new Paramount

picture of romance and diamonds in

South Africa, is nearing its completion

under the direction of Penrhyn Stan-

laws. This picture which was adapted

from Cynthia Stockley’s story by J.

E. Nash and Sonya Levien, features

Bebe Daniels and James Kirkwood

with Anna Q. Nilsson, Raymond Hat-

ton, Adolphe Menjou and others in

prominent roles.

* * *

Plunging head first through a six-

foot canvas painting, Wallace Reid

finished “The Ghost Breaker” this

week with a genuine thrill. “The

Ghost Breaker was adapted by Jack

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.

Cunningham from the play by Paul

Dickey and Chas. W. Goddard. A
castle filled with ghosts and ancient

retainers in old armor have afforded

Director Alfred Green many oppor-

tunities for the infusion of clever

comedy touches. Walter Hiers as a

colored Negro servant wages a valiant

battle against the armored knights,

armed only with a razor, the classic

Ethiopian of defense.

* * *

A reproduction of the deck of the

famous ocean liner, the “Olympic,” has

been the locale for scenes in “The Im-
possible Mrs. Bellew,” the new Gloria

Swanson Paramount star picture

which Sam Wood is directing. Percy

Heath adapted this picture from the

original story by David Lisle.

* * *

George Fitzmaurice with Betty

Compson, Bert Lytell, Theodore Kos-

loff, Walter Long and other members
of a large and distinguished cast have

returned from three weeks at Balboa,

Cal., filled with enthusiasm over the

quality of the material gained while

filming “To Have and To Hold” for

Paramount.

UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS
Universal has purchased and will

release “The Exile,” an all-star pic-

ture made by Irving Cummings, ac-

cording to an announcement from
Irving G. Thalberg, director-general

of Universal City.

The picture was made at Universal

City in elaborate exteriors and in-

teriors of the film city ranging from
grand ballrooms to magnificent South
Sea Island jungle sets.

Gladys Brockwell plays the chief

feminine role, Mahlon Hamilton is the

leading man, Stuart Holmes is the

heavy and Kate Price is cast in a

motherly role.

* * *

That Gladys Walton’s next starring

picture will be the most pretentious

effort of her career is indicated by the

care taken by Universal executives

and her director, Rupert Julian, in

selecting a cast.

“M’liss” is the story, and nothing

more dramatic than Bret Harte’s

classic could be chosen for Miss Wal-
ton.

Two weeks have been spent in con-

sideration of all the celebrated players

who are suitable in type to the story.
* * *

When the transportation executive

who handles location trips of units at

Universal City looked over the daily

schedule and saw the Neely Edwards’
unit listed for a faraway location, he

whistled softly and promptly passed

out.

Due to the title and location getting

mixed on the schedule, the mimeo-
grapher sheet said that William Wat-
son was to take Edwards and twenty

players “Off the Earth.”
* * *

Sidney Bracey, an important player

in the Universal scientific serial, star-

ring Roy Edwards in “The Radio
King,” wants the music that he wants

when he wants it’ while acting.

He wanted a certain piece to accom-
pany a hard scene. He couldn’t think

of the name of it. But he determined

to have it, so he sat down at the organ

and pedaled off a part of it.

The strange part of it is that he

claims never to have taken a lesson,

but the musicians on the set pre-

ferred his rendition to theirs.

* * *

Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres, Kath-
lyn Williams, May McAvoy and Ed-
ward Martindel form the imposing
list of screen players who started work
this week upon “Clarence,” William
de Mille’s next production for Para-
mount.

Making Moving Pictures!
Every Tuesday at 1:30 P. M.

Celebrated Stars of

Screenland
in turn — show how PICTURES
are made. THOUSANDS OF
SEATS with a perfect view from
each.

Hollywood Legion
Stadium

El Centro, off Hollywood Blvd.
’Phone Reservations—Holly 100
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DISCOVERIES ARE IN ORDER

What Sir James Barrie discovered

in Maude Adams, Robert Hitchens

has found in Norma Talmadge — a

consummate actress to recreate the

characters of his tumultous novels.

Now that Joseph M. Schenck has

accepted “The Voice From the Mina-

ret,” as the first of the Hitchens nov-

els to be filmed by Miss Talmadge,

her admirers are prophesying that as

Lady Adrienne she will have what
is the most colorful and emotional of

all her roles.

This auspicious production to be re-

leased through Associated First Na-
tional marks the return of Eugene
O’Brien as leading man to Miss Tal-

madge after an interval of several

years. He played opposite Miss

Talmadge in a series of pictures un-

der the Selznick regime, when they

were recognized as the most popular

team of players in the country.

Their association in the Hitchens

story should prove especially felicitous

in view of the fact that Mr. O’Brien

runs true to the novelist’s type of

tempestuous lover invariably found in

his books.

Anyway, the fans should be well

pleased, for they have long mourned
the ways of separate stardom that de-

nied them a sight of both Norma Tal-

madge and Eugene O’Brien in the

same picture.

Frank Lloyd is directing the film

and Frances Marion prepared the con-

tinuity. Edwin Stevens is cast in the

role of Sir Leslie Carlisle.

For the first time in their lives

Lloyd Hughes and Gloria Hope, who
in private life are Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes, are playing together in the

same picture. Lloyd is leading man
and Gloria has the second important
feminine part in Mary Pickford’s

new “Tess of the Storm Country.”

RALPH WRITES

It isn’t often that Ralph Winsor,
formerly manager of the Superba and

De Luxe Theatres here in this city,

writes the Editor of Ye Close-Up, but

when he does it assumes a character-

istic form. The following letter

speaks for itself.—The Editor.

Dear Marshall:

Do not curse and rail me so—until

you have a chance to know, just why
I’m late in writing you, and then you’ll

understand it, too.

Business here is on the bum, on the
weather we can blame it some. Condi-
tions have a hand of course, but still it

could be surely worse.
I’ve been working, thinking, trying

schemes, until I’m nearly nuts, it seems.
IVe are not running in arrears, for
which we give a good three cheers—
but the income tax will be darned small

if it keeps this up until next Fall.

Marian’s fine and so am I, in spite

of the fact we’re both quite dry. Liquor’s
scarce and hard to get, but the town
isn’t really dry yet. For the goods,
made in town—you lay a five down.
Real stuff’s rarely seen—this brings fif-

teen.

IFrite and tell me what you think— is

the producing game gone on the blink?

How is CLO'SE-UP and its editor man;
still handing the lemons a nasty slam?
Wish I was writing the night life yet,

it wouldn’t be as dry as it is, you bet.

/ get the magazine regular, old dear;
it’s like a message from home up here.

Marian sends her best and I do, too;

may the Lord do His best to us, and you.

Shirley Mason says this:

Women don’t like perfect men.

They must find fault with everything.
* * *

They say that Ed Wynne is the

Perfect Fool. Well, he must have a

number of brothers in Hollywood

then, says Wally Reid.
* * *

The next Bevan-June comedy by

Mack Sennett for release through

First National will be called “When
Summer Comes.” Roy Del Ruth is

directing this picture which will fea-

ture feminine youth and beauty.

It is rumored that a law has been
proposed which will regulate how far

apart people should dance. Then why
dance, asks Clarence Badger.

* * *

There’s a play in New York entitled,

“For Goodness Sake.” Well, it is,

says Harry Carey.

* * *

The moon is blamed for a lot of

things that happen at night. But
what about moonshine, asks Ethel

Gray Terry?
* * *

It certainly takes a lot cf powder
for some girls to blew around in. This

is by James Farley.

* * *

They say the formality of kissing

hands has been revived in Russia.

That’s great, says Allen Ruoff, who
wculd want to kiss a face full of

whiskers anyway?
* * *

CROSSING THE LINE

By Marshall Lorimer

Your courage a moment had dwindled,

You looked very sweet—where you
stood,

One glance in your eyes, and I kindled

To passion, that flamed in my blood.

I couldn’t wait longer—I wanted
To feel your Dear—Self in my arms;

Once in them, your body responded

—

Unstinted you gave me your charms.

You gave what I gave—Oh so will-

ing:

A Love—that a Girl makes sublime,

New hope in our natures fulfilling

A story of bliss for all time.

Henry B. Walthal is said to more
than live up to his reputation as the

“Mansfield of the Screen,” in the

latest John M. Stahl production, “One
Clear Call.”

* * *

By Maurice L. Kusell:

One way to make money with a

motion picture is to have some re-

former “pan” it for you, and then the

people all stand in line to see it.

* * *

Rollie Asher claims that a hospital

is no place to spend a vacation. Some-

one told us he had a tooth extracted.

* * *

Some women just love to make men
unhappy. That’s why they marry

them, says Fred Lancaster.
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
GOING DOWN

I ain’t overfed with deep learning.

But, somehow or other, this hunch

Informs me, there ain't no returning.

When anyone quits the earth bunch.

I knows there’s a Heaven—where

ginks go,

A sky pilot told me today,

For them who are square here below,

So. I guess I am on the wrong way.

For people I know are all shouting.

And blowing their horns to the

skies,

They’re honest and square, I’m not

doubting.

If so. Heaven is filled with some
lies.

For Rent Raisers, and Profiteers

many,

Are people who spring this old

stuff.

They’ve got me so rattled—my Nanny
Says. “Hell, for me, is good

enough.”

M. L.

THEY HOLD REUNION

Little Eva isn’t dead after all. in

spite of the many times she passed

out of this life in Beeson Brothers

road show a few years ago. She was

then Ruth King, now wife of William

Christensen, assistant casting director

at Goldwyn’s. Her 10 months old

daughter Gloria is taking part under

Finis Fox’s direction in Congressman

Howard’s story, “The Bishop of the

Ozarks.” now being filmed by the

Cosmopolitan Film Co', at the Fine

Arts Studio. George Reed, who
played the part of Uncle Tom with

Mrs. Christensen, met her for the first

time in several years when he was

asked to hold the baby in his charge

before Sol Polito’s camera. Reed is

playing the part of Simon, the faith-

ful old slave, in one of the most char-

acteristic negro parts on the screen,

as Mr. Howard’s 35 years legal prac-

tice in Alabama taught him the nature

of the black man.

A1 Jolscn is in town and as clever

as ever. He knows a lot of jokes

about the Ambassador. So do we; a

bunch of them sure hang out there.

Mr. Anthony says that he is sorry

for the fellow who started after the

Volstead Act. So are we!

IN FULL CHARGE

One of our greatest pleasures is to

announce (although the news is

somewhat old) that Harold Strickling

is in complete charge of the exploita-

tion and publicty offices of the Metro
Studios.

Many press agents throughout the

country may take heart that eventu-

ally recognized merit is at the right

time appreciated and rewarded.

Howard has always been courteous,

most obliging and eager to place be-

fore the public and Editors facts per-

tinent and cogent regarding the mov-
ing picture stars he has been privi-

leged to exploit.

He recently returned from a five

months’ tour of the United States, act-

ing as manager for Viola Dana’s per-

sonal appearances in the largest thea-

tres in the country, and we feel sure

that his urbane personality helped to

endear the little lady, who is now be-

ing directed by Harry Beaumont.

CLOSE-UP extends its congratula-

tions to Howard Strickling in holding

this responsible position, and to

Metro Corporation in having secured

his services.

HE HAS HAD EXPERIENCE

David Torrence, who is plajbng the

part of Elias Graves, the mean man,
in Mary Pickford’s revival of “Tess

of the Storm Country,” now well

into production, came to the New
World from Scotland about twenty

years ago and made his start as a

cow-puncher in Mexico. When he

found he could not do so well

around cattle, he became an actor

and rose to great heights, especially

in support of Maude Adams in

“Peter Pan” and Jane Cowl in “Smil-

in' Through.” Recently he has set-

tled in Hollywood to devote himself

to motion pictures, and being so

near Mexico got him to hankering

after steers again. Consequently he

is planning on negotiating for the

purchase of a herd of thorough-

breds to which he will give some
attention as a side line just to as-

certain whether or not it was his

fault that he failed in his initial

attempt.

We should concentrate on higher

things, said some wise man.
Yeh, the flappers, skirts for in-

stance, says Lige Conley.

LUC1LE PINSON
Popular in Pictures

’Tis a hard-hearted mother who
spanks her son for smoking her own
cigarets. This one was written by
Rupert Julian.

* * *

JACKIE COOGAN A
GREAT TRAGEDIAN

According to James W. Dean, edi-

torial writer of a large eastern news-
paper syndicate, Jackie Coogan is not

a comedian but a great tragedian.

“A widely circulated rumor,” says
Dean, “is that Jackie Coogan is a

great comedian. Some have said he
is second only to the great Chaplin,

who first gave him prominence in

'The Kid.’

“After sitting through Jackie’s

‘Trouble’ picture, I am convinced that

he is a great tragedian and not a

comedian. Perchance Chaplin is con-
sidered a comedian rather than a

tragedian because he seeks to fashion
his antics after a pattern that appeals
to the heart of a child.

“But Jackie Coogan is a child, a
serious minded little one. who probes
the dim past of grown-ups and pre-
sents the retrospect of childhood’s

seriousness. Therein lies the tragic

quality of his acting.

“A little boy trying to be funny is

not comedy, but there is an affable

poignancy in the sight of a tattered

little scalawag trying to shoulder the
troubles of the universe. It is thus
you find Jackie Coogan in ‘Trouble.’”
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

A woman’s curt, if you ask her ex-

actly the length of her skirt. This con-

tribution emanates from Louis Gas-

nier.

* * *

Dorothy Henke—“I am looking for

something staple.”

Man—“Won’t I do? You’ll find me
hard wear!”

* * *

Bandits and burglars should be

forced to pay income tax, so says Dale

Fuller.
* * *

People are becoming round shoul-

dered. “I don’t think people are

good looking that way at all,” said

the dumbbell.

Wallace MacDonald wrote this.

* * *

Newcomer: Gee, there are a lot of

drug stores in this town.

Hollywoodite: Yeh, what will you

have? Sprung by Leonard Clapham.

* * *

Buster Keaton is at Catalina Island

on location getting some deep sea

stuff for his next First National com-
edy, “DAY DREAMS.”

* * *

Frank Good: What are you doing

this summer?
A Young Lady: Looking for an

Indian to guide me.

* * *

Helen Dowling: How many times

have you fallen out of the hammock?
Young Feminine Person: I haven’t

had any boy friends up yet.

* * *

Leading Man: Gee, that girl sure

has got the lines.

Another: Yeh, but they’re too deep
for me.

Philip E. Rosen submitted this.

* * *

This by Norman Taurog:
“I feel so shocked,” said the electric

wire, as it crossed itself.

* * *

Some bootleggers were held up the

other night. What’s that old motto?

Oh, yes, says Dustin Farnum, “Turn

about is fair play.”
* * *

The latest by Stuart Paton:

The bootlegger: Try some of this

and then mail this free coupon to

your friends for the flowers.
* * *

Werner Janssen is composing a spe-

cial musical score to accompany Oliver

Morocco's debut picture, “The Half

Breed.”
* * *

Discovered by George Kuwa:
Sign at the beach regarding the

ocean waves: “Wild, but they satis-

fy.”

* * *

This week’s best joke, by Ben Wil-

son:

“Yes, dear, I was detained at the

office. Had an awful lot to do.”

>J: ^ *

Ethel Broadhurst wants to know
how many legs a centipede would

have to lose before he would limp.

Harry Carter is still figuring from the

last issue.

* * *

The dope peddlers are very careless

in Los Angeles. They should form a

union and do it right. This from an

unknown source. <

* * *

Extra Man: I’m going with a tele-

phone girl now.

Dr. G. J. Crandall: How long do

you have to wait on her?

* * *

Advice by Larry Semon:
’Tis better to show one’s Adam’s

Apple than to wear a high collar dur-

ing the hot days.
* * *

Jean Calhoun says that with some
stars, the sky is the limit. Quite true,

Jean.

THEY’RE GLAD

“Thank goodness! that’s over.”

"Believe me! I hope we never have

another like it.”

"Them’s my sentiments, too, espe-

cially in this warm weather.”

“Well, the Boss wanted it, so I had

to go ahead and get it out. I am
sorry you all had to endure so much,

but it is all in a lifetime and look at

the laughs you had while doing it.”

“Well,” said Dot Farley, “I guess

the best laugh they all had was the

day I went through the floor head

first; remember, the day that you

shot at us from heavens knows
where, up in the air?”

These were a few of the most
kindly remarks of Ben Turpin, Phyl-

lis Haver, Jim Finlayson and Direc-

tor Dick Jones, after completing

“Home-made Movies,” the latest

Mack Sennett-Ben Turpin comedy
special for First National release.

FILLING THE SHOES

When Charles R. McWilliams, the

manager of the Nettleton Boot
Shops, departed for Syracuse, New
York, to be gone a spell in the in-

terests of this peerless shoe firm,

he assigned a capable, likeable

young man to assume charge during

his absence. Mr. Halsey Elwell is

the individual in question. He pos-

sesses much personality, and is thor-

oughly qualified to hold this im-

portant position, likewise he also

covers several times a year the same
route “Mac” did over the western

territory. That same friendliness

that made “Mac” so universally

liked by all the male stars in movie-

dom seems to have descended upon
the worthy shoulders of Mr. Elwell.

Of course, he certainly has the ef-

ficient assistance of Miss Dorothy
Henke, who practically is familiar

with every name and account for

the past few years that have been

lined up in the Nettleton stores,

nor must we overlook the practical,

suave, courteous efficiency of Mr.

Fitzpatrick, the handsome head

salesman. So it is up to you people

who wear Nettletons to meet Mr.
Elwell the first time you enter the

Sixth street store.

MAYER RETURNS
FROM TRIP EAST

After four weeks spent in business

conferences in New York, Louis B.

Mayer has returned to his Mission

Road studios where an extensive pro-

gram of production is now getting un-

der way. The John M. Stahl com-

pany has started on “The Dangerous

Age,” a future First National attrac-

tion, with an all-star cast headed by-

Lewis Stone, Ruth Clifford and Myr-

tle Stedman. Reginald Barker is as-

sembling the cast for “Timber,” and

Fred Niblo is working on the story

for his first Mayer offering through

Metro. While in the East, Mr. May-
er made a careful survey of the plays

and books available for screen use,

opening negotiations for the purchase

of three famous novels and two state

successes.

IN “CLOSE-UP”PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTISE-
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

V

REGGIE BARKER WAS ILL

Knowing that Reginald Barker

was to direct “Timber” for Louie

B. Mayer, I telephoned him one eve-

ning to find out who comprised the

cast. His wife informed me that

Reggie was in bed with a very

severe cold. Now, Mr. Barker is a

healthy specimen of manhood, so I

guess he must have thought that

he was getting out of fashion by

not accepting one of the epidemical

colds, which seem to be running

around just now.

Walter Mayo, his assistant, claims

that his “boss” had been working

very hard while suffering, but for-

tunately at this writing I am glad

to note that this splendid director

is on his feet again ; so I will ask

him about the cast on another oc-

casion.

TRUE TO FORM
Not content to use stock film to

supply effects for his latest picture,

“The Dangerous Age,” John M.
(

Stahl this week staged a spectacular

horse race at Exposition Park just to

secure several good grandstand, pad-

dock and track scenes for use in the

production. Several thousand racing

enthusiasts were on hand to cheer

wildly as the camera focused on Lew-
is Stone, Ruth Clifford and Myrtle

Stedman as they stood at the railing

of their box and checked off their

horses as they thundered past the

judges’ stand. By a special arrange-

ment with the Jockey Club of Tia

Juana, twelve horses and riders were

secured from the famous Mexican

racetrack to appear in this future

Louis B. Mayer-First National at-

traction.

Could anything be funnier than to

see a street car motorman driving to

the street car barn in a limousine?

asks Arthur K. Doe of Cunningham
fame.

* * *

George Glick, your favorite haber-

dasher, says, that a conscience and a

haberdasher doesn’t mate, which does

not make him an Eagle.
* * *

Peggy Toler: What book are you

studying today?

Ray: My pocket-book.

TONY MORENO GETS LEAD

Goldwyn announces that it has

engaged Antonio Moreno to act the

leading role in its first production

to be made by R. A. Walsh, “Cap-
tain Blackbird,” from an original

scenario by Carey Wilson. Mr. Mo-
reno but recently completed the

male lead in another Goldwyn pic-

ture, "The Bitterness of Sweets.” by
Rupert Hughes.
Director Walsh, with whom an ar-

rangement was recently made by
which he will make all of his future

productions for a term of years in

association with Goldwyn, has ar-

rived on the lot at Culver City,

Calif., and will begin work on “Cap-
tain Blackbird” almost immediately.

Players for the leading male roles

in this story of adventure in the

South Sea Islands have now been
all engaged. In addition to Mr.
Moreno, they include Harry Myers,
of “A Connecticut Yankee” fame, in

a strong comedy role; George Sieg-

mann. who made a big hit in Doug-
las Fairbanks’ production of “The
Three Musketeers,” and William V.

Mong, well known character actor.

The identity of the feminine lead

will be announced within a short

time.

HOLUBAR TAKES
OUTDOOR SCENES ON

“BROKEN CHAINS”

After two weeks of work on the

interiors of “Broken Chains,” the

$10,000 Chicago Daily News prize

winning scenario, Allen Holubar and
his company of players have left the

Goldwyn studios at Culver City, Cal.,

for the Red Woods at Santa Cruz,

where the exteriors will be shot.

This will be Director Holubar’s first

production for Goldwyn.
The remarkable cast already en-

gaged for the picture was supple-

mented last week by the engagement
of Gerald Pring. It includes Colleen

Moore in the feminine lead, with
Beryl Mercer recruited from the

legitimate stage where she made big

hits in “Three Live Ghosts” and
Barrie’s war playlet, “The Old Lady
Shows Her Medals,” for a strong

comedy role
;

Claire Windsor in a

part that gives her personal charm
and her skillful acting full sway:
Ernest Torrance, the villain of

"Tol'ble David;” James Marcus and
William Orlamond.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

George Melford will leave July otn

for an island planted with tropical

verdure where he will remain for an

entire month filming scenes in “Ebb
Tide ” the famous Robert Louis Stev-

enson romantic novel which Will be

his next production for Paramount.

An exceptional cast includes James
Kirkwood and Lila Lee in the leading

roles, also George Fawcett, Raymond
Hatton, and Noah Beery. Mr. Kirk-

wood will have an excellent opportun-

ity to display his ability as a swim-
mer, one of the “punch” scenes in-

volving a strenuous fight with an oc-

tupus a half mile from shore. Lorna

Moon and Waldemar Young collabo-

rated in the adaptation of the famous
Stevenson classic.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

riflllllllllllhllllllllillllllllilllf.
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

THEY COLLABORATED

Roy Marshall and Walter Long
wrote this short story exclusively for

CLOSE-UP.
It was at one of those nice dances

where they have nice punch.

After his eighth glass Tommy was
in the best of spirits.

As he staggered from the refresh-

ment room he met Alice.

“Alice, which art thou?” he asked,

seeing she was not along, “and if not,

whither—hie—goest thou?”

“Why, with you, Tommy, of course.”

And taking his arm she guided him

skilfully to the cool, night air of the

formal garden.

Alice was agreeably surprised to

find that Tommy drunk was more in-

teresting than Tommy sober. Alice

was modern!
“Sweetest lil’ girl ever know. Gimme

kiss, will you? Aw, c’mon, sweet Alice

Ben Blot.” And Tommy, for the first

time in his life, attempted an empas-

sioned embrace. But it was only an

attempt—he suddenly regained his

dignity. He stepped back, straighten-

ed himself in an exaggerated manner.

“Really, must ’pologjze! Please

don’t take me seriously—hie! Really

not in c’ndition to act gen’lemanly

manner. Excurse—.”

Alice took Tommy by the arm.

“Come and have some more punch,

Tommy,” she said.

THE PEER OF THEM ALL

Can’t keep a good man down!
Walter Anthony, musical critic,

dramatic writer, and press representa-

tive de luxe has been added to the

staff of the Jackie Coogan Produc-
tions. Mr. Anthony will devote his

time in the scenario department and
will act in a general advisory capac-
ity insofar as the Coogan pictures are

concerned.

Anthony needs little introduction to

the film world. For many years he

was a dramatic editor of large Pacific

Coast newspapers and later came to

Los Angeles where the movies lured

him away from the newspaper desk.

He has written the titles for Jackie
Coogan s "Oliver Twist” and there is

a possibility he will also compile a

very elaborate musical setting for the

production.

BENEATH THE SURFACE
You are not bad to look on

Yet I have a slight “soupson”

That you’re a little devil in your

way.

Those eyes of your so sunny
Have tu'inkles quite uncanny
They speak of warm embraces you'd

repay.

Your frigid attitude

By most misunderstood

,

To me seems like an open book to

read.

Your very self-repression

Seems like a frank confession

That sex, and passion represent your

need.

Of course if my attentions

(Dispensing with conventions)

Could thrill your blood in schooling

unrehearsed.

With an ardorous delight

I would strive with all my might

Convincing you that sex’s due comes

first.

Now little girl of blue eyes

Don’t you think me rather unwise

Bespreading my ambition to your
sight?

Are you ready to respond

To the sealing of a bond
That will be stamped with kisses of

delight?

—By Marshall Lorirner.

Enrapted around my finger tight,

A woman clings to me at night.

Her hair luxuriant weaves around,

And yet—she utters ne’er a sound.

She’s feminine, without a sting?

God bless the lady on my ring.

—M. L.
* * *

When a girl pays for her own meal,

you will notice how indelicately she

absorbs same, but when the man pays

—well, that’s another story, according

to Anthony McCarthy.

HE DID HIS “BIT”

Katherine MacDonald, the Associ-

ated First National screen beauty, has

a new leading man in "Money,
Money, Money,” the latest Preferred

Pictures production in which she is

starred.

His name is Jack Dougherty. He
is Irish and red-haired. He is six

feet and one or two inches in height

and resembles a battering ram ’varsity

fullback more than the typical actor,

and yet the fact that Dougherty
photographs like the proverbial mil-

lion dollars and can act rings around
the average motion picture leading

man will not detract from his inevit-

able popularity.

Dougherty played in a number of

musical plays on Broadway before

Ned Wayburn, the famous stage pro-

ducer, took him to London, for the

Hippodrome. At the outbreak of the

war, Dougherty returned to his na-

tive New York and enlisted in the

Marine Corps. He is innately mod-
est, and doesn’t do much bragging
about a two years’ service that

brought him a Croix de Guerre and a

recommendation for a D. S. O., but

when the war was over Dougherty
was a sergeant and a full-fledged

Marine Corps scrapper.

This leading actor is a new and a

striking personality in motion pic-

tures and, as such, is destined to

achieve a degree of “fan” popularity

that is sure to place him in the cate-

gory of screen idols.

She s charming and her name is

Emily,

I like her to distraction,

She is instantly filled with action,

She’s the mother of a family

—

Of cats.

This effusion by Charlotte Merriam.
* * *

Why be married in June? Any
other month is just as bad, states

Gladys Brockwell.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”



DID COLUMBUS DISCOVER AMERICA?
Continued from Second Cover Page

The hour had not yet come when colonization of the new land was to be begun. DISCOVERY
and COLONIZATION are separate and distinct steps in the development of this nation. It is a
matter of record that in 1477 Columbus made a voyage to Iceland and interviewed the seafaring men
there, who inherited their knowledge of the Western World from their forefathers. It is also beyond
question that in the archives of the Vatican, where information and learning of every sort was
carefully filed, there were records of the Norse discovery of Vineland and of the voyages of the
Vikings to our shores. This prior knowledge which Columbus had at his disposal gave him that
extraordinary confidence, which the romantic accounts of his voyage to San Salvador ascribed to

his "enlightenment from heaven.” A quotation on this point, from a volume entitled “America Not
Discovered by Columbus,” written by Prof. Rasmus B. Anderson of the University of Wisconsin, and
published in 1901, is of interest:

“The antiquities of the North furnish a series of incontestible evidence that the coast
of North America was discovered in the latter part of the tenth century, immediately
after the discovery of Greenland by the Norsemen. . . . The fault that we find with
Columbus is that he was not honest and frank enough to tell where and how he obtained
his previous information about the lands he pretended to discover; that he sometimes
talked of himself as chosen by Heaven to make this discovery, and that he made the fruits

of his labors subservient to the dominion of Inquisition.”

Columbus was in no sense the Discoverer of America. His voyage had been antedated by nearly
500 years, by a prior navigator, Leif Eriscon. Columbus never set foot on North America, having
been strangly diverted from his course toward it by the southward flight of a flock of birds, which
led him to turn the prows of his three ships southward toward San Salvador. Before he made his
second voyage and landed on the mainland in Central Aemrica, John Cabot, an agent of the King of
England, had landed on the mainland of North America, at the same locality where its Discoverer,
Leif Ericson, had set his standard in the year 1000. As if 'following a divine plan, the colonization
of North America likewise began with representatives of the Anglo-Saxon, or Nordic race,—the Pil-

grims, under William Bradford,—who landed on Plymouth Rock in 1620, again guided to the same
divinely appointed spot which was prepared by Ericson and Cabot.

North America, in its beginning, in its development, and fruition, is Anglo-Saxon. The French
and Spanish, who attempted to claim parts of it in later years, such as Florida, Louisiana and Cali-
fornia, were driven out or forced to sell their holdings. The attempted penetration of the United
States by Latin Europeans, from Columbus’ time to this, has menaced our nation, until today at
last there is an awakening to the danger which threatens, and immigration is drastically limited.

The agents of the Roman system, who take Columbus as their champion, are notably aggressive,
adroit and active in political circles. They have pushed the Columbus claim as persistently as pos-
sible, and have cast about him a mantle of romance unjustified by the facts,—for Columbus was any-
thing but an honorable and upright character. A picture representing his alleged discovery of Amer-
ica has been placed upon our currency; our municipal politicians have given his name to streets,
parks and plazas; cities and rivers have been named for an adventurer who had nothing to do with
our nation, never set foot here, was not its Discoverer, and represents a culture and civilization
fundamentally opposed and hostile to our own, which stands for complete separation of church and
state, a free press, free speech and free public schools.

In the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate and the House there is now pending a measure
to declare October 12 a legal holiday, to be known as Columbus Day. Congressman Michael J. Hogan,
of New Y ork, who introduced the measure in the House, is a Roman Catholic, “educated” in parochial
schools. Senator William M. Calder, of New York, the Senate sponsor for an identically worded
measure, who is ostensibly a Protestant, was given an honorary degree recently by one of the
large New York Roman Catholic colleges. Archbishop Hayes presiding. Regarding Senator Calder’s
act in introducing the “Columbus Day” bill, the following statement by Jay W. Forrest, Master of the
Sons and Daughters of Washington, printed in the New York Sun of May 31, is of interest:

“The only people in the United States who want a Columbus holiday are the Irish

Roman Catholic Knights of Columbus. When we as a nation start in making national
holidays, we have plenty of Americans to honor first. The day of the man who bargains
for the votes of the Irish in this country is over.”

The “Knights,” who take Columbus as their patron, have been conducting an aggressive campaign
to spread the Roman politico-religion over the United States, “revise” our history, and attack our
school system by opposing all legislative measures designed to strengthen it, notably the Towner-
Sterling Educational Bill. In the interest of this anti-Anglo Saxon system, Columbus is a leading
medium of propaganda, the false argument being that since he “discovered” America, it rightfully
belongs to his co-religionists. All this is being met and overcome at the present hour, because the
rise of truth has overtaken the lie, and is putting it down. Every true American will take a lively

interest in uncovering the falsity of the Calumbus claim, and in helping to establish the truth con-
cerning the discovery of America by Leif Ericson in the year 1000.

As editor of one of our American publications, will you do your part to bring the truth regard-
ing Leif Ericson’s discovery of America before your readers? You are at liberty to print this letter

in your columns, if you so desire, or to use the facts and references herein for your own editorial
purposes.

Signed, TRUTH.



ETHEL RANSOME
(Just From Paris)

Miss Ethel Ransome, the well-known Australian Actress, has arrived in Los Angeles after com-
pleting a Tour of the European Capitals. Her vivacity and refreshing personality have vitalized
many Stage Successes in the Antipodes, her histrionic ability is a recognized factor in the Legiti-
mate Professions, and although she is here presumably visiting friends, like others who have gained
fame, who hail from her wonderful land, she will no doubt attempt to establish her fame in the
Silent Drama. She carries with her numerous Letters of Introduction to some of the most cele-

brated Producers located in our midst. If past achievements count for anything—if Ability, Pre-
sentability, Ambition, Winsomeness, Verve, Mental Astuteness and a Comprehensive Wardrobe of

the Latest Feminine Garments from Paris mean anything at all in the Artistic struggle for fame

—

then Miss Ransome has every requisite necessary to achieve her purpose. A glance at the Lady
above should certainly emphasize this contention.
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THE DISCARDS IN MOVING
PICTURES

By EMM. ELL.

I am not attempting to predicate that

there seems to be a general conspiracy among
Producers, or through the Casting Directors,

to nullify the efforts of moving picture celeb-

rities, who have reached a certain high plane

and in which, if they were to go beyond, it

would mean higher salaries, and more atten-

tion to the individuals, but I am trying to

emphasize the fact that there are today on

the fringe of Movie-land many famous actors,

and actresses, of other days who have, to a

certain extent, succeeded in pictures, but

who, for various reasons, are now relegated

practically to the ash heap of Extra-ville.

It seems terribly pathetic that the Star,

and favorite of millions of play-goers, should

be in the position where he, or she, is forced

to accept work donations of charitably in-

clined Directors. Had I said Casting Di-

rectors, my meaning would be more emphatic,

for these individuals—and I have a certain

few in mind who are getting so—that their

heads appear to be above the clouds, some
of them even lack a decent courtesy to the

individual applying for positions. Today it is:

“Are you the Type”? If you do not come up

to the standard of the type required by the

Casting Director, no matter how proficient

you might be as an actress, or an actor, then

you are unwelcome. Talent is accepted at

low valuation today in moving pictures. The
Casting Director, for instance, has forgotten

the fact that from time immemorial it was
customary for stock players in repertoire to

assume and act any character in any play

that was presented to the public weekly. So

much for Type. This is one of the handiest

excuses mouthed by Casting Directors.

I had the opportunity the other day to

see a well-known actress of other days, who
has brought tears and laughter in the eyes

of hundreds of audiences, seeking a little

largess in the form of one or two days’ work
in a current production. She was informed

that she wasn’t the “Type,” and, yet, the very

part that she was to have played, had she

been accepted, was being played by another

woman who was far less the type than the

script called for! the reason being that the

latter happened to be on a salary with the

Company, and had to be used; so you can

see. Friend Reader, that here is an instance

where Type was deliberately overlooked to

save a little money.

Now, if this can happen as it did, why
is it so necessary to use the expression

“Type” when applying for a position as an

artist? Why, it seems only a year ago that

you couldn’t go into any local moving picture

theatre without seeing wonderful character

women, giving wonderful portrayals and earn-

ing wonderful commendation by their artis-

try, and today these same women are on the

fringe of moving picture-land; their talent is

^s strong, if not more enhanced than it ever

was; their personalities are just as forceful;

Their good humor and continued courtesy is

always at a high tide; they are universally

loved by the rank and file of people in the

profession
;

and, yet, these same individuals

are practically asking for the charity of being

allowed to use the talents God gave them
for a day or two of work ! What’s the

answer?

The answer, to my way of thinking, is

that the Casting Director should be placed

under close supervision by the Director

Generals, and Supervising Directors, that

there would not be any necessity to turn

away talent when talent is needed. There

is too much favoritism. At one time we used

to say that it was the individual Director’s

fault; today the power has been placed in the

Casting Director’s hands, and in many cases

it is being misused. It would be much better

if each Production Company would employ

a Business Manager, the Director of the par-

ticular story, and the Casting Director, to

form a Committee of three to pass upon the

actual merit of each applicant who applies

for a position in any certain picture. Per-

haps, then there might be a little “Fair Play.”
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FROM CRITIC TO AUTHOR

When you speak in Moving Picture

parlance, you don’t have to go back

many years to discover pioneering

effort. We have seen office boys rise

to be Presidents of Moving Picture-

Company’s within the space of six or

seven years; in many cases this was

a matter of luck, in others sheer ef-

fort, but we have in mind at this writ-

ing a very successful screen Author,

who has risen from one important

post to another, until today he stands

forth as one of the most representa-

tive screen Authors in the world!

That man is Harvey Gates.

Somewhere in 1912 or 1913, he was
the dramatic Critis for the New York
Dramatic Mirror. He was then in a

position to review other Authors’ and

Playwrights’ efforts. After a while he

accepted the position as Publicity Di-

rector for the Universal Film Com-
pany. It is a matter of record that

he ably succeeded in that position, but

Mr. Gates was of that type who as-

pired to the higher things, and so it

was but natural that he became the

Author of many Original screen suc-

cesses. Going back to 1914, we find

that the old Biograph Company
screened his first story, and then,

overnight, as it were, he leaped into

fame—and at the same time brought
fame to one of our greatest Stars,

Dorothy Phillips, when he gave the

world “Hell Morgan’s Girl.” Inci-

dently, “Hurricane’s Gal,” which we
reviewed in a couple of issues back,

was also from his fertile brain, feat-

turing the same Star. There isn’t any
doubt but what Harvey Gates has

been instrumental in establishing the

fame of many of our present day
movie Celebs. We are thinking

of his “Wild Cat of Paris,” which
brought forward Priscilla Dean into

the limelight. Up ’till this time,

Priscilla Dean was just—Priscilla

Dean; then, as everyone knows, a

series of these kind of pictures estab-

lished her. He also wrote “The Sting

of the Lash” for Pauline Fredericks

and it might not be amiss to mention
that the two best stories that brought
instant fame to “Hoot” Gibson and
established him as a western Star,

were “Action” and “Red Courage.”

Has “Hoot” Gibson had any stories

to equal these since or before? Re-

cently Herbert Rawlinson appeared

in another Gates’ vehicle, “The Man
Under Cover,’’ and shortly you will

see “Broad Daylight” with an all-star

cast, an Irving Cummings Produc-

tion, shown on our local screens.

Perhaps the greatest achievement of

Harvey Gates is still in the making
with his “Chicago Sal,” which has

been sold to Sol Lessor, and will fea-

ture an all-star cast. It is a story

abounding with human interest, and
melodramatic intensity. These are but

a few of the output from the fertile

brain of a man whose general exterior

would lead you to suppose that he

was more bent on playing golf than

writing stories. On the front cover of

this issue we are showing a very

characteristic enlargement of Harvey
Gates. It is customary when speak-

ing of Authors to say that they are

usually (up a tree), but you will no-

tice that he is doing his deep con-

centrated thinking in a boat and al-

though he is at sea at the time, it is

very apparent that he is not all at

sea with his ideas. It is a peculiar

fact that Harvey has never sat for a

photograph, and by many ruses we
were able eventually to extract this

old kodak snapshot and enlarge it to

the proportions that you see on the

front cover. Harvey Gates is a great

lover of out-door sports, as well as a

keen devotee of the boxing clubs,

nevertheless, he is noted for his home
life proclivities. He likes nothing bet-

ter than to dig and potter around his

beautiful little home near Gardner

Junction. He is blessed with several

beautiful and sturdy children, and his

wife is a charming personification of

wifely attributes in her love for her

husband and children. We are look-

ing forward to the time when Harvey
Gates will receive, at least, half of

what his stories are actually worth
to the box offices throughout the

country.

Gloria Hope has purchased for

herself a new Buick roadster and
friend husband, popularly known as

Lloyd Hughes, has taught her how
to run it in accordance with all the

traffic laws he could dig out of a

book.

A MOVIE-STAR
Many-many-many years ago
in Honolulu—there dwelt
an American Family, and
the youngster above was
considered to be the
most important part of that
family! you see him at the
age of Three! time changes
many things, and situations:
today the above person is still

a person of consequence, only this

time to the great family of America,
he has been duly successful in

Moving Pictures, as a handsome
Leading Man. Incidentally he ac-

quired the

art of swimming in the Land of the
One

stringed Guitar, and eventually he
created

a World record for twenty-five
Yards!

no doubt you are guessing who he
can be?

will it help you any to be informed
that

he could have been a successful Mid-
dleweight

Champion boxing aspirant?—well,
not to tease

you any longer—he played the mascu-
line Lead

in Cecil B. deMille’s “Saturday Night”
and is

soon to blossom forth as a star in
his own

right. So it seems appropriate to
publish this

Picture on this Gentleman’s Birth-
day—September 5th.

How old is he? (ask me) his name
is more important

—

here it is—J-A-C-K M-O-W-E-R.
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FOtAR CINEMA FAVORITES

In

orvfidence

LOU ANGER KNOWS

Renaud Hoffman has been engaged

by Lou Anger, general manager of

the Joseph M. Schenck Productions,

to prepare the art titles for the Norma
Talmadge feature film, “The Voice

From the Minaret,” which Frank

Lloyd directed. Hoffman’s titles,

made for Norma Talmadge’s “The

Eternal Flame” and Constance Tal-

madge’s “East is West” stamps him

as one of the leading artists in that

line of work in the Southland.

THIS ISN’T STRANGE
Among the extras engaged by Di-

rector John M. Stahl for the racetrack

scene especially staged for his latest

Louis B. Mayer-First National attrac-

tion, “The Dangerous Age,” was a

man who had been a season box-

holder at the track in the old racing

days. Within a few rows of where
he sat as a five-dollar-a-day spectator

for the camera, was the box where
he had once held court as one of the

wealthiest patrons of the track. His

fortune squandered on the ponies, he

worked at various occupations and

finally drifted to “mob” work in pic-

tures.

Speaking of Pittsburgh: That’s a

dirty remark!

This is Ira I. Levy’s line.

HUGHIE FAY DIRECTS “BULL”
Hughie Fay has been secured as

permanent director for the “Bull”

Montana series of comedies which

Hunt Stromberg is producing for

Metro. Mr. Fay is scheduled to di-

rect eight two-reel fun makers with

the famous cauliflower eared come-
dian during the coming year. Work
has already been started on the sec-

ond picture which is titled, “A Punc-
tured Prince.”

Mr. Fay holds an enviable rank in

the field of creative directors. He re-

ceived his early motion picture school-

ing with the Sennett organization and
more recently directed a series of

comedies starring Lloyd Hamilton.

He also handled the megaphone for

Weber and Fields when they made
their motion picture debut.

Forrest Seabury, popular Los An-

geles actor who has been associated

with the Majestic Theatre stock

company for years, and who is at

present portraying “Judus" in the

Pilgrimage Play, has been engaged

by Marshall Neilan to appear in

“The Strangers’ Banquet.”

Seabury is well known throughout

the country as a result of his mo-

tion picture and road work in the-

atricals. Eugenie Besserer, who ap-

peared in Neilan’s “Penrod,” and

Lee Willis are others to be “in-

vited” to be present at “The Strang-

ers’ Banquet.”
* * *

Nazimcva is billed in New York

for the speaking stage. She will play

the stellar role in “Salome,” this sea-

son. We bet she catches cold. You

know this production should only be

“pulled off” in the summer time.

* * *

Charles Furthmann, the author, has

completed “Pirate of New Orleans,”

an original story of the revolutionary

days in America, which, it is said,

Universal will film. It is also defi-

nitely settled that one of King Bag-

gott’s next specials will be from the

Futrhmann pen.

* * *

“Where is the capital of the Uni-

ted States?”
‘ Most of it is over in Europe now.”

Neal Hart knows what he’s writing

about.

* * *

Speaking of prohibition. We have

a lot of hangovers in the mountains

around here. Jean Acker told us this.
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

It seems to me that you ought to

excuse any “NIGHT LIFE” in this

issue, as the weather has been too

torrid each day to cool off at night!

Well, anyway, I'll take a slight trip

with you, and take my word for it

—

it’ll be very brief.

MISSION—Well, someone convinced

the Mission Theatre officials that

the "Queen of the Moulin Rouge”

was a masterpiece, but I guess the

public did a little thinking for itself.

By all means, if we can’t get a

premier, let’s have a repetition of

“Molly-O." Mandil, the bewhis-

kered violinist, should betake him-

self and his show-off car to another

berg as the public has had to swal-

low him and his art too long. He
may be a violinist, but his methods

of advertising himself as such does

not appeal to the community.

LOEW’S STATE—Well, it wouldn't

surprise me in the least if vaude-

ville is dispensed with entirely next

week in this theatre. Whether this

will make a decimating policy with

its owners remains to be seen. One
thing I do know—if such a man as

Billy Shoup goes—*Loew’s State can

make up its mind to put up with

a nonentity to take his place. What
I say about Billy also applies to J.

L. Moore, who through his own
ability and effort worked himself up

from doorman to auditor, etc.

Doris May made quite a hit in

“Boy Crazy” last week, with the as-

sistance of Harry Meyers and a cap-

able cast. The present production

is Viola Dana in “They Like ’Em
Rough,” in which this fascinating

and diminutive star is at her best.

Mr. Bostick is making a legion of

friends for himself.

SUPERBA—Last week I noticed an

old two-reeler revived; ’twas called

“Sure Shot Morgan.” Its cast in-

cluded Harry Carey, Maude Emory,
Hoot Gibson and Claire DuBrey. I

liked it better than the main feature.

The lobby display representing lo-

cal color of a South Sea Island be-

came a thing of realism under the

guidance of Noble Hearn and the

dexterous manipulations of Jack
Howard. The “STORM,” which

was directed by Reginald Barker,

started Sunday. This is a feature

of high caliber. I reviewed it very

favorably several weeks ago, when
it appeared at the Mission.

MOROSCO—By the time this Jewish

classic has had its complete run,

poor Otto Lederer will have forgot-

ten how to speak English without

an accent. He dominates the entire

action, and is its particular star, yet

I failed to find a photograph of him
in the lobby display, while nonen-

tities have a whole frame full of

them. After each performance the

only two people remembered vividly

are PATRICK and Abie's father.

GRAUMAN’S— I have been against

foreign-made pictures from the

start, but I’d hate to keep it up in

the case of “The Loves of Pharaoh.”

This is an epochal vehicle, and

should run a few weeks more in an-

other theatre.

MAJESTIC—This stock house is giv-

ing the public “The Rear Car.” It

is well played but somehow or oth-

er, the mystery is not quite solved at

THE END.

KINEMA—Walsh’s production, “Kin-

dred of the Dust,” held forth, and
it didn’t raise any particular dust.

Guy Bates Post in the “Masquer-
ader” followed, and 1 predict the

town will sit up and take notice.

It’s simply wonderful. Don’t miss
it.

SYMPHONY—“Grandma's Boy” has"

remained long enough to grow up.

Why force it down the public

throat? Aren't there any more pic-

tures on the shelves at the Roach
Studios?

MILLER’S—After seeing Mabel Nor-
mand originally at the Mission in

“Molly-O,” I took a night off and
laughed, smiled and shed a few
surreptitious tears again, at her

marvelous characterization at the

above theatre.

RIALTO—“Blood and Sand” is too

hot in this weather. Why not intro-

duce an iceberg as a prologue?

As Labor Day interferes with la-

bor, and suddenly discovering that I

have exactly three hours to go to

press, I will have to curtail “NIGHT
LIFE” for this issue, and end up by
reminding all honest-to-goodness base-

ball fans, including HUFF, Charlie;

Curly Landis, Mr. and Mrs. Dunlap,
ARTHLT R, JOE, to behold the se-

raphic expressions on the faces of

CHARLES LOCKHARD and
“Boots” Webber, while the Angels
just manage to win games. Now as

I predicted the last run for the An-
gels, and being looked upon as a

prophet by LjJ U'MALLEY, I'M
PREDICTING THAT ON THE
5TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, THE
DATE THIS PUBLICATION
SEES THE WORLD, THAT ' THE
ANGELS WILL HAVE TAKEN
AT LEAST SEVEN OUT OF
NINE FROM SEATTLE! WHILE
THE SEALS WILL HAVE WON
SIX OUT OF EIGHT FROM
PORTLAND, AND VERNON
WILL HAVE LOST THREE OUT
OF SEVEN TO SACRAMENTO,
WHICH MEANS THAT “OUR
ANGELS” WILL HAVE GAINED
TWO FULL GAMES ON HER
RIVALS! AND THAT BY SEP-
TEMBER 29TFI L. A. WILL BE
RACING DOWN THE STRETCH
NECK AND NECK WITH THE
SEALS FOR FIRST PLACE!
ANYONE DOUBTING THIS
PROPHECY CAN APPLY AT MY
OFFICE, FOR A MORE CON-
VINCING ARGUMENT — SELAH.
L. A. TO WIN THE PENNANT!

REFLECTED GRACES

By Marshall Lorimer

Beauty surrounds me everywhere

,

Bright faces beam as I pass.

But none so bright, or with stately air.

As the memoried one of my Lass.

She dwells far away, in dear Angle
Land,

Mayhap she thinks of me there;

As I who behold her on every hand.

The fairest of all the fair.

A glance, or the gleam of a sunny

smile

From a maid who is passing by,

Uplifts me from cares that o’er

pressed for awhile,

And sweet thoughts with my sigh.

’Tis thus you are ever before me,

dear heart!

My eyes search chaste beauties

about me;
And in them for a moment I trace

you in part,

And anon! you are near! Oh, so

near me!
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

THE “LOWEST LEVEL”
OF POPULARITY

We have heard many stories of

the popularity of moving pictures at

the far corners of the world, but the

following is the first instance we have

known in which a picture star’s fame

and photographs have traveled liter-

ally into the bowels of the earth.

Ralph Brownell, official druggist de

luxe to the motion picture center on

Sunset boulevard, Hollywood, was a

recent visitor in the copper mining

district near Superior, Arizona, and

recounts a tale of the fame of mov-
ing pictures and their stars.

Among other wonders, he was
shown a mine shaft and a working
level 2500 feet under ground, or in

other words more than half a mile

straight down—about as close as any
of us ever hope to get to the lower

regions.

There, anchored to about a hundred
thousand dollars’ worth of solid cop-

per wall by a ten-penny nail, hung a

picture of Dorothy Devore taken from
a set of theatre lobby photos from
one of her last year’s Christie Com-
edies.

On the level. Yes, the lowest level

there is.

THEY’RE OFF, TOO
With arrangements just completed

for a series of Leah Baird special pro-

ductions to be made for Associated

Exhibitors under an agreement be-

tween Arthur S. Kane and Arthur F.

Beck, her manager, the first special

already is well under way on the lot

of the Thomas H. Ince Studio.

Miss Baird, who wrote her own. sce-

nario for this picture, from a four-act

play, “All Mine,” is being supported

by a trio of favorite leading men

—

Richard Tucker, Walter McGrail and
Tom Santchi. The story is woven
about some interesting situations that

arise following a shipwreck in the

South Sea Isles.

Wallace Worsley is directing the

picture with Arthur Todd as camera
man.

INSIDE THE RING

Universal City fight fans should re-

fuse their pay checks this week and

pay the studio a handsome gate for

working on the same 550 acres with

Reginald Denny and his fighting

company of “Leather Pushers.”

In a regulation ring and with fans

packed around the ropes, the star is

swapping blows with west coast ring

veterans. It isn’t like a movie fight.

Denny tries to make every blow a

lullaby and his opponent is out to

wreck the Denny chin.

H. C. Witwer wrote the “Leather

Pushers” as a series of prize fight

yarns for Colliers. Universal bought

the bunch and has released the first

six as Universal-Jewels.

Rounds seven and eight are being

filmed now under the direction of

Harry Pollard.

In round seven the handsome “Kid

Roberts” saunters over to Monte

Carlo and picks up the French cham-

pion. Complications arise when a vil-

lain puts mustard oil on the French-

man’s gloves. After a fight that gave

the folks at the ringside St. Vitus

dance, Denny popped the French

champ on the prow and round seven

was over.

Goat Lavin, a young Los Angeles

heavyweight who fought at the Sta-

dium, appeared as the French champ.

Round eight gave fight fans a thrill.

Appearing as an American champion

was A1 Norton, who twice fought

Dempsey and has been nearer to the

championship than any other recent

aspirant.

Four rounds more will be filmed

and then the “Leather Pushers” will

be finished. In the twelfth round the

star, appearing as the world’s cham-

pion, will step into a man like Demp-
sey and retire with a fortune. Miss

Norris Johnson plays the ingenue.

The reason for so many broken en-

gagements: The ring suits but the

fellow doesn’t—always.

Gladys Walton ought to know.
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
STARS OF TOMORROW

Outside the feature production class

Universal has five leading women
right now working in one and two-

reel and serial ventures, who are well

known as younger actresses of excep-

tional beauty and charm.

Opposite Jack Mulhall in the uni-

versalization of Jack London’s “Tales

of the Fish Patrol,” in two-reel ac-

tion dramas, Louise Lorraine has one

of the outstanding engagements of her

career.

Laura LaPlante is appearing oppo-

site William Desmond in “Perils of

the Yukon,” Universal’s chapter his-

tory of Alaska.

Gertrude Olmsted and Mary Phi 1-

bin, prize beauties selected by Uni-

versal from an eastern beauty contest

two years ago, have been portraying

comedy roles for some time recently,

the former with Neely Edwards and

Miss Philbin with Lew Sargent. Miss

Olmsted will be playing feature lead-

ing roles again shortly and Miss Phil-

bin will go with Von Stroheim for

the dominating role in his forthcom-

ing Universal-super-jewel.

Andree Tourneur is “roughing it”

up in timber country in the feminine

role opposite Roy Stewart in a se-

ries of two-reel lumberjack stories

Universal is filming.

SHE’LL SOON BE BACK

“Suzanna,” the next feature produc-

tion to be released by Mack Sennett,

in which Mabel Normand will star,

soon will be out of the cutting and

titling room and in the distributing

hands of First National Pictures.

In the opinion of those qualified to

judge the merits of a production, “Su-

zanna” will be acclaimed one of the

outstanding pictures of the season.

“Suzanna” will appeal. It will fasci-

nate you to see Mabel Normand in

this new character. She is bewitch-

ing, lovable and irresistible.

Maurice (Lefty) Flynn, former

Yale football hero and now a rising

screen hero, has completed his en-

gagement in “Omar the Tentmaker”
and the sensational manner in which
he rode three horses Roman fashion,

standing on the backs of two of the

animals with a third between, has

earned for him serious consideration

for the title role in “Ben Hur,” which
Goldwyn contemplates starting soon.

ERIC HAS STARTED!

Thursday, August 24, 1922, remem-
ber the date, marked the beginning of

“Merry Go Round,” Erich von Stro-

heim’s forthcoming picture. Dates
are important when von Stroheim

gets into action. “Foolish Wives” took

eighteen months to film. It gave em-
ployment to thousands of people when
the motion picture industry was laid

up with growing pains last year.

“Merry Go Round” will not take as

long in the making but it will give

more thousands opportunity for work.

It is a story of Vienna before, dur-

ing and after the war. Sets even more
magnificent than used in “Foolish

Wives” are being built. The Prater,

Vienna’s pleasure park, has been re-

produced as a complete street. Other
buildings are in construction, some
of them accurate replicas of Austrian

feudal palaces.

A BAD RETURN

(By Marshall Lorimer)

I begin to despair

Of the things I most care,

In my failure to have them accom-

plished.

For tho’ strive as I will

Dogged Fate follows me still,

And Damns all the “Endings” I might

have wished.

Tho’ my Hand and my Brain,

Have worked harder to gain

A Footing that leads to the rungs of

Success;

All my efforts return

Futile—Dead—and I learn

That the more I have striven, I’ve

gained less.

“That girl is well supported.”

“Yeh, I’ve noticed her garters too.”

Louis Gasnier must have his little

joke.

THE FINEST
Is none too good!

And the BEST People
Know the good quality of

“Ragtime” Chocolates

Ethel Broadhurst
Is a Keen Judge

And She Eats Them.

C. C. BROWN CO.
Los Angeles - California

621 South Olive Street
’Phone Broadway 1610

Forrest Robinson, the distinguished

character actor, has, through his

Hollywood agent, started an extensive

buying campaign, which includes the

purchase of a new home, a new auto-

mobile and a full set of furniture.

He is going to make the film capitol

his permanent home after residing in

New York for a half century.

* * *
Virginia Valli wants to know

where the flapper is who would refuse

an automobile ride?

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs Waving our Specialty
to Order

Toupees Hepner

Hair
Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

Marcelling
1001 West Seventh Street
(Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jiepner
l N C OI\P O I\ATE D

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

The real high-class cafes are serv-

ing rain coats with grape fruit this

season. Vin Moore is at it again.

BILLIE DOVE
ACCOMPLISHED SAILORETTE

Billie Dove doesn't anticipate the

least inconvenience, such as, say, sea-

sickness, during the filming for Metro
of Ben Ames Williams’ sea story,

“All the Brothers Were Valiant,” in

which she is to enact the leading femi-

nine role under the direction of Irvin

V. Willat. Miss Dove has crossed

the Atlantic to Europe twice and in

addition practically lived on Long
Island Sound a large part of every

summer since she was a little girl.

The sailor hat has fallen! At least

for a while, at any rate, for Katherine

MacDonald has discarded that par-

ticular style of headgear for the smart
tailor she affects in her latest pic-

ture, “The Lonely Road,” now being

filmed on the big Schulberg stages

and several picturesque “locations”

near Pasadena.

Victor Schertzinger is directing this

production with a supporting company
of players that includes Kathleen

Kirkman, James Neill, Frank Leigh,

Charles French, Orville Caldwell, En-
genie Besserer, Vera Lewis and Wil-

liam Conklin.

Mable Normand says a lot of these

writers around Hollywood can write

darn good. Yeh—home for money.

THOSE TELEGRAMS!

When Richard Dix, Mae Busch,

Director Maurice Tourneur and the

company making “The Christian” ar-

rived at a hotel on the Isle of Man,
the employees were naturally thrilled.

A girl telegrapher wanted to know
if Dix, playing the title role, was
married. She looked pleased when
he assured her that he was a

bachelor.

The next day, the girl received over

the wire and carried to Mr. Dix a

telegram reading as follows: “Your
son sailed today from Singapore,

destination New York.” Dix will

never forget the reproach in the

girl’s face, mingled with a look

which said, “You tried to fool me,

Mr. Dix, but I’ll keep your secret,

anyway.”

The answer? There will be shown
in the picture large photographic

reproductions of telegraphic mes-

sages delivered to Lord Storm at his

Manx home. J. J. Cohn, production

manager, had the wire sent from

London to Dix while they were right

on the spot, saving the Goldwyn
technical stag any work except that

of changing the addressee’s name
to that of the character in the story,

which has been modernized.

But Richard cannot help being

disappointed at the lack of faith of

his little “fan” on the island where

the cats have no tails.

Helen Ferguson, who has a leading

role in Goldwyn’s “Hungry Hearts,”

about to be released, celebrated her

twenty-first birthday recently. Miss

Ferguson’s favorite sport is throw-

ing snowballs in summer. She has

to climb mountains to do it.

* * 'f

Mae Busch is a moving picture

actress. She moves twice a month
regularly. She is trying to find a

house that suits her.

* * *

Kate Lester, the grandest grande

dame of the screen, has a good part

in “Gimme,” the new Rupert Hughes

picture.

* * *

Latest Hollywood news by William

Worthington.

A great stunt actress tripped and

fell over a carpet in her apartment

and was severely injured.

JACK COOPER
Comedian

Somebody said that A1 Woods orig-

inated the “bedtime” stories. Jack

Cooper dragged this one out.

STROOCKS PURE CAMEL’S
HAIR OVERCOATS — all shades

PICCADILLY
$65

an exclusive model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
HOW CAN WE FORGET?

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 5.—Active

participation by stars of the stage and

screen in the National “Forget-Me-

Not Day” of the Disabled American

Y
T

eterans of the World War, on Sat-

urday, November 4th, has been

pledged in numerous telegraphic mes-

sages and leters already received here

at the national headquarters of the

big organization with 100,000 of

America’s wounded and disabled he-

roes of the great war withi nits ranks.

The vigorous efforts of those of the

theatrical profession in the war-time

campaigns, and post-war activities,

are to be renewed with all the energy

and interest that prevailed four and

five years ago, according to C. Ham-
ilton Cook, national commander of

the Disabled American Veterans of

the World War, who is directing the

preliminary work of the “Forget-Me-

Not Day” movement, which is to take

place in every city and town in the

United States, on November 4th, when
all America will buy little "forget-

me-nots.” Establishment of club-

rooms, creation of summer camps, re-

lief of the wounded and disabled vet-

erans, assistance for the unemployed,

and numerous other projects are to

be benefited by the coming “National

Forget-Me-Not Day,” and the work
of mercy and helpfulness will not

be confined to the organized disabled

veterans, but to all Americans who
were wounded or disabled in action

during the great war.

Incidents of the loyalty and will-

ingness to do “their bit” have been

shown on numerous occasions by the

heads of the theatrical and film in-

dustries, who have never failed to

take an active part in a deserving or

patriotic cause.

Walter Emerson, the dashing young
actor now appearing in support of

Henry B. Walthall in a special fea-

ture being filmed by William Fox, is

having things happen to him with

dizzy rapidity. On top of being
robbed by a footpad recently, he re-

ceived notice of final settlement of

an estate consisting of 160,000 acres

of rich Montana ranch land in which
he shares largely and now he has

been notified of the elopement of his

younger sister with a nephew of Tex
Rickard, the noted fight promoter.

ETHEL IN “PEG O’ MY HEART”

Ethel Grey Terry has been added

to the already notable cast selected

for the Metro production of "Peg O’

My Heart” in which Laurette Taylor

will star under the direction of King

Vidor.

Miss Terry will enact the role of

Ethel Chichester in this famous play.

For several years Miss Terry has been

a leading screen player and has ap-

peared in “Oath Bound” with Dustin

Farnum, “The Kick Back” with

Harry Carey, “The Penalty,” with

Lon Chaney, as well as in numerous

all-star productions including “The

Crossroads of New York,” “Shattered

Idols” and many others. She has just

completed enacting the leading femi-

nine role in “Garrison’s Finish” with

Jack Pickford.

Previous to taking up screen work
Miss Terry was on the legitimate

stage and played in a number of Be-

lasco and Shubert productions as well

as heading stock companies in Minne-

apolis, St. Paul and other cities. She

made her stage debut at the age of

three years.

Miss Terry is the daughter of Lil-

lian Lawrence, who for eight years

was the leading lady at the Castle

Square theatre in Boston.

Among the other prominent actors

and actresses already selected for

leading parts in “Peg O’ My Heart”

are Mahlon Hamilton, Nigel Barrie,

Russell Simpson, Lionel Belmore,

Vera Lewis, Fred Huntley, Aileen

O’Malley, D. R. O. Hatswell and
Sidna Beth Ivins.

GOLF HOSE— $ 2.50 TO $6

Golf

Garb
Combining’ the golf suit with

knickers and the business suit

with long trousers— matched

in material and pattern.

3-

Piece suits, coat, vest, trous-

ers—$35, $40 and $45

Knickers to match—$7.50 to

$12.50

4-

piece suits—coat, vest, long

trousers, knickers — $42.50,

$47.50 and $50

Palm Beach Knickers for—$5 and

$5.50

Linen and crash knickers—$5 and $6

437'443 Spring North of 5™

MANHATTAN FINE SHIRTS

Katherine MacDonald is starring in

a new one entitled, “The Lonely
Road.” Bet there’s not a roadhouse
in the pictures.

Valentino claims that he knows

women. That may be true, but

should a married man know very

many?

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.
TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that
are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Gvom&n & Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

,
GOSSIP BY

THE ROUNDER

EDWARD CONNELLY DEPARTS

Edward Connelly, Metro's veteran

character actor, has departed for New
York to join Rex Ingram. Mr. Con-

nelly will have a prominent role in

“The Passion Vine," Mr. Ingram’s

new production which is to be filmed

in the East.

Philo McCullough, who has just

finished with Harry Rapf, producing

for Warner Bros, on “LITTLE HE-
ROES OF THE STREET,” the last

Wesley Barry vehicle, will hie him-

self to Culver City to play a part in

Marshall Neilan’s forthcoming pic-

ture. After finishing there he will re-

turn to Warner Bros, to appear in

THE BEAUTIFUL AND
DAMNED,” the film version of F.

Scott Fitzgerald’s popular novel.

* % *

If it weren’t for so many poets in

this world, there wouldn’t be such a

jam in the mails. More truth than

poetry by Henry A. Barrows.

HIS “HONORABLE SIR”

George Kuwa, the popular little

Japanese actor who will be remem-
bered for his part in “Moran of the

Lady Letty” and many other big pic-

tures, has been selected by the Warner
Brothers to portray the quaint charac-

ter of Tana in their forthcoming pro-

duction of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s popu-
lar novel, “The Beautiful and
Damned.” It will be directed by Wil-

liam A. Seiter.

|

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

* Professional Photographer

|828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

536 South Broadway
Phone 820414

|

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

JOHN BARRYMORE IN
“SHERLOCK HOLMES”

Star and Strong Supporting Cast

Make Famous Detective Live

On the Screen

Any one might know how hope-
less it would be to try to keep Sher-
lock Holmes from horning his way
into the movies. And who would
want to stop him anyway?

But it's too late to discuss that

phase of the situation now, because

Sherlock is done into celluloid with

John Barrymore as star, and a sup-

porting cast that’s seldom been

equalled for individual and combined

talent. And it won’t be long before

everyone can watch the wily master

detective outwitting the infamous

Professor Moriarty, and his gang of

crooks with their guns and knives

and lethal gas chambers, and other

instruments of torture and sudden

death.

It goes without saying that John
Barrymore makes the most famous

detective in fiction or out, more alive

on the screen than he was even on

the magic pages of Sir Conan Doyle,

his creator. Supporting him are Ro-

land Young, star in “Rollo’s Wild

Oat”; Hedda Hopper, Carol Demps-
ter, leading woman for D. W. Grif-

fith and loaned by him for this one

picture
;
Gustav von Seyffertitz, who

plays the villainous Moriarty; Louis

Wolheim, star of “The Hairy Ape,”

who shakes a mean line of villainy

himself
;
Reginald Denny, a leading

man of stage and screen
;

Albert

Bruning, late of “Back to Methusa-

leh”; Peggy Bayfield, Margaret

Kemp, Anders Randolph, William H.

Powell, Robert Schable, Percy

Knight, David Torrence, Robert

Fischer, Lumsden Hare, Jerry De-

vine and John Willard. Top heavy

with talent—this cast.

The picture gains in realistic at-

mosphere created by the ability of

the players and the directorial skill

of Albert Parker, because of the fact

that it was staged in its natural

settings in England and Switzerland.

“Sherlock Holmes” is one of the

powerful pictures that Goldwyn will

release through the country during

the coming season.

Scott Sidney arises to remark:

“An actor is tried and found out of

work.”

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

Helene Chadwick departed on the

crest of the Los Angeles heat wave

last Saturday for the desert region of

Arizona, where she expects to be ma-

rooned in the midst of a much hotter

wave for the next two weeks during

which time she will be playing the

leading feminine role in the Morosco-

Hawks production of “Border Pa-

trol” in which exterior desert scenes

predominate. In view of the fact that

telegraphic reports show the mercury

to be mounting around the 125 point

daily down in that neck of the woods

just now, Miss Chadwick’s friends re-

gard her willingness to venture there

as downright gameness.

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

EDITING “BROKEN CHAINS”

Allen Holubar and Paul Bern,

Goldwyn scenario editor, are editing

the big production of “Broken

Chains,” the $10,000 prize story, on

which photography was recently fin-

ished. The cast includes Colleen

Moore, Claire Windsor, Malcolm

McGregor and Ernest Torrence.

Tommy Meighan is working on a

story entitled, “The Man Who Saw
Tomorrow.” That’s the boy who is

ahead of them all—at least in this

picture.

* * *

“Some children never learn to

walk.”

“What?”
“No; their parents have automo-

biles.”

We must give Art Acord credit for

this.

* * *

“That’s a lucky strike,” said the

baseball player, as he took a cigaret.

Bernie Duming pulled this at the

ball park.

* * *

The way it is now—by Kathrine

Lorimei

:

This morning Mother bobbed her

hair, and Father is putting shiny stuff

on his hair.

* * *

Norman Taurog writes again.

Mendelssohn wrote the most popu-

lar piece in the world. The divorce

courts are accompanying him in this

little ditty.

* * *

“I crave a wild man,” said the flap-

per.

“Why don’t you go out with a

printer’s devil?” replied her friend.

Anyway, this is what Tony Moreno
told us.

* * *

Blanche Sweet pulls one on L. A.

One L. A. booster says that if

Rome had the L. A. Fire Department
there never would have been a fire.

No, maybe not, but there would have

been a lot of insurance agents.

* * *

We’ve heard of girls falling hard,

and all that sort of thing, but what
about the girl who slipped on her

clothes?

Harry Garson wants to know.

FACTS OF INTERNAL
INTEREST

“Figured on a per capita basis every

man, woman and child in the South-

ern California district paid $25.15 into

Uncle Sam’s coffers as income tax for

the past year,” declared Collector of

Internal Revenue Rex D. Goodsell to-

day.

“This is a record in income tax col-

lections,” continued the collector, “a

total of 185,932 separate returns be-

ing filed. Of this number 62,554 were

for net incomes under $5000; more
than $5000 net income 16,987; corpora-

tions 6277 and partnership 7843. The
number of separate returns filed in

1922 was 47,926 greater than the total

for 1921. This is further evidence of

growth in income producing popu-

lation.

“Ten thousand investigations were

made by our field force, resulting in

increased assessments in many cases.

Every return showing an apparent dis-

crepancy was probed. Usually the er-

ror was due to the taxpayer’s miscon-

struction of the law, showing no in-

tention to deceive.”

In the bonded wineries and govern-

ment warehouses in California are

stored 21,371,820 gallons of wine. This

does not include private stocks.

According to Collector Goodsell,

California’s supply of wine would pro-

vide six and one-half gallons for every

man, woman and child in the state,

or a pint and one-half for every man,

woman and child in the United States.

Virtually the whole world could be in-

vited to partake of a glass of wine as

the stock on hand would furnish

1,303,909,200 drinks of the various

types of the sweet or dry beverage.

If the water supply of Los Angeles

were cut off and the wine on hand

turned into the mains it would sup-

ply the requirements of the entire city

for a period of six hours. Los An-
geles uses 85,000,000 gallons of water

daily during the summer months.

Reports made by the various wine-

ries show that there is now on hand
21,371.820 gallons of wine as follows:

Dry wine of less than 28 proof,

15,500,970 gallons; sweet wine of 26

proof but not more than 42 proof,

5,870,840 gallons.

Production for the past year in-

cluded 5.240,035 gallons of dry wine

and 1,600,538 gallons of sweet wine, a

total of 6,840,574 gallons.

Withdrawals ran up to 3,354,731 gal-

lons indicating an excess in produc-

tion for the year over withdrawals

amounting to 3,485,843 gallons.

The total collections for liquor

taxes for the year ending June 30,

1922, was $2,857,723.91.

A CLEVER DIRECTOR

Sidney Franklin has been signed by
Harry Rapf, producing for Warner
Bros., to direct his forthcoming pro-

duction of Charles G. Norris’ great

novel of marriage and divorce,

“BRASS.”

Franklin will be remembered for a

number of successful pictures which
he guided from the directorial chair

but probably the best known was
Norma Talmadge in “SMILIN’
THROUGH.” He has just finished

directing Constance Talmadge in

“EAST IS WEST.”
Before Mr. Franklin begins his

duties at the Warner Bros. Studio he

will take a short vacation and then

shooting will start immediately upon
his return. During this vacation

Harry Rapf will go to Saratoga,

California, to go over the story with

its author, Charles G. Norris, and by
that time the production schedule

will be ready.

A man that has all sorts of dough
can do a lot of loafing. T. D. Mo-
reno is clever.

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Under the Magni
BY THE MAN BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

REGINALD DENNY

There is something fine about Regi-

nald Denny, that intangible something

that attracts you the instant you meet

him. It would require a fine type of

man to successfully portray the

wholesome Lead in the series of H.

C. Witwer stories, “The Leather

Pushers,” be :ng filmed by Universal.

One could hardly suspect this young
Englishman of being anything but a

clean cut scion of an aristocratic fami-

ly. The impression you gain after you
penetrate that certa n reserve which
seems to Hemm him in, is that here is

a young man vibrating with the very
essence of manly vitality, a man cap-

able of entering into a fellow feel'ng

with you. a man capable of sharing

your troubles, and if need be, help-

ing you to eliminate them. Either

Reginald Denny was originally in-

tended for the “Squared Circle” or

not. depending entirely on your point

of view after contemplating his mag-
nificent physical proportions. He is

the personification of an ideal ath-

lete, strong to an unusual degree, in

which you can observe his muscles in

rippling accord with his mental open
mindedness. It is obvious that this

actor has succeeded in winning thou-

sands of loyal picture fans to his

standard of histrionic ability. He is

identified as the hero in a famous set

of athletic stories, which are bound
to enhance his fame as an actor of

agility and as one of the best in his

interpretations in the silent art of ex-

pression. We are waiting impatiently

to see how he fares as the Lead in

King Baggot’s production, “The Ken-
tucky Derby.” King Baggot must
have sensed a review of his younger
self when he engaged Reginald Denny
to play a part in a story similar to

the one in which he immortalized him-
self in his younger days as King Bag-
got the versatile star. We usually

state that an Englishman cannot see a

joke until the next day. This is a

falsity with Mr. Denny. He has a

keen sense of humor, although he re-

presses himself to a great extent—in-

variably he sees the point just as

quickly as his American brothers. He
lives an ideal life in which domestic
happiness forms the essential. He is

generous to a great extent, but he is

a man who is not readily imposed
upon with impunity. He will go a

great way to help a friend, and there

isn’t any doubt in our mind that he

would go a greater distance to settle

with an enemy. The public have too

few such specimens of wholesome
manhood such as he represents on

the screen, and it is a foregone con-

clusion that this same public will take

Reginald Denny into its heart and

will keep him there as a perfect

specimen of their one conception of

what an ideal man should be; so it

seems assured that the immediate fu-

ture career of the subject of this

story is bound to become as great a

favorite with Americans as he un-

doubtedly is with our cousins across

the sea. He is the type of man de-

serving of success.

Norman Kerry and Mary Philbin

have principal roles in the new story.

Other players are Dale Fuller, Spottis-

woode Aitken, Al. Edmundson,
Maude George, Caesar Gravina, Cap-

tain Albert de Conti Cedassamare, Al-

lan Sears, Colonel Wavorka of the

Austrian army, The Earl of Glandore
(Major Maurice Talbot-Crosbie), Fay
Holderness, George Hackathorne and
Sidney Bracy.

They will be dressed in costumes

received direct from Vienna, dazzling

brilliant uniforms for the soldiery,

typical Vienna-ese gowns for the

women.

James Farley does his stuff.

“She called me a prune.”

“What’s the matter—stewed again?"

GRANDFATHER’S WILL
SUPPLYING CASH FOR

BOY STAR’S PICTURES

The dying wish of a noted Ken-
tucky jurist of the early eighties is

directing the destiny of one of Hol-
lywood's countless screen children.
Educational work was a passion
wiht the late Judge William W.
Trimble, who died August 31, 1886,

and is interred at Cynthiana, Ken-
tucky, the home of his forbears for

many generations. A short time be-

fore his fatal illness Judge Trimble
added a codicil to his will, setting

aside a sum running into thousands
of dollars for “educational” work.
As one of the beneficiaries of the

will Robert J. Trimble, now of Los
Angeles, acted as trustee for this

fund, which has been held intact

since his father’s death.

Robert J. Trimble has a son, Ar-

thur Trimble, five years old. Little

Arthur has been doing juvenile

screen work in the Hollywood stu-

dios for the past three years, and so

rapid has been his advancement that

his parents saw an opportunity to

comply with the more or less elastic

requirements of the unusual codicil.

A family council decided that the

screen, as the greatest educational

medium of the present day, offered

the best means for broad-casting en-

lightment of the sort sponsored by

Judge Trimble. As a result the Ar-

thur Trimble Productions was form-

ed for the purpose of filming a series

of educational motion pictures. The
product will be known as the Trim-

ble Endowment Series and will con-

sist of twelve special productions of

two reels each.

Little Arthur Trimble is the fea-

tured player. He is only five years

old, but fully understands the last

desire of his famous grandfather.

Monty Banks, the irrepressible

comedian, has moved his popularity

up several notches in Los Angeles as

a result of the showing of his latest

comedy, “Please Remit,” at the Cali-

fornia theatre there. Critics unani-

mously hailed this as one of the fun-

niest mirth films of the season.

Monty has just started the second of

his new series of pictures for Feder-

ated and seems to be going strong

for a new high mark.



FIRST NATIONAL NOTES

Following a preview at the Wil-

shire Theatre last week, Charles

Chaplin is putting the final touches on

his latest comedy. The production will

be released as a special.

Simultaneous with the Los Angeles

showing of Richard Walton Tully’s

“The Masquerader,” comes the an-

nouncement that the author-producer

has completed his second production,

“Omar, the Tentmaker.” Both pic-

tures star Guy Bates Post and both

were directed by James Young. Mr.

Tully expects to leave for New York

within a fortnight.

* * *

Upon her return from Truckee,

where she journeyed to appear op-

posite Buster Keaton in his latest

comedy, Phyllis Haver will return to

the Sennett Studio, where Director F.

Richard Jones is getting everything

in readiness for the commencement of

her first starring vehicle,

* * *

John M. Stahl’s latest film crea-

tion, “The Dangerous Age,” will boast

of a bevy of beautiful women. They
include Ruth Clifford. Edith Rob-

erts, Helen Lynch, Myrtle Stedman
and Cleo Madison.

* * *

According to well informed circles,

Richard Barthelmess will more than

duplicate the success of “Tol’able

David” and “Sonny” with his latest

vehicle “The Bond Boy.” His sup-

porting cast will include Mary Thur-

man and Mary Alden. Directed by

Henry King.

PAT O’MALLEY’S DAUGHTER

Ailecn O’Malley, daughter of Pat

O’Malley, will play the part of “Peg”
as a little girl in the Metro screen

version of “Peg O’ My Heart,” in

which Laurette Taylor is to be starred.

Miss O’Malley is four years of age.

King Vidor is directing this adapta-

tion of J. Hartley Manners’ famous
play.

REJUVENATING
COMEDY PLOTS

(By Mack Sennett)

That the summer wave of frivolity

is one the wane and the theatre

patrons are demanding sterner enter-

tainment, is too broad a statement

for a producer to make and have ac-

cepted as truth.

To the contrary, the American
sense of humor, which without doubt

is the keenest in the world, demands
nourishment. There is no known
medium through which laugh-making
can hope to continue its present-day

progress and receive the wide nation-

al distribution, other than the silver-

sheet.

The producer of comedy, much the

same as the producer of drama and

comedy-drama, must consider more
seriously the worth of story material

and at the sacrifice of other picture

making detail, insert more “reason”

for doing things. One thing most
necessary to overcome, to more firm-

ly establish comedy films as a part

of the “big theatre” program is the

immediate elimination of a lot of the

old style slapstick hokum and the

substitution of appealing stories of

love, romance or adventure. The old

method of hooking up a series of

time-worn gags to a mere thread of

a story is passe.

There is no sensible reason why
comedy entertainment, whether it be

of the two-reel variety or of longer

length, should not be treated with the

same seroius consideration as is the

more heavy material given to the

screen. In its construction, the au-

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in
the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium
El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

thor of a story should co-operate

with the continuity writer, for often-

times much real value of a story is

lost transferring it from the script

to the screen, sometimes in an en-

deavor to save on the cost of sets or

the dressing of same, but more often

owing to the fact that continuity

writer and director fail to grasp the

author’s idea of the necessary action

to properly portray the plot he has

in mind.

During my recent trip East, I par-

ticularly studied the market for com-
edy films, that I might more easily

keep Mack Sennett Comedies in pub-

lic favor. The result of my observa-

tions was the deciding factor for my
recent announcement, that “hereafter

all Billy Bevan’s characterizations

would be made straight.” No longer

will he be seen in baggy pants, mous-
tache, and otherwise grotesque make-
up going through a series of clown-

ing motions. His forthcoming pic-

tures will call on his talent and per-

sonality to put over a story, and so

it will be with the other companies
working under the Sennett trade

mark.

Just as soon as the authors can

furnish better story material just that

much sooner will the producer’s diffi-

culties be solved.

Particularly remembered for his

splendid work in “The Crossroads of

New York,” George O’Hara, clever

juvenile leading man has, through a

special arrangement with Mack Sen-

nett and the Fox Film Company, been

engaged to play the male lead op-

posite Shirley Mason in her next

starring vehicle.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition

; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding—
;an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A.B.Cox,717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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UNIVERSAL ACTIVITIES

Carl Laemmle littered up the At-

lantic Ocean this week with a 500-

word cablegram to Irving G. Thal-

berg, director-general of Universal

City. He cabled from Rome where

he is being feted by Italian producers.

The cablegram cost a lot of money.

He could have saved much of it by

saying:

“Congratulations and more power

to you,” for that was its spirit.

Mr. Laemmle used 200 words in re-

viewing Universal’s output for the

season. He spoke of the fifty-two spe-

cial attractions, the historical serials

and stressed the success here and in

Europe of such super-features as

“Foolish Wives,” “Human Hearts,”

“The Storm,” and predicted even

greater success for “Under Two
Flags.” “The Flame of Life,” “The
Flirt,” “Bitter Sweet” and “The Ken-
tucky Derby.”

Then he used 300 words to tell Irv-

ing G. Thalberg that he is apprecia-

tive of his ability, that he is enjoying

himself in Europe and that he will be

mighty glad to sail into New York
in early October.

Irving G. Thalberg, who shares ap-

probation with his associates and
takes criticism by himself, posted the

cablegram on the bulletin board at

Universal City and added a character-

istic line:

“Carry on!”

Carrying on is what Universal City

ain’t doing anything else but, as Hugh
Wiley would say.

The lineup is interesting.

Erich von Stroheim has started

“Merry Go Round,” his own story of

Vienna, with a cast to knock the eye

out.

Emile Chautard has been engaged
and will direct an all-star cast in

“Forsaking All Others,’’ a story by

Mary Lisner, which appeared in Col-

lier’s.

Priscilla Dean is two-thirds finished

with “Lady Raffles,” a story written

for her by Tod Browning and which
he directs. Her next story will be

“Drifting,” a smashing, colorful story

of China, for which Lucien Hubbard
is writing the continuity. Browning
will again direct.

Frank Mayo has finished “The Al-

tar Stairs,” G. B. Lancaster’s romance
of moonswept beaches under the

Southern Cross. He will begin star-

ring immediately on “The Hot Head,”

a speedy action romance by Lillian

Chester of a young man with a tem-

per that rivals the fireworks factory

which explodes in the last scene to

give the story a parting thrill. Ed-
ward Sedgwick will direct from the

continuity of George Randolph Ches-

ter.

Herbert Rawlinson is doing the best

work of his career in “One Wonderful
Night,” Louis Tracy’s famous play

that is just Herb’s “stuff.” Lillian

Rich, Sidney Bracy, Sidney de Grey,

Joseph Girard, Dale Fuller and other

popular players are with him. Raw-
linson just finished “Another Man’s
Shoes,” Victor Bridges’ novel that is

more than straight entertainment.

Stuart Paton directs.

Gladys Walton finished “The
Lavender Bath Lady” and chose the

cool waters of the Pacific and the

quiet of Catalina for her vacation af-

ter an extremely difficult role. King
Baggot directed this Shannon life

story from a Georgt Randolph Ches-

ter continuity.

“Ridin’ Wild” at Chatsworth, Uni-

versal City and other points inland,

Hoot Gibson is creating another
smiling personality of the West in a

story of that name written and scen-

arized by Roy Myers. Nat Ross di-

rects; winsome, Irish Edna Murphy
is the leading woman. Gibson’s last

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress

was “The Lone Hand,” a Ralph Cum-
mins story.

J. P. McGowan is preparing

“Around the World in Eighteen

Days,” a modern version in serial

form of Jules Verne’s classic.

SAVING TIME

Bernard McConville, who wrote

“Miss Emmy Lou” and is busy put-

ting the story in screen form as a

starring vehicle for Viola Dana, is a

“clock watcher.” He admits this fact

and even boasts of it.

“Whenever I sit down to write,” he

explained the other day, “I have

either a watch or a clock before me.

Naturally, I’m lazy, so I pretend I’m

not writing a scenario but that I’m

back in my old place as a newspaper

reporter with a big story to write and

only fifteen minutes to catch the next

edition.

"When I do this, somehow or other

ideas come to me and I can accom-
plish an hour’s work in a quarter of

the time. Sometimes I forget about

the watch and keep right on working

at a fast clip. When I do recollect

where I am, I mentally assign myself

to another important story with fif-

teen minutes more in which to write

it and then I go to it again.”

A SURE WAY OF TELLING
“Are You a Native Son?” is a rather

common question in California. Hunt
Stromberg, who is producing the

“Bull” Montana comedies, never

puts that query. He merely asks,

“Have you a telephone?” He says

that anyone who has been in Los
Angeles long enough to acquire a tele-

phone must be a native son.
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Hand-Outs Along the JR.ialto

THIS IS ONLY TOO TRUE A PATENT JOKE WARREN “COMING BACK’’

Hundreds of criminals could be re-

claimed annually by slight operations

of facial surgery, in the opinion of

Dr. R. H. Pyles, an eminent plastic

surgeon of Los Angeles.

Dr. Pyles believes that many men
become crooks because “they look

like crooks,” being born with facial

defects of the underworld. So earnest

is his belief that the surgeon has just

finished supervising several scenes in

“Skin Deep,” Thomas H. Iince’s next

First National release, which illus-

trate his theory. In the play the alter-

ation of a crook’s repulsive features

so change his character that he is en-

abled to pull away from the under-

world.

Audrey Chapman is sitting for a

painting being done by Christian von
Schneidau, the famous Swedish paint-

er, and to be exhibited at the Inter-

national Artists' Convention to be held

in Stockholm next December. Mr.
von Schneidau has selected as his

subject, “New World Ladyship,” and
he regards Miss Chapman as the ideal

type.

Buster Keaton, he of the solemn

visage, is known among his studio as-

sociates for his quick wit.

Recently, during the filming of

“The Love Nest,” the comedy which

Buster is making for Associated First

National under the Joseph M. Schenck

banner, an actor walked into Keaton’s

dressing room a bit downcast. He
was carrying a pair of shoes.

“You know, Buster,” he started, “I

have had these patent leather shoes

but six weeks and look how they

have cracked.”

“That’s nothing—it’s only as it

should be,’’ was Buster’s reply.

“How do you figure?”

“Well,” said Buster, giving the

shoes the once over, “the patent has

expired.”

Earle Williams has a new leading

lady. She is Gertrude Astor, “the

stunningly beautiful and statuesque

blonde of serial fame.” Miss Astor

had just finished an engagement with

Gloria Swanson in “The Impossible

Mrs. Bellew’’ when she was signed by

Vitagraph.

J. Warren Kerrigan is going to re-

turn to the screen. Arrangements for

starting of the first of a new series

of Kerrigan features have been com-

pleted. Jean Hersholt, former B. B.

Hampton director, has been offered

directorial place by the new concern,

it is said. Flowever, Mr. Hersholt

has become absorbed in his delinea-

tion of mean villain characters that

he is reluctant to return to the mega-

phone end of the business. His per-

formance as Ben Letts, the terrible

murderer in Mary Pickford’s new
“Tess of the Storm Country,” is de-

clared to be so masterly that it will

insure him plenty of such work in

future films.

Gaston Glass has just received a

letter from a prominent Paris theatri-

cal manager informing him of the

possibility of the Gaumont concern,

France's largest film-makers, send-

ing two of their units to Hollywood

to make pictures. It seems the studio

equipment in France has been per-

mitted to “run down” until little of it

is useful any more.

A Popular 1. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
4»»*5*XSEVENTH ATOUVE

E1M4S CO.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

We’ve heard of a lot of rough

parties, but the worst one was aboard

ship one night. Jimmie Aubrey re-

lates this.

* * *

A lady toid me she wanted to do

light housekeeping. You knew I

never craved the life of the sea at

any time. Lige Conley must have got

this from the gag-man, Archie Mayo.

* * *

A1 Roscoe back on the job.

“Where is your daughter?’’

“At a finishing school.’’

“How is it?”

“Well, it’s nearly finishing me.”

* * *

“I’m gonna shoot up this town,”

said the wild and wooly camera-man.

Betty Compson is still able to write

after losing a law suit.

* * *

Edgar Lewis with his usual out-

burst.

“He’s a great author.”

“What book did he ever write.”

“Ah, the check book for his wife.”

* * *

Some girls are so dumb that they

think Kelly pool is a swimming resort.

That’s telling ’em, Wally Reid.

* * *

Customer: Will you play “All over

nothing at all?”

Clerk: I should hope to tell you no

—I’m a modern girl.

Rollie Asher claims he overheard

this.

* * *

Dot Farley is directing one entitled,

“Her Night For a Day.” Sounds like

she was careless of time just like our

judges.

•jf * *

Peggy Standing hands us a new
one.

“I’m a bold Knight!”

“Well, my name is Miss Day. I’m

sorry we can’t get together.”

* * *

Jimmie Adams again:

“I’m going to Cuba for the sum-
me;.

“For the what?”

“For the summer.”
“Well’ you’ll get more than that.”

Home brew will not produce the

desired effects on the nose, so the

men are buying lipsticks now. This

information from Shirley Mason.

* * *

Rupert Julian writes from “U.”

A flapper is a girl who dresses and

acts like all the girls would like to

—

only they haven’t the nerve.

* * *

William Duncan and Edith John-

son are working on, “When Danger
Smiles.” There should be a laugh in

this.

* * *

Ray Toler says that colored pic-

tures ought to be quite popular on

Central avenue.

* * *

Bert Lytell does his weekly bit.

Where is the girl now that gets out

of an automobile when she said she

would?
* * *

Harry Carroll wrote a song enti-

tled, “If Winter Comes.” We suppose

this is dedicated to California and

the coal bill. Norris Johnson would

like to know for sure, tho.

* * *

Myrtle Stedman says it takes a

brave movie star to do her own shoot-

ing. There is something deep in this,

that’s sure.

* * *

One dumb-bell thought that the bat-

tle of Bull Run was a great race. Joe

Rock sent this in.

* * *

One can get an awful kick out of

soft drinks—when you look at the

prices, I mean. Jack White can tell

you all about it.

CUPID’S VICTIMS

Do married men make the best ac-

tors?

Far be it from Marshall Neilan to

start a row, but some people wonder
"how come” that all the male players

in “The Strangers’ Banquet” are

benedicts.

Rockcliffe Fellows, who was sum-
moned to the Goldwyn studio from

New York to appear in this picture,

is the husband of Lucille Watson, who
appeared in “The Nest” at the Forty-

eighth Street Theatre, New York.

Claude Gillingwater, who has es-

tablished himself as one of the

screen’s foremost character actors, is

married to Carlvn Strelitz and has

a son ten years old.

Thomas Holding’s wife is Muriel

Godfrey-Turner, prominent English

star of the theatre and who appeared

as Mr. Holding's leading lady for

several years in “Ben Hur,” the screen

version of which Goldwyn will pro-

duce on a mammoth scale.

Perhaps the fact that Mr. Neilan

has himself recently become a bene-

dict—having married Blanche Sweet
—has something to do with it.

* * *

If you should happen to see a

player you always have identified with

one motion picture company in a pic-

ture produced by another company
don't jump to the conclusion that

there has been a change of contract.

It’s the custom to farm out members
of stock companies where there is

nothing suited to their particular tal-

ents at the home studio. Members
of the Goldwyn company, for in-

stance, have been loaned to other pro-

ducers, on several occasions.

* * *

Miss Bijou Fernandez, of Goldwyn,

the only movie scout in existence, has

some interesting “Before” and "Aft-

er” photographs in her office. One
set shows movie players before they

had learned the art of make-up. The
other shows them after they had at

least absorbed the rudiments of pre-

paring themselves for the camera.

Miss Fernandez uses them as object

lessons when she tells screen aspir-

ants that “knowing how to make-up

is one of the most vital requirements”

for breaking into the magic circle of

the silver sheet.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

Max Linder, the famous French

comedy star, has just had the honor

of being the guest of honor at the

biggest and most gorgeous banquet

ever given a cinema favorite in Paris

since the war. Mable Normand and

President Hiram Abrams of the Uni-

ted Artists, were among the Ameri-

cans present.

* * *

This by Phil Rosen:

One actress claimed that she was
going to retire—but she went to the

party after all.

* * *

Reginald Barker’s latest is “Hearts

Aflame.” That’s a nice passionate

title for you. Great for this hot

weather we’re having.

* * *

Most persons have forgotten that

Patsy Ruth Miller is a real example

of a screen "find.” She was “found”

by Robert B. McIntyre, casting direc-

tor for Goldwyn, who lifted her after

one look from extra parts to leads.

"The minute I saw her,” says Mc-
Intyre, “I knew I had a winner.” It

took about five minutes to fit her to

a contract after that.

* * *

Bessie Love, ever-youthful film

star, has been re-engaged by Director

Frederick G. Becker to play the lead-

ing feminine role in the second of the

series starring Arthur Trimble.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

R. A. WALSH’S LIFE
LIKE A MOVIE

Goldwyn Director Was Ballplayer,

Actor, on Cattle Boat—Also

With Villa

R. A. Walsh’s short and successful

life has been compounded of the

same ingredients that go into the

making of a photoplay—adventure,

romance, achievement.

The famous director, only 32 years

old, has acted both for the stage

and the screen
;
he has played pro-

fessional baseball, has been through

a Mexican revolution, has married

a beautiful and accomplished wife

(Miriam Cooper), and has signed a

contract to make special productions

for the Goldwyn company. The first

of these, “Passions of the Sea,” a

colorful romance of the South Sea

Islands written especially for the

screen by Carey Wilson, he is now
“shooting” in Tahiti.

R. A. is a brother of George

Walsh, picture star, and of Mrs.

William Hoppe, wife of the billiard

player. As a boy R. A. appeared in

Shakesperian productions with Rob-

ert B. Mantell, who was a friend of

his family. He went to Georgetown
College spasmodically and then play-

ed in various stage stock companies.

He is really a veteran of the pic-

ture industry, for he first began to

act before the camera ten years ago.

His first experience was with Pathe,

where he played all kinds of parts.

He then went with D. W. Griffith,

with whom he worked and studied

for some time. He impersonated

John Wilkes Booth in “The Birth of

a Nation.”

As a director and producer, Walsh
has been responsible for “The Honor
System,” “Carmen,” “The Oath,”

“Kindred of the Dust,” “Serenade”

and other pictures.

In addition to all this work he

found time to ship with a load of

horses for Australia. The ship be-

came becalmed, and many of the

horses died. His baseball playing

was done in the Texas League. As

a director of news pictures he was
with Villa when that revolutionary

captured Juarez.

Mr. and Mrs. Walsh have one son,

Jack, six years old, their finest pro-

duction to date. They have fifteen

acres in Beverly Hills and expect to

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

build a place there so the boy will

have plenty of room to grow. They
also need considerable space for

their fifteen Airedales.

The director’s hobby is painting in

oils, and if you should find him in

a confidential mood he would tell

you that his real ambition is to be

an artist.

Isn’t it all like a scenario? But
it’s every word true.

HERE’S THE DOPE

Helene Chadwick and Cyril Chad-
wick not only are not related, but

they never met until recently. Helen
Ferguson and Elsie Ferguson are not

of the same family. Colleen Moore
and Tom Moore are both Irish, but

that’s as far as their relationship

goes. Rupert Hughes and Gareth

Hughes are not relations either.

Cullen Landis and Margaret Lan-

dis are brother and sister. Frank
Lloyd and Harold Lloyd have no

common ancestors. R. A. Walsh and

George Walsh are brothers. Patsy

Ruth Miller and Ruth Miller are

different girls and are not connected

by any ties of blood. Carey Wilson,

the author, and Lois Wilson are not

in the same family album.

Jack and Sam Warner, not to be

outdone by any other producers, have

taken up golf. The last report was

sixty-eight balls missing, one bag

gone and fourteen clubs smashed to

“smithereens.” "It's a gentleman’s

game,” remarks Jack, “but it re-

quires a pugilist to play it.”
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

( FOR THCOMING STARS

)

LOUISE LORRAINE

By Annie Irnlah

You certainly have a bewitching

Dimple carressing your smile,

Its beauty your pictures encircling

“Full many a heart' twill beguile.

Your sofe hair is lovingly waving

A round your fair face, Miss Louise,

Your eyes—Are they always behaving

Or do they oft twinkle and tease?

Of the picture in which you’ve been

playing

And taking the feminine lead,

Each movie fan’s joyfully saying,

Miss Lorraine for a Star we will

need.

Then the world admiration revealing,

IVell knowing you’re certain to

please,

Very soon at your feet will be

kneeling,

Proclaiming you Star, Miss Louise.

Youth and beauty, we cannot help

seeing

You have both, it is easy to tell

You’ve talent—everybody agreeing

That you have ambition as well.

Miss Lorraine, can’t you see I am
aiming

To say something everyone knows.

With “numberless people I m claim-

ing

You are dainty and sweet as a rose.

DIRECTOR SIGNS CONTRACT

Frederick G. Becker, who has just

completed the editing of the first of

the series of specials featuring Ar-

thur Trimble, the boy starlet, has

signed a contract to direct the entire

series, which will consist of twelve

two-reel comedy-dramas with just a

touch of child lore.

The Trimble concern also an-

nounces that Robert Lee, who wrote

the story and continuity of the first

release, has also signed up. The pro-

duction staff will remain unchanged.

According to Mr. Becker, the di-

rector, the series will be published

under the title of “The Strange Ad-
ventures of Prince Courageous,’’ and

each story will concern the travels of

Arthur Trimble through the pages of

Middle Ages history.

A FEMININE PIONEER

Gertrude Astor, who is just now
busily engaged playing the part of a

sort of a villainous young woman in

support of Gloria Swanson in “The

Impossible Mrs. Bellew,” being filmed

at the Lasky Studios, was the fea-

tured player in the first three-reel

photoplay ever made in America. This

was a little more than ten years ago

and Universal made the then ambi-

tious movie. Miss Astor also en-

acted an important role in the first

picture Marshall Neilan ever di-

rected. Selig gave the now famous

Mickey his first directorial opportun-

ity something like seven years ago.

Although Miss Astor is considerably

of a pioneer in screenland, she is

only twenty-six years of age and has

appeared in more than a hundred

moving picture features.

THE SCOTCH ARE CLEVER

David Torrence, whose next screen

appearance will be in the role of

Elias Graves in Mary Pickford’s re-

vival of “Tess of the Storm Country,”

has turned author more extensively

than he had planned when he started

writing a series of Scotch dialect

stories for an eastern newspaper syn-

dicate. Mr. Torrence is a Scotch-

man with a remarkable ability for

writing about the people and land of

his nativity, recognition of which fact

is forcing him into literary fields.

DENYING RUMORS

“Bull” Montana denies he dons his

shirt by first buttoning it and then

slipping it over his head. He further

denies that he wears a size 20 collar,

it’s 19.

THAT FAITH IN HIMSELF

A sound! and nothing more,

That pierces to the sense of list’-

ning man,
Once heard, a dim remembrance

stands before.

That in some former state its note

began.

Thrice happy man is he!

Who heard, and knew the mean-
ing of its note,

Then garnered from its soulful har-

mony
The joyful theme, which thru the

whole did float.

The influence in Life!

He cons the goodly omen from its

birth,

Drawing gleams of sunshine from
the strife.

Living midst plenty when about

is dearth.

His hope to reckon on!

Should strange vicissitudes en-

compass him.

His faith will pierce the clouds which

hide the sun,

Awaiting patiently Sol’s reappear-

ing rim!

—By Marshall Lorimer.

Now that “When Summer Comes”

has been completed, Roy Del Ruth,

who directed that vacation time com-

edy, as well as six previous Billy Be-

van and Mildred June two reelers for

Mack Sennett, has been very busy co-

operating with the scenario staff on

the next Ben Turpin . special. Del

Ruth has been chosen to direct the

scrambled-visioned laugh maker in

his next picture for First National re-

lease.
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CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS “PAID BACK.” AN IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION, STAR-
RING GLADYS BROCKWELL. DIRECTED BY IRVING CUMMINGS. STORY BY LOUIS
DURIEA LIGHTON. SCENARIO BY HOPE LORING. PHOTOGRAPHED BY WIL-

LIAM FILDEW, SUPERBA THEATRE. REVIEWED BY EMM.ELL.

Whether Universal will ever be paid back by

“Paid Back,” is a question. Here is a story sur-

rounded by an all-star cast—a cast which, on the

very face of it, should earn money for a mediocre

effort. Whether “Paid Back” is mediocre or not
depends upon your point of view. Personally, I

claim that it is one of the most heterogeneous mix-
ups that I have looked on in many moons. There
are more anachronisms in this picture, than I have
seen in three features. It is a picture which is prac-

tically forced upon your attention. Its locale and
tropical foliage almost becomes an absurdity in its

very enaction. If it were a story in the first place,

it must have stretched the author’s credulity; as a

picture, it lacks coherence and consistency, never
theless, with all of its mistakes, including a very bad
assortment of photographic shots, and hazy, dimmed
titles, it still stands out as a vehicle which brings
out that wonderful acting talent of a wonderful star,

unfortunately, misplaced in a miserable frame. I

am referring to Gladys Brockwell. If ability and
conscientious effort count for anything, then “Paid
Back” should be a phenomenal success through the

efforts of this charming, consistent star. Stuart
Holmes at times over-exaggerated his character. He
seemed to be more intent in bringing out Holmes-
isms than the character of Jack Gregory. Mahlon
Hamilton, as usual, showed that manly quality and
clean atmosphere in his acting as to make him a

very acceptable lover for the star. Lillian West is

a very fine actress, and she had some opportunity
to show her ability. The director must be blamed
for forcing too many forced, crude bits of comedy
upon the public in the mannerisms of Kate Price,
who just didn’t belong in that picture. This is a
part that could well have been filled by a woman
of lighter and more refined mold. Edna Murphy
has a great deal to her. She played the part of a
wisp of a child bordering on girlhood with such per-
fect accuracy that she charmed, while I boiled with
indignation when she failed to take the advice of
her mentor. Arthur Stewart Powell and Wilfred
Lucas deserve much credit for the fidelity with
which they played their parts. There were some
minor characters well played. The continuity and
scenario, no doubt by Hope Loring, weren’t exactly
flawless. To show my meaning in this respect, I

would like to know why it was necessary to intro-
duce a newspaper in the correct angle of the story
to inform the audience that Jason Lockhart had
passed out of the scene? This will merely indicate
what I have in mind. There were other faults, but
space forbids mentioning them. The direction
showed much painstaking care, but even this was
unable to rescue a vehicle of this kind from the
rubbish heap. Ag.ain, I emphasize that it is a ter-

rible shame that such a wonderful actress as Gladys
Brockwell should be used before her thousands of
admirers in such a puerile vehicle as this.

ARROW PRESENTS A BEN WILSON SPECIAL ATTRACTION. TAKEN FROM PETER B.

KYNE’S STORY, “BACK TO YELLOW JACKET.” CLUNE’S BROADWAY. STARRING
ROY STEWART AND KATHLEEN KIRKHAM. REVIEWED BY EMM.ELL.

Peter B. Kyne is a noted author, one for whom
we have the deepest respect, but if “Back to Yellow
Jacket” represents one of his best stories—as we
saw it screened—then we suggest that Peter B.

Kyne take up some other form of business, for, as

a story—or through the continuity or scenario,

someone made a hell-of-a-mess out of it. The di-

rection shows that much care was taken in bring-

ing out some very emphatic scenes, although we
take exception to its locale being 1917 in the State

of California. We were not aware that it was cus-

tomary to enter that one, everlasting saloon in Yel-

low Jacket with picks and shovels over your shoul-

der, unless they had a storeroom for these imple-

ments of mining somewhere in the saloon? Then,
we take exception to Kathleen Kirkham wearing the

latest modish feminine creations of 1921 in the year
of 1917; then, again we take exception to the period

four years later in the same town of Yellow Jacket,

which hasn't shown one iota of architectural im-
provement, and in which the costumes and marks
were identically the same as those in 1917. It was
very evident that few of the members of the 1917

crowd participated in the late world war, when
America called on her sons for service. It seems to

us that Roy Stewart, playing the part of the male
lead, would have been drafted between the four
years in which he was seeking a terrible vengeance
upon his presumed enemy over the various deserts.

We did notice that he wore a different hat, which
shows that time did elapse between 1917 and 1921.

As a screen vehicle, “Back to Yellow Jcaket” is a

complete failure; as a story, it has so many weak
points that it would be very hard to find strong
enough situations to save it from condemnation.
Personally, we hate to say this, inasmuch as every-

body connected with this story are personal friends,
but the truth must out if we are to have better
pictures. Roy Stewart was ideally cast in the lat-
ter part of the picture, but he was too pronouncedly
out of angle with the situations in the beginning.
His was a character that did not beget much sym-
pathy from the audience. This is unusual, as Roy
Stewart is a sterling actor and can act when he is

given the proper j>art. The story emphasized one
thing in our mind, namely, that Kathleen Kirkham
should be classiifed as a star. If any one deserves
great credit in the picture, it is she. She played
with just the correct natural tone required of the
character and her personality, expression and beauty
emphasized a continuous appeal to the audience.
She belongs amidst the stars. Earl Metcalfe, some-
how or other, did not carry conviction in a part
which called for a great deal of diplomacy in

villainy. This is not his fault. He looks more
like a leading man than a villain, in fact, had
he succeeded in stealing the wife’s love, we are in-

clined to think that the audience would have been
with him. One man, whose name is not featured
but who deserves to be, was Jack Pratt. He played
a very forceful and emphatic character throughout,
and his artistry showed continuously throughout the
story. He is a man whom we should see more of
in pictures, although he has had a great deal of ex-
perience in them. Unfortunately, we were unable
to get the photographer’s name but, whoever he is,

he deserves a great deal of credit for being able
to please us with such beautiful photographic desert
scenes as passed before our vision. This Ben Wil-
son Production will not make a great deal of money,
but we much doubt if its producer will lose any
money over it.



JEAN CALHOUN
LEADING LADY

Miss Calhoun has had a meteoric rise in the Cinematic Profession.

Within the course of three years she has played the Lead opposite some

of our most noted Male Stars. She has that freshness and bloom of

youth, added to her golden Beauty, that her sagacity and talent are al-

most overlooked in the contemplation of her charmingness as a Woman.
She is an Actress of ability, and poise.
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Concerning My
“OMAR the TENTMAKER”

By Richard Walton Tully

If questioned off-hand as to what I hope
to accomplish in my film version of “Omar,
the Tentmaker,” I should unhesitatingly
reply,—to provide film fans with a clean

100% entertainment. That always has been,

and always will be, my endeavor in screen
and stage productions. Seldom, perhaps, do
any of us exactly hit the 100 mark, but it’s

a fine thing to aim steadily at the bullseye.

However, after the wonderful reception

that has been accorded my first film, “The
Masquerader,” starring Guy Bates Post, I

feel much more certain of my ground and
the way the public will react to “Omar,” in

which Mr. Post will of course enact the

bibulous, loveable poet whom he vivified so

wonderfully on the stage for four consecutive

years.

“Omar” is going to be as different from
“The Masquerader” as a Minnesota lake is

from the ocean. It contains a sweep, a

majesty, a sense of immensity that it was
difficult to attain in the drawing-room en-

vironment of “The Masquerader,”—wonder-
ful, though, as that story is. But “Omar” is

primarily a play laid in Oriental streets and
bazaars; mosques and lovely rose gardens,

and all the glamorous environment of the
East. Yet through it all runs the silken

thread of dominant romance; we have two
exquisite love themes in fact, that of Omar
and Shireen, and that of their little Shireen
for the Christian Crusader.

Of course at the outset, our biggest prob-
lem was to reproduce in Los Angeles the
Persia of a thousand years ago when Omar
Khayyam sang his immortal songs and lived

his exciting life. Personally I had studied
deeply in the lore of ancient Persia, and
three years ago visited Persia for several
months,—studying the people, their manners
and dress, their architecture and their modes
of living—all of which, especially in the re-

mote sections, have altered scarcely at all

through the centuries. Then I was doubly
fortunate in securing the advisory services
of Francois Aga, the artist and Persion ex-
pert, as well as those of my permanent art
director, Wilfred Buckland, who seems to
have at his finger-tips a conception of the

proper setting and peopling of any scene any-
where on the globe and at any time in the
world’s history.

Thus I feel sure we are going to show on
the screen the REAL Persia. It has been a
gigantic undertaking, but I am certain you
will find the feeling and atmosphere of old
Persia faithfully presented in every detail

from the massive city of Naishapur street

scenes down to the most delicate differentia-

tions of costume appropriate to each char-
acter, and his position.

In a picture such as this, where there are
many crowds to handle and many stirring

actions to record, I have often noticed that
the main theme of the story is often obscured,
if not altogether lost, in ~ a tangle of eye-
filling feasts by the time the film is half-

way through. We have tried very hard to
avoid this—constantly striving to keep the
beat of Omar’s romance, and not permit our-
selves to over-emphasize the many glorious
opportunities for striking pictorial effects on
a large scale.

Working with any other than such a won-
derful artist as Mr. Post this might have
been wellnigh impossible to accomplish. His
acting, however, so completely overshadows
crowds of extras or magnificent settings that

all we had to do was focus constantly upon
him, and our story of romance and adven-
ture kept its proper forefront position. Due
to Mr. Post’s matchless art, the escapadic
story of Omar’s life will be as readily fol-

lowed as though only half a dozen characters
ever appeared in the action, instead of the
unusually long cast and several hundred
“extras” we employed.

This is all only a brief idea of what we
have tried to do in filming “Omar, the Tent-
maker.” I am not given much to prophecy,
but I do unqualifiedly venture to predict that

Mr. Post’s recreation of the life of Omar
Khayyam—the inimitable poet, wine-bibber,
lover, philosopher, adventurer, astronomer,
tavern-brawler and quick-wit of old Persia

—

will be universally acknowledged as the most
perfect and enjoyable characterization the

screen has ever seen.
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From Home Sweet Home to an Operating Table
A Little Adventure in Nine Days by the Patient, Emm. Ell.

Those of you who have your hair mattresses, and eider-down quilts, and lawn sheets in this

weather can congratulate yourselves, for about the greatest place that I can put my finger on at

this moment, mentally, is the bed I left behind me in “Home, Sweet Home,” which, in a manner of

speaking, introduces you to the fact that on the 11th inst. 1 began to realize, conclusively, that the

world was not such a happy-go-lucky affair as I had tried to imagine it to be. I suddenly discovered

that there were two ways of being put down and out; first, by a rear attack in a cowardly manner, or

through some insidious slander perpetrated by somebody in the same profession as yourself, in which
you cannot discover the culprit. Coming to the former of these, I would sympathetically state that

I knew that I had been wantonly attacked.

Perhaps this had gone on for many months and, like the proverbial postponer, I thought that

a little pain now and then would give me an edge over other men, but after I had had my last in-

terview with George Landy, the peerless publicist with the Walton Tully Productions, and had
lingeringly held Arthur Bernstein’s hand for a moment while I sickly, or shall I say, languidly re-

garded the beauty of Bessie True, who happened to be in the office, it was only then that the

realization came to me that I was undergoing a flank attack of a serious nature. My entire anatomy
seemed to be at war with each individual muscle and bone, and so in a moment of light-headedness

I determined to go home and call it a day. I did—and I am wondering whether any of you will

have passed such a day as I passed on that day?
By strategy, and otherwise, Dr. Frank D. Bullard managed to arrive. It was late at night and,

after tinkering with me for a while, he pursed his lips and gave one malevolent glare at the ceiling

and said: “My boy, it’s to be Kiger for you.” I said: “Anything for me will do at this minute,”
and so the following morning he jabbed me with a pound of morphine, or so, and merrily flung me
into his 1923 Chevrolet Coupe, on the stomach, of course, and, being the Good Samaritan that he is,

conducted me to the Good Samaritan Hospital.

It seemed that everybody I met on entering this ex-osteopathic hospital looked commiseratingly
at me and even pursed their lips as much as to say “Poor fellow, will he ever put on those clothes

again?” meaning, I suppose, the suit I was wearing. Then, like two famous personages, David
Warfield and Sam Silverman, I was conducted to private room 226.

You will notice number 226; half of 26 makes 13, and, as many of you know that the Editor
was born on the 13th, it behooved the Editor, in propria persona, to insist upon being operated on
on the 13th.

Along about 6 p. m. a most imposing personage introduced himself to me; in other words, W.
H. Kiger, M. D., incidently the most noted surgeon specialist of his kind in the State of California,

if not of the entire west. He is a pupil of the famous Dr. Matthews of Kentucky, and I am in-

formed that the pupil has so far exceeded the master that the pupil is being sought out by many
sufferers from the South.

After giving me a cursory examination, he snapped his fingers and said. “Me boy, we’ll soon
attend to you”—and, so, the following morning, after a night of enhanced nervous fears, especially
accentuated when an Orderly insisted upon putting trouser legs upon each of my limbs without
any holes through them, and a sort of white jacket arrangement that had no backing to it, then I

realized that I was in for a clever time. At this time I noticed that my whiskers had got the bet-
ter of me, so I determined there and then that if was to take any other journey it would be best for
my friends to see a clean Corpus Delicti; but, to continue, this charming young man with the assist-

ance of Miss Anne Shambelan [who, by the way, turned out to be more than a proficient nurse and
scholar as well], assisted me onto a moveable table, and then the merry journey began. First, up
one hall, then down another, and me looking towards each particular ceiling, while the gay young
person kept wheeling me as if he had nothing better in the world to do, but eventually we landed
into an elevator seemingly made for just these form of conveyances, and upwards we shot. As we
were mounting higher, I had a feeling that I wouldn’t be quite so gay coming down again, but
none of us can prophecy ahead the extent of a half hour, for in just about this time I was on my
way back again to Room 226, but it is worth while that I tell you about the Operation.

There was Dr. Kiger and his assistant, Dr. Allen, and by courtesy my friend, Dr. Bullard, all

looking like members of the Ku Klux Klan, and as my vehicle entered, Dr. Kiger, in a business-
like way, turned me more towards the light, and without any preliminaries started a rear attack.
He was ably assisted by his two anxious lieutenants. I felt as if the enemy were making flank
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movements against me. I was in

such a position that I was unable to

protect myself, although I had not

taken Ether, but had been content

to have a local anesthesia. While

these gentlemen were so industrious-

ly employed, I was having a mild

flirtation with a perfect blonds, Miss

Mitchell, who had the smile of an

angel. She kept administering water

to my parched and fevered lips as

the operation continued. Every now
and again she patted me on the hand

and looking angelically at me, would

say, “Nothing to worry about, it will

be over in a minute.” On one or

two occasions, I almost agreed with

her! ! but when I sum it all up, and

remember the terrible state I was
in, and the complete Whitehead op-

eration which had been performed

upon me, I marvel at the technique

and manipulation which kept me
practically free from pain during the

entire process. Thanks to Dr. Kiger.

I am inclined to believe that if

you people, resident and active in

the Moving Picture World, could

have undergone my experience with

such an expedition, you would prob-

ably thank me for writing a de-

scription of this particular half hour

of my life. Many of you are fear-

ing what I went through, and my
honest advice to you is to get ac-

quainted with Dr. Kiger. He will

be able to add a few more years of

pep and life to your otherwise dull

existence. This article is inspired

from a feeling of appreciation for

this excellent man. I also v/ish to

take this opportunity of thanking

my many friends for their felicita-

tions during my unavoidable absence

from the office, and, incidentally, it

may be of interest to you to know
that this entire issue was edited in

Room 226, The Good Samaritan Hos-

pital,—so, if there are any mistakes

or errors in this number, kindly re-

member the Why and Wherefore,

and why I call this issue—The Hos-

pital Special.

ROBERT KURRLLE,
PHOTOGRAPHER

Robert Kurrlle has been selected to

do the camera work on “All the Broth-

ers Were Valiant,” the Ben Ames
Williams story which Irvin V. Willat

is directing for Metro. Mr. Kurrlle

photographed many of the Bert Ly-

tell pictures for Metro and more re-

cently has been with Edwin Carewe.

In
onfidencc

VIOLA DANA HAS
TWO LEADING MEN

Viola Dana is a very fortunate

young lady. In “Miss Emmy Lou,”

her new Metro starring picture, she is

going to have two handsome leading

men. John Bowers and Allan Forrest

have both been signed for leading

parts in this story written especially

for her by Bernard McConville and

which Harry Beaumont is directing.

COUNT ’EM

Christie Comedies will have six dif-

ferent leading ladies in their first five

pictures this fall. Here’s the line-up

of the beauty brigade: Viora Daniel

and Helen Darling appear with Neal
Burns in the first picture, “That Son
of a Shiek”; Vera Steadman plays the

lead with Bobby Vernon in “Pardon
My Glove”; Dorothy Devore is

starred in “Let ’Er Run”; Charlotte

Merriam, former Christie girl, has been
re-engaged for the fourth comedy, a

houseboating expedition; and Char-

lotte Stevens supports Bobby in the

next picture of the series.

A great deal of moisture is required

when sowing your wild oats. This bit

of truth by Virginia Valli.

Hip Ma^erjr
Boof;p

tSJtoDy
,6 th- and Olive

Opposite Pershing Square

209 W.Fifth St.
ZAlexouJyza Hotel is opposite Ms-

here’s a

smart shoe

for fall

—

A long stride

ahead in value,

just as it is

a long stride

ahead in style.

Men

—
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

SOCIAL NOTES IN ALLEY “C,”

GOOD SAMARITAN HOS-
PITAL, LOS ANGELES

(By “266”)

N. B.—Jack, the night orderly, is

competent, educated and courteous.

He prepared me, via the stomach, for

tomorrow.

WEDNESDAY—Operation occurred.

Dr. W. H. Kiger knows his busi-

ness backwards.

I have noticed a deep silence in this

Alley, or Hallway, particularly from

the women folks who are inhabit-

ing the other rooms about me. Is

it possible that they are all having

their temperatures taken at the same
time ?

SAME DAY—George, the handsome,
broad smiling orderly (one nurse

insinuated he was a Swede), came
in and told me a joke. It was a

very good joke, but I did not dare

laugh for fear of breaking a stitch,

so orderlies should be prevented

from telling good jokes when a

patient is bound up. He is also as

gentle as a woman in his duties.

SAME DAY—Still have my wits

about me, as well as a fair pair of

eyes. I perceived a delightful Spe-
cial nurse.

LATER—After much pioneering ef-

fort, discovered her name to be

Hazel Billingsley. She is lithe, grace-

ful, with a glorious pair of blue eyes

and golden hair. Next time I’m a

patient—me for a Special Limited.

Can I train myself to this?

NEXT DAY — Having been duly

soaked and half dried by the good-

natured Night Nurse at 6, or so,

a. m., in spanked manner style, I

beheld a vision of streaming hair

and a gorgeous kimona flashing in-

to the bathroom, which is situated,

when my door is open, just at the

tail of my left eye. After concen-

trating my orbs on closed door for

an age, I fell into a doze. When I

awakened again, the door was open

and the bathtub remained inside.

“SMILING AT GRUNDY”
“Where austerity reigns, let’s pull a

trick,”

A recovering patient spoke;

“We’ll smother all of this scandal

quick,

By laughing it off as a joke.

So that anyone, with such austere

views,

Can’t stem the thrill we feel,

Let gossip later give out the news,

How two of us can steal

A bliss.

No matter where it is,

If we are gainers, ’tis our biz!

NEXT DAY—Fortunately, for the

routine I am undergoing, I am al-

leviated somewhat with the kindly

attentions and presence of Nurse

Anne Shambelan. She is very

charming, flushes readily and is an

example of a higher type woman
who lives with her ideals.

Horrors! I must be getting well. I

was presented with a cup of black

coffee. Perhaps, the toast will come
tomorrow

!

If these is any humorous side to hos-

pital life, I would like to know
where it is? as I can’t spend too

much of my life in hospitals seek-

ing humor. Righ opposite my door

is a little boy, who was operated on

yesterday, and today his relatives

in droves have been timidly ap-

proaching the door and nervously

looking in to see how the little fel-

low was getting along. Strangely

enough, as I am writing this about

a room where tragedy is stalking, I

heard girlish laughter coming down
the hall, and it struck me that

tragedy and comedy are as ever,

side by each.

NEXT DAY—Nurse Billingsley cre-

ated a great commotion in our Alley

when she came forth carrying aloft

in triumph a gift in the form of a

model ship beneath an electric

globe, presented to her by a real,

everyday hero whom she is at pres-

ent nursing; so Claude McElhaney
and others gave marked attention

to the flags which flew at half mast

on the boat.

Harmony prevails in Alley C. The
“Pipes of Pan” often resound.

Constance Meeker is the vivid chariot-

eer. She wheels you from one room
to another.

Speaking about visitors and flowers,

it has been an insistent grouch with

me for years that flowers only come

to those who wed, or die, which is

off-set, for I have received quite a

collection of both, and as the flow-

ers are fragrant—so were the pres-

ence of the friends who came for-

ward to administer their little tok-

ens of regard for me in this, my
first hour of being compelled to lie

on my back in several years.

Kathrine Lorimer came every day and

made my room, in a way, feel like

home, sweet home. The nurses on

the floor, I understood, remarked to

each other last night in sotto voco,

that “226” was the telephonic pest

—

one even suggesting installing the

only telephone in the Alley in my
room. I cordially agreed with her.

The telephone operators in this hos-

pital are wonderful.

The treatment in this hospital, as a

whole, is very good and I make
this statement in view of the fact

that the Hospital of the Good
Samaritan is the official hospital for

the Actors’ Fund.

THE DAY—This does not necessarily

mean that I am going out today,

because I am not, but as Editor of

CLOSE-UP I realized that you,

Friend Reader, wanted a copy of

your favorite magazine in your mail

box on the 20th and, although I

have had certain little pains and un-

pleasantness, I decided to attend the

editing of this magazine from my
bed. It has been a rather difficult

task to essay but, owing to the kind-

ness of a certain Mr. Tonkin, and a

more than excellent stenographer,

and a co-operative spirit displayed

by the office staff, I am inclined to

believe that we will all see this

number out on the date it should

be on the newsstands.

Now, if I eliminate my Night Life in

this issue, it will be for the specific

reason that I was personally unable

to visit any of the places mentioned,

and for that reason I have elimi-

nated description and criticisms, and

I add this, as it is much to my re-

gret, that I intended to write a

splendid criticism about the “Mas-
querader,” which appeared at the

Kinema, but I can state here, and

these few statements can be accept-

ed as a test for the quality of the
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unwritten criticism, that the "Mas-

querader” is pre-eminently, from a

picture standpoint, the plum of the

1922 season. George Benoit deserves

more than a world of credit for his

executive photographic ability in

turning out such a trick masterpiece.

James Young directed the picture

and he did it faithfully. I guess you

all know what Edward Kimball and

Ruth Sinclair did? Vivid, splendid

portrayals and so on down the cast.

The star himself cannot receive any

added glory no matter how eulog-

istic my remarks are regarding his

presentation.

Now, friends, as there has been cold

towels on my head all day and I

am somewhat in a fever and should

like rest, and telling you beforehand

that I hope to be reading this issue

on the outside of the walls of the

Good Samaritan Hospital, I take

leave of you until the next issue.

Signed, "226.”

MY FIRST MAKE-UP
By Ben Turpin

It was in 1909 and I was working
for Essanay in Chicago; Francis Pow-
ers was directing that great actor,

Plenry Dixey, in “The Christmas

Carol.” Dixey was so important a

personage that he rode back and
forth from the Sherman House Hotel

in an automobile.

I was a property man in those days.

One morning Powers came over to

me and said: "Ben, go make up for

the king’s jester.” I did as I was told

and walked nonchalantly down to Mr.

Powers, carrying the little jester’s

bauble with the Punch and Judy head.

“My God, Powers, what is that? I

couldn’t work near such a face!” was
Dixey’s wild comment. Powers had
not warned him. So 1 was rushed
back to the prop room without fur-

ther ado.

Shortly after, Mr. Powers told me
to “make up” for a cabby. He was
directing Francis X. Bushman at this

time. Powers had a hansom cab in a

particular scene and wanted a driver.

I put on the high hat and long coat

and took my seat on the box. They
shot that scene nineteen times. Every

time the camera man began to grind

Powers became so overcome with

mirth he could not proceed. I didn’t

know what he was laughing at then,

but later concluded, when I learned

that he was laughing at me, that if I

could make him laugh so heartily, I

could make others do so. I decided

then and there to go into comedy, and

here I am, folks—not so good look-

ing, but very cute.

HE SHOULD WORRY

Frank Lloyd’s logical ambition to

produce under his own name seems to

be blocked by proffers from special

producers whose lure Mr. Lloyd would

deem it unwise to ignore. So great

was his success in the last three pic-

tures coming from his directorial gen-

ius that Mr. Joseph M. Schenck was
unwilling to let him go—for two of

these pictures were Schenck produc-

tions, “The Voice From the Minaret”

and “The Eternal Flame,” which lat-

ter production is now being distrib-

uted by First National. The third in

this triology is “Oliver Twist.”

Mr. Lloyd accordingly postponed his

personal plans, took a brief vacation

of four days, which he spent at Cata-

lina, and now is hard at work on the

script for “Within the Law,” which

will be ready for her when Norma
Talmadge returns with her husband,

Mr. Schenck, from their European
tour.

Mr. Lloyd says in “Within the Law”
a fine, bold and vigorous melodrama,

there is a straight-from-the-shoulder

story told with virility and punch; the

kind, indeed, in which Frank Lloyd

has no equal.

Nina Wilcox Putham has written a

story of Hollywood entitled, “Laugh-
ter, Ltd.” Is this a joke, or isn’t she

the kind of authoress that’s to be

laughed at?
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
SHE’LL BEAT MOWER’S

RECORD

One of the interesting and talented

children who will be seen in Harry

Garson’s “An Old Sweetheart of

Mine” is little three-year-old Bianca

Blackburn. This dainty little golden-

haired miss has the distinction of be-

ing the youngest member of the A. A.

U. She holds the world’s champion-

ship for high diving and does three

different swimming strokes, as well

as a 16-foot dive. She is absolutely

fearless and swimming seems to be

an instinct.

Besides her accomplishments as a

swimmer, Miss Bianca has a definite

screen personality which will not fail

to be noticed in her performance in

“An Old Sweetheart of Mine.”
* * *

Following the completion of her

characterization of Mary Jane Ander-

son, the leading feminine role in Harry
Garson’s “An Old Sweetheart of

Mine,” Helen Jerome Eddy will leave

for the East.

“As this is really my first trip to

New York, I am looking forward to

it was great anticipations,” stated

Miss Eddy. “I was born in New
York, but my parents left there when
I was a year old. Consequently my
early impressions of that city are a

little hazy.”
* * *

Agnes Leahy, who is known to her

many friends in the Los Angeles film

colony as “Mike,” and has been identi-

fied with Harry Garson Productions,

underwent a major operation recently.

Her splendid vitality has brought her

through with flying colors.

RUSSELL SIMPSON IN
“PEG O’ MY HEART”

Russell Simpson, who is enacting

the role of Peg’s father in the Metro
production of “Peg O’ .My Heart,” in

which Laurette Taylor is starring, has

given to the silent drama some of its

most impressive characterizations.

Among some of the successful pro-

ductions in which he has appeared are

“Snowblind,” “The Brand,” “Hearts
Haven,” “The Barrier,” “Out of the

Dust,” “Bill Apperson’s Boy” and
many others.

After seeing the way the women are

dressing, we might say that this is a
“waisted” generation. Gaston Glass

does a ditty.

OVER TWO HUNDRED
THOUSAND

The judges in the Marshall Neilan-

Helen Lynch Naming Contest, run-

ning in “The People’s Home Journal,”

report that over 200,000 names have

been received from readers of that

magazine throughout the country.

The contest has three months more
to run and at the rate the names are

coming in it seems as if every one of

the two million readers of this publi-

cation will send in suggestions for a

new name for Helen before the final

decision is made.

Miss Lynch, whose initial appear-

ance in Neilan pictures took place in

“Fools First,” will be seen in an im-

portant role in that producer’s next re-

lease via First National, “Minnie.”

Others in the cast include Matt
Moore, Leatrice Joy, George Bar-
num, Raymond Griffith, Josephine
Crowell and other well-known players.

LEAH BAIRD STARTS
ANOTHER

With arrangements just completed

for a series of Leah Baird special pro-

ductions to be made for Associated

Exhibitors under an agreement be-

tween Arthur S. Kane and Arthur F.

Beck, her manager, the first special

already is well under way on the lot

of the Thomas H. Ince Studio.

Miss Baird, who wrote her own sce-

nario for this picture from a four-act

play, “All Mine,” is being supported

by a trio of favorite leading men

—

Richard Tucker, Walter McGrail and
Tom Santchi. The story is woven
about some interesting situations that

arise following a shipwreck in the

South Sea Isles.

Wallace Worsley is directing the

picture with Arthur Todd as camera
man.

THE FINEST
Is none too good!

And the BEST People
Know the good quality of

“Ragtime” Chocolates

Ethel Broadhurst
Is a Keen Judge

And She Eats Them.

C. C. BROWN CO.
Los Angeles - California

621 South Olive Street
’Phone Broadway 1610

Sylvia “Mother” Ashton, prominent
character actress in Paramount Pic-

tures, has been loaned to Christie

Comedies for one picture, a house-

boat comedy in which Neal Burns is

featured. Burns, Director Sidney,

Charlotte Merriam, Sylvia Ashton,
Don Bailey and others of the cast are

now living “the life of Riley” on boats,

rafts and other sea craft at Balboa
Beach, making the picture.

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs
to Order

Waving our Specialty

Toupees Hepner

Hair IkCwX Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

Marcelling
1001 West Seventh Street
(Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jriepner No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK IN COI\POI^ATE D
LOS ANGELES

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

THESE ARE CLEVER

The second release of a series of

two-reel “specials,” in which little

tD Arthur Trimble is being starred for

independent release, has been com-
pleted at the Hollywood Studios.

Frederick G. Becker directed.

Bessie Love, who headed the sup-

porting cast of the first production,

will also be seen in the second. Ac-
cording to Mr. Becker, it is the inten-

tion of the Trimble productions to sur-

round the youthful headliner with a

capable cast in every picture.

The third production will be started

as soon as the titling and editing of

the second of the series is finished.

The Trimble Productions also an-

nounce that the series will be marketed

as “The Strange Adventures of Prince

Courageous.”

ALL ANTI’S

James A. Walton, state superin-

tendent of the Anti-Cigaret League of

California, is all wrong in declaring

that cigaret smoking is the cause of

lying, according to members of the

“Slippy McGee” Company. Here are

the real causes for prevarication as

outlined by them:
Director Wesley Ruggles—Public-

ity men.

Colleen Moore—Marriage.

Wheeler Oakman—Prohibition.

Sam De Grasse—Income tax.

Pat O’Malley—Flappers.

BACK INTO HARNESS

Art Acord has returned to Univer-

sal City with his broken leg all that

a buck dancer could desire and will

begin work at once on another his-

torical chapter play.

The star finished “Buffalo Bill” and

started for his Nevada ranch by au-

tomobile. He tangled with a gravel

truck, turned over and went to the

hospital with a broken leg, a frac-

tured skull and one chance in a thou-

sand to live.

Two months in the hospital and

two weeks on his ranch made a new
man of him and he is back in action.

The new play will tell in historical

chapters of Marcus Whitman’s con-

quest of Oregon. It will go to the

screen as “The Oregon Trail.”

Edward Laemmle is on his way
back from Vienna to direct. He was
sent abroad to produce a series of

pictures with Harry Myers. The time

did not seem auspicious, so Carl

Laemmle ordered the expeditionary

force home and Edward Laemmle
will again find himself behind a mega-
phone with Art Acord for a star.

The combination is regarded as par-

ticularly fortunate. Edward Laemmle
directed Acord in “Winners of the

West” and more recently in “Buffalo

Bill,” which is accredited with reviv-

ing the country’s interest in Ameri-

can history.

“The Oregon Trail” was written

from history by Robert Dillon, chief

of the serial and short reel feature de-

partment at Universal City.

A cast is being selected.

Much interest has been taken at

the Metro studios in the “race” be-

tween Viola Dana and Billie Dove

who are striving to learn which can

acquire the deepest coat of tan dur-

ing the two weeks before each starts

work on a new picture. Miss Dana
and Miss Dove both reside in Holly-

wood, but during their vacation pe-

riod head their respective automobiles

beachward every morning and do not

turn back until late in the afternoon.

* * *

A jury box full of pretty women
migEt be called a grand jury. This

outburst by Edith Roberts.

* * *

One judge said he wanted more evi-

dence. Wonder what kind of case this

was? Claude McElhany is interested.

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

“Merry Go Round” has a lot of peo-

ple dizzy. There seems to be consid-

erable vertigo about the big produc-

tion which Erich von Stroheim has

just started at Universal City.

A catechism on the subject might
help.

Q.—Did von Stroheim write “Merry
Go Round”?

A.—He did.

Q.—Will he appear in the picture?

A.—He will not. He will direct.

Q.—Who is the star?

A.—Von Stroheim will star but not

as a director. The cast will be the

first real all-star cast ever assembled.

It includes Norman Kerry, Mary
Philbin, Dorothy Wallace, Dale Fuller,

Wallace Beery, Spottiswoode Aitken,

A1 Edmundson, Maude George Cae-

sar Cravina, Capt. Albert de Conti

Cedassamare, Allan Sears, Fay Hold-
erness, George Hackathorne, Sidney

Bracy, and others.

Q.—Will it be as big a production

as “Foolish Wives”?

A.—Yes, in drama and beauty, but

not in length.

Q.—Flow long will it take to make?
A.—One hundred and six days.

Q.—What is it all about?

A.—It is a story of Vienna before,

during and after the war. Its thought

is the triumph of love over all.

STROOCKS PURE CAMEL’S
HAIR OVERCOATS — all shades

PICCADILLY
$65

an exclusive model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
HERE’S A WARNING

Collector of Internal Revenue Rex
B. Goodcell today marshalled his field

forces for a drive in which widespread

investigations of doubtful income tax

returns will be made.

Twelve thousand returns made by

taxpayers in the Southern California

district will be probed. The taxpayers

involved in these investigations are

scattered all over the district and in-

clude men in every walk of life.

Are you one of this brigade of

12
,
000 ?

“In making these investigations,”

said Collector Goodcell, “the taxpayer

must not feel that we doubt the state-

ments made in his return; we merely

question his interpretation of the law.

Items of income which the taxpayer

may not construe as taxable may be so

regarded by the department.
* * *

One thousand real estate men and

brokers who deal exclusively in real

estate and selling business chances and

who paid a broker’s tax of $50 are now
entitled to refund of the tax they paid,

according to a new ruling just re-

ceived by Collector Goodcell. Make
out claim for refund on Form 843,

attach special tax stamp and forward

to the collector.

* * *
Twelve thousand sales taxpayers

are affected by another new ruling.

Collector Goodcell has been instructed

to refuse to accept all sales tax re-

turns that are not prepared according

to law and authority is placed in his

hands to enforce a penalty of $1000

for an improper return. Instructions

as to how these returns must be pre-

pared are being mailed out by the col-

lector. There are many of this class

of taxpayers in every town in South-

ern California.

“Observe these rules and it may
save you $1000,” Goodcell declared.

* * *
Official figures received from Wash-

ington show that the Southern Cali-

fornia district was the highest of the

sixty-four internal revenue districts in

the United StatesJn percentage of col-

lections for 1922 as compared with

1921, indicating that business condi-

tions in Southern California are better

than in any other section of the

country.

* * *
Personal net incomes amounting to

the amazing total of $1,329,006,594

were reported by citizens of Cali-

fornia for the past year.

BEHIND THE SCENES

(By Marshall Lorimer)

It seems all too easy to break up a

home,

And sell all the things that you own,

Then find out too late, that it leaves

you alone,

With mem’ries to. weave on your

loam.

First one thing, or that—and the rift

in the lute

—

Will widen relations, so you

Are wondering why you must start

all anew
To awaken a Joy that is mute?

How very transparent—it all seems to

be

!

Desire actuated it all;

For when you are trying the CAUSE
to recall:

Somehow—’’Cause and effect” won’t

agree.

The one thing you know, IS—you’re

starting again!

It matters not—just why you should?

Like Good has its evil, and Evil its

good,

You’ve tasted your pleasure for pain.

EDWIN CLAPP SHOES

Stein-Bloch

Smart

Clothes

for fall and winter have ar-

rived. The models are more
handsome ; the fabrics more
elegant

;
the tailoring more

attractive
;
the patterns and

colorings more beautiful

than ever—and the prices are

even lower.

—$35 to $60

If each of us wallowing down here be-

low

Lived on our few years in a groove,

We’d be Window Dummies, unable to

prove

Why Garments get more, which they

show.

So perhaps after all, the value you set

On happiness that you enshrined,

May prove but a PRELUDE, to lead

you behind

The Scenes—FATE, has in store for

you yet.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.
TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that
are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Gvom&n £ Co.
T&ilors

532 South Broadway

437*443 Spring North or 5 T—

STETSON FALL HATS

“I sure love these warm nights.”

“I’d like to take you out on those

nights.”

No one knows where Helen Fergu-

son got this.
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

GOSSIP BY
THE ROUNDER

SHORN LOCKS PAY AT TIMES

Scores of young screen actresses,

wavering between bobbing their hair

or waiting for the styles to change,

quickly made up their minds to bob it,

when Maurice Tourneur, filling the

cast for Lorna Doone, his latest his-

torical spectacle just completed at the

Thomas H. Ince Studios, announced

that he needed peasant girls with

“Dutch cuts” for seventeenth century

atmosphere. As a result bobbed hair

is still the rule among the aspiring

young movie maids in Culver City and

Hollywood.

Consulting historical times, Tour-

neur discovered that the matter of

hairdress was immensely important

back in the time pictured in Black-

more’s classic, as marking the differ-

ence in rank of peasants and aristo-

crats. It was a requirement of custom

that the lower classes cut off their hair,

while the ladies and gentlemen of the

period wore long curls. The pro-

ducers spent a vast amount of money
in copying the costumes worn in the

days of the heroic John Ridd, “strong

man of Exmoor,” and of Lome Doone,

the beautiful maiden who was shot at

the altar. Recently a group of dis-

tinguished educators from England, in-

specting the motion picture studios,

were given an opportunity to study

the methods used in the picturization

of Lorna Doone. They were amazed
at the fidelity with which Tourneur

followed the manners and dress of the

t

t
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novel version, until the director show-

ed them a stack of volumes describing

the period in question from which he

had lifted exactly the “atmosphere”

required. “Lorna Doone” is said to be

the most lavish historical picture that

has ever been produced. It is soon to

be released.

CABIN BUILT IN MOUNTAINS
FOR “MISS EMMY LOU” q

A portion of Southern California

has been transported to Pinecrest in

the San Bernardino mountains, 80

miles from Los Angeles, by the aid

of four motor trucks and a company

of workmen from the Metro studios.

On this location has been built a

reproduction of a large South Cali-

fornia mountain cabin for use in “Miss

Emmy Lou,” Viola Dana’s new Metro

starring picture. The cabin is 60 feet

long and 30 feet deep and two weeks

were spent in its construction.

The cabin is true to type of the

period which it represents and is com-

plete in every detail. As a result Miss

Dana and the other feminine mem-
bers of the cast for this picture are

going to live right in the cabin while

they are on location. They expect to

spend at least two weeks away from

the studio.

WATER BABIES

“Bebe” Blackburn, who is three and

a half and may be noticed by her

happy smile and blonde curls, has

been engaged for a new Christie Com-
edy houseboat story. The new movie

youngster dives and swims under

water just like a little mackerel. If

you don’t believe it, you’ll have to see

the picture. The kiddie knows more
about water and how to get around in

it than many a bathing girl of twenty-

five summers.

Alan Hale, who has an important

role in support of “Douglas Fairbanks

in Robin Hood,” and who is now en-

acting the role of the bad villain in

Shirley Mason’s latest William Fox
special, will soon return to his first

love in cinema endeavor—the playing

of leads in which line he distinguished

himself notably in support of Mme.
Alla Nazimova. Mr. Hale announces

he is considering two offers to enact

“leading men roles” in important pro-

ductions and that it is reasonaby cer-

tain he will accept one of them.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

Whenever Jean Hersholt wants

something fixed on his motor car, he

does it himself—not to economize, but

because he is convinced no one else

ever takes as much pride in one’s car

as oneself. “Anyway, it’s a good thing

to learn how to be a first-class auto-

mobile mechanic since in this life of

numerous uncertainties, a fellow never

knows when he must change his line

to get a job,” the popular actor-di-

rector observes.

W. Emile pulls a good one this

time.

“Where are you going?”

“Into the studio.”

“But it says, ‘No Admission.’
”

“Yeh, I knew. You can get in free.”

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.
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PERT POINTS

NEW “FIND” IN “MINNIE”

Raymond Griffith, comedian, whose

first dramatic work in Marshall Nei-

lan’s ‘‘Fools First” established him as

one of the most notable actors of seri-

ous roles in the films, will be seen in

“Minnie,” Neilan’s newest picture for

First National.

Griffith’s work in “Fools First” has

been hailed by the critics as one of

the best characterizations of the year.

He has been called the second Henry
Walthall of the screen as a result of

his portrayal of “The Wop” in Nei-

lan’s crook picture.

In “Minnie” Griffith is given a com-

edy role, that of the enterprising

chewing gum salesman, and, accord-

ing to reports, his work in this pic-

ture will duplicate his success in

“Fools First.”

* * *

Christmas comes but once a year

—

to ordinary mortals. But to Kather-

ine MacDonald and the fortunate

youngsters appearing with her in

“The Lonely Road,” now being filmed

by B. P. Schulberg, it came every day

last week, with elaborately orna-

mented tree, turkey, trimmings and
all, for Victor Schertzinger is taking

his characteristic painstaking care in

this special production to be released

through First National.

* * *

In the knowledge that his last pro-

duction for Associated First National

Pictures, Inc., “Hurricane’s Gal” is

scoring a big success everywhere,

Allen Holubar is giving much time at

present to the reading of script and
the examination of current literature,

in the hope of finding a worthy suc-

cessor to be delivered into the hands
of First National for release. “Hur-
ricane’s Gal” stamps him as a director

capable of coping with nature and
bringing her in the variety of moods
to the square of the silver sheet.

“I’ve sure got a keen role,” said

the actress, as she looked at her stock-

ings. Monty Banks must have his

joke.

* * *

Theodore Roberts appears in “The
Old Homestead.” But we suppose

there’s a modern real estate agent in

it.

YOUR CHANCE MAY COME,
TOO Q

Beauty, talent, sensitiveness and in-

telligence—what a rare combination

—

and the sum of these is called Barbara

Worth.

Recently, while Harry Garson was

selecting the cast for his production,

“An Old Sweetheart of Mine,” now
in the making, a young lady called

at the studio in search of work and

inquired for the casting director. Mr.

Garson just happened to be standing

in the passageway at the moment and

Miss Worth, thinking him the cast-

ing director, offered him her little

bundle of photographs.

Mr. Garson at once noted her un-

usual beauty and under the pretense

of looking at her pictures, was really

watching her face, which unconscious-

ly registered expectancy in her dark

eyes, and a moment later as Mr.

Garson made no comment on the

photographs the transition from ex-

pectancy to disappointment was so

keen that he decided to make tests to

determine her screen personality and

ability.

The tests proved that Miss Worth’s

beauty and ability were so well adapt-

ed to the screen that Mr. Garson gave

her one of the principal roles in “An
Old Sweetheart of Mine,” the story

of which has been woven around

James Whitcomb Riley’s well-loved

poem.

When questioned about her unusual

name, Miss Worth stated that she is

a descendant of the Worthingtons of

Virginia, where she herself was born.

“I thought Worthington was such

a long name for a screen career, so I

decided to make it just Worth,” naive-

ly remarked this charming young lady.

“Barbara has been a family name for

generations, so I had to keep that.”

How great a part chance plays in

the game of life we do not know, but

we do know that when given a chance,

it is up to the individual to make
good, and that is what Barbara Worth
is doing in her work at the Garson
Studio.

Shirley Mason answers one also.

A chorus girl certainly does a lot of

“kicking” in life.

* * *
“I have no kick coming,” said the

man, as he drank a glass of near-beer.

Allen Holubar is right.

Gaston Glass, star of Victor Schert-

singer’s “The Kingdom Within,” dis-

claims all knowledge of mechanics,

but he admits he is working assidu-

ously during his leisure moments on
an idea which he hopes will develop

into a solution of the problem of the

take-off and landing of aeroplanes. If

his scheme proves feasible, it will be

possible in the near future to control

a plane so as to make ascent and

descent on any aviation field precisely

in the same fashion of an elevator in

an office building — straight up or

down. Mr. Glasss was an aerial offi-

cer in the French army throughout the

recent world war and he won recog-

nition as an ace through his ability

to skillfully manipulate any machine
in making quick and precipitous as-

cents and descents. It was an idea

of his own and he is trying to devise

the necessary apparatus to make it

possible for any pilot to use his

methods.

Dorothy Manners is not going to

wed for the sake of getting her name
changed because it has been appropri-

ated by another screen actress, as has

been published. “That is an absurd

remedy because although I have a

legal right to my name, I could easily

change it without marching to any

altar,” she explains. “Anyway,, I have

no misgiving over retaining my own
name and continuing my career in pic-

tures under it.”

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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HARRY GARSON PRODUCTIONS
SCHEDULE

That the production season of 1922-

23 will be a big and busy one is

further strengthened by the announce-

ment from the studios of Harry Gar-

son Productions, Los Angeles, to the

effect that this organization is taxing

its capacity to fulfil contracts.

As previously announced, Harry
Garson will present Miss Clara Kim-
ball Young in a series of five feature

length screen classics, through the dis-

tributing agency of the Metro Pic-

tures. Two of these super-features,

"‘The Hands of Nara” and “Enter
Madame,” have already been com-
pleted and delivered to Metro. Work
on the third Clara Kimball Young spe-

cial, the title of which will be an-

nounced later, will be started about

September 15th, when it is expected

Miss Young will have returned from
a short vacation in the mountains,

where she went immediately following

the completion of her last vehicle.

Aside from the Metro contract,

Harry Garson Productions will pro-

duce an entirely separate series of

three big, independently made super-

features, adaptations from works of

well-known authors. It is planned to

sell this new series direct to the ex-

hibitor for an indefinite period, dis-

regarding any other releasing affilia-

tions. The Garson Company will as-

sume the burden of advertising, ex-

ploiting and selling these pictures,

thereby dealing direct with the the-

atres, whom they will aid through lib-

eral use of printer’s ink, heralds, cuts

and handsome press books, to sell

the product to the public.

For the first of this series of inde-

pendently made features, Mr. Garson
has chosen the world-famed poem “An
Old Sweetheart of Mine,” by James
Whitcomb Riley, one of the most fa-

mous of America’s poets. The screen

adaptation was made by Louis Lighton
and Mr. Garson is directing the pro-

duction, which features Elliott Dexter,

supported by an all-star cast including

such prominent characters as Helen
Jerome Eddy, Lloyd Whitlock, Arthur
Hoyt and Barbara Worth.
“An Old Sweetheart of Mine” will

be ready for release some time in the

fall. Immediately following the cut-

ting and editing of this production,

number two of the series, the title of

which will be announced later, will be
put into work.

e Magnifyi

Here’s more proof that the wails

of calamity-howlers are uncalled for

and that America is just as much the

land of golden opportunity as ever.

Only a short four years ago, one Mario

Bianchi and one Leon Cunjo ventured

into this country from Italy with no

funds and no reputation. Today Mario

Bianchi is one of the foremost comedy
stars on the motion picture screen and

is famous throughout the world for

his fun-making genius while Cunjo has

become famous as a grand opera tenor

and each makes a salary approaching

Midas-like proportions when com-

pared to the earnings of their old

friends back in the old home country.

Now don’t let anyone tell you again

that this country as a land of oppor-

tunity has gone to the bow-wows. It

has not gone, nor is it ever going

there.

Cleo Ridgley, who is Mrs. James

Horne in private life, is the mother of

twins and now that she has them

started safely in school she is to re-

turn to the screen via Warner Bros.’

production of “The Beautiful and
Damned,” being directed by \Y illiam

A. Seiter.

* * *

When a musical comedy show is

rotten, why does every one go to see

it? Because it’s rotten—but not the

way you think, says Myrtle Steelman.

* * *
This by A1 Roscoe:

Stealing a kiss from a girl is a lot

of fun, but then playing honest all of

a sudden is just as good.

ig Glass
BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

AH—MORE INFORMATION!

George Kuwa, who plays the part

of Tana in the Warner Bros, produc- o
tion of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s popular

novel, “The Beautiful and Damned,”
has not only been on the stage but has

taken a crack at the dull commercial
life. Before he left Japan he was a

bank clerk and after he came to Cali-

fornia he was a very successful tobac-

co salesman.

* * *

Harry Rapf, producing for Warner
Bros., is planning a series of enter-

tainments for Vera Gordon, who
comes to the Orpheum in a few weeks.

Miss Gordon made several motion pic-

tures under Mr. Rapf’s supervision,

and her vaudeville act was staged

under his direction.

* * *

For the forthcoming production of

Olga Printzlau’s story, “The Little

Church Around the Corner,” an entire

mining town will be built at the War-
ner Bros, studio and right next to it

will be the far-famed town which Sin-

clair Lewis describes in his novel,

“Main Street,” which will also be

screened by Warner Bros.

* * *

Marie Prevost, who is appearing in

the Warner Bros, production of F.

Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, “The Beau-

tiful and Damned,” reports a fishing

trip last week which resulted in the

usual fisherman’s luck.

* * *

Louise Fazenda, who has been cast

in one of her first dramatic parts in

“The Beautiful and Damned” at War-
ner Bros., is one comedy queen that

has flitted to the drama via other

routes than the bathing suit one.

* * *

William A. Seiter and Harry Myers
are renewing a friendship made while

Mr. Seiter was directing Doris May
and Harry Myers in “Boy Crazy.”

Mr. Seiter is directing Warner Bros.’

production, “The Beautiful and

Damned,” and Myers is playing the

eccentric author in it.

* * *

Emmett King, one of the most

widely known character men in mo-
tion pictures, has been signed by War-
ner Bros, to play the part of Marie

Prevost’s father in their forthcoming

production of “The Beautiful and

Damned,” which William A. Seiter is

directing.



FIRST NATIONAL NOTES

Richard Walton Tully departed for

New York last Tuesday, taking with

him the completed copy of “Omar, the

Tentmaker.” Upon his arrival in the

Eastern metropolis, Mr. Tully will de-

liver the big production to First Na-
tional and proceed to Europe for a

vacation.

* * *

Following its preview at 'the Cali-

fornia Theatre in Venice last Mon-
day evening, Buster Keaton’s latest

laughfest, “Day Dreams,” was deliv-

ered to the distributing hands of First

National. “Day Dreams” is declared

to be Buster’s funniest. It was di-

rected by the comedian and Eddie
Cline. Renee Adoree plays opposite

the sad-faced one.

* * *

Dorothy Phillips is resting, prepara-
tory to starting work on Allen Holu-
bar’s next melodrama for First Na-
tional, in which she will be starred.

Mr. Holubar and Harvey Gates, au-
thor of “Hurricane’s Gal” and other
Holubar successes, are now putting
the story into continuity.

* * *

“The Dangerous Age,” a Louis B.

Mayer special recently completed
under the direction of John M. Stahl,

has an unusually strong cast, com-
prising such stars as Lewis S. Stone,

Edith Roberts, Ruth Clifford, Helen
Lynch, Cleo Madison, Richard
Tucker, Myrtle Stedman, James Mor-
rison, Edward Burns, Lincoln Sted-

man and Dellorice.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in
the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

Charles Chaplin has returned from
a short vacation at Catalina, and is

putting the final touches to his latest

comedy for First National release.

Charlie hasn’t yet decided upon a title

for the laughfest.
* * m

Thos. H. Ince, besides being busily

engaged in the cutting of his fall and
winter releases through First National,

is also seeking titles for those produc-

tions. To date “Jim” has been changed
to “What a Wife Learned”; “T h e

Brotherhood of Hate” to “Scars of

Jealousy,” and “Someone to Love” to

“Ten Ton Love.”
* * *

Having completed the cutting of

“The Voice From the Minaret,” Frank
Lloyd is preparing the scenario for

Norma Talmadge’s next production,

“W i t h i n the Law.” Other things

claiming Mr. Lloyd’s attention are his

fishing pole and golf clubs.

WHAT’S WHAT ON 0
THE GARSON LOT

The story of “And Old Sweetheart

of Mine,” the Harry Garson produc-

tion now in the making at the Garson
Studios in Edendale, embodies all the

elements of successful screen enter-

tainment.

Romance, stirring action and com-
edy, combined with the beauty of

Riley’s poem, “And Old Sweetheart

of Mine,” about which the story is

woven, make this production a photo-

drama of unusual appeal. It is a

wholesome story of wholesome people.
=1= * *

Elliott Dexter will be seen in a

new characterization in Harry Gar-

son’s “An Old Sweetheart of Mine,”

in which he has the leading role. As
John Westland, the Indiana Editor,

Mr. Dexter has one of his greatest

opportunities.

A garage man’s life is just one blow-
out after another. Blanche Sweet
pulls a good one.

* * *
Having a good time when a chaper-

on is along is SO unusual. King Bag-
got has been studying the flappers.

COOGAN, JUNIOR, FINISHES

The last shot has been fired from
the camera on Jackie Coogan’s new-
est picture, called in the making “Fid-

dle and I.” The story was written

for their boy by Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Coogan, and was directed by E. Mason
Hopper. The latter believes it will

prove to be the most sympathetic

characterization yet provided the juve-

nile star for projection on the screen.

The simplicities of the story provide

it with a singular charm and the ac-

tion develops almost every emotion

to which an immature soul could pos-

sibly respond.

It was in the taking of one of the

scenes of this picture that Will H.
Hayes was moved to unabashed tears

and which caused him to remark that

the problem of censorship would be-

come “an impertinence” if there were

plots like this placed before the pic-

ture lovers of America. The screen

reveals little Jackie taking leave of an

aged couple that had cared for him
since his tenderest infancy and who,

he felt, could no longer afford to sup-

port him. The moon shines through

the open window of their humble bed-

room and they, asleep, are unaware of

the forlorn little orphan and his tender

farewell.

Marshall Neilan’s latest is, “Min-
nie.” This sounds like a fish story.

* * *

Someone made a dirty crack about

Hollywood. We just found out that

it was a truck driver.

“Hoot” Gibson submits this infor-

mation.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

:an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

Virginia Valli was signed by Uni-

versal for a long period because her

popularity as a featured leading wom-
an could no longer be ignored.

* * *

Herbert Rawlinson is starring at

Universal City in stories of dramatic

strength, directed by featured direct-

ors and supported by players of

prominence.
* * *

Hoot Gibson is quickly taking his

place as the most popular western

star of the screen. Because he doesn’t

rely alone upon riding and gun play,

but is rather an actor of proven abil-

ity and with an agreeably boyish per-

sonality, his rise has been rapid and

uninterrupted.

* * *

Roy Stewart, following one of the

epochal performances of serial his-

tory in Universal’s “The Radio
King,” is starring again at Universal

City—or, in actual location, in timber

country north of there, in a series of

two-reel lumberjack romances written

by a staff of writers under Robert Dil-

lon’s supervision and directed by Rob-
ert Hill.

* * *

William Desmond has just com-
pleted “Perils of the Yukon,” a chap-
ter history of Alaska from earliest

days.

* * *

Neely Edwards and Lew Sargent,

widely differing comedians, the lat-

ter the boy wonder of “Huck Finn”
fame and “Just Around the Corner,”

are starring in comedies under the

direction, respectively, of William
Watson and Scott Darling.

* * *
Among the leading women to be

found at the studio where Universal
features are being made may be
named Priscilla Dean, Colleen Moore,
Lillian Rich, Barbara Bedford, Helen

Ferguson, Gertrude Olmsted, Mary

Philbin, Louise Lorraine and others.

* * *

Jack Mulhall and Louise Lorraine

are cutting an awful swath through

San Francisco. When Jack Mulhall

rode down Market street on a horse

the town passed out. Jack Mulhall is

the star and Louise Lorraine the lead-

ing woman of “Tales of the Fish Pa-
trol,” Jack London’s stories of deep

and dark blue water, which are being

filmed by Universal. Edward Kull is

the director.

* * *

Sidney Bracy, whose screen roles

have ranged from bits in one-reel

comedies to important parts in super-

features, and who just recently com-
pleted the “heavy” characterization in

“The Radio King,” Universal’s scien-

tific serial starring Roy Stewart, is

playing a principal role in support of

Herbert Rawlinson in “One Wonder-
ful Night.”

Bracy was chosen by von Stroheim,

that ever-alert type judge, for one of

the central roles of “Merry Go
Round,” the forthcoming Universal

super-jewel effort.

* * *

The cast of the current Hoot Gib-

son film version at Universal City is a

list of names worthy of any western

feature of any length. Nat Ross is

directing Gibson in “Ridin’ Wild,” a

story written and scenarized for the

star by Roy Myers.

Edna Murphy’s attractive personal-

ity adds charm to the role opposite

the star, while Wilton Taylor, Otto

Hoffman, Wade Boteler, William

Welsh, Burton Wilson and Jack Wal-
ters handle other principal roles.

Edna Murphy has played the femi-

nine leads in many recent Universal

pictures, among them Herbert Raw-
linson’s success of the day, “Don’t

Shoot.”

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress

Gladys Walton finished “The Lav-

ender Bath Lady” and chose the cool

waters of the Pacific and the quiet of

Catalina for her vacation after an ex-

tremely difficult role. King Baggot
directed this Shannon Fife story from

a George Randolph Chester continuity.

Helene Chadwick, one of the most
favored of screen favorites, was deep-

ly concerned over the erroneous re-

port of her being sun-struck on an

Arizona desert while enacting the lead-

ing feminine role in “Border Patrol”

for the Morosco-Hawks company re-

cently. Newspapers throughout the

world published the story under start-

ling headlines and as a consequence

her Hollywood home was deluged

with a veritable flood of telegrams

from anxious admirers. A mixup of

names at a Phoenix hosptial was the

cause of the false rumor. After pon-

dering at length over the whole inci-

dent, Miss Chadwick came to the un-

usual conclusion that “it was probably

because striking is such a fad just now
that they had me struck, too.”

Gertrude Astor, Earle Williams’

leading lady, has come forward as a

stout defender of movie serials. Al-

though she is permanently through

with this class of picture after starring

in a half dozen of them, she declares

the chapter play serves a good and

laudable purpose in the amusement
world and she resents any aspersions

cast upon it. “Movie serials are as

fixed as breakfast cereals,” she asserts,

which, of course, might mean that

some serials, like some cereals, are

fixed better than others!
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
MABEL BACK HOME IN MIX-UP

Mabel Normand’s Jewelry and Trunks

Held in Suit of Publicity Agent

It is not so much that Perry M.

Charles, publicity agent, has brought

suit in the Supreme Court, Brooklyn,

to recover $2940 for salary and ser-

vices rendered here and in Europe for

Miss Mabel Normand, noted cinema

star, that will cause the actress any

loss of sleep or worry, but her

“beloved” publicity agent has gone

further. He has caused all her trunks,

containing the wonderful wardrobe

she brought back from Europe a few

days ago, to be attached by a deputy

sheriff, who thought his official mis-

sion would not be properly fulfilled

unless he also attached the collection

of jewelry Miss Normand had placed

in the safe of the hotel where she is

staying.

This little incident—a fly speck on

the atmosphere—will not detain our

Mabel long in Manhattan. She will be

in our midst in a week.

Low lights and high minds go to-

gether, says Dale Fuller.

When Walter Emerson, soon to be

seen in an important part in support

of Henry B. Walthall in the William

Fox special, “Drink,” started to dis-

cuss the possibilities of perpetuating

the power of truth unfolded in the

masterly essays of his progenitor,

Ralph Waldo Emerson, by filming

them, only a very slight interest was
evinced by picture wiseacres, because

it was considered impossible to visual-

ize the contents of a so-called dry

essay. Now it develops young Emer-
son has a clever plan whereby real

drama of life can be woven around the

more potential passages in the cele-

brated essayist’s best works, basing

this dramatic suspense upon events in

the author’s interesting career, thus

making sure unusually powerful cli-

maxes. It is said several prominent

producers are now holding confer-

ences with Mr. Emerson on the sub-

ject.

The greatest sensation of the sum-

mer was trying to stop the power

lawn mower. We cut three neigh-

bors’ lawns before we could get the

darn thing stopped. William Duncan
overheard this at the beach.

Andree Tourneur, noted for two

things in general, namely, her beauty

and her oft-repeated boast of being

a French - Canadian - Britisher-Amer-

ican, or, in other words, the most

hyphenated of all screen artists, has

been cast in an important role in sup-

port of Viola Dana in her picturization

of “Emy Lou” and has just started her

work before the Metro cameras. Miss

Tourneur has just finished serving as

leading lady to Roy Stewart in two
consecutive pictures and she will be

remembered a long time for her art-

istic performance as Bert Lytell’s lead-

ing lady in “The Face Between.”

Lloyd Hughes has been invited to

take his wife, Gloria Hope, on a cruise

across the mighty Pacific to Yoko-
hama, Japan, to be the guests of honor

at a big moving picture celebration to

be held there the latter part of No-
vember. Both Mr. Hughes and Miss
Hope have legions of admirers among
the Japanese. It is within the range

of possibility that this duo will accept

the invitation. It is all according to

how their studio engagements can be

arranged.

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”

QMJ
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTH AT OLIVE ^

BlHJJIAS CO.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

The flappers are always doing

something. First it was the petti-

coats that went out, and now it’s the

hairpins. They seem to delight in

putting some people out of business.

Edith Johnson sends this in.

* * *

The Ville de Paris has a new shoe

for women called The Scandal. This

ought to be very popular in Holly-

wood, exclaims the Yellow Journalist.

* * *

Peggy Standing hands us a new

one:

“Save the surface and you save all,”

by Sherwin-Williams.

“That’s why I don’t wash my face,”

by a flapper.

* * *

Norris Johnson writes a bit:

It’s the truth, a man can’t afford to

drink himself to death with the prices

the way they are.

* * *

The fellows aren’t dancing so close

to the girls as in the past. They’ve

probably taken notice to what the girls

put on their faces. This by Rupert

Julian.

* * *

Women don’t marry for money any

more—they divorce for it. Helene

Lynch is clever.

* * *

Phil Rosen admits that the 18th

amendment is certainly “dry” reading.

* * *

A girl may fall deeply in love with

some egg at a resort, but the idea of

taking him home—is a different mat-

ter. Gertrude Astor told us this.

* * >!=

Bebe Daniels is making “Singed

Wings.” Sounds as if some little angel

had been playing with fire.

* * *

Jack Conway is directing a story en-

titled “Another Man’s Shoes.” There

must be a mistake somewhere.
* * *

Dorothy Devore is working on one

entitled “Chop Suey.” She says most

Chinese are nutty because they have

almond eyes.

* * *

William Russell is working on “A
Great Night.” Probably up in Alaska,

where the nights are six months long.

Young Man: “Baby! If this is

puppy love—Hot dog!”
* * *

R. A. Walsh is working at Gold-

wyn’s on “Passions of the Sea.” This

ought to have a number of perma-

nent waves.

* * *

Clara Horton is starring in “The
Knife.” This ought to be easy to

“cut.”

* * *

Warner Bros, are preparing “Main
Street” This ought to have a cop in

it at least.

* * *

Mae Murray just finished “A Broad-

way Rose.” A good title would be,

“Twelve Dollars a Dozen.”
* * *

Harvey Gates says that one actress

claimed that she was going to retire

and be a lady. That’s a nice remark

for the profession.

* * *

This week’s best laugh, by Neal

Hart:

The guy who still continues to blow

the foam from an ice cream soda.

* * *

Somebody asked if a summer girl

was always cold in the winter. Well,

says Jean Acker, they do like fur

coats.

* * *

Another laugh by Gladys Walton:

When a fellow picks a girl up and

she says: “Let’s take a taxi down to

the beach?” This is fair (fare).

* * *

Maurice Flynn says he under-

stands that the police are paid uni-

form rates.

* * *
Paramount says that Gloria Swan-

son in, “Her Gilded Cage,” is a “bird”

of a picture. Well, why not let the

audiences do the “chirping”?
* * *

Mabel Ballin is starring in “Married

People.” It certainly has a “fighting”

title.

H* H*

Will Rogers is appearing in “The
Headless Horsemen.” There seems to

be something “missing” in the title.

* * *

Sign reads at theater: “A Strange

Adventure” with Grace Darmond. Is

there any scandal?
* * *

The millionaire looked at his mas-

sive home and then said: “There’s the

house that jack built.”

Lloyd Hughes is responsible.

David Torrence is without doubt
one of the most confirmed book-worms
in all actordom. He admits that he

reads an average of seven books every

week and sometimes he worms his

line of vision through a couple extra

ones on Sunday. Between scenes at

the studio he can always be found in

his dressing-room poring over a vol-

ume. His home resembles a public

library. The pockets of his motor car

are always filled with books and he

is one of the best customers Holly-

wood book-dealers have. Incidentally,

Mr. Torrence is regarded as one of the

best-read character actors on the

screen. His next notable cinema ap-

pearance will be in Mary Pickford’s

new “Tess of the Storm Country,” in

which he portrays the character of

Elias Graves.

Bob Marks, who made his debut in

pictures only last November and in

the brief intervening time since has

supported such stars as Douglas Fair-

banks, Priscilla Dean and Shirley

Mason, is a protege of Mme. Rose
Dione, the distinguished French star,

who was featured in the Robertson-

Cole production of “Silent Years” and

who played opposite Mme. Nazimova
in “Salome.” Mme. Dione devoted

much of her leisure time to teaching

Marks the technique of dramatic art

from the French standpoint and she

says she has high hopes for the fu-

ture of this young man as an exponent

of the heavier drama.

Audrey Chapman, the film beauty

soon to be seen in an important role

in support of Jack Pickford in “Garri-

son’s Finish,” has solved a great prob-

lem for milady who cannot afford to

spend much money on wardrobe. She

has created what is to be known as

an Aft-Eve gown, which, by a simple

rearrangement of the sleeves, can be

used as either an afternoon or an eve-

ning gown and the material in it costs

a total of only fifteen dollars, it being

good silk at that. If Audrey keeps

this up, she bids fair to become a

heroine of her “fellow-members” of

the gentler sex.

Reginald Denny submits a wise-

crack.

“I like your complexion, but not on

my coat,” he said, as he pushed her

away.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP"
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

v

LET’S ALL LEND A HAND

The foremost celebrities of the

stage and screen will be seen in

a spectacular production of Shake-

speare’s fantastic comedy “Midsum-

mer Night’s Dream,” at the Holly-

wood Bowl, October 7th, as a benefit

for the Actors’ Fund of America. A
group of famous theatrical men are

in executive charge of the event and

are now selecting a “Million Dollar

Cast” to enact the play.

Frank E. Woods, chief of the sce-

nario staff at the Famous Players-

Lasky studios, is chairman of the mo-

tion picture committee of the Actors’

Fund and has written the following

article explaining what the Fund is

and how it is used:

Although the Actors’ Fund of Amer-

ica has been in operation for forty

years, until 1921 no special provision

had been made for the care of persons

working in the motion picture industry

who might be eligible for aid. The

ever-enlarging dimensions of the pic-

ture business made it apparent, how-

ever, that greater service could be ren-

dered to those specializing in screen

work by establishing a channel

through which to disburse funds to

picture players.

With this end in view, Daniel Froh-

man came to Los Angeles in the

spring of 1921 to lend his co-operation

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

and influence to a movement which

would result in obtaining money for

this purpose. Under his supervision

the Actors’ Fund Festival was ar-

ranged, the entire motion picture in-

dustry co-operating, and when it was
staged at the Los Angeles Speedway
on June 4th, both press and public

united in acclaiming it the most lavish

and impressive pageant ever held. The
money raised at this benefit was turn-

ed into the treasury of the Actors’

Fund and made available to picture

players through “The Motion Picture

Committee.” The personnel of this

committee includes Miss Marian Fair-

fax, Miss Winifred Kingston, Mr. Will

Wyatt, Mr. W, J. Reynolds, treas-

urer; Mr. Mark Larkin, secretary; the

Rev. Neal Dodd, consultant, and my-
self as chairman.

All applications for relief for per-

sons who make their livelihood

through work in the picture world are

taken under advisement by this com-
mittee.

It might be well to diverge for a

moment here to say a word about the

workings of the Actors’ Fund itself.

This organization stands as one of the

oldest established charities in the

United States. It is supported almost

entirely by persons playing on the

legitimate stage or in motion pictures,

and operates exclusively for their

benefit in time of need. The head-

quarters of the organization is in New
York City, and Daniel Frohman, one

of the founders, is its president. Mr.

Frohman has now retired from active

theatrical work and is devoting his en-

tire time to the fund without pay.

With the exception of the clerical force

in New York, no one working for the

fund receives any remuneration what-

ever. This charity is supported by

its memberships, by donations and by

the money obtained through benefit

entertainments such as the al fresco

performance of “Midsummer Night’s

Dream,” now being prepared for

presentation at the Hollywood Bowl
on the evening of October 7th, under

the auspices of the Motion Picture

Directors’ Association. The herculean

task of putting on this elaborate pres-

entation is being conducted by Major

Maurice Campbell and Mr. Frederic

Sullivan.

Now to get back to the method of

operation of the Motion Picture Com-
mittee. All applications for relief from

persons who make their livelihood

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

through work in the picture world are

taken under advisement by the Motion
Picture Committee of the Actors’

Fund.

Naturally, a rather large responsi-

bility rests with this committee, and

we are trying to fulfill our obligation

in the most careful manner possible.

Each case is considered entirely upon
its merits and we try to handle the

work in a real human way, with a

maximum of speed and a minimum of

red tape.

Any person who makes his living

by work in pictures, whether he be a

star of a stage carpenter, is eligible

for relief from the fund, providing he

has worked a year in the industry. The
names of applicants are kept secret

and every safeguard taken to protect

them from undue publicity.

Applications for relief can be made
to any member of the committee or

through the secretary. Where it is

not an emergency case, requiring in-

stant action, the circumstances are re-

ported on by Father Dodd, whose
parish embraces all of Filmland, and

the case is disposed of at the commit-

tee meeting.

The principal work of our body is

to help the sick and those in destitute

circumstances. Of the latter class, of

course, we have few in the picture

business. The Actors’ Fund never has

and can not now attempt to help play-

ers who find themselves in temporary

straitened financial circumstances.

Even though the majority of claims
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

are taken under advisement at the

committee meetings, whenever a case

warrants, money is advanced for re-

lief at once.

Charity work among player-folk is

probably more peculiar than among

any other people. It is astonishing to

note the amount of hardship and priva-

tion persons engaged in picture work

will undergo before seeking aid. In

fact, reports of distress come to the

committee from outside sources, as a

rule, and not from those actually in

need of assistance. With great re-

luctance these people usually accept

relief and almost invariably with the

understanding that it is their privilege

to repay the Fund.

No charge is ever made for help

given by the Fund. On the other

hand, screen and stage artists take

pride in the knowledge that they are

able to succor their own n.eedy and

destitute—of whom there are compara-

tively few, which again gives cause

for pride.

When required, doctors’ services

are at the disposal of the committee,

as well as hospital facilities. Legal

advice also is available without cost.

The Good Samaritan is the official

hospital in Los Angeles, for the Fund;
' and those of the medical profession

who are contributing their services

include the finest surgeons and spe-

cialists in the Southland.

The aim of the committee is always

to do a constructive work, not merely

to dispense charity; wherever possi-

ble, the applicant is placed in a posi-

tion to help himself.

During the year that the Motion Pic-

ture Committee has been in operation,

some very interesting cases have been

handled, and splendid results achieved.

Obviously we can not discuss the

cases that have been handled, but

without any breach of confidence, I

think, we can refer to one or two

instances. In one case a woman with

a large family dependent upon her,

who was about to lose her home, had

financial affairs adjusted in such a

manner, through efforts of the com-

mittee, that the home was not only

saved but partly rebuilt and the family

placed in a position where it was able

to work out its own salvation. Sev-

eral persons who have given the best

years of their life to the stage and

screen, and who have reached a point

where they are no longer able to be

self-supporting, are now practically

pensioned by the Fund.

It might be well to mention here

that a home for indigent actors is

maintained near New York City,

where many who have dispensed hap-

piness on the screen or from behind

the footlights are now finishing out

the last lap of life’s journey.

Of course, as the motion picture in-

dustry grows, the duties of our com-

mittee will multiply, and we are now
doing everything possible to anticipate

these requirements. When the Actors’

Fund Festival was held last year, it

was decided then to make this, or

something similar to it, an annual

event, because an entertainment of

this sort seems to be the most practical

means of raising funds. With that end

in view, the present plan has been

launched for the outdoor performance

of ‘‘Midsummer Night’s Dream,” so

remember that when you buy an ad-

mission to this affair, the ticket en-

titles you not only to an evening’s

entertainment, but also to an oppor-

tunity to help some one who may
have helped you some time to drive

away an evening of blues.

The preformance at The Bowl will

come as the climax to “Actors’ Fund
Week,” during which an intensive

drive will be made for membership.

At the present time, less than thirty

per cent of those engaged in the mo-
tion picture and theatrical industry

are members of the fund, although

everyone so engaged is entitled to its

benefits. It is the hope of the com-

mittee, therefore, to materially increase

the membership; in fact, we hope to

make every person engaged in this

work a member of the Fund.

Headquarters for “Actors’ Fund
Week” and the al fresco performance

of “Midsummer Night’s Dream” have

been established at 6157 Hollywood
boulevard. The preparatory work for

this gigantic undertaking is now well

under way, and Major Campbell and

Mr. Sullivan promise a most elaborate

presentation of the famous Shake-

speare play. The cast will include the

greatest names of the stage and pic-

ture world. For the present, however,

the announcement of the names of the

players is being withheld, to be pub-

lished when all plans for the show are

complete.

Max Linder’s latest comedy, “The
Three Must Get Theirs,” has taken

New York by storm, according to the

reviews given the picture by all the

critics there. This burlesque of the

famous Dumas novel is conceded to

be one of the comedy masterpieces

of all screen history and it is an

achievement which seems sure of aug-

menting the clever French comedian’s

popularity a great many per cent in

America.

Forrest Robinson was among a se-

lect group who witnessed a pre-view

of Mary Pickford’s new “Tess of the

Storm Country” in the projection

room of the Pickford-Fairbanks

studios last Sunday and he makes the

unqualified assertion that this is the

best characterization the famous Mary
has ever made in motion pictures,

barring no previous triumph. Mr.

Robinson plays the part of Daddy
Skinner in this notable revival.

A person knows his friends by what

they say about him. Harry Garson re-

ports this.

* * *
“Tales of the Fish Patrol” is Jack

Mulhall’s latest starring feature. This

sounds like a fish story.
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10 THE PUBLIC—ESPECIALLY EX-SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN

Do you want to know the trend of the best minds in relation to the Soldiers' Bonus Bill, what the

U. S. Veteran’s Bureau is doing, and many other matters of vital interest to you? Do you
really know what the Boy Scout Movement is? These subjects are thoroughly discussed in The
Veterans Journal.

What Is the Veterans Journal?

It is an independent weekly newspaper, devoted to the social, political and legislative welfare of
American veterans and their friends. By independent we mean that we are not affiliated with or
controlled by any political faction or veteran’s organization. We do not discriminate between race
or creed—we are a 100 per cent red-blooded American institution, and as such will endeavor at
all times to impartially discuss all matters of public interest, especially as they affect the ex-
service man.
Sometimes we may be wrong in our opinions—we may make mistakes—but to err is human.
However, we are trying to give the public something they have long wanted—a veterans’ paper
that can speak for itself* and not be dictated to. The Veterans Journal asks no quarter, but it

does ask for your support as a solid business institution.

In the past we have published articles written especially for this paper by Gov. W. D. Stephens,
Mayor Geo. R. Cryer, and many other highly respected citizens, and you will continue to find them
in every issue. Our subscription rate, $2.00 per year, brings to you fifty-two copies of the best
veterans’ paper west of the Rockies, and in addition a free copy of the “Journal of Operations,”
364th Inf., 91st Div., in the late war. Can you think
of any veterans’ paper that will give you more for

one of Uncle Sam’s two-dollar bank notes? Of
course you can’t—so mail the coupon with $2.00 to-

day, before you forget it—or if it’s convenient call at

the office—you’ll always find a welcome hand here,
no matter where you’re from.

THE VETERANS JOURNAL
119 Henne Bldg.

122 West Third Street Los Angeles, Calif.

192
The Veterans Journal,
119 Henne Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which send me
The Veterans Journal for one year, and
the free book as per your offer.

Name
Address
City State
R. F. D
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THOS. H. INCE PRESENTS “SKIN DEEP”; STORY BY MARC EDMUND
JONES; DIRECTED BY LAMBERT HILLYER; PHOTOGRAPHY

BY (?) ;
MISSION THEATRE

Reviewed by Emm. Ell.

Judging from the various publicity stunts pulled

off by the Thos. H. Ince organization previous to

the presentation of "Skin Deep,” one was really led

to believe that a masterpiece of the century was

going to be presented at the Mission Theatre, and
under this illusion I paid a trip to review this pic-

ture. 1 think it would be right at this time to indi-

cate to various producers who have "Masterpieces”
to eliminate flambuoyant, distorted advertising
which is likely to lead the public into the belief that

it is going to see something in the super-class.

Having gotten this off my chest, let’s get back to

the picture proper. “Skin Deep” is without a doubt
a very clever story. It is wonderfully well acted.

It shows a thorough, master direction throughout,
but there is nothing in it that would lead one to

believe that a great resume was being promulgated
to the masses without. It is just an entertaining
story in which a few shots are introduced of trench
life to show that a certain character, such as Bud
Doyle, can become glorified. I admit that many
well-known crooks in the past have successfully re-

formed and have been of great assistance to Uncle
Sam during our last war, but this is no reason for

suggesting to the public that they have forgotten
the heroic efforts made by “our soldiers over there.”

We have not forgotten. We are only hoping that

Washington hasn’t; so, if it was the object of this

picture to awaken the public’s mind in the cause of

remembrance, then it has failed in its task. A very
weak link in this chain of circumstances that form
the story is when the producer and author would
attempt to lead the public to suppose that a pair of

crooks, who no doubt helped to do their share in

winning the war in their various ways, are carrying
on a gigantic plot to rob the Disabled Veterans of
a fund of $60,000. The public is ready to swallow
the story of Jonah and the Whale at all times, but
the public have become greatly educated since those
days and they are not likely to swallow a piece of
unpractical propaganda of this nature. Milton Sills

played a dual character which more than enhances
his fame as an actor. He is presented in such a
dual role that he holds you fascinated from the start.

Florence Vidor, as usual, plays a wishy-washy,
sweet, young thing who eventually marries the hero
of the story. Her part is that of a nonentity. The
feminine honors for acting should go to Marcia
Manon. She did the part of Sadie Doyle in such a
comprehensive manner that I could almost believe
that she was an actual inhabitant of the tenderloin
from which she emanated. Charley Clary, of whom
I have said s6 much in the past, plays the part of
the district attorney and he does it with such dig-
nity, poise, manliness and resourcefulness that he
lends a great dignity to the film. Winter Hall is a
fine, lovable character as Dr. Langdon. Frank Cam-
peau is always presented to you as a villain and as
a villain in this particular vehicle he looked out of
place. Joe Singleton and Gertrude Astor filled in

their little bits with exactness. Muriel Francis
Dana and B. H. DeLay are also in the cast. The
photography is of such excellence throughout that
the cameraman responsible for same, if he is not
a member of the Cinematographers, should be im-
mediately admitted to membership.

Altogether, I claim that “Skin Deep” as a box
office attraction will make money, but will not revo-
lutionize any angle of the Motion Picture Industry.

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS A UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTION,
“UNDER TWO FLAGS,” STARRING PRISCILLA DEAN; DIRECTED

BY TOD BROWNING; KINEMA THEATRE
Reviewed by Emm. Ell.

I little thought that mine would be the task of

reviewing in a favorable light a production turned

out under the direction of Tod Browning; whereas,
I had looked upon this as a task, I find that it be-

comes a pleasure to have to review this great Ouida
story. "Under Two Fags” has been picturized as

closely to the famous book, which we all know, so

as to almost enhance the value of this masterpiece.
It is very apparent throughout that Tod Browning
put more than directorial ability into this feature.

He seems to have injected the rudiments of a color-

ful mind. Although at times I found the continuity

slightly weak in spots, still the subject screened is

so well portrayed and carried out that these little

weak points are easily overlooked.
Universal can congratulate itself in having been

sponsor in this masterful production.
Priscilla Dean, as “Cigarette,” seemed to throb and

live to every emotion of this famous character. It

is true in the beginning that she seemed to be almost
too masculine and had too many close-ups to get

into the story proper, but these were easily forgot-

ten as soon as the clever action started. Priscilla

Dean has very greatly enhanced her reputation in

this characterization. If I were to give any special

mention to any individual in this vehicle, I select

James Kirkwood for the honor. As Corporal Vic-
tor, his interpretation becomes a classic. The viril-

ity of this well-known leading man is of such a
character that he completely takes you away from
the knowledge that you know that he is James

Kirkwood. John Davidson, a well-known young ac-
tor, gives a very diplomatic characterization of the

part of the Shiek. This young man’s suavity seems
to be the embodiment of the Oriental character.
Ethel Grey Terry is a splendid, forceful actress.
Perhaps she made the part of Princess Corona look
just a little bit too old, but the dignity of her por-
trayal easily eliminated such a minor matter.
Stuart Holmes, a national, well-known villain on
the screen, was no better nor worse than we have
seen him in other productions. He cannot lose his

individuality. This is really unfortunate, in a pic-

ture sense. Robert Mack gave a very amusing in-

terpretation of a rake. Albert Pollet is an actor
worth while. His is fidelity itself to the French
character. Burton Law, as well as a few other
minor characters, who were unprogrammed, were
more than excellent. The general ensemble and
massing of characters and the atmosphere of this

story make it a masterpiece of fidelity. The photog-
raphy could not have been better. Unfortunately, I

am unable to give you the photographer’s name, as
they do not give you sufficient time to find out at

the theatre. Everybody connected with this Uni-
versal production merits the greatest praise and, as
7 started this criticism in an odd way, I will close
in the same way, namely, that although it goes
against my grain to speak highly of Tod Browning
as a director, yet I have to admit the fact that in

this particular vehicle he has shown himself to be
a director with a capital “D.”
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MARVELOUS!GREAT CREDIT GOES TO YOU

My Dear Mr. Rupert Julian:

The other night when I visited the

famous “Old Prater” in Vienna

—

down on the back ranch at Universal

City, in company with Noble Hearn,

C. L. Theuerkauf and wife, and Hertel,

their noble son, I little suspected that

I wouldn’t be quite able to follow my
original intention of writing a breezy

tale of your midnite vigils merging into

dawn, as you directed “MERRY GO
ROUND.” As I walked the length of

the “PRATER” and saw so many
examples of Eric von Stroheim’s mi-

nuteness of detail, and atmosphere, I

realized that you had your work cut

out to a fare-you-well. But I was

never under the impression that you

were not big enough for a task where-

in the reins dropped from very capable

hands into your own. As I saw your

charming wife, who was once so well

noted as a director, beside you I real-

ized that you would have her clear

eternal feminine astuteness to pull you

over the rocky pitfalls of her sex’s in-

cessant gossip. The big marvel to me
was the apparent hearty cohesion

manifest in every player who had been

originally engaged by Stroheim! LOY-
ALTY TO UNIVERSAL seemed to

be the keynote of everyone, from that

unusually fine actress, Dale Fuller,

right down the line to the veriest extra,

Czare Gravina, Norman Kerry, Mary
Philbin, George Sigmund, Billy Dan-
iels, and Charlie Kaufman, your cam-
eramen. Then I noticed how Eddie

Souder was working his head off. This

is a proverbial trait of his. He always

gives the best that’s in him. Nor did I

overlook Jack Sullivan, your other as-

sistant. He was busy, too. In fact,

everything and everybody seemed to

be keyed to help you over a very diffi-

cult passe. But Irving Thalberg must
have known what he was doing when
he selected you to complete a task

that many directors would have will-

ingly escaped from. Nor must I over-

look the fact that I think Universal

will probably save a couple of hundred

thousand by the time you get through

putting “MERRY GO ROUND” in

shape to be introduced as a stupen-

dous feature for about 20,000 exhibitors

who’ll be breaking their necks to be

Do you believe a bug would remain

and could live under a human eye-

lid for more than twenty-four hours?

One bug did, anyway. It flew into

the left eye of George Rigas, the fam-

ous Grecian actor now playing a

Christ-like character in the de luxe

production of “The Rip-Tide,” last

Monday night at about 8 o’clock and

was not removed by an oculist until

the following night at about 10 o’clock.

Upon being removed, the said bug

was still sufficiently alive to fly away
before the oculist had a chance to kill

it. Meanwhile Rigas had many hours

of torture and his eye will continue to

bother him for several days.

JESSE D. HAMPTON ^
TO PRODUCE

“The Spoilers,” Rex Beach’s famous
story of the Alaskan gold rush, which

was the first super-motion picture pro-

duction, is to be filmed again. Jesse

D. Hampton has secured the screen

right to 'the story through a special

arrangement with the author and will

produce the picture for Metro release

at the Metro studios in Hollywood.

ANOTHER “ANGEL-ITE”

The footlights have lost another

clever little performer in the person

of Winifred Freeman, who, during

her appearance in New York with A1

Jolson and other musical comedy
stars, gained considerable recogni-

tion as a capable performer. Miss

Freeman recently arrived in Holly-

wood and states she has received so

pleasant a welcome in the way of en-

gagements that she has decided to

make ,her permanent residence here.

She has been cast for an important

role in the first Albert R'ogell produc-

tion which is to enter filming this

week at the Fine Arts studios.

the lucky ones to have the FIRST
SHOWING. Let’s hope you will get

more fame, and correct PROGRAM
PUBLICITY, and a few extra

sheckles, after you have finally edited

this European feature.

Your admirer,

MARSHALL LORIMER.

A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM

A new motion picture company
formed in Los Angeles, known as the

Burr Nickle Productions, incorporated

in California, with offices in the Story

Building, is a heavily financed corpo-

ration, represented by notable and in-

fluential business men of Los Angeles,

such as Burr Nickle, president and
general manager; Fred Gordon, vice-

president, and Richard Welty, secre-

tary and treasurer.

Burr Nickle has been engaged in the

picture business for the past eighteen

years and is well versed with every

angle of the business. Mr. F. V. Gor-

don is a successful oil man, having
vast holdings in California, Texas and
Mexico, as well as being an officer

and director in several of the largest

oil companies.

Burr Nickle states he will have
ready for release November 1st,

“Sunken Rocks” from the story by E.

Temple Thurston, featuring Alma
Taylor and supported by a cast of fin-

ished players; that every picture he

releases will be from stories by fam-
ous authors, supported by skillful

players, portraying strict adherence to

the technique of the picture. Follow-
ing the November 1st release of

“Sunken Rocks” the Burr Nickle Pro-

ductions will release one picture a

month until a series of twelve have
been sold. December 1st, “Narrow
Valley,” a whale of a story from the

pen of George W. Dewhurst. January
1st, 1923, “Tansy” will be released,

which is a screen interpretation of the

famous novel by Tickner Edwardes.
February 1st, “The Bargain,’’ from the

stage play by Edward Irwin and
Henry Edwards. March 1st, “The
Kinsman,” from the famous novel by
Mrs. Alfred Sedgwick, and one picture

to follow every month during the

year. There will also be two specials

released in addition to the monthly re-

leases. The first special, “Once
Aboard the Lugger,” which is by the

same famous author, A. S. M. Hutch-
inson, who wrote “When Winter
Comes,” and will be ready for release

about December 15th.

These pictures will be sold on the

state right basis, through a generous
plan which wtill benefit the state right

buyer, as well as the exhibitor.
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES
THE ROMANCE OF LIFE

The three musketeers of the motion

picture industry—and one over for

good measure—have just been dis-

covered.

Four men now prominently identi-

fied with four different branches of

the industry all started out in the

same period on the same home town

newspaper; lost track of each other

and then suddenly were brought into

business dealings with each other

when Gene Stratton Porter began the

screen production of a series of her

novels at the Thomas H. Ince studios

at Culver City.

They are James Leo Meehan, di-

recting the Porter productions; Col-

vin W. Brown, Thomas H. Ince’s

New York representative; Edwin S.

Clifford, managing editor of the Ex-

hibitors’ Herald in Chicago, and Earl

J. Hudson, secretary of the story com-

mittee of the Associated First Na-

tional Pictures in the New York of-

fice.

All four of these men went to the

same high school, played hookey to-

gether many times, broke in on the

same newspaper, the Elgin Daily

News, and then separated, each to

make his fortune.

Meehan drifted West, became man-

aging editor of the Intermountain

Catholic, then city editor of the Salt

Lake City Tribune; enlisted as one of

the first hundred aerial photographers

during the war and served in France

as a naval ensign during the war.

Since then he has broken into the pic-

ture game and was chosen by Mrs.

Porter to direct her productions be-

cause of fine technical knowledge and

fresh viewpoint that promises some-

thing “different” in the picturization of

her novels.

Brown went to New York and made
such a name as an advertising expert

that Thomas H. Ince chose him to

represent the Ince studios on the At-

lantic coast. Clifford and Hudson
drifted by the same devious routes

into the industry but none of the men
knew that they boyhood pals were

plugging along the same route until

mutual correspondence in regard to

the Porter productions brought them
into touch.

They are planning a reunion in the

near future.

In

onfidence

WHAT BECAME OF IT?

Gertrude Astor, the staturesque

screen beauty, recently used $300

worth of pure gold leaf to “make up”

a considerable portion of her body

for an unusual role in a special pro-

duction. Her skin had to have a shim-

mering bronze hue and gold leaf was

the only thing which would photo-

graph properly. Let the quip come

—

yes, she was a real bronze belle!

SHE’LL BREAK A RECORD YET

Who do you suppose is generally

given credit for being the most ex-

tensive globe trotter in all filmdom?

Andree Tourneur, Bert Lytell’s

former leading lady, holds this honor.

Although Miss Tourneur is not yet

out of her teens, she has traveled

around the world twice and besides

has made many such side trips as the

jaunt from England to Australia and

from San Francisco to South Africa.

She made her first trip around the

world with her parents before she had

reached the age of eleven years. She

has “mushed” it as far north in the

Arctic circle as any white woman and

she has visited many points squarely

on the equator.

Opposite JPe3's2i.2*igr Square

209WFifth St.
'Alexandria Hotel is opposite l/s-
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

LOEW’S STATE—Starting Sunday,

October 15th, “Nero,” a picture

made in Rome, with a cast possibly

as great as “The Loves of Pharaoh,”

but it does not come up to the ex-

pectations of those who have seen

it during the past week. Manager

Bostick has in store some very

splendid productions; however, the

above-named bill will run only for

one week. Spectacular pictures of

this kind have not been well re-

ceived in the past. Still, at this

theatre, Billy Shoup and Mr. Moore

are always there smiling to over-

come any grouch that one may re-

ceive after viewing a production.

ORPHEUM—Beth Beri, a Los An-

geles girl, who some time ago re-

ceived the high appraisal of the

real critics of this city that she

would soon become one of the lead-

ing features of that well-known

circuit conducted by Martin Beck.

This third of a century anniversary,

starting the week of October 23, has

one of the greatest bills that this

theatre has shown in a good many
months. Fanchon and Marco, both

Californians, are pleasing, but their

new proteges, Madame Vannessi

and Frances Williams, another local

girl, received their share of the ap-

plause. Rae Samuels, generally

known as “the blue streak in vaude-

ville,” is also taking the encores this

week. Unfortunately, our good

friend Billy Hucknall has been

transferred to the San Francisco

theatre, leaving that pleasant gentle-

man, Mr. Perry, in entire charge of

the box office, and he is capable of

doing a two-man duty with the same

smile as he did a one-man duty.

MOROSCO—“Abie’s Irish Rose” is

34 weeks old and still we see the

“Sold Out” sign nightly as we pass.

Otto Lederer, who has held down
the feature role for at least 15 or

20 weeks, is taking his bows with

such a genteel courtesy that one

would almost believe that he was

living a life on ball-bearing skates.

GRAUMAN’S — “The Old Home-
stead,” with Theodore Roberts as

Uncle Josh, and a cast including

George Fawcett, T. Roy Barnes

and Harrison Ford. With this cast

and a small story even, put out by

Mr. Lasky, it would have brought

just as many persons standing in

line.

HILL STREET—The week of Oct.

16 we find this theatre showing the

second chapter of Carl Laemmle’s
new historic effort, “In the Days of

Buffalo Bill,” with a well-chosen

surrounding cast. Also, we see

Niles Welch, a former Selznick

leading man, in his return to the

stage, and he is ably supported by

two clever people, Virginia Ains-

worth and Jack Weatherby. They
are well applauded, as well as Grace

Fisher and her pianist, Paul Reese.

Anatol Friedland, well-known song

composer, is really the “hit” of the

bill. Eugene O’Brien in “Channing
of the Northwest” and a number of

other acts complete the bill.

MAJESTIC—“The Rear Car.” If the

“Rear Car” continues its journey

into an equal number of weeks as

those which have passed, it will be-

come a trainload of mystery and

enjoyment before we see the end of

the Observation Car. Cliff Thomp-
son, who is very well known on the

Pacific Coast, as a leading man and

husband of the leading lady, Nana
Bryant, has now taken the leading

part, much to the pleasure of the

many L. A. theatregoers.

CALIFORNIA—John Barrymore in

“Sherlock Holmes” is more than ex-

cellent. In this presentation we
have every evidence of this genuine

actor’s fulfillment of the part he

plays in every detail. This member
of the famous Barrymore family has

caused the heart of every flapper on

Broadway to flutter. He is sup-

ported in the above vehicle by a

splendid cast, including Carol Demp-
ster and Reginald Denny, both of

whom are very clever in the screen

art. Tom Reed, the clever publicity

agent of the Miller Brothers, pulled

a stunt imitating Sherlock Holmes,

which finally landed him in jail

under the charge of insanity. The
press notices, however, are ample

proof against the charge.

MILLER’S—Will Rodgers in a two-

reel comedy, “The Ropin’ Fool,”

shows that he really knows the in-

tricacies of the cowboy’s art. Kate

Douglas Wiggins’ well-known book,

“Timothy’s Quest,” is received just

as an ordinary picture. However,
this differs with the eastern review-

ers. There is a special added fea-

ture showing 1000 feet of the L. A.

Chamber of Commerce trip to

Honolulu.

RIALTO—-Monday night, October 16.

found most of the film denizens

dealing out $5.00 bills to pre-view

the mammoth production, “When
Knighthood Was in Flower,” star-

ring Marion Davies. Judging from
the conversations heard in the lobby

after the picture, the price seems
high to see a film sponsored by Sid

Grauman. This also applies — no

matter how meritorious—to “Robin
Hood” at Grauman’s Hollywood
Theatre, where these prices were
charged. I am under the impres-

sion that his schedule of prices here-

after will be on the order of some-
thing, to $1.50 per night for seats.

He may be successful for a few
nights with his magnitudinous idea

of prices; but I think he will re-

ceive a liberal education from Holly-

woodites, who are not accustomed
to paying more than 22c—and then

only for the best shows shown in

the Hollywood Community The-
atres. Getting back to the Rialto,

after reading front-page notices

sponsored by Mr. Hearst on this

production, one’s idea seems to lapse

into disappointment, due to the fact

that Marion Davies does not ener-

getically put over the role that was
intended and expected of her; how-
ever, this may be offset by the his-

toric value of the many scenes pro-

duced.

CLUNE’S—“How Human Life Be-

gins,” introducing to the public via

the theatre the possibility of goat

glands, etc., and so forth—and so

on. If this is a scientific proposition,

the place for this picture to be
shown is in the various clinics con-

nected with the various hospitals. It

is an imposition upon the credulity

of the American public to produce
such nauseating things via the public

educator, the Screen.

KINEMA—After the stupendous pro-

duction “Under Two Flags,” star-

ring Priscilla Dean, and reviewed

elsewhere in this issue, the special

production, “Lorna Doone,” direct-

ed by Maurice Tourneur, will be
presented.

MISSION — Reviewed elsewhere in

this issue.

JAHNKE’S—With their “Midnite Re-
vue” and a few added laurels to the

cast of clever singers and dancers,

have kept the extra tables in action,

and the full corps of waiters busy
at this underground cafe.
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

SUPERBA—Although Nobel Hearn,

the handsome and versatile man-

ager, didn’t have the opportunity of

presenting “Under Two Flags,”

still he has been able to jog along,

doing a splendid business, with the

stereotyped program pictures. Prob-

ably his lobby displays have had a

great deal to do with his success

here, nor must we forget that he

has a very able assistant in the

courtly person of Jack Howard.

“The Long Chance” didn’t reach

expectations, but when the “KEN-
TUCKY DERBY,” King Baggot's

production, reaches here, you are

going to see the dj^ed-in-the-wool

congested lines in front which used

to be the proverbial thing when
Nobel Hearn managed this theatre

before his departure for the northern

cities.

CINDERELLA ROOF—Herb Wie-

doff’s clever orchestra rendering the

latest hits continue to please. Any
special nights, such as publicity

stunts for stars, do not increase the

popularity of this Roof or put more
money in the box office.

COCOANUT GROVE—On Monday
night, October 16, this high-brow

dance palace of Los Angeles in-

creased the cover charge $1.00 or

so, and is featuring Gorham’s Fol-

lies, with Doris Eaton, direct from

the Ziegfeld Follies, and Abe Ly-

man’s orchestra.

THE LITTLE CLUB—After almost

a vain struggle for existence, this

place is now under the leadership of

a clever hostess. The food and

service here are first-class, but the

enthusiasm of the patrons is not up

to the mark. Flarry Seymore sings

a number of songs. It might seem
better to some to see less of Sey-

more.

THE SHIP — Jerry O’Connell has

caused L. A. night prowlers to scrub

decks with patent leather shoes and

satin slippers to the tune of a lively

orchestra which is now drawing the

expensive limousines towards this

unique cafe.

WEISS & KLEIN — This Kosher
restaurant is still doing a stupen-

dous business—so much so, that

they are hardly able to take care of

the “regulars,” but it is very evi-

dent that the place is prospering;

for how otherwise can we account

for Joe Weiss buying an up-to-date

apartment house and running it a la

aristocrat in the heart of the apart-

ment house district? Of course, he

will not allow dogs, nor children,

but still he loves them both, which

is very evident from the numerous

little newsboys who patronize this

famous Hungarian palace of chop-

ped liver and schmaltz, selling their

papers.

WINTER GARDEN — “The Satires

of Spring Street” is in every sense

of the word a satire, but it is not a

product worthy of being classed as

a revue. In the days when Grover

Frankie presented the public with

his 1922 Revue, it was customary to

pack this place. The only bright

light in this cafe is the continued

presence of Bert Fiske and his

melodious orchestra.

PALAIS ROYALE—Back and forth,

that’s going to be the season for

Fanchon and Marco, who are now
playing at the Orpheum. They will

try to entertain at this cafe between

their duties at the theatre. We
only hope that the cover charges

will not be increased, or price of

food advanced, which is the usual

thing when some attraction enters

this cafe. Harry Halstead’s orches-

tra is still the prime attraction—no

matter what else enters as a supple-

mentary feature.

PLANTATION—Due to the fact that

this high-priced eating habitat and

dance palace, outside of the city

limits, has had numerous disastrous

raids, causing wealthy patrons to

spend a night or so in the Venice

caliboose, no doubt this accentuates

the popularity of the Plantation

—

for otherwise we cannot account

for the continued patronage this cafe

is receiving.

t
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
GREEN MILL—After viewing this

parking space with a cafe attached,

it seems as though the old patrons

are all back again and enjoying

many good dance numbers. Carl

Crockett injects pep here as urbane

manager.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM — Roy
Marshall and Commander Walter

Long have just about decided—after

a mother’s meeting—that it was

about time to enlarge this popular

fistic arena. For two weeks run-

ning the ‘‘S. R. O.” sign was hung

conspicuously on the outside, al-

though the chairs have been

squeezed in, much to the discom-

forture of the fans. I am making the

suggestion that the $2.00 section

have larger chairs. I think I have

made it before, Roy—so. why not

let’s have them? The bouts have

been pippins and the ushers cour-

teous under the efficient co-opera-

tion of Eddie Baker, who gigan-

tically accepts your pasteboard as

you enter. More power to the boys!

CLUB ROYALE—With the return of

the famous local boys, Max Fisher

and his mad music makers, they

opened this unique cafe last week
with a standing list of patrons. The
opening was formal and it appeared

as if every Lasky Star occupied a

table as a sort of remembrance to

Max Fisher from his old colleagues.

From every indication, the Club

Royale will have a long say on a

Boulevard where it is fashionable

for cafes to burn up either the

pocketbook, or through a conflagra-

tion of financial disasters.

NOW THAT I HAVE SPENT
MUCH TIME, MORE MONEY
AND EFFORT, AND TRAVELED
OVER BOULEVARDS WITHOUT
TRAFFIC OFFICERS, A SUGGES-
TION MIGHT BE PUT THAT
THE CITY COUNCIL AND
OTHERS ENDEAVOR TO MAKE
THIS VILLAGE A REAL CITY-
SUCH AS GLIDERS TO HOP
FROM BOULEVARD CAFES,
TRANSFERS THAT MEAN
SOMETHING FOR COVER
CHARGES, CLEVER MAKE-UP
TO ELUDE PROHIBITION OFFI-
CERS. AND ANYTHING IN NOV-
ELTY, OR OTHERWISE, WHICH
COULD MAKE A WOULD-BE
NIGHT PROWLER'S LIFE A BIT
INTERESTING, BESIDES
MOURNFUL ORCHESTRAS, AND

TEN BLACK EYES

A barber in Culver City, near the

Thomas H. Ince studio, yesterday en-

countered Maurice Tourneur, the mo-
tion picture director, and asked:

“Mr. Tourneur, when are you goin’

to start another picture like Lorna
Doone?”
“Why do you ask that?” inquired

Tourneur, puzzled.

“Matter of business,” replied the

barber. “When that picture was being

made I painted ten black eyes!”

Extra actors, glad to get into a film

with lots of action, were glad to see

Lorna Doone finished and over,

nevertheless. In one of the big scenes

of the play, which is based on R. D.

Blackmore’s famous story of the

seventeenth century, the hero, John
Ridd, fights twenty men with his fists.

The part of Ridd is taken by John
Bowers, a veritable giant in physical

proportions. Tourneur called for real-

ism with a vengeance. Hence the

black eyes, and the barber’s profit.

Lorna Done is soon to be released.

It is said to be one of the most lavish

historical productions yet attempted.

Madge Bellamy has the title role, and

Frank Keenan has the important part

of Sir Ensor Doone.

A real short story by Pell Trenton

this time.

A young chap went into a cafe and

asked a fair waitress for a spoon, and
she slapped his face.

SATIRES OF REALLY GOOD
REVUES. AS DAWN IS APPEAR-
ING, MY OVERCOAT IS LIGHT,
AND THE CHILL IS DESCEND-
ING IN BLANKET LOADS, I

GUESS IT’S ABOUT TIME (5 A.

M.) TO BID YOU, NIGHT NIGHT-
ERS, GOOD NIGHT!

“THE ROUNDER.”

“I AM ASKING THE
VOTERS

In the Motion Picture Industry to

vote for—the man who had this pic-

ture taken!”

HOWARD R. HINSHAW
Justice of the Peace

He has had EXPERIENCE, has
had a LEGAL EDUCATION, is

COURTEOUS, and deals out FAIR-
NESS to rich and poor alike. His
platform is built on “FAIR TREAT-
MENT and a SQUARE DEAL to

everyone.”
(This space is given Justice Hin-

shaw as a compliment, without cost,

by the Publisher. * “He will get my
VOTE—HOW ABOUT YOURS?”)

A REEL CAMERA-MAN

Homer Scott, the man w'ho photo-

graphed “Molly O” and “Suzanne” for

Mack Sennett, has been procured by

Warner Brothers to film their forth-

coming production of Olga Printzlau’s

story, “The Little Church Around the

Corner.” E. P. Dupar, who has been

with the Warner organization for

some time, will also turn the crank

on this production.

Arthur K. Doe sends in an artful

article.

“That girl over there has a pretty

thin gown on.”

“Pretty is right.”

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs Waving our Specialty
to Order

Toupees

Hair

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

Marcelling
1001 West Seventh Street
(Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing jiepner No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK IN COI\P O HATE D
*

LOS ANGELES
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane

GERTRUDE STEVENS
C^m Tn'ro’-'lio

COMEDY SITUATIONS
NOT FILMED

Ben Turpin’s nightmares during the

“shooting” on "The Sljreik of Ara-

by”: •

Phyllis Haver, trying to make up
her mind to part with her Ford.

Roy Del Ruth, jewing an Irish real

estate salesman out of his “bit.”

Dick Jones, taking one with the

boys, on James Buchannan of Scot-

land.

John Grey, impersonating George

Beban, in “The Sign of the Rose.”

Alan Hale is putting the finishing

touches to his characterization of a

real Spaniard for the Hawke-Morosco
Company, now producing “Border

Patrol” at the United Studios, work-

ing both day and night in order to

be ready to step into another role in

another big feature now awaiting him.

Truly the life of a successful actor is

a busy one when he braves the movies.

Great machines are doing the work
of men, but if you want something

dene, the best way is to do it yourself.

Scott Sidney says this.

Jfi # 5}C

Dumb-bell wants to know what the

difference is between a rubber plant

and a tire factory.

Frank Good won’t tell, but he knows.

* * *

This one by Leonard Clapham.

Women ought to make good bank
“tellers.”

IN THE LAP OF FATE

By Marshall Lorimer

I dare not tell you in plain speech,

Dear Trifler of the Keys,

How I have sought your heart to

reach

And read its mysteries.

I tried by little things to show

My heart outright to you;

Your very candor made me know
Of this you had no clew.

Were I possessed of more than pen,

To prove my love, perchance

’Twould be thy dowry, if you then

Bestowed on me a glance.

But having naught but heart to give

I gladly offer it;

The wealth within will always live

Beyond a passing wit.

So, Lady of the Clicking Keys,

When next I offer you

A manuscript to copy please

Pretend at least you knew.

Max Linder is going back to Hol-

lywood after all and he will not make

any pictures in France at least for

several years to come. A lack of

ample studio conditions is given as

the cause. A representative of Mr.

Linder is now negotiating for studio

space in the Southern California

“film belt” and it seems certain the

popular French comedy star will soon

be doing his “funny stuff” before Cali-

fornia cameras.
* * *

Jimmie Aubrey at his best.

“I met with a terrible accident last

night.”

“What’s her name?”
* * *

Lloyd Hamilton is clever.

Long dresses cover a multitude of

shins.

-t'

Mr. Anthony, manager of the Ar-

rowhead Springs Co., has submitted

his little wise-crack.

Twin brothers were fighting. This

was a striking likeness.

^

Art Rick has a subject.

Some people don’t need an airplane

to “go up in the air.”

* * if

“The Fast Mail,” a Fox special,

sounds like a postmaster’s fond dream.

“CHOSE YOUR WEAPONS”

A1 Christie has finished filming

“Choose Your Weapons,” the Grau-

starkian comedy featuring Bobby Ver-

non. It is a comedy laid in one of the

mythical kingdoms of Europe, with

comic opera costumes, sword fighting

and a generous sprinkling of “hokum.”

Charlotte Stevens, Earl Rodney, Lin-

coln Plumer and Victor Rodman are

seen in support of Vernon.

You probably do not know much
about Pauline Toler yet, but here’s a

tip—bear the name in mind. And.

when you see her in Rupert Hughes’

“The Bitterness of Sweets” you are

likely to understand why some of the

best posted men in the picture pro-

ducing business predict she will be

one of the stars of an early tomorrow.

Miss Toler has that triple combination

of beauty, talent and personality, all

three of which qualities count pro-

digiously in screen work.

* * %

To join a golf club one must know
how to play card games. Titles are

often misleading, says Rollie Asher.

* * *

Wonder what the reformers are say-

ing about the long dresses? C. L.

Theuerkauf wants to know.
* * *

Gladys Brockwell writes again.

Manager: We aim to please.

Customer: Well, you’re a bum shot.

STROOCKS PURE CAMEL’S
HAIR OVERCOATS — all shades

PICCADILLY
$65

an exclusive model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
CAST SELECTED FOR MAE

MURRAY’S PRODUCTION

The organization and cast for

“Coronation,” Mae Murray’s new Tif-

fany production for Metro which

Robert Z. Leonard is directing, has

•been completed with ithe starting of

actual filming of her new feature on

the west coast. This is the first pic-

ture Miss Murray has made in Hol-

lywood for three years.

Rod LaRocque, leading man of both

stage and screen, will play opposite

Miss Murray in “Coronation,” which

is an original story by Edmund
Goulding. Mr. LaRocque left a stage

engagement in New York to come

West with Miss Murray and appear in

this picture.

Robert Fraser, who had the leading

male role with Miss Murray in “Fasci-

nation,” one of her recent Metro re-

leases, also came West to enact a

prominent role in “Coronation.”

The other leading players who will

support Miss Murray are Lionel Bel-

more, Herbert Standing, Wilfred Lu-

cas. Mrs. J. Farrell MacDonald, Jean

Hersholt and Edward Burns.

“Coronation” will be photographed

by Oliver Marsh, who has done the

camera work for all of Miss Murray’s

recent Metro releases. Cedric Gibbons

is designing the settings.

Both Miss Murray and her husband,

Director Robert Z. Leonard, are very

happy with the conditions they have

found in Los Angeles for the filming

of their new picture. They expect

“Coronation” to be the most elaborate

of their productions to date and are

sparing nothing to make it so.

William Duncan has time for a

short one this week.

One can have a hot time when he

has money to burn.

* * *

Harvey Gates wants to knew.
Why is it that a woman must have

all sorts of clothes to play golf?

* * *

Herbert Rawlinson is just about fin-

ished with “The Kidnaper.” Who
wrote this?

* * *

Gertrude Olmsted says that long
skirts are a lengthy conversation.

You’re right.

* * *

Dallas Fitzgerald is working at

“U” on “Her Price.” Maybe it’s like

“The Five Dollar Baby.”

MODERN GARDENING

Harry Garson does a short story

for Close-Up.

John was cutting the lawn and

Mary, his wife, was working in the

small flower garden around the front

of their modish home in Hollywood.

They talked above the incessant click

of the mower, and Mary dug into the

soil with her dainty gloved hands.

When it came time to plant the

seeds, Mary found the fingers of the

gloves a bother, and then John was in

the back, he couldn’t help her—just

then. Mary decided to remove them
at once.

Suddenly Mary screamed a most
terrible scream. John dropped his

spade and rushed around to the front

yard, where he found beautiful tears

rolling over Mary’s freshly painted

face.

Mary had taken the hatchet and cut

one end of the glove off, and as John
could see, had neglected to remove her

finger entirely from the glove.

M A NHATT A N FALL SHIRTS

’“THE man in a
* Stein-Bloch suit

or Overcoat knows, as well

as those who observe him,

that he is correctly dressed in

clothes that fit properly and are

of quality that is readily apparent to

even the casual passer-by.

This Fall

$35, $40 to $65
Guy Bates Post has time for a lit-

tle nonsense.

At last his chance had come!
Archibald was a he-debutante this

year, and he was so happy he could

barely wait until father, the ’ittle

devil, set the date.

Archie strolled in and out the tea

room with powdered nose, beaded eye-

lashes, rouged lips, and lavender-

tinted cigarettes. Some fair flapper

toddled up to him and consented to,

“Kick, Bother and Be Brave.”

Archie became so excited over the

promised marriage that he even now
sits by the hour and bites his finger

nails, thus spoiling a perfectly good
manicure.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.
TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that
are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Gvom&n £ Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway

437-443 Spring North of 5 -

STETSON FELTS FOR FALL

Mae Murray was the honored guest

at an exhibitor and press dinner ten-

dered her by Metro Pictures Corpora-

tion in Los Angeles recently.
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

,
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j
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This week on Broadway by Reginald

Denny:
“Sherlock Holmes” grabbed “The

Fast Mail” “When Knighthood Was
in Flower” “Under Two Flags” and

rushed to “The Old Homestead.”

“Cops” took “The Lcng Chance” with

“Nero” and “The Rear Car.” On
“Burning Sands” they found “Tim-

othy’s Quest.” “The Masquerader”

was “The Man Who Came Back” with

“The Humming Bird” and “Abe’s

Irish Rose.”

* ^

James Farley has an idea.

A caterpillar is a worm who has it

pretty “soft” in life.

* * *

A man can’t be underhanded with a

woman long without getting his face

slapped.

This from Larry Semon.
* * *

Joe Rock’s advice:

Eat, drink and be merry for tomor-

row you may have to pay for the meal.
* * *

Grace Darmond passes a remark.

Between the long dresses and the

extra long trousers the sidewalks are

looking really decent now.
* * *

Vin Moore has a real good one this

time.

“That girl lied to me.”

“How come?”
“She said she was twenty-one.”

“Well?”

“She couldn’t get that dumb in

twenty-cne years.”
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* i
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|

Professional Photographer
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|
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HERE ARE VERY
PROSPEROUS POINTS

Collector of Internal Revenue Res

Goodcell announced yesterday that

$26,009,593.45 had been collected by

the Los Angeles office for income

taxes since January 1. The figures

show that 34,399 more separate returns

were filed this year than last and that

as one person in every eight filed re-

turns the increase calls for a growth

in population of 275,192.

Nine times as many returns were

filed in this district in 1922 as were

filed in the whole state of California

in 1916.

* * *

That Los Angeles has passed San

Francisco as a manufacturing center

is indicated by the receipts from

manufacturers’ excise tax received by

the Los Angeles office. During the

last fiscal year $1,289,095.64 was col-

lected from this source as against San

Francisco’s receipts of $954,593.69.

The San Francisco district comprises

48 counties while there are only ten

in the Los Angeles district.

Collector Goodcell pointed out that

there are now 3800 manufacturing es-

tablishments in Los Angeles with an

estimated production for 1922 of

$700,000,000.

H*

Taypayers who are awarded a court

judgment against the United States

for overpayment of taxes must be paid

in cash and the Revenue Department

cannot apply the amount of the judg-

ment against any income taxes the

taxpayer may owe the government,

according to a ruling received by Col-

lector Goodcell.

* >
1= *

Automobile men who have been

paying federal taxes on leaf springs

are entitled to a refund of all amounts

they have paid the government since

February, 1919, according to a new
ruling of the Internal Revenue De-

partment. The ruling applies to the

ordinary leaf spring, as distinguished

from highly specialized springs, such

as auxiliary shock-absorbing devices

using the leaf spring principle and

holds that the ordinary leaf spring is

not taxable.

Tom Forman is getting ready to

shoot, “Are You a Failure?”

Probably dedicated to struggling

writers.

ANOTHER PARODY

“Just Because You’re You—That’s

Why I Love You.”

Entitled

“Just Because You Do—That’s Why
I Do Too.”

(By Virginia Fox.)

1st Verse

By heck, I’m a wreck;

Since I first saw you. Now let’s

see

—

Seems to me—it’s what you do.

I don’t get, not just yet,

That kind of a trance; no other dame,

Without shame; does that dance.

2nd Verse

Men—sigh, at you and I;

You she devil. You’ve got ’em

goin’

—

An’, and moanin’—of midnight revel.

Let me say, this very day.

See this black eye? The fault was you,

Y’know it too; here’s my cry:

Chorus

Just because you do, that’s why I do

too.

Just because you do, every night and

day,

I don’t think it’s right—can’t stay

away at night;

And I’ve tried all my might—now
I’ve got to say:

You’re absolutely wild, and I’m not

so mild.

That I’d ever be in this fix, I never

knew.

And yet the reason’s not very hazy.

You are wild and I’m crazy;

It’s just because you do.

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowv Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

“SUZANNA” ALMOST READY

“Suzanna,” heralded as the crown-

ing achievement of the genius of Mack

Sennett, in which the beloved person-

ality of Miss Mabel Normand is fea-

tured as the star of the production,

will soon be out of the editing and

titling department where, under the

supervision of Mr. Sennett, this his-

torical and romantic cinema play is

receiving its finishing touches before

release.

Announcement will be made shortly

regarding the date chosen for the

premier showing of “Suzanna,” which

undoubtedly will be given in the beau-

tiful Mission Theatre, Los Angeles.

“Suzanna” will be released through

the exchanges of the Associated First

National Pictures.

A MIXTURE

One of the new Christie comedies

which has gone into production is

“Chop Suey,” a Chinese story featur-

ing Dorothy Devore. . The scenes of

the picture are laid in San Francisco’s

famous Chinatown, and this adds one

more t'o Christie’s new style of come-

dies in unusual costumes and loca-

tions.

Scott Sidney is directing the picture,

and in addition to Miss Devore are

George Stewart, Lincoln Plumer and

others.

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress

ALICE LAKE WITH SELZNICK

Alice Lake has been engaged by

Selznick for one of the principal roles

in the Victor Heerman production, “A
Dollar Down,” in which Owen Moore
is starred.

According to Monty Bank’s present

plan, his next three Federated come-

dies will be burlesques of prominent

photo dramas of the day. His first

will be a travesty on “Blood and

Sand,” under the title of “Flood and

Sand,” his second will be entitled

“Robbin’ Good,” which will be a bur-

lesque of “Robin Hood,” and his third

will be a take-off on Maurice Tourn-

eur’s “Lorna Doone,” under the title

of “Lorna’s Done.”

Helen Klumpf, associate editor of

Picture-Play, was a visitor at Warner
Brothers studio, where the filming of

“The Beautiful and Damned” is go-

ing forward, last week, and she met

some of “The Beautiful,” including

Marie Prevost, Louise Fazenda, Cleo

Ridgeley and Kathleen Key. She also

met some of the others which were

not beautiful, including Harry Meyers

and others.

The “idle” rich are usually pretty

busy keeping their money and making
some more, so says Harry Carey.

* * *

William Worthington again.

Now that the Series is over, we can

go back to work again.
5}i * ijc

Lee Moran is working on “Play

Ball.” This is kinda late in the sea-

son.

5|C Jfc

Dorothy DeVore is playing the lead

in “Chop Suey.” Bet this will be an

awful mess.
* * ^

Just art in the picture doesn’t keep

a line at the box office.

Russell Simpson is right again.

* * *

Wally Reid is working “Nobody’s
Money.” Must be counterfeit, or

there would be some bunko men in it.

* * *

Katherine MacDonald is starting on
“The Scarlet Lily.” Did Burbank
write the script?

* H: *

Clothes may make the man, but golf

knickers don’t make a good player.

Ethel Ransome is right.

GLORIA SWANSON’S VISIT

(At Good Samaritan Hospital)

(By A. S.)

Out of Urson’s corner room,

Came his nurse with mirth and, smiles

Enthralled with the beauty

Of the glorious Gloria.

She aroused star worshippers

And curious eyes—all eyes.

Attention became focused

On Frank Urson’s door;

The convalescent patients,

Visitors, and quiet walking nurses

Pacing in the corridor,

Showed their manifest interest

In flushes and smiles

—

As they arranged flowers in the hall

As a pretext, while they awaited

With pleasureable anxiety

The reappearance of this notable

Constellation in movieland.

A hush, a whisper, and a laugh,

Then Gloria came through

—

In a modish outfit, grey and trim:

Graceful, and lithely she tripped

—

After bidding good-bye to him.

Then entered the elevator,

Quite heavy veiled, as a Moslem maid.

Then whispered, I’ll see you later

Where moving pictures-made.

So Gloria came, and Gloria went

As modestly as anyone,

But yet she left a sentiment

Her teasing visit spun.

MABEL NORMAND
PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E— I N “CLOSE-UP”
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MAN TO MAN: LEE MORAN

Personally — and I know many,

many others think the same—that Lee

Moran is a comedian of unusual merit.

The present is a day of life; people

crave the unusual. Lee Moran is all

of that and then some. He has al-

ways appealed to the motion picture

fans as a comedian of real laughter

—

not mere giggles. There are on the

screen today many would-be laugh

makers. But do they make the seats

rattle and the house shake with laugh-

ter? No, most loudly NO! Why?
Simply because this young mirth-

maker has a different humor about

him; there is no copy of him in the

film world today. Again why? Be-

cause it would be impossible to truly

imitate him. The others are easier

and there are duplicates of every well-

known comedian. But none of Lee

Moran.

Possibly this idea of mine has never

occurred to you. It didn’t to me until

I saw one of his late comedies at the

Superba theater. There the audience

started to laugh with the opening, and

it continued to laugh until the sub-

title The End was flashed upon the

screen. I might add without exag-

geration that two or three more reels

might have proved disastrous to most
of the patrons. Not only was this

one comedy, of which I speak, but all

of his have been received thus, and

with great applause over the entire

country (including Watts, Hollywood
and National City).

Now back to Lee Moran as a man;
One does not find his pictures filled

with close-ups of himself. But one

does find good shots with actors of

no mean ability. Moran is versatile

to his finger tips, and when watching

him construct a comedy plot in the

studio you will find that he is the

possessor of a keen, wide-awake brain,

which produces some of the cleverest

situations ever seen on the silver sheet.

Lee Moran’s comedies are not of the

stereotyped variety, but he—alone, I

am sure—has taken the good advice

of his customers, the exhibitors in

the United States, and produced the

type of mirthquakes which truly in

every sense of the word rock the

house!

Some day we are sure we will see

in the Hall of Fame this: “Lee Moran
—A True Comedian of Merit.”

SOME PARTY

Roy Del Ruth, youthful director of

Mack Sennett comedies, celebrated his

twenty-sixth birthday (yesterday) last

Wednesday with an “old times” party

at his Hollywood home. Among the

guests were several members of the

Sennett staff.

Checkers, parcheese and Virginia

reel were the diversions of the eve-

ning, put on with true Mack Sen-

nett comedy embellishments. An add-

ed feature was the rendition of that

popular ballad, “Silver Threads

Among the Gold,” by Johnnie Grey,

Sennett scenario editor. Thiis feature

“closed the show.” It hadn’t been so

intended, but the host and the singer

found themselves alone after the last

bar of the ballad had been sung.

Yes, Mr. Grey is recognized as one

of Hollywood’s best scenario editors.

When a man drinks now, he doesn’t

see snakes, but usually the under-

taker.

Allen Holubar is right again.

* * *

Shirley Mason has her ideas.

One man said that a mouse was the

cause of the dresses going up. Viola

Dana says it could be possible.

* * *

Bull Montana is finishing “Glad

Rags.” Might call this “Happy
Clothes.”

* * *

Emory Johnson has finished editing

“The Third Alarm.” This ought to

be a charm.

A HINT TO THE WISE

That is truly what this article is

—

a hint to the wise. In speaking of

the Queen Apartments one must do

so with high reverence. George Sulli-

van, the manager and landlord, is one

that renters hold the greatest esteem

for as King Pin.

Never has there been such a land-

lord! That is why this story is writ-

ten. He is far from being the type

which is daily drawn before you by
cartoonists of merit and meaning.

George Sullivan is quite the opposite

from the average landlord.

He is the chap who handles a real

string of fighters, such as Steve Biss,

Leo Matlock, etc. As a side line he

and his charming wife manage the

Queen Apartments. But their man-
agement is not like that of a side line.

The name Queen is well chosen.

Everything has the quality of a queen,

and Mrs. Sullivan, with the assistance

of her young son, reigns with home-

like atmosphere, while George is tak-

ing his fistic chaps around the auto-

matic elevator as a training stunt.

Psychology is much too big a word
for the tiny mouth of Ethelyn Irving,

aged 7, who is playing the role of

"Peaches,” a crippled child, in Gene
Stratton Porter’s picture adaptation of

her novel, “Michael O’Halloran.” The
child proved her knowledge of the sci-

ence, however, on the first day she

worked in a scene of the play now in

production at the Thomas H. Ince

Studio.

“Men are coming to take you to an

Orphans’ Home,” explained Leo Mee-
han, the director. “Now let’s see you
cry!”

The child looked at him a moment
thoughtfully.

“But wouldn’t I be too scared to

cry?” she protested.

“You’re right!” answered Meehan,
and Ethelyn went through her scene

triumphantly, looking “too scared to

cry.”

Lige Conley went into Harris and

Frank to change some underwear the

other day. Now read that again—but

it’s not what you think.

* * >K

Louis Gasiner is preparing “The
Hero.” This must be about Jack

Donovan or Valentino.
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UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

Linder William Worthington’s di-

rection Universal has completed the

filming of Edward (Hoot) Gibson’s

latest starring vehicle, tentatively

called “Kindled Courage.”

A former Universal favorite, Bea-

trice Burnham, will be seen opposite

Gibson. Miss Burnham played steadi-

ly at Universal City itwo or three

years ago. She returned a few months

ago to support Priscilla Dean in “The

Flame of Life” and recently for this

Gibson engagement.

Harold Goodwin, Harry Tenbrook,

James Gordon Russell, Albert Hart

and J. Russell Powell have other im-

portant roles.

Raymond Schrock, scenario editor

at Universal City, wrote the scenario

from an original story by Leet Renick

Brown.

* * *

Universal has completed the pro-

duction of the Ladies’ Home Journal

story, “The Runaway Girl,” previous-

ly titled “Gret’n Ann,” which Louis

Dodge wrote and which Hugh Hoff-

man scenarized as a starring vehicle

for Gladys Walton.

Judging this story to be worthy of

the best possible supporting cast, Uni-

versal placed the roles under Miss

Walton in the hands of such popular

artists as Robert Agnew, Edward Job-

son, Spottiswoode Aitken, Otto Hoff-

man, Christine Mayo, Harry Carter,

William Robert Daly, Anne Schaefer,

Rosa Gore and Jim Gibbs. King Bag-

got directed, following a successful

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in

the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

guidance of Miss Walton in “The
Lavender Bath Lady.’’

Both “The Lavender Bath Lady”
and “The Runaway Girl” attest to the

value of ithe Baggot-Walton combina-

tion, and Irving G. Thalberg, director-

general, has assigned Baggot to the

direction of the newest Walton effort,

“The Madonna of Avenue ‘A’,” pro-

duction of which will start at once.
* *

“The Scarlet Car,” a Richard Hard-

ing Davis story, starring Herbert

Rawlinson, and “The Summons,” a

George Patullo story, starring Frank

Mayo, are two pictures which were

adapted to the screen by George Ran-

dolph Chester. Both are nearly com-
pleted and will be in the editorial

phase shortly. Stuart Paton and Ed-

ward Sedgwick directed, respectively.

* *

“Forsaking All Others,” an all-star

production directed by Emile Chau-

tard, with Colleen Moore, Cullen

Landis, June Elvidge, David Tor-

rance, May Wallace and other famous

players in the cast, is being edited as

two other all-star ventures, “The
Ghost Patrol,” in which Nat Ross di-

rects Bessie Love, Ralph Graves,

George Nichols, Lydia Yeaman Titus

and other notable artists, and “The
Power of a Lie,” which George
Archainbaud is directing, enter pro-

duction.

* * *

The Universal unit starring Jack

Mulhall and directed by Robert F.

Hill is making rapid progress on “The
Social Buccaneer,’’ one of the biggest

chapter play ventures attempted at

Universal City.

Opposite Mulhall is Margaret Liv-

ingston, the spectacular Spanish is-

land girl of Universal’s picturization

of “Robinson Crusoe.” In the cast are

such popular favorites as Robert An-
derson of “Hearts of the World,” Lu-

cille Ricksen and Wade Boteler.

Robert Dillon supervised the prepa-

ration of the story written by Anthony
Coldeway.

•I* ^

Featured in many a comedy by
other producers, Eileen Burdette is

playing opposite Lewis Sargent for

Universal in comedies of messenger

'boy life. Lew has made ten of them

and she worked opposite him in the

last two and the current one.

* * *

Mother Nature furnishes a little ma-

terial for burlesque in the latest com-

edy starring Neely Edwards at Uni-

versal City, “When Summer Went.”

Opposite Edwards is Gertrude Olm-

sted, and Bert Roach plays the com-

edy heavy. William Watson directs.
•* * *

Philo McCullough, whose last en-

gagement at Universal City was in

“The Married Flapper,” is supporting

Frank Mayo in “The Summons,” a

George Patullo story directed by Ed-

ward Sedgwick. McCullough’s role, as

usual, is colored by a little villainy.

METRO-ITES

“Mud and Sand” is the title of Stan

Laurel’s newest comedy to be filmed

by Amalgamated Productions for

Metro, under the direction of Gil

Pratt. This picture is a travesty on

“Blood and Sand.”

* * *

Sawyer-Lubin is to film Willard

Mack’s sketch, “Your Friend and

Mine,” for Metro. Clarence G. Badger

will direct and Winifred Dunn is pre-

paring continuity.

>!= * *

The arrival of Harold Shaw from

England has united the Flugrath fami-

ly which includes Viola Dana, Shirley

Mason and Edna Flugrath Shaw. Mr.

Shaw is the husband of Edna, the

elder sister.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

;an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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FIRST NATIONAL NOTES

THE LAST WORD
(“From Paris”)

Maurice Tourneur will make four

big productions during the coming

year, which will be presented by M.

C. Levee through First National. The
first will be a picturization of Critten-

den Marriott’s “The Isle of Dead
Ships.” The production will be filmed

on a lavish scale at the United Studios

and on the kelp beds near San Juan

Capistrano. Production statts in two

weeks.
* * *

Katherine MacDonald and her sup-

porting company, including Orville

Caldwell, Stuart Holmes, Lincoln

Stedman, Adele Farrington, Edith

Lyle, Russell Gordon and Grace

Morse, have returned from Arrow-
head Lake, where important scenes

were filmed by Director Victor Schert-

zinger for “The Scarlet Lily.”

* * *

M. C. Levee announced that Allen

Holubar’s next production will be a

picturization of Jeffry de Prend’s “The
White Frontier.” Mr. Holubar is now
en route to Montreal to choose loca-

tions. Production will start at the

United Studio in about three weeks.

Dorothy Phillips will have the stellar

role.

* * *

Thomas H. Ince is giving all his

energies to the cutting and editing of

“A Man of Action,” the adroit

comedy from the pen of Bradley King
and featuring Douglas MacLean, Mar-
guerite de la Motte and Raymond
Hatton. This production, which was
directed by James Horne, will follow

"The Hottentot,” another uproarious

Ince comedy, on the First National

releasing schedule.

* * *

Oliver Morosco Productions an-

nounce they have secured Avery Hop-
wood, well-known playwright and
author of a dozen Broadway suc-

cesses, to write the titles for “Slippy

McGee,” their second production for

First National release, featuring Col-

leen Moore and Wheeler Oakman.
* * *

When a man of 40 wants one spe-

cial woman urgently enough to crash

his automobile into a going train, slip

out of the wreckage and board the

train with no thought but triumph at

having caught the quickest convey-

ance to her!

—

We officially pronounce that love.

It’s in “The Dangerous Age,” a

John M. Stahl photoplay with the

—

to some—startling suggestion that 40

is two times as dangerous as 20.

AND THE COAT CAME BACK!

Nine years ago Hobart Bosworth
sold some of his old theatrical ward-
robe to a small Los Angeles costume
establishment. Q O

Shortly after arriving at the Gold-

wyn studios from San Francisco to

play in Marshall Neilan’s “The
Strangers’ Banquet,” Mr. Bosworth
hied himself to the same costume
house, which had grown into the larg-

est establishment of its kind in the

country.

The star described the kind of out-

fit he required for the Neilan charac-

terization. A bundle of clothes was de-

posited on the counter before him and
there on the top of the heap was a

garment that looked exceedingly fa-

miliar.

Yes— it was the coat Mr. Bosworth
had sold to them nine years ago, a

bit frayed and worn, hut still recog-

nizable as the same old coat.

“I knew that coat when it was just

a little vest,” said Bosworth facetious-

ly—and the man who had collected

many a dollar’s rental on the coat

wondered what he meant.

Ruth Roland is cn the fifth week
of “Ruth’s Millions.” This sounds like

a fairy story.

The above may not mean anything

to you—just now, but I am sure that

it will when you finish this article.

“The Last Word" is a darling little

shop at 5648 Hollywood boulevard,

where one may have the latest thing

in gowns from Paris, or any of the

great many things that help make the

fairer sex most charming.

Una Trevelyn, who as an actress

achieved high honors, and Elsie South-

ern, also an actress with many well-

remembered roles to her credit, have

formed a partnership in creating this

dainty palace where Dame Fashion

reigns.

If you, dear reader, are a member of

the feminine sex, I suggest that you

—

if you want to be Minutely Modish

—

try these two versatile young ladies,

and I am sure they will more than

please.

VIOLA DANA CURIOUS

Harry Beaumont, director for Viola

Dana, and John Arnold, cameraman,

have left for Northern California on a

hunt for locations to be used in the

filming of Miss Dana’s next Metro
starring picture.

Miss Dana was at the studio -on the

day they departed and remarked that

“locations” must be queer animals,

else why did Mr. Beaumont and Mr.

Arnold load shotguns and fishing rods

into their automobile along with their

other luggage.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Ch :ld Actress

DICK JONES RETURNS
TO THE COAST

F. Richard Jones’ return to Los

Angeles, after an absence of six weeks

in New York City, summons to the

Mack Sennett lot a host of people

who, durinig Jones’ sojourn have been

taking life easy and becoming ac-

quainted with the beauties of the

country surrounding the film city.

As he had promised when taking

leave of the studio, Dick Jones inter-

viewed and made photographic tests

of several of the well-known younger

generation of stage stars now promi-

nently identified with New York
Broadway successes, and gives assur-

ance that a few of them at least will,

at the expiration of their present con-

tracts, be seen in future Sennett pro-

ductions.

Coincident with the return of Jones,

production manager of the Mack Sen-

nett comedy organization, work will

start almost immediately on the multi-

ple-reel comedy drama production in

which Miss Phyllis Haver will make
her debut as a full fledged cinema star.

Jess Robbins is at work at the Fine

Arts studios on a new comedy drama

O titled "Trouble Buster.” The story,

which deals with newspaper life, was
written 'by Arthur Goodrich, author

of “So This is London,’’ and was
adapted to the screen by Archie Mac-
Mackin. Edward Everett Horton is

the star and Robbins is directing.

MAX DAVIDSON KEPT BUSY

Max Davidson, one of the chief

characters in “Abie’s Irish Rose,” the

comedy that already has run more
than half a year at the Morosco Thea-

tre in Los Angeles, is a leading player

in Hunt Stromberg’s newest comedy
production featuring “Bull” Montana,

“Glad Rags.” At the end of a day

at the studio he hurriedly removes his

screen makeup and rushes to the thea-

tre where he dons his stage disguise.

McCONVILLE WITH SENNETT

Bernard McConville, well-known

scenario writer and continuity expert,

is the latest acquisition to Mack Sen-

nett’s already prominent staff of writ-

ers who, working under the super-

vision of the comedy king, are pre-

paring scripts for the production of

forthcoming special features and com-
edy subjects to he released by Associ-

ated First National Pictures during

1923.

Pauline Toler, whose next screen

appearance will be made in Rupert

Hughes’ “The Bitterness of Sweets,”

wants to change her name, but not

via the marriage license route. The
only difficulty is, she cannot think of

another name she Bikes any better.

Come on in and help Pauline out!

* * *

Sid Smith, the comedy star, who
served with valor in the World War
and was wounded in action, this week
rejected an offer to go to France to

star in pictures to be made in Paris.

“Somehow I have no desire whatso-

ever to see France again for at least

the next thousand years—after that it

might be all right,” the comedian says.

* * *

Helen Dowling’s bit of truth.

You can tell a sucker—but he don’t

pay any attention.

* * *

Monte Cristo said: “The world is

mine!” Reminds us of the ex-Kaiser,

says Dr. G. J. Crandall.
ifc 5{C

Somebody said that short dresses

were dropping off every day. Daniel

Cavanaugh has been looking hard, but

has been unrewarded so far.

* * *

They say beauty is only skin deep,

and on the screen it’s not that much
—sometimes.

Hoot Gibson did this little bit.

THIS SHOULD
INTEREST BARBERS

Tyrone Brereton has just completed

the featured role of Jacob in a series

of three Biblical photoplays produced

by Sacred Films, Inc. Titles of the

three pictures, all of about two reels

in length, are “Isaac and Rebecca,”

“Jacob and Rachael” and “Jacob and

Esau.”

Brereiton’s roles were extremely dif-

ficult in that in the three pictures he

appears at three different ages—20

years old in the first, with smooth

face; 25 years of age in the second,

with a youthful beard; 39 years of

age in the last picture, when he wears

a full growth beard.

Lincoln Stedman, the gifted son

of Myrtle Stedman, whose name is

known to picture theatre patrons the

world over, has been added to the

cast for Katherine MacDonald’s new-

est picture, “The Scarlet Lily.”

THE FINEST
Is none too good!

And the BEST People
Know the good quality of

“Ragtime” Chocolates

Ethel Broadhurst
Is a Keen Judge

And She Eats Them.

C. C. BROWN CANDY CO.
Los Angeles - California

621 South Olive Street
’Phone Broadway 1610
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Katherine McElhany springs this.

Someone said that a bride’s first ap-

ple pie was a lemon.
* * *

Advice to the flappers by Kathrine

Lorimer.

Getting your hair bobbed is “shear”

foolishness.
ij! Jji jJ1

A heart-breaking thing is to take a

girl out who has eaten dinner and

have her eat again and call it “just a

bite.”

Harry Myers relates this

Margaret Whistler has a good joke.

“What are you doing now?”
“Working cn the night shift.”

“Where?”
“Over at the Winter Garden. It’s

a new dance.”

* * *

Art Acord right again.

A girl with bright eyes can always
tell when it is time—to go home.

^ ^

Dale Fuller wants to know.
In days gone by, men ruled with

clubs. They still have them, but do
they rule with them? Ask the wife.

* * *

Some people are so dumb they think

bankers have lots of money. They
have.

We haven’t discovered Myrtle Sted-

man’s idea on this yet. VIN MOORE

Jh /Imer'icA fir^t.

Jess Robbins is working cn “The
Trouble Buster.” It’s no relation to

the frozen-faced Buster, so it’s all

right.

* * *

Jack White says that long engage-

ments are all right, but they do give

both parties a chance to beat it.

* * *

Norman Taurog is wise-cracking

again.

We can’t say that the women put all

their money on their backs. There’s

nothing there.

* * *

One can get drunk on water—out-

side the three-mile limit. Jack Cooper

at his best.

Charlotte Merriam says that bobbed
hair has saved a lot of talk. Wifey
can’t find any long hairs on hubby’s

ccat nowadays.
* * *

Roy Stewart wants to know this:

If a chap fell out of a Pullman berth

and was scarred up, he could call them
birth marks, couldn’t he?

* * *

Mabel Ncrmand hands in a ditty.

When a producer loses money on a

picture—so does the audience.

* * *

One banker while playing golf cried:

“Four j(fore) per cent!”

George Kuwa must have been golf-

ing.

A Comedy Director of Note

A flapper may help her father in the

coal shortage by letting him burn her

love letters.

Clarence Badger has a flaming

thought.

* * *

Heard in Hollywood by J. L. Froth-

ingham.

I’ll call the police.”

“You can’t. They are both at lunch.”

^ 5jC ^

Bernie Durning’s paragraph.

The mother nowadays takes the

naughty things from daughter — and
uses them herself.

* $ *

Neal Hart’s gag.

“I’m simply wild about him.”

“How do you act around the

others?”

* * *

Lillian Rich is a bit mixed up, but

it’s all right.

“She planted her feet and grew and

grew—madder every minute.”
* * *

“That girl likes to show how much
money she has.”

“That so?”

“Yeh, she wears her skirts pretty

short.”

Anthony McCarthy did his daily

ditty.

5jC

“The Man Who Came Back” at the

Mason caused Kathleen Kirkham to

ask if he was prompted by the street

car sign: “Have you forgotten any-

thing?”

PLEASE PATRO N IZE—

W

H O A D V E R T I S E—

I

N “CLOSE-UP”
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

v J

DID YOU KNOW—

That Rockliffe Fellows once worked

as a junior in a Canadian bank at $100

a year?
* * *

That Claire Windsor came to Hol-

lywood from Cawker City, Mo.,

walked into a studio and was given

work the first time she applied?

* * *

That Tom Holding toured the coun-

try in 'the title ro'le of “Ben Hur” for

two years and played male lead in

“Peg O’ My Heart” for forty weeks?
* * *

That Nigel Barrie was born in Cal-

cutta, India, was once a professional

dancer, and is a champion golf player

holding many trophies?

* * *

That Eleanor Boardman was select-

ed from 2000 entrants as the best

screen “type” in a New York contest?

* * *

That Priscilla Bonner was once a

society leader in Chicago’s most ex-

clusive set?

t t t

That Eugenie Besserer played the

part of “Penrod’s” grandmother in

Neilan’s recent picturization of that

story?
* * *

That Forrest Seabury, for a long

time Los Angeles’ favorite at Majestic

Stock Theatre and now playing “Jud-

as” in the Pilgrimage Play, has joined

the Neilan forces?

* * *

And that all the above celebrities

appear in Marshall Neilan’s picturiza-

tion of Donn Byrne’s “The Strangers’

Banquet,” now being produced at the

Goldwyn studio?

EDITH JOHNSON

By Annie Imlah

0 didn’t it set your heart humming
Watching the blue ocean foam

?

And were you not glad to be coming

To fair California—and home?

I’ve no doubt that you enjoyed seeing

Each perfectly wonderful Isle,

But really there’s nothing like being

Home again—after a while.

It must have been fine and exciting

Gazing at each charming scene

,

But think of the folk you’re delight-

ing,

O beautiful star of the screen.

There’s many a movie fan showing

Admiration for you and big “Bill,”

Unstinted praise gladly bestowing

On two people giving a thrill.

Well, all of your pictures are thrill-

ing,

Whenever you’re going to act

1 expect every picture house billing

You, admits it is packed, simply

packed.

Now, bonnie Queen star I am going.

Won t you speak to “Bill” and ex-

plain

A fact that is surely worth knowing
We’re so glad you’re both home

again.

James Whitcomb Riley took life as

he found it, and set it down in verse.

There were no extremes for him—no

villains, no impossible heroes—they

were just real folks. In “An Old

Sweetheart of Mine” Harry Garson

is portraying these “real folks.” While

the story is teeming with dramatic in-

terest, Mr. Garson has never lost sight

of the humanness and quaint humor
which characterize Riley’s poems. It

is now being titled and edited.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

SHE PRACTICES IT

Leah Baird believes in practicing

what she preaches—but she doesn’t

really preach—she only “says it with

pictures.” And at the present time

she is establishing a national anthem
of “Home, Sweet Home!”

Without camouflage, Miss Baird,

who is considered one of the most suc-

cessful screen dramatists of the day,

and who is world-known as the star

of her own pictures, finds her great-

est happiness in domesticity. There-

fore, she admits that she is qualified

to produce such pictures as “Don’t

Doubt Your Wife,” “When the Devil

Drives” and “When Husbands De-

ceive,” because she knows that only

unhappy or unqualified husbands do
deceive. Her home life has proved to

her that husbands are true when they

are happy, and she believes in making
her own husband happy.

WALLY VAN FEATURED

Regent Pictures, which is producing

“The Drivin’ Fool,” a comedy drama

of thrilling automobile action, has se-

cured studio space from the Christie

Film Company and work on the spe-

cial production will begin immediately,

states E. D. Newman, head of the re-

cently organized company.

Wally Van, who for many years

was a featured comedy star, is play-

ing the title role in the new produc-

tion.
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

MORE POWER—TO POWER!

' Production at the Powers studios in

Hollywood is in full blast, with Emil

Offeman. general manager of the or-

ganization. perfecting plans for addi-

tional producing units to be added in

the near future.

Director Val Paul is this week com-

pleting the production of “The One

Man,” Harry Carey’s third starring

vehicle, with Viola Vale playing the

leading feminine role. The support-

ing cast includes Cullen Landis, Myr-

tle Stedman, Vester Pegg, Nell Craig,

Joseph Harris, Charles LeMoyne and

Charles Hill Mailes. The screen adap-

tation was made by Beatrice Van
from the well-known short story,

“When Woman Wills,” by Elizabeth

Dejeans. William Thornley and Rob-

ert DeGrasse are behind the cameras.

William Kerrigan Howard is put-

ting the finishing touches to Johnnie

Walker’s first starring vehicle. “Cap-

tain Fly-by-Night,” with Shannon

Day playing leading woman for the

first time in her career. The support-

ing cast includes Francis MacDonald,

Eddie Gribbon, Victory Bateman,

James McElhern, Charles Stevens,

Ashley Cooper, Bert Wheeler and

Fred Kelso. The story was adapted

by Eve Unsell from Johnston McCul-
ley’s well-known short story of the

same name. Lucien Androit is doing

the camera work.

Emory Johnson has completed the

production of “The Third Alarm,” his

second production for F, B. O. re-

lease, with an all-star cast consisting

of Ralph Lewis, Johnnie Walker, Ella

Hall, True Boardman, Richard Mor-
ris. Josephine Adair and Frankie Lee.

The story was written by Emilie

Johnson. Henry Sharp is in charge of

the camera.

Mai St. Clair has started production

on the first of the well-known “Fight-

ing Blood” series of short stories by
H. C. Witwer, with George O’Hara in

the featured role. Clara Horton plays

opposite O’Hara. Included in the sup-

porting cast are Arthur Rankin, M. C.

Ryan, Kit Guard, William Courtright,

Albert Cooke, Ena Gregory, Mabel
Van Buren and Andrew Arbuckle. The
screen adaptation was made by Bea-

trice Van. Lee Barnes is in charge of

the photography. Author Witwer is

working in close conjunction with St.

Clair during production.

Ethel Clayton has started work in

"The Remittance Woman,” her sec-

ond starring production for F. B. O.

The story was adapted for the screen

by Carol Warren from the well-

known story of the same name by
Achmed Abdullah. Wesley Ruggles is

directing “The Remittance Woman,”
with Joseph Dubray behind the cam-

era. Rockcliffe Fellowes plays the

leading masculine role opposite Miss

Clayton, with the supporting cast, so

far as completed, including Marilo

Carillo, Tom Wilson, Etta Lee, Frank
Lanning and Edward Kimball.

Carter DeHaven has returned from

his tour of the country and is pre-

paring for his next comedy.

“There is something weighing on

his mind.”

“Prcbably it’s heavy reading mate-

rial.”

Tony Moreno has done his weekly

bit.

Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “ST A
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something

to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville— Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles EEBTO CO.
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10 TOE PUBLIC—ESPECIALLY EX-SERVICE MEN UNO WOMEN
Do you want to know the trend of the best minds in relation to the Soldiers’ Bonus Bill, what the
U. S. Veteran’s Bureau is doing, and many other matters of vital interest to you? Do you
really know what the Boy Scout Movement is? These subjects are thoroughly discussed in The
Veterans Journal.

What Is the Veterans Journal?

It is an independent weekly newspaper, devoted to the social, political and legislative welfare of
American veterans and their friends. By independent we mean that we are not affiliated with or
controlled by any political faction or veteran’s organization. We do not discriminate between race
or creed—we are a 100 per cent red-blooded American institution, and as such will endeavor at
all times to impartially discuss all matters of public interest, especially as they affect the ex-
service man.
Sometimes we may be wrong in our opinions—we may make mistakes—but to err is human.
However, we are trying to give the public something they have long wanted—a veterans’ paper
that can speak for itself and not be dictated to. The Veterans Journal asks no quarter, but it

does ask for your support as a solid business institution.
In the past we have published articles written especially for this paper by Gov. W. D. Stephens,
Mayor Geo. R. Cryer, and many other highly respected citizens, and you will continue to find them
in every issue. Our subscription rate, $2.00 per year, brings to you fifty-two copies of the best
veterans’ paper west of the Rockies, and in addition a free copy of the “Journal of Operations,”
364th Inf., 91st Div., in the late war. Can you think
of any veterans’ paper that will give you more for
one of Uncle Sam’s two-dollar bank notes? Of
course you can’t—so mail the coupon with $2.00 to-
day, before you forget it—or if it’s convenient call at
the office—you’ll always find a welcome hand here,
no matter where you’re from.

THE VETERANS JOURNAL
119 Henne Bldg.

122 West Third Street Los Angeles, Calif.

192
The Veterans Journal,
119 Henne Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which send me
The Veterans Journal for one year, and
the free book as per your offer.

Narfie

: Address
City

{ R. F. D.
State.



Aliss Elsa Granger
Known Throughout Australia as the “Mary Pickford Girl”

Miss Granger is now a resident of Los Angeles.
She expects to become a member of the Moving Picture Colony.
She has a wealth of theatrical experience to her credit.
She has been starred in pictures in Australia.
She is also noted for the quality of her dramatic soprano voice.
There isn't a doubt but that Miss Granger will be acceptable
To American audiences and producers.
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“What’s Wrong With Movieland?”
By OBSERVATUS

In the past three years there has been some radical changes in our midst, not that I mean we are
turning Bolshevik, but movie life has changed in every sense of the word.

Three years ago this June, Hollywood was agog with activity, liveliness and happiness. There
were not so many divorces, no lawsuits that amounted to anything, no dope-dive raids, because there
wasn’t any dope-dives, no breaking of contracts, and none of the restlessness that there is now.

Why?
I don’t know, you don’t know—and I don’t think any one knows. But all of us have been sub-

ject to this change. The bohemian life is gone, we are just a commercial industry struggling to hold
our heads above the waters of factory-like output. Art is never a certain subject to deal with

—

so it seems.

Hollywood seems to have lost its charm. Joe Schenck, one of our biggest producers, doesn’t like it

out here. Doesn’t seem to be enough business, or something. If he comes back in December where
will his companies work? His favorite stage at United Studios has been handed over to Selznick, and
Myron has plastered his name all over it.

Buster Keaton’s studio will house “Poodles” Hannaford, the circus clown, for a few comedies
backed by Lou Anger-Joe Schenck. Eddie Cline, Buster’s director, has been loaned to Jackie Coogan
for one production.

Now we understand that Blanche Sweet, who is Mrs. Marshall Neilan, is suing the Ambassador
Hotel for a $750.00 Hudson seal coat. This is not the only “seal” that Blanche might have to sue for.

Speaking of Marshall Neilan reminds us that he just purchased the rights to “The Rear Car” and
then sent his well known associate director, Frank Urson, to Europe to film some atmospheric scenes
for “Tess of the D’Urbervilles.”

We had a note from an exhibitor which said: “ to advertise ‘Fools First’ headed by Rich-
ard Dix is a great mistake. What about the director?”

What about the cafe raids? Ah, now we have touched upon a subject which will start something.
Lately there have been two massive booze raids on two very well known cafes, namely. The Planta-
tion Cafe, and Vernon Country Club. Twenty-three were taken from the Plantation one Sunday night
and lodged in the Venice jail under $1000 bond. Bert Lytell came to the rescue of some of his fellow
actors. However, most of the captured were fully sober enough to form some very clever nom de
plumes. This same thing was done by the ones from Vernon.

Now we have three murder trials which have or will involve motion picture folk; the Taylor case has
been subject to secret investigations for the past three months. Slowly new clews have been found, new
evidence—but not enough—points to a well known person in the film colony. Then comes the Jack
Bergen-George Cline murder case in New Jersey. This was dismissed before it had a chance to bring
in any more of the famous.

Then we have the Martha Lockhardt mystery of Lincoln, Neb. Martha was well known here as

a minor-part player, and had been making fairly good until suddenly one day she left her home in

Lincoln. Soon after her arrival she was found with her head severed near a wrecked, bloody machine
on one of the outgoing roads near Lincoln. The correct details have been hushed up and a secret
investigation will take place. Who will it involve? is the question. But we do know that it will be
some one from here.

Now we understand that Emlee Haddone, one of the Fort Lee minor-part players, is posing for
“best cellar” flask ads. We must admit that a girl must live, but why should a coming movie actress
pose for that sort of thing?

Ray Hanford, actor, is suing his wife for divorce. This case is like the Jimmy Stillman suit.

Another Indian !

A former Sennett bathing beauty, Lillian Wilson, is s*''"g her husband, Jimmy, for divorce be-
cause he wouldn’t give her a quarter for lunch. Go to it, Lillian, I don’t think Jimmy is working,
either.

“Foolish Wives,” the von Stroheim feature for Universal, has been condemned in England. They
say it is improper.

“Peacock Alley,” the Mae Murray feature for Metro, was banned in Paris because it happened
to show part of the real life of a famous dancer.

Frank Mayo, Universal star, is having trouble with his former wife. His case is like that of Val-
entino. He may have to re-marry Dagmar Godowsky again.

Tom Mix is wearing a coat this year that would stop an auto race. It is brown and white checked.
Anyway, everyone gives him the laugh on seeing it.

Claire Windsor, leading lady for Goldwyn, is having her lovesick “fan” letters published. What
is this, another idea of the press agent?

(Continued on third cover page)
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THE HERO: LOUIS GASNIER

In speaking of the great French

director, Louis Gasnier, who has just

completed “The Hero,” a Saturday

Evening Post Story by Albert Payson

Terhune, one might say that he has

proved himself a hero many times to

the exhibitor. His name alone on a

production means—to the Exhibitor,

as well as the theater-going public—

a

picture well worth seeing? Why? Be-

cause he has never failed them.

Now he is with B. P. Schulberg at

the Mayer Studios, releasing under the

Preferred Pictures banner, “The

Hero,” which has a most splendid cast

of well known players, such as: Doris

Pawn, Gaston Glass, Barbara La

Marr, John Sainfolis, Martha Mattox,

Frankie Lee and Cameo, the wonder

dog.

Mr. Schulberg, who is known to be

a great lover of sports and is always

seen in a most congenial crowd of

that kind, assisted in selecting the re-

markable cast. He then assigned

Eva Unsell, the well-known script

writer, to make the adaption of the

story.

With the assistance of George Yo-

halem and a notable cameraman, Karl

Sturss, Louis Gasnier has made a

truly great production. He is well re-

membered for his colorful production

of “Kismet” and many others of note.

Mr. Gasnier is second to none in di-

rectorial leadership. His productions

are by-wo?ds with the many exhibitors

now showing Preferred Pictures—and

they are the ones that know. They
have the jaded public to deal with,

and they have acknowledged the fact

that Louis Gasnier's pictures are di-

rected with such a sincerity that the

audience is never disappointed. That
is a praise handed down after many
years of motion picture trials.

One cannot say that Mr. Gasnier

was born a genius. No, he was not,

few men are! but one can say that Mr.

Gasnier became a genius by hard

work and study. A store owner
must study his customers and their

likes and dislikes. Mr. Gasnier has

studied his “customers,” which are the

theater-going public, and he has found

just what they like and expect from a

motion picture.

In this day and age, there are many
things put over on the unwise public

by scheming producers. But never

has this been the case where Louis

Gasnier was connnected. He has never

fooled any one in his productions, and

he is always sure they are correct be-

fore he permits them to be shown.

One can safely state that Louis Gas-

nier is “The Hero”-—in motion pic-

tures.

BEWARE OF GREEKS
BEARING GIFTS

(Ky Kimball Fletcher of the Los An-
geles Bar)

If an undertaker advertised to fur-

nish free medical advice:

If a manufacturer cf wooden legs

offered to furnish free guides to blind

pedestrians:

Would you consider such advice or

guidance wholly disinterested?

If the undertaker or manufacturer

were willing to spend a hundred thou-

sand dollars or so for the opportunity

cf furnishing you advice or guidance

“free” would you be entirely con-

vinced of his benevolence? Would you

hasten to become a recipient of his

doubtful bounty?

Well, what would you say about a

trust company which offers to draw

“free wills” if it is appointed executor

and trustee? What would you think

of a company which is willing to

spend thousands of dollars to defeat

a law which prevents it from giving

such GRATUITOUS service?

Would you be better served by
such “free” advice, do you think, or

might it be better to consult an ad-

visor who represents you and you

alone—an advisor who does not ex-

pect to benefit by the clauses he in-

serts in your will?

When a man is willing to loosen up
for the privilege of giving you some-

thing for nothing, it’s a pretty safe

bet that there’s a colored gentleman

in the eucalyptus?

Who knows best how the trust com-
panies practice law and administer

trusts? Their officers and stock-

holders.

Did Stoddard Jess, President of the

First National Bank of Los Angeles,

whose stockholders own the Pacific-

Southwest Trust and Savings Bank
(formerly Los Angeles Trust Co.),

have his will drawn by his trust com-
pany? He did not. He made his

HONEYMOON CAR IN WRECK

Scarcely had Miss Marjorie Pre-

vost, sister of Marie Prevost, film

star, became Mrs. Albert L. Burgen
of Riverside than she found her wed-
ding day all askew and a mere flivver

the cause of it all.

With immediate relatives the pair

went to the orange city to be quietly

married at the Mission Inn. The cere-

mony over and Marie departed for the

Warner Bros, studios, the bridal lim-

ousine started on its return journey

in a more leisurely manner when the

excitement began.

Just as the big car was about to turn

off the h'ghway at Ontario, a small

machine came around the corner and
crashed into the vehicle. The occu-

pants of the other machine were seri-

ously injured, necessitating their re-

moval to a hospital. Mrs. Burgen
was rendered hysterical by the mis-

hap, but fortunately was not otherwise

hurt.

Marshall Neilan is editing his latest

production, “The Strangers’ Banquet.”
He has not yet decided what his next

picture will be.

widow his executrix and there was no
trust company trust.

James C. Drake, President of the

Los Angeles Trust and Savings

Bank, named his bank executor but

created no trust.

W. E. McVey, Vice-President

Guaranty Trust and Savings Bank,

made his bank and his widow joint

executors but created no trust.

Kaspare Cohn, proprietor of Kas-
pare Kohn Bank (now Union Bank
and Trust Company) made Mr. Mey-
er and Mr. Getz his executors but

there was no trust.

Stop the unlawful practice of the

law.

Vote yes on No. 24.

The author cf the pithy article

above, Mr. Kimball Fletcher, is a

worthy member of the bar. His stand-

ing in the community adds force to

any measure he sponsors. His ability

as a lawyer, and rectitude as a man,
should be taken into consideration, as

an added reason for voting YES on

this proposition.—(The Editor.)
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES
YOUTH AND BEAUTY FORM

KEYNOTE

Youth and beauty form the keynote

of “Fighting Blood,” the first of the

series of H. C. Witwer stories, which

Mai St. Clair is producing for F. B. O.

at the Powers studios.

George O’Hara, the featured player,

is a good looking, clean-cut, well set-

up chap, while Clara Horton, who
plays the leading feminine role, is one

of the most charming young women
on the screen today.

Ena Gregory, who plays one of the

principal roles, is extremely pretty,

very vivacious and possesses a figure

of Junoesque proportions.

O’Hara is barely 23 years of age,

while Miss Horton and Miss Gregory

are both 18. The loves and joys of

budding youth are splendidly depicted

in the “Fighting Blood” series. The
cast include Arthur Rankin, M. C. Ry-

an, Kit Guard, William Courtright, Al-

bert Cooke, Mabel Van Buren and An-

drew Arbuckle.

The powerful motorboat, “Lucky
Strike,” winner of the first prize in the

motorboat races staged at San Pedro

Harbor under the auspices of the Cali-

fornia Yacht Club, was driven by Ethel

Clayton in the big racing scenes in

“The Remittance Woman,” her second

starring vehicle for F. B. O. The own-
er of the boat, the day following the

races, offered Miss Clayton the use

of the boat for staging the scenes.

RELATIVELY SPEAKING

Two fathers, whose children are

still young enough to be the cause pf

discussion as to the relative merits of

cow’s milk or goat’s milk, playing lead-

ing roles in Gene Stratton Porter’s

own production of her famous novel,

"Michael O’Halloran.”

Charles Clary’s child is beginning to

toddle about, so his theme is the rock-

ing-horse, the teddy-bear, etc.

Young William Boyd’s baby is only

a few weeks old, hence his concern is

mainly as to feeding, sleep, flannels,

etc.

“And then they say there is no

family life in Hollywood!” exclaimed

Mrs. Porter, after listening to a long

discussion as to the wonders of these

two children.

Jack London’s story, “The Abys-
mal Brute,” is being filmed now, un-

der the direction of Hobart Henley.

Reginald Denny, in the title role, will

share honors with Mabel Julienne

Scott.

Let us give thanks for our girls

—

seme of them. Art Rick does a ditty.

* =K *

Owen Moore has started on “A Dol-

lar Down.” This is not a serial, but

it’s installment stuff.

Unmistakably the Footgear

of a Gentleman

TwoShoDi'
6tk- and Olive
Opposite Persiting Scruare

209WFifth St.
Hotel is opposite Ps-
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

LOEWS STATE—Last week Man-

ager Bostick was kept overtime

counting box office change due to

the screen appearance of Wesley

Barry in “Rags to Riches,” a War-
ner Bros, production. This is a

very clever photoplay, but we
think that although Wesley is a

good actor, he is a bit in the awk-

ward age and it is hard to grasp

some of his actions. Jimmy Au-

brey’s new comedy completes the

bill. This comedy is a knockout

and shows that this gentleman is

coming up in the laugh business.

ORPHEUM — After a really clever

bill due to the fact that it was a

third of a century anniversary, we
now have just the usual thing.

Karyl Norman as “The Creole

Fashion Plate” is the headliner, and

is better than ever this year. Ivan

Bankoff comes in second for the

honors. Smith and Strong were

the hold-overs. The others, includ-

ing “Senator” Ford, were just the

usual thing. But one thing unusual

about this theater is Mr. Perry, tnc

“Doug” Fairbanks of the box of-

fice. He always has a smile for

everyone while holding down two

jobs.

MOROSCO — “Abie’s Irish Rose,”

now in its 355th and 356th per-

formances, wins the grand prize as

the great Los Angeles run. Otto

Lederer is still holding down the

laughing part of the show. We
give him credit for the “sold out”

sign which is never out of use.

GRAUMAN’S— It might be a poor

bill—IF it weren't for Larry Semon
in “Golf.” This comedy alone

places Mr. Semon among the ranks

of the best comedians, and also

gives him an excellent chance to be

a winner. “The Cowboy and the

Lady” with Tom Moore and Mary
Miles Minter is all right as far as

Clyde Fitch’s stories go. Larry

made a personal appearance last

Monday night, which added greatly

to his large collection of comedy
fans.

MAJESTIC—“The Rear Car" is still

traveling at a high rate of speed, so

we sec by the box office line every

day. Now in its fourteenth week
and no repairs are needed; pretty

good, eh? Nana Bryant and her

clever husband,
.
Cliff Thompson,

arc the leading favorites in the stock

race just now.

HILL STREET—What a great bill

for this theater! Fanchon and Mar-

co with their successful proteges,

Madame Vannessi and Frances

Williams, are taking the theater-

goers by storm. The rest of the

bill—most of ’em headliners—is

truly better than the “big house"

on Broadway. Carl Laemmle’s “In

the Days of Buffalo Bill” is caus-

ing considerable comment among
the patrons. The other picture,

Corine Griffith in “Divorce Cou-

pons,” is very poor—-a mere time

killer.

CALIFORNIA — “The Sin Flood"

should be billed as “Not a Sea Pic-

ture.” With a remarkable cast of

five well known male players and

one female, it is really a photoplay

of some merit. Helene Chadwick is

the woman and proves that she is

an actress. James Kirkwood is very

good. Richard Dix and Otto Hoff-

man are clever. L. H. King and

Ralph Lewis fine. Frank Lloyd di-

rected the picture for Goldwyn and
shows that he knows how to han-

dle a remarkable group of players.

MILLER’S—Tom Mix has run out

of titles, so it seems, after viewing

"Do and Dare.” In this he tries to

be unusual by wearing a monocle,

but doesn't succeed. “Tony,” his

horse, is also in this. It reminds us

of an old-time "Doug” Fairbanks

picture in South America.

KINEMA—M aurice Tourneur’s pro-

duction of "Lorna Doone” was
given its Los Angeles premiere with

unusual success. No wonder, it is

truly a good picture. And Madge
Bellamy, who plays the leading

role, displays real acting ability.

John Bowers is also very clever in

his part. The wedding scene rivals

that of a Rex Ingram production,

which was supposed to be the

greatest.

ALHAMBRA—"The Hound of the

Rackervilles, another Sherlock
Holmes story, which is only getting

over on account of John Barry-
more’s remarkable work in the real

production. There have been a

number of inferior productions

placed on the market since the re-

lease of the good production. May
this serve as a notice to those who
are about to be fooled by clever ad-

vertising.

RIALTO—Although “When Knight-
hood Was in Flower” is starring

Marion Davies, she is not the star.

Lyn Harding steals the picture with

the assistance of Forrest Stanley.

Marion is merely posing and filling

in to make it historically correct.

The sudden raise in prices has shor-

tened the usual line every evening.

MISSION—“What’s Wrong With the

Woman?” This title alone has been
good for the two-week run at this

theater. However, many patrons

are disappointed; it doesn’t answer
the question. What could one ex-

pect for 55 cents? The picture is

far from being good. The sets are

rather clever, but Constance Ben-
nett is a bit careless about her

clothes. They exposed a little more
than was necessary.

CLUNE’S—“The Queen of the Mou-
lin Rouge,” which is having a sec-

ond Broadway run in this theater,

might as well be passed up. It is

slow moving, not realistic, lighting

poor, directing poor and the play-

ers have been miscast. What more
could be the matter with a picture?

A lot more—and that goes for this

picture. Martha Mansfield was the

star, but was very unconvincing of

the fact.

“I AM ASKING THE
VOTERS

In the Motion Picture Industry to
vote for—the man who had this pic-
ture taken!”

HOWARD R. HINSHAW
Justice of the Peace

He has had EXPERIENCE, has
had a LEGAL EDUCATION, is

COURTEOUS, and deals out FAIR-
NESS to rich and poor alike. His
platform is built on “FAIR TREAT-
MENT and a SQUARE DEAL to
everyone.”

(This space is given Justice Hin-
shaw as a compliment, without cost,

bv the Publisher. “He will get my
VOTE—HOW ABOUT YOURS?”)
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

SUPERBA—A double bill again this

week. Frank Mayo and Sylvia

Breamer in “Wolf Law’’ is the

headliner. It is a pleasing program

picture of the early days in the

South. One does not expect very

much and one is not disappointed in

that line. Harry Carey in "The Soul

Herder” is subject to a bad cutting

and rather mixed up story. How-
ever, we cannot blame Noble

Hearne for Universal’s factory-like

stories and productions. His assist-

ant, Jack Howard, is receiving con-

gratulations on his assistance on the

recent lobby display.

GARRICK—This house is running a

new program every day. And has

lowered the admission prices to 10

cents. We notice that part of Main
Street is now on Broadway.

SYMPHONY—Dorothy Gish is try-

ing to out-flapper herself in “The

Country Flapper.” And she is un-

successful up to the last reel. F.

Richard Jones, the director, tried

hard enough, it seems, b,ut Dorothy

was probably as dumb as the rest

of the flappers and didn’t make the

grade to a good picture. However,

her past efforts have caused it to

stay for two weeks.

MASON — John Galsworthy’s “The

Skin Game” was exceedingly clever,

and for once the dramatic critics

got to see a real show for nothing.

Did you notice the papers the next

morning? This production will be

followed by Mitzi in “Lady Billy”

on November 6th. This is another

good show from the East and is

causing rapid sale of pasteboards in

advance.

EGAN’S—Maude Fulton has been

flying “The Humming Bird” for

twenty weeks now, and according

to the guy in the box office, it seems

to be good for that many more.

Maude is clever and well worth

seeing.

PALAIS ROYALE—-Now that Fan-

chon and Marco are gone, Flarry

Halstead’s orchestra will again con-

tinue to bring many patrons to this

high-priced above-the-street cafe.

JAHNKE’S—Olga Grover is the wild

one down in this subway-like dance

palace and food trough. She wears

a bodiceless gown and causes a

flock of thrills to turn flip-flops

wherever you receive thrills. Rooky
Lewis can pull the laughs out of

the gang and almost make you for-

get that you have a check to pay.

CINDERELLA ROOF—If it wasn’t

for Herb Wiedoff’s music makers,

we wonder what would happen?
But they seem to continue to draw
the crowd. Last week they re-

ceived a surprise by the appearance

of The Dance King and his part-

ner, Mary Munson, who showed
every one present just how to

dance.

COCOANUT GROVE—Doris Eaton,

late of the Follies, is the only thing

that causes us to forget the high

cover charge. Gorham has put on

a clever revue but it doesn’t seem
to take. Abe Lyman’s orchestra,

however, is holding his “fans” with

new tunes every week.

THE LITTLE CLUB—Dark. Let us

pray. Amen.

THE SHIP—This craft is being clev-

erly steered by Jerry O’Connell,

who continues to make it the snappy

dive and hipping-it hall of the pleas-

ure seekers. And best of all, he has

the courage to charge reasonable

prices. Then you know he has not

been subject to raids and that helps

a lot with nervous patrons.

WEISS & KLEIN—Our editor can

talk of this place with all the sincer-

ity in the world. It’s a great dive to

eat good food and really enjoy your-

self among friends. Nothing like

the society straight-jacket dinner

that calls for formal stuff. Like

homelike atmosphere and food? The
answer is Weiss & Klein.

GREEN MILL— Carl Crockett, the

manager, gave away a nice cup to

the best dancers and an evening

gown from Citron’s last week. The
Snell-Highsmith - Conklin orchestra

is still holding its own against many
big musical directors.
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
WINTER GARDEN—The Satires of

Spring Street have ceased to draw

the crowds. Bert Fiske and his

melody makers are the main attrac-

tion now. Grover Frankie is among
the missing, but we hope to see him

back with some of his really good

revues. He’s the boy that’s got

’em, too.

PLANTATION—Now that the recent

raids have been almost forgotten,

the crowd is slowly drifting back.

Frisco Nick and his Creole Cuties

are something new to L. A. and we
kinda like the idea.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM — We
congratulate Roy Marshall and the

rest of his assistants who seem to

be improving the seating arrange-

ment of the fistic arena. And again

we suggest that the $2 seats be

made larger. And now we are sure

that the Main Events will be pippins.

CLUB ROYALE— Max Fisher has

been turning them away for the past

two weeks and is causing other cafe

managers a bit of worry. Now since

we’ve been there twice, we dis-

covered that the dives is far too

small. This is hint number one.

MARCELL’S — “The Whirl of New
York” might as well whirl around

and go back where it came from.

,’Tis another bum attempt at some-
thing clever. The Laughlins, who
are featured, came from Dalton’s

Broadway. Use your own judg-

ment. He is so conceited that he

j

can’t dance, but June is really clever,

j

The real star of the show is Miss

i

June Perfect, the Girl with the

Golden Voice, and she certainly has

i that.

VERNON—This low down dive of

;
road-houses gets a wild gang on

, Saturday night and that’s about all.

Week nights are kinda slow unless

there’s a raid or something like that.

NOW THAT WE’VE HAD A BIT
OF RAIN AND THAT HALLOW-
E’EN IS OVER, LET US THANK
OUR LUCKY STARS THAT WE
WERE NOT IN ANY OF THE
RECENT RAIDS. IT WAS QUITE
EVIDENT THAT HALLOWE’EN
CAUSED THE PROPIIBITION
OFFICERS TO FORGET THEII.
DUTY. MOST OF THE CAFES
WERE PACKED AND THE FUN
LASTED UNTIL THE NEXT
DAY. THIS MAY BE A BIT
MIXED UP DUE TO THAT.
PLEASE ’CUSE US. THESE COLD

EXTRAS HAVE BETTER
CHANCE AT WARNER BROS.

Girls, here’s a secret!

If your ambition is to achieve fame
and fortune via the screen, you can

get closer to the clicking cameras at

Warner Bros, studio than at any
other studio in Hollywood.

This does not mean that you will

be engaged at once, but you really do
get nearer to actual work, because the

Warner studio is one of the most
compact at the film city, the stage

being but six feet from the front

office. The two are separated only by
a narrow corridor and everyone who
enters the reception room can hear

the director’s voice as he yells “Came-
ra!” while the strains of the orchestra

are heard by those seeking admission

to this busy studio, where “The Little

Church Around the Corner,” directed

by William A. Seiter, and “Brass,” un-

der the direction of Sidney Franklin,

are now in production.

“Merry-go- Round,” which Rupert
Julian is directing in the Vienna that

was lifted against California skies in

replica of the capital of the Haps-
burgs, is truly an all-star production.

Norman Kerry, Mary Philbin, Doro-
thy Wallace, Dale Fuller, George
Siegman, Maude George, Caesar Cra-

vina, George Mackathorne and twenty
others have equal chance to run

away with the picture.

WINDS HAVE STOPPED THE
“PETTING PARTIES” ON THE
BOULEVARDS, BUT THE GIRLS
ARE STILL AFFECTIONATE-
HOME, JAMES, AND BE CARE-
FUL OF THE OVERCOAT WITH
THE SECRET POCKETS.

GOOD-NIGHT!
The Rounder.

NO MORTGAGE HERE

Louise Fazenda is in the old-time

make-up these days, spit curls in the

center of her forehead, tight braids

like huge ears on the top of her

“dome,” basque and tucked skirt, for

the comedienne is being featured in a

two-reel comedy for Educational at

the United Studios under the super-

vision of Jack White in a recently

added unit by the producer. Bob Kerr
is at the megaphone.

Louise, in addition to the comedy
outfit familiar to her public, is wear-

ing hip boots and is the belle of a fish-

ing village. The fun is taking place on
the quaintest sets imaginable. The star

already feels very much at home in

the new vehicle except for one thing.

She says it’s the first comedy she has

appeared lin where there wasn’t a

mortgage to lift.

A SMALL STAR

Frankie Lee has finished his work
in Louis Gasnier’s picture, “The
Hero,” and has moved his make-up
box and private tutor over to the

Federal studios, where he is to start

work shortly on the first picture that

is to present him as a star in his own
right. His first subject will be “Last

Night When You Kissed Blanche

Thompson,” written by Bess Aldrich,

and will be directed by Clarence

Bricker. A capable cast is being as-

sembled to play in his support.

a great chance of being president.

They all know golf. Gladys Brock-

well writer, again.

* * *

All motion picture directors stand

William Duncan has time for a good
one this week. An absent-minded

hcld-up man shouted “fore” before he

shot the other night.

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs
to Order

Waving our Specialty

Tonnees

Hair W^W
Hepner

Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
Marcelling (Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jiepner
IN C OI\P ORATED
LOS ANGELES

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.
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MABEL NORMAND

AFRAID OF BANKS

“Bull” Montana did not always have

the confidence in banks he now pos-

sesses. The star of the Hunt Strom-

berg comedy productions for Metro

says he made his first deposit in a

branch bank in New York. The
amount was $100.

Returning to the room he called

home, he worried about the proposi-

tion all night. The branch was in a

small building and it didn’t look safe

to “Bull.” Next day he attempted to

withdraw his money and was told that

since it was a term account he would
have to let it remain there at least a

month.

So “Bull” took a room in a house

directly across the street, from which
point of vantage he could watch all

who entered and left the place. He
saw it locked up every night. When
the month was up he drew out the

$100 and put it in a central bank
downtown, one with great barred steel

doors at all the street entrances.

An important announcement in con-

nection with the resumption of the

Carter DeHaven series of comedies is

that of the appointment of Henry
Lehrman as Mr. DeHaven’s new di-

rector.

House Peters, now playing in “Pas-
sions of the Sea,” Goldwyn’s South
Sea picture, has the same shirt meas-
urements as Jack Dempsey.

IRVING BERLIN
WATCH YOUR STEP!

Edward Montague, scenario writer

extraordinary of the Selznick forces

with such pictures as “One Week of

Love,” “Evidence” and “Under Oath”
to his credit, has set out to conquer

new worlds. He is now writing songs.

Here is his first outburst, inspired by
the movies and a popular melody:

“I WISH I KNEW”
(With Apologies)

By Edward J. Mcntagne
I WISH I KNEW how these movie

sons of rest

Straightway reform when their daddies

send them West.

A breath of “God’s own country”

and soon these awful wrecks
Start a-writing poetry, instead of

worthless checks;

But in real like it’s different, I’ve never

seen it to fail

—

When father sends our brother West,
he writes from some new jail.

How do they do it? Does anyone
know?

I ONLY WISH I KNEW.

I WISH I KNEW how these movie
vamps

Drag men down until they’re just plain

tramps

;

A roll of the eyes, a little shoulder

shrug

And they start dumping jewelry all

over the rug.

Yet if I say to Tom, let’s take a taxi
‘ and talk

He’ll say, it’s a wonderful night, let’s

talk as we walk.

How do they do it? Does anyone
know?

I ONLY WISH I KNEW.

I WISH I KNEW how those movie
queens

Stay so pretty in all of their scenes;

In dirty mountain shacks, or in wild

desert places

They’re beautiful blonds, with peach-

blossom faces,

And the sub-title says “Fifty Miles

from Nowhere.”
How do they do it? Are there drug

stores in the air?

How do they do it? Does anyone
know?

I ONLY WISH I KNEW.

Lige Conley did this one. A den-

tist pulled a good one the other day.

A FREE COVER

A friend of Gertrude Olmsted’s at

Universal City went to her and con-

gratulated her on her latest publicity

stunt.

“What do you mean, ‘publicity

stunt’?” was her comment. “I don’t

know what you are talking about.”

Two or three copies were produced

simultaneously of a new popular song,

written by a Chicago writer and pub-

lished there, in her “home town.” The
cover had 1 little on 'it except Gertrude’s

picture. She was “the girl” of the

song. A Chicago friend had dedicated

the song to her without a word about

it.

MUSIC FOR “SUZANNA”

Under Mack Sennett’s personal su-

pervision, an elaborate musical score

and orchestration is being prepared

for “Suzanna,” most recently com-
pleted super-production, in which
Miss Mabel Normand is the star.

This compilation of music to accom-
pany the presentation of the Sennett

cinema-masterpiece is being prepared

by the well-known composer, Herman
Seidl, conductor of the orchestra at

the beautiful Mission Theater, Los
Angeles.

Richard Dix keeps in trim by exer-

cising with dumbbells. All wisecrack-

ing rights reserved by Mr. Dix.

STROOCKS PURE CAMEL’S
HAIR OVERCOATS — all shades

PICCADILLY
$65

an exclusive model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E— I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
STARS SIGNED FOR “BRASS”

H. M. Warner, recently arrived on

the coast from New York, announced

th’s week that five all-star players had

been added to the cast of “Brass,”

Harry Rapf’s production of the fa-

mous Charles G. Norris novel which

is being filmed at the Warner Bros,

plant under the direction of Sidney

Franklin.

The first to place a signature on

the dotted line was Marie Prevost,

who has already appeared in several

Warner Bros, films. Then Pat O’Mal-

ley, Irene Rich, Harry Meyers and

Helen Ferguson were engaged for the

principal roles in this picture. Monte
Blue plays the supporting leading male

role, and others to be signed shortly

as the supporting cast will be only

those who have won individual dis-

tinction on the screen.

BOTH ARE RECOVERING

Wallace Reid is rapidly recovering

from his recent physical breakdown.

His treatments consist of hiking,

hunting and fishing in the moutains.

Monty Banks, the famous comedian,

is also recovering from his recent

physical breakdown. His treatments

consist of all the scientific methods
known to a corps of specialists in New
York city. Thus is accentuated the

two widely different ways to regain

health. Who wants to bet that Wally
is not having more fun than Monty?

Walter Emerson, direct descendant

of Ralph Waldo Emerson, the famous
American essayist, admits he is going

to be married soon to a direct descen-

dant of one of America’s foremost

novelists of a few decades ago. How-
ever, he will not divulge the young
lady’s name for the present. Mean-
while, Walter is grooming himself

with a new mustache to play a second
role in a William Fox picture, his first

being in support of Henry B. Walt-
hall in Drink,” which is a picturiza-

tion of “The Face on the Bar-room
Floor.”

* * *

Max, the merry-Linder, the laugh-

getter! That is what a New York
critic says Max Linder, the French
star, proves himself to be in his latest

triumph, “The Three Must Get
Theirs,” which is described as a de-

lectable travesty on Dumas’ “The
Three Musketeers.” Mr. Linder made
this feature in Hollywood.

INNER LIGHT
This joy supreme they cannot rob

me of,

This thrilling ecstasy which gives

back youth again,

Requires no stimulus of wine or love,

Nor can it lessen, e’en in throes

of pain.

I know the source from whence it

springs;

That knowledge is my prized pos-

session,

Which makes me Master o’er fate’s

scurvy stings,

Making durable the worst oppres-

sion;

God grant this inner feeling shall

prevail.

Thro’ storm, and stress, which
may beset my path.

And should this trustinig spirit ever

fail.

Discard it—God—what’ere the

aftermath.

By Marshall Lorimer.

PHYLLIS HAVER, REALTY
OPERATOR

Encouraged with the success of her

first venture in the building field,

Phyllis Haver, latest screen favorite

to be promoted to stardom by Mack
Sennett, makes announcement of her

intention to build another bungalow
court in the fast growing section of

Hollywood. Following this venture,

Phyllis says: “If everything goes

along all right, I am going to build

an up-to-date apartment block.”

To those who claim there is no con-

nection between a business brain and
that of an artist, Miss Haver may be

pointed to as a shining example.

Agnes Ayres is appearing in “Rac-
ing Hearts.” Boy, page a doctor,

quick

!

HARRIS FRANK—STETSON HATS

Overcoats
—styles that delight

the men who wear
them and the men
who see them.

—Assortments com-
plete from the
heavy, burly great-

coats to the very
smart gabardines,

whipcords and
coverts.

—Plaid backs, plain

backs, grays, browns,
tans, and handsome
mixtures.

$35 to $85

437'443 Spring North or 5^?

MANHATTAN SHIRTS FOR FALL

When two are married they say for

better or for worse. Now will some
one tell Lloyd Hamilton which is the

better half.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.
TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that
are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Gvom&n $ Co.
TdJlors

532 South Broadway
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

GOSSIP BY ]

j

THE ROUNDER_J

ARCHAINBAUD, MEMBER OF
FRENCH LEGION

George Archainbaud, who directed

“One Week of Love,” the Selznick

production featuring Elaine Hammer-

stein and Conway Tearle, which is

coming to the California Theater, is

one of the host of French directors

who have scored success in making

pictures in this country. Among this

fraternity from sunny France are such

directors as Tourneur, Chautard, Fitz-

maurice, Gasnier and others. Archain-

baud has been in the United States

for several years, directing a score or

more features in that time, most of

them for Selznick. Among the princi-

pal of these were “Evidence,” “Under

Oath,” “Pleasure Seekers” and “Hand-

cuffs or Kisses.”

George Rigas, who will be one of

the featured players in “The Rip-Tide,”

heralded as one of the forthcoming

sensations of the screen, made his de-

but in America as star of a Grecian

company presenting “Romeo and Ju-

liet” at the Madison Square Garden in

New York. Although he has been in

pictures only a comparatively short

time, he is already definitely selected

as due a promotion to stardom at a

very early date.

* * *

We read the other day where the

“orchestra was hit at inn.” We think

more of them should be. Reggie Den-

ny has written this for Close-Up.

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

536 South Broadway
Phone 820414

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

VIOLA DANA SIGNS TRUCE

“Why I deserted the flappers” might

have been the title of a confession

made a few days ago by Viola Dana
when she appeared fit the Metro studio

in a long street dress, her bobbed locks

tucked beneath a small turban.

"What’s this!” demanded Harry
Beaumont, Miss Dana’s director, when
he caught sight of her. “I thought you

were the one young lady who intended

to stand by short dresses.”

The little star plainly was embar-

rassed.

“Well, you see it was this way.”

She paused, apparently searching for

the proper words, and continued.

“The new styles came in while we
were making ‘Miss Emmy Lou’ and

you know I was too busy to think

about anything else. I heard about

the new long flowing skirts, but I

didn’t think I’d ever change from the

short ones because I liked them.

“But yesterday I was in Los An-
geles and I saw everyone in the new
styles and all tl*e shops showed only

long dresses. Before I had window-
shopped more than three blocks I felt

that in my short skirt I was as con-

spicuous as the turkey at a Thanks-

giving dinner—and about as complete-

ly dressed.

“So I entered a shop and told them

to find a dress that would fit me, the

longer the better. This is it. I’m go-

ing to have some more made.

“But don’t worry. I’m going to

wear short dresses aga :

n. They’re

popular and the styles will revert to

them soon. And Viola Dana will be

among the first with the change. This

is just a temporary truce.”

Dame Rumor got very busy when it

became known that Walter Morosco,

son of the famous theatrical producer,

Oliver Morosco, had followed pretty

Betty Compson to Hawaii, where she

is making her next Paramount pic-

ture, “The White Flower.” It is

practically certain romance is having

another one of its innings with a

prominent screen star. Yet, Leon
Bary, the celebrated French actor, who
is enacting the role of the villain in

support of Miss Compson, cables that

though he has been keeping his ears

open, he has heard no wedding bells

ringing. However, in his messages

he adds: “But I’m no Sherlock

Holmes and could not deduce were

there secrecy.”

HEERMAN WRITES ANOTHER
ONE

Victor Heerman has added another

work to his list of literary achieve-

ments for Selznick. Besides having
written “The Chicken in the Case,” “A
Divorce of Convenience,” “The Poor
Simp” and “Love Is an Awful Thing,”

Owen Moore productions, and “John
Smith,” Eugene O’Brien production,

Heerman is responsible for the story

of “A Dollar Down,” which he is now
directing for Selznick, with Owen
Moore and Alice Lake in the leading

roles.

Raymond Schrock, scenario editor

at Universal City, has had a pet story

of his on the griddle ever since the

Armistice. He has been holding it for

a man who could play it as he wrote

it. Edward (Hoot) Gibson has just

started it and it looms up like a great

example of a story that is suited to

a star who is suited to the story. It

concerns an American soldier who
gets into Spain by accident and is

called “Alias Sebastino.” Edward
Sedgwick, who fought the furious en-

gagement of Manhattan Island during

the war, but knows soldiers, is di-

recting.

* * *

Dustin Farnum is working on

“Three Who Paid.” You could call

this “Three Who Lost” and it would

mean the same thing.

* *

One wife wants to know if a mu-
sical show on the radio will keep hub-

by home nights? Burney Duming
says the hubby don’t wanna just hear

wise-crackers.

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

MATRIMONIAL CO-STARS

How many wives of monarchs of

the movies are there in the same his-

trionic ranks of their husbands? A
busy statistician has counted ninety-

nine and it seems a pity he could not

think of just one more to make it an

even hundred. Some of the more

prominent co-working couples he

cited “for bravery” were : Gretchen

Hartman, wife of Alan Hale; Gloria

Hope, wife of Lloyd Hughes; Maude
Leslie, wife of David Torrence; Enid

Bennett, wife of Fred Niblo; Florence

Vidor, wife of King Vidor; Barbara

Bedford, wife of A1 Roscoe, and last,

but by no means least, Mary Pickford,

wife of Douglas Fairbanks. “Wives

like these, men are luckless to miss,”

might sing a poet, although he

wouldn’t be a very good poet.

Lloyd Hughes, Mary Pickford’s

leading man in her new “Tess of the

Storm Country,” is also featured first

in Thomas H. luce’s feature, “The

Scars of Jealousy,” scheduled for early

release, and, as if to complete the

“trinity,” this same debonair Lloyd

will be just as strongly stood out as

the “big it” in Tom Forman’s latest

cinema achievement, entitled “Are

You a Failure?” says a certain film

wiseacre: “Another such trio and

Hughes will be one of our foremost

stars.”

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

POST’S FIRST VACATION IN

DECADE

One of the severest penalties of suc-

cess is the constant demand of the

public upon the artist who has

achieved this goal. Guy Bates Post,

the distinguished star of “The Mas-
querader” and “Omar the Tentmaker,”

exemplifies this statement perhaps

above all others. Even before he

came under the management of Rich-

ard Walton Tully, which has already

covered a period of over thirteen

years, Guy Bates Post was a name to

conjure with in the world of the thea-

ter. With Tully, Post has starred in

“The Bird of Paradise,” “The Mas-

queTader” and “Omar the Tentmaker”

—years completely filled with per-

formances, rehearsals and travelings.

Two beautiful homes, one in Connec-

ticut, the other in California, waited

and waited for Post to inhabit them.

Post closed his latest stage season

in Baltimore on a Saturday night—he
commenced shooting on “The Mas-
querader” in Los Angeles six morn-
ings later. The interval before the

filming of “Omar the Tentmaker” was
filled with study and preparation.

It was only after “Omar the Tent-

maker” was all completed, cut, titled

and shipped East that Post found he

had won his vacation—the first in over

a decade filled with strenuous and

meritorious artistic achievement.

Just a month has elapsed snce that

time. Already Post is commencing
the detailed study, invariable preface

to his polished portrayals, for his com-
ing characterization of Svengali in

“Trilby.”

But this month of vacation. Post de-

clares, will remain forever in his mem-
ory as a landmark, the realization of

his one ambition for fifteen years: The
chance to enjoy the simple, wholesome
pleasures which most of us can have
daily, but which are denied the suc-

cessful artist during his era of popu-
larity.

Speaking of slang, we might say:

“There’s the bakery that ‘dough’ built.

No, this not John Doe, says Arthur
K. Doe of Cunningham fame.

* * *

Which is proper: Locking over thd

girl, or overlooking the girl? Let Con-
stance be your guide, said Mrs. Tal-

madge.

STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES

“The Power of Love” was shown
with the Fairall Process of Stereosco-

pic Motion Pictures in one of the

largest theaters in the West to a group

of exhibitors who were amazed at the

remarkable projection.

The screen shows no distortion

when viewed from any part of the

theater, the last seats on the first row
being just as advantageous as those in

the center of the house, which is an

extraordinary accomplishment. The
flat picture shows a considerable

amount of distortion when viewed

from the side.

In pictures exhibited with the

stereoscopic method, the image

squares itself to the individual .elimi-

nating distortion and making perfect

the projection from every angle.

“The Power of Love” will be shown
in the near future as a road show at-

traction in all parts of this country,

bringing before the public a realistic

procession of life’s drama.

Ethel Ranscme pulls a funny one.

Fellow came to see us the other day
and maw told him to take a chair, but

he took the piano. He was a collector.

* * *

After wearing a modern evening

gown, a girl feels over-dressed in her

nightgown. Katherine McElhany has

submitted this.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N CLOSE-UP



BY THE MAN BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

TO SPEND FIVE MILLION

With the arrival here of H. M.

Warner, eldest of the five Warner

brothers, producers of independent

motion pictures, comes a very impor-

tant announcement of plans for War-

ner Bros, product for the season of

1923-1924. The schedule as formulat-

ed by the five brothers now in con-

ference calls for the production here

of eighteen big features at a cost of

over $5,000,000.

This season’s output includes seven

photodramas, all of which have been

sold in the United States, South

America and other, territories. Those
already completed are “Rags to

Riches,” “Little Heroes of the Street,”

with Wesley Barry, “The Beautiful

and Damned,” with Marie Prevost, and

“The Dangerous Adventure,” while

“Brass,” the Charles G. Norris novel,

directed by Sidney Franklin, and “The
Little Church Around the Corner,”

from the story by Olga Printzlau, di-

rected by William A. Seiter, are now
being photographed. Sinclair Lewis’

much talked of novel, “Main Street,”

the last of the seven books, is nearly

ready for camera work to start on the

scenario which is by Julien Joseph-

son.

“All of the eighteen films are to be

made in Hollywood,” states Mr. War-
ner, “and we will adhere strictly to

our policy of giving the public feature

screen stories that will be not only

filmizations of popular books and
plays, but motion pictures of the high-

est standard, being in the class of the

100 per cent censor-proof.”

Mr. Warner’s presence on the Coast

brings the quintette together for the

first time in fifteen years and for the

first time in their own studio. All

have been engaged in different depart-

ments of their company, which is one

of the largest independent units in the

world.

Warner Bros.’ policy is not only to

make pictures with all-star casts, but

engage players who have been feat-

ured alone in former productions. In-

cluded in the roster are such famous
players as Wesley Barry, Marie Pro-

vost, Clarie Windsor, Monte Blue, Ho-
bart Bosworth, Irene Rich, Harry
Myers, Louise Fazenda, Helen Fer-

guson, Tully Marshall and many
others.

LET’S ALL VOTE “YES”

Declaring that the proposed fire and

police pension amendment must be

passed overwhelmingly, an organiza-

tion of motion picture actors and ac-

tresses of Hollywood, headed by Ty-

rone Brereton, featured player with

Sacred Films, Inc., are today heading

a movement to gain the vote of every

man and woman engaged in the mo-
tion picture industry.

“We do not hesitate to call on the

policemen or firemen to risk their

lives for us,” declared Brereton today.

“Then, why should we not compensate

them in the best way we can. Their's

is a dangerous business, undertaken

for the good of the community at

large. Then, their reward should be

certainty that their old age will not

find them destitute.”

The movement led by Brereton

started early this week and is rapidly

gaining headway. “Vote ‘Yes’ on 8A”
is the slogan of the workers, who have

declared they will carry the film in-

dustry, ten to one.

Camera work on the first of the big

Leah Baird special productions has

just been completed at the Thomas H.

Incc Studios in Culver City. With the

finishing of the last shots, it was de-

cided to title the picture, “When Civi-

lization Failed,” this being the sugges-

tion of Miss Baird herself.

Included in the cast with Miss Baird

are Tom Santchi, Walter McGrail,

Richard Tucker, Alec B. Francis, Bob-
by Bolder and Ruth Mitchell.

ELSA GRANGER

By Annie Imiah

Australia, of course, dislikes losing

One of her loveliest flowers;

But no one will blame you for choosing

To live in a climate like ours.

I’m sure you will not be heard fretting

For your beloved land, far away;
Nor will you have cause for regretting

Y ou came to this fine place to stay.

Where they are so joyfully greeting

You, some “movie fans” may explain,

(And let people hear them repeating)

That Australia’s “loss is our gain.”

How proud was Australia of starring

An actress, whose beautiful voice,

Clear and sweet, not a single note

jarring,

Has made many people rejoice.

While you are quite cleverly showing

People how charming you are.

They all speak in terms simply glowing

Of Australia’s young “movie star.”

Many folk are making plans

To welcome you, fair stranger,

"Movieland” and “movie fans,”

Greet Miss Elsa Granger.

VAN LOAN DOING STORY

The scenario for “The Drivin’ Fool,”

a special production being made inde-

pendently by Regent Pictures Com-
pany, is being done by H. H. Van
Loan, well known author and contin-

uity expert, who has been specially en-

gaged for this new producing enter-

prise.

Van Loan is adapting the magazine
story under the same title written by
William F. Sturm and appearing re-

cently in the Blue Book Magazine. He
has finished the continuity and is in

collaboration now, while the produc-

tion is being made, with Robert T.

Thornby, the director, and Wally Van,

who is heading the cast of the picture.

Others playing prominent roles in

the picture are Alec Francis, Wilton

Taylor, Patsy Ruth Miller and Ramsey
Wallace.

The Divine Sarah Bernhardt will

make her tenth farewell tour. Oh,

well, guess we’re good for another

five or six anyway, says Margaret

Whistler.



FIRST NATIONAL NOTES

It is probable that when Constance

Talmadge returns to Los Angeles she

will be accompanied by John Emer-
son and Anita Loos, who will work
with her on the preparation of her

next screen story. No definite choice

of vehicle has, as yet, been made to

follow' “East Is West.”

* * *

Director Frank Lloyd expects to

leave Los Angeles for New York in

about two weeks where he will meet
the Talmadge party on their return

from Europe. The initial shots for

“Within the Law” will be filmed at

the Tombs and at Auburn Prison.

The party will then journey westward
and the major portion of Norma’s big

production will be filmed at the Unit-

ed Studios.
* * *

Buster Keaton is scheduled to take
his son Joseph to New Haven this

week, where the infant will be intro-

duced to the faculty. Buster says the

youngster continually cries “ale,” and,

knowing that no son of his would
break Uncle Sam’s law, the comedian
infers that it’s “Yale” the youngster
craves. Buster intends putting in

Joseph’s application early, in order to

avoid the educational rush.
* * *

Owing to the stormy weather which
is predicted for the near future, Allen
Holubar is seriously considering post-
poning the filming of Jeffry de
Prend’s “The White Frontier” until a

later date and substitute an original

story which he had intended filming

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in
the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium
El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

later. The latter story is said by Mr.

Holubar to have remarkable dramatic

qualities.

* * *

Shooting on Katherine MacDon-
ald’s next Preferred Picture will begin

within two weeks. The story has

been chosen and will be announced
shortly, when negotiations with the

author have been completed. Mean-
while, Director Victor Schertzinger is

supervising the cutting of Miss Mac-
Donald’s recently completed picture,

“The Scarlet Lily.”

* * * Q
Charles Maigne has completed the

continuity for “The Isle of Dead
Ships” and producer M. C. Levee an-

nounces that shooting on this big

Maurice Tourneur production will

start within two weeks at the United
Studios.

UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

Stars to fit the picture; not pictures

to fit the stars.

By that order, Carl Laemmle, im-
mediately upon his arrival at Universal
City, took the final step of his long
campaign to guarantee the supremacy
of the story over the personality of the

player.

It is something of an innovation, but
it will be the policy at Universal City

for the big production schedule upon
which eighteen units are now working.

It means that every story will have
to be big enough to stand alone re-

gardless of the cast. Then, to make it

better, a cast of players will be selected

on individual merit.

There will be no twisting of a story
to meet the limitations of a star.

Neither will there be any definite

way to determine beforehand whether
a story will go to the screen as a Uni-
versal-Jewel production or a feature of

ordinary length. At the final screen-
ing a story that was intended as a feat-

ure may receive the pride-mark of
“Universal-Jewel,” because of the ex-

cellence of the production.

Under the new system, players who
have heretofore been starred or feat-

ured by other organizations, are play-

ing important holes in Universal pro-

ductions, but in which they share

honors wiith other notables in propor-

tion to the value of their individual

performances.
* * *

In “The Power of a Lie,” an all-star

film version of the story by Johann
Bojer, which George Archainbaud is

directing, Mabel Julienne Scott, June
Elvidge, David Torrance and Maude
George are equally prominent in the

cast.

* * *

“The Ghost Patrol,” another all-star

special production, gives opportunity to

an interesting group of players, who
are rated as stars or feature players.

* * *

Under the direction of Nat Ross, the

story by Sinclair Lewis is being filmed

with Ralph Graves, Bessie Love, Geo.

Nichols, Max Davidson, Wade Bo-
teler, Dan Crimmins, Lydia Yeamans
Titus, Danny Roy, Melbourne Mc-
Dowell, George Cooper and others.

* * *

Emile Chautard was summoned re-

cently to film “Forsaking All Others,”

as it has been written for a popular

magazine by Mary Lerner. He was in-

structed to submit an ideal cast. He
named Colleen Moore, Cullen Landis,

Sam DeGrasse, June Elvidge and May
Wallace—and got them.

* * *
There are six principal players in

“The Attic of Felix Bavu,” the wierd

stage-tragedy of the Russian Revolu-
tion, which will be filmed under the

direction of Stuart Paton. The first

five just engaged are well known,
being House Peters, Wallace Beery,

Sylvia Breamer, Martha Mattox and
Boris Karloff.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition

; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

tan be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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THINGS SENNETT DOESN’T
FILM

STUDIO HINTS FROM THOS. H.

INCE

Dick Jones switching from cigarettes

to big black cigars.

Roy Del Ruth, as his own chauffeur,

mechanic and washer.

Phyllis Haver accepting the con-

gratulations being offered her.

Billy Bevan and Fred Jackman buy-

ing ducks after hunting them for three

days.

John Grey corraling his pals for “a

last good night.”

Miss Mabel Normand writing her

friends how she misses them and
longs for California, but hates to

leave slow New York.

GASTON GLASS IS NOT BROKE!

Evidence of the prosperity of a suc-

cessful screen actor is never conspicu-

ous by its absence. Most all of the

members of this profession are good
spenders. For instance, Gaston Glass,

idol of legions of fanettes throughout

the world, finds his fine motor car is

no longer all-satisfying, so he is buying
an expensive two-passenger aeroplane,

which he plans on using solely for re-

creation. Incidentally, he buys some
real estate in Southern California every

month or so. Non-breakable Glass,

eh?

George Bronson Howard, like sir

Art C. Doyle, hates to hear of the

death of a bright young detective.

Howard animated the character of

“Yorke Norrey,” a clever sleuth and
told about him on reams and reams
of the finest magazine paper. With
Howard’s arrival at Universal City,

as a staff writer, he dug up “Yorke
Norrey,” and is now writing him into

a new series of fascinating mysteries.

Roy Stewart, the vigorous star of

“The Radio King” and other produc-

tions, is starring in the role.

A big drama of modern day Ameri-
can life will be the next feature pro-

duction of Thomas PI. Ince. Produc-
tion work on the story, which has been

in preparation for several months, has

just started at the Ince Studios.

John Griffith Wray, who directed

“Hail the Woman,” “Lying Lips” and
many other Ince productions, includ-

ing two specials, “Ten Ton Love” and
“What a Wife Learned,” soon to be

released, is megaphoning the picture.

May McAvoy, who scored such a suc-

cess in “Sentimental Tommy,” heads

an all-star cast.

* * *

The important matter of shopping
for wedding presents tempararily has

delayed production work on the next

big feature picture to be filmed at the

Thomas H. Ince Studios. Ince has

bought four wedding presents in the

past two weeks. All four of the girls

who chose October weddings have

been connected for some time with the

studio; the auditor’s department, gen-

eral manager’s department, publicity

department and telephone bureau each
contributing a bride. They are the

Misses Peggy Perkins, Winifred
Wright, Hazel Leonard and Ruth
Sweeney. At the present rate it will

take just six months to marry off the

entire feminine force of the Ince

Studios.
* * *

Madge Bellamy, Thomas H. Ince

star, who was loaned to play with

Lloyd Hughes, under direction of Tom
Forman in a new Schulberg picture,

“Are You a Failure?” returned to the

Ince Studios this week.

A young flapper was playing the

piano when some chap said that it was
a keen baby grand. We don’t know
whether he meant the girl or the

piano. Harry Garson wants to know.

THE “SUZANNA” HAT

I. J. Schlansky, representative of the

firm of Ike Stern, manufacturing mil-

liners in New York, visited at the

Mack Sennett studios while in Los

Angeles on a trip across the country.

He brought with him a few samples of

a new sports hat which the Stern Com-
pany are manufacturing and selling

under the name of “Suzanna” hats.

They are made in various shades of

soft velour, are very attractive and

strikingly Spanish in design and ap-

pearance. Arrangements are being

made with the retail department stores

over the country to withhold the sale

of the “Suzanna” hat until the release

of the latest Sennett production by that

name, in which Mabel Normand is the

star.

Marguerite Clayton makes her first

appearance in a California-made pro-

duction, “Canyon of the Fools,” Harry

Carey’s fourth Western play for F.

B. O, release, which is in production at

the P. A. Powers studios.

Surrounding Mr. Carey and Miss

Clayton in this play is a cast of ex-

ceptional qualifications for the inter-

pretation of roles.

Carmen Arselle, as Mignoone, fa-

mous cow-girl of the screen, who has

been seen in former Carey produc-

tions, is assigned a role replete with

horsemanship. Others are Fred Stan-

ton, Murdock MacQuarrie, Vester

Pegg, Charles J. LeMoyne, Joseph

Harris and Jack Curtis

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress

CLAUDE GILLINGWATER

Claude Gillingwater, who is portray-

ing “Virgil Adams,” Florence Vidor’s

father in her latest starring vehicle,

“Alice Adams,” that captured the Pu-

litzer prize for 1921 as the best Ameri-

can novel, enacted this week some of

the most dramatic scenes in the script.

His work drew the strongest praise

from Rowland V. Lee, director, who
exclaimed

:

“There’s your actor who spent his

life on the stage!”

Mr. Gillingwater has spent thirty

years before the footlights. Although
he has only been on the Coast a year,

he has appeared in some of the most
important pictures of the year. His

first appearance was with Mary Pick-

ford as the “Earl of Dorincourt” in

“Little Lord Fauntleroy” and a recent

release was “Remembrance” in which
he was featured.

Gladys Walton is fortunate in “The
Madonna of Avenue A,” in which she

is being directed by King Baggot.

The story is, of course told in New
York and the east side thereof, but

it moves to the country for a breath

of clean air and a flash of sunshine

at the finish. It is a type of role

which Miss Walton plays well.

* * *

One gets hot all over when he thinks

about the coal situation. This is one

way to keep warm says Dale Fuller.

^ ifc %

Reginald Barker’s advice.

There should be more golf schools

in Los Angeles. Hardly anyone who
is on the links know how to play.

AMBASSADOR RICHARD
WALTON TULLY

The artistic world has its ambassa-

dors no less than the world of di-

plomacy. Our latest plenipotentiary is

Richard Walton Tully, America’s fore-

most playwright and producer. He
has just sailed for a characteristically

American flying trip across the At-

lantic, during which he will super-

vise the stage presentation of “The
Masquerader” at the Duke of York
Theatre in London and also the pre-

mier presentation of Guy Bates Post

in the film version, distributed abroad

as here, through Associated First Na-

tional Pictures.

From London, Tully will proceed to

Paris, to put on at the Odeon Theatre

the first French production of “The

Bird of Paradise” and to complete f'nal

negotiations for the French bookings

of his films. While in Paris, Tully

will also take motion pictures of a

number of atmospheric scenes in the

Latin Quarter for his next production,

“Trilby,” in which Guy Bates Post

will again be the star.

The list of art ambassadors between

Europe and America includes many
justly celebrated names. Duse, Bern-

hardt, Ellen Terry, Forbes Robertson,

Thomasso Salvini and his son Alessan-

dro, Chaliapin, Baleieff, and Henry
Irving and Henry Miller. These

brought Europe’s message of artistry.

Our own ambassadors of inspiration

have included Ada Rehan and Laurette

Taylor, actresses; Maud Powell, violin

virtuoso; E. A. MacDowell, composer;

Poe, Longfellow, Mark Twain and

Ambrose Bierce, all of whom were

first recognized abroad; Augustus

Thomas, playwright, and Jacob Ep-

stein, sculptor.

A great company — and Richard

Walton Tully comes as a fitting com-

panion in the ranks.

Eddie Gribbon does some splendid

comedy work in “Captain Fly-by-

Night,” Johnnie Walker’s first star-

ring vehicle for F. B. O. Gribbon

has the faculty of looking askew in

one eye while the other retains it’s

normal position. In the role of the

blustering Mexican sergeant, when he

goes into a tirade, he uses one eye

to watch the door while the other is

directed at Walker, located dircetly in

front of him. Gribbon’s comedy work
is a great factor in carrying forward

the plot of the story.

HIS ICE SKATING USELESS

Here’s a man with a real grievance.

Carl Harbaugh, in “Passions of the

Sea,” went to Tahiti with a lot of ath-

letes, including Antonio Moreno, hand-
ball and wrestling enthusiast; R. A.

Walsh, director and swimming champ,
and William Haines, who swings a

racquet with tournament accuracy.

The others “show their stuff,” and
Carl can’t do a thing, because his prize

accomplishment is—ice skating! He
won several cups for it while in col-

lege back East. “But if I’d known I

was going to spend my time in the

tropics, I’d have taken up roller skat-

ing instead!” says Carl.

Ward Hayes, formerly associated

with Mack Sennett, Charlie Chaplin

and recently as director .for Ben Wil-
son, has been added to the staff of

Popular Pictures, Inc., where he will

act as “gag” man for comedies star-

ring Hilliard (Fatty) Karr and Fran-

kie Lee.

THE FINEST
Is none too good!

And the BEST People
Know the good quality of

“Ragtime” Chocolates

Ethel Broadhurst
Is a Keen Judge

And She Eats Them.

C. C. BROWN CANDY CO.
Los Angeles - California

621 South Olive Street
’Phone Broadway 1610
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

If a woman just told everything she

knew, how long would she talk.

Answer in a meek voice: “Not very

long.” C. L. Theuerkauf is given cred-

it for this; we couldn’t give him cash.

* * *

Ralph Graves is appearing in “The

Ghost Patrol.” We ought to be able

to see through this.

* * *

Paul Berns is directing “Another

Man’s Shoes.” We might call this

“soul” stuff.

Isadora Duncan, the “free thought”

dancer, says that American women
are terrible. Some one would be do-

ing her a favor, says Jack White, of

cil fame, if they sent her a book on

Etiquette and How to Act Like a

Lady.

:|c :}s ^

James Farley heard a good one.

Let’s go!

One lady arrived at the station but

found she had forgotten her trunks.

Another lady standing near heard her

plight, and offered to lend her a petti-

coat.

* Sf.

Censors are the only ones who are

ever paid for butting into other peo-

ple’s business. Mabel Normand is

right again.

Rupert Julian has been asked if he Shirley Mason is appearing in

knew where all the summer mammas “Pawn Ticket 210.” What is this, rail-

went in the winter time. road time?

Shirley Mason again at her best.

A bad reputation makes a greater

name for itself than a good cne.

* * *

Scott Sydney is directing “Hazel

From Hollywood.” What, another

nut?

* * *

If you think you’re funny, then you

can laugh when you want. Tony Mo-
reno is clever.

* * *

Lee Moran is making “Out At

Home.” Is this a baseball story or

something about a divorce?

j|j

Lcng dresses make the women look

longer—but not the men. We’ve got

to hand this gag to Frank Good.
* * *

Buck Jones is making “The Foot-

light Ranger.” Might say that he was

lassoing the ropes.

* * *

The way of a man with a “ready-

made,” is walk upstairs and save ten.

Leonard Clapham submitted this one.

Harry Carey is working on “The

Canyon of Fools.” This is a “deep”

one.

ON BROADWAY LAST WEEK

(By Edith Johnson)

“The Country Flapper” from “The
Old Homestead” took “Sherlock

Holmes” “When Knighthood Was in

Flower” to “Robin Hood.” “Lorna
Docne” and “The Prisoner of Zen-

da” got “The Punctured Prince” in

“The Rear Car” in “Broad Daylight.”

It was “The Skin Game” by “The
Sailor Made Man.” “Timothy’s

Quest” was “Smudge.” “When Hus-
bands Deceive” “What’s Wrong With
the Women?” “Forget-Me-Not” said

“Abie’s Irish Rose” to “The Hum-
ming Bird.”

't'

Gladys Walton is working on “The
Madonna of Avenue A.” We suggest

that Art Acord do “The Sheik of

Avenue B.”
* * *

Elsa Granger brings a laugh from
Australia. The most famous three

words are “I love you.” Next we
have, “No, you idiot!”

Hs *

Our elevator man is in love with a

girl on the second floor. We call him
the second story man. William

Worthington thought this one out.

5^ H*

Mr. C. Anthony, manager of the

Arrowhead Springs Co., has submitted

hir. little joke.

“Her dad gave me a ‘soul’ kiss.”

“How come?”

“He kicked me out.”

DOROTHv MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

“THE PRESS AGENT’S CREED”

by Phi 1
. LaMar

I AM a press agent.

I SHALL but write.

MY STAR, she maketh me
WRITE AS I have

NEVER WRITTEN before.

SHE MAKETH me say

KIND THINGS about her

AND CORRECT the wrong
IMPRESSIONS OF others

THAT CONCERN her.

SHE MAKETH me tell

THE WORLD around us

OF HER new gowns
AND LOVELY bungalow;

HER BIG machine

AND OTHER things.

HER HUSBAND—
HE IS not concerned

ONLY ONCE in a while.

MY STAR, she leadeth me on

IN WRITER’S realms.

SHE INSISTS I follow

HER EVERY ACTION and move
AND THEN telle'th a story

TO THE whole wide world.

INDEED, I follow the

INSTRUCTIONS FROM madame.
FROM MORN ’till night

I SEEKETH material—

AND FROM night ’till morn
I WRITETH it up.

SOON THE big world

KNOWS FACT and fiction

ABOUT MY star

—

SOME OF her admirers

KNOWETH MORE than she

DOETH OF herself,

JUST BECAUSE I am
HER PRESS agent.

BUT I should worry
ALONG FROM day to day
AS LONG as what
I’M PUBLISHING
PLEASETH her.

SHE PAYETH me regularly

AND MAMMOTHLY, too.

FOR PAVING her way
WITH PUBLICITY.
HEARETH, YE ALL, this

CREED OF her press agent.

(Apologies to K. C. B.)

Women are like magazines: single

the price is low, but married—a bit

higher. Jimmie Aubrey has been

thinking again.

“AW, WOULDJA BELIEVE
IT?”

Y’oughta see what I seen

While standing ’long the street

—

A little girl with ear-rings on,

And sandals cn her feet.

Along came a slicker chap,

Ye gods, gosh, whatta sight

—

Peon Pants and Dago Sash,

Right fresh from some bull fight.

He joined the girl and kissed

her,

I guess that ain’t no harm;
But I says, “If this is city life,

I’ll go back to the farm.”

Sez which I went and bought

some pants,

All slit nice up the side

—

But when the cows they seen

me,

The whole bunch up and died!

Moral: You can’t foci the

ccws and chickens. — Vergie

Williams.

SHE DID WELL, INDEED!

Her excellent performance in the

leading feminine part of "The Cross-

roads of New York,” a recent Mack

Sennett comedy-drama production,

and which she followed so admirably

in her interpretation of the part al-

lotted her in “The Shreik of Araby,” as

leading ingenue, opposite Ben Turpin,

has caused Miss Kathryn McGuire to

be spoken of as one of the most prom-
ising “near stars” of the screen.

“Of Kathyrn McGuire, we hope to

see more of this beautiful and gifted

young lady’s portrayals.” This was
the message received from a well-

known Pacific Coast exhibitor.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

ALLAN FORREST
ENGAGED BY METRO

Allan Forrest will have a prominent
role in Viola Dana’s new Metro star-

ring picture, “Noise in Newboro,”
which Harry Beaumont is directing.

This is Mr. Forrest’s third engagement
with Miss Dana. He was her leading

man in “Seeing’s Believing” and was
in the supporting cast for “Miss
Emmy Lou.” her most recently com-
pleted starring vehicle.

Another big historical chapter play

is scheduled to start at Universal City

within what the British laughingly

call a fortnight when they mean two
weeks. It is “The Oregon Trail,” a

story in which no one can visualize

any star but Art Acord.

V'/>- BROWN ^
CALDWELL
y^ND LADD
PKo t o -ei\dr aVe r\s

2.4 J s. BDW Yi

LOS ANGELES
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

ALAN HALE TELLS A TALE TO A PLANT STAN LAUREL HUNTING

Alan Hale is noted among his fel-

lows of the films as an ace-high spin-

ster of yarns. He is noted among
• movie fans as one of the truly versa-

tile stars of the cinema and it might

not be amiss to let this latter group

know something of his story-telling

ability, too. And, here’s his latest

(which, by the way, is being much
told and retold by oihers): A rather

ignorant, though wealthy, alien was

to give a non-prohibition party at his

home. On the eve of the event one

of the men he had invited to be

among those present, called him on

the phone: “I’m sorry, but I can’t be

with you tonight—I’ve got a case of

lumbago,” the friend said. “Oh, that’s

all right, bring it along—we’ll drink

anything,” the soon-to-be host replied.

Herbert Rawlinson has just started

on “Prisoners/’ from George Barr

McCutcheon’s colorful novel, “Castle

Craneycrow.” Eileen Percy, who did

such admirable work in “The Flirt,”

is the girl in the case. Jack Conway
is directing.

By Marshall Lorimer

Humble plants, your green soon van-

ished

In a few short hours, alas!

As she! who pruned and tended you,

From life did switfly pass;

To me you seemed an eyesore,

As a habit in distaste,

But now you seem so different,

You are like she was—so chaste—

!

How oft I’ve seen her fingers

Lift your tendrils, gently, so;

As her face bent down in kindness,

Watching your fresh young life grow.

Hew I’ve seen the mother lurking

In each action—as she stooped

—

Brushing with her lips your new buds.

And uplifting those that dropped;

Daily, as the water trickled

Through the leaves upon your bed,

Sunlight seemed to fall upon you,

As her eyes on you were shed;

Humble plant—she’s gone, and we
Must face each day without her care;

These tears may soon destroy you,

Our misfortune we can share.

Following the completion of his

newest Amalgamated production for

Metro, “Mud and Sand,” Stan Laurel

the comedy star of that picture, has

hied himself to Barley Flats in the

foothills of the Sierra Nevada Moun-

tains and when he returns he expects

to bring with him several grizzly bear

and lion and tiger skins. On his re-

turn he will start work on his next

comedy, for which no title has been

selected.

WILLARD MACK ASSISTS

Willard Mack is taking a great per-

sonal interest in the screen adaptation

of his sketch, “Your Friend and
Mine,” which S-L (Sawyer-Lubin) are

preparing to film for Metro. The
noted playwright and actor has made
several visits to the Metro studios to

confer with Winifred Dunn, who is

preparing the continuity, and Clarence

G. Badger, who is to direct the pic-

ture.

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something

to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville— Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles m.w ea
WA\
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS PICTURE CORPORATION PRESENTS ROBIN
HOOD AT GRAUMAN’S HOLLYWOOD THEATER

Story by Elton Thomas, Directed by Allan Dwan, Photography by Arthur Ede-

son, Scenario Edit Dr, Lotta Woods

REVIEWED BY ESS. ESS.

Here is “Little Egypt” for you—an architectural

motif that carries away back to the River Nile. A
motion picture theater which probably ranks sec-

ond best in the United States. (I believe there is

one in Chicago which ranks as the foremost—only
my opinion, of course.) Splendiferous, magnificent,
unique, original—all these, and other adjectives

—

Grauman’s Hollywood theater fairly earns. And
there are none who shall say him nay.

Now, as to the prologue of “Robin Hood"—Joes
any one really lay any stress on these things? Do
they belong? What is their raison d’etre? Just as

long as these inane prologues are sprung, just sc

often will I continue to exercise my inalienable

prerogative of giving ’em the raspberry. This one
really went from the ridiculous to the sublime.

For “Robin Hood” is in very truth an inspired
masterpiece that transcends the best prev'ous
effort catalogued as a costume production. The
photography was a thing of wonderment extra
precaution on exterior shots enabled the beholder
to sometimes question whether or not he were
looking at a picture, or really communing with all

outdoors and nature in her most enlivening moods.

Adventure, romance, thrills, excitement—all. all

have their extra innings in this production. But
back of it all is one of the sanest., prettiest, most
appealing love themes ever encountered in screen
production.

And how Doug did walk away with that pic-

ture! Did I say “walk”? Well, run, and leap

would be better.

Wallace Beery as Richard was everything the

doctor ordered—true as a die to the story in its

original.

Enid Bennett was a most entrancing Lady Mar-
ian, who enacted a difficult role with grace, charm
and finesse. She was as sincere and straight-
forward in her delineation as was Doug in his,

which is saying a great deal.

The clever maneuvering of hosts of warriors
called for unstinted praise, as did also the antics
and rapid cavorting of Robin Hood’s band of loyal
supporters.

Jan Sofer, musical director, rendered an intelli-

gent accompaniment to the screen’s motivation and
added appreciably to the entertainment as a whole.

As stated above, the prologue was a “bust”- back
to Sullivan & Considine’s circuit for this stuff.

Another thing, what’s the idea of announcing
that “Robin Hood” will never play at a lesser

pride of admission than now prevails at Grau-
man’s Egyptian theater? We’re ready to be
enlightened on this joker.

P. S.—Just because the entire cast is not men-
tioned is no sign that each member didn't succeed
in covering self with glory. This sentence
applies to Sam De Grasse, William Lowry, Paul
Dickey, Roy Coulson, Billie Bennett, Willard Louis,
Wilson Benge, Alan Hale, Maine Geary and Lloyd
Talman.

“WHAT’S WRONG WITH MOVIELAND?”
(Continued from second cover page)

Ruth Roland, serial star, nearly drowned while filming scene in hydroplane recently. Note: This

is not a press agent story.

Ruth Berry, 18-year-old Los Angeles girl, won second place in a beauty contest staged between
$0,000 girls all over the U. S. Not so bad for Los Angeles, eh?

Edward Carew, actor-director, did not have his pet dog muzzled, so the police did it for him.
Larry Semon became so excited on getting his comedies accepted by Sid Grauman that he staged

a party at the Plantation Cafe Friday; October 27th.

Here’s something high-brow. Conrad Nagel, Lasky leading man, recently read “Thanatopsis” to

the Wa Wan Club. His father, Dr. Frank Nagel, composed the music.
Francis McDonald and Mae Busch are divorced. Now both of them are hitting casting directors

for work.
Peggy Joyce and her rules for love are gone from Los Angeles. Peggy was so disappointed in

our little city that she forgot to make payments on her machine. She sure was disappointed!
Why do Julius and Abe Stern always put their pictures in the ads for Baby Peggy Comedies?
Pearl White says $25,000 of jewels were stolen from her apartment while she was on location. We

didn’t know the price of cut-glass had gone up.
Pauline Frederick is fighting her father’s will of $50,000, in which he left her nothing. Pauline be-

lieves in “Where there’s a will, there’s a way.”
Rudy Valentino watched the work of his rival, Ramon Navarro, in “Trifling Women” at the pre-

view in New York recently. He said nothing but thought a lot.

Toreador trousers, for which credit has been given to Valentino, were originally invented by a
young Los Angeles dancer in January, 1922. Harry Coffee of Fresno also claims that he invented them
in May of this year. However, the L. A. dancer has absolute proof.

If there is nothing the matter with pictures, why are these people back on the stage? Here’s the
list: Doris Kenyon, Vincent Coleman, Madge Kennsdy, Florence Reed, Enid Markey, Bessie Barriscale,
Mabel Taliafero, Joseph Kilgour, Mildred Harris and Henry Walthall.

Now let us all hope—even if this year is a little slow,—that things will pick up and go back to the
good old days. Anyway, let’s all try and rebuild Hollywood, and make real good pictures in the future.



Miss Elsa Granger
Known Throughout Australia as the “Mary Pickford Girl”

Miss Granger is now a resident of Los Angeles.
She expects to become a member of the Moving Picture Colony.
She has a wealth of theatrical experience to her credit.
She has been starred in pictures in Australia.
She is also noted .'or the quality of her dramatic soprano voice.
There isn’t a doubt but that Miss Granger will be acceptable
To American audiences and producers.
Miss Granger is in San Francisco at present participating in a
roundelay of entertainments.
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The Awakening of Marion Murray
By HELEN V. WILLIAMS

“Why WOULDN’T Lucy be always smiling,” protested Marion
indignantly, “every time you ask her how she’s feeling she
says, ‘FINE, OH, I’M ALWAYS FINE.’ Well, I’m not; and if

I’m becoming a grouch like you say, it’s because I’m always so
dog tired I haven’t got the strength in the corners of my
mouth to pull them up without help.”

Marion was standing before the mirror that hung above her
little dresser. She was “ratting” up her hair, making vicious
little digs into the soft black mass with an aged and nearly
toothless white comb. She smoothed the tress on the outside
and arranged it carefully over her left ear, so that no hint of
that organ’s existence remained visible to the naked eye. At her
back stood her mother, holding Marion’s party dress, her arms
slipped through the skirt, so that she might drop it neatly over
the dark head without unduly disarranging its complicated coif-
fure.

Having assured herself that the “puffs” were symmetrical,
Marion made a knot of the flowing strand that hung down her

back, and her mother slipped the dress over her head.

“Is Lucy going tonight, too?” asked Mrs. Murray as her experienced fingers snapped into place
the row of fasteners that held her daughter’s dress together at the back.

“No, she’s not,” replied Marion, “she has three dates for this week and she says she wants to go
to bed early the other nights. Well, she can. You’re only young once, I told her.” She gave a short
laugh. “Time enough to be sensible when you get married and have a family like you, mom.” She
gave her mother a light kiss on the cheek, turned back to the mirror and critically surveyed the
angle at which she had placed her best hat. Then the doorbell rang, a man arrived, and Marion, now
smiling and happy, went to another dance.

At four o’clock Mrs. Murray was awakened by the opening of the front door of their flat. Marion’s
tiptoeing footsteps passed through her parent's bedroom and into her own. There came the sound
of shuffling bedroom slippers, of running water in the bathroom, returning footsteps, the opening of a
cold cream jar. Then a deep sigh and silence. Mrs. Murray thanked Providence that her husband had
not been awakened, and for some time she lay wide-eyed, thinking, staring into the blackness ahead of

her. Then fatigue overcame her and she, too, fell asleep.

The following morning Marion went to the office, but soon returned, accompanied by Lucy who
was one of her fellow workers. At sight of the white face and sunken eyes, a dreadful fear shot through
Mrs. Murray’s heart. Leaving Marion in her friend’s care for a moment, she ran out of the house to

the nearest telephone, and called breathlessly for the family doctor.

The next day found gay, pleasure-loving Marion lying very quietly in her snowy bed, obeying the
doctor’s instructions to the letter, and praying that the spot on her right lung might heal within the

next six months as the latter hoped. Often she desired to weep at her misfortune, but cheerfulness
was an important part of the strict regimen, and she could ill afford herself that comforting luxury
known as self-pity. Yet, one Saturday afternoon, following a visit from Lucy who, pink-cheeked and
happy, had dropped in after an hour’s skating on the lake, she broke into a bitter, sobbing protest
against her fate. When the doctor arrived he found her red eyed, disconsolate, and with a tempera-
ture of 102.

“I can’t stand it,” choked Marion. “I just can’t stand it Everybody’s out having a good time and
I have to stay in bed in this freezing room for six months without budging!”

“My child,” said the doctor, “it is hard, I know. But you are doing very well, and in a couple of

months you are going to be quite your old self again. Or, rather— I hope you will be your new self.”

“My new self?” asked Marion, stopping in the act of wiping a last teardrop from her cheek. “What
do you mean by that?”

The doctor hesitated, then he learned forward in his chair, folded his hands, and fixed a pair of

kindly brown eyes on his patient’s face. “Has it ever occurred to you that you have yourself largely

to blame for your condition?”

“I”—exclaimed Marion in consternation, “myself to blame? Why, I can’t help having tuberculosis!”
“Yes, you can, to a certain extent,” replied the physician. “The fault is not entirely yours—you were

probably infected in childhood. But so are most of us, and whether or not we develop the disease in

adult life depends to a large extent upon ourselves.”

Marion smiled wearily. “Oh, now I know what you’re going to say, doctor. You’re going to tell

me that I danced too much. I know. Mother told you that.”

“Yes, she did,” he replied earnestly, “and she was right. But that isn’t all.”

He leaned back a little, his eyes still upon her. “My dear, remember this. It takes character to

remain well—real character. It means the occasional refusal of tempting invitations in order to go to

bed early; it means eating wholesome, nourishing food, when your appetite craves pastry or soda; it

means working hard, but not too hard; getting outdoor air in cold weather when you would rather
stay indoors and hug the radiator, or send the office boy for your lunch; and lastly, it means doing it

all at the risk of being laughed at, and doing it with a smile.”

Marion had lain very still during the doctor’s words. She remained so for a few moments after he

(Continued on third cover page)
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NOW FOR THE
REAL “SALOME”

Madame Nazimova’s most unusual

cinema masterpiece, “Salome,” has

been taken by the United Artists Cor-

poration, who are now preparing an

extensive releasing program. “Sa-

lome” was heralded by the most

jaded critics as this star’s best.

Wilde’s Salome must surely have been

written for Nazimova. It has been

claimed that there is nothing new in

pictures. “Salome” overthrows that

statement.

SEE WHAT SHE MISSED

Patsy Ruth Miller, one of filmdom’s

most bewitching, has many admirers,

but none more eager than a young

man in Albuquerque, N. M., who has

just proposed marriage in the follow-

ing letter:

“Even in a picture you were smil-

ing so sweet it almost drove me mad.

And I said there is a girl that would

make a good wife for me.

“There is going to be an Elks’ circus

here* and they want a bride and groom
to be married there. So here is your

chance to marry a man of fine charac-

ter. But don’t be alarmed in any way.

I have many different names. One
of them is the human mocking bird.

They say I am very good. I never

been on a stage or in pictures, but I

can make one laugh when I act.

“I forgot to say there is going to

be a car and many gifts given away at

the circus. I know you will accept

me. Please write or come so I will

know.”

HE KNOWS HIS BUSINESS

Bernard McConville has been en-

gaged by Mack Sennett to prepare

for the screen, “Alice in Screenland,”

which is the title given Phyllis

Haver’s starring vehicle. McConville

is making rapid progress and the con-

tinuity will be ready for Director F.

Richard Jones in about two weeks.

In “Alice in Screeland,” Miss

Haver will make her debut as a full-

fledged star. The production will be

a five-reel comedy drama dealing with

life as it is lived in the rural com-
munities away from the maddening
rush of the big city.

THE MISSING SUBJECT

(To “Madame X”)

(By Marshall Lorimer)

There must be joy, and music in the

heart

If one would enter in poetic flight.

And so when you went on your jour-

ney, dear,

Somehow each time my Muse would
make a start.

I find the strain inspired is lacking

here.

Imagination fails whene’re I write.

The pictures that I conjure in my
brain

Are void in everything except the

paint.

The soul is lacking in the coating

rough

—

The colors somehow never come again.

Like Master’s touch, it says, “Once
was enough.

Go rest yourself, and win again re-

straint.”

The paint is dry—the canvas stands

before,

The life that should be there—some-
how I miss;

I wonder if the Model will return?

Somehow, expectantly, I watch the

door

—

’Tis you I wait, while now I live and
learn

Of life that enters two hearts in a

kiss.

COLEEN IS FOUND

Production work on “The Nth

Commandment,” a Fannie Hurst story,

has been started by the Cosmopolitan

Productions at the Thomas H. Ince

Studios. Frances Marion wrote the

script for the play which will be di-

rected by Frank Borzage who has

filmed three other Hurst stories with

notable success — “Humoresque,”
“Back Pay” and “A Good Provider,”

his last picture.

Colleen Moore and Jones Morrison
head an all-star cast for the picture

which also includes Eddie Phillips

and George Cooper. William Sistrom
is Production Manager for the Com-
pany and Chester Lyons, Chief Cam-
eraman.

DOCTOR KIGER
FILLS IN TIME

A good proctologist is about the

busiest individual in the world, and

as thousands of grateful ex-patients

know, Dr. W. H. Kiger eclipses any

medico record for keeping busy! He
can see new patients by appointment
only, as he hasn’t the time to cool his

heels waiting anyone’s convenience.
This can be readily understood, when
we inform you that Dr. Kiger can be
found performing operations in the

various hospitals every day in the

week, a successful operation, with
very slight inconvenience, and pain, is

worth a great deal to the suffering

individual. Many such have applied

to Dr. Kiger in the past, with gratify-

ing results; but let us mention an-

other angle of his humanitarianism—

-

his GRATIS operations at the county
hospital! The unfortunates who are

unable to pay for his high grade serv-

ice receive the identical treatment and
relief as the wealthier members of

society. Some days he operates on as

many as five. Now add this day to

the other days spent in other institu-

tions, as well as seeing as many as

fifteen sufferers by appointment in

his office, then you can readily grasp
the significance of just what time he
will have to spare, to entertain, clin-

ically or otherwise, when the Nation-
al Society of Proctologists meet in

Los Angeles about the first of the

year in convention? Well, anyway,
you can depend upon Dr. Kiger filling

in his time somehow!

PHOTOGRAPH NOT ENOUGH

The possession of the qualities—

personality, intelligence and good
looks—which make for success on the

screen, cannot be determined from a

photograph alone, according to Robert
B. McIntyre, Goldwyn casting di-

rector.

"Even if the portrait camera wants
to tell the truth, the retoucher won’t
let it,” he says. “I would not advise

any girl or man to come a long dis-

tance to the studio, nor would I rec-

ommend one for a part, on the evi-

dence of a portrait alone. I prefer an
interview and a motion picture camera
test, or, at the very least, the latter.”
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES
PHIL ROSEN IS RESPONSIBLE!

She was speaking to the tenth appli-

cant, and ended by saying: “I wouldn’t

marry the best man that ever lived.”

“I knew that when I asked you. See,

I’ve served three terms in jail and was
contemplating murder—

”

At this point she accepted him.

Pretty Dorothy De Vore surprised

Hollywood recently by proving to

them that she was “boss” in her home.

She “fired” her husband, Ben Sohn,

Jr., one morning by leaving a note for

him to move out. He secured a di-

vorce in record time with the note

Dorothy had written.

Now, who will be number two?

LUCKY DOG!
Will they get it?

* * *

Frank Lloyd has gone to New York,

where he will meet the Talmadge

party on their return from Europe.

After the radiant Norma has been wel-

comed by her many friends, Director

Lloyd will hie her to Auburn prison,

where the opening shots of her next

production, “Within the Law,” will be

filmed.

* * *

Do you remember Edith Storey?

She was one of Metro’s foremost stars

of only four short years ago. Now
she has yielded to the latest fad in

filmdom, namely: to come back. J.

Warren Kerrigan and Fay Tincher

are two other notables of the past

who have just emerged from pro-

longed retirements to shine again on

the screen.

* * *

Reginald Denny wants to know:

“If because” is a woman’s reason “just

because,” then why is a woman’s rea-

son “because”? Oh, just because.

* * *

Grace Darmond’s own idea: Newly

rich farmers are raising just as much
dust with golf clubs this year as they

did with plows last year.

* * *

Bertram Bracken’s latest wheeze:

It will pay you to be a hypocrite if

you can smile at discouragement.
* * *

An assistant director hurried into

the studio. “Say, I can’t find the lo-

cation’s location.” No wonder some

directors play golf, says Fred Datig.

* * *

Art Acord’s best: They say faint

heart never won sweet mama. Neither

did flat pocketbook.

A long stride

ahead in value,

just as it is

a long stride

ahead in stvle.

iSliolM' .

Oth- and, Oiive
Opposite PersKing Square

209WFifth St.
^Alexandria Hotel is opposite Ids-

In
orvfidcncc

Robertson and Webb, motion pic-

ture agents, have dissolved partnership.

Never again will these two gentlemen

present their wares in the form of

eight by ten photos before the blase

directors.

Now' since this firm is no more why

must they continue to press their suits

against Elliott Dexter, House Peters

and Adolph Menjou for back commis-

sions? They claim that Dexter owes

them $1,460, Peters, $2,925 and Menjou,

$430.

WINIFRED DUNN
COMPLETES SCRIPT

Winifred ' Dunn has completed the

adaptation and continuity for the S-L
(Sawyer-Lubin) production of “Your
Friend and Mine,” for Metro, which
Clarnce G. Badger will direct. Actual

filming of this Willard Mack story

will be started in about ten days at

the Metro studios.

‘ROB ’EM GOOD’

Steve “Broken Nose” Murphy, one

of “Bull” Montana’s closest play-

mates, is to appear in support of the

Metro comedian in Hunt Strom-

berg’s production of “Rob ’Em Good.”

Revamped by Claude McElhany.
Beauty never reigns unless it pores.

«



NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

LOEW’S STATE—Manager Bostick,

Billy Shoup and Mr. Moore are re-

ceiving the glad hand over the pro-

gram of last week. Viola Dana in

“The Five Dollar Baby,” and the

Amsterdam Roof Revue, featuring

June and Jack Laughlin. Harry

Beaumont directed Miss Dana with

a masterful hand through a series

of clever situations something like

“Abie’s Irish Rose.” The Revue

was all O. K. except that Jack

Laughlin is so conceited that he

isn’t clever any more.

ORPHEUM—Mr. Perry, the box-

office wonder, has been dealing out

the pasteboards with remarkable

speed in the last week. No wonder

—look: Will M. Cressy, Percy

Bronson and Winnie Baldwin,

Bessye Clifford, Harry Watson Jr.,

and Bailey and Cowan. That’s just

some of the best in a darn good

program, and well worth a couple

of berries and one of Mr. Perry’s

smiles.

MOROSCO—Well, at last, for the

first time in nine months, we have

something different to review. “The

Boomerang” ought to turn right

around and settle down for a long

run. Gayne Whitman is good, Bes-

sie Eyton is better and Harry Gar-

rity is back in the cast. He is very

clever.

GRAUMAN’S — After seeing “Clar-

ence” with a remarkable cast, we
suggest that producers let suc-

cessful stage plays alone. We
don’t blame William de Mille any;

it wasn’t all his fault. He made a

good picture, but it wasn’t as good

as the stage play. It had a lot of

laughs, but they didn’t get over with

the people who had seen the real

stuff. A1 Christie’s “That Son of a

Sheik” was the laugh producer of

the program. Neal Burns played the

lead and was better than ever. He
has quit gazing at the camera and

springing a funny face. This week
we had the last production by Wil-

liam D. Taylor starring May Mc-
Avoy, “The Top of New York.”

J. C. Van Trees shows that he is a

photographer well worth mention-

ing. Max Linder in “The Three

Must Get Theres” is clever and
should make more comedies. You
know practice is perfect. Harry
Vallejo and Maz Du Pont were the

photographers.

MAJESTIC—“The Champion” is all

right, but it won’t stand the run

that some of them have had in this

house. Some of the lines are rather

slow—but there are some laugh

getters. Nana Bryant, Cliff Thomp-
son, Harry Van Meter and Hugh
Metcalf are the best in the cast.

HILL STREET—Mr. and Mrs. Bry-

ant Washburn are the main attrac-

tion this week. Bryant is clever.

Mrs. Washburn is 'beautiful and

should be given a chance either in

pictures or on the stage. She has

a personality that tops Bryant’s.

The rest of the acts are only pass-

able. “The New Teacher,” with

Shirley Mason, is not up to the

standard. Miss Mason is most
charming, tries her best, but is

handicapped by poor settings and a

hurried production. Frank B. Good,

the photographer, did the best he

could with the stuff he had. Allen

Forrest, leading man, is a rotten

fighter and is not convincing in

his role.

CALIFORNIA — “Our Mary” in

“Tess of the Storm Country.” This

new picture only goes to show just

how far the pictures have advanced
in art. This is beautiful. There
isn’t a flaw. This picture must go
down as a near rival to “Robin
Hood.” Lloyd Hughes and his

clever wife, Gloria Hope, have im-

portant roles and make the best of

them. Charles Rosher and H. L.

Broening were the photographers

and did remarkable work.

MILLER’S—“One Week of Love,”

starring Conway Tearle and Elaine

Hammerstein. George Archainbaud
proves that he can handle a diffi-

cult story with ability. The picture

was cut badly and a number of

parts were butchered up.

KINEMA—“Brawn of the North,”

featuring Strongheart, the wonder
dog. Irene Rich is in the cast and
over acts. Lee Shumway is the best

in the picture. Jean Metcalf and
Phillip Hubbard are good. Strong-
heart is now a swell-headed dog
and may become a camera hog.

The photography was the best we’ve
seen for a long time. C. B. Dreyer
was responsible.

RIALTO — “When Knighthood Was
in Flower” is still drawing the

crowds. Marion Davies’ beauty may
be responsible, or it might be For-
rest Standley’s clever acting. Any-

way, it is well worth seeing for the

beauty of the thing. Ira H. Mor-

gan and Harold WenstrOm were

the photographers and are very

good.

MISSION—Harold Lloyd is becom-
ing a long run, and Broadway fiend.

We hope, however, that there will

be no more “Dr. Jack” ’s. Because

Harold is a clever boy and should

make better comedies. It is not

near as good as “Grandma’s Boy.”

Mildred Davis is in the cast and is

good, but the others have been mis-

cast and are mistaken for most
anything.

CLUNE’S— “Fools of Fortune” is

not so good. Marguerite de la

Motte is in the cast and would have

helped the picture a lot if they had
let her act—but they didn’t. Har-

old Lloyd in a reissue is the com-
edy.

SUPERBA—Priscilla Dean in “Un-
der Two Flags.” This was reviewed

in the October 20 issue. Now that

theater has been sold to J. W. Tait

of San Francisco and will be

turned into a high-class cafe, we
hope that Universal will not lose

Manager Noble Hearn and his as-

sistant, Jack Howard. These are

two valuable men, and should be

retained at any cost. We give cred-

it for the sale to C. L. Theuerkauf,

manager of Universal’s film ex-

change.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue
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....Flickerings From Flickerland.....

SYMPHONY—Will Rogers in “The

Headless Horseman.” This picture

is well worth seeing and a good

time killer. Rogers is good and

that is all.

GARRICK — Something they call

Cinema Vaudeville.

MASON—“Take It From Me” is A

good title. They do that sort of

thing at the box office.

EGAN’S—“The Humming Bird” is a

success. Something like twenty-one

weeks. Let Maude Fulton be your

guide.

PALAIS ROYALE—Nice place to

spend Saturday afternoon and get

stepped on. They still hand you

something in a glass with a big

price tacked on it. Music is grand.

JAHNKE’S—This underground cafe

now has five girls, two singers and

a dancer, that interrupt your danc-

ing. The orchestra is good, but

cold to their customers. Newcomers
will not come back if treated this

way.

CINDERELLA ROOF—The patent

leathers are just the same up here.

Nothing new but a couple of new
gags in the musical lines once in

awhile. The crowd is the same

—

dumb as ever. A lot of room for

you if you care to tap the hard-

wood.

COCOANUT GROVE—Kinda dead

now that Gorham’s Follies have left

for S. F. and the fog. Still, the

movie stars cling to this high-brow

hipping-it hall, or dance dive of the

high-cover charges.

THE LITTLE CLUB — Still dark.

Harry Seymour is on the “Pan” this

week with five women who have to

work for a living.

THE SHIP—Ah, now we have a

reasonable place with a reasonable

cover charge and a nice host, who
smiles your troubles away with a

knockout orchestra that can PLAY.
WEISS & KLEIN — Otto Lederer

says that the height of revenge is

to make the Sign of the Cross on

yourself while dining in a Kosher
restaurant—if you have a grudge
against the host. However, we must
say that for food that makes you
sit up and take notice, Weiss and
Klein is the only answer that we
know. of.

GREEN MILL—See the Chief of the

Fire Department about this.

WINTER GARDEN— If such a re-

vue as happens in this place of

cover charges were on Main street,

a person would think twice of pay-

ing a dime admission. And yet peo-

ple who dine must pay SO cents

cover charge to see this on Spring

street. How about having a good
revue, or none at all?

PLANTATION—Chris Mann is back

with his harmony hounds, and
from all appearances, he is drawing
the crowd best of all. The raids

have been forgotten, and since the

Green Mill has gone out, most of

us must go somewhere. We wish

that Fred Harlow would now open

a really good place. He’s the man
who can make a cafe a well worth
while place of amusement.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM — We
congratulate Roy Marshall and
Frank Crowley on the good bouts

we’ve been getting for the last few
week. They are well worth a two-

dollar seat.

CLUB ROYALE—Well, well, what’s

the matter with this resort? After

the waiter fight there recently, the

crowd has dropped off. Sunday
night, which is supposed to be a

busy night, proved to be a failure.

Eleven-thirty finds most of the

customers at home. How come?

MARCELL’S—Mali Jongg teas is the

only thing that nas taken at this

cafe. The orchestra is all O. K. and
this is becoming the society hang-
out of L. A.

VERNON—Nothing unusual out that

way. No raids of late and not a

fight that amounted to anything.

Now we must end our night life

with a final plea for reduced prices

at both cafes and theaters. Robin
Hood is not doing so well at the mati-

nees on account of the high prices.

May this serve as a lesson to the

others.

Now after we’ve had some rather

cold nights, and have been one of the

few customers in the road houses, we
must say toddle-oo and see you in

the next issue.

Joseph Brotherton, cameraman for

B. P. Schulberg’s producing forces,

engaged in making Katherine Mac-
Donald’s First National attractions,*

organized the entire company, from
Director Victor Schertzinger on down
to “prop” men, into a corps of “loca-

tion” hunters for Miss MacDonald’s
new picture, “The Scarlet Lily.” The
result is a series of the most beautiful

woodland scenes ever transferred to

the screen.
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Moving Along In Movie-Land

MABEL NORMAND
As she appears in Mack Sennett’s

“SUZANNE”
This great Comedy-Drama will have
its Premierre in the very near fu-

ture. Miss Normand is expected
back in Los Angeles within the
next few weeks.

DOT FARLEY IN
“ROB ’EM GOOD”

Dot Farley, star of many comedy
productions, will appear opposite

“Bull” Montana in Hunt Strom-

berg’s production of “Rob ’Em Good”
for Metro. Miss Farley has been

starred by Sennett, Fox and Century
and also had her own producing unit

for some time.

After several months in England,

Ernest Palmer, noted cinematog-

rapher, has returned to the Louis B.

Mayer forces to rejoin the John M.
Stahl company as chief photographer.

Among Mr. Palmer’s recent pictures

with Mr. Stahl are: “One Clear

Call,” “The Child Thou Gavest Me,”
and “The Song of Life,” all of which
were released as First National attrac-

tions.

* * *

“Light literature should never keep
one in the “dark.”

Estelle Taylor at her best.

* * *

Harry Webb says that a chap who
is thinking about pleasure all the time

must get a lot of pleasure out cf it.

IT’S IN THE AIR!

The chances of there ever being a

motion picture trust become fewer

and slimmer every day. The inde-

pendent producing field never has

suffered from a scarcity of energetic

leaders and now the population in this

particular section of the movie ranks

is increasing by leaps and bounds.

Frank E. Woods and Thompson Bu-

chanan have withdrawn from the

Paramount organization to devote all

their time to their own independent

productions. J. D. Williams has re-

signed from his high executive posi-

tion with Associated First National to

launch a new concern of his own.

Larry Semon, the popular comedian,

announces plans for building himself

a million-dollar studio and going it

without the aid of Vitagraph. And,

last but not by no means least, George

Rigas, the celebrated Grecian star,

will abandon his dramatic work in

behalf of the biggest producing com-

panies to head his own unit.

Production plans on the second of

the series of six Sam Mogi comedies

were temporarily held up while Sam
lent his services for two weeks to the

cinematographic corps at Warner
Brothers. Now, however, the Mogi
boys are at it again, and shooting on

this second reelaugh will commence
within a week. Tiny Bebe Ellen, Max
and the dog Buster will scamper their

merry way through the second two
reeler as “The Three Vagabonds.”

This story takes the trio to sunny

Spain, and Bebe Ellen promises to be

a knockout in her mantilla and Spanish

comb.H**

Mabel Ballin is starring in “Vanity

Fair.” No, this is not the sister of

Eleanor Faire.

KATHLEEN KIRKHAM
“Leading Lady”

A Complete Credit to the
Cinematic Profession

VIOLA DANA IN VISALIA

Visalia, California, will furnish the

location for several episodes of Viola

Dana’s new Metro starring picture,

“Noise in Newboro,” which Harry

Beaumont is directing. The little star

and her company of twenty members
will spend about ten days in the

northern town. Among those in the

supporting cast who made the trip

were Allan Forrest, David Butler,

Betty Francisco, Malcolm McGregor,

Alfred Allen, Bert Woodruff and Eva
Novak.

William Worthington has been down
town.

The yellow peril is here in the form

of taxis.

* * *

Rex Thorpe is directing “Black and

Gold” for John P. Mills. This is “dark

stuff.”

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs
to Order

Waving our Specialty

Toupees

Hair

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
Marcelling (Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jlepner
INC OI\PO HATED
LOS ANGELES

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.
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GEORGE EVANS
A Violinist of great ability, and crea-
tive power, who is in such constant
demand by Lovers of good Music
in Movie-Land.

FAIRLY GOOD, AL

Between scenes in his latest com-
edy Fatty Karr engaged in conver-

sation with a young film aspirant, who
was playing an “extra” part in his pic-

ture. During the conference the

young man proved well versed on

film and other subjects. Here are

some of the things he told Karr:

Monte Carlo is a movie actor.

“Bull” Montana is a western min-

ing town.

Alice Lake is one of the five Great

Lakes.

F. O. B. is a radio broadcasting

station, and
The Mexican border pays rent.

George J. Sullivan is a versatile man.

Besides being the manager of the

Queen Apartments, he handles such

boys at Leo Matlock and Steve Biss

for the square ring. Right here we
suggest that they encounter some boys
—good boys—of their own weight. Of
course, this is fisticly speaking, and for

Wad Wadhams and Frank Crowley.

* * *

Arthur K. Doe, of Cunningham
fame, does a “wow!”
When a girl is married in knickers,

we usually can tell who will wear the

pants in the family.

A WONDERFUL CAST

oO

For the screen play of “The Attic

of Felix Bavu,” the most startling

mystery drama of many New York

stage seasons, a cast is being selected

at Universal City which rivals any as-

sembly of talent in recent months.

Universal City executives realized

that few players whose popularity de-

pends mainly on their personalities and

looks could handle the roles. The
figures of Earl Carroll’s play require

actors in the final sense of the word,

so the word was sent out that only

players of the highest renown would

be considered.

The upshot is that

—

Wallace Beery, King Richard in

“Robin Hood,’’ plays Bevu.

Estelle Taylor, the screen’s most

widely heralded vamp of the day, and

Forrest Stanley handle the sym-

pathetic leading roles.

Sylvia Breamer, an actress of many
noteworthy portrayals, impersonates

the secondary feminine character.

Martha Mattox, Harry Carter, Nick

De Ruiz, a popular “heavy” of many
Universal productions, Josef Swickard

of “The Four Horsemen” and Jack

Rollens will play important parts as

well as Vera James and Pat Harmon.

The play, which was produced in the

Earl Carroll theater in New York, pic-

tures Russian revolutionary times and

is concentrated drama with mystery

tone. Albert G. Kenyon prepared the

scenario and Stuart Paton is direct-

ing.

o
Gaston Glass is one of the busest

actors in actordom nowadays. With-

in an hour after finishing his enacting

of the title role in B. P. Schulberg’s

picturization of “The Hero,” this pop-

ular exponent of romantic drama was
among those present at the starting of

work on Bennie Ziedman’s production

of the “Spider and the Rose” at the

United Studios. Gaston is the hero

in this story also. Incidently, he is

being sought for two other important

special picturers to be started within

the next thirty days. It seems to be

a case of another star’s star being

very much in the ascendancy.
* * *

Harry Carter again, and better this

time.

Women are like Monte Carlo. They
can both break men.

DON’T CROWD, GIRLS

Larry Semon wants another lead-

ing lady!

Whoa—not so fast—give ’em elbow
grease! That’s the ticket. But here’s

the drawback, girls. Semon’s idea of

a leading lady is something like this.

He wants a good girl, and he wants
her bad! She must have dark or

henna colored hair, heavy eyelashes, a

form like Venus never had, and black

eyes—nature black, not the cave man
variety. Mr. Semon’s type of an ideal

feminine lead is rather a hectic one,

and since the famous comedian and
cartoonist has decided to enlist the

services of the described beauty, it is

rumored that he will return to draw-
ing cartoons for the newspapers, using

his inspirative type of leading lady

as a “draw-back.” No, Semon did not

discharge Lucille Carlisle! he says

that she is too beautiful to be knock-

ed all over the Vitagraph lot. Yet
she will be seen as pretty as ever in

“The Agent,” Semon’s latest comedy,

which comes to Grauman’s soon.

Because of unusual talent wh(ich

she displayed while enacting a small

part in a comedy starring Fatty Karr,

Lilly Mae Wilkinson has been placed

under contract with Popular Pictures,

Inc., and will henceforth appear as

leading woman in Karr’s series of fun

films which Bruce Mitchell is direct-

ing.

STROOCKS PURE CAMEL’S
HAIR OVERCOATS — all shades

PICCADILLY
$65

an exclusive model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
WHERE HAS THIS PICTURE

BEEN FOR EIGHTEEN
MONTHS

A WORTHY TRIBUTE
HARRIS y FRANK—STETSON HATS

Thomas H. Ince yesterday issued a

Coleen Is a Discovery! in

Each Film

Colleen Moore, who has the leading

feminine role in “Slippy McGee,” the

Oliver Morosco production soon to

be released by First National, may
be said to have been definitely “dis-

covered” four times.

The first time she was “discovered"

in a Chicago hotel lobby by D. W.
Griffith. This resulted in her signing

a contract and coming to California,

where under the Griffith banner, she

portrayed various roles opposite Rob-

ert Harron and other stars, and where

she remained until Mr. Griffith left

for Europe.

She was next “discovered” by

Marshall Neilan, who gave her im-

portant roles in various pictures in-

cluding “The Lotus Eater” with John

Barrymore, and signed her on a long

term contract.

Rupert Hughes was her next “dis-

coverer” and in classic lines said to

her: “She is wax to mould and marble

to retain,” after which he gave her

the featured lead in three of his pro-

ductions: “The Wall Flower,” “The
Bitterness of Sweets” and “Come on

Over.”

Her most recent “discoverer” was
Oliver Morosco, who gave her the

leading feminine role in “Slippy Mc-
Gee” and who said of her at the con-

clusion of her work in that picture:

“She is the essence of dramatic fire.”

In “Slippy McGee,” Miss Moore
has a quaint, wistful role, peculiarly

adapted to her winsome sweetness.

Opposite Wheeler Oakman', she

brings much delightful humor and
pathos to the part of the little South-

ern girl.

Monty Banks, the popular come-
dian, has been restored to health

through a surgical operation which is

said to have been one of the truly

marvellous feats of recent times in

New York clinical circles. Monty
has just arrived in Hollywood and
seems livelier than ever. He will start

filming his next Federated comedy
within a few days.

* * *

Viola Dana is making “The Noise
in Newboro.” We can’t call this “si-

lent” drama.

statement declaring that the recent

production, “Lorna Doone” was a

Maurice Tourneur production and that

he was entitled to all credit coming to

the feature. The statement followed

the recent publication of notices which

referred to the production as a

Thomas H. Ince feature.

Ince said: “Due to the fact that

Tourneur’s magnificent adaptation of

the famous R. D. Blackmore novel was

made at my studios, I have been thor-

oughly conversant with the progress

of the picture. I have seen again and

again the finished product and believe

it to be one of the great screen

achievements.”

“To Maurice Tourneur alone be-

longs the full and complete credit for

having screened this classic. In the

realm of motion pictures I know no

one so well equipped to have filmed

the “sweetest love story ever told” as

the “poet-producer.”

“Any suggestion that I have had
any hand in this production is flattery

undeserved and not true.”

Hayford Hobbs, the well-known
English actor, has just made his first

appearance before the motion picture

camera in this country. He was en-

gaged by Marshall Neilan for the part

of the toreador in “The Strangers’

Banquet," Neilan’s first production in

association with Goldwyn.
* * *

Reggie Barker’s own story.

It was in a cafe and a certain young
chap got a little cafeteria with a

waitress, so she threw a tray at him.

No, this was not a poker game.

For a Man’s

Christmas

Gifts Come to

A Man’s Store

The Things

He Wants Most

Can Be Bought

Best In A Store

That Specializes

In the Things

Men Want.

437*443 Spring North or 5-

MANHATTAN SHIRTS FOR FALL

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Grom&n & Co.
Tkilovs

532 South Broadway
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet
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Hampton Del Ruth, one of the few

pioneer directors, has just completed

his first independently produced fea-

ture. “The Marriage Chance” has

been chosen as the releasing title. It

sounds interesting and the remarkable

cast goes further to prove that the fea-

ture is one of merit. It is 6000 feet

and the cast includes Milton Sills,

Irene Rich, Tully Marshall, Alta Al-

len (Mrs. Del Ruth), Henry Walthall,

Joseph Swickard and Laura Lavernie.

ifc * ifc

Sid Smith has decided to withdraw

from the Hallroom comedies in which

he has starred for the last several

years, according to’ current report. No
announcement has been made as to

his future plans.

* * *

“It’s no use crying over spilt milk.”

“No,” says Art Rick. “But I know
something more effective you’d cry

over.”

* * *

Dorothy Phillips is starring in “The
White Frontier.” Is this stiff shirt

stuff?

* * =1=

Lige Conley has his notice,

in the parlor, the only sensible thing

that’s said is, “Good-bye.”

^ ^ ^

William Farnum has started on

“Brass Commandments.”
Was this written by a hat check

boy?

Witzel
|

Los Angeles Leading I

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St. !

Phone 62448
j

536 South Broadway t

Phone 820414
(

6324 Hollywood Blvd.j

Holly 343 t

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

PROOF TO THE CONTRARY

As author and star of three un-

usually successful picture productions,

namely, “Don’t Doubt Your Wife,”

“When the Devil Drives,” and “When
Husbands Deceive,” Leah Baird is one

of the living refutations that picture

players belong to the “beautiful—and

dumb,” we think.

Gertrude Astor, who is the latest

famous artiste to be added to the cast

of “Alice Adams,” now in course of

production under the direction of

Rowland V. Lee, is scoring two per-

sonal triumphs simultaneously on the

New York screen. According to the

critics, she does stellar work in sup-

port of Gloria Swanson in “The Im-

possible Mrs. Bellow,” and in King

Baggott’s “The Kentucky Derby.”

^ 5»C

Dick Talmadge has just started on

“The Fire Eater.’

We call this “hot stuff” for a side-

show.

* * *

It’s all right to take a woman most

anywhere, but never seriously. Bur-

nie Durning’s own original wise-

wheeze.

* *

Some people think that golf socks

have eighteen holes in them. Ethel

Ransome pulled this one.

* * *

Katherine McElhany’s Hollywood

Hot Stuff.

Flappers say that little girls should

be seen and not heard.’ Is that why
they don’t scream any more?

OFF TO MANHATTAN

“You know me Al” and Lee Moran
will have a get together week in the

near future. Lee left November 12th

for the East where he will visit the

well-known wise-cracker, Ring Lard-
ner.

Previous to Lee’s departure, a sort

of farewell affair was given to cele-

brate C. L. Theuerkauf’s ninety-first

birthday. Besides Mr. Moran and Mr.

Theuerkauf, there were, Mr. Marshall

Lorimer, Noble Hearn and Monsieur
Griffith.

Noble Hearn and Lee Moran, be-

tween them, lost $22.00 to ye editor

in an election bet on the Wright Act.

Hugh Thompson, the handsome
leading man, was permitted to go
sixty miles an hour in his Roamer
machine the other day. It was while

the forest fire was raging in Santa

Monica Canyon recently, that the Fire

Chief’s machine broke down. Hugh
came to the rescue and raced to the

fire at break-neck speed.

* * *

One of “Lefty” Flynn’s gags.

The school boy who passes the foot-

ball seldom passes anything else.

* * *

Buck Jones is making “Pay Day.”

What is this, a double for Chaplin?

* * *

Clara Horton must have said that

she’d die for the movies. You know
she dyed her hair the other day.

^

Alice Brady is working on “The
Leopardess.” This picture will prob-

ably be “spotty.”

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere,
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS
|

WONDERS NEVER CEASE

Despite the skeptics, this is the age

of miracles, and we have another proof

of this statement in Dorothy Phillips’

next vehicle, “The White Frontier,”

in which she will be directed, of

course, by her husband, Allen Holu-

bar. This is his second production in

the present contract with Associated

First National Pictures, Incorporated.

“The White Frontier” is very largely

located in the Canadian Northwest

—

and there is not a single redcoated

policeman in the cast, even as an extra.

The host of admirers of Miss

Phillips’ talents as an actress, and of

Holubar’s standing as a producer-di-

rector, will find other causes for self-

congratulation in this story. In the

role of Yvonne, Miss Phillips will, it

is predicted, reach dramatic heights

surpassing even her own brilliant per-

formances in previous photoplays.

"The White Frontier” is a story of the

maladministration of justice and its

final righting in a series of highly

dramatic episodes.

Some of the scenes for this produc-

tion will be filmed in the city of Mon-
treal and in the heart of the Canadian
forest, but the majority of the outdoor

work will be done around Truckee,

California.

At this writing, the entire support-

ing cast for Miss Phillips has not yet

been selected. Lewis Dayton will play

the lead; two other important players

in the company will be William A.

Orlamond, the well-known character

actor who worked with Holubar in

"Broken Chains,” and Ynez Seabury,
who returns to the screen after seven

years. Miss Seabury will be recalled

as a famous player of child roles, hav-
ing made an especial hit as Little Hal
in “The Squaw Man” with William
Faversham. Associated with Holubar
will be Harold Bucquet, assistant di-

rector, Byron Haskins, chief cinema-
tographer, Frank Kesson, second
cameraman and Gordon Jennings as-

sistant.

William Duncan has been peeking
again.

Women are wearing fewer clothes

than they did years ago, but they are

always careful just how they put them
on. They have to be.

JUDGE NOT!

The light of friendship shone within,

Tho’ rare—if ever seen!

His genial warmth was hid behind

A mask of solemn mein.

Men named him sullen, stern or

proud.

Or thought him too reserved,

Like the hasty, they prejudged

With stigmas undeserved.

Had they but known him, as I did

,

Mayhap they’d felt abased!

Tis thus a man can be maligned,

Whose heart is not appraised.

Were they aware the man they

shunned,

Could suffer for a Friend

?

Could lose the wealth .of Love and
Youth,

With none to e’en defend!

Should from the ken of all be lost

In truth! mourned for as dead!

Whilst he, in shame was buried in

An abyss far more dread

?

Ah no! those lines which marred his

face,

Were stamps of pain and care!

They falsified the sterling worth
That once had been writ there.

—By Marshall Lorimer.

In the cast of “When Civilization

Failed,’’ the first of the Leah Baird

special productions, with Miss Baird

will be seen Tom Santchi, Alec B.

Francis, Richard Tucker, Walter Mc-
Grail, Bobby Bolder and Ruth
Mitchell. With the camera work just

completed at the Ince studio, the film

is now in the process of cutting.

May McAvoy is making “News” at

Ince’s. It’s a cinch there’s no press

agent in this.

LOUISE LORRAINE
Who is playing the Feminine Lead

in a Universal Serial Feature

—

“The Oregon Trail”

SHE CAN RIDE

Little Peggy Cartwright, who has

just completed a dancing act over

the Orpheum circuit, has been en-

gaged by Clarence Bricker to play the

part of “Lady Marion” in Frankie

Lee’s latest picture, “Robinhood, Jr.”

Peggy is an excellent horseback rid-

er, having won two silver loving cups

at Ambassador Horse Shows and one

at the Ventura show. In “Robinhood,

Jr.,” she gives an interesting demon-
stration of her skill on the saddle.

Clara K. Young is working on “The
Woman of Bronze.”

This is “weighty” story that should

bring in a lot of tin.

“I had a perfectly ripping time.”

“Yeh, I heard it was tear-able.”

Margaret Whistler’s latest ditty for

dummies.
^

If time flies, then one must be a fast

bird to be up-to-date. We give Harry

Garscn credit for this.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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TULLY “SHOOTS”
“TRILBY” IN PARIS

Richard Walton Tully sailed a few

weeks ago for a short trip abroad. In

Paris he is shooting a number of

scenes for his next motion picture pro-

duction, which is a screen version of

Du Maurier’s novel, “Trilby.” As in

the case of “The Masquerader” and

“Omar, the Tentmaker,” Tully will

again star Guy Bates Post, his role in

“Trilby” naturally being the fascinat-

ing Svengali. James Young is again

the director. Tully will also superin-

tend the presentation on the legitimate

stage of his play, “The Bird of Para-

dise,” which has never been seen in

the French capital.

In London Tully was on hand for

the premiere in that city of the screen

version of the “Masquerader,” which

occurred early this month. He will

also completed arrangements, which

was practically consummated by

cable, for the production of “The Mas-
querader” on the legitimate stage in

London.

Tully was accompanied by Mrs.

Tuly and their daughter, Maya. Upon
his return to this country about De-

cember 1st he will come to Los An-

geles to finish the production of

“Trilby.”

MABEL NORMAND’S BIRTHDAY

The fascinating little star of Mack
Sennett’s “Molly O” and the more
recently completed production of

“Suzanna,” Mabel Normand had a duo

reason for celebrating Armistice Day,

November 11th, because it was also

her birthday.

Unfortunately for many of Miss

Normand’s friends, the occasion was
celebrated in New York City, where

the piquant First Natonal star is visit-

ing with her mother and father since

her return from Europe and a lengthy

vacation following her work on her

latest starring vehicle, “Suzanna.”

Jackie Coogan is now hard at work
on a successor to his “Oliver Twist.”

That even Jackie will have difficulty

in following so great a success as

“Oliver Twist” is conceded and the

result is that a cast of stellar import-

ance and a story of universal appeal

are selected.

THE RIGHT IDEA

His father is a millionaire.

He could have had all the rough

places removed from life’s rocky road.

He could have become manager of a

big business, already built up through

years of industry.

But

—

He preferred to carve his own niche

in the world.

He preferred hard work and accom-

plishment by his own effort and initia-

tive.

He preferred to act rather than to

preside over a big business. So Mal-

colm McGregor, twenty-six years old,

son of Austin H. McGregor, million-

aire clothing manufacturer of Newark,

N. J., went to Hollywood and stormed

the mighty gates of moviedom. For

two years he worked as an extra man
at $7.50 a day—when he worked. If

he didn’t gave an engagement he

didn’t get paid. He managed some-

how to support his wife and baby

daughter.

Now his efforts have been reward-

ed. He has the leading male role in

“Broken Chains,” the picture which

won the $10,000 prize in a scenario

contest and which has been produced

by Goldwyn.

McGregor is good looking, a good

actor and a regular fellow. The critics

predict that he will go far.

The place to find your girl, says

Jean Calhoun, is in the barber shop.

They are “bobbing” up everywhere

now.

NEW HARRY CAREY PLAY,
“CANYON OF THE FOOLS,”
PUT INTO PRODUCTION AT
THE WEST COAST STUDIOS

Val Paul has started directing

Harry Carey at the Powers studios in

“Canyon of the Fools,” Carey’s fourth

starring vehicle for F. B. O. The
story is an adaptation of Richard

Mathews Hallett’s popular story of

the same name, which appeared in the

Saturday Evening Post.

Carey never had a story more

ideally suited to him than the rapid-

fire melodramatic theme in “Canyon

of the Fools.” He had remarkably

good stories in “Good Men and True,”

“The Kickback,” and “The One
Man,” but in “Canyon of the Fools”

he believes that he has even greater

opportunities for enacting a breezy,

distinctive western role than ever

before.

A machine gun duel and the crush-

ing of a big dam, causing a big rush

of water to flood the camp, during

which time Carey makes a heroic res-

cue, are included in the many spec-

tacular features which make “Canyon

of the Fools” the most rapidly mov-
ing production Carey has ever made.

Through the tempestuous and dra-

matic episodes runs a beautiful and

appealing triangular love story.

The charming M*. guerite Clayton

plays the leading feminine role oppo-

site Carey, with Carmen Arselle cast

in the role of the “lady heavy.” The
balance of the cast includes Fred

Stanton, Joseph Harris, Jack Curtis,

Charles J. Le Moyne, Vester Pegg,

Murdock MacQuarrie and Mignonne

Golden. The screen adaptation was
made by John W. Grey. William

Thornley and Robert DeGrasse are

behind the cameras.

Last week on Broadway by Louis

Gasnier.

“Clarence” had “One Week of Love”

“When Knighthood Was in Flower.”

“The Champion” and “Lady Billy”

found “The Headless Horseman”
among “Shattered Idols.” “The Hum-
ming Bird” with “Silver Wings” was
in “The Sin Flood.” “Robin Hood” in

“Another Man’s Shoes” went to “Dr.

Jack” and “Loma Doone.” “Abie’s

Irish Rose” is certainly “The Eternal

Flame” and no “Kick Back.”



UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

Mabel Julienne Scott, excellent emo-

tional artist of such big screen suc-

cesses as “No Woman Knows,” who

just completed the dominating role in

“The Power of a Lie,” will appear in

the leading feminine role of “The

Abysmal Brute,” which Universal will

film with an all-star cast headed by

Reginald Denny.

Hobart Henley directs, and the qual-

ity of “The Flirt,” the screen version

he directed of Booth Tarkington’s

novel, warrants belief that “The
Abysmal Brute” will be well handled.

Perhaps there never has been a more
varied program of production at Uni-

versal City.

In “The Madonna of Avenue ‘A’,”

which King Baggot is directing with

Gladys Walton, some of the principal

scenes are laid in a Southern village.

In “Around the World in Eighteen

Days,” a chapter play starring William
Desmond, the locale encircles the

world in a kaleidescope whirl. One
episode is laid in Stamboul, city of

romance and mystery. One almost
expects to hear the clear call of the

muezzin from the spires of the

mosques. Picturesque scenes in the

Sahara desert form the background
for other scenes.

The eye jumps to Magdalena Bay in

“The Exploits of Yorke Norrey,’’

which Duke Worne is directing with

Roy Stewart. Thrilling encounters
between Stewart and smugglers occur
in the George Bronson Howard

»

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in
the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium
El Centro^ Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

stories. In the same chapter the

scene shifts to offices of the Secretary

of State at Sacramento.

* * *

Mountain scenes with all the lure

of wooded valleys and distant peaks

form the setting for Jack London’s

“The Abysmal Brute,” which Hobart
Henley is directing with Reginald

Denny.
* * * 0 O

In “Merry Go Round,” which Rupert

Julian is directing with an all-star cast,

including Mary Philbin, Norman
Kerry, Dale Fuller and others, the

atmospheer is Vienna. At Universal

City has been constructed a set dupli-

cating a street in the Prater, the

amusement park district of the old

world capital.

* * *

From brilliant scenes of a fashion-

able New York drawing room in “The
Social Buccaneer,” in which Jack Mul-

hall is playing under the direction of

Robert F. Hill, one is transported to

an entirely mythical land pictured by
colorful sets for “Prisoners,” a film

version of the George Barr McCutch-
eon novel, “Castle Craneycrow.” It is

lad in a mythical kingdom in the same
general district of the author’s geo-

graphical imagination as the famous
“Graustark” stories. Jack Conway is

directing Herbert Rawlinson in the

picture.

* * *

The lights and shadows of a great

American city furnish the background
for “The Ghost Patrol,” which Nat
Ross has directed with an all-star

cast. Settings of old Spain are the

locale for “Alias Sebastino,” starring

Edward (Hoot) Gibson.

FIRST NATIONAL NOTES

Allen Holubar and his company of

players, including Dorothy Phillips,

star of “The White Frontier,” left Los
Angeles last Wednesday, en route to

the high Sierra location which will be
the locale for the outdoor scenes of

this attraction.

* *

Maurice Tourneur announces that

production on “The Isle of Dead
Ships” will begin next week. Anna
Q. Nillson and Milton Sills will play

the leading roles in the picturization

of Crittendon Marriott’s wierd and

fascinating tale.

* =£

While vivacious Constance Tal-

madge is disporting herself on a big

ocean liner bound for America, en-

wrapped in the intricacies of shuffle-

board, John Emerson and Anita Loos

are busily engaged in preparing the

continuity for her next screen vehicle.

It is probable that Mr. Emerson and

Miss Loos will accompany Connie

Westward, employing the travel time

to go over the story with her.

* * *

“Refuge,” Katherine MacDonald’s

eleventh production under her present

contract with First National Pictures,

was begun last Monday. The story

is an “original” by Lois Zellner and

is being directed by Victor Schert-

zinger. According to present sched-

ule, the picture will be completed on

Christmas Eve.

SQUIBS FROM POWERS’ LOT
When Mrs. Carter De Haven told

her husband in “Baby Ben,” the De
Havens’ seventh comedy for F. B. O.

release, that she would soon have

something in the house that would
make him get up early in the morn-
ing, De Haven thought she made ref-

erence to a new baby. But she was
thinking of a new alarm clock she in-

tended to purchase. This is the basis

of a plot that develops many laugh-

provoking situations, making “Baby
Ben” one of the best comedies De
Haven ever made, it is claimed.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre I Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

;an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit I

Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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HERE’S A STRANGE NOTION

When asked who was writing the

continuity for “Vanity Fair,” which he

will produce for Goldwyn release,

Hugo Ballin replied that William

Makepeace Thackeray would perform

that task. He also gave the same an-

swer when asked who would write

the sub-titles. Mr. Ballin cherishes

the notion that the authors of the clas-

sics knew what they were about when
they wrote their books and that some
attention should be paid to their ideas.

Gladys Brockwell says that the fel-

lows are treating the girls to hair bobs

now. This is a “cutting” remark.
* * *

Dale Fuller’s goodly advice.

Admitting your error is no mistake.

* ^ %

Willard Mack is appearing in “Red
Bulldogs.” Probably the idea was re-

ceived after engaging a bootlegger.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

MACK SENNETT
WOULD NEVER FILM

His scenario editor, John Grey, be-

ing chased across the big comedy lot

by one of the bears which left a set

without permission. The next after-

noon when they located Mr. Grey he

was all out of breath.

* *

Phyllis Haver in her cover-alls, su-

pervising landscape gardening and
herself trimming hedges on the beau-

tiful grounds about her West Holly-

wood home.
* * * o 0

Mabel Normand giving orders to a

brigade of modistes and milliners, back
in the big village of New York, to

insure for herself a plenteous ward-
robe to fulfill her studio and social

activities following her return to Cali-

fornia.

* :js

F. Richard—more favorably known
as Dick—Jones, production manager,
burning the midnight oil with Rex
Taylor, Mell Brown and Bernie Mc-
Conville, of the scenario staff, while

whipping into shape the stories for

Mabel’s and Phyllis’ next starring

vehicles.

Max Linder, the celebrated French
comedy star, is due to arrive in New
York from Paris the latter part of

next week. After attending to his

many film business affairs in Gotham
for a couple of weeks, he will hurry

to Hollywood, where he will soon
start his successor to “The Three-

Must-Get-Theirs.”
* * *

Shirley Mason’s Pare A. Graf.

Wonder what the “long hairs” are

sayiny about bobbed hair?

* * *

Daniel Cavanaugh’s beauty secret.

Being embarrassed will always add
a touch of color to your cheeks.

JACK COOPER
The English Comedian who shortly
expects to blossom forth in a new
series of “Two-Reelers.”

NEW MEMBERS
ADDED TO CAST

Frank Campeau and Victor Potel

have been added to the cast of the

Selznick special production, “One
Dollar Down,” which is near comple-

tion at the United Studio under the

direction of Victor Heerman. Owen
Moore and Alice Lake have the lead-

ing roles in the picture, which is

rapidly nearing completion.

Dr. James F. Holleran is now vice-

president of the Popular Picture Corp.

This is a new company and was form-

erly known as T. R. Coffin Produc-

tions and Clarence Bricker Produc-

tions. T. R. Coffin is now president

of the concern.

If Dr. James F. Holleran is back of

this concern, and if he puts just half

the sincerity in it that he does with

his medical work, then they’ll succeed

most famously.
* * *

Tony Moreno’s Jay Oke.

The weather and a prize fighter are

like a theater program. Both are sub-

ject to change without notice.
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Hand-Outs Along the R.ialto

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

MOVIE STARS AND THEIR
DOGS

Motion picture people were splen-

didly represented by their favorite

canine champions and near cham-

pions and their trophies at the Holly-

wood Dog Show November 17 and

18, according to A1 Christie,' chair-

man of the cup committee.

Of the 188 trophies, more than a

hundred are silver cups, a large num-

ber of them having been donated by

prominent motion picture people. The
list of the film industry’s trophies

reads like the social register of movie-

dom:
Cups were awarded by Jesse L.

Lasky, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fair-

banks, Harold Lloyd, Thomas H.

Ince, Lee Moran, Richard Dix, Mae
Murray, Neal Burns, Bobby Vernon,

William Horsley, William Seiter,

Harold Beaudine, Billy Worthington,

Jr., Charles H. Christie, A1 Christie,

David Kirkland, Scott Sidney, Irving

Thalberg, Dorothy Devore, Lloyd

Hamilton, Stuart Paton, Hobart

Henly, Marshall Neilan, Claire Wind-
sor, Abe Stern, Jack White, Noel

Smith, Harry Pollard, Hallroom
Boys, Fred L. Porter, Charles Ray,

Frank Mayo, George Stewart, Hoot
Gibson, Jackie Coogan, May McAvoy
and Herbert Rawlinson.

Owing to the fact that Larry Semon
Comedies have been booked for the

Grauman theatres, that well-liked

comedian is about to build his own
studio and make his own productions.

“EVERYONE’S DOING IT”

0
Johnnie Walker, one of the fore-

most juveniles of the screen, who was
recently elevated to stardom by the

Robertson-Cole organization, now
makes his debut as a producer.

Mr. Walker has just secured screen

rights to H. C. Witwer’s “Fourth

Musketeer,” which appeared in the

September issue of the Cosmopolitan

Magazine, as the vehicle for his ini-

tial producing venture.

The same organization which sur-

rounded Mr. Walker in the filming of

his recently completed R-C produc-

tion, “Captain Fly-by-Night,” will be

retained as a permanent unit. This

includes William Kerrigan Howard as

director and Lucien Andriot as cine-

matographer.

In the line of the usual Witwer
trend, “The Fourth Musketeer” will

be a story of sporting life. One of

the big episodes in the play, accord-

ing to Witwer, is based on an actual

incident in the career of Bob Fitz-

simmons.

Arrangements have been made by
the Walker organization to stage the

big fight scene of the picture at the

American Legion stadium in Holly-

wood. O
The Film Booking Offices of Amer-

ica, Inc., will distribute the new
Walker Productions.

Those who believe all actors are

spend-thrifts are commended to Lloyd

Hughes, Mary Pickford’s leading man
in her new “Tess of the Storm Coun-

try,’’ and many other stars’ leading

man in other important photoplays.

Lloyd has kept books on himself and

those books show that he has saved

a good percentage out of every pay-

check he has received since entering

motion pictures some eight years ago.

Miss Elsa Granger has an actual

happening for us this week.

“Gee, I met a keen woman in Holly-

wood the other night.”

“That so?”

One- day later.

“Saw Lorna Doone last night.”

“Is that the girl in Hollywood?’
* * *

Lloyd Hamilton hands us a laugh.

A young chap’s wife dyed her hair

while he was in town.

He came home in the evening and
thought she was the maid.

So he kissed her.

HE IS SELDOM IDLE

Wallace Worsley, who recently

completed the direction of Leah Baird

in the first of her three special pro-

ductions, is now engaged in directing

Jack Holt on the Lasky lot.

This has been the busiest summer
and fall of Director Worsley’s career,

according to reports coming out of

Hollywood. He has also held the

megaphone on “When Husbands De-
ceive,” starring Miss Baird; “Rags to

Riches,” starring Wesley Barry;

“Enter Madame,” with Clara Kimball

Young—all during the past summer.
Some record!

His specialty of strong, tense melo-

drama direction was demonstrated to

a high degree in “The Penalty,” with

Lon Chaney. His success with that

type of story, it is reported, was one

of the outstanding reasons why he

was selected for the responsible posi-

tion of director for the first Leah
Baird “special.”

THE FINEST
Is none too good!

And the BEST People
Know the good quality of

“Ragtime” Chocolates

Ethel Broadhurst
Is a Keen Judge

And She Eats Them.

C. C. BROWN CANDY CO.
Los Angeles - California

621 South Olive Street
’Phone Broadway 1610
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Using the English expression: Wom-
en are going dotty over Valentino,

hence a lot of periods are going to

waste with the ladies, suggested by

Gus, at the California Cafe.

* * *

Kathrine M. Johnstone says that

many married men end by being foot

warmers.
* * *

“Isn’t there a little Jewish in you?”

“You are right—there is a little Jew
in me,” said the married lady. Fairly

clever. Finis. Ole Chap.
* *

I’m in love with a nice little filly,

Now isn’t this awfully silly?

She’s cock-eyed and wise

—

But who cares for her eyes,

When she has other charms—Willy-

Nilly.

By M. L.

* * *

A woman doesn’t need a back to lie

on. Just give her a subject and she’ll

lie comfortably! Harvey Gates is still

there.

* * *

Harvey Gates is calling the wise-

crackers’ attention. If someone wrote
“the unwritten law,” would that make
thirty-seven dramatic situations?

DOROTHY MORGAN
A Clever Child Actress

Bebe Daniels is finishing “The
World’s Applause.” This ought to

bring an encore.

* * *

Myrtle Stedman says that some
women don’t take time to wrap their

husbands around the little fingers any
more.

* =fc *

Vin Moore at his best this week.

The woman hater of yesterday is mar-

ried today.

* * *

A little advice by Anthony McCar-
thy. Buy German marks; they are

cheaper than coal.

* * *

A woman doesn’t like you for what’s

in you—but what’s on you.
* * *

A fisherman is possessed of lie-abil-

ity remarks Jack Mower.
* * *

Norman Taurog disgorges the fol-

lowing: The road of joy is more tra-

versed by a single person.

* * *

How many corks recall their pops?

asks Dustin Farnum.
* * *

“The ships that pass in the night”

are on their way to “wet” lands says

W. Emile.
* * *

Local paper states that extras do
not go well in Hollywood. So we’ve

noticed, says Gladys Walton.

The spirit is so good in a hospital

that the nurses hate to “pan” their

patients. This from Frank Urson.

* * *
Max Linder was the first star the

screen developed.

H* •fc H*

Muriel Frances Dana is the latest

child artist to become a star.

* * *

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-

ford will each spend a million dollars

on their next film productions, to be

started early in the new year.

* * *

Sid Smith and Lon Chaney are both

sons of deaf-and-dumb parents. Sid

is one of the premier comedians of

the screen and Lon is one of the fore-

most dramatic actors.

* * *

Helene Chadwick is planning a

vacation in Europe during 1923.

* * *

Rupert Julian
—“Do you know what

you’re going to do?”

Charlie Sullivan
—“We don’t know

what we’re going to do, but I’ve told

them.”

This happened while filming “Merry-

Go-Round.”
* * *

Gordon Hollingshead is assisting

Tod Browning in “Drifting.” Gordon
is a good boy and may some day—we
hope—have a company of his own.

* * *

Eddie Souder has left Rupert Julian

and will assist Harry Pollard. Here is

another boy who will be shouting

through a megaphone in his own right

some day soon.

* * *

A man I know still thinks that the

Volstead Act will be at the Orpheum
next week exclaimed Myrtle Stedman.

* * *

A young married couple they are,

Of course for a while they’ll go far;

Along the Love Lanes

With pleasure and pains,

Until she insists on a car.

—M. L.

* * *

Is it humanly possible to assemble

one’s thoughts to a natural coherancy,

when a pair of beautiful eyes are try-

ing to out-stare you? Bert Lytell asks

this.

* * *

A girl’s first engagement ring gets

her in the habit of Crystal gazing, says

Neal Hart.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP”
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

V >

HOGGING THE LIME LIGHT

Louise Fazenda, who is being fea-

tured in a two reel comedy for Educa-

tional, under production at the United

Studios, was leaving the set the other

evening and thinking of a pleasant

evening ahead, when “Rosy,” assistant

director halted her, full of apologies.

“Awful sorry, Louise, when you’ve

had such a hard day, but we’ll have to

shoot tonight,” he began. “You see

we’ve been waiting all this time for the

pigs and they’re getting bigger every

day. We can’t lose another minute or

they’ll be porkers. See what I mean?”

Louise saw, but she is also wonder-

ing why the “gag” didn’t call for big

pigs, that could keep on growing! Bob

Kerr is directing this comedy.

Betty Compson and her company of

supporting players returned to Holly-

wood from Hawaii last Saturday after

a five-week sojourn on the islands,

where most of the scenes for her

latest Paramount picture, “The White

Flower,” were filmed. Leon Bary,

the villain in the story, is authority

for the statement that they know more

about prohibition in Honolulu than

they do in Southern California. “In

fact, the only thing that’s ‘wet’ around

that burg is the Pacific ocean,” he

says.

* * *

Women are dyeing their pets to

match their gowns. This ought to

make a colorful press agent story.

Jack White thought of this.

* * *

Frank Good’s good again.

A good girl must draw the line

somewhere. So she does with her eye-

brows.

THE TARDY REWARD

By Marshall Lorimer.

Dear heart, we meet again at last

;

Long years have rolled betwixt us,

since we parted,

We now can see the retrospect of

the past,

From where uor tribulation started.

We knew not what the future held,

Nor did we know as days were

speeding,

That fate our dormant love expelled,

Before kind Providence unveiled its

reading.

Then when we saw our castles fall,

And watched with grief our special

idols broken.

Through Faith we knew the greatest

spoil of all

Was ours, and in our hearts the

token

That was the solace of the years.

When friends and wealth, alike
levanted ;

We knew that, though we sowed in

tears,

We would enjoy the fruits our youth

had planted.

And now the glimmer of the dawn—
That golden dawn, for which we

had prayed nightly.

Has come! the clouds of darkness

are withdrawn

And there, behold the sun shines

brightly! *

Our patience has outworn the fault,

Gone the despair which was be-

numbing

Our souls; the high clear vault

Reflects but dimly what bright days

are coming.

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress

A WHALE OF A FISH STORY

Malcolm McGregor, who has one

of the leading male roles in the Metro
screen version of “All the Brothers

Were Valiant,” which Irvin Willat is

directing, was explaining to Billie

Dove, who enacts the chief feminine

part, the habits of wnales.

“Whales have very poor eyesight

but are unusually sensitive to sound,”

said Mr. McGregor. “They can hear

the revolving propellor of a steam-

ship at a distance of twelve miles.”

“That,” declared Miss Dove, “is

what I’d call a whale of a fish story.”

Hallowe’en was certainly the old

maid’s chance—and a young man’s
disillusion.

A bit of truth by Edith Johnson.
* * *

Mr. C. Anthony, manager of the

Arrowhead Spring Co., has his usual

joke.

“This is an ill day for bad boys.”

“How come?”
“There is a spanking breeze.”

* * *
The girl: “I’m awfully glad you’re

frank.”

The boy: ‘I’m not guilty; my name
is Tommy.”
Leonard Clapham does do the deep

stuff.

* * *

Pauline Toler, who will make her

debut on the screen in Rupert Hughes’
“The Bitterness of Sweets,” aban-
doned a successful career as a stage

dancer to battle her way to success in

the silent drama.

BROWN ^CALDWELL
ND LADD
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

HOW OLD ARE YOU?

Thomas H. Ince celebrated a birth-

day last Thursday, in honor of which

all the motion picture celebrities who
are working on or have recently com-

pleted work in any of the Ince pro-

ductions, organized a monster lunch-

eon party.

With John Griffith Wray and Lam-
bert Hillyer directing; Colleen Moore,

May McAvoy, Frank Keenan, Madge
Bellamy, Milton Sills, Lloyd Hughes,

Marguerite de la Motte and Douglas

MacLean heading the all-star commit-

tee, Ince played the lead in an im-

posing fete day scene.

Marguerite de la Motte featured in

“What a Wife Learned,” a forthcom-

ing Ince production, was cast by

Horace Williams, the Ince casting di-

rector, for the birthday speech. Madge
Bellamy, wearing her “Lorna Doone”

court costume, blew the first candle on

the big birthday cake which was spe-

cially baked for the occasion. Col-

leen Moore, who is being featured in

Frank Borzage’s production of “The
Nth Commandment,” cut the cake,

while Gene Stratton Porter, who has

just completed the production of an

adaptation of her first novel, “Michael

O’Halloran,” presented the slice.

Douglas MacLean and Lloyd
Hughes gave a duet, which Wray and

Frank Keenan directed simultane-

ously, each according to his own idea.

The cake was big enough for every-

one on the lot to have a generous slice

with enough left over for the “birth-

day guest” to take home as a souvenir

of the occasion.

The producer did not admit which

birthday had overtaken him.

William Courtright, the veteran

character actor, does some of the best

acting in his career in “Knight in

Gale,” H. C. Witwer’s second of a se-

ries of well-known “Fighting Blood”

short stories he is writing for Col-

lier’s Weekly and which Mai St. Clair

is producing for F. B. O. release. As
the penurious village druggist who
doesn’t think any more of a dollar

than he does of his right eye, Court-

right accomplishes a bit of character

drawing that seems like a page of

real life.

BEN TURPIN IN HOSPITAL

No, no, no! It isn’t anything at all.

Nothing to worry about. Just a

minor, though necessary operation. It

won’t even interfere with his work.

Ben Turpin, taking advantage of

the time afforded before starting on
another Mack Sennett comedy, has

conscripted a good-looking nurse and
a private room in the California Hos-
pital.

Though he won’t be doing his well-

known “one hundred and eights’’ and
other twists and flops, Ben will exer-

cise his orbs by gazing at the floral

offerings sent by sympathetic friends.

Edith Roberts, one of the stars in

John M. Stahl’s latest Louis B. Mayer-
First National attraction, “The Dan-
gerous Age,” has left for New York
to play the lead in “Backbone,” a

Carence Buddington Kelland story

now running in the Saturday Evening
Post which Distinctive Pictures Cor-

poration will produce. It is reported

that Edward Sloman will direct the

picture.

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something

to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTHWATOUVE

B.21OT&S CO.



THE AWAKENING OF MARION MURRAY
(Continued from second cover page)

had finished. Now a tear slowly coursed down her cheek. At sight of it his face softened, and he
smiled at her.

“Had you ever though of it that way?” he asked.
Marion shook her head. “No,” she answered, “I hadn’t. It’s like Lucy. She’s like that—and I

always called her a stick. She does all the things you say, doctor—her brother died of tuberculosis

—

but she’s never been sick.” Now tears filled both eyes and her mouth began to tremble. “Oh, I feel

so mean,” she said,
—“so mean. Mother warned me so often—and now she has to do all this work for

me—and I’m not making any money—Oh, doctor, I feel so terribly mean.”
But the old family friend was his cheerful self again. “There, there,” he said, heartily, giving her

hand a fatherly squeeze. “No need to worry about it, you know. Just so long as you remember to
mend your way after you get well, that’s all. You know, there are millions of men and women in this

country who are donig the same sort of thing you did—undermining their health in one way or
another?”

Here Marion interrupted. “Are there?” she exclaimed, her eyes large and bright. “Doctor, isn’t

there some way of telling them how to live right— 1 mean about eating and sleeping and getting exer-
cise and all—isn’t there?”

“Oh, yes,” replied the doctor, “and it is being done—every day—in factories and homes and schools

—

people everywhere are being taught how to prevent disease.”

“Are they—really?” whispered Marion. “How?”
“Why, there are thousands of workers engaged in anti-tuberculosis work. They’ve been at it for

years—since 1904. They’ve been instrumental in reducing the death-rate from tuberculosis exactly one-
half in that time!”

“But that’s wonderful!” breathed Marion. “Oh, I wish I—how I’d love to help!”
For several seconds the doctor had been industriously searching for something in his overcoat

pocket. Now he produced a large sheet of paper, consisting of a number of small stamps separated
from each other by perforations. “You CAN be a tuberculosis worker,” he laughed; “you can help
right now! You see, every one of these little stickers helps to pay for the continuance of the anti-

tuberculosis campaign, and every one you and your friends buy will help some patient to get well or
to keep some careless person,” he winked significantly, “from contracting the disease. How about
that?”

“Give them to me,” cried Marion. “Give me all of them !”

“Good for you!” the doctor laughed, placing the sheet in her hands. “Fine! As for me,” he added,
picking up his hat, “I’ll stop my flivver at the corner druggist’s where they have some more.”

CUNNINGHAM MOTOR CARS
“Built to Maintain a Reputation of Over Eighty Years”

THE CUNNINGHAM CAR AGENCY
1737 Jackson Street, San Francisco 1925 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles



JAMES “JIMMY” AUBREY
VITAGRAPH COMEDIAN

It is a well known fact that within the past three years, Comedians whose names conjured laughs
aplenty, have gone into popular indifference, which is proof conclusive that the Public is tired of
slap-stick methods. During the zenith of these comic contortions, Jimmie Aubrey stuck to his own con-
ception of how to please the Public, and the latter are even more pronouncedly in favor of this Come-
dian’s methods today, as previous yesterdays. Mr. As brey’s idea is to give a story;- and to carry it

forward in as droll a manner as possible. That he -> successful is evidenced by the continual demand
for Aubrey Comedies from the leading Exhibitors throughout the World. These Exhibitors are the
People who feel the pulse of Public demand.
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MR. PELL TRENTON
LEADING MAN

Mr. Trenton, who is recognised as one of Cinema’s most popular citizens, has returned to Hol-
lywood after completing a tour of the world.



Nazimova’s “Salome”
By WALTER ANTHONY

There are many items of difference between the “popular” conception of the character of Salome,

princess of Judea, and the idea that Madame Nazimova entertains concerning this capricious and
enigmatic figure whose place in history has been indicated but not assigned in Biblical narrative.

Mme. Nazimova prefers to believe in the spiritual impulses of Salome than in the fleshly, and is

not without reason in her contentions.

“At least,” says the Russian star, who is soon to be seen in a visualization of her Salome con-

cepts, “at least there is nothing to contradict my notions, and since they please me and I find them
not illogical, 1 shall continue to support them and have done my best to manifest them on the screen.

^The result, in any event, is certainly more wholesome than are the impressions many readers

insist on imposing on the story, particularly the Oscar Wilde story.

“On hearing the voice of John the Baptist crying denunciation from the ancient cistern wherein

he has been imprisoned by Herod—and whether he was put there as punishment or as an act of kind-

ness, is certainly debatable—Salome is thrilled. It is a thrill of spiritual significance. For the first

time in all her young life this daughter of an evil epoch and a worse mother, catches a ‘glimpse’ of

spiritual things; into her consciousness there comes an initial impulse towards righteousness.

“The men about her are obnoxious; they cannot even look upon her decently. She loathes them
all. Even the Syrian whose approach is of all the most respectful and decorous, is of his times and

his love is tempered with the alloy of lust.

“But here, in the voice from the old well, is a spiritual utterance; it denotes a man different in

kind from all she had ever encountered. Here was a new experience in the life of Salome and

she was strangely stirred and fascinated.

“It has been said of Salome that ‘hitherto she had triumphed over her love.’ She had never

given it even in thought to any man. She was as chaste in thought as in deed. She leaves the

banquet hall and the hateful Herod in order to breathe deeply the clean air of night and gaze on

the white moon.

“Blending as with the night is the night’s message; not from the moon which has been tbe ob-

ject of the attention of the soldiers, but from beneath her feet from the depths of the well whence
flows the waters of a living truth.

“Salome would speak to this man whose Jeremiah-like shoutings have aroused, if not the con-

science, the ire of her mother. Salome doesn’t care what he says about Herodias, for nothing in

his words enlightens her—she knows without his promptings how vicious and evil is the woman
who is her mother, and the Prophet but indifferently expresses that which she, Salome, already

knows from unhappy, bitter experience. She wants to see the man whose disembodied voice has such

power to move and thrill her. If she proceeds ruthlessly to accomplish her wishes, it is merely that

in this, she is typical

—

she reverts to type. The imperious daughter of an aristocracy and Princess

of Judea, backed by the authority of Rome, takes obedience and the sacrifice of others as uncon-

cernedly as a modern woman accepts the paid-for sacrifices of those that do the toilsome, sordid, yet

necessary work of the world.

“She wishes it; therefore it is. Nothing in this attracts even the passing of the slightest cloud

of doubt in the mind of Salome. She would speak with this strange man; therefore she does.

“It is doubtful if the Prophet was placed in the well as a means of suppressing his denunciatory

attacks on Herodias. There are many—and I am one of them—who believe that Herod, moved by

vague impulses and stirred by strange, perhaps superstitious suggestions, placed John the Baptist in

the cistern and under the guard of his soldiers to protect him from the controversial crowd of his

own people, many of whom sought his death, clamored for it and finally rejoiced in it.

“But the love of human for human, however it may reflect the divinity that is in us, does not

fail to reflect also the ‘human’ that is in us, and Salome, spurned by the only man who had ever

awakened her heart, is filled with a sullen, violent rage. The proud Princess of Judea, ‘daughter of

a royal race,’ finds herself thwarted, baffled and spurned. In her soul lived the potentiality of her

people, with their cruelties refined by a nature not yet mature—a cruelty infantile and terrible. That

which she had proposed to herself to accomplish, she did, and there were in these promptings an

awful and anomolous mingling of that which is supremely spiritual and that which is essentially

fleshly. She killed the thing she loved.”

Thus Madame Nazimova sees Salome and thus she will paint her on a remarkable screen picture.
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A PERFECT PARTY

A MAGAZINE
OF MOVIE-LAND

TEN CENTS

A NEARER
POINT OF VIEW
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During the past few years Miss Dale

Fuller has been so busy toiling to gain

fame and fortune that she never had

quite the time to disport her few leisure

moments in scenes of fun, but she al-

ways maintained that there would

come a time when she would make up

for her past neglect in this particular,

and so, when her work was accom-

plished in “Merry Go Round,” the

Universal Special, she decided to call

together a sort of gathering of the

clan for a New Year’s Party. She

sent out her S. O. S.’s, and in due

time—beginning at exactly 1 p. m.,

New Year’s Day, her friends arrived

to partake of an “Open House.” It

was a most cheerful Party, and every-

one entered into the spirit of the day

with due spirit, animated spirits glided

gracefully over the floor in Terpsi-

chore, while Jay Eller thumped the

piano with a spirit which brought

many an encore. Maude George as-

sisted in receiving, while Maude Em-
ory kept everybody in good spirits.

George Hackathorne tried out his

voice with great success, while Harry
Depp succeeded in fooling the other

guests with pseudo cigarettes and

matches. Mrs Harry Depp, the mean-
while looked reproachfully at her com-
edy half. Jeanette Eller was in a mood
to interpret the latest Hawaiian dances,

which made Dale a very envious in-

dividual, the latter not to be outdone,

suddenly remembered her early train-

ing via the stage route, and staged an
original eccentric effort, amidst plaud-

its. Ray and Peggy Toler, during the

course of the day, was in everybody’s

arms .while Norman McNeil assisted

gracefully in the gaiety of nations,

which reminds us that Seigfried Her-
zig tried out his dialect for the edifica-

tion of the others. Miss Viola (Vi)

McIntyre was happy, and, of course,

“vamped” her way into every male
heart. That well known musical im-

pressario, Jimmie Brennan, accom-
panied by Peggy, his wife, lent distinc-

tion to the affair. Nor must we over-

look that well known good fellow, Al-

bert De Conti Cedassamare (some
name!), who shared in the festivities.

Billy Meyers came in, smiled awhile,

like an old favorite song and departed.

Eleanor Fried showed she was happy,

HENLEY WINS GREAT HONOR

Universal - super - Jewel productions,

which Hobart Henley directs, in the

future will be known as Hobart Hen-

ley productions, and will be unusual

offerings.

This announcement quickly follows

a decision of the executive council of

the Universal Pictures corporation that

“The Flirt,” the picturization of Booth

Tarkington’s novel, which Henley di-

rected with an all-star cast, including

Eileen Percy, Helen Jerome Eddy, Ed-

ward Hearn, Buddy Messenger, Lloyd

Whitlock, Bert Roach, Lydia Knott,

William Welsh, George Nichols, and
other prominent artists, is the most ar-

tistic photoplay ever produced at Uni-

versal City.

In announcing the decision of Carl

Laemmle, president of Universal, Irv-

ing G. Thalberg, director-general of

Universal City, expressed his belief that

Henley has succeeded in blending the

pathos and humor of life on the screen

as no other director has done.

Henley today is working on a Uni-

versal-Jewel filming of Jack London’s
classic tale of a rough-cut man, “The
Abysmal Brute.” The title may be

changed, but the story is transcribed

with fidelity. Reginald Denny is sup-

ported in the picture by Mabel Julienne

Scott, Hayden Stevenson, Buddy Mes-
senger, Crauford Kent, Fritzi Ridgway,
Eddie Cribbon, Tom O’Brien, George
Stewart, Irene Haisman, Dorothea
Wolbert, Nell Graig, A1 Edmundson
and Tom McGuire. A. P. Younger
writes the scenarios for Henley pro-

ductions.

Who ever heard of a short cake-

eater? Lee Moran wants to know.

and it was apparent that Scott Darl-

ing wasn’t miserable. Mr. Lorenze
Dorn made a complete favorite of him-
self in more ways than one, and stayed

until the finish. The only thorn in the

gathering was the writer, who chewed
off a few nails in jealous modification,

but we thank heaven that we have two
decent nails left for other occasions.

At midnight a vote of thanks was
taken, and given to Miss Dale Fuller,

in the heart of Hollywood, six miles

away from where the Party started,

viz.: in Echo Park Avenue.

DOING THE REEL THING

Hugh Thompson, playing opposite

Katherine MacDonald in her latest for

First National, called “Refuge,” never

thought that his childhood ambition to

be a tumbler would materialize. But

as he nurses the bruises and sprains

his energetic role in the American

beauty’s new film gave him, he feels

that Fate has made good.

“You never know what demands will

be made on you next if you are an

actor,” says the brawny leading man.

“In ‘Refuge’ they threw me through a

doorway with my hands bound, and I

landed on my back. There is a way
of falling that breaks the power of the

blow, and the fact that I know how
probably saved me some time in the

hospital.

“But in the scene where I burn the

cords off my wrists with a candle

flame, there is no chance to ‘fake’ in

any way. The action is too close to

allow anything but the real thing. The
only thing to do was to let the flame

do its bit, and then run for the arnica.”

Our City Boot Blacks should be

great in Jazz, exclaims Earl Burtnett,

as they live by Ragtime methods.

Earl is conducting the Music at the

Club Royale.
* * *

Madge Bellamy is appearing in “The
Tinsel Harvest.” This is a “bright”

remark.

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress
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KATE PRICE IN
“HER FATAL MILLIONS”

Kate Price has been cast for a part

in “Her Fatal Millions,” Viola Dana’s

newest Metro starring picture, which

William Beaudine is directing.

Norma Talmadge is hard at work on

the Joseph M. Schenck production of

“Within the Law,” under Frank

Lloyd’s direction. Jack Mulhall will

be her leading man, and Margaret

Leahy, England’s prize beauty, plays

another prominent role in this forth-

coming First National picture.

* * *

From a picture fan with a sense of

humor Maurice Tourneur received the

following query: “I note that you’ve

been to San Francisco locating ‘at-

mosphere’ for your next picture, ‘The

Isle of Dead Ships’—if you’re looking

for dead ships why not come east and

use the Shipping Board fleet?”

PHENICE MARSHALL
BREAKS OUT!

She vamped him with a silly smile

That slipped between her teeth,

Which held the poor Boob for awhile,

’Till he crawled from beneath,

And fled right to another Dame

—

Who—HORRORS! treated him the

same.

So now you’ll find him back again

—

Where he can kiss, and still keep sane.

John M. Stahl, whose latest First

National release in “The Dangerous

Age,” has just returned to Los An-
geles from the East where he wit-

nessed the successful openings of that

production. He starts soon on his next,

tentatively titled “Money, Love and

the Woman.”
* * *

Dorothy Manners is suupporting

Shirley Mason on the William Fox
“lot” for the second time in six weeks,

she having been cast in the Bernard
Durning production of “The Eleventh

Hour,” which is to be released as a

special. Alan Hale is among the other

notables who will appear in this pic-

ture.

“VANITY FAIR” HAS
THREE LEADING MEN

Here’s a picture with three leading

men, each one worth the price of ad-

mission!

“Vanity Fair,” called by Thackeray

a “novel without a hero,” has Harison

Ford, George Walsh and Earle Foxe
in leading roles opposite Mabel Ballin,

who plays Becky Sharp. Harrison

Ford has played lover to such beauti-

ful women as Norma and Constance

Talmadge and Gloria Swanson; Earle

Foxe has shared final fade-outs with

Alice Joyce, Irene Bordoni, Norma
Talmadge, Blanche Sweet and Flor-

ence Reed. George Walsh was starred

in a number of productions, and has

been paired on the screen with Theda
Bara, Miriam Cooper, Ann Luther and
Wanda Hawley.

“A DOUBLE MEANING”

By Irving Thalberg

Howard Herbert Holton wrote for

the magazines, or that is, he tried to.

One funny thing about his stories was

that the magazines never accepted his

first story, but always his second one.

He thought that he was on the road

to success until one day the police

came to his home and placed him un-

der arrest. Howard protested, of

course, that he had done nothing, but

they dragged him off to the police sta-

tion.

The desk sergeant booked him on
the blotter as a “second story” man.

Taking things doesn’t cure one of

kleptomania, does it? This is a deep

one by Gladys Brockwell.

pA L IN CO
I MADE TO SELL. WITH

| NETTLETON SHOES

A vigorous

style for

real value—
A man’s

Shoe

calculated

% to meet
am*,, .vSs •

a man s

requirements.

Hip Ma^er^r
Bocyijr

jt ShoDi1

Oth- and. Olive
Opposite Pe-rslt2n.gr Squart
209WFifth St.
'Alexandria Hotel is opposite Us-
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder5

’)

LOEW’S STATE—A special New
Years program was featured by

Manager Bostick. Laurette Taylor

in “Peg O’ My Heart” by J. Har-

ley Manners (her husband) was the

feature film. And it was really an

unusual and delightful picture

Others in the cast were Russell

Simpson, Mahlon Hamilton, Ethel

Grey Terry, Lionel Belmore and Ni-

gel Barrie. The vaudeville side of

the show was better than ever seen

in this theater. A prologue to the

feature had Rose Perfect, the local

song bird. Bessie Clayton and her

company made a great hit. The
Glorias are the best. Clemons is

good, too. Ernest Belcher added

eight girls to the show. And Jack

and June Laughlin with their revue

added some more. Miss Clayton’s

Eight Harmony Syncopaters led by

Jacques Flores, are splendid. Bob
Foren is on the cornet; Audley

Alexanderia is shaking a banjo;

Russ Carruthers- is tooting on a

saxophone; “Tine” Johnson on the

“sax” and clarinet; Don Warner
pounding the piano; George Metty

making deep noises on the bass;

and “Putt” Briggs on the drums;

and, taking Billy Shoup’s word for

it, the show is just grand.

ORPHEUM — Another bill you

shouldn’t miss. All topnotchers,

says “smiling” Mr. Perry.

MOROSCO — “Blood and Sand”

thrilling from beginning to end, is

keeping a female line at the box of-

fice. Worth seeing.

GRAU MAN’Si— Wallace Reid in

“Thirty Days” Sounds like it was
written by Judge Cox. Wanda Haw-
ley is playing opposite and is really

good. It is a clever, fast moving
comedy and worth the fifty cents

Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven are

also on the program in a two-reeler.

It is amusing. “Ebb Tide” to be re-

viewed later.

MAJESTIC— 1 East is West” had a

nice long run and now we have

Mary Newcomb back in “Climbing.”

This is rather the original type of

story and is very well suited for the

stage.

HILLSTREET—Bill Robinson, “the

dancing hound” is worth the admis-

sion price alone. The rest of the

bill causes you to refrain from nap-

ping. Elaine Hammerstein in “Un-
der Oath” is the photoplay and is

just the average attraction.

CALIFORNIA ’— “The Strangers’

Banquet” by Donn Byrne. Marshal

Neilan has directed another success

with twenty-three stars this time.

It is truly a super-film and should

prove to be “one of the best.”

MILLER’S—Mary Pickford in “Tess

of the Storm Country” is still mak-
ing ’em stand in line every night.

TALLY’S — “Brother’s Under the

Skin”. Reviewed in last issue.

KINEMA—“The Dangerous Age” di-

rected by John M. Stahl and pro-

duced by Louis B. Mayer. This is

a powerful story with an excellent

cast including Myrtle Stedman, who
deserves special note; Lewis Stone,

who is fine; and Cleo Madison, who
does splendidly. A Jack White
Comedy of goodly merit with news
features completes the program.

Guy Bates Post in “Omar the Tent-

maker” directed by James Young,
to be reviewed later.

RIALTO—“To Have and to Hold,”

with Betty Compson, Bert Lytell

and Theo. Kosloff. George Fitz-

maurice directed and did a fine job

of it. Something like “Robin Hood.”

You know, flashing swords and
pretty maidens to flash ’em for.

Good picture to see.

MISSION—Mabel Normand in “Su-

zanna.” Reviewed elsewhere in this

issue.

SYMPHONY—“Tom Mix in Arabia.”

So they have got the idea of “Doug-
las Fairbanks in Robin Hood” have

they? Well, there are thrills in this,

but we’ve seen them before—many
times. A1 St. John in “Out of Place”

is the comedy. Make your own
wise-crack.

ALHAMBRA—Anita Stewart in “A
Question of Honor.” Well, it might

be so, but we would like to see

something better in the future. Cecil

B. DeMillie’s “Manslaughter”—Re-

viewed in a past issue.

EGYPTIAN—The best thing done in

pictures yet. “Douglas Fairbanks in

Robin Hood.”

GARRICK—Still doing their stuff for

a dime.

CLUNES—Giving us a speedy show-
ing of what we missed last week.

Putting on some great lobby dis-

plays. A first-class theater for sec-

ond runs.

EGAN’S—This is still under “Suspi-

cion”. A good hair-raiser.

MASON—“The Merry Widow” — a
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....
nice peppy operetta. It was good

for “Merry Christmas.” Now we

have May Robson in “Mother’s Mil-

lions.” A classic comedy in every

sense of the word. Well worth see-

ing.

PALAIS ROYALE—Hurrying wait-

ers—gorgeous evening wraps—thin,

gray columns of cigarette smoke

—

tall delicately wrought glasses with

green and orange tints sparkling

from their depths. Suddenly the mu-

sic softens and the lights are lulled

to sleep—all but one, in whose

glow leaps a delicious dryad in batik

—she enchants us with her unusual

dancing—we all cry bravo—and,

gayly laugh the lights awake again.

CASINO—After we’ve been to all the

blase places, we like this place to

sort of relax. Try it.

CINDERELLA ROOF — Jack and

June Laughlin with their top-notch

revue are making a hit in this “over

our heads” dance hall.
>

COCOANUT GROVE—The elite are

still playing high cover charges and

dancing with shiny hips. The mu-

sic is fine. Abe Lyman is respon-

sible for this.

WINTER GARDEN.. — Now that

Grover Frankie is back what more

can we ask? We are satisfied, you

should be also. Toots Snyder and

Genevie Hays are showing us how

its done in the revue. A good at-

mosphere to flop into after a “hard”

day’s work. Nice food.

PLANTATION — Well, we planted

our tootsies here the other night

and had a nice time. Music is O. K.

—it really doesn’t matter. Dandy

place to go—if you have gas money

and a mama.
JAHNKES .— Down stairs — funny

faces—young men smoking cigars

—

gaudy chorus girls pass out whistles

—someone laughs—feels embarrass-

ed — smirks — crash — orchestra

scares lights away—tricky tootsie

trotters dodge each other—more

lights—more cigars— more jazz —
ditto — floor gets crowded — glass

empty — waiter appears — glaring

lights — nightly revue —'(polite

name for it)—checks please!

CLUB ROYALE—Max Fisher and

his gang of music makers will soon

be gone and we will find them at

Loew’s State for a long time. Earl

Burtnett will take his place and

pound out the tunes for shell-pink

ears, assisted by Pete Hays and oth-

ers.

MARCELLS—Still clinging to the so-

ciety crowds are serving a mighty

good dinner. A sister to this fa-

mous place will open in Hollywood
on January 17th, called the Mont
Martre. Vincent Rose and Jackie

Taylor will lead the jazz buzzers.

WEISS & KLEIN..— Howdy gang!

What did I tell you? Good Food?
I hope to tell you again and again,

that this is the ONLY place to flop

on the real nose-bag a la reasonable

price and table d’home-like. Think

it over.

TURKISH VILLAGE— Coffee that

is thick, also smoke. A nice place

to watch a young man explain the

wonders of dim lights to his winter

mama.

ITALIAN VILLAGE — It opened

with a bang and there are a lot of

bangs left—and not on bobbed

haired girls either. Lee Bergstrom

and his flock of music-quakers are

there to make you shiver on the

hardwood.

CALIFORNIA CAFE—Gus Haritos

is your host! The food is great! A
word to the wise—well, you know
the rest. Hear the canaries sing!

VERNON—Once in awhile we find

some of our “elite” doing a slum-

ming party and this is where they

go. Might try it yourself some-

time. You can at least have some

good dances. No, they don’t serve.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM—Ah, we
see Roy Marshall running around

keeping the old place up to the

standard with a flock of Xmas cig-

ars in his mouth. Just so they don’t

make him sick and cause him to put

on a bum show. Here’s hoping.

ENOUGH AGAIN—Now that most

of our money is gone on our rambl-

ings and presents, we find that we
had a pretty good time hittin’ off the

last two weeks. Must admit that

they were busy weeks and full of

bootleggers and stickers and cards,

but everyone was happy and gay—

•

and really that’s what counts,

doesn’t it?

George Rigas, the Grecian actor now
in American films, announces that he

will launch his own producing unit

some time within the first ninety days

of the new year, adding that he will

specialize in the picturizing of forgot-

ten Grecian classics rewritten to date.

Announcement Extraordinary!

“The Ragtime Chocolate Girl”

ETHEL BROADHURST
suggests that you have your next
LUNCHEON, DINNER or AFTER-
THEATRE REFRESHMENTS at

Browns Chocolate Shop
731 South Broadway, or

217 West 6th St., East of Broadway
A Lady Always Appreciates a Box

of “RAGTIME” Chocolates
Manufactured by

BROWN’S CANDY COMPANY

‘NOTHING BUT CONFERENCES’

George, the new Selznick office boy,

has a lot to learn about the picture

business, according to Victor Heer-

man, who is directing the all-star pro-

duction of “Rupert of Hentzau.” The

other day a man entered the offices

of the company and asked to see Mr.

Selznick. “Mr. Selznick is busy talk-

ing with Mr. Volck,” answered George.

Heerman, who happened to be stand-

ing nearby, immeriately called the

boy aside.

“As long as you are in the motion

picture business,” said Heerman, “nev-

er again say that one man is talking

with another. It never happens. In

the film industry we have nothing but

conferences. If the director is argu-

ing with his assistant, it’s a confer-

ence. If the casting director is doping

out the fifth race with the studio

manager, they are in conference; if

the property man is rolling dice with

the electrician, it’s a conference. Now
go, my boy, and sin no more.”
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
MAKES UP PLAY

IN CONVERSATION

Willard Mack, who enacted a leading

role in his own play, “Your Friend

and Mine,” which S-L (Sawyer-Lu-

bin) produced for Metro, is an excep-

tional man. A few mornings ago he

entered the office of Clarence Badger,

who directed this picture, started to

read a paper, tossed it down and sat

apparently lost in thought.

Mr. Badger, working on a script,

looked up.

“What are you thinking about,

Mack?” he asked. “Figuring out an-

other play?”

“Not exactly,” the author-actor re-

plied. “I’ve got the characters in my
mind but I don’t know what to do

with them. If you have the time to

spare, and don’t mind being bored,

I’ll start the thing off, although I

probably won’t get far, because I

haven’t the least idea about how to

carry out the idea.”

He started, sketching the action

roughly, increasing the amount of de-

tail as he proceeded with the story.

He talked without stopping for more
than half an hour.

“That’s it,” he concluded.

The story really had excellent merit.

“That will make as good a picture as

any you’ve written yet,” predicted Mr.

Badger. “But I thought you only had

the beginning. The story you told

me was complete from start to finish.

There wasn’t a hitch in it any place.”

“Well, when I started I didn’t know
how it was going to end. I just sort

of figured it out as I went along.”

Others appearing in “Your Friend

and Mine” include Enid Bennett, Otto

Lederer, J. Herbert Frank, Huntley
Gordon and Rosemary Theby.

PLAYERS MAKE GREAT
SACRIFICES

It being the beginning of a new year,

and the time for good resolutions, the

various stars and directors working
on the Selznick lot in “Rupert of Hent-
zau” and “The Common Law” have
gathered themselves together and re-

solved upon the following sacrifices:

Elaine Hammerstein: “I will make
no more crying close-ups with the aid

of an eye-dropper.”

Bert Lytell: “I will not be discourte-

ous to bandits, but will raise both
hands even more promptly than re-

quested.”

Corinne Griffith: “I will refrain from
wearing a marcel wave when playing

the part of a poor shop keeper.”

Conway Tearle: “I will give up try-

ing to find a sharp safety razor blade.”

Miss Dupont: “I will not attempt

to cross a Los Angeles street without
the aid of two policemen.”

Director Archainbaud: “I will make
no more scenes showing the hero
breaking a bottle over the villain’s

head.”

Elliott Dexter: “I will not play

poker with the deuces wild.”

Director Heerman: “I will strive not

to take over three putts on the green.”

Edward Montagne: “I will write

no more stories calling for ballrooms

and society swimming pools.”

Marjorie Daw: “I will play no parts

where the poor heroine starves in silk

stockings and sealskins.”

Bryant Washburn: “I will give up
trying to drive my Locomobile when
there’s no gasoline in the tank.”

Gertrude Astor is now in Cuba with
the Alice Brady company, filming “The
Ne’er-Do-Well.” She does not expect

to return to Hollywood before the

middle of February.

A FEW FRACTURED RIBS

It seems unfortunate that the friend

we value most should have been Hors

d’Combat for the past few weeks, at

present, we are glad to say, Claude

McElhany is rounding back to his

old self, he met with a slight auto-

mobile accident, but it was sufficiently

severe to warrant a physician, and the

constant tender care of Kathryne, his

charming wife, to make him feel that

life was worth living after all. His
friends in Springfield, Mo., will be

pleased to hear of his recovery, hence
the notice. It might be advisable to

inform them also, that owing to this

untimely accident, many moving pic-

ture stars’ homes lost a little of the

Yuletide and New Year festivities on
account of the unavoidable absence of

these popular Missourians.

ELMO DOES IT

Elmo Lincoln is one screen star who
holds no mistaken impressions regard-

ing his personal beauty. When he

was being interviewed by Myron Selz-

nick with a view to playing the part

of Simon the Huntsman in “Rupert
of Hentzau,” he was asked by the

producer among other things:

“How do you make yourself up to

look so repulsive on the screen in vil-

lainous roles?”

“By using very little make-up,” was
the reply.

He got the part.

STROOCKS PURE CAMEL’S
HAIR OVERCOATS — all shades

PICCADILLY
$65

an exclusive model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs
to Order

Waving our Specialty

Toupees

Hair

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
Marcelling (Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jiepner
IN C OI\P O I^ATE D
LOS ANGELES

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

Those popular Syncopated Fashion

Plates, headed by Snell, Highsmith

and Conklin, are proving a regular

knockout at Grauman’s theater where
they enliven the daily program each

week with their clever syncopations.

THIS WAS SOME TIME AGO

“Just drop your nickels in the slot,”

shouted a street car conductor, heavily

covered with grease-paint, the other

night, to about thirty exra people, who
were crowding on a street car on which
scenes were to be taken for “Brass,”

which Harry Rapf is producing for

Warner Brothers, and which Sidney

Franklin is directing. “This is the first

time I ever rode on a street car and
didn’t pay without my conscience hurt-

ing me,” remarked the conductor, and

straightway the people recognized him
as Harry Meyers who is playing the

picture. They demanded their nickels

back, and Harry had to dig. He wasn’t

really supposed to be a conductor, but

a passenger, so he was reprimanded

and put in his place, which caused him
to remark, “Well, when we get through

we’ll come back to the car barns and
take all the conductors and motormen
out for a ride.” Big-hearted, Harry.

* * *

“What platform has the feminist

party?”

“Sort of a fashion show.”

Art Rick does another one.

BACK IN CALIFORNIA

The latest producer-director to for-

sake the East for the greater producing
advantages of California is Edwin Ca-
rewe, who arrived last week in Los An-
geles to film “The Girl of the Golden
West.” Like his other productions,

this picture will be a First National
attraction. Some members of the cast

have been engaged, and full announce-
ment will be made by Mr. Carewe
within a few days.

Accompanying Mr. Carewe was an
entire production staff which will as-

sist him on the filming of “The Girl of

the Golden West.” Sol Polito, famous
cinematographer will be chief camera-
man; Louis Jerome, business manager;
Robert Delacey, film editor, and Ade-
laide Heilbron, scenarist.

Richard Walton Tully, whose second

production, starring Guy Bates Post,

“Omar the Tentmaker,” is now having

first runs all over the country, will sail

within the week from Paris, where he

has been photographing atmosphere

scenes in the Latin Quarter for his

next picture, “Trilby.”

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles B,diI.OT&S CO.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
REVIEWING “OMAR THE

TENTMAKER”

By Thomas W. Firby,

Acting Consul of Persia

This is the age of miracles! It is

likewise the day of magic! Yesterday,

without one bit of effort on our part,

and at a simple order to the project-

ing machine operator, we were in-

stantly transported from San Fran-

cisco, California, United States of

America, to Naishapur, in Khorassan,

Persia. Not only that, but like the

hero in Twain’s “A Connecticut

Yankee In King Arthur’s Court,” we
were taken back approximately eight

centuries in time.

It is recorded in history that Omar
Khayyam, the astronomer-poet of

Persia, died within the first quarter of

our twelfth century; nevertheless, we
are willing to take oath that we saw
him only yesterday.

For nearly two hours we sat en-

tranced, watching Omar, his fellow

students, Nizam-ul-Mulk and Hasan
Ben Sabah, their venerable teacher,

Imam Mowaffak, the latter’s daughter

Shireen (who, by the way, was the

poet’s sweetheart, at least in the pic-

ture), the Shah, the mobs—it is be-

yond description. We neglected to

make note of all the various actors

and actresses taking the principal

parts; to have done so would have
meant losing a part of the play itself.

Suffice it to say that Shireen—torn

between love and duty—is a fine char-

acterization of Omar’s sweetheart and
wife. Of course, it goes without say-

ing that Guy Bates Post’s delineation

of the role of Omar is a masterpiece.

The romance of the captive Crusader
and the daughter of Omar and Shireen

has been well interwoven, and brings

into prominence Omar’s religious tol-

erance—when brought to mind by a

faithful spouse.

Taking it all in all, it is a self-evi-

dent fact that Mr. Tully and Mr. Post
have spared neither time, labor nor

expense to make this picture as true

to Persian life and customs of Khay-
yam’s period as is humanly possible;

also that they have made a compre-
hensive study of the subject of filming

the Rubaiyat. The scenes are beauti-

ful and correctly produced. One could

easily imagine one’s self in the Nai-
shapur of A. D. 1100, or thereabouts,

the habits and customs of the people
having been so accurately portrayed.

To sum it all up, the philosophy, com-
edy and drama of The Rubaiyat have

BE YOUR REAL SELF HARRIS & FRANK—STETSON HATS

By Marshall Lorimer

Did you ever essay laughter

With your heart abreak with grief.

Then to realize there after

That your Make-Believe was brief?

That you smiled, and did your acting

With a clever mask upon
A Face concealed, and lacking

Any vistages of fun?

Did it ever strike you while you tried

To hide a Hurt, or so,

That the very person at your side

Would make Believe—also?

That all your witticism

Was appreciated, BUT
It joined a communism
In someone else’s lot?

So play the game, with this in mind
That all your Make Believe,

Will merely place you just behind

The one, you would deceive;

Your real Self gains a new respect.

Tear off your Mask, and show
The World, and Friends what to ex-

pect

In you, the Man they know.

After seeing “The Stranger’s Ban-

quet” directed by Marshall Neilan

and wondering what it was all about

—

Virginia Kendrick says that she im-

agines it to be an Olla Poddrida, or

Hungarian Goulash.

Should Buster Keaton get drunk

could he keep a sober face? inquires

M. L.

HPHE man who
steps out in

Harris & Frank
clothes will step into

the well dressed class

and the popularity
that always comes to the

man who knows clothes

and how to wear them.

Suits and Overcoats

$35 $40 $45

been convincingly transferred to the

screen. Furthermore, there is not an

objectionable scene in the whole pic-

ture.

We are anxious to see it again!

This is appearing at the Kinema
theater.

EDITIN CLAPP SHOES FOR MEN

Little Marguerite Kosik, the clever

Child Actress, did a Dancing Number
For Stan Laurel in “When Knights

Were Cold.” She is also doing a lit-

tle ‘Bit’ with Charles Ray in the

“Courtship of Miles Standish.”

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Cvottum Si Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway



Shadows From the Silver Sheet

A PROPHECY FOR 1923

By Myron Selznick

Nineteen twenty-three will be the

}
GOSSIP BY

THE ROUNDER
j

l — —

—

HE FORGAVE HER (?)

Harry Meyers has branched forth

into poetry.

“One must be an artist of all kinds

to be a great actor,” says Harry.

Here is an example of Harry's

verse, which he composed at Warner

Brothers’ studio:

“I thank you for the flowers you

sent,” she said, as she smiled and

blushed and drooped her head.

“I’m sorry for the words I said last

night, your sending the flowers

proved you were right—forgive

me.”

He forgave her.

And as they walked beneath the

bowers—ha! ha! ha! he wondered who
in the thunder sent her those flowers.

EDITH STOREY COMING BACK

Edith Storey is looking for a story!

This former Metro star, who has been

in retirement for about three years, is

planning on becoming one of the most

active of the active actresses during

the new year of 1923, and the most

serious obstacle in the way of her im-

mediate resumption of histrionic en-

deavor before the cameras is the

dearth in suitable new plots. In short,

Miss Storey is one more reason for

the writers of original screen stories

pounding on the old typewriters a lit-

tle harder and incidentally pressing

the old creative genius forward to the

extent of evolving some acceptable

manuscripts.

Now that Marie Prevost has solved

the “poison pen” problem and “foiled

the plotters” she is taking a well-

earned vacation from Warner Brothers’

studio. Her next starring vehicle has

not yet been selected.

greatest year in the history of the mo-

tion picture.

It will be the greatest year in every

respect—artistically, commercially and

scientifically.

There will be fewer pictures made
than ever before, and the tendency will

be for longer runs at the theaters.

The biggest and finest productions

ever made will be presented on the

screen.

The play will finally become “the

thing,” and good stories will take pre-

cedence over all other essentials in the

making of productions.

Actors and actresses will ACT, and

not be content to merely look good to

the eye.

Radical changes and innovations in

the way of settings, scenery and light-

ing will be introduced.

Color photography will be perfected.

The stereoptican, or third dimension

type of motion picture will become a

reality.

Higher class subjects will be pro-

duced and will win many new con-

verts to the silent drama.

Many more beautiful cinema edifices

will be constructed and the theaters

will do better business than ever be-

fore.

The independent producer will come
to the front.

The prestige and dignity of the mo-
tion picture will be greatly increased.

Everybody connected with this

great industry will prosper, and the

silent drama will go to greater achieve-

ments than it has ever known before.

When the year 1923 passes on its

way down the paths of time, more
progress will have been made during

its twelve months than in any other

similar period since the inception of

the photoplay.

A fireman is not the only one who
knows how to handle hose. C. L.

Theauerkauf has submitted one.

NEW STAN LAUREL COMEDY

What is announced as a crowning

effort in travesty on ye knights of old

is “When Knights Were Cold,” Amal-

gamated’s newest comedy production

for Metro, starring Stan Laurel.

Stan Laurel was assigned the char-

acter of Lord Helpus, slippery knight.

Mr. Laurel scored a marked success

in “Mud and Sand,” “The Egg” and

other comedies for Metro. “When
Knights Were Cold” is the second of

a series of travesties of major produc-

tions.

Catherine Bennett and Mae Laurel

share honors in the two chief feminine

roles. Miss Bennett is a newcomer in

motion pictures. She is the younger

sister of Enid Bennett. This picture

marks her first appearance in comedy
ranks. Miss Laurel has appeared in

several of Mr. Laurel’s previous star-

ring pictures.

William Armstrong, Stanhope

Wheatcroft, William Bovis, Harry
Demore, “Scotty” MacGregor, and
others also are members of the cast.

The picture is a travesty on not one

but on several prominent feature pro-

ductions dealing with stories of the

middle ages. Six weeks were spent in

manufacturing the properties used in

the filming.

Prohibition hasn’t prevented Kids

from getting their Skates on. So
murmurs Joe Rock.

* * *

If you lived in Hollywood, and Hol-

lywood is termed the Hub of the Pic-

ture World, would that make YOU a

joint of it? inquires Billie Rhoades.

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor

353 South Spring, Near 4th

0
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

TITLES BY HUGHES

Rupert Hughes can put more into

a motion picture sub-title than many
authors can into a book. Here are

some of the titles from “Gimme,” the

picture written in collaboration with

his wife, which will soon be released:

“The chief problem of a woman at

work is to make her employer like

her but not too well.

“There is something so diabolic

about a diamond that it ought to be

spelled d d.

“Only so much footage is allowable

to kissage even when they are en-

gaged, and here comes the censor.

“The first request for money is as

bitter to a bride’s lips as the first

olive. It becomes an easy habit later,

but it’s mighty hard to say the first

‘Gimme.’

“There’s many a rhinestone face

above a diamond brooch.

“Women’s favorite indoor sport is

swatting other women with insults dis-

guised as compliments.

“A wife’s extravagance saved her

husband a lot of money—for once!

(It can never happen again.)”

PLAIN BULL IN BOWLING

To any man or woman who in-

dulges frequently in bowling or to

any woman whose husband has the

habit, this little joke, very recently

perpetrated by Edward Martindel, cast

in a leading role of “The White
Flower,” a Paramount picture, star-

ring Betty Compson, bears unusual

significance and certainly unusual

humor:
It seems that a certain amateur

bowler took it upon himself to make
use of Dr. Coue’s system to better his

bowling average. Starting with a score

of eighty-five a day, this person took

to repeating to himself two score times

daily:

“Every day, in every way, I’m bowl-

ing better and better.”

“And do you know,” says Martindel,

“that the man has steadily improved

until today he bowls 320 regularly.”

(Note to ye who bowl not: 300 is as

high as can be bowled.)

There was no need of mistletoe this

year. Jack Mower is right again.

GOOD CHEER FOR
ANOTHER YEAR, CHRISTIE

COMEDIES’ SLOGAN

A1 Christie stepped off the boat from

Honolulu, Saturday, with his face

wreathed in smiles and full of holiday

cheer, principally because he brought

back his company and a large assort-

ment of moving pictures, taken on the

picturesque island, in plenty of time

for all concerned to have Christmas

dinners at home.

Christie has Happy New Year

thought, the idea being Thomas A.

Edison’s, and the execution of which

the producer takes upon himself,

among other first-of-January resolu-

tions. Mr. Edison’s recent statement

was that it is “the first duty of the

motion picture to entertain; to bring

more joy and cheer and wholesome

good will into this world of ours.”

Those were the exact words of the

wizard of electricity, and Christie, be-

ing one of our most prominent com-

edy producers, declares that such has

always' been his pride—bringing whole-

some good cheer into pictures—but

the new year will see still further ef-

forts along this line.

Christie’s comedy program for 1923

contains some departures from the

usual procedure of amusing films in

that there will be still more of the

scenic educational factors combined

with merriment in the pictures made
by Christie and his associates. The
picture made in Honolulu, for ex-

ample, is one of the new program, and

the lengthy trip was undertaken for

the comedy, “A Hula Honeymoon,”
for the purpose of bringing new back-

grounds and unusual pictorial beauty

into the comedy subjects which are

being prepared for 1923.

Saturday

Night

Banking
IS THE FIRST STEP

TOWARD ECONOMY
OF TIME AND

MONEY

Resources
50 Million Dollars

BLY7M&.CCA. R3CLAMC9. CAL-
RIYURfclDtX.CAL. *AM PX6G.O. CAL

Following his return from a com-

bined business and vacation trip to

New York, James Leo Meehan, direc-

tor for Gene Stratton-Porter, will be-

gin work on the screen adaptation for

Mrs. Porter’s second picture. The book

which will follow the recently pro-

duced “Michael O’Halloran” to the

screen, has not yet been definitely

selected.

* * *

According to Jimmie Finlanson, his

greatest Xmas gift was a divorce.

mm BROWN ^
CALDWELL
s4ND LADD
Photo-ei\draVe r\s

2.A J S. BDW Yi

LOS ANGELES
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Under the Magni
BY THE MAN BEHIND 'CLOSE-UP’

HOW “CHUCK”
REISNER STARTED

Charles “Chuck” Reisner, who ap-

pears in a leading role in “Rob ’Em
Good,” Hunt Stromberg’s newest

comedy production for Metro, has had

a varied career. He has boxed Jack

Johnson, wrestled Frank Gotch, play-

ed in vaudeville for years, starred in

motion picture comedies, directed 100

pictures, and in addition has a thou-

sand other accomplishments.

“Chuck” started his colorful life in

his “home town,” Minneapolis, join-

ing Hi Henry’s minstrel show at the

age of 10. Some years later he be-

came a boxer, but quit the ring after

38 professional fights, having found

vaudeville more profitable and easier

on his anatomy.

His wrestling match with Frank

Gotch, the most famous heavyweight

wrestler of all time, was an exhibition

affair at the Dewey Theater in Minne-

apolis. “Chuck” had never wrestled

before. Gotch had posted $100 which

he agreed to forfeit if he failed to

throw any five opponents within 15

minutes.

“He threw us all in 11 minutes,”

said “Chuck,” “but I stayed longer

than any of the others. I started to

run and as I was smaller and quicker

it took him three and a half minutes

to catch me. Gotch grabbed me by

one leg and he threw me so hard I

wasn’t the same man for a week.”

Mr. Reisner also is the author of

several successful songs, chief of

which was “Goodbye Broadway, Hello

France.” He has written vaudeville

acts for Jack Dempsey and Jack

Kearns, Margaret Young, Rena
Arnold, “Bull” Montana and for him-

self.

This same industrious young man
was starred in two musical comedies,

“Dillingham’s “Stop, Look and Listen”

and “Queen of the Movies.”

Mr. Reisner has the distinction of

being the first “gag” man in motion

pictures. In explanation it may be

said that a “gag” man is one who
thinks of stunts for comedies, laugh

provokers. He made his debut in this

role with Keystone. Others on the

Keystone scenario staff at that time

include Clarence G. Badger, William

S. Campbell, Aaron Hoffman, Vincent

Bryant, Billy Jerome, Hampton Del

Ruth and Frederick Palmer. Among

the comedy stars for whom they wrote

were Weber and Fields, Willie Collier,

Sam Bernard, Raymond Htichcock,

Eddie Foy, Joe Jackson, Ford Sterling

and others.

He was with Charlie Chaplin five

years and assisted in the stories and

direction of “A Dog’s Life,” “Shoul-

der Arms,” “A Day’s Pleasure, “The
Kid” and “The Pilgrim.” He also

played in the last two named.

Stuart Paton’s original wheeze:

Be careful boys, for the engaged girl

of today is the married woman of to-

morrow.

DOROTHY MORGAN

GOOD FOR YOU, NORMAN

Norman Kerry has been signed by
Universal for five years. He has fin-

ished the role in “Merry Go Round,”

that brought him out of New York’s

limelight into the California cinema

glare, and will at once begin the char-

acterization of “Phoebus” in “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame.”
This announcement by Irving G.

Thalberg, director-general of Universal

City, made motion picture history.

It marked the ascension to stardom
of the screen’s handsomest leading

man, checked off the completion of

the great “Merry Go Round,” and
started production on “The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame.”
When production was begun on

“Merry Go Round,” on August 24,

Norman Kerry was summoned from
New York, and assigned the role of

“Count Hohenegg,” the dashing favor-

ite of the late Emperor Franz-Josef in

the colorful LIniversal - super - Jewel
drama of Austria’s shame, which Ru-
pert Julian directed.

Again in “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame” he will bask in the favor of a

monarch. As the romantic Phoebus,
the Prince Charming of fifteenth cen-

tury Paris, he will be seen as a cap-

tain of Louis XI. Guards, and the

suitor for the hand of Esmeralda, the

dancing girl of the gutter, who won
his love against the Lily of France.

The addition of Norman Kerry to

the cast of “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame,” gives Lon Chaney his greatest

supporting ensemble since the charac-

ter master has been a star. In addition

to Mr. Kerry, Lon Chaney will be sup-

ported by Patsy Ruth Miller as Es-
meralda; Brandon Hurst, Ernest Tor-
ence, Harry von Meter, Raymond Hat-
ton, Eulalie Jensen and Kate Lester.

Wallace Worsley will direct.

Paul Bern, formerly scenario editor

of the Goldwyn studios, and before that

associated with every branch of the

motion picture industry and with prin-

cipal activities of the stage, has been
engaged at Universal City as an asso-

ciate scenario editor. He will super-
vise scenario writing of a unit in the

department of expert screen writers of

which Raymond L. Schrock is the

editor.

Nato and Frank Strayer have been
made assistant directors to Harry
Beaumont on the Warner lot.



HINTS FROM INCE

“Her Reputation” is the title which

has been chosen for Thomas H. Ince’s

latest picture, an original, by Bradley

King, temporarily titled “News,” which

is now in course of production.

The picture, which is a big news-

paper feature production, is said to

carry one of the most powerful illus-

trations ever filmed of the power of the

modern-day press. The plant of an
up-to-date newspaper has been used as

the novel “location” for shots that re-

veal some inside secrets of the “Fourth
Estate.” May McAvoy is being starred

in the production, supported by Lloyd
Hughes and a strong cast.

Thomas H. Ince says that the best

Christmas gift which he received was
a solid silver service of eight pieces,

presented to him by his studio associ-

ates on Christmas day. The service,

which was specially designed for use
by the producer on his yacht, “The
Edris,” is in heavy Dutch rennaissance
style, and is said to be one of the hand-
somest of its kind in the country.

* * *

John Bowers heads a fine supporting
cast which has been chosen for “The
Tinsel Harvest,” the first of a series of

six productions of the Regal Pictures,

Incorporated, starring Madge Bellamy.
Included in the cast for the picture,

which is being produced at the Ince
Studios, are Francelia Billington, James
Corrigan, Billy Bevan, Norris Johnson,
Ethel Wales, Otis Harlan, Myrtle
Vane, Arthur Millette and James Gor-
don. William Seiter is directing.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in
the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

The newest Herbert Rawlinson ve-

hicle, adapted from a magazine story

by Evelyn Campbell, called “Nobody’s
Bride,” has entered production at Uni-

versal City with Herbert Blache di-

recting and one of the typically “all

star” casts of the day in support of

the popular screen hero.

Edna Murphy, seen several times be-

fore opposite Rawlinson in such pic-

tures as “Don’t Shoot,” and Alice

Lake, a star in her own right, have the

two chief feminine roles.

Harry Van Meter, Frank Brownlee,

Phillips Smalley, Lillian Langdon,
Robert Dudley and Sidney Bracy have
been chosen for the other principal

supporting roles.

* * *

Another all-star special feature, in-

dicative of the quality of Universal

productions for the coming year, has

been initiated in production at Uni-
versal City by Jack Conway.

Kathlyn Williams, one of the most
capable emotional actresses of the

screen, has been chosen to play the

chief feminine role, a tri-part imper-
sonation, in the new production, which
is William Hurlburt’s Broadway stage

piece.

“Trimmed in Scarlet” is a dramatic
story of a woman’s soul under fire of

scandal. The story is one that pro-

vides several roles of equal dramatic
value, for which only players of un-
questioned artistry could sensibly be
chosen.

Following the choice of Miss Wil-
liams for the leading feminine part,

David Torrance, who has contributed
two remarkable characterizations to

the screen in “Forsaking All Others”
and “The Power of a Lie,” was chosen
for a character role.

Roy Stewart, star of many features
and several recent Universal serials

AUTHORS’ SERVICE
'

BUREAU
Manuscripts and Photoplays
Typed and Revised. Reasonable
Rates. Prompt Service.
JANE HOLCOMB, 432 Grosse Bldg.

V

and two-reel adventure films, Phillips

Smalley, Robert Agnew and Lucille

Rickson will portray other important

figures in the story.

* * *

Leon Bary, who is scoring the big-

gest hit of his brilliant screen career

in support of Mabel Normand in the

Mack Sennett production of “Suzan-

na,” has rejected an offer to be fea-

tured in a new stage play to be pre-

sented on New York’s Broadway in

February. “The cinema has won me,

heart and soul, and I have no further

desire for the footlights despite the

fact that I was on the stage for more
than fifteen years,” Mr. Bary says.

* * *
Baby Muriel McGormac, whose next

notable screen appearance will be made
in the Gasnier production of “Poor

Men’s Wives,” is the same juvenile

artist who distinguished herself in this

same director’s picturization of “The
Call of Home.” In fact, Mr. Gasnier

is the fifth director who has admired
this child artist’s histronic work enough
to call her back for second engage-

ments, and one producer has availed

himself of her professional services on
three occasions. Little Miss Muriel is

only four years old, but she has been

in pictures two whole years.

* * *
Max Linder plans to make a nine-

reel “comedy-extravaganza” in Holly-

wood during the first months of 1923.

Mr. Linder had intended originally to

film this picture in his native France,

but conditions there are such as to

preclude the possibility of making mo-
tion pictures as effectively and as ar-

tistically as they can be made in South-

ern California.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition

; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano

;
provides excellent

picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

:an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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CAN YOU ANSWER IT?

By Marshall Lorimer

You often wonder where you’re at!

You merely go from THIS to THAT,
You know some day you’ve got to Die

And then you ask yourself, just

WHY?
The health you have, you waste away,

For no great purpose, you will say

—

And soon Old Age, comes on apace,

As far as you’re concerned the Race
Is over on this Mortal Coil;

Your due reward of Thought, and

Toil

Won’t help you where you’ve got to

go,

For then when you would like to

know
Just why you PASS with great

ECLAT—
You’ll say, I go from THIS to

THAT!

Jack Monroe, that well-known fur

merchant, and man about town, is

away for a few weeks, in which he

will attend to numerous deals con-

nected with the Furry Kingdom. He
is due to return on the 15th.

|

Witzel
j

Los Angeles Leading

j

Professional Photographer

*828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

536 South Broadway
Phone 820414

;

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

TRENTON TOURS THE WORLD

It is almost two years now since

that handsome leading man, Pell Tren-

ton, assisted by his mother, in closing

their home in Hollywood for the pur-

pose of touring the Great World, dur-

ing this time they visited every capital

in Europe, Asia and Scotland. Nor

did they overlook the famous watering

resorts, such as Aix la Bains, Carls-

bad, Vichy, Monte Carlo, Mentone,
Bath, Brighton, Ostend, and Coney
Island. All of this peringrination was
the outcome of a lifetime dream, and
in due time they returned, and in so

doing, Pell Trenton made his first er-

ror of judgment: It seems that Pell

believed himself capable of judging the

speed ratio of race horses, so in due
time—accompanied by his sweetheart

(Mother) he interrogated various

“Bookies” at New Orleans, Saratoga,

a few places in Kentucky, and else-

where, and in due time discovered the

unwisdom of relying on said Gentry
for bona fide information, sadly—but

wisely, he suddenly remembered that

Mother and Self were deadly homesick
for a breath of California ozone, which
also included the fragrance of Celluoid

whirling in the thousands of cameras
clicking in Hollywood; so—and so

—

here he is again in the Heart of the

Motion Picture Industry, ready and
willing to meet all comers in the art

of acting as leading man to the numer-
ous beauteous stars hereabouts. They
are comfortably ensconced at 1934 Ca-
huenga avenue, where he and his

charming Mother are willing and ready
to meet all of their old friends. Close-

Up welcomes this splendid man, and
actor again into the Fold of Moviedom.

Written after a visit to our boot-
leggers by William Watson:
The difference between being fer-

mented and demented is about a bottle

and a half.

HE WON’T BE SEASICK

“As a man thinketh”— For, lo, these

many years, Walter Long has planned

that some day he would be in command
of a vessel and sail the briny deep. At
last his ambition is to be rewarded.

Yesterday he was cast for the role of

Captain Forbes, in the Maurice Tourn-
eur production of “The Isle of Dead
Ships,” and for a time at least he is

to hold the scepter over a strange

community of old-time whalers and
sister ships. Long comes of a line of

sea-faring people, and his “hankering”

for the sea is natural. Born and raised

on Cape Ann and around Nantucket,

every male member of his family which
dates back to the Revolution, were
whaling captains and the family tree

bears the constant notation “lost at

sea.”

Long’s brother, Harry F. Long, is

captain of the Standard Oil steamer
“Livingstone Roe,” and Walter says

that his desire to be a sea captain dates

back to the days when he started to

run away and go to sea, and changed
his mind and went to the circus in-

stead. The Maurice Tourneur pro-

duction which is to be released by As-
sociated First National Pictures, Inc.,

has an all-star cast which includes

Anna Q. Nilsson, Milton Sills, Frank
Campeau, Walter Long, Bert Wood-
ruff, Aggie Herring and Hershall May-
hall.

Maurice B. (Lefty) Flynn, former

Yale athlete, is in New York playing

opposite Alice Brady.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
ALL OVER THE MAYFLOWER A STAR OF TOMORROW WALTER HIERS A LUCKY MAN

Now since Jay Eller, the famous

baseball player, and his wife, Jeanette,

have arived in our city, we expect to

see a notice soon that Jay will be play-

ing in vaudeville—or doing his famous

“dope fiend” characterization for the

films—or maybe an Indian role. You
know, he’s great at those two.

Recently at the Charles Ray studio

there was staged one of the biggest

storm scenes ever attempted for the

screen. It was during the filming of

Mr. Ray’s latest feature, “Miles Stan-

dish,” and on the specially constructed

boat set of the “Mayflower.”

Jay Eller, Ye Editor, and Ye Edi-

tor’s dog, “Topsy,” visited the studio

and witnessed the actual shooting of

the big scene. There were four four-

ton tanks which held 18,000 gallons of

water, 60 feet from the ground. This,

no doubt, was the most extensive and

complete storm “set” ever built.

When the cameras started, the wind
machines buzzed, and the water was
released at intervals to produce the

effect of giant waves. The “Mayflower”
rocked dangerously and a Pilgrim-

looking chap, John Howland, stag-

gered from the cabin door and was
nearly washed overboard! ’Twas sad,

but ye gods! it was thrilling! William

Sullivan plays the part. Monroe Lath-

rop, who is now handling the exploita-

tion for Mr. Ray, posed the famous
star and Jay Eller in front of the ship.

Of course, they had come over to-

gether on the “Mayflower!” But, well,

there must be press notices.

Charles Ray is a great baseball fan.

So much so in fact, that he wore his

golf suit while being photographed
with the erstwhile big league player.

Note—May we be permitted to speak
of Willie Sullivan, who is playing with

Mr. Ray, and his WIFE! She is a

very beautiful girl—who is NOT in

pictures! This is unfortunate, because

she has three-fourths of the regular

stars “skinned” for beauty.

Gaston Glass, who has just signed

a contract for a term of years with B.

P. Schulberg, will be featured in a

series of special productions at the

head of all-star casts. Prior to the re-

lease of any of these new pictures, Mr.

Glass will have made notable appear-

ances in Mr. Schulberg’s “The Hero,”

Bennie Zeidman’s “The Spider and
the Rose,” and Rupert Hughes’ “Gim-
me.

When a certain publicity organiza-

tion started out recently to ennumerate

the “13 Stars of Tomorrow” they evi-

dently had very little knowledge of

Marguerite Clayton, or if they had, her

talents and beauty were lost in the

shuffle. Now it comes to pass that it

is our privilege to inform you that

this golden-haired lady is not a pos-

sibility, but will be an actual star, at

a very near tomorrow, she has every-

thing requisite to this desired end—
youth, undoubted beauty, and intuitive

histronic talent. A this writing she

is playing opposite to our greatest

Western actor, Harry Carey. Her
last achievement in an acting sense

occurred with this same star in “The
Canyon of Fools.” Miss Clayton is

an actual DISCOVERY, and the same
jubilation that animates a Prospector’s

chest, when he discovers a Cold Lode,

must have animated the TALENT
Prospector when he discovered in Miss

Clayton those qualifications so neces-

sary to Stardom.

PUT THIS IN THE ACT

Richard Dix met another leading

man, a friend, on Hollywood boulevard.

“Aren’t you getting a bit plump?”

asked Richard, who is just getting

back a few of the fifteen pounds Mau-
rice Tourneur commanded him to lose

when he took the role of the ascetic

John Storm in “The Christian.”

“Yes, I’ve gained,” said the other.

“What are you going to do,” pur-

sued Richard, “play characters?”

“No; tennis.”

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere,
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.

Yes, yes, and another YES, this

rotund film comedian is to wed a

pretty and charming young lady by
the name of Miss Adah McWilliams.
She is very popular in the young social

set of Los Angeles, and it seems fit

that she should return as a bride to the

scenes she loves best. At this writing

Miss McWilliams is in Syracuse, N.
Y., where her father, Charles R. Mc-
Williams, helps to constitute the fam-
ous shoe firm of Nettleton. Mr. Mc-
Williams holds a peculiar niche in our
esteem, and this goes several thousand
ways in the moving picture colony,

where “MAC” was as well known as

the veriest picture star. This romance
started in this city, and arduous Wal-
ter bit his chubby manicures to shreds,

until such time as Jesse Lasky saw fit

to dispense with his presence for a few
weeks. The hymanel occasion will oc-

cur on the twelfth, and- after a short

visit to relatives “Down South” ye
twain will make orangeland their per-

manent place of residence. “CLOSE-
UP,” that is, Marshall Lorimer, who
happens to know both contestants in

matrimony, WISHES THEM A
LIFELONG JOURNEY IN HAP-
PY WEDDED BLISS.

“BULL” CARRIES
FOUR WATCHES

“Bull” Montana is going to have
more pockets put in all his vests. The
bandit-faced Metro comedy star is

forced to load himself down like a
jeweler’s window whenever he goes
out in public.

He is the owner of four watches,
one a gift from Douglas Fairbanks,
another from Jack Dempsey, one from
Hunt Stromberg, who produces his

comedies for Metro, and yet another
from Sid Grauman, a well, known Los
Angeles theater magnate.

All four have acquired the habit of
asking him the time of day whenever
they see him, and if he does not in-

stantly pull forth the proper time-
piece, offense is taken—at least so
“Bull” thinks. So he carries them all.

ASSISTS IN CHARITY WORK

Billie Dove had the honor of pre-
siding over a booth at a bazaar given
by the Assistance League of America,
at the home of Mrs. William Gibbs
McAdoo i-i Los Angeles recently.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Sylvia Waddell’s little subtlety:

“I am coming to Hollywood to join

the movie ranks,” said a young miss.

After looking at her picture, Phenice

Marshall said: “She’s making a ‘rank’

mistake, she ought to join the navy.”

* * *

Dorothy Dalton is making “The

Law of the Lawless.” Is this lawful?

* * *
Walter Heirs is finishing “Mr. Bill-

ings Spends His Dime.” Sounds like a

cheap picture.

* * *
Carter de Haven and his wife are

making “Saved With Diamonds.” This

is a “cutting” title.

* * *

Somebody said something about a

jaded serial and Fred Datig thought

they meant molded shredded wheat.

* * *

Reggie Barker says The Thinker

might have been a woman only they

don’t—that’s all.

* * *

“It’s all over now,” said the painter,

as he finished the house.

Ethel Broadhurst sent this from

New York.
* * *

“Well, you can’t take my breath

away,” said the bootlegger. Otto

Lederer at it again.

* * *

Edith Johnson turns poet:

She was a moonshine miss,

Her lover stole a bootleg kiss;

Alas, the hapless lad,

Went blind with love and asked her

dad.

* * *

James Calnay is producing “Why
Do We Live?” Well, now just let him
answer it—if he can.

* * *

Stan Laurel is appearing in “When
Knights Were Cold.” Sounds like

California.

* * *

“Are kisses really intoxicating?” she

asked shyly.

“Yeh; let me be your bootlegger,”

he replied.

Lloyd Hamilton has done his ut-

most to make this funny, or punny.

Wallace Beery says, “I kissed her

lips and she smacked my jaw!”

* * *
Harry Beaumont’s rumination:

We might say that these long

dresses are a “sweeping” success.

* * *

Bert Lytell’s little ditty:

We recently saw a man’s corset

from England. Don’t you think this is

“pressing” things a little too far?

* * *
They say that true love never runs

smooth. That’s nothing; neither does

a Ford. Don’t know where Jimmy Au-
brey got this one.

* * *

George Melford’s latest:

Some people think that their “daily

dozen” comes in glasses.

* * *
There are only two men in Holly-

wood who have not been cast in the

leading role of “Ben Hur.” Philip

Rosen says he is one of them.

* * *
Some people are so dumb they think

the Mexican border pays rent. That’s

a hot one by Harry Brand.

* * *
Walking home from an auto ride

is all right, but to swim home from a

motor boat ride is different. C. B. De
Mille tells us this.

* ~ *
Can a tea-hound be a victim to

puppy love? Vi McIntyre would like

to know.
* * *

The only trouble with the street cars

are the people who get in them. Bar-
bara Tennant is sensible.

* *
One way to make-up with your girl

is to get some grease paint. Larry
Semon suggests this.

* * *
Some people call our young folks

“night owls.” But even an owl must
sleep some of the time, you know. Gil

Pratt again.

* * *
Women always think of clothes, but

wear very little of them. Norman
Taurog is right.

* * *
According to the ages of our stars

sent out by the press agents, some
of them still believe in Santa Claus.

Kathleen Kirkham pulls a funny one...

* * ^
Mistletoe is a joke that should be

over everybody’s head. William Dun-
can must have his fun.

The highway men don’t stand much

chance of getting anything now. We
were held up so long while doing our

Xmas shopping. Lillian Rich’s mur-

mur.
* * *

Louis Gasnier says that when they

say: “There’s a man with good stuff

in him,” it might mean two or three

things.

* * *

A pretty girl who is a poet has two

kinds of “lines.” Well, we’ll have to

give Anthony Stanislaus McCarthy

credit for this.

* * *
“Did you ever hear William Tell?”

“No; did he?”

This is kinda dumb, but King Bag-
got DID write it.

* * *

“You certainly can get a weigh with

a pair of scales,” said the crook.

Might say this was Roy Marshall at

his worst.

* * *

Sign reads: “Dancing every night

but Monday.”

“What do they do on Monday
night?” asks a “nice” little girl.

You tell ’em, Katherine Sullivan,

that’s easy to see through.

* * *

Tom Mix is making “The Modern
Monte Cristo.” We suppose the gag
line is: “The world is NOT mine.”

f

BETH KOSIK
Who Faces a Promising Picture

Career

CL OSE-UP”PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

V J

Dustin Famum is working on “The
Buster.” No, this is no relation to the

Keaton family.

* * *

L. A. papers say that 18 died from

“Christmas Cheer” a la bootleg.

“That’s nothing,” says Neal Hart, “I

know of 40 others who were “dying”

to get it.

* * *

No, “Souls For Sale,” directed by

Rupert Hughes, was not taken in a

shoe store, exclaims Charles R. Mc-
Williams of Nettleton fame.

* * *

“The Truth,” by Dustin Farnum.

There is no man at the height of

fortune but some woman’s help or

faith placed him there. There is no

woman drinking dregs of despair but

some man held them to her lips.

* * *

A special orchestration for “Bell Boy
13,” Thomas H. Ince’s new comedy
farce, starring Douglas MacLean,
which will be released shortly, has

been written by Sol Cohen, noted Los
Angeles violinist. MacLean is said

to have put over the best characteriza-

tion of his career since “Twenty-three

and a Half Hours’ Leave” in this

farce of modern hotel life. Wearing
the brass buttons of a bell hop, he

illustrates effectively the power of the

bell boy to thoroughly tangle the af-

fairs of a big hotel and everyone

staying there.

* * *

Peculiar! Louise Fazenda, who will

play Bea Sorenson in Warner Broth-

ers’ production of Sinclair Lewis’ novel

“Main Street,” entered pictures so she

could get enough extra money to buy
Christmas presents. Now, if her press-

agent sticks anywhere near the truth,

she gets enough to buy Christmas

presents every day in the year.

* * *

NEW ADDITIONS TO CAST

Theodore Von Eltz and Lillian

Lawrence have been added to the cast

of “The Common Law,” Selznick all-

star production, which is being made
under the direction of George Arch-
ainbaud.

Von Eltz will play the part of Sandy
Cameron and Lillian Lawrence will be

seen as Mrs. Neville.

HUGO BALLIN SERVED AS
PROTOTYPE FOR LEAD-

ING CHARACTER IN
“THE COMMON LAW”

The original of the role of Louis

Neville in Robert Chambers’ novel,

“The Common Law,” which is being

filmed by Director George Archain-

baud for the Selznick Company, was

none other than Hugo Ballin, noted

artist and motion picture director, ac-

cording to Conway Tearle, who is a

friend of both Ballin and Chambers.

Tearle, who is playing the part of

Neville in the screen version “The
Common Law,” states that when
Chambers conceived the story he hunt-

ed about for a certain type of artist to

use as a prototype for the hero, and
finally settled upon Ballin, who was
just then rising to prominence. The
two became very good friends and the

novel developed into one of the best

sellers of the author’s many works.

Work is progressing rapidly in the

the filming of the production, and the

cast now includes Corinne Griffith,

Conway Tearle, Elliott Dexter, Harry
Myers, Doris May, Hobart Bosworth,

Phyllis Haver, Wallie Van, Miss Du-
pont and Bryant Washburn.

BACK AGAIN

Refreshed from her vigorous work
in “The Shock,” by a vacation of sev-

eral weeks, Virginia Valli has returned

to Universal City to begin production

on “Up the Ladder,” which will be

filmed as a Hobart Henley production,

from A. P. Younger’s screen adapta-

tion of the stage play.

Following the completion of “The
Shock,” in which Miss Valli supported

Lon Chaney, the newest Universal star

suffered fatigue that amounted to al-

most a breakdown, and was granted a

leave of absence to completely regain

her health.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
IS RESTING

Clara Kimball Young has completed
her work in “The Woman of Bronze,”

which is her newest starring picture,

to be produced by Harry Garson for

Metro. Miss Young is vacationing

before starting work on her next pic-

ture.

A man may be a fool, but when he’s

nobody’s fool, that’s the sad part, says

Arthur K. Doe.

APROPOS

Monte Blue, Warner Bros, star, is

telling a funny one he heard while

getting a shine the other day in a

Hollywood barber shop.

Two indolent negro boys were lazily

polishing his boots when another

colored lad sauntered in and greeted

the more slouchy of the two with

“Hello dar, Recess.”

“Whut fo’ yo’ calls him Recess?”

queried the other.

“’Cause he’s so lazy,” was the re-

ply, “he’s always takin’ a recess.”

“Hump—da so?” slowly remarked

Recess, “wal, you know what ah calls

dat boy? VACASHUN, ’cause he

doan do no work no time.”

SHE HAS LANDED

Louise Fazenda, engaged on her

second two-reel comedy for Educa-

tional in the Jack White Mermaid se-

ries, is working at the United Studios

on one of the largest sets ever con-

structed for a short subject picture.

A whole side of a ship and adjacent

decks have been completed with every

detail present to make them look like

the real thing.

Miss Fazenda is an immigrant in

her new mirth quake, and she thinks

she hails from Sweden. Opening
shots were taken at San Pedro, but

now that she has “landed,” the work
is proceeding at the studios. Bob Kerr
is directing.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

o
o
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

DEFINING THE IDEAL MAN $1,000,000 POLICIES WARNERS SIGN BEAUMONT
TO DIRECT “MAIN STREET”

Madge Bellamy, who plays the

charming little debutante heroine of

Thomas H. Ince’s production, “The

Hottentot,” soon to be released, goes

on record as demanding some very de-

cided perfections in her Ideal Man.

The following constitutes the meas-

uring-stick of her ideal:

“He mustn’t think he knows more

than a girl and correct her all the time.

“He must be courteous in small

things, which stamp the gentleman.

“He must have regard for my feel-

ings.

“He must not object to my career.

“He must admire my new frock—
and not fuss over its expense.

“If he insists on telling all the an-

cient jokes, he mustn’t expect me to

laugh at them after he hundredth time.

“He must pretend he’s interested in

my affairs—even if he isn’t.

“He must not object to carrying my
bundles when we’re shopping.

“He must not know too many other

girls—i don’t care for community prop-

erty.

“He must go to see my pictures

when they’re shown on the screen.

“These are my qualifications for My
Ideal Man. Has anybody seen him?

I have met only one of him—my
father.”

* * *

BLOND SUB. FOR SPRING

Beauty, the celebrated witch, is not

so deserted in these modern days as

some people picture her. If you don’t

believe that, you don’t know the num-

ber of poets who, of late, have been

inditing lyrical apostrophes to Claire

Windsor.

The latest offering to the screen

beauty was written by Albert Lewin,

of the Goldwyn editorial staff, who
saw Miss Windsor working in “Broth-

ers Under the Skin.” He rushed back

to his office in a fine frenzy to pen the

following:

TO CLAIRE WINDSOR
I have seen a young tree in the spring,

Bending its slender body to the wind,

Shaking from its blond hair rhythms

of light—
Young tree, if you will rise from your

knees, and walk,

Symbol of grace moving down the

street,

Then I shall see her whom I have

dreamed.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has

taken out two $1,000,000 insurance

policies—one on its newly engaged di-

rector, Eric von Stroheim, and one on

June Mathis, recently engaged as edi-

torial director.

The policies were taken out through

Behrendt & Levy, Los Angeles in-

surance agents.

One-half of the insurance in each

case was placed with American com-

panies and the other half with Lloyds

of London. Lloyds was the only com-

pany which would carry a special pol-

icy of reimbursement in case of illness

of either Mr. von Stroheim or Miss

Mathis. The American companies in-

sured the two chiefly against death.

Goldwyn was impelled to take out

these two million-dollar insurance pol-

icies because of the big productions in

view, involving millions of dollars, in

which Mr. von Stroheim and Miss

Mathis will individually be concerned.

Miss Mathis is now, and was for

several months before being placed un-

der contract by Goldwyn, engaged in

preparing the script of “Ben Hur” and

she will be closely associated with the

making of that film play—the biggest

in the world—until it is ready to be

screened.

EXTREMELY THIN SOLES

Willard Mack, who has a leading

role in the S-L (Sawyer-Lubin) pro-

duction for Metro of his own play,

“Your Friend and Mine,” was telling

other members of the cast of a soldier

who complained to his sergeant that

the soles of the shoes issued him were

so thin as to make walking painful.

“Sergeant,” said the private, “the

soles of those shoes are so thin that if

I stood on a dime I could tell if it

was heads or tails.”

Mrs. Alan Hale, widely known pro-

fessionally as Gretchen Hartman, has

just returned to Hollywood from New
York with Baby Alan, Jr., after hav-

ing enjoyed a month’s visit with rela-

tives and friends. She expects to re-

sume her picture work early in the

new year.

* * *

Noah Beery appears in “Her Fatal

Millions,” Viola Dana’s newest Metro

starring picture. “Her Fatal Millions”

is a story by William Dudley Pelley,

which William Beaudine is directing.

Since Warner Brothers secured the

rights to film “Main Street,” the Sin-

clair Lewis book which has enjoyed

such tremendous popularity, the great

question has been as to who would di-

rect the picture. That question is no

more, for this week, Harry Beaumont
was signed to screen the continuity,

which is being prepared by Julien

Josephson.

“Main Street,” which is the last of

the Warner Brothers’ seven screen

classics for 1922, is to have the great-

est all-star cast of the year, three

famed players already having been

signed to enact leading roles in this

great story. They are Monte Blue, who
played the leading role in “Brass,” an-

other Warner picture; Harry Meyers,

who appeared in “The Beautiful and
Damned” as well as “Brass,” and
Louise Fazenda, who also worked in

the former story. Blue and Meyers
have been signed on long-term con-

tracts.

Mr. Beaumont is one of the fore-

most directors of the day, having won
signal honors for his direction of Viola

Dana in “The Five Dollar Baby,” and
other Metro pictures. Prior to that

he made many of the Tom Moore suc-

cesses for Goldwyn. Before that he

“made” Bryant Washburn in the

“Skinners Dress Suit” series. Actual

camera work will not commence on
“Main Street” until about the 10th. It

will take from six to ten weeks to pro-

duce.

William A. Orlamond, “the strang-

er” in “The White Frontier,” which
Allen Holobar is producing, starring

Dorothy Phillips, for First National,

began life as a lawyer, switched to

Gilbert & Sullivan operas, later ap-

peared in English dramas and then

spent several years as a vaudeville

monologist. Orlamond came to Holly-

wood in 1917, and has remained here

ever since, playing roles in some of the

finest productions made in the center

of filmdom. His most recent import-

ant parts were in “The Sin Flood,”

“The Bitterness of Sweets” and “Brok-
en Chains,” where he first came under

the notice of Mr. Holubar.
* * *

Where is the man or woman who
has not seen Clara Phillips? Dwight
Eversoll wants to know.



MACK SENNETT PRESENTS MABEL NORMAND IN “SUZANNA,” DIRECTED BY F. RICHARD
JONES. FRED JACKMAN, PHOTOGRAPHER. TITLES BY JOHN GRAY. MISSION THEATRE.

REVIEWED By V. K.

The following laconic line should cover Mack Sennett’s latest” AS A STORY—HASH! BUT
MABEL NORMAND AS “SUZANNA”—PERFECT !

!

Another—probably, beautiful story, ruined and butchered in the cutting room.

Again, the photography lacked much. The close-ups were splendid—always are, when it comes
to putting forth the stars and co-workers! but why the dim and indistinct medium in long shots?
Sitting around me when we reviewed this picture—(and by the way, it was Christmas night), many
comments were made on the style of photography. Could it be that we all were affected with the
things we ate and drank that day—or was it just a fact?

It was an old story told in much the same style as others before it, but it was a pretty one, yet
not the kind of vehicle that the famous little star is best fitted for. Her co-workers were each good
in their parts.

As far as the picture—it was just Mabel Normand, as Suzanna!—climbing, riding, running, danc-
ing, walking, standing, sitting and finally sleeping. But withal, it was still Mabel Normand. Her
artistry saved the film, without depreciating the talent of the others.

The spirit and locale of the picture was ideal, so far as the early California life was concerned,
and barring the style of photography and business in the cutting room, there was plenty of material
for a better production.

Walter McGrail, as Ramon, was splendidly cast and his support was ideal. Winifred Bryson, as
Dolores, was charming and typically Spanish in her rendition of the character. The two fathers
—George Nichols and Eric Mayne, showed to distinct advantage in every scene they appeared in.

While George Cooper, as the comedy lover, helped Miss Normand to bring forth every bit of merri-
ment that tickled the audience from time to time. As the heavy, Leon Barry, offered strong sup-
port. Carl Stockdale and Lon Poff, in minor parts, completed the cast. With these, however, were
many who went without screen mention, who, in their small way, contributed in making this a box
office attraction.

As stated in the opening the picture was hashed and butchered in the cutting room. So, then,
what has “cold steel” to do with beauty, love, romance, artistic scenes and Spanish music?—nothing,
but those little “keen cutters” left a horrible scar - on the lovely countenance of sweet “Suzanna,”
probably in so doing marrinig what might otherwise have been worthy successors to “MICKY” and
“MOLLY-O.” Wky was it done?



Miss Olive Ann Alcorn
CALIFORNIA’S TERPSICHOREAN SENSATION

Considered to be one of the most beautiful dancers In America, and known throughout the world as the “Girl With the Fig-
ure Beautiful.’’ Miss Alcorn is at present startling the natives of Manhattan with her latest original conceptions in matters
terpsichorean. She is proving the sensation on Broadway this season, and it is just possible that she will accept one of the
numerous flattering offers to make a tour of Europe.
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Who Has Just Completed a Lengthy, Successful Engagement, Playing Oppo-
site Harry Carey in Five-Reel Specials.



What Rich Stars Do With
Their Money

Here’s what rich movie stars do with their money, as disclosed in the current February issue
of Photoplay Magazine:

Mary Pickford is probably the richest of all screen workers, • with Cecil de Mille, Charlie Chap-
lin, Norma Talmadge, Mary Miles Minter, Anita Stewart and Harold Lloyd close behind in spectacular
savings.

David Wark Griffith’s savings consist of a 14-acre lemon ranch, a velour hat, three suits of
clothes and a watch.

Lillian Gish owns a tiny restaurant in San Pedro, Cal.

William Russell owns Hepner’s beauty parlor in Los Angeles.

Mary Miles Minter is the owner of a laundry in Hollywood.

Norma Talmadge owns half of “The Music Box Revue” in New York.

Mary Pickford has over $1,500,000 in Liberty and government bonds.

Charlie Chaplin is close behind Miss Pickford in securities.

Cecil de Mille has made a tremendous fortune from oil speculation alone.

Harold Lloyd has a vast sum of money in Liberty and railroad bonds.

Mary Miles Minter has $750,000 in gold notes, mortgages and bonds alone.

Anita Stewart has a startling sum in Liberty bonds and owns 4,000 acres of rich oil lands.

Norma Talmadge has close to a million in bonds and stocks in her own name.

Lillian and Dorothy Gish each draw $300 a week interest on their savings.

What have the film favorites done with their lofty salaries? The popular theory is doubtless
that most of it has been wasted in what comes under the censorious term of “riotous living,” what-
ever that is. All of which is just as true as the general theory that Hollywood is the Gomorrah of

our age. Filmdom has its spenders, but, curious as it may seem, they seem in far smaller proportion
than in any other walk of life. The film folk most certainly are NOT the luxurious spendthrifts

they are supposed to be!

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, for instance, have never had but two cars in all their screen careers.

Mary Pickford shops as carefully as the most salary-bound clerk’s wife.

Harold Lloyd likes to walk and hates taxis and automobiles.

Dick Barthlemess inspects a restaurant check with such care that the shades of his frugal

Dutch ancestors must chuckle with spectral glee.

Rex Ingram drives a Ford.

Mr. Ingram is said to have made nearly a half million in the past year. He, too, has an unusual
arrangement with his wife, Alice Terry. He pays all expenses of his home, while Miss Terry
deposits every cent of her salary, now something like $500 a week.

Antonio Moreno invested seven hundred thousand dollars in the Mexican petroleum oil fields.

Tony’s stock took a bad slump and, for a time, the romantic Spaniard faced bankruptcy. Then
things took a turn and Moreno is again able to smile.

Gloria Swanson has practically paid for a $90,000 California residence. Mabel Normand’s savings
consist of a half million in jewels. Recently she purchased a home for her parents on Staten Island.

Priscilla Dean owns a Beverly Hills house that is valued at $85,000. >

William Farnum’s wealth is prodigious. His fortune is invested in real estate in California and
the East and amounts to about a million. His private estate is located at Sag Harbor, Long Island.

Mr. Farnum’s hobby is boating and he owns seven boats, ranging from a yacht to a motor launch.

Pearl White's savings consist largely of $100,000 in Liberty bonds. “I began buying bonds only
recently,” says Miss White. “Until then I spent my money in jewels, cars and antiques. Now I’m
saving as hard as I can.”

Bill Hart has a $60,000 Hollywood house and a ranch at Newhall, California, near Carey’s prop-
erty. He also owns some valuable property in Connecticut.

Louise Fazenda owns considerable California real estate and has some valuable oil holdings.

With which we arrive at the end of our list of film plutocrats. Wallace Reid may be mentioned
in passing as having dashed debonairily through a merry career without saving much of anything.

And Rudolph Valentino’s recent troubles with Famous Players-Lasky came just at the moment
he was to first cash in on his remarkable vogue.

A few of the others who are discussed at length are: Jackie Coogan, owner of an $80,000 home;
Constance Talmadge, whose savings are said to amount to a million; and Madame Nazimova, who
has almost $200,000 tied up in her screen productions.
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A CHANGE IS ALWAYS GOOD

Talent and ambition may become

stifled by being compressed in one

particular groove, so it is just as well

that Marguerite Clayton, the beautiful

Golden Girl who has played opposite

Harry Carey in a couple of features,

should make a change of star to sup-

port histrionically. Now this statement

doesn’t infer that Miss Clayton was

not entirely satisfied with her late

company, far to the contrary, for she,

as well as the writer, holds this west-

ern star in great esteem, but when you

eat one kind of pastry for a while

metaphorically speaking) it’s time to

change off to another variety, and so

it comes about that this ambitious and

talented lady is now considering do-

ing parts in which she will not have

to wear the riding costumes of a west-

ern cowgirl. Miss Clayton rightly be-

lieves that it is her heritage to wear

evening clothes of stunning effect for

awhile at least, in a society drama, for

instance. Then again the drawing room
in a gorgeous mansion (in a picture

of course) seems like tempting bait

to her now, and perhaps later on

Miss Clayton will willingly go back

to ginghams if necessary, so that ulti-

mately the hero of the story forks out

his check book, and tells her to buy

a few worth-while creations. For let

it be known here, and henceforth, that

the producer signing this young lady

to her next contract may get a sweet-

er smile and cordiallity by informing

her before hand that she will only be

required for a few emotional scenes,

interspersed here and there with a few
comedy moments, in which she may
wear some real good clothes—modish
and up to the minute—throughout the

various scenes in the picture. That
producer will then congratulate him-

self in having engaged such a splendid

actress as his feminine lead. It really

doesn’t behoove the writer to say

much more about Miss Marguerite

Clayton’s loveliness. He merely refers

you to the front cover.

To make a personal appearance

tour by areoplane is the latest plan

being considered by A1 St. John, Fox
comedian, following the completion of

his present series of two reelers at

the Western avenue studios. .

HE HAS REACHED SEVEN

George O’Hara, star of the H. C.

Witwer “Fighting Blood” series, is

now engaged at Powers Studios on
his seventh picture, “The Knight That
Failed,” for F. R. O., Mai St. Clair,

directing. Mr. O'Hara, who faces in

each production a different ring vet-

eran, has for adversary this time in

the fight scenes Georgie La Vigna,

who has made a record on the coast.

“The Call of the Wild” is now being

cut and titled. The cast supporting

Mr. O’Hara includes Clara Horton,
playing opposite; Albert Cook, “Kit”

Guard, Arthur Rankin, William Court-

right, Marie Astaire, Jack Josephs and
“Petie”, clever canine actor. Lee
Games was at the camera.

Jackie Coogan insisted his dad had
a bad cold.

Mrs. Coogan said it sure was a great

blow for father.

* * *

One way to fool your ex-wife is to

pay her alimony, and then marry her

and get it back again.

This is a Sid Smith suggestion.
* * *

Reggie Barker avers that he knows
a girl in Hollywood who is so modest
she wears a veil to cover her naked
eye.

* * *

It takes sixty-five muscles to frown,

and only fifteen to smile. Have you
been treating your muscles carelessly?

Shirley Mason wants to know.
* * *

Wallace Worsley asserts that the

only auto-suggestion he can think of

is when the drivers blow their horns
at him.

* * *

Some people are so dumb they think

that Shakespeare’s quotations are in

the stock market.

Harry Beaumont is at it again.

* * Sfc

Ella Hall claims you don’t need
stoves in taxi-cabs, because they have
such “warm hearted” drivers.

* * *
Myrtle Stedman arises to remark

that a bright light sometimes discloses

dark secrets.

* * *
George Kuwa claims he caught cold

in the bank the other day. He said

there were too many drafts.

DOESN’T HE LOOK OSSIFIED?
LIGE CONLEY

Featured Comedian
With Jack White in
Mermaid Comedies

Is He Another Swiss Riding Master?
Can This Be a Coy Matrimonial

Pose ?

HOT STUFF!

“I hear your film, “Tea With a

Kick,” was lost in the fire at the lab-

oratories the other night,” someone
said to Victor Hugo Halperin as he

was retaking scenes for the picture

this week at the Fine Arts Studios.

“How did it happen?” the curious one
inquired, meaning the fire.

“It was sure fire stuff!” Halperin

shot back.

Bernie Durning says that some
chorus girls are just natural-bom
kickers.

* * *

Jack Conway is directing, “Trimmed
in Scarlet.” It’s tough to be trimmed
in any color.

* * *
Walter Hiers is working on “75c An

Hour.” This is probably the cheapest

he ever worked for as a married man.
* * *

Carter De Haven is making, “Say
It With Diamonds.” Boy, this is

brilliant stuff.

* * *
Frank Urson’s favorite sport is to

talk back to a traffic cop. But he does
it very low—so the cop can’t hear him.
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

In

orvfulen.ee

GLADYS BROCKWELL
PRAISED IN FILM

Gladys Brockwell, the former Fox

star, made her return to the screen

in Jackie Coogan’s “Oliver Twist

production. The portrayer of Nancy

Eikes has received considerable praise

by the press throughout the land. In

each instance, when the Associated

First National feaure is played. Miss

Brockwell is given splendid reviews.

For a while Miss Brockwell re-

mained away from the silver sheet and

it was only through the persistent ef-

forts of Director Frank Lloyd who

urged her to accept the role of Nancy,

that the little lady finally agreed on

a screen return.

The result has been that Miss

Brockwell has received any number of

film offers, and whether she will or

will not accept one of them is still a

question that only Miss Brockwell

herself can answer. At least, the silent

drama wants her back in the fold.

William Shakespeare, title writer.

Allen Holubar had no less a celebrity

than the Bard of Avon on his staff

for this purpose in the making of

“Slander the Woman,” starring Doro-

thy Phillips for First National release.

The theme of the play deals with the

effects idle gossip brings to the good

name of any woman, and the open-

ing title will be that famous quota-

tion from the world’s best known

classic playwright:

“He who steals my purse steals

trash, but he who vilches me of my
good name, takes that which enricheth

him not, but leaves me poor indeed.”

* * *

Just coming to California and fall-

ing in love with the place doesn’t

sometimes always settle the matter.

Take, for example, Marjorie Chapin,

New York “Follies” beauty, who came

west to visit her brother Jimmy, as-

sistant to Goldwyn Director Hugo
Ballin. Just as she’s having a wonder-

ful time, and about to accept a picture

offer, comes a telegram requesting her

presence in New York to appear in

a show which will open in a couple of

weeks.

EYE FOR AN EYE
Milton Sills, who has the leading

male role in the Maurice Tourneur
production for First National of ‘.‘The

Isle of Lost Ships,” is wearing a

“beautiful” black eye, the result of an

honest-to-goodness battle with Walter

Long, who has one of the principal

roles in the Tourneur production.

The fight between Sills and Long is

one of the most thrilling scenes in the

big melodrama said to be one of the

best pictures Tourneur has ever pro-

duced. Tourneur called for realism for

the fight sequence, with the result that

Walter’s fist landed squarely on Sill’s

eye.

Long acknowledged that he was
considerably bruised himself and that

he wouldn’t want to meet Sills if the

latter held a grudge against him. “He
throws a wicked mitt,” says Long.

“YOU KNOW ME, AL”

“Monkey business” was the founda-

tion of the Thespian career of A1 St.

John, stellar comedian for William

Fox. Young Alfred at the age of 17

was an usher at five bucks per in the

old Princess Theatre, a small Los An-
geles playhouse, run by Elmer Work-
man, now editor of the Scenario-Bul-

letin Review. Roscoe Arbuckle was
producing the tabloid musical come-
dies, and an actor to wear a monkey
skin and play a burlesque ape was
needed. A1 asked permission to try the

part. Wearing a mask and huge skin

he did it, while another boy took his

place as usher, and from then on he

started up the ladder of theatrical suc-

cess, which eventually led to his pres-

ent contract with the Fox organiza-

tion.

ENCCK
MADE TO SELL WITH P
NETTLETON SHOES

|

Sale

Worth-While

Shoes for Men

NETTLETON’S
as low as

$ 9.85

AENCO’S
as low as

$ 6.85

Hip Ma^er{r

BootjT

otS’JioDS'

<3 t)i- and Oiivi
Opposite JPe^rsiting' Squart

109WFifth St.
'Alexandria Hotel is opposite Us-
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

LOEWS STATE—A real blue killer

week. Viola Dana and Bryant

Washburn in “June Madness,” a

Metro picture, was delightful. It

is a splendid comedy of jilting jazz,

jeopardy and joy. Harry Beaumont
directed and displayed his usual

ability and talent. Max Fisher has

been helping to pack the house day

and night. Rose Perfect has some
good numbers. Sonia with about

twenty others look well in a revue

staged by Jack Laughlin. Mr. Bos-

tick and Billy Shoup are contented

with the overflow crowds.

ORPHEUM—The farewell tour of

Eddie Leonard to the Golden West.

Bert Fitzgibbon! Hallen & Russell!

There are three acts that make you
forget the price of your seat. That’s

something. The others are all right

and it’s a good bill. But don’t miss

Raymond Hitchcock starting on

February 5th, exclaims Perry.

MOROSCO — The sixth week of

“Three Live Ghosts,” which only

proves that L. A. likes Lillian El-

liot, Gayne Whitman, Bessie Eyton
and Harlan Tucker. And, of course,

a bit of English comedy.
GRAUMAN’S—“The Third Alarm,”

with Johnnie Walker and Ralph
Lewis. Emory Johnson, the pro-

ducer and director, has certainly

brought back the old-time “meller”-

drama stuff and put it over for a

bunch of ultra-modern picture fans.

We can say truthfully that he has

succeeded in the highest degree.

Snell, Highsmith and Conklin, music
makers, offer “By-gone Day in an
Engine House.” Stagliano is con-

ducting the orchestra now and Met-
calfe is tapping the keys on the

organ.

MAJESTIC—Lee Huty’s “Climbing”
is still taking L. A. by storm, or

whatever you want to call it. Any-
way, Mary Newcomb, Tom Chat-

terton and Winifred Wilkes con-

tinue to please.

HILLSTREET—Three good acts this

week. They are? John B. Humer
& Co., Wayne & Warren, Dugan
& Raymond. Well, I guess these

three are worth fifty-five cents and
a long wait (if you don’t go early).

Charles Jones (who used to be Buck
Jones) is appearing in the Fox pic-

ture entitled, “The Belles of San
Juan.” .

CALIFORNIA—Hall Caine’s “The
Christian” is marvelous. Maurice
Tourneur has now a good proof of

really how remarkable he is. Rich-

ard Dix and Mae Busch do their

best work. Phyllis Haver is not

much of a dramatic actress. Claude

Gillingwater is all right. Mahlon
Hamilton and Gareth Hughes are

great. The others do their small

parts all right.

MILLER’S—Again “The Four Horse-

men.” And again we have Rudy
Valentino. A picture that everyone

should see.

TALLY’S—"Quincy Adams Sawyer”
with a great cast. Reviewed in past

issue.

KINEMA — Willie Collier’s great

stage success done in the movies
with Douglas MacLean and Madge
Bellamy. “The Hottentot,” a Thos.

Ince production, should go down as

one of the fastest comedies of the

year. Others in the cast well worth
mention are: Truly Shattuck, Harry
Brooker and Raymond Hatton.

RIALTO— It is still “To Have and
to Hold” with Betty Compson and
Bert Lytell.

MISSION—Mabel Normand is just

showing the other stars how popular

she really is by the packed houses
that “Suzanna” has ben drawing for

the past six weeks.

SYMPHONY—Tom Mix in “Ro-
mance Land” is a picture of a cow-
boy who has been reading Sir Wal-
ter Scott’s “Ivanhoe.” Barbara Bed-
ford and Frank Brownless are the

principals in the supporting cast.

“Faint Hearts” is a good comedy
produced by Charles Murray.

ALHAMBRA—-“Dr. Jack” again! Re-
viewed in past issue.

EGYPTIAN — Sixteenth week of

“Robin Hood” in Hollywood. Better

hurry! Don’t miss this big produc-
tion.

GARRICK—Their ten cent idea seems

HARRIS & FRANK—Manhattan Shirts

February Sales

Men s Suits

and Overcoats
About 500 Good Garments
To Go At These Prices:

$35 And $40 Suits
And Overcoats For

$28.50
$45 And $50 Suits
And Overcoats For

$36.50
$55 to $65 Suits

And Overcoats For

$44.50
Those Who Choose First

Choose Best

437*443 Spring North of 5 t-

EDWIN CLAPP SHOES FOR MEN
to have made a hit. Try it.

CLUNES—Your chance to see the

late Wally Reid in his last produc-
tion, “Thirty Days.”

METROPOLITAN — The opening

CONFIDENTIAL RELIABLE RESPONSIBLE

Do You Need Money?
Let Us Finance You!

A. B. Cohn & Bro.
Financiers—Est. 53 Years

Third Floor New Pantages Bldg.

7th and Hill Streets
Money Loaned on
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Silverware
Liberty Bonds, Etc.

Courteous Service
Liberal Treatment
Lowest Interest Rates

Private Offices
Special Dept, for Ladies
No Red Tape
No Delays
Appraisals Made on
Premises
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....
will not be reviewed because we
were very much upset over the way
the other reviewers made (raved)

over it. Gloria Swanson in “My
American Wife” with Tony Moreno

is a good picture. Tony is so good

that he got a five-year contract for

his work. The rest of the program

is perfect.

PHILHARMONIC—Sir Harry Lau-

der! That is enough! His name

should tell you what to do. Hear

him by all means.

EGAN’S—Well, well, “The First Fifty

eYars” is about four weeks old now
and still going good. Evelyn Vaughn
and William S. Rainy are splendid.

MASON—“Now and Then” with Kolb

and Dill has just finished and now
we have Fritz Leiber in the plays

of Shakespeare. There are six in

number which he presents.

WEISS & KLEIN—I'm here to tell

you this place is head’em all for the

grand old foodstuffs. You just can’t

pass this hall of fine food up.

PALAIS ROYAL—Henry Halstead

and his band of out-law jazz hounds

have been handing out the patrons

some real mean stuff lately. The
cook has been studying his book and

has been giving us some mighty

good hash.

CINDERELLA ROOF—It has be-

come the habit of late for every

place to imitate the other. Just re-

cently this dance hall tried to double

for the Plantation Cafe. But these

dance hall hounds didn’t appreciate

the hard work of a good scenic

artist.

COCOANUT GROVE—Their Tues-

day night dance contests would be

more popular if the judges would be

a bit fairer in picking out the “best”

dancer on the floor. There have

been some very poor decisions of

late and many have voiced protests.

WINTER GARDEN—This is the

ONLY bright spot on Spring street.

Grover Frankie and his revue have

been keeping us up rather late on

our visiting nights. We must say

that this cafe is improving in ts

muse and catering.

PLANTATION — On these cold
nights it is rather nice to ride down
to this bit of Southern Atmosphere
and get a real warm greeting from
the head waiter and the bus boys.

This is one place that seems to re-

main beautiful.

JAHKNE’S—Val Roberts has been

giving us rounders a real thrill when
she sings “Lonesome Mamma

Blues” in the new Midnight Revue.

This cellar-like cafe is gaining in

customers and has a cozy air on
cold and. damp nights.

THE CLUB ROYALE—We’re tell-

ing you all about this wonderful

place elsewhere in this issue. Haven’t

got room here for all we want to-

say except to remark that the re-

markable young floor manager who
provides you with your initial com-
fort, is no other than Dick Beck.

You know what a bear he is—some
diplomatist—eh?

TURKISH VILLAGE—That chicken

a la Turcque is simply !!!!!! well,

there isn’t any word for it. Its

grand! Its marvelous! Get the

idea? And then there is that weird-

ness of the orient that makes us

interested. We enjoy ourselves be-

cause it is DIFFERENT. But the

courtesy is always the same, ex-

claims Charlie Manos.
MARCELL’S — This “Sky Rocket

Revue,” staged by Jack and June

Laughlin, is certainly a “shooting”

affair. It starts off with a bang,

but something happens to the fuse

and she kinda fizzles down near

the end. The food remains the

same—the best in the city.

MONTMARTRE—Hollywood is very

blaze now. It has a real cafe with

a keen orchestra ’neverything. And
a couple of real dancing stars from
New York, too. We’re telling you
more about the cafe elsewhere in

this issue. Gertrude Bennett and

Joseph Hess are the dancing stars.

ITALIAN VILLAGE—Lee Berg-

strom and his orchestra are certainly

making a hit with the cafe lovers

of L. A. And the cozy nooks are

“quite the thing” with the many
patrons.

CALIFORNIA CAFE—Gus Haritos,

proprietor, is having a great time

lately finding room for his custom-

ers who make a bee line for his

good food at the eating hours. The
canaries are still chirping and every-

thing is O. K. including the

blondes!!!

VERNON—This place has turned

out to be the home for slumming
parties from the other high-brow
joints. Use your own judgment.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM — Just

try and get in here on Friday nights.

Boy, the battles have been away
above the standard and sure knock
you for a row of Russian milk cans.

Poor Roy Marshall rests an hour
after the ticket rush is over!
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
RECORD-BREAKING LIST OF
STARS NOW ON SELZNICK
PAYROLL— THREE BIG PRO-
DUCTIONS BOAST MANY
FAVORITES IN LINEUP

One of the largest aggregations of

screen favorites ever gathered to-

gether under the banner of one film

company are now taking part in the

three big productions which are in the

process of making by the Selznick

company. Reminiscent of the good

old stock days of the movies is the

assemblage that has been lined up for

“Rupert of Hentzau,” “The Common
Law,” and “The Easiest Way.”

Here is the list without any attempt

at ranking them: Theda Bara, Elaine

Hammerstein, Corinne Griffith, Con-

way Tearle, Elliott Dexter, Bert

Lytell, Doris May, Lew Cody, Mar-

jorie Daw, Bryant Washburn, Hobart

Bosworth, Claire Windsor, Miss Du-
pont, Phyllis Haver, Adolphe Menjou,

Wallie Van, Harry Meyers, Dagmar
Godowsky, Mitchell Lewis, Elmo Lin-

coln, Nigel DeBrullier, Josephine

Crowell, Gertrude Actor, Baron von
Brincken, James Marcus, Lillian Law-
rence, Theodore von Eltz and Lowell

Sherman. The directors of the staff

are Victor Heerman, George Archain-

baud and Ferdinan Pinney Earle di-

recting “Rupert of Hentzau,” “The
Common Law,” and “The Easiest

Way,” respectively. Edward J. Mon-
tagne heads the scenario department.

All together totaling a good sized pay-

roll to meet at the end of a week.

Two of these subjects, “Rupert of

Rentzau” and “The Common Law”
are well under way and the casts have
been completed, but “The Easiest

Way” is only in the course of prepara-

tion and other well known players will

be added to (he list.

LEADING ROLE IN “THE FOG”

Cullen Landis is the first member of

the cast signed for “The Fog,” Wil-

liam Dudley Pelley’s story which Graf

Productions will film for Metro re-

lease. Mr. Landis will enact the lead-

ing male role in this widely read story

which H. H. Van Loan adapted for

the screen.

“The Fog” will be the fourth Metro
picture in which Landis has appeared

during the past six months. He played

opposite Viola Dana in “Love in the

Dark,” had a leading part in Fred

Niblo’s production of “The Famous
Mrs. Fair,” and had the leading male
role in “Youth to Youth.”

Although still a very young man
Mr. Landis has had a highly success-

ful screen career. He started with the

Goldwyn company and was featured

in numerous all-star productions. Since

leaving that organization he has played

in many successful pictures with va-

rious companies, among these were

“The Girl From the Outside,” “Watch
Your Step,” “Jinx,” “Going Some,”

“The Old Nest,” “Night Rose” and

“Someone to Love.” o
“The Fog” is to be filmed at the

San Mateo Studios near San Fran-

cisco. Max Graf, supervising director

for Graf Productions, is now at the

Metro Studios in Hollywood. A di-

rector and complete cast will be se-

lected before he departs for the north.

“The Fog” is the second production

to be filmed by Graf Productions for

Metro. “The Forgotten Law” was
their first picture and was released

several months ago.

Murray Spencer, the ex-Yale “hand-

somest man,” now in pictures, also

wants it denied for him that he will

be married next spring. He wont.

MARGUERITE KOSIK
A Bright Child Actress

Now playing with Charles Ray in

“The Courtship of Miles Standish.”

Anna Q. Nilsson has started work
in the Herbert Brenon Production for

Paramount, “The Rustle of Silk,” with

Betty Compson and Conway Tearle.

* * *

Gladys Brockwell claims that a

near-sighted chap has a very good

excuse to get close to a girl.

* * *

William Worthington said: “We
had a sour time the other night. We
had to come home on the milk wagon,”

* * *

Dustin Farnum’s little navy joke:

“That’s a bird of a place up there.”

“What’s that?”

“The Crow’s Nest!”
* * *

W. Emile says that taking an inter-

est in business usually gets you an-

other kind of interest.

* * *
C. L. Theuerkauf, the Universal Ex-

change manager, says that he’s got an

Irish terrier that barks with a brogue.
v * *

One way of getting a good coat

from the check room is to show a

handsome tip before you get there.

Norman Taurog told this one.

* * *

Henry A. Barrows suggests that the

girl who passes her drink to another

in a party should be known as a

slipper and therefore should be in a

shoe department.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.
TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that
are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Croitmn & Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway



With Comedians in Comedy Lane
BACK TO THE REEL NAME

When Ethel Lynn disported at the

Fox Studio originally she was known
as Joey Marion McCreery. Then when
she played opposite Lige Conley in

Jack White Mermaid Comedies Joey

became Ethel Lynn. Then, as an

afterthought, on her return to the Fox
lot Ethel decided that Marion Mack
was the right cognomen to use for a

successful screen career, and so we
find this very attractive girl and com-

edienne playing laughing roles under

the regular name of Marion Mack.

And if anyone should suggest that

she change her name again it will have

to have a Mrs. as a prefix to same

(and she isn’t thinking of marrying),

so we are now on the alert to see Fox
Comedies, in which you will identify

its leading lady as Marion Mack.

A MAN WORTH WHILE

First National has signed a con-

tract with Arthur H. Jacobs for a

series of Frank Borzage prbductions

and work is to start immediately at the

United Studios on “Terwilliger,” an

original story. This is to be only the

tentative title.

These productions will give Bor-

zage an opportunity for the charac-

terizations for which he is famous. The
pictures are to be human interest pro-

ductions of such a type as “Humor-
esque,” which Borzage made for Cos-

mopolitan Productions.

First National is elated over the

acquisition of Borzage’s name to the

already great list of famous producers,

directors and stars now under the ban-

ner of this organization.

Borzage has expressed himself as

being especially pleased with his new
affiliation.

BIG NEW YEAR’S EVE
<

PARTY CELEBRATED °

BY SELZNICK COMPANY

Director Archainbaud and Players

Work Through Two Nights

Several of the principal players and
over 500 extras worked through two
nights making scenes for the Selznick

production, “The Common Law,”
which George Archainbaud is direct-

ing. The scenes represented one of

New York’s big cafes on New Year’s

Eve and one of the largest sets ever

constructed on the United lot was
erected in duplicate of a famous Broad-

way gilded palace. A jazz band
played through both evenings to sup-

ply music for the dancers and a ton of

confetti, streamers, garlands, etc., was
demolished in the effecting of wild

pre-prohibition hilarity.

Midnight suppers were served at 1

a. m. and a statistician coud compile

some interesting data as too how many
cups of coffee and how many slices of

pie were consumed by the hungry

mob. Corinne Griffith, Conway Tearle,

Elliott Dexter, Bryant Washburn,
Phyylis Haver, Wallie Van and Harry

Meyers all served in the all-night vigil

which alsted until 5 in the morning.

A quantity of special heating ap-

paratus and many high-power lights

were used to kep the studio warm.
Several well-known screen players

visited the set and took part in the

scenes for the frolic and practically

every extra in Hollywood was needed

to fill the immense cafe. Ginger ale

and other liquids flowed freely from

champagne bottles and several casual-

ties were noted in the early hours of

the morning that allowed Director

Archainbaud to get much splendid

atmospheric material.

SUCH IS LIFE, VIC!

“I’ve noticed a couple of footpads

for the past two nights on the corner

of the street where I live,” remarked O
Victor Potel, the elongated comedian,

on a set at the Fine Arts Studios the

other day. The following day, Sam,
a colored fellow, stepped up to him
and said:

“Say, Mr. Potel, didn’t ah hear yo
all tell about a couple of footpads at

the corner of you street?”

“Sure!” exclaimed the comedian,

hoping to hear someone had captured

the sneak thieves.

“Wall, you know, ah needed a cou-

ple of footpads for mah shoe so ah

went out there last night, but ah guess

someone else had sore feet, too, ’cause

ah couldn’t find them no place.”

Leading man for the four most
famous beauties of the age is Frederick

Turesdell. Lillian Russell, Lily Lang-
try, Ada Rehan and Katherine Mac-
Donald, all women who have created

a sensation for their exceptional

beauty, have been stars in companies
in which the Schulberg player has ap-

peared. “Chastity” is the title of the

story being filmed with Miss Mac-
Donald for First National. Other

members of the cast are Gordon Rus-
sell, Huntley Gordon, Gunnis Davis,

Edythe Chapman and Lew Mason.

HELENE LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

Wig- Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs
to Order

Waving our Specialty

Toupees

Hair

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Dressing Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
Marcelling (Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing
cfiepner

INCOI\POHATED
LOS ANGELES

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
BRANDSTATTER’S

ORIGINALITY
When the MONTMATRE CAFE

opened in Hollywood, those in the

know felt that Eddie Brandstatter

would follow his usual trend of orig-

inality and give his faithful followers

of pleasure something to talk about,

and remember. None of us have been

disappointed in the least. He has in-

augurated his “SOIREES D'AR-
TISTES” which translated for

Gaston Glass Et A1 means The
Nights for Artists. This SURPRISE
occurs every Wednesday night. An-
other FEATURE is Eddie’s plan to

bring the members of the movie col-

ony into his beautiful unique resort

during the LUNCHEON hour. His

innovation consists in having his

CINEMA PATRONS appear for the

grubstakes in their MAKEUP if

necessary. They will receive just as

much courteous attention and service

as any “Rockefeller” lunching in

satorial splendor. This popular cafe

man just wants you to come and feel

“RIGHT TER HUM.” Furthermore,
the entire charge for this special daily

affair will only deplete your wealth
to the extent of ONE CART-
WHEEL, or in other words he will

accept 9843 marks, its equivalent.

Have you noticed what splendid, un-

usual silverware they’re using there?

Oh, ye actorines and actors! Ye gods!,

if you’re souvenir hunters don’t for-

get to give the metal department the

double o-o- ! but be not misguided
and carry said chattels studioward
with thee. Didn’t your feet move
nimbly when Vince Rose (the author
of the “SILVER CANOE ”) cranked
up the old player? Didst hear the

jazzy notes from Jackie Taylor’s vio-

lin and that perfect compound of

noise and rhythm from Mel Pedesky,
as well as Buster Johnston’s trom-
bone? Nor did you overlook “Prof.”

Moore saxophoning, did you? But
perhaps you figured that Ernie An-
derson on the banjo was a strum-
ming fiend, or liked the bass of Al-

bert Jaejer, or better still, the golden
notes from Harry Owens’ cornet?

Well, no matter whom you liked best,

the fact remains that you liked every-
thing so well that you’re going back
soon, and you’ll bring the folks along
this time. LET’S GO.

Mahlon Hamilton claims that a girl

and a phonograph can’t be alike—sim-
ply because a phonograph will run
down.

WILLIAM DUNCAN IS BACK

A few weeks ago, when William

Duncan and his beautiful wife, Edith

Johnson, departed for New York City,

the writer knew that there was some-

thing potent in the wind. Nor has he

made a mistake in this regard, for he

finds that this famous Vitagraph star

has signed a contract with the Uni-

versal Film Company to perpetuate

his .“He-man” serials under the Uni-

versal banner.

It is a well-known fact that this

sterling gentleman, and actor, had

many opportunities to sign contracts

with other firms before finally accept-

ing this one, and we take this means
of congratulating both parties to the

contract; one in being a company that

promotes liberality in broadcasting

features, and the other in having such

individuality and personality as is typi-

fied in the manly person of William

Duncan, \yho is always accepted with

welcoming acclaim by the public.

“Bavu,” .the dramatic story of the

bloodless first year of the Russian

revolution, with Wallace Beery, Es-

telle Taylor, Forrest Stanley and one

of the biggest all-star casts of the year,

has just gone into the hands of the

editorial experts. Stuart Paton di-

rected.

Stroock’s
Genuine

CAMELS -HAIR
OVERCOATS

$65
Piccadilly Model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

A clever comedy pair that promise

to become a famous team are Gordon
Russell and Gunnis Davis, just added

to the cast of “Chastity,” Katherine

MacDonald’s latest for First National.

These whimsical character men were

established as a “happy combination”

by Victor Schertzinger, when he was
filming “Refuge,” the previous Ameri-

can Beauty release, which he made on

the Schulberg lot.
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Lois Weber is nearing completion

of “Jewel,” the film version of Clara

Louise Burnham’s novel of spiritual

thought in which Claude Gillingwater,

little Jane Mercer, Jacqueline Gadsden,

Robert Frazer, Francis Raymond,

Evelyn Thatcher, Beth Rayon and

others appear.

Jack Conway is nearing the comple-

tion at the same time of “Trimmed in

Scarlet,” an all-star screening of the

William Hurlbut play, with Kathlyn

Williams, Lucille Ricksen, Roy Stew-

art, Robert Agnew, David Torrance,

Raymond Hatton, Grace Carlisle, Ger-

rard Alexander (Mrs. Bertram Grass-

by) and other popular players. Con-

way will immediately prepare to di-

rect a play by Kate McLaurin, scena-

rized by Doris Schroeder.

“His Good Name” is an all-star pic-

ture just completed under, the direc-

tion of Harry A. Pollard, with Rock-

cliffe Fellows, Fritzi Ridgeway, Buddy
Messenger, Hayden Stevenson and

others in the dramatic roles.

“Merry Go Round,” completed re-

cently, is the spectacular story of

Vienna which Rupert Julian directed,

with the new “find,” Mary Philbin, in

the heroine’s role, and Norman Kerry

in the chief masculine role. Caesar

Gravina, Dale Fuller, Maude George,

George Hackathorne, Capt. Albert

Conti de Cadessamare, Fenwick Bro-

neau, A1 Edmundson, Dorothy Wal-

lace, George Siegmann and other fa-

mous players took parts of dramatic

value.

* * *

Priscilla Dean is working now in

“Drifting,” the colorful play of China

written by John Colton. Tod Brown-

ing is directing. Two hundred Chinese

and many impressive Chinese sets

will make this story one of the most

colorful contributions of the Dean-

Browning combination to the screen.

IT’S HARD TO FORGET

It is said that there is a skeleton

in the Talmadge household!

Moreover, that it is a source of the

greatest amusement to everyone in

the family except Norma, whose pet

little skeleton it is.

She brought it back with her from

a week’s stay at Auburn Prison in

New York, where she and her com-

pany with Director Frank Lloyd, went

to shoot the scenes for “Within the

Law.”

One of the penitentiary shots re-

quired the services of thirty women
convicts. They were not quite all

birds of a feather, though, for Norma
increased this number to thirty-one.

Dressed in their cheap, poorly-fit-

ted gingham dresses, Mr. Lloyd re-

hearsed them doing the lockstep, with

the ball and chain of their stigma re-

sounding on the hard pavements of

Auburn’s prison yard. Time and again

he put them through the scene.

There are always exceptions, as

everyone will agree, and it seems that

Norma almost met her Waterloo in

this time-worn step. An adept at all

others, she couldn’t make her feet be-

have like recalcitrant convict feet are

supposed to in order to make her part

and parcel of the group she mingled

with. She did master it in time, how-

ever, though she doesn’t care to dis-

cuss her successful achievement, since

the trickly little step has clung to her

like a sister and refuses to be for-

gotten.

One of the best little optimists ex-

tant, however, she firmly believes that

day by day, in every way, she is walk-

ing better and better.

Supporting Miss Talmadge in the

filming of “Within the Law” are

Lew Cody, Jack Mulhall, Eileen Percy,

Joseph Kilgour, Arthur S. Hull, Helen

Ferguson, Lincoln Plummer, Thomas
Ricketts, Lionel Belmore, Warde
Crane, Eddie Boland, Catherine Mur-

pry and Dewitt Jennings.

Busy

Picture People

appreciate the advantages
of Saturday night bank-
ing, for it fits smoothly
into their active schedule.

Saturday night banking at all

Los Angeles Branches. Saturday
and Monday night service at the

Main Office.
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That

Chicken

A LA
TURCQUE
DINNER
From 5:30
to 9 P. M.
Then a
MID-
NITE
TOUCH
OF THE
ORIENT
DAN-
CING
and

MUSIC
at

Turkish
Village

22H6
W. 4TH

ST.
Phone

Reserva-
tions
670-89
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

Richard Walton Tully, famous play-

wright and film producer of First Na-
tional releases, has returned from
abroad and is now in New York mak-
ing preparations to again start pro-

ducing. He is expected to return to

Hollywood some time next week with

complete plans for the next Tully pro-

duction to follow “Omar, the Tent-

maker.’’

Dorothy Phillips, star of “Slander

the Woman,” the big First National

release, is resting at her Hollywood

home near the foothills and planning

a complete new wardrobe for her next

production.
* * *

Life is shown best by contrasts.

Everyone at the United Studios con-

cedes that Louise Fazenda has about

the most ridiculous costume imagin-

able in the Jack White comedy which

is being made for Educational, but it

remained for Anna Q. Nilsson, star

of the Maurice Tourneur production,

“The Isle of Lost Ships,” and a friend

of Miss Fazenda to show how “queer”

Louise’s clothes really were. Anna

Q. Nilsson, in her classy car, drove

up to the studio cloaked in sables.

When she and Louise paused for a

chat the contrast was so striking that

even the most blase smiled.
>1= * *

Martin Murphy tells us a studio

joke:

Actor: Where are the extras’ quar-

ters?

Office Boy: The crap game is on

stage three.

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor
353 South Spring, Near 4th

EDDIE CLINE ENGAGED ^
Edward Cline, regarded as one of

the best comedy directors in the mo-

tion picture industry, has affixed his

signature to the contract entered into

with Sol Lesser and Michael Rosen-

berg of Principal Pictures Corpora-

tion whereby he will have charge of

the megaphone work on the forth-

coming Sol Lesser production of “The

Meanest Man in the World.”

Bert Lytell will play the title role

and he is now busy conferring with

Cline on comedy situations and gen-

eral data pertaining to this George M.

Cohan success. There is a possibility

of Mr. Cohan’s coming to Los Ange-
les to assist in the direction of this

comedy classic. The continuity is

now being prepared under the super-

vision of Leonore Coffee and John
Goodrich and should be completed

within a week’s time.

Cline is at present busily engaged

directing Buster Keaton in his first

five-reel feature. Cline has been asso-

ciated with Keaton during the produc-

tion of the comedian’s majority of pic-

tures. When Keaton was in the East

recently Cline directed Jackie Coogan
in “Toby Tyler,” the famous circus

story, and so excellent was the result

of his work on this picture that Sol

Lesser used every effort to retain the

director for the initial Principal Pic-

tures production.

DOROTHY MORGAN
Child Actress

EDGAR LEWIS IS BACK

It’s a little over a year ago now

since Hollywood, and her colony, ten-

dered a wonderful farewell greeting

to Mr. Edgar Lewis, the famous di-

rector, and his charming wife on the

eve of their departure for Europe.

During the course of the year Mr.

Lewis sent me several postcards from
various parts of Europe, proving

thereby that he really was visiting

Europe, which, by the way, I never

doubted; so, what was my surprise,

not having received a postcard for

some months, to see Mr. Edgar Lewis

as big as life, in company with Mr.

D. V. Wall, at Jack Doyle’s boxing

emporium. They arrived on the 21st

of January. They are here for the

purpose of perpetuating the Zenith

Pictures Corporation, the first picture

of which will be “The Right of the

Strongest,” by Francis Nemo Green.

They are to start shooting soon at the

Universal Film Company in this all-

star production. At this writing, I

only know that two in the cast are

E. K, Lincoln and George Sigmund.

The Zenith Pictures Comporation is

organized by M. V. Wall, so, for the

benefit of old friends who wish to get

in touch with the Lewis’s, I suggest

that you call up the Alexandria, where

they are stopping temporarily, until

such time as they can permanently

locate themselves in Hollywood.

Dorothy Manners has completed a

long engagement with William Fox
in “The Eleventh Hour,” in which

Shirley Mason and Buck Jones will be

co-starred.

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “Inner Man”

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

Klein & Weiss
(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!

And last—but not least—The
Price Is Just Reasonable.



BY THE MAN BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

A NATURAL SUCCESS

By Marshall Lorimer

There have been many thousands in

the moving picture profession who
have not been personally acquainted

with Wallace Beery, and his phenom-
enal success in pictures, that is, speak-

ing from an intimate point of view.

These are the people who have only

been able to gauge the character of the

man by his phenomenal sense of his-

trionic value on the screen, but then

again there are many others who know
Wallace Beery as a consistent actor of

parts. Many have wondered how he

could possibly have arrived at his suc-

cess with such little apparent effort;

so, for the purpose of clearing this

point, we are going into a few details

concerning the persistent, hard, plod-

ding efforts which was his lot before

he finally attained to such a degree of

perfection.

Years ago we find Wallace Beery

training elephants with Fourpaugh’s

Circus; at another time we find him

doing chorus work in one of Henry
W. Savage’s companies. That he had

a fine voice goes without saying, and

probably this, in conjunction with his

physical mannish appearance, were

contributory causes in his being ele-

vated to stardom overnight—when he

succeeded Raymond Hitchcock, when

the latter suddenly became ill. It did

not take long for the public to begin

to realize the capabilities and im-

mensity of latent power hidden in the

dominant man they say before them,

and so, as a consistent follow-up on

the stage of success, we find him, with

many other deep-thinking persons,

looking toward the moving picture

field for a greater outlet of their acting

ability. The greatness of Wallace

Beery is shown at this juncture, for he

is proud to readily admit that it was

owing to the initial help of Mickey

Nielan, and the kindness of Blanche

Sweet in “The Unpardonable Sin,”

which gave him his first consistent

start in the moving picture field. Be-

fore this time, he had had a year with

Sir Henry Irving, and did picture work

AUTHORS’ SERVICE
BUREAU

Manuscripts and Photoplays
Typed and Revised. Reasonable
Rates. Prompt Service.

JANE HOLCOMB, 423 Grosse Bldg.

with Essanay for three years; also we
find him with Keystone for two years,

and eventually he went to Japan to

make pictures, but this became a fail-

ure on account of the war, which was

then rocking the Universe; so he re-

turned to this country, where, as we

have said before, Mickey Nielan gave

him his big chance. Following “The

Unpardonable Sin,” let us give you a

general idea of some of the greater

features in which Wallace Beery has

helped to establish his fame as a “bad

man” of the screen. “Behind the

Door,” “The Last of the Mohicans,”

with Douglas Fairbanks in the “Molly-

coddle,” with Priscilla Dean in “Wild

Honey,” with Dorothy Phillips in

“Hurricane’s Gal,” with Douglas Fair-

banks in “Robin Hood,” then the great

superfeature “Thundering Dawn” and

the Universal feature "Drifting,” and

the few which are yet to come in which

he takes a conspicuous part are “The

White Tigress” and the all-star fea-

ture “The Flame of Life,” also “The
Talisman,” and others.

As we are writing we have received

authentic information that Wallace
Beery has received a very flattering

offer to make a trip to London, Eng-
land, at the behest of Mr. Graham
Wilcox to play the title role in “Chu
Chin Chow,” to be picturized June 1st,

and most of the scenes to be taken

actually in India and Egypt. Mr.
Beery is considering taking this trip,

so you can see from the foregoing that

the success of Wallace Beery is not

attributable to accident. His has been

the consistent effort of perseverance,

consistent effort, plus mental adapta-

bility, and ability for stage and screen

life. Those people who know Wallace
Beery as a “He-man” of the screen

little know the real worth of the man
off the screen. He is very philosophi-

cal, has a broad way of expounding
his views of the day, is intelligent to

a high degree, and is a natural con-

versationalist.

A few more men such as Wallace

Beery on the screen would help to

make the silent drama a consecutive

series of masterpieces, and the writer

takes the view that there are all too

few such in the moving picture colony

today, and for this reason we have

gone to some length in placing before

you an exposition of a man who, in

the face of the natural trials and

tribulations which beset him, arose to

a point where the masses speak of him

with the deepest respect and admira-

tion.

Kathryn Meyer’s paragraph for this

issue:

They have told us that seeing is be-

lieving. Well, we sure ought to be-

lieve the girls of today then.

217w. Sisitn St.

751 S.Broadway
(fornterfaHE CHOCOLATE SHOPS)
A >»

under nevJ&

efficient management

A blend of delicious food and
superior service in an environ-

ment of artistry and refinement

gives character to the “Brown”
Shops

Luncheon
DINNER

Fountain Service

Candy
Ragtime

Calif. Golden
Per lb. $1.00

Pastry
That

Is

Different
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“Merry-Go-Round” is finishe'd.

After eight months’ steady work,

Rupert Julian has finished the produc-

tion of the Viennese story for which
some of the most elaborate sets ever

built at Universal City were used.

One of the largest casts of well-

known players ever assembled for a

single picture appear in it. Principal

players in the all-star cast are Norman
Kerry, Mary Philbin, Caesar Gravine,

George Hackathorne, George Siegman,

Dale Fuller, Lillian Sylvester, Spottis-

woode Aitken, Dorothy Wallace, A1

Edmundson, Charles L. King, Pen-

wick Oliver, Sidney Bracy, Anton Va-
vorka, Joseph Prichard and Maurice

Talbot.

Jack Sullivan, Julian’s assistant, is

now working with Wallace Worsley
on “The Hunchback of Notre Dame,”
on which he and James Dugan are the

assistants.

* * *

Gladys Walton’s current vehicle in

production at Universal under King
Maggot’s direction, “The Chicken

That Came Home to Roost,” a Cosmo-
politan magazine story published two
months ago, is all about “the town
scandal,” involving principal charac-

ters of the story. It’s a tale of chorus

girl life, a small town and a few other

common elements of life.

* =k *

Now Gibson’s own personal charac-

teristic will be exploited in a title for

one of his pictures, “Heads Up!” writ-

ten and directed by Edward Sedgwick
and presenting the inimitable star in

a human and lovable characterization,

has been changed to “Single-Handed,”

thought to be a much better title. It

certainly describes the spirit of a Gib-

son performance.

A DESIRABLE HOME
We have the finest LIST of
SELECTED HOMES in HOLLY-
WOOD. Won’t you let us show you
just one of them? We will gladly
CALL for you at any time, and you
need not feel obligated to buy. Spe-
cial attention to MOVIE PEOPLE.
W. A. SNELGROVE. 6274 Holly-
wood Blvd. Phone 439-180.

Lon Chaney is the star of “The

Hunchback of Notre Dame.” In the

supporting cast are Patsy Ruth Miller,

Brandon Hurst, Ernest Torrance,. Eu-

lalie Jensen, Jane Sherman, Gladys

Johnstone, Raymond Hatton and
others.

* * *

Neely Edwards’ current comedy
starring vehicle at Universal City,

where he has been making the “Nervy
Ned” series with the support of Bert

Roach, Gertrude Olmsted and otherSj

is called “A Hard Boiled Yegg.” It is

not a story of a Sunday school picnic

or a convention of Coue fans. William

Matson directs.

* * *

Bert Roach, who has been playing

the tramp pal of Neely Edwafds in

Universal comedies of “Nervy Ned”
for a year, and who was withdrawn
from that for a few weeks to play one

of the principal roles in “The Flirt,” a

Hobart Henley production of Booth
Tarkington’s novel which is the photo-

play surprise of the New York season,

was so well liked by Henley that he

will play an important part in the

next feature Henley will direct.

Roach’s work provides some of the

illuminating humor in the film version

of “The Flirt,” and his role in “Up
the Ladder,” which will be started at

Universal Ctiy in two weeks, will prob-

ably be similar in character.

“Up the Ladder” will be a Uni-

versal-Jewel special co-starring Regi-

nald Denny of “The Leather Pushers,”

“The Kentucky Derby” and “The
Abysmal Brute,” and Virginia Valli,

the newest Universal star.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition

;
gives complete orchestral repro-

duction
;
played by hand or from double-

tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

;an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago

IRISH PATRIOTS
Jimmie Dugan, Jr., had been the

dictator in the Dugan home for seven-

teen months, in which time he nat-

urally imbibed all those qualities that

make a first-class Irishman. He was
an apt pupil and would love to sit night

after night in his charming mother’s

lap, listening to the exploits of the

Irish Patriots, and in consequence

Jimmie Jr. meant in all seriousness

that in time he would become a par-

allel of Timothy Healy, Griffith, Par-

nell, Collins, and James Dugan, Sr.,

all bona fide dead and living patriots.

But alas! his young dream was inter-

rupted by the advent of a Republican

by the name of Daniel Patrick Dugan.

This rebellious son of an Hibernian

family asserted his power and ideas for

five months (his exact age). Then
Jimmie Jr. turned Bolshevik overnight

and hung out a danger signal. Daniel

Patrick, sensing this, doubled up his

chubby fists and stuck one into

Jimmie’s right optic. Things were get-

ting into a fearful state of rebellion

when James Dugan, the father, and

assistant director in the “Hunchback
of Notre Dame,” sent his namesake to

the tower (or it might have been the

cellar) while he played Hottentot to

Daniel Patrick’s Tod Sloan. From
latest dispatches coming from the

Dugan castle, the inference is that a

temporary armistice has been affected

between the warring factions. “Erin

go braugh!”

“Sitting” on a fellow for kissing you

is a darn good idea, murmurs Lillian

Rich.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in

the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100
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REALISM IN THE MOVIES

Director Beaumont, who is wielding

the megaphone on “Main Street’ for

the Warner Brothers, means to use

all the time he can in production. For
the last three days he has been filming

a small-towm party. To save time he

just has the property department

serve a full meal right on the dining

room set on which he is working and
then away clicks the cameras while

the actors are eating. “That’s the

scene,” says Beaumont,, “and in this

case realism in the movies is helping

a lot because it is always hard to

get the people started working after a

full meal.”

IT’S FINISHED Q

Filming of the Allen Holubar spe-

cial production, “Slander the Wom-
an,” formerly titled “The White Fron-

tier,” has been completed at the Unit-

ed Studios following a long period of

night and day work. The production,

which stars Dorothy Phillips, sup-

ported by Lewis Dayton, an English

actor of renown, and a notable cast,

is now being cut and edited by Frank

Lawrence under the personal super-

vision of Mr. Holubar who will ship

the finished negative to the home of-

fice of .Associated First National Pic-

tures, Inc., New York, in time for

March release.

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

Hugh Thompson tells this one:

Chap came in the studio the other

day and asked to be put in the scenario

department. He said he had done

picket duty in the army and thought

that if the company needed a good

story he could “pick it.”

A Popular I. Miller Shoe

The “SCANDAL”
—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something

to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville— Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTH OUVE ^MJMS CO.
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
PEACE—AT ANY PRICE

By Marshall Lorimer

A cat shows sense

In her defense

When she leaps to

The highest fence.

While there she sits

—

And snarls, and spits,

Without the least

Inconvenience.

If human-folk

Would see the joke

About contentions

In this stroke,

They’d gain much more
Declaring war
Upon their foes

Behind a door!

Eileen Sedgewick overheard the fol-

lowing:

He—Isn’t this a free country?

She—How should I know?
He—Haven’t you been an exponent

of free love?

She—You’re too free with your re-

marks.

And Eileen said at this point the

usual lover’s quarrel began.

“THE UPPER TEN”
HARMONISTS

Here’s a new title for the best or-

chestra this side of New York! Find

me another TEN to equal them?

W. F. Holifield and C. C. Taylor

are the managers of the Club Royale

and are able to boast of the Burtnett-

Miller Orchestra. Mr. Taylor, prince

of cafe managers, and one of the best

“guys” in the world, hands out a wel-

come greeting that makes you want to

come back often. That’s something

to make note of.

Here are the boys who are the able

assistants of Burtnett and Miller:

Earl Fields, handles a mean tuba;

Louis Marcasie, artist of “sax” and

clarinet; “Crying” Clyde Baker, the

only real comedian playing also the

“sax” and clarinet; Jesse Kirkpatrick,

bounces a pair of mean drum sticks;

W. Von Binzer, works a broncho

busting banjo; Sam Feidler is the

proud possessor of a versatile violin

(and notice his last name); “Blackie”

Baughman is the wildest cornet key

twister that we ever saw; “Speck”

Thomas, throws a terrible trombone;

“Hank” Miller, does some wonderful

stuff on the clarinet and saxophone,

and Earl Burtnett (?), tell the gang
that he knows the “makings” of a

piano. Is not all. of this enough for

the most jaded of the blase public?

SPECIAL NOTE: Cecil George,

one of the best rounders in the gang,

and a well known man about town,

won the sterling silver booby cup pre-

sented by the Club Royale last week
for being the funniest patron.

ANOTHER SPECIAL NOTE:
“Hank” Miller, one of the leaders,

married Miss Kathryn Serr, a bru-

nette and nineteen, on January 29th.

“Hank,” who is only twenty-two, and
his charming wife will reside in a

spacious home on South Catalina

street opposite his partner in musical
crime—Earl Burtnett. Now they can

compare married notes instead of mu-
sical notes.

Headline: 150 of the former Sultan’s

ex-wives looking for congenial mates.

“If they want a husband apiece this

time,” - says Marshall Neilan, “it’s a

great chance for some of the fellows

over here who are always announcing
that they want to ‘talk Turkey.’”

“THE UPPER TEN” IN HARMONY
The Burtnett-Miller Palaise Royale Symphonists

Reading from left to right—Jesse Kirkpatrick, Blackie Baughman, Spec Thomas, Louis Marcassie, Hank
Miller, Earl Burtnett, Max Von Binzer, Clyde Baker, Sam Fielder and Earl Field.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Fritze Ridgeway’s wise wheeze:

“Did you ever have your fortune

told?”

“No; I never put my money in the

bank.”
* * *

What Jack Sullivan has to say:

Some girls don’t know you well

enough to speak, but then they will

kiss you.
* * *

This aerial stuff in pictures is cer-

tainly over everyone’s head, says

Arthur K. Doe.
^ *

William Sullivan says that he doesn’t

think that clubs are the proper things

for women to have. That may be

true, but what if you have a gentle

wife?
* * *

Ben Collier, who sells Morton or-

gans, says he’s very unlucky when

buying cigars. He claims that they

always break in his pockets, and that

henceforth he will insist on strong

cigars.
* * *

Louis Gesnier will start production

of “Mothers-in-Laws” for B. P. Schul-

berg next week, according to present

plans. Gaston Glass will play the

principal role in this picture and will

be featured at the head of an all-star

cast.

* * *

Loehr Harmon claims that the best

gag is to go into a garage and ask

the guy who is under the machine:

“Is there anything wrong?”
* * *

The Fourth street viaduct, Los An-

geles, 'furnishes one of the thrill scenes

for “The Phantom Fortune,” the chap-

ter play of success and business

acumen which Robert F. Hill is direct-

ing for Universal, with William Des-

mond in the starring role and Esther

Ralston opposite him.
* * *

Hughie Fay says that the only way

a girl can be different now is to offer

to use her brains once in a while.

* * *
Lloyd Hamilton says that when a

comedian is up in the air he is cer-

tainly over nothing.

BEAUDINE AND
JOSEPHSON BUSY

William Beaudine and Julien Jos-

ephson are busy on the adaptation of

“Little Johnny Jones,” from the stage

play by George M. Cohan, in which

Wesley Barry, Warner Brothers’

boy-star, will appear. Beaudine will

direct and it is hoped to have the

script ready to start shooting when
Barry arrives which should be some

time next month. “George Washing-

ton, Jr.,” will follow the above.

ALL-STAR CAST
WITH ALL STARS

Ten comedians, each of whom has

previously been starred in his or her

own productions, have been engaged

for Halperin Productions’ breezy com-

edy drama, “Tea, With a Kick,” while

Erie Kenton is directing at the Fine

Arts Studios. The funsters are Doris

May, Victor Potel, Zasu Pitts, Harry

Mann, Gale Henry, Billy Franey,

Hank Mann, Earl Montgomery, Ches-

ter Conklin and Dot Farley. In ad-

dition to this array of talent, Creighton

Hale, Rosemary Theby, Ralph Lewis,

Stuart Holmes and others are appear-

ing in the all-star cast.

SIGNS MARGUERITE
DE LA MOTTE

J. L. Frothingham announces that

he has loaned Marguerite De La
Motte to Louis B. Mayer for the lead-

ing feminine role in “Captain Apple-

jack,” the next Fred Niblo production.

This will be Miss De La Motte’s

fourth picture with Mr. Niblo, the

other three being “The Famous Mrs.

Fair” (to be released shortly), “The

Three Musketeers,” and “The Mark
of Zorro.”

DELACY RECOVERS 0
Ralph DeLacy, technical director for

the Fine Arts Studios, who was hit

on the head by a falling timber while

helping to combat a fire at the Ches-

ter Bennett laboratories, has returned

to his work after being confined to

his home in Culver City for several

days.

Many a man plays the part of a

fish, and an oyster, when he buys a

woman pearls.

This is Claude McElhany’s remark.

A GREAT ACTRESS HURT

A couple of weeks ago, LYDIA
YEAMANS TITUS, known through-

out the entire world for her funny

characterizations in vaudeville, and who
for the past few years has been a most

worthy member of the Cinema Colony,

was seriously hurt while playing in

“The Hunchback of Notre Dame.” Her
eye was seriously blackened, and she

fractured a rib, this necessitated her

staying at home, under medical atten-

tion. At this writing I am under the

impression that she has resumed work
under Wallace Worsley’s direction.

WHERE ARE THE FLAPPERS?

Casting for “Wandering Daughters,”

the initial James Young production for

First National release, has begun at

the United Studios, Hollywood, so

often slandered as the home of wan-
dering daughters, has not yet offered

a “flapper” acceptable to Director

Young.

Booking agents have sent every

young woman they can think of to try

for the role and are now wildly tear-

ing their hair because they are unable

to find a girl who is the exact type

as she is in the minds eye of the

producers.

While Ethel Broadhurst was in New
York she received a present from a

lady who had the room above her in

the hotel. Upon opening it she dis-

covered a tag which read: “Thy this

on your piano”—and attached was a

beautiful hand-ax.

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

PLEASE PATRONIZE—WHO ADVERTISE-IN “CLOSE-UP”
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

'

SHE DOESN’T HAVE TO
Dorothy Phillips is not to re-take

“Hell Morgan’s Girl,” her first big

success for the Universal-Jewel pro-

gram, according to announcement

made this week from the Allen Holu-

bar productions at the United Studios.

Although Mary Pickford re-made her

“Tess of the Storm Country” with

much success and Lasky is planning

an all star revival of “The Cheat,” an

early hit starring Fannie Ward and

Sessue Hayakawa, Dorothy Phillips

will star only in new stories. Many
of her admirers have written in ask-

ing that “Hell Morgan’s Girl be re-

made, but with the current tendency

for big pictures with underlying

themes. Miss Phillips and her director

Allen Holubar, both believe that this

story of Friscos’ famous Barbary

Coast, now extinct, would not be as

popular now as in its original pre-

sentation several years ago, when it

took the country by storm.

SENNETT SIGNS
RALPH GRAVES

Identified as one of the popular lead-

ing men of the screen, is Ralph Graves,

who has just signed the dotted line on

a Mack Sennett contract. Mr. Graves

was engaged by the well-known pro-

ducer for the leading male role in

“The Extra Girl,” the new Phyllis

Haver starring vehicle. Anna Her-

nandez is also included in the cast.

“The Extra Girl” is an original

story, the continuity for which was
prepared by Bernard McConville. F.

Richard Jones will direct the produc-

tion, assisted by Reggie Morris.

* * *

Madge Bellamy is appearing in

“Lost.” Well, just so there are no
Indian guides in this.

WHO WILL DIRECT MABEL?
O

With the announcement that F.

Richard Jones will assume directorial

charge of the production of “The
Extra Girl,” which will be Phyllis

Haver’s first starring vehicle under

the Mack Sennett banner, leaves a

much-asked question to be pro-

pounded.

Who will direct Mabel Normand in

her next Sennett production?

Whom the favored director will be

has not been definitely decided upon

as yet, though early announcement

should be forthcoming owing to Mr.

Sennett’s many interviews of late with

nationally prominent directors for this

important position.

Miss Normand’s next vehicle, “Mary
Ann,” comedy-dramatic in construc-

tion, is an original story and is being

adapted for the screen by Bernard

McConville.

In the new story, Miss Normand’s
role will be that of “Mary Ann,” a

humanly appealing little Irish charac-

ter, ideally suited to her effervescent

and irresistible personality. Impres-

sions of Gaeli characters has always

been her forte. This will be remem-
bered particularly in her rendition of

the titular role in the now famous
“Mickey” and later in “Molly-O.”

In answer to the many inquiries of

late regarding the present where-

abouts of Miss Normand, Mack Sen-

ngtt drew a 'letter (from his desk

which be had received a day or two
ago from the little star, now in Berlin,

informing her producer that after at-

tending the premiere given to

“Molly-O” in London, Paris and

Brussels, upon the earnest request of

friends in the foreign capitals, she is

making preparations for a homeward
trip, to settle down once more on the

big comedy lot in Los Angeles, to be-

gin immediately with the production

of “Mary Ann.”

MARCIA MANON TO STAR

J. L. Frothingham will star Marcia

Manon in his first production this year,

“The Dice Woman,” an original story

by Harvey Gates. It is a story replete

with heart interest, drama and com-
edy.

Miss Manon has been a prominent
figure on the screen for the last four

years. She appeared in Cecil B. De
Miller’s “Old Wives for New,” “Stella

Maris” with Mary Pickford, George
Loane Tucker’s “Ladies Must Live,”

“The Masquerader,” with Guy Bates

Post, J. L. Frothingham’s “The Wom-
an He Loved,” and “Skin Deep,” a

Thos. H. Ince production in which
Miss Manon scored a personal hit.

Camera work will commence on
“The Dice Woman” very shortly, and
Mr. Frothingham will announce the

personnel of the supporting cast and
staff within a day or two.

THEY ALL GIVE IN

There may be confirmed bachelors

working in motion pictures, but none
as confirmed as Ontonio Moreno, who
has never wedded on screen or off.

In his whole scren career Tony has
never been photographed before an
altar in the act of taking unto himself
a bride. He has played in hundreds
of pictures since he started work in

the studios with the old Griffith “fam-
ily.” In his career Tony has played
opposite Pearl White, Irene Castle,

Gloria Swanson, and many other fam-
ous beauties, but as yet no director

has asked him to go through a scene
depicting a marriage ceremony. It ap-
pears that Tony is immune from any
connection with matrimony.

Confirmed! If there is any movie
bachelor who is more so, Tony will

relinquish his claim to the hand-
panted darning needle which was pre-

sented to him by a bachelors’ club.

P. S. : He married shortly after the
above was written.

After seeing some of the New York
shows, a girl in underwear is a bit

over-dressed.

William Duncan told this after his

return from New York, Tuesday, Jan.
30th, in time for the fights.

Mable Normand pauses to remark:
We have been told that unmarried

people have better forms than married
folk. Well? I think this would be bad
form to remark about it.

BROWN ^CALDWELL
s4ND LADD
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

THEY’RE ALL IN UTAH

The ultimate of civilization is about

to unroll itself in a single day before

the unseeing eyes of bald peaks,

wooded vales, scarred pathways of

mghty glaciers and snow-capped

mountains which have stood since the

dawn of creation, free from trespass

of man.

With the grandeur of unpenetrated

natural beauty of the mountain fast-

nesses of LTtah and California as a

background, Edwin Carewe, First Na-

tional director-producer, is to film the

great American classic of opera,

stag.e, screen and story
—“The Girl of

the Golden West.”

After studying the Reports of scouts

sent through the rugged portions of

all the far-western states and person-

ally visiting many of the spots, Edwin

Carewe has chosen Zion National

Park of Utah as the locale for part

of the scenes of the famous David Be-

lasco play in which Blanche Bates,

Frank Keenan and Charles Richmond

made dramatic history. The same

story set to music by the great Puc-

cini starred the golden Enrico Caruso

as the sheriff. Seven years ago the

story was placed on the motion pic-

ture screen of the entire world and

in 1910 it was novelized by Belasco

and is still a great seller.

Edwin Carewe and Associated

First National have determined that

this greatest of American classics of

song and story shall be immortalized

by becoming the greatest screen clas-

sic of film history. It is planned to

send a special train of steel cars, for

the safety of its precious freight, to

Utah bearing Producer Carewe, Louis

Jerome, business manager; Adelaide

Heilbron, scenarist; special picture

producing equipment, including cam-

eras, generators mounted on trucks,

six wind machines, picked horses, a

’49 stage coach, corps of electricians,

carpenters, and technical experts;

complete wardrobe for 250 actors and

actresses and the entire cast of the

picture. This, however, depends on

weather conditions in Utah.

A number of the scenes for this

production will be taken at San

Gabriel Canyon, Cal., the Big Bear

district and other California scenic

spots, where the footsteps of men
have seldom echoed and where the

history of the world has been but as

a single day before the dawn of civil-

LEE MORAN HAS STARTED

“You Know Me Al” is at last going

to be translated to the screen through

the comedy efforts of this well-known

comedian Lee Moran. Assisting him
and playing the part of “Lefty Allen”

will be Mike Donlin, the ex-famous

baseball man. Mr. Gilstrom, one of

the most famous directors of comedy
in the world, will direct these Ring

Lardner cartoons into comedy. They
have taken studio space at the Uni-

versal Film Company and they started

February 1st.

Fred Niblo: My wife is still at

Santa Barbara.

George Melford: My wife isn’t still

any place.

ization. Members of the cast are: J.

Warren Kerrigan, who plays the role

of Ramerrez; Sylvia Breamer, The
Girl; Russel Simpson, the Sheriff;

Joseph Hazelton, Cecil Holland, and

Minnie Prevost. It is believed that

Rosemary Theby will join the cast in

a few days.

Wallace Fox is acting as Carewe’s

assistant; Sol Polito, first cameraman;
Thomas Storey, second camera; Al

Green, still protographer
;
Robert De

Lacey, film editor; Oscar Olements,

master of properties, and Mildred

Early, executive secretary to the pro-

ducing director.

Hundreds of extra people will be

used in location scenes.

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

HUGH THOMPSON
LEADING MAN

(Whose Portrait Appears on
Back Cover)

We doubt if there are many suc-

cessful leading men, still in the heyday
of their populartiy, who can say that

they have played the lead in 173 film

features! Such is the record of Hugh
Thompson, who has just finished play-

ing opposite Katherine MacDonald in

“Refuge.” Previous to this he was on
location in Canada with Nell Shipman
for 22 weeks in “The Grubstake.” Go-
ing back a little further, we find him
playing the heavy with Bebe Daniels
in “The Game Chicken. Then when
you include his stay on the Goldwyn
lot for a period of a year, playing op-
posite the greatest comedienne of the

screen, Mabel Normand, in which sev-

eral features were made, including

“The Slim Princess.” Then you must
admit that Mr. Thompson filled in his

time satisfactorily since 1920—the year
in which he arrived on the Pacific

Coast. Previous to this he played alter-

nate leads for a year with Theda Bara
and Virginia Pearson. He has also

been co-starred with Evelyn Greeley

and Gale Kane, while at other times he
was associated in a leading capacity

with such well-known stars of a recent

past—Doris Kendon, Florence Reed,
Olive Tell, Edna Goodrich, et al. and
et al. Mr. Thompson is residing with
his mother and father in Hollywood
and thinks that there isnt’ any fairer

place in the land. He has many op-

portunities to keep his athletic six feet

two inches of height down to what he
terms the ideal weight for a lead—180

pounds. It must be very evident to

you that he is pleasing to look upon,

although we must admit that the

photograph shows many well-known
characteristics of his operatic highness

—Mephisto! Heaven only knows
where this may lead to, for it is just

possible that our dainty “Mary,” seeing

this, may exclaim “Eureka!” If she

does, then we are satisfied that “Faust”

will not be held up much longer for

screen purposes.

Philip Rosen neard of a cheap fel-

low who left the waiter in a cafe an

asparagus tip.

* * *

Harry Carey admits that the only

time he ever understood a woman was
when she said: “Yes.”



ANGELA C. KAUFMAN PRESENTS “THE GREATEST MENACE,” ADAPTED AND DIRECTED BY
ALBERT ROGELL. PHOTOGRAPHED BY ROSS FISHER. EDITED BY LEONARD

WHEELER. TITLES BY ANDY BENNISON. PREVIEWED AT THE AMBAS-

SADOR THEATRE. REVIEWED BY V. K.

The ultimate purpose of Angela C. Kaufman, better known as the Angel of the County Jail, in pre-
senting “The Greatest Menace” and three future film features along the same line, is to be able to
build a sanatorium in a healthy spot—to cure the unfortunates afflicted with the terrible habit of taking
drugs. After saying this much, let us try to tell you the raison d’etre of the story. Reviewing a won-
derful achievement in a picture line is a very rare pleasure, and when you read a certain sermon in
every title, and find in each scene a great message, combined with acting of a rare quality, and directed
with the skill and ability of a genius, and presented at the most opportune moment, then it isn’t to be
wondered at that the spectators sat absorbed while the story conveyed in “The Greatest Menace”
silently imprinted itself on their minds in such a manner as to ultimately convert the most skeptical
regarding the menace of that horrible monster—DOPE!

The story naturally deals with the underworld, yet a little different from the average, and far
superior—inasmuch as it is the first of its kind to actually stick to the facts—and while doing so to

actually enhance the value of entertaining qualities.

Robert Gordon, the male lead, gives a supreme performance; his acting carries the genuine mark
of naturalism. Ann Little, who hardly needs commendation from us, lived up to her enviable reputa-
tion as an actress. Wilfred Lucas can always be depended on to give his best. Mildred June, a noted
comedienne, shows that she can reach big moments. Jack Livingston rendered a finished bit of acting.

Andy McLennon was also good. This also applies to Lew Meehan and Gordon Mullins. Rhea Mitchell
hasn’t lost any of her great art—this is a recognized fact in pictures. “Red” Kirby hasn’t a peer in

his particular line of characterizations of characters in the underworld; he is a genuine product, and
acts accordingly; he should be seen more often in pictures. Little Ben Alexander is, as you know, a

perfect little actor. Then when you take into consideration the unusually fine photographic angle, and
the conscientious and irinute directing, and a continuity that ran smooth as oil, while the titles illu-

minated with a vengeance the course of the story, then it will be apparent to you that “THE GREAT-
EST MENACE” deserves to be classified as a cinematic masterpiece.

Virginia Kendrick is asking Mr. Rupert Hughes for the name and address of the people responsible

in supplying that marvelous trousseau for $500 to Helene Chadwick as the “Gimme Wife” in “GIMME”
—perhaps many other women would patronize those same firms—how about it, Rupert?

THREE NEW COMEDIES UNDER WAY AT CHRISTIE STUDIOS. WHEELS TURN RAPIDLY ON
TWO-REELS ONLY

A1 Christie has finished his new comedy, “A Hula Honeymoon,” and is starting this week on
another production. Scott Sidney is directing another Christie comedy at Rtiverside, while a third
company is making another release under the direction of Harold Beaudine.

Henry Murdock, the latest comedian to be featured by the Christie organization, has already
gone to work in his second picture, which is being called, “Green As Grass,” revolving around a
county fair and a race horse which would do credit to the famous “Spark Plug.” ..Most of the
scenes for this are being made around the race track at the Fair Grounds at Riverside. ..Charlotte
Merriam is the leading lady.

Beaudine is directing Bobby Vernon in a farce comedy. The latter went to work immediately
upon his return from St. Louis last week. ..Al Christie’s picture will announce a new star and a
supporting cast of all new and well known players within a few days.

C. H. Christie has gone to New York where he will be in conference for three weeks with
officials of Educational Film Exchanges, which are distributing the entire product of twenty pic-

tures this current season. ..Before leaving Mr. Christie was made a vice president of the Los Angeles
Realty Board, representing the Hollywood district which is the center of active trading and building
at the present time. Mr. Christie is now dividing his time between managing the film affairs of
his company and acting as president of the Christie Realty corporation, as well as president of
the Motion Picture Producers Association.

In New York he will exhibit half a dozen of the famous Christie dogs at the annual Westminister
dog show at Madison Square Gardens, including bull terriers, Scottish terriers and wire-haired fox
terriers, some of which were seen at the recent first show of the Hollywood Kennel Club.

The Christie studios have undergone many improvements and additions in preparation for an
active year. Buildings include a two-story brick building for certain mechanical departments, the
addition of a third motor generator set for lighting, a new office building and laying of the foun-
dations for another stage 100x175 feet in dimensions. These improvements will give to the Christie
company the greatest enclosed area of stage space, all equipped for exclusive work with electric

lighting, of any organization devoted exclusively to the making of comedies.

THIS SHOULD BE GOOD
Del Andrews who directed the spectacular steeplechase scenes in “The Hottentot,” Thomas H.

Ince’s screen version of Willie Collier’s racing play which is scoring a tremendous hit, is now
cutting “The Sunshine Trail,” Ince’s next release.

Starring Douglas MacLean who plays the role of the hilariously funny horse-fearing yachtsman
in the racing play, “The Sunshine Trail” is said to be one of the cleverest comedy dramas of the
season. MacLean has the role of a guileless young rancher whose determined philosophy to scatter
sunshine on the road gets him into endless trouble, especially when he tried to befriend a gang
of crooks.



• HUGH THOMPSON
Leading Man

(See Page 16)
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WILLIAM DUNCAN
FEATURE AND SERIAL STAR

Who has signed a contract of magnitude with the Universal Film Company
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AS WILLIAM DUNCAN SEES IT
Voices His Opinion of Star as Own Producer

By WILLARD B. HARGRAVE
William Duncan, that virile exponent of he-

manism, who for years has thrilled millions with
his strong, clean, red-blooded portrayals in pic-
tures, will on March 24 sever his connections with
Vitagraph and will star, at a tremendous salary,
under the Universal banner. Already preparations
are being completed at Universal City for the re-
ception of the “Serial King." Stories are being
selected; camera men chosen; supporting casts
are being filled, and everything done to make the
long contract a success worthy of the sterling
ability of the famous actor-director.

Ye Editor, who seems to be afflicted with
writer’s cramp, and various other and sundry af-

flictions, and therefore indisposed to do any writ-
ing, wherewithal a desire for an interview at this

time with his friend “Bill" called for assistance
from the writer. With visions of bearding a reg-
ular cave-man in his den, judging from some of

his two-fisted pictures, and entirely in ignorance
of his years as a professor, the writer jumped at

the chance. But what a mistake

So it was that we—Ye Editor and I—started for
the Duncan residence at 1251 Fifth Avenue. By
the way, he is another leading star who does not
live in Hollywood but in Los Angeles! Please
take note, scandal-mongers, and libelous leeches
who pan Hollywood as the abode of Satan!

When We arrived, and just as We started to

ring the door bell, We stopped. For from some-
where within the house came soft tones of a
piano being played by a master musician. We
recognized the beautiful strains of Anton Dvo-
rak’s “Humoresque,” and marveled that Mrs.
Duncan could play so well.

But again, what a mistake! We were invited

into the house—and would you believe it?—it was
“Bill" playing! Not the crashing notes from a

heavy hand that you might have expected—hav-
ing seen those powerful fingers in action when
made into a fist. Indeed not! Rather it was the
soft, caressing touch of a woman. That tells the
whole story about “Bill”—if you can understand
what We mean.

. To tell the truth, Ye Editor intimated to me
before we got there that he was hungry, and had
a sneaking hope that we would be invited to stay

for dinner. I had wondered why he chose dinner
time as the opportune moment for an interview.

The reason was two-fold: That is the best time
of the day to find “Bill" when he is not working
l.ke the so-and-so, to make his pictures the best,

and then you have only to glimpse the well-fed
physique of Ye Editor to know the second one.

But as We were saying: But while “Bill’ con-
tinued playing—he is an ideal host, and did so at

our request—We completely forgot our hunger.
Strange indeed for We.

As he played classic after classic we took note
of his unusual costume. His feet were encased
in heavy cow-puncher boots, and he had on an
old pair of blue denims much the worse for wear.
He still had on his “war paint" and We could see
without much mental exertion that he had just
arrived from the studio and was playing to relax
his mind when We interrupted with our wel-
come (?) visit.

And that wasn’t all: For over this outlandish
makeup for a musician he wore a gorgeous dress-
ing gown that must have cost at least $200. From
such an incident it was easy to understand the
humorous side of the man.

“Where did you learn to play so well?” We
ventured to ask during an intermission.

“My leading lady, Edith Johnson, teaches me.”
“You must spend quite a bit of time in her

company then.” We were all eagerness for the
reportorial part of—We thought We smelled a
story about orange blossoms and things.

“Quite a bit,” he smiled. “She’s Mrs. Duncan,”
at which part of We—felt squashed and subsided
from the question business right then and there.

William Duncan is typically Scotch and is
proud of that fact. He is also observing and a
good judge of what people like and dislike, as
witness the tremendous success of his pictures.
He isn’t easy to fool, as We soon found out.

""All right,” he said as he turned around to us
at the close of some strange piece. “What do
you want me to say?”
“How did you know that this was to be an

interview?” We asked.
“How do I know? That reminds me of a little

story that 1 heard recently: Two Jews, both
named Stein, entered a ‘soft drink’ emporium and
started for the bar. Just then a diminutive waiter
called to the ‘soft drink’ mixer, ‘Two steins com-
ing up!’

“One turned to the other and said, ‘Abe, they
know it our names already.’ That’s how 1 know;
I don’t; I just guessed it.”

He tells a story welt and as this one seems
good we are passing it on. It isn’t copyrighted.

Then We had to admit that if he didn’t know
our names already’ he at least knew our business,
and We got busy.

“Mr. Duncan,” We started, “you have made a
success in pictures. You are known as an actor
of ability over the entire civilized world. Why,
then, did you sign a contract with Universal?
Why didn’t you strike out for yourself and form
your own company?” That seems like a lot of
questions all at once, but he was there with an
answer.
“Why don’t I? Many reasons. I’ll talk about

that in this way: Suppose that Hamburger’s is
on one corner. Across the street is Bullock’s.
Then on the third corner is Blackstone’s. All
three are great, powerful stores, aren’t they?

“I am an employe of one of them and want to
go into the same business, so open a little store
on the fourth corner. Even supposing that I can
get a little store started and can put. on sale com-
modities at the same prices as the others. Do
you suppose that the public will trade with me?

“Indeed not! They, the public, will spend their
money in the big stores where, with millions be-
hind them, the owners have erected a great build-
ing, lighted it, decorated it and put into it inno-
vations to attract the public. Those are things
that in my little business I cannot afford, and it

would be unbusinesslike, if not sheer folly, for
me to attempt to compete with them. There is
your answer.”
We had to admit that “Bill” had hit the nail

on the head. Funny no one ever explained it in
that manner before.

“It is the same with the motion picture indus-
try,” he continued. “The big companies have
everything. They have the money, millions of it,

back of them. They have the studios, fine ones,
where everything needed is found. They have the
casts for pictures, the best ones, on their pay-
rolls. Then again they have the exhibitors wait-
ing for their pictures and houses to place them in
when they are finished.

(Continued on Third Cover Page)
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I THE GREAT LIBEL SUIT IS SETTLED
OUT OF COURT!

ABOUT 2Vz YEARS AGO THE WILLIAM FOX CORPORATION
claimed that CLOSE-UP LIBELED THEM.

PROGRESS After a lot of preliminaries, CLOSE-UP is served with a paper stat-

ing He is wanted in Court some day, relative to this LIBEL.

WHAT THEY WANTED—
$ 1 2 5,0 0 0 (No Small Amount, You’ll Admit)

THE CASE Dragged, and was postponed several times.

I CLOSE-UP retained KIMBALL FLETCHER, A GOOD ATTORNEY.
EVENTUALLY Case is set for February 27th, 1923.

THEN Lawyer for Defendant suggested settling Case out of Court.

THE DEFENDANT bows his head in assent. i

PAPERS are signed by several, including the Defendant, in which the LATTER gives unto
PLAINTIFF a JUDGMENT.

DAMAGES
1,000,000 Roubles.

or 11,310 Kronin.
or 21,475 Marks.

OR IN PLAIN AMERICAN

!! ONE DOLLAR!!
IS AWARDED THE PLAINTIFF
AND THEIR FAIR FAME is left untarnished, and their honor vindicated.

THE DEFENDANT congratulates the PLAI N T I F F.
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M. C. LEVEE RETURNS HE DID IT, TOO DORIS PAWN AT EGAN’S

M. C. Levee, president of the United

Studios, returned Monday from a fort-

night’s visit to New York. According

to Levee, who is sponsoring the Maur-

ice Tourneur productions for First Na-
tional release, the preview negative of

“The Isle of Lost Ships” met with such

a splendid reception that First National

began immediate plans for several su-

per features to be produced by Maurice

Tourneur and sponsored by Mr. Levee.

First National already has a contract

with Messrs. Levee and Tourneur for

four big productions during the pres-

ent year. The first of these is “The
Isle of Lost Ships,” which is to be re-

leased during March. The second has

already been selected, and work on the

continuity begun.

E. J. Harter knows a prize fighter

who has a “poker” face.

James Young’s assistant, James
Ewens, has a good story on the di-

rector of “Wandering Daughters.”

A little colored boy supplied the

laugh. During the filming of a scene

in which several “extras” were used,

Ewens called to him, “Come here, boy.”

The director, who is the soul of dig-

nity and courtesy, drew his assistant

to one side and protested. To impart

confidence which is an aid to perform-

ing a task well, the director advised,

even a boy should be shown every

courtesy. Particularly should he be

addressed by name. To illustrate his

point, Mr. Young asked: “What is your
name, young man?”

“Jimmie!” replied the boy.

Suppressed laughter from the assist-

ant. The director hesitated, “er-er

—

ahem!” he said

—

“Come here, boy!”

Doris Pawn has realized a long-

cherished ambition. She has returned

to the speaking stage without sacrific-

ing any part of her screen career, for,

although she opened at Eagen’s thea-

ter last Monday night in “The Timber
Wolf,” she is still pursuing her .career

before the motion picture camera, hav-

ing started in a new picture at Uni-
versal City on the very day she opened
at Eagen’s.

“It has been quite a while since I’ve

had the opportunity of appearing be-

fore an audience and I am frank to

confess it is quite a thrill,” she de-

clares. “However, the experience has
placed me in a terrible quandry, for

now I cannot decide which I like best,

the screen or the stage.”

Why does Edward Burns go with so
many different girls?
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THEY’LL SHOOT MANY FEET
—TO SHOW HER FEET

Mile. Andree Lafayette, noted

French cinema beauty, who has arrived

in Hollywood to portray the title role

of de Maurier’s “Trilby,” a Richard

Walton Tullv production, directed by

James Young for First National re-

lease, comes from a long line of famous

beauties.

She is a dazzling blonde—hair of

finely-spun gold, and limpid blue eyes,

characteristics which proclaim her pure

Norman ancestry. The grandmother

of this charming actress was the beau-

tiful and noble Valtesse de la Bigne,

whose portrait now hangs in the Lux-

emburg museum.

Valtesse de la Bigne, a reigning

beauty in the 60’s, when de Maurier

wrote “Trilby,” was much admired by

the novelist. So it is only fitting that

her granddaughter should play the title

role in the screen adaptation of his

well known literary work.

Alan Hale enjoys 15 minutes more

sleep these balmy Hollywood morn-

ings. He just purchased a brand new
motor car for himself and makes the

trip to the Warner Brothers’ Studios

in 15 minutes instead of the old time of

one-half hour. Mr. Hale is enacting

the part of Bjorstan in Warner Broth-

ers’ production of “Main Street.”

VOICE INFLEXIONS
Carl Miller, playing opposite Edna

Purviance in her first starring vehicle,

“Public Opinion,” written and directed

by Charles Chaplin at his studios, has

been undergoing such thorough re-

hearsals by the famous comedian for

an important scene in the production

that he feels that he would have a lot

to say to the layman who discounts

screen technic.

“Mr. Chaplin is so scrupulous about

every detail and so careful about every

shade and inflection of the voice that

it’s absolutely the same as a stage pro-

duction as he handles his actors,” says

Miller.

Latest report: Juanita Hanson is

still in trouble.

RULES FOR GAINING STARDOM
Francis McDonald, screen player of

note, says that if the future is anything

like the past, when it comes to new
faces in the ranks of the movie play-

ers, you may see the following set of

rules published by someone as “rules

for gaining stardom in the movies.”

1. You must be able to fight like

Benny Leonard, Jess Willard, Georges

Carpentier, or Jack Dempsey, or,

2. You must be able to swim like the

famous Hawaiian “Duke” Kahana-
moku, or,

3. Must be able to dance likeValen-

tino, or Irene Castle, or,

4. Must be able to play golf like

Hagen, or Eugene Sarazen.

Mr. McDonald thinks that there may
also be some hope for those who may
have the natural ability to act.

DOT FARLEY COMES HOME

With a bird cage, a phonograph, a

couple of hat boxes and a young

trunk, Miss Dot Farley, one of the

best known troupers in the profession

and a favorite Sennett player, took

possession of her old dressing room

on the comedy lot, to begin immedi-

ately with her work in a new Sennett

comedy called “Domestic Economy.”

Miss Farley admitted, while ar-

ranging her room, that she was glad

indeed to be back again. “When I

approached that front gate,” said Dot,

“it sure did look like ‘home, sweet

home’ to me.”

Miss Farley will portra3r one of the

featured parts in “Domestic Econ-

omy,” which will be directed by C.

R. Wallace and Allen McNeil.

Boot SJtoDi' .

6 th- and. Olive
Opposite Pershing Square

209
~W. Fifth St.

Alexandria Hotel is opposite Ids-

VC l,Xl|OV"'X,|W,,A'lV A" /O /VA'/N A

Quality is the

fundamental idea

throughout the

Nettleton

workshops.

Quality and
service prevail

in our retail

shops.

Hip
Boo-t,?
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

LOEW’S STATE—“The Toll of the

Sea,” which is none other than “Ma-

dame Butterfly” adapted by Frances

Marion for the new Technicolor

process, has startled the movie fans

with wonderful results in natural

colors. Anna May Wong plays the

title role and is fine. She does some

very nice work; artistic and all of

that sort of thing. Kenneth Harlan

plays opposite, and is a bit stiff in

his actions for no good reason at all.

He even forgot to act in some places.

Chuck Reisner in “Rob ’em Good”

is in a rather amusing burlesque on

“Robin Hood.” Max Fischer and his

merry makers of music continue to

please. Ciccolini, the Italian tenor,

is giving the music lovers a real

treat. A very good program this

week, Mr. Bostick.—Billy Shoup.

ORPHEUM—William Faversham in

“A Marriage Has Been Arranged”

is a real head-liner. “Stars of Yes-

terday” come in second. The rest of

the bill is just so-so. However, Fav-

ersham is enough for anyone.

HILLSTREET— Marc MacDermott
& Co., in “I Haven’t Time,” is great.

He is another movie actor now on

the stage and he really is good. Gus
Reed and his singers are fine. E. J.

Moore isn’t bad. The rest of the

acts are non-com’s. Alice Brady in

“Missing Millions” is the photoplay.

MOROSCO—Willard Mack’s “Tiger

Rose” seems to be keeping the “Sold

Out” sign busy, so it might stay

awhile. It is worth seeing, anyway.

MAJESTIC—Mary Newcomb in “The
Poppy-Kiss” is a real sensation of

the stock companies. Mary is the

whole thing—she always is. This is

worth seeing, although bits of it are

rather sordid. Cliff Thompson has

an unreal role, but he does his best,

which suffices and pleases everyone.

METROPOLITAN—Betty Compson
in “The White Flower,” which was
filmed in Hawaii by Julia Crawford
Ivers. Edmund Lowe plays opposite

the fair Betty and is splendid. The
most beautiful scenes have been se-

cured and it is nice to have the real

atmosphere for once. James Van
Tree did the photography. Leon
Bary, Sylvia Ashton, Arline Pretty,

Arthur Hoyt and Edward Martindel

are ajso in the cast. It is a splendid

program picture and should be well

liked by all. Waring’s Pennsylvani-

ans offer new selections. Fred East-

er and Ruth Hazelton give a clever

dance. The overture is O. K., and
Henry B. Murtagh at the organ is

fine. Next week we have Jane and
Katherine Lee in a new act.

RIALTO—Still serving “Adam’s Rib”

to many, many film fans. It is rather

a tasty thing at that. De Mille did it!

EGYPTIAN—“Robin Hood” contin-

ues to play to packed houses. This,

proves that the public does appre-

ciate GOOD pictures.

GRAUMAN’S—“The Power of a Lie”

with Mabel Julienne Scott, proves to

be nothing new in the line of late

pictures. June Elvidge and Earl

Metcalf are in the cast. Mile. Mar-
celine D’Alroy and her fashion show,

“The Shrine of Fashion,” is really the

head-liner of the bill this week. Of
course, the house will be packed with

women. And Madam tells “How to

Put On Clothes.”

CALIFORNIA—“Lost and Found”
through the miscarriage of episodical

action. The photography by Wil-

liam Thornby and Robert de Grasse

deserves a much better story than

the “Canyon of the Fools.” If the

picture didn’t do anything else than

give us an opportunity of witnessing

the histronic. ability of Marguerite

has been mis-titled. It should have

been “Found and Lost,” or some-

thing else. It is one of Carey Wil-

son's weird South Sea stories, and

the plot is a knockout—real Tahiti

stuff with brave men and beautiful

women netted in romance and fight.

(Next Page)

William Fairbanks has jus't started

his sixth and last picturization of a W.
C. Tuttle Adventure Magazine story

at the Berwilla Studios, under the su-

pervision of Ben Wilson. It is likely

Mr. Fairbanks will abandon his work
of portraying strictly western charac-

ters for semi-western ones, due to the

growing antagonism of eastern censors

towards real westerners on the screen.

* * *

William Beaudine, who recently

signed a long-term contract with War-
ner Brothers, has been loaned to the

J. K. McDonald productions, to make
one picture. He will finish in time to

start with Wesley Barry when he re-

turns from his personal appearance
tour.

* * *

Wilson- Bailey, character woman,
formerly with Essanay in Chicago, has

moved her makeup box to Hollywood
after several seasons on the speaking
stage. She has decided the screen of-

fers better opportunities than the stage

does.

Neely Edwards, Universal’s premier

comedian, announces hereafter his pro-

duction schedule will call for only one
two-reel comedy a month instead of

one every week. During the past year

Edwards turned out 40 fun films for

Universal. His forthcoming comedies
will be produced more elaborately,

which will make it necessary to de-

vote more time to each picture.

* * *

Ethel Clayton’s latest starring ve-
hicle, “The Greater Glory,” will be
released immediately. According to

pre-view criticisms, this picture will

serve to bring forward another child

star—Muriel Frances Dana, well re-

membered for her fine artistry in the
Max Graf productoin ’ of “The For-
gotten Law.”

* * *

Frances Raymond, filmdom’s most
beautiful character actress, has just

completed her engagement with Dus-
tin Farnum, who is starring in the Wil-
liam Fox production, “The Grail.”

However, this doesn't mean she will

rest—two offers with other companies

were tendered her immediately after

finishing with the Fox forces.

* * *

We’ve had enough sunshine lately,

but very little moonshine. So says

Mitchell Lewis.

* * *

Jimmy Aubrey has completed the

final picture of his series for Vita-

graph and will rest for a while. In

the meantime, his attractive leading

lady, Helen Kesler, has hastened

back to Goldwyn to play in more
dramas. Before rejoining the Vita-

graph forces, with which she had been
identified for a year, she played im-
portant parts in two Rupert Hughes
picture for Goldwyn.

* * *

Grant Carpenter of Warner Brothers

scenario staff, reports the finish of the

first draft of “The Gold-Diggers,” the

David Belasco play which Warner
Brothers will film. Actual production

will be started about April 1. The di-

rector nor cast have not been an-
nounced.
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....
House Peters is great. Pauline

Starke has never shown to a bet-

ter advantage. George Siegmann is

very wicked, but that’s to be ex-

pected and liked. Antonio Moreno

has rather a weak role, but he carries

it off o. k. Rosemary Theby has a

very small part. Clyde De Vinna

and Kirschner receive the credit for

the beautiful photography. One of

Hal Roach’s comedies, “Our Gang,”

is very funny/

MILLER’S—The revival of a once

gorgeous spectacle: Theda Bara in

“Salome.” We reviewed this some

years ago, but I suppose you’ve for-

gotten it. But I won’t do it again.

If you haven’t seen it. you might try

it. A1 Roscoe is the hit, as John.

KINEMA—Marshall Neilan’s “Min-

nie,” which is not a fish story. Neil-

an has put both pathos and comedy

in this to a much better advantage

than he has done in the past. Lea-

trice Joy is truly a wonderful actress

in this. Matt Moore comes in for

his share of the leading laurels, too.

Raymond Griffith is another clever

boy who is rising with every picture.

Josephine Crowell does some good

work. It is a very funny picture and

should be a great success with any

audience. Although it is sometimes

burlesque, it was done in a likeable

way. The rest of the program is all

right.

MISSION—“One Exciting Night” has

been on for many nights, but we saw

it in the afternoon, so it wasn’t so

exciting. It is a little too faked in

spots to get over entirely.

ALHAMBRA—“The Lights of New
York,” another Fox picture which

makes one think O. Henry made out

your light bill. Estelle Taylor and

Marc MacDermott are the leads.

You might go see it if the lines at

the other theaters are too long.

CLUNE’S— If you like Westerns, and

Harry Carey, you’ll go and see this

first run picture, wherever it will be

running this week, but if you are of

a critical nature, and wish to be

amused at a hodge-podge continuity

you’ll like it for its lack of smooth-

ness. Many scenes of great action

and thrills are completely spoiled

through the miscarriage of episodical

action. The photography by Wil-

liam Thornby and Robert de Grasse

deserves a much better story than

the “Canyon of the Fools.” If the

picture didn’t do anything else than

give us an opportunity of witnessing

the histrionic ability of Marguerite

Clayton, then it served its purpose.

Harry Carey is always good, but if

he gets a few more pictures, such as

this one, he’d better rest at the ranch

on his old laurels. Val Paul directed

a difficult subject with care and pre-

cision, but whoever adapted the

story made Val’s task a little too

much for fame comfort. Fred Stan-

ton, Murdock McQuarrie, Joseph

Harris, Jack Curtis, Mignonne Gold-

en were all very good; the balance

of the cast shouldn’t be named.

GARRICK—Still keeping the cashier

busy collecting dimes.

SYMPHONY—Ben Turpin in “The
Shiek of Araby,” which is very good

and has clever titles, but the photog-

raphy is terrible. It really ruined

some of the good ideas and muffled

some of the laughs.

EGAN’S—“The Timber Wolf” is an-

other Northwest play of red-blooded

action and inserted comedy as a re-

lief. Jean De’ Briac, Iva Shepard and

George Chesebro are in the cast.

MASON—“Just Suppose” is another

comedy-drama of the lighter variety.

Isabelle Lowe and Creighton Hale

are the stars and they do very well,

too. Mr. Hale seems to be the draw-

ing card, however.

PALAIS ROYAL—Still packing them

in for dandy luncheons with Henry
Halstead’s gang of magic music mak-
ers as a side dish that sets you spin-

ning.

WEISS & KLEIN— I get hungry

every time I write about this place,

^o I’m gonna cut it short and go and

eat, and meet Mr. J. Siegal, the suc-

cessor to this biz.

CINDERELLA ROOF—Still above

our heads, but not up to our stand-

ard. A better place to find young
men and women who are looking for

jobs than the employment bureau.

Use your own judgment.

COCOANUT GROVE—Irene Castle!

William Reardon! THIRTY-FIVE
trunks of clothes! And she doesn’t

wear them all. Gee, what a two-

weeks of joy this has been. Big

Town atmosphere and everything.

Abe Lyman doing his best with trick

drum sticks and everybody happy

—

even when the check comes.

WINTER GARDEN—Bert Fiske still

leans on the ivories with pleasure

and you grab something in a long

dress and strut around to melodies

so sweet—tweet—tweet!

PLANTATION—Business is so good

that they don’t advertise any more.

Business must be good! Business is.

What does that mean? Means that

they are handing out the right stuff

A PanViqn Buffet luncheon
Daily ffom 12 to 230 for -I—

A *2— DinnCC

—

from. 6 to 530—
Dancing until cloUng^

-music under direction of
Vincent Roje v Jackie Taylor
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
and giving us rounders moments of

pleasure. What more do you want?

Well, you can’t get it.

LOG CABIN INN—The Venice fire

chief got there too late, but he will

tell you all about it.

JAHNKE’S— Snell-Highsmith-Conk-

lin and their 10-piece music box are

grinding out dandy tunes to itchy

feet in patent leather and satin. Food *

is good to eat and the check isn’t

hard to take.

CLUB ROYALE—Earl Burtnett and

Hank Miller are the boys who make

it ROYALE for everyone present.

I’m telling you, they hand out tunes

that only real syncopaters could snap

out. You never forget them. “Night

by night, in every way, we want

more and more.”

TURKISH VILLAGE—Have you

danced under low lights—incense

—

sweet aromas— ? No? Well, my
friend, you have certainly missed

something. Don’t let another night

go by.

MARCELL’S—The unified cuisine

and the enlarged orchestra, headed

by Lou Traveller, are making this

popular Eighth street cafe do a rush-

ing business. One is certainly lucky

if seats can be secured without wait-

ing in line. Eddie Brandstatter is

showing Los Angeles just what kind

of a cafe man he is.

MONTMARTE—There have been

many hits in Hollywood, but noth-

ing has come up to the hit that the

Buffet Luncheon is making at this

popular cafe. And the two-dollar

dinners are things to marvel over.

Then there’s that knockout orchestra

headed by Vincent Rose and Jockie

Taylor. Everything is splendid.

ITALIAN VILLAGE— Lee Berg-

strom with his orchestra and the fine

food sure do bring in the cash cus-

tomers. The Business Man’s Lunch
is a special attraction, too.

CALIFORNIA CAFE—Gus Haritos

is still very busy watching his

pleased customers and handling the

work in the new Commodore Cafe

on West Seventh street, which will

open about March 15th. Gus has

added two blonde phone numbers to

his already long list. And he has

been adding some dandy things on
the menus of late, too.

VERNON—They had a very nice Val-

entine party out here. Chris Schon-
berg is presenting “Revels of

Rhythm” for those who dance, or

whatever they do nowadays.

MARY LOUISE—This is quite the

fashionable place now for dainty

luncheons and teas. The dinner

served is really a thing of kitchen

art. The elite have already claimed

it as their own.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM — The
good fights are still coming, and they

are “getting better and better, round

by round.” Thanks to Roy Marshall,

who takes good care of everyone and

everything.

NO MORE TONIGHT—Got to slow

down, bank book is all out of checks,

and then they’ve been holding the

press for ten minutes until I could

get back to write it. See you next

issue.

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

Eddie Laemmle has one for us.

One fellow asked us if you had to

be a chemist to give out night rates

(nitrates) for the telegraph company.

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor
353 South Spring, Near 4th
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
IN HIS RIDING TOGS

I looked for the Horse—Spark Plug,

or any of his brethren were not in

sight, I wondered why the gallant look-

ing young Irishman was wearing a

nifty outfit of riding Togs. Then I

suddenly bethought myself, that per-

haps he had made a friendly bet with

another Irish Friend by the name of

Jack Sullivan, that He would outdis-

tance him in a walking contest! If this

were so then it’s easily understood why
James (JIMMIE) Dugan was thus

Haberdashed; just as I arrived at the

possible explanation— I was suddenly

struck with a thought—(which is bet-

ter than a Brick) that perhaps Jim-

mie, and perhaps Jack had decided to

do some scaling on the steeple of the

good Church Notre Dame, this is

easily understood—when you realize

that both are good Church Members

(?) Well, anyway, resuming, this use-

less discourse, I was informed by a

well known member of the Universal

Family—(quite a number of' children

in it) that Jimmie Dugan—being the

Ace of the Flying Corp attached to the

War Machine of Wallace Worsley
the Director of “The Hunchback of

Notre Dame,” was invariably on the

go—attending to a million details at

once, as it were, and that the ordi-

nary Output from Satorial Parlors, be-

ing a sort of hindrance to free move-
ment—Monsieur Dugan—(This is a

BARTINE BURKETT
Screen Ingenue

STUDIES TYPING FOR NEW
ROLE

Joe Jackson, director of all the pub-

licity that is broadcasted from the

Goldwyn Studios, entered his office yes-

terday and discovered a new stenog-

rapher seated at the typewriter. She

was pecking away at a great rate.

Just as Joe was about to ask her a

few questions, the young lady turned

about and Joseph discovered it was
none other than Maryon Aye, who is

a member of Marshall Neilan’s “The
Eternal Three” cast.

In whispered tones, Maryon in-

formed Joe she was merely taking a

few lessons prior to enacting the role

of the city stenographer in the film

version of George M. Cohan’s stage

success, “The Meanest Man in the

World,” soon to be produced by Prin-

cipal Pictures Corporation.

French Atmospherical Picture) having

seen Reginald Denny riding on

Camel back, and seeing what a fine

Broth of a Bhoy he made in his

Camel-ite Togs, decided to outdo him
—(Eh, What!) and just then behold-

ing another Erin go Braugh passing

in the Person of Jimmie Mur-
phy—a mere Motor Driver, pawned
his foreign possessions—viz., 13,820,000

Marks—SIXTY DOLLARS, and with

said 60-paid a visit to EVERSOLL’S
and came out Ever-radiant, hoping that

my explanation is simple, and that no

difficulty will be had in trying to get

at my meaning— I’ll leave Jimmie Du-
gan, and Jack Sullivan to their Fates,

trying to bring order out of a possible

chaos in this Universal Feature Pro-

duction, in which they are the Assist-

ant Directors.

ETHEL BROADHURST
SCREEN INGENUE

Who is playing in Zeigfeld Follies

in New York. She will shortly re-

turn to California.

A sister-in-law of Charles Ray per-

petrated the following Irishism during

a conversation—on being asked if her

forbears came over on the Mayflower.

(This being a logical question, inas-

much as C. Ray is playing the part of

Miles Standish, which appertains to the

Mayflower days.) She replied casually,

“That is was so long ago that really,

she had forgotten about the incident.”

Eleanor Garrett is now busy climbing

the Family Tree.

Betty Compson is making “The

Rustle of Silk.” Probably another pet-

ticoat affair.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

£ou GvottidJi & Co.
Tkilovs

532 South Broadway

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E— I N “CLOSE-UP
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
GLADYS BROCKWELL

By Annie Imlah

Bonnie Miss Brockwell I’m hoping

you are

Aware many “fans” are admiring

Your beauty and dignity, wondrous
star

So capable, modest, retiring

Many folk gaze at your fair earn-

est face.

Every sweet smile you’re bestowing,

In memory is sure to be given a

place

Each heart with loving pride glow-

ing.

Gifted, quick-witted you steadily

climb,

The top of “Fame’s Ladder” soon

gaining.

Day after day you’re devoting your

time

To study, while never complaining

Vivacious and cheerful, the world

adores you

For the bright, sunny smiles ani-

mating

Your beautiful eyes and perfect

lipe, (two),

Folk consider you most fascinating.

How splendid you acted in “Oliver

Twist,”

Nancy Sykes so plainly portraying,

( Numberless “Fans” very proudly

insist )

,

Unusual talent displaying.

Miss Gladys Brockwell, fair tal-

ented star.

Your acting, all are realizing.

Gives pleasure to people, near and

afar;

An Artist the whole world is

prizing.

Charles Ray seems to be a candi-

date for high honors as a creator of

cinema spectacle. He has been film-

ing an elaborate screen version of

“The Courtship of Miles Standish

for eleven weeks now and he is not

more than half finished with' it. The

cast includes scores of the most prom-

inent photoplayers with Enid Bennett

serving as Ray’s leading lady.

Adamae Vaughn is playing the part

of Mary Crackstone, which, it is un-

derstood, will be a character of more
importance in the photoplay than it

was in Longfellow’s original story.

MR. BEN WILSON
President Berwilla Film Co., who
will start a hugh Production cam-
paign—over a million dollars is in-

volved. Mr. Wilson will produce
ten Special Productions, the first

of which will start April 1st.

Monty Banks will complete a three-

year contract as a Federated star next

month and will thereupon abandon

the field of two-reel comedies in

favor of four-reelers, which has come
to be the most popular length among
comedy stars. Mr. Banks has just

completed his fortieth two-reel fun

film for Federated. It is called “Spir-

its and Spooks” and is said to be one

of the funniest of the entire series.

It will be shipped from Los Angeles

to New York for general release with-

in the next two weeks.
* * *

“Curly” Dresden, film actor, is not

paying his alimony. This is not an

original idea, but a habit.

Harris & Frank — Stetson Hats

New Clothes

For Spring
For Men and Young Men

—Harris & Frank are

ready with their dis-

play of spring- suits

and overcoats, featur-

ing many new de-

signs and styles.

—The quality is high,

as always; the prices

are moderate, as al-

ways; the selection is

better than ever. Let
us show you.

$30 $40 $45
and up to $65

437-443 Spring North of 5-

Harris & Frank — Manhattan Shirts

Marjorie Prevost, sister of Marie,

and her husband, A1 Burgren, are on

the outs. A1 is suing Marjorie because

she was lazy. Marjorie is suing A1 be-

cause he hugged her too tight.

CONFIDENTIAL RELIABLE RESPONSIBLE

Do You Need Money?
Let Us Finance You!

A. B. Cohn & Bro.
Financiers—Est. 53 Years

Third Floor New Pantages Bldg.

7th and Hill Streets

Money Loaned on
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Silverware
Liberty Bonds, Etc.

Courteous Service
Liberal Treatment
Lowest Interest Rates

Private Offices
Special Dept, for Ladies
No Red Tape
No Delays
Appraisals Made on
Premises
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet
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MAKER SCORES HIT

Another Hollywood independent pro-

ducer has reached the top.

Recently the Carlton King Produc-

tions, Inc., of which Lyle W. Rucker,

Hollywood attorney, is a director and

attorney, finished six two-reel comedy

drama subjects.

They were good, according to all

members of the company who saw

them; so good, in fact, that the com-

pany immediately sent them to New
York City for the distributors to view.

Only a day or two elapsed between

the arrival of the company’s emissary

in New York and the arrival in Holly-

wood of a telegram containing just one

word.

“Sold,” was the way the message

read.

A night letter which followed the

message elaborated somewhat, to the

extent of informing Mr. Rucker that

the films had been placed with the Pro-

ducers’ Security Corporation, of New
York City, for distribution in the

United States.

“WOLF FANGS” IS CAST

Part of the cast selected to play in

the Warner Brothers production of

“Wolf Fangs,” the north woods story

which Chester M. Franklin is directing,

have left for the North, where Frank-

lin and most of the company have al-

ready gone. Walter McGrail, who will

be remembered as the gallant lover of

Mabel Normand in “Susanna,” has the

leading male role. Pat Hartigan, who
attained fame by his portrayal of the

villainous Morgan in “Fury,” and

Ralph Yearsley, who played the half-

wit in “Tolable David,” all left yester-

day. The leading feminine role has not

as yet been cast. They expect to be

up in the big snow for about three

weeks. Rintintin, the Police Dog Hero,

has a featured part in the picture.

Eddie Gribbon, whose name is the

latest to be added to the long list men-
tioned for the title role in Goldwyn’s

production of “Ben Hur,” is enacting

an important role in support of Gladys

Walton in King Baggott’s latest pic-

ture for Universal entitled “Crossed

Wires.”

LYTELL WAS A “HIT”

Bert Lytell is not one to waste idle

moments

!

When he learned there would be a

two-weeks lapse of time between com-
pleting his latest picture and begin-

ning “The Meanest Man in the World”
for Sol Lesser, he arranged with Less-

er whereby the film magnate would
present him in a headline offering on

the Orpheum stages of San Francisco

and Los Angeles.

Lytell played the northern city first,

coming to Los Angeles the week of

March 4. The day following his Los
Angeles vaudeville closing, he will don

the attire and makeup of the “Meanest

Man,” and once more appear before

the clicking cameras.

“The Valiant” is the vehicle he is

using in presenting himself to the two-

a-day audiences. It is Lytell’s sketch,

full of dramatic moments and pro-

nounced by critics as one of the finest

bits of “headline offering” seen on the

stage in a long time.

Supporting Lytell in his vaudeville

flyer are James Marcus, Ida May, For-

rest Robinson and Charles Brown-
all well known artists. Marcus is a

screen favorite, his latest film endeav-

ors being with little Jackie Coogan in

“Oliver Twist.” Ida May has just ar-

rived from Denver, where she has

taken leading parts in the Wilkes Stock

Company of that city for the past

three years.

Constance Talmadge, famous First

National star, who is soon to begin the

filming of “Dulcy,” declares that Amer-

ican modistes are superior to Euro-

peans. Constance wants it understood

that her wardrobe is strictly American-

made, whether the fact is good press

agent material or not.

Stroock’s
Genuine

CAMELS-HAIR
OVER-COATS

$65
Piccadilly Model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

Marguerite De La Motte does a

short ditty for us.

Olga, as she appeared, was a hand-

painted Fifth Avenue vamp. She had

sent two men to the devil. They blew

their brains out—if they had any—be-

cause she would not let them kiss her

hand and bestow costly gifts at her

feet.

What fools they were!

Now she had another victim in her

manicured claws. He, no doubt, was

about to do the same as the others.

But the director said, “No!”

Movies are so strange.

Edwin Carewe and his company of

50 people, now on location at Sonora,

Calif., where they are making scenes

for “The Girl of the Golden West,” a

First National release, will not return

for another two weeks.

Wig Rental

Wigs
to Order

Toupee s

Hair
Dressing

M arcelling

Shampooing

NEW YORK

Hepner Method Permanen

Waving our Specialty

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

epner
IN COI\POT^ATE D

LOS ANGELES

Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street
(Just west of Figueroa)

No Parking Restrictions

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERT POINTS

HOW GEORGE DID IT

George Archainbaud, who is direct-

ing Clara Kimball Young in “Corde-

lia the Magnificent.” Harry Garson’s

newest production for Metro, became

a director because he was willing to

do hard work.

Mr. Archainbaud was born in

Paris, France, and there when a boy

he made known to his stepfather,

Emile Chautard, his desire to become

a motion picture director.

“Fine,” said Mr. Chautard, “you

shall learn all about it.”

He did. His first job was that of

washing film in a laboratory. The
work is confining, done in darkness

broken only by dim ruby lights. It

was as a film washer that he came

to the United States with Mr. Chau-

tard. He held practically every kind

of studio job calling for hard work

and long hours.

Then he was made Mr. Chautard’s

assistant and shortly after received

his first opportunity to direct. An-

other director had fallen ill and Mr.

Archainbaud was told to finish the

picture. He did and on the strength

of his showing was given a three-

year contract. He completed about

half of it when America entered the

war and he enlisted.

Following his discharge from the

army he went with Pathe and later

affiliated with Selznick for whom he

directed Elaine Hammerstein, Eugene
O’Brien and Conway Tearle. Among
his recent pictures are “Marooned
Hearts,” with Conway Tearle, “The
Wonderful Chance” with Eugene
O’Brien, “Evidence” and “The Pleas-

ure Seekers” with Elaine Hammer-
stein, “Under Oath,” “One Week of

Love” and “The Common Law.”
Included in the cast of “Cordelia

the Magnificent” are Huntly Gordon,

Lewis Dayton, Lloyd Whitlock,

Jacqueline Gadsdon, Mary Jane Ir-

ving, Carol Holloway, Katherine

Murphy, Elinor Hancock and others.

Ruth Royce, the well known heavy,

who has played so effectively with the

Universal films, is seriously contem-
plating changing her name to corre-

spond with her Russian appearance. I

am thoroughly in accord with “them”
sentiments, as she is one little actress

who should have been in considerable

more demand by other studios.

Arthur H. Jacobs, who is making
the Frank Borzage productions for

First National, has signed Johnny
Walker to play one of the all-star roles

in his initial picture, ‘“Terwilliger,”

which Director Borzage starts this

week at the United Studios.

Walker is a star in his own right,

having first been accorded such hon-

ors for his work in “Over the Hill.”

His latest starring is in the picture,

“Captain Fly-by-Night.”

Mr. Borzage is selecting a true all-

star cast for this production, having

secured Lloyd Hughes for another im-

portant part, and Pauline Garon is to

do the only feminine character in the

story. She played “Tillie,” the flapper,

in “Adam’s Rib.”

ANN MAY IN
CAST OF “THE FOG”

Ann May is to return to pictures

after an absence of more than a year,

during which time she has been ap-

pearing on the stage. Miss M'ay has

been cast for a part in “The Fog,” a

Graf production for Metro which
Paul Powell will direct at the San
Matoe studios.

VIOLA DANA
LEAVES HOSPITAL

Viola Dana has recovered suffi-

ciently from her operation for appen-

dicitis to be removed from the Good
Samaritan hospital to her Hollywood
home. While the little Metro star is

still under the care of a doctor and
nurse she is improving rapidly and
expects to be able to walk around
within a short time.

Frank Urson wants to know this.

If an apple a day keeps the doctor

away, what will a crab-apple do?

That

Chicken

A LA
TURCQUE
DINNER
From 5:30
to 9 P. M.
Then a
MID-
NITE
TOUCH
OF THE
ORIENT
DAN-
CING
and

MUSIC
at

Turkish
Village

22114
W. 4TH

ST.
Phone

Reserva-
tions
670-89

SULLIVAN TO WRITE TITLES

C. Gardner Sullivan, noted screen

author, has been engaged by Myron

Selznick to write the titles for “Rupert

of Hentzau,” recently completed Selz-

nick production, which was directed by
Victor Heerman. Edward J. Montagne
adapted the Sir Anthony Hope novel

to the screen, and the production has

a cast of well known players which
included Elaine Hammerstein, Bert

Lytell, Lew Cody, Bryant Washburn,
Marjorie Daw, Claire Windsor, Hobart
Bosworth, Adolphe Menjou, Mitchell

Lewis, William von Brincken, Joseph-

ine Crowell, Nigel De Brullier, Gert-

rude Astor and James Marcus.

The Club Royale
Features the BURTNETT-MILLER ORCHESTRA

(“THE UPPER TEN” HARMONISTS)
This aggregation is composed of selected Soloists known for
their pre-eminent ability as Masters of Syncopation. The
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY night AFFAIRS WILL
LINGER IN YOUR MEMORY.
“You Can’tMake Your Feet Behave When They Play”

WHEN ARE YOU COMING?
Let Us Know by Phone Santa Monica 63492
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BY THE MAN
THE “EXTRA’S” UPRISING

The motion picture extra, who is

usually called the “ham actor,” has

started to fight against the so-called

service bureau. The word “service” is

greatly misused—in this case.

The fault, which is the cause of the

pay war, seems to lie in the bureau’s

charging 7 per cent commission for se-

curing the movie position. But lately

many complaints have been lodged at

this office, and many others, that there

is a graft at the studios. It seems that

the actor must pay the service bureau

whether he secured his position

through them or not. Of course, this

is not fair to the actor.

It can’t be the producing companies;

they are too big for this petty stealing

of the minor actor’s salary. Then, there

must be something wrong on the part

of the casting director and the bu-

reaus. THIS MUST BE STOPPED!
The producers will never be able to

get satisfactory work from discontent-

ed help. The extras are paid far too

little now, and then to have 7 per cent

UNLAWFULLY taken from them is

too much. What are you going to do

about it? WE WANT ACTION!
This so-called “blacklist” subject is

bunk! Charles B. Bennett is just try-

ing to start something that is unneces-

sary. I know him and have watched

him at the bureaus and studios. He
can’t take no for an answer, and both-

ers all of the casting directors. This

naturally influences them against him.

If there is any “blacklist” on him, he

got it for himself.

Close-Up is appealing to the man-
agers of producing companies to stop

this petty graft that is only a disgrace

to the industry and the studios.

There is no lawful reason for this,

and it has been going on for some
time, but just recently the petty graft-

ers have become more bold, and it does

look like they have cut their own
throats. Let us hope so, and let us

have justice for those who have the

hard end of the game to bear.

William Sullivan’s little joke.

“Is she a gifted actress?”

“Well, she got an awful lot of pres-

ents on her birthday.”

Reggie Barker is so good he tells

hair-raising stories to bald-headed

men.

e Magnify!

HARRY BURNS BADLY
INJURED

About a week ago Harry Burns, a

well known director, and ex-newspaper

man, met with a serious accident,

which he might have avoided had he

stood idly by and allowed a woman to

be injured. But, showing the man that

is in him, he reached practically under

the feet of tramping horses and rescued

a lady from very serious harm. In con-

sequence, Harry is now sojourning for

the next month in the Culver City hos-

pital, recovering from painful injuries.

All of this occurred at the Goldwyn
studios. We hope that this corpora-

tion will make his stay pleasant

through monetary consideration, so

that Harry Burns will not actually suf-

fer a financial loss through his heroic

act, which saved the Goldwyn Corpor-

ation from paying probably a large

amount of compensation, which would

have resulted had the woman been

really injured in the pursuit of her

duties as an employe of this corpora-

tion.

Can you get Loehr Harmon’s mean-
ing, or is he throwing the “bull”? This

is his line—Hey! Do you get that—50

cigs for a dime?

Harry Carter claims that many res-

taurants serve filthy instead of filtered

water.

Bernie Durning’s latest (paraphras-

ing a well known sentence). As be-

tween friends—until debt do us part.

n g Glass
BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

IN SMALL QUANTITIES

By Marshall Lorimer
Why give me such undying Love,

Sweetheart? for soon, or late,

A moment comes—I’m thinking of,

When Love can turn to Hate.

Let your affection so behave,

That every moment, Dear,

You’ll find in me a mien brave

To hold you without fear.

Perfervid Passions uncontrolled

Oftimes have passed for real;

The beauty of this fragile mold
Soon loses its appeal.

The truer passion that I crave,

Possess respect and trust;

These two will lift a very Slave

From revelling in Lust.

How can I hold you, Dear, and know
How soon your heart will tire,

Of that first holy given glow
That soon expires in fire?

i

So give me Love in smaller doles,

And in return I’ll give

A double portion for two souls

In which high hopes will live.

The girls seem to be doing an awful
lot of talking about clothes, but they

never seem to wear any. Reggie Den-
ny wants to know about this.

Public

Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair

U. S. Army Munson Last shoes,

sizes 5% to 12, which was the en-

tire surplus stock of one of the

largest U. S. Government shoe con-

tractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
per cent solid leather, color dark
tan, bellows tongue, dirt and water
proof. The actual value of this

shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tre-

mendous buy we can offer same to
the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented we will
cheerfully refund your money
promptly upon request.

National Bay State Shoe

Company
296 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
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FINE ARTS. FACTS

Never since the advent of D. W.
Griffith to eastern studios has the Fine

Arts studios, his former quarters, evi-

denced so great an amount of produc-

tion activity as at the present time. Ac-

cording to John Rikkleman, secretary

and treasurer of the plant, 12 different

companies are now occupying space

there and in order to accommodate ad-

ditional units a new enclosed stage with

95 feet by 275 feet floor space is now
being constructed on the lot. A brief

resume of production activity at Fine

Arts is given as follows:

Hugh Dierker, producer of “When
Dawn Came,” is making a strong

dramatic play called “The Other Side,”

in which Helen Lynch, Fritzie Brun-

ette, Pat O’Malley, Charles Clary and

other well known film artists are play-

ing the featured roles.

Charles R. Seeling, recently back

from New York with a contract for a

series of semi-western pictures, star-

ring “Big Boy” Williams, is at work
on the first story, “The Valley of Ro-
mance.” Seeling is directing and Mar-
cel LePicard is camera man.

DOROTHY MORGAN
Child Actress

Jess Robbins is producing the fourth

in his series of comedy dramas for

Vitagraph release. “The Attorney” is

the temporary title of the picture,

which stars Edward Everett Horton
and presents Barbara Bedford as lead-

ing woman.

Finis Fox has completed the continu-

ity for a strong virile melodrama which
will enter production this week under

Fox’s personal direction and supervi-

sion. The picture will be made with

an all-star cast.

B. P. Fineman has opened offices

at Fine Arts and will soon begin the

filming of a society drama. Clarence

Brown will direct.

Fred Caldwell? who is producing a

series of “Hollywood” stories for the

screen, has completed “The Deacon of

Hollywood,” and is now preparing the

continuity for the next picture in his

series.

FIRST NATIONAL NOTES

Benny Alexander has been selected

to play the role of Penrod in First

National’s production of “Penrod and
Sam,” which is to be made at the Hol-
lywood studio. William Beaudine will

direct.

John Griffith Wray, director for

Thomas H. Ince, who has just re-

turned from a month’s visit in New
York City, will begin work shortly

on a new Ince production at the
studios at Culver City.

Bobbie Dunn is playing in “The
Boob.” Does this cast any reflections?

Are You Interested
in beautiful GOWNS? You can pur-
chase in my home at 2006 IVAR AVE.,
Hollywood, the changing wardrobe of 10
of the BEST DRESSED STARS on the
SCREEN! All articles of wearing ap-
parel at a GREAT SACRIFICE. Many of
these GOWNS were worn in onlv ONE
PICTURE.

Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 IVAR AVE. PHONE 437-028

(Cahuenga Ave. to Franklin, Then One
Block East and Two North)

THE BROWN PAINTED DWELLING
IS 2006

Madge Bellamy, who has scored

such a success in the leading role of

Thomas H. Ince’s film version of

“The Hottentot” has taken up inte-

roir decorating “just as recreation”

for her few idle moments. In a love-

ly new home in Beverly Hills which

she has just purchased the star is

working out some novel decorating

effects. The house is so successful

that Miss Bellamy already has a num-
ber of commissions to work out color

schemes that are “different” for

friends of the film colony.' Miss Bel-

lamy has just finished work on
“Lost,” the second of a series of spe-

cial productions in which she is being

starred by Regal Pictures, Incorpo-

rated, at the Thomas H. Ince Studios.

At a preview given recently at a local

suburban theater, Allen Holubar’s

most recent screen production, “Sland-

er the Woman,” a tense dramatic pic-

ture, starring Dorothy Phillips, was ac-

claimed by those who saw it, “the

greatest outdoor picture of the current

season. And those who gave out this

opinion were hardened veterans of the

motion picture world—men who annu-

ally view scores of feature productions

as buyers for large theater interests.

LYNWOOD CRYSTAL RAPP
Child Actress

o
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FRANK LLOYD KEEPS GOING

Norma Talmadge does not believe

in hesitating long between pictures.

Art and activity are not at odds with

each other in her scheme of things.

Temperament, so-called, to her means

more work—more opportunities for

self-expression. Her art is her life—to

be happy she must be. busy.

Almost immediately upon comple-

tion of “Within the Law,” the huge

machinery of the Joseph M. Schenck

organization was set in motion to pre-

pare for Miss Talmadge’s new vehicle,

“Ashes of Vengeance,” which is from

the prolific pen of H. B. Sumerville. It

is to be a romance of Old France—the

France of Charles IX, of Henry of

Navarre, of Margaret of Valois and
the Huguenots. The action takes place

in the picturesque France of the latter

part of the sixteenth century. It was,

indeed, the age of romance and chiv-

alry, of graceful women and scheming
men, and of grim, historical drama.

.“Ashes of Vengeance” will teem with

action, battles, sword play, court scenes

—the whole colorful pageant of me-
dieval France, will help carry the audi-

ence back to another land and age.

Frank Lloyd, who directed Miss Tal-

madge in “Within the Law,” will again

be the director to pilot the popular

Joseph M. Schenck star in “Ashes of

Vengeance.” The picture will be pro-

duced at the United Studios for As-
sociated First National.

ORGANIZATION COMPLETE

Arthur H. Jacobs, producer of the

new Frank Borzage Productions, to be

released through Associated First Na-

tional, is ready to start actual camera

work on his initial vehicle, having com-

pleted his studio personnel.

The scenario for the story, which is

laid in old Gramercy park, New York
City, was prepared by Agnes Christine

Johnston and Frank Dazey, from a

published story in the Metropolitan

Magazine. It also ran serially in many
big newspapers throughout the nation.

Jacobs has surrounded himself with

a lively and efficient organization to

give the young director every oppor-

tunity to secure the very best interpre-

tation of this interesting story, which

is to be played by an all-star cast.

O. O. Dull, familiarly known as

“Bunny,” will continue as Borzage’s

assistant, with Lou Borzage as aide.

Chet Lyons remains camera man, with

Bob Roberts shooting “second.” J. F.

Bennet has assumed the cashier’s chair;

Clarke Irvine is on the job as special

publicity representative, and every one

is on the jump getting ready for the

first day’s shooting which will begin

at once.

Lloyd Hamilton submits a little

comedy situation.

Lady—“Now if you don’t let me
alone, I’ll call my husband.”

Man—“Please don’t, because he’s

with my wife and I don’t want to see

her.” The foregoing made Harry Bou-

quet chuckle.

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

A CHANGE IN FOOD
Stimulates the “InnerMan**

Hungarian Kosher Meals
Mean Contentment!

J. SIEGAL
SUCCESSORS TO
KLEIN & WEISS

(Caters for you, and to you)

331 So. Spring St.

Refreshing Atmosphere.
Speedy Service, Snowy Linen
and large semi-private booths.

Movie Stars Come in

Frequently!
And last—but not least—The

Price Is Just Reasonable.

Helen Davidge, one of the greatest

character women in pictures, was once

asked, “Miss Davidge, what resources

have you?” And this is her character-

istic reply, “Results.” Miss Davidge is

therefore a wealthy woman.
• * * *

Mrs. Beatrice Palmer, actress, was

granted a divorce because her husband.

Art Palmer, was untrue. Another man
discovered!

* * *

Hal Roach will spend $100,000 on

his studio, so says a report. Hal

should get his press agent a good

bootlegger.

* * *

Mort Blumenstock and Fred Stanley

have arrived in Hollywood from the

East to assist in exploitation of First

National pictures.
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
COMEDY STARS ALTERNATE

Five comedy stars are being fea-

tured alternately in the new Christie

Comedies and are also being supported

by a varying group of casts, in accord-

ance with A1 Christie’s policy of draw-

ing from a large list of stock players.

In the first of the 'five current and

coming pictures. Bobby Vernon is fea-

tured and supported by Charlotte Stev-

ens, Babe London, Earl Rodney and

Lincoln Plumer. This is called “Sec-

ond Childhood,” and was released in

February.

Henry Murdock is featured in the

next release, “A Hula Honeymoon,”

which is one of Christie’s extra special

attractions made in Honolulu. Mur-

dock is co-featured with Babe London,

and in the supporting cast are Ward
Caulfield, Lucille King, Olive Leeds,

Earl Rodney and others.

Dorothy Devore is the star in “Ba-

bies Welcome,” which is the first re-

lease for March. Miss Devore is sup-

ported by George Stewart, Babe Lon-

don, and Anna May Wong, famous

Chinese actress, who is now being

widely advertised in “Toll of the Sea.”

Neal Burns is the star of “Hot Wa-
ter,” which will be the other March
release. Burns is supported by Duane
Thompson, a new leading lady for

Christie Comedies, Margaret Culling-

ton, Lila Leslie, Colin Kenny and

Harry Dunkinson.

Jimmie Adams, Christie’s latest com-
edy star, will be featured in “Green as

Grass,” supported by Charlotte Mer-

riam, Earl Rodney and William Irving.

TO FILM “TUT-ANKH-AMEN”
The scenario for the screen version

of “Tut-Ankh-Amen” story of old

Egypt, which is to be produced and di-

rected by William P. S. Earle, has

been completed and camera work will

be started on the production within a

few days. An all-star cast is being

engaged.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in

the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

LARDNER LEAVES FOR
HOLLYWOOD

Ring W. Lardner, famed as one of

America’s leading short story writers

and humorists, is Hollywood bound,

according to word received by Lee Mo-
ran, motion picture comedian, who is

making the film version of Lardner’s

baseball stories from the book, “You
Know Me Al.” The author has left

New York, and after a brief stopover

in Chicago, will leave immediately for

the coast. Lardner is known chiefly

for his short stories which have ap-

peared in the Saturday Evening Post

and other leading magazines, as well

as his newspaper articles on sporting

and political events.

Though the main reason for Lard-

ner’s trip to Hollywood is to title and

edit the first film story of his charac-

ter, Jack Keefe, with Arvid Gillstrom,

Lee Moran’s director, he plans to

spend most of his time here during the

next six months, writing for the stage

and screen, besides his regular maga-
zine work.

In his wire to Moran, Lardner chal-

langes H. C. Witwer to a golf match
for the slang championship of Cali-

fornia.

A BOXING FAN
Bobby Vernon, one of the cleverest

and most versitile comedians today in

pictures, believes that his film work is

greatly enhanced by being a constant

patron at the American Legion boxing

bouts. He, like Scott Sidney, that well

known Christie director, is an enthusi-

astic devotee of the boxing game.

Bobby claims that this relaxation prac-

tically gives him a pleasant stir men-
tally and physically for the following

day’s efforts. in the Christie studios. At
this writing, Bobby Vernon is resting

until a new story is prepared for him.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

Richard Thomas is making a mo-
tion picture out of William Lester’s

story. “The Silent Accuser.” He has

an all-star cast including Carmel

Myers, Carol Holloway, E. W. Bor-

man and Melbourne MacDow’ell. It

is reported that Mr. Borman’s char-

acterization of a professional detec-

tive bids fair to become a standard

so far as how an actor should do his

detecting.

A DESIRABLE HOME
We have the finest LIST of
SELECTED HOMES in HOLLY-
WOOD. Won’t you let us show you
just one of them? We will gladly
CALL for you at any time, and you
need n )t feel obligated to buy. Spe-
cial attention to MOVIE PEOPLE.
W. A. SNELGROVE, 6274 Holly-
wood Blvd. Phone 439-180.

Al Herman’s gag.

There are two ways for women to

get money. One is alimony, but many
of them have been collecting insur-

ance lately.

217W. St.
751 S. BroadWay
(Formerpni CHOCOLATE SHOPS)

A blend of delicious food and
superior service in an environ-

ment of artistry and refinement
gives character to the “Brown”
Shops

Luncheon
DINNER

Fountain Service

Candy
Ragtime

Calif. Golden
Per lb. $1.00

Pastry
That

Is

Different
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Dr. James F. Hollerhan does a

short story for Close-Up.

Since Clarence had met Edith he

felt a funny feeling. It was love!

Sometimes love does feel funny—but

it’s no joke.

Edith was the type of feminine per-

son who could make anyone fall in

love with her. And Clarence was only

a man!

Clarence loved her reddish brown

hair. He loved her soft, brown eyes.

He loved her cupid-bow lips. He loved

her dimpled knees.

Clarence was rather a handsome

chap with his bright sparkling eyes and

bronzed face. But he plastered his

hair with oil and was a bit over-

dressed.

However, he was really a bright

young man. He had gone into busi-

ness for himself since he met Edith.

Then, without the least worry, he let

his business go to—as we sometimes

say—the dogs. But Edith did not re-

monstrate.

Clarence was a manufacturer of dog

biscuits.

* * *

A statement from Claude McEl-

hany. Women are now receiving men’s

wages—on Saturday night.

* * *

Vi McIntyre does one this week:

One father that we know of gave

his daughter a piano for every birth-

day. She now has one of the largest

piano stores in the city.

* * *

Wallace Beery says that some people

think that second-hand stores are

where you get them for your watch.

* * *

The only French curves that some
draftsmen know are brunettes.

Hugh Thompson does another ditty.

* * *

Clark Taylor claims that dancing

will not be quite as attractive after

corsets come back.

* * *

Buddy Messinger is working on

“Melting Eyes.” Sounds like a “snow”

bird story, or something like that.

A new slogan for Hollywood:

“Main Street in Hollywood,” by the

Warner Brothers.

* * *

Charlotte Merriam wants to know
why it is that a woman always believes

a man when he says that she is pretty.

* * *

Kimball Fletcher says she knows a

girl who is so dumb that she thinks

a “gold digger” is a man who works

in a mine.
* * *

Jack Mower comes in with this:

“This is a grave problem,” said the

man at the cemetery.
* * *

A man may have to make his way,

but a woman always has her’s made.

Harry Garson says this.

* 5k *

Marjorie Daw says that lawyers are

now contracting with some women to

handle ALL of their divorces.

* * *

A strong man may be able to lift a

piano or so, but a girl can lift her dress

on Broadway and hold up a couple of

automobiles.

Harry Mann has been telling them

again.

* * *

James Young is directing “Wander-
ing Daughters.” Is this a sequel to

“Why Girls Leave Home?”
* * *

Dorothy Dean, minor part player, is

suing Henry Hill Slaughter for $25,600

for an alleged broken heart. It’s a

wonder he didn’t give her a busted

nose and make the bill a real one.
sk * 5k

Grace Darmond’s latest gag.

Fellow came out to the studio and

asked for Mayonnaise, so we sent him
to the dressing room.

5k 5k

A short one by Myrtle Stedman.

Some women never agree on any-

thing, not even the fact that they don’t

agree on anything.

* *

The people who owe Close-Up are

saying: “Owe, owe, owe.”

The Editor can’t help saying: “Oh!
Oh! Oh!” This is by Harvey Gates.

* * *

We’ve got a dumb waiter in our

apartment house that sure knows its

ropes.

Rupert Julian is very clever.

* * *

Jack Conway is directing “What
Wives Want.” Does he know?

Playing checkers at the roadhouses

is an expensive business. You almost

have to pay for your hat over again to

get it from these “beautiful” girl

checkers. Vin Moore must spin his

little yarn.
* * *

James Farley, tells this on a chap

who got all fussed up one night with

his girl:

“Now that we are alone together,,

both of us is one.”

* m= *

This is Peggy Browne’s idea.

If it wasn’t for the music, some peo-

ple would be arrested when they dance.
* * *

William Russell is making “The Wa-
ter Cross.” The reformers will pan

this because it is a “wet” picture.

* * *

Gil Pratt says the latest thing is a

smoking jacket for girls. This is mild

but they satisfy, these nicotine coats.

* * *

Jay Eller’s latest.

Fellow down the street sells castor

oil. He says business is moving.
* * *

Shirley Mason is working on “The
End of the Road.” We hope this does

not mean the picture is on the “rocks.”

5k 5k 5k

A girl broke a date the other night

and gave me half of it. Bob Culver is

at it again.
* * 3k

Richard Walton Tully’s new execu-

tive staff includes Ray Coffin, who will

head the publicity department during

the filming of “Trilby.”

* * *

We saw a chap in Hollywood put-

ting his cat out the other night. She

wore a nice, long black gown trimmed

in green. We give Lige Conley credit

for this one.

* * *

We know one lady who has a

charge account at a certain divorce

court.

Sylvia Breamer tells this one.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

:an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago

PLEASE PATRONIZE—WHO A D V E R T I S E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Star Shooting
By “Hee Nose”

V

Marguerite Clayton insists that lux-

uries, and Lux, are plain descendants

from Luxor, where Pharoh “Tut-

Ankh-Amen” was recently unearthed.

* =fc *

There is a certain grip in playing

golf, but we always keep ours in the

locker.

Jimmie Aubrey always has a good
one.

# * *

Long ago girls never thought of

doing the things they do now. That’s

the reason they didn’t do them. Harry

Beaumont takes credit for this one.

AUTHORS’ SERVICE
BUREAU

Manuscripts and Photoplays Typed and
Revised. Reasonable rates. Prompt service.

JANE HOLCOMB
220 Lissner Building

524 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, Cal.

Si i ' . ...

William Worthington’s little joke.

Some people call dice “Galloping

Dominoes.” This is “natural” enough.

* * *

Blanche Sweet signed a film contract

of 28 words and three figures. Well,

these press agents must be original, and

this is the latest official gag.

* * *

Martin Murphy again this week.

A great musician had murdered two

cornet players. He was to be hanged,

and as the rope was placed around his

neck, a man in the rear of the lethal

chamber cried: “Aw, your execution is

rotten!”

* * *

He left her in “The Lying Truth”

and found her two years later a “wan-

dering daughter!”

Such is the story of Pat O’Malley

and Marjorie Daw. Not since the Ma-
rian Fairfax production of the Marshall

Neilan pictures in which they played

screen sweethearts, have these two fav-

orites been united until they found

themselves portraying leading roles in

“Wandering Daughters,” a James
Young production, now in the making

at the United Studios.

* * *

Joe Rock has one to submit.

The doctor had a serious case the

other night, but after a couple of bot-

tles he felt funny.

CLIFF SMITH ON LOCATION^
Cliff Smith and his company, now

making the first of a series of eight

photoplays for the H. and B. Film

Company, having finished shooting the

interiors at the Bronx Studio, are now
out on location in the Topango canyon.

Eileen Sedgwick is the leading lady of

this company. Myles McCarthy, who
plays the sheriff in the production, al-

though neatly murdered on Saturday,

is again cavorting among the canyon

rocks as hale and spry as ever. The
arch villians, played by Lew Meehan,

Ben Corbett and Eugene McKay, will

see to it that neither McCarthy, Smith

nor Miss Sedgwick suffers from ennui

but will get what ^s coming to them
in the end.

All this we have on the authority of

the author of “The Scar,” the tempor-

ary title of the story, an original by
Eugene A. Vogt, and he ought to know.

K. J. Bishop is production manager
of the H. and B. Film Company, of

which F. F. Hedden is president.

MAKING A MISTAKE

We have noticed that the press no-

tices and billing exploiting “The Toll

of the Sea,” which played at Loew's
Theater last week, rated Kenneth Har-
lan as the star of this technicolor fea-

ture. After viewing the picture, we
came to the conclusion that a serious

mistake had been made; for if anyone
deserved to be starred in this picture

it should have been, without a doubt,

Anna May Wong. This little Chinese

lady gave one of the finest emotional

portrayals recently shown in motion

pictures. Why wasn’t she starred in

the press matter and billings?

Conrad Tritschler, famous European
scenic artist, imported by Richard Wal-
ton Tully to do the scenic work on
“Trilby,” denounces futuristic and cub-

ist art as “inartistic and unworthy the

name of ‘art’.”

* * *

Virginia Fox is playing in a picture

entitled, “Now you see it.” Supposing

you don’t?

* * *

Tom Forman is directing “April

Showers.” What about May Flowers

—

A1 Ray?
* * *

Hoot Gibson is working on “Katy
Didd.” But did she?

A NATURAL MISTAKE

Victor Potel, the elongated come-

dian, was standing in front of the

Robertson-Cole studios the other day,

going through a series of swift twist-

ing movements with his fingeis.

Across the street stood a fellow and

his girl, a sweet young thing, whom
the comedian had failed to observe.

After watching Potel for a while the

fellow became indignant, thinking the

actor was trying to “steal” his girl.

Crossing the street he said: “What’s
the big idea of all this?” imitating

Potel’s finger movements. “Trying to

flirt with my girl, eh?” As he was
about to peel off his coat for a fistic

battle, the comedian calmly explained

that he was playing the part of a

dummy in the new Robertson-Cole

picture, “When Jerry Comes Home,”
and was simply rehearsing the deaf

and dumb alphabet. The fellow, beg-

ging an apology, returned to his

sweetie, who had become quite

amused over the incident.

DEL RUTH SIGNS NEW
SENNETT CONTRACT

Coincident with the announcement
of renewed activity on the Mack
Sennett lot, it has been made known
that Roy Del Ruth has signed another

contract to direct Mack Sennett com-
edies.

During the term of his previous

contract, Del Ruth was responsible

for the direction of that series of two-
reelers in which Billy Bevan and Mil-

dred June were the featured players,

but his attention will now be given

to Ben Turpin, although working
with the cross-eyed comedy star is

no new experience for him, as he has

already made several very good com-
edies wtih his popular comedian.

If you are annoyed in the Egyptian

Theater in Hollywood, just pass it by
thusly—Tut-Tut. T-U-T T-U-T. Jean

Calhoun is responsible.

* * *

Latest report: Pauline Frederick is

still spending her afternoons in the

court room.
* * *

Production is going merrily along at

Warner Brothers with “Main Street”

nearly completed under the guiding

hand of Director Harry Beaumont.
* * *

Three cheers! ! ! The Rawlinson

suit is all settled.
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

BEDTIME STORIES FOR
HOLLYWOODITES

(Without Apologies to You or Anyone
Else)

By OBSERVATUS
These bedtime stories will keep you

up all night, so you had better read

them in the daytime.
* * *

The Club Royale owners were ar-

rested for allowing their patrons to

dance on Sunday. People don’t dance

nowadays, so that Venice law doesn’t

mean anything.

* * *

Buster Harmon says she is going

to play in pictures. You know she can

blow bubbles on the saxaphone, and

she toots the bent drain so well that

the neighbors haven’t even asked her

to move.
* * *

Ettore Cavalieri, cousin of the fa-

mous operatic beauty, was swindled by

a bogus talent agent, who claimed he

was representing the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation. Now all Ettore

has left is his dreams of being a

“screen sheik.”

* * *

Bob Penfield wants to get into pic-

tures. Is there any casting director

who can cease writing down blonde

phone numbers long enough to talk to

him?
5k 5fc *

Katherine Grant, film beauty, says

there was a plot somewhere with the

photographer when she posed for some
pictures. What is this, a scenario?

* * *

Since the report has been out about

Valentino’s return to the screen, the

price of hair oil has been raised three

times in Hollywood.

* * *
Joe Moore, brother of Tom and

Owen, is in jail for staging a “veronal

party” at his mother’s home. Last year

he was drinking hair tonic.

* * *

Helen Holt, film girl, lifted her skirt

and caused an auto accident recently

when she crossed the street. She is

being sued by the auto drivers. I know
one girl that ought to have about ten

cases against her.

* * *

Hope Drown is the unknown girl for

the title role in “Hollywood,” a new
Paramount picture. With a name like

that she should be a bathing girl.

A SELF-APPOINTED MISSION

Just to prove' to the world that the

character woman in motion pictures

can be as potential in furnishing ob-

ject lessons as the hero or heroine

and to accomplish much good for the

common weal thereby, is the chief

ambition of Martha Mattox, one of the

most popular as well as most versatile

character actresses on the screen to-

day. Like many other artists, who de-

vote themselves exclusively to draw-

ing characterizations out of harmony
with the sympathy of the public so

far as their relation to the stories is

concerned, Miss Mattox frankly ad-

mits she is rather inclined to “smart

under the habitual neglect of her set”

by particularly the dramatic critics.

“I am of the opinion that the char-

acter woman has not yet won her

place in the cinema sun and that she

is therefore confronted by the neces-

sity of working with more zeal than

ever to make her impression more in-

delible upon the public mind,” she

says.

Miss Mattox cites as an example

of what the character woman has to

combat in the way of ingratiating her-

self her most recent characterization,

that of a most villainous Bolshevik in

“The Attic of Felix Bavu,” which

title has been changed to “Thunder-

ing Dawn.”

“I am sure I will be disliked by

many people for the mean things I

did in this picture, but when it is

taken into consideration that I would
not so much as harm in any way even

a tiny gnat, it would seem that my
artistry, whatever it is worth, should

be appraised rather than to have any

of my make-believe meanness dwelled

upon,” she adds.

In another one of her forthcoming

releases, the Gasnier production of

“The Hero,” she plays an entirely dif-

ferent kind of a character and in Reg-

inald Barker’s production of “Hearts

Aflame,” she is different again. For-

sooth, there are many who will agree

that Miss Mattox is most versatile,

but just the same, she claims she, like

most all other character women, are

seldom mentioned in the comments of

newspapers and magazines. The in-

teresting question thus brought up is:

Why?

The question is: Will Bill Hart pay

alimony?

“Art is my bridegroom,” says Agnes
Ayres. Well, she always has been an

artist, so we don’t want to commit
bigamy.

* * *

Marie Prevost’s letter suitor gets 18

months—news item. What’s he gonna

do with them?
5k 5k ik

Harry Seely, owner of an assorted

zoo for pictures, is still having trouble

getting $15 a week alimony for his

wife.

* * *

King Vidor was in an auto accident.

Three press agents were injured in

rushing out the story. Nothing se-

rious.

* *

Mabel Normand says she doesn’t

want a husband with a title. Does that

mean she doesn’t like title writers?

* * *

Julienne Johnston gave the elite of

Pasadena a thrill by dancing at the

Huntington Hotel recently. She
knocked them off their feet and didn’t

hand out any pillows to fall on.

* * ik

Harry J. Revier, director, is charged

with bigamy. He will probably make
his future pictures in Salt Lake.

* * *

Dinky Dean, who supports Charles

Chaplin in “The Pilgrim,” has recov-

ered from an attack of whooping
cough.

Frankie Lee, one of the best known
child actors in motion pictures, is play-

ing a prominent role in Frank Bor-

zage’s “Terwilliger.”

* * *

Maurice Tourneur returned Tuesday

from Palm Springs, where he hied

himself last week to complete the con-

tinuity of his next production, “The
Brass Bottle,” said to be the most fan-

tistic novel ever written by F. Anstey,

the idol of English story-lovers. Tour-

neur is delighted at securing a story

suitable to follow his latest produc-

tion, “The Isle of Lost Ships,” which

is so weird and unusual that it prom-

ises to be the sensation of the year.

* * *

Charles (Buck) Jones is now mak-
ing an Indian romance film for Wil-

liam Fox. It is called “Snowdrift.”

Dorothy Manners, as his new leading

lady, will play the title role, which is

the character of a beautiful Indian

princess.
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Welcome Back Home, Mabel Normand
By MARSHALL LORIMER

Now at far as I am able— I can only tell you, MABEL,
I’m mighty glad to see you back again.

Somehow this ANGEL CITY seemed quite empty, 'twas a pity.

Your lonesome loyal friends sought you in vain.

I read of your exploits abroad,
Of how a Marquis, or a Lord,
Were paying homage to your

fame, and Art,
But somehow—something told

me

—

That the Lady who made
“MICKY”

Would “heart-free” from those
Shores, in time, depart.

FRIEND — while you were
gone—“SUZANNA”

Kept us company in a manner
And made us all see what a

SOUL you had.
This cheered, in a manner

speaking,
For it did “its bit” in keeping
Alight the tender spark for a

Comrade.

This is indeed your Banner Year!
The HEART of California
Pours out its wealth to you on your return.
All the Floral Tributes offered
Are less fragrant than what’s covered
In Hearts of Friends you day by day discern.

CLIFFORD ELFELT PRESENTS J. B. WARNER IN “DANGER.” PRODUCED AT FINE ARTS
STUDIO. DIRECTED BY CLIFFORD ELFELT. SCENARIO BY FRANK M. CLARK. PHOTOG-
RAPHY BY JOE WALKER. PREVIEWED AT THE AMBASSADOR HOTEL THEATER ON
MONDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 19th, 1923.

By CLOSE-UP JUNIOR
J. B. Warner, the star, is none other than

“Cowboy” Warner of numerous Western stories.

However, his acting ability has increased under
the directorship of Mr. Elfelt, who, at present, is

not wielding the megaphone as a professional
would. I simply mean by this that Mr. Elfelt

seemed a bit amateurish at times. Then in places
I found many masterful touches and careful de-
tail. He will probably become a good director

—

at least I hope so. The starring honors should be
given to Lillian Hackett, who has just graduated
from the comedy field. She did the real acting in

the picture. June La Vere did some very good
work and is coming along splendidly. We would
like to see more of her in the future. Mary
Wynn displayed her ability and should be given
better parts. Charles Newman was also good.
Bert Apling, as the villain, was all right. Edyth
Sterling was fine. It was rather funny at the
preview—we were kept waiting a short time for
the last two reels to arrive from the studio. A
Mack Sennett comedy was flashed on the screen

AS WILLIAM DUNCAN SEES IT

(Continued From Second Cover Page)
“Taking this all into consideration, is it not

better that I should let the big company bear the
brunt, pay the enormous cost of produc-
tion, and then let them use their unlimited re-
sources for the exploiting of my pictures when
they are finished? It can be done, but it isn’t
often done.

“I like a little peace after the day’s work is

over. I want to continue to be able to come to
my home, music, and studies, and not have to
spend my nights worrying about some detail of

as a relief, and then suddenly taken off when the
missing film arrived. Who was responsible for the
delay, which kept a number of specially invited
guests waiting? J. B. Warner and Lillian Hackett
made a personal appearance and told us that we
were getting “better and better, day by day.”
Both of them said the same thing. Was this
necessary? Another funny thing in the picture
was that J. B. Warner was chasing Lillian Hackett
across a field. In one scene he is in a dark suit,

then as he catches her, he appears in a light

suit. Did he change his clothes while running?
If he did he is a very clever person. The story, as
a whole, is packed with unexpected thrills and
drags only in very few places. I didn’t even go
to sleep, which is the proper manner for all good
critics to do. I won’t say that the picture was
bad, because it really wasn’t. There were a good
many accidents which stopped production and
would have disgusted most producers, but Mr.
Elfelt kept on, and I do hope the picture will go
over. It should.

production which is now taken care of. Trying
to hog it all is not soothing to the strongest of
minds. More money than is good for one is a
poor excuse for a happy, contented life.”

When We left after dinner We unanimously
decided that “Bill” has the right idea. We know
now where he finds time to make a study of the
part he plays and gives it the best he’s got.

Taking it all in all, I wonder if I should get
that raise the boss promised me if it will destroy
my peace of mind.

I wonder!



HENRY J. HERBERT
ONE OF FILMDOM’S GREATEST “BAD MEN”

A typical, and representative citizen of Movie-Land appears above. Probably
Mr. Herbert is second to none for the variety of Fictional Villains he has portrayed
on the screen ! He has been a member of the Silent Drama for many years, and
yet wjthal he retains his pristine juvenality. The misfortune with Mr. Herbert is

that when he is employed by a producing company his artistry is of such a nature
that the powers that be invariably retain his services for future productions. This
applies at this writing to the Vitagraph Co., where Henry Herbert has just con-
cluded a stay of about eighteen months, during which time he played the Heavy
Lead in the following productions, all of all-star proclivities: “The Little Minister,”
“My Wild Irish Rose,” “Masters of Men;” then he supported William Duncan in

several five-reel features, and also played the Heavy with Earl Williams in “Dicky.”
Sandwiched in between these he played the ‘Bad Man’ in a Special All-Star Rollin
Sturgeon Production. Mr. Herbert is resting a week or so before accepting any
further engagements.
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EDDIE CLINE
NOTED DIRECTOR

Who directed Jackie Coogan in “Toby Tyler.” Following this achievement, he directed a
super-all-star cast in “The Meanest Man in the World/

1 and is now preparing to start
directing that famous story, “When a Man's a Man,” for the Principal Pictures Corpo-
ration.

THE MAGAZINE OF MOVIE-LAND
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A SON OF NIPPON BECOMES A MONGOLIAN!

The statement above sounds very much like an exag-

geration, but if you will glance at the insert at the right,

you behold GEORGE KUWA, the eminent Japanese actor,

as he would appear in his native land. If you see him in

his nifty Buick roadster, you will observe George in the

latest sartorial splendor of American civilization; in fact,

he believes and acts as an American. Invariably he can

be found any afternoon, in which he is not required at

the studio, “rooting” like old blazes at the Washington
Baseball Park for his favorite team. He is a great believer

in getting good, healthy outdoor exercise as a relaxa-
tion to his strenuous efforts as an artist before the
camera. The malevolent face on the left is George
Kuwa as WO-LING in Reginald Barker’s All Star Pro-
duction, “MASTER OF WOMEN.” The unusual char-

acterization is the result of intense study. George
didn’t spare his hair to make his interpretation more
lifelike. The Editor, for one, wouldn’t under ordi-

nary circumstances like to meet the prototype of

Wo-Ling in a dark alley, and yet he knows that George
is a genial individual as a rule, and a general good
fellow as a whole.

GEORGE KUWA
A REEL EXPONENT OF JAPANESE HUMOR, PATHOS AND TRAGEDY
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AND WHY NOT? ART RICK WRITES AGAINIVAN KAHN AGENCY
REORGANIZED

With the acquisition of Mr. Gold-

man, who becomes the general man-

ager of the Ivan Kahn Agency, great

things are expected. Ivan Kahn will

attend to the outside orders, while Mr.

C. H. Dods, the handsome toreador,

will act as treasurer, et al. This

places Buddy Mason in the position of

casting direitor, and he knows how;

a great influx of business is expected,

now that another agency has cast in

its lot with the Service Bureau. At

this writing the Kahn Agency is han-

dling some of the most noteworthy

producing orders—for extras and

“small bits" it has a list of several

thousand from whose ranks, many
stars of next year will radiate in the

film world.

GUARDING THE TRUNK

The above title practically illus-

trates a literal fact, for whom do you
suppose arrived in town? But no

other than James Kvrle MacCurdy,
the well-known author-playwright,

who is also noted throughout the

English speaking world, as an ac-

tor of many sided degrees of ah litv.

Many of you no doubt will remember
Mr. MacCurdy when he played the

lead in his own play, “The Old

Clothes Man." He successfully played

this vehicle in the largest theaters

throughout the United States over a

period of seven years.

In this mysterious trunk, which he

:s carrying with him around the coun-

try, are manuscripts which would he

of vital value to the various moving
picture companies located in Los An-
geles, one of which was only recently

sold, namely, “Broken Hearts of

Broadway,” which will soon blossom
forth as an Irving Cummings’ pro-

duct'on, featuring Colleen Moore with

an all-star cast.

At this particular writing. Mr. Mac-
Curdy is in San Diego playing a the-

atrical engagement, but will return to

Los Angeles at the end of next week,

when no doubt, he will be found stand-

ing vigilant guard over h's trunk of

manuscripts at the Continental Hotel.

A word to the wise, to ye pro-

ducers! As you are in search of

stories, why not look him up?

Poor little pal of mine, tonight you’re

so much clay;

Perhaps in doggie heaven you’re out

at play?

For any doggie while down here.

Who managed to give others cheer,

And proved a loyal friend indeed:

Who understood you, and could read

The varied moods of one he serves

—

A paradise, and soul deserves!

So, Tcpsy, I am hop ng you’ve re-

ceived the right reward;

If not, I’ll disbelieve in the existence

of a Lord!

—By M. L.

WORTH-WHILE SENTIMENTS

V rginia Pearson, who arrived at

Hollywood a few days ago from a

vaudeville tour, and who is returning

to pictures after an absence of three

years, has a lot to say regarding Hol-

lywood and motion picture people.

Miss Pearson is here to stage a

come-back to the silver sheet, having

signed with Arthur H. Jacobs to play

the leading feminine role in his new
Frank Borzage production. “Dust in

the Doorway” (temporary title) which
starts shortly and to be released by
First National.

“Although this will be my first work
here,” stated Miss Pearson, “I know
Hollywood from former visits, and I

think it s terrible for the easterners

to hear those horrid tales. Why—its

as wholesome as fresh milk—so ab-

solutely quiet one almost wishes some-

one would cut up. You know I really

got a kick out of reading what they

don’t do in Hollywood. New York is

more wicked in one square inch than

all Hollywood.

“The stage and screen folks have

always been greatly misunderstood.

They are real, warmhearted, generous;

and when charity calls are always the

first to respond. Human nature is

pretty much the same the world over.

A few in all lines of endeavor can’t

behave themselves and thus bring dis-

grace upon the many.
“We must credit the screen people

for bringing happiness to human ty.

They perform as great a service as the

churches. Pictures render a universal

good.

Lorrie I must hand you a real laugh,

S d Snow, who was the camera man
for his dad on the Hunting Big Gams
in Africa trip which is at Miller’s

theatre, brings a new one.

Says that the young King of Zulu-
land, who is nineteen years of age and
has eighty wives and 360 children the
last time his secretary made a count,
told h.m that the custom of h's native
heath permitted a man to visit a wife
when the husband was absent provided
he stuck his spear in front of the
family hut.

And said husband even cannot enter
until the visitor has seen fit to remove
the spear.

The thought occurred that it might
be a r.ot of a stunt for Hollywood,
but on second reconsideration there
would be such a rush to the property
shops for spears that there might be
a death or two.

Again one might do well with a
spear factory out that way and unt

:

such a time as the spear foundry was
in operation, as a suggestion, a vest or
pants or some other part of the cur-
rent garb of the visitor might be af-
fixed to the door knob.

It looks to me as if there were great
possibilities in it.

Then one could get out a publica-
tion “Who’s Living With Who in

Hollywood,” but it has its disadvan-
tages, because the late changes that
are bound to come in would make the
forms always tardy.

Speaking of Henry Ford Abe War-
ner says the greatest benefactor the
Jewish race has in America is scrap
iron.

DEPENDS ON
YOUR VIEWPOINT

Neva Gerber has put some thought
into this.

Roughen: “Mildred wears less
clothes than any other girl I know.”
Tumble: “Oh, she’s all right—she

has a many sighted nature !—that’s
all.”
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

In.

onfidence

Kathryn McGuire commences next

week in the featured female role of

Warner Brothers’ forthcoming filming

of "The Printer's Devil," with Wesley

Barry and Harry Meyers. She has

just finished playing the leads in

Richard Thomas’ two independent

productions made at the Hollywood

Stud os, entitled, “The Silent Ac-

cuser” and “Other Men s Money.
* =
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Laura Lavarnie has turned her lat-

est efforts to appearing in character

parts, after terminating her engage-

ment at the Universal studios, she was

signed to disport her acting ability in

“Mine to Keep, a Ben Wilson pro-

duction at the Berwillia studios.

William Sullivan, better known as

“Billie,” upon finish ng 'his part in

"The Courtship of Miles Standish’ was

engaged to appear in a William Fox

production. Prior to coming to the

Pacific coast he had a varied career

as a juven le lead and heavy in some

of the leading stories produced in the

metropolis.
* * *

Eddie Dennis completed his engage-

ment at the Big U where he played

“Dippy” in “McGuire of the Mount-

ed,” under the direction of Richard

Stanton, with William Desmond in the

stellar role.

* *

Nelson McDowell is playing “Scara-

mouche” as the old man in Rex
Ingram’s present production. Upon
the completion of this engagement he

is to start as “Texas Joe” in “The

Winning of Barbara Worth.”

*!» 'H

Both Mary Alden and James Kirk-

wood, who have leading roles in

Metro’s all-star special. “The Eagle’s

Feather,” started on their screen

career with D. W. Griffith in the his-

toric Biography days.

jJj jjs :jc

Although Viola Dana and Tom
Moore have both been screen favorites

almost since the very beginning of

motion pictures, they appear in the

same picture for the first time in

“Rouged Lips,” Viola Dana’s new
Metro starring production.

SHE COULDN’T GET IT

Oscar Apfel has been personally

supervising the casting of the players

for his stage production of “Mor-

phine,” which is to be given its pre-

mier soon at the Egan theatre, Los

Angeles. The author-director got a

tremendous kick the other day when
an attractive young woman stepped up

and asked if she couldn't play the

title role.

“I’m afraid not,” replied Apfel, wit-

tily, “for if you did, you’d be a drug

on the market.”

"Beautiful, but dumb,” he mur-

mured, as she stole into the distance.

Cowboys show little Mary Philbin

where West is—one of those news

items—What did she want to know
for?

WHAT’S THE IDEA, DOROTHY?

It is rumored about Hollywood that

Dorothy Phillips, famed cinema star

and wife of Allen Holubar, the equally

well known producer, will not resume

her screen activities for some time now
that she has completed her work in the

First National production, “Slander the

Woman.” The popular star finds great

enjoyment in her attractive home in

the Hollywood foothills, and it is un-

derstood that she may temporarily

desert the silversheet to indulge in the

luxury of running her own home for

a while.

John M. Stahl is directing “The
Wanters.” Undoubtedly there will be

a great many women in this, suggests

Phil Dunham.

Twelve
Dollars

PER PAIR

—and more for

Nettleton Shoes
Extraordinary.

Other good shoes at

$8.50 to $10

Hi,r Masreivr

BooV

TWO STORES
200 W 5 tk st:
<3 tA AND OLIVE
Oj>p PerS'ft ingSquare



NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

LOEW’S STATE—“Thelma," star-

ring Jane Novak; directed by Ches-

ter Bennett. Barbara Tennant, June

Elvidge, Wedgewood Nowell and

Virginia Novak have important

roles. “Thelma” is sort of a dif-

ferent story to picture, and audi-

ences might enjoy it greatly—if it

isn't too warm. The Mosconi fam-

ily with their fast dancing act are

really the surprises of the entire bill.

Bill Shoup is appearing in white

trousers now.

ORPHEUM—With the aid of an elec

trie fan, Mr. Perry has been keeping

cool amid the mad rush for tickets.

The bill this weeking is nothing

startling, but still it is very good.

HILLSTREET — “A Daughter of

Luxury,” featuring Agnes Ayres, is

a fine photoplay on the same pro-

gram with a real good flock of acts

Everyth. ng this week is in perfect

trim.

MOROSCO—"Fair and Warmer" has

returned both on the stage and in

the atmosphere. It also brings back

Adda Gleason in the cast, which in

includes Gayne Whitman, Harland
Tucker, Bessie Evton and Joseph
Bell. Avery Hopwood is responsi-

ble for the gags which are very

clever.

MAJESTIC—“The Bad Man” with

Holbrook Blinn is do.ng a very nice

business, so—as plays usually do-
it continues to stay.

METROPOLITAN — “The Go-Get-
ter is T. Roy Barnes and T. Roy
Barnes is "The Go-Getter.” Pete^
B. Kyne certainly had T. Roy in

mind when he wrote the story. It

is really a "Go-Getter" clear through
and through. There is something
else on the program, too. Oh, yes,

something called the ZIegfled Girls

Anyway the rest of the “go-getter”
cast is: Seena Owen, William Nor-
ris, Tom Lewis and Louis Wol-
heim.

RIALTO—“The Enemies of Women”
is still costing fifty-five cents to see.

Blasco Ibanez is a very good writer,

but something happened when he
unwound this one for the publ'c.

EGYPTIAN—“The Covered Wagon”
is still covering Hollywood with
talk of just what a great picture it

really is. Even producers talk about
this—so it must be good. At least

we think it is very fine.

GRAUMAN’S—“Trifling With Hon-
or" :s quite thrilling in itself. How-

ever, we do find some good actors

well placed in a splendid story made
to amuse; Rockcliffe Fellows has the

male lead, while Fr.tzi Ridgeway

and Buddy Messingcr come in foi

second and third places.

CALIFORNIA—“The Last Moment."
one of Jack Boyle's best bits of pen

twisting, has Doris Kenyon as .ts

feminine star. Louis Wolheim and

Henry Hull do some great acting,

too. Louis Calhern, former local

actor, is also in the picture.

MILLER'S—H. A. Snow is still

"Hunting Big Game with Gun and

Camera." This is something that

everyone should enjoy and at least

learn something from it.

MISSION — “Main Street” is on

Broadway and it does kinda make
us go back to those days of small-

town stuff. Harry' Beaumont did

a wonderful piece of directorial

work. The cast includes nearly

every one in Hollywood. That at

least is enough.

KINEMA — Norma Talmadge in

"Within the Law” is one of the very

best pictures of the year, without

a doubt. Frank Lloyd has directed

a master crook story and if you re-

member the old film you can see

just what wonderful strides we have
been making in the picture field. The
cast includes Jack Mulhall, Eileen

Percy, Lew Cody, Helen Ferguson,
Lionel Belmore, Joseph Kilgour, De-
Witt Jennings, Ward Crane and Lin-

coln Plummer. By all means see

this.

ALHAMBRA—"Where the Pavement
Ends,” directed by Rex Ingram, is

having a good second run.

C L U N E S — Gloria Swanson in

“Prodigal Daughters” now having
a second run, is a fast story of a

fast woman who leads a fast life

in a fast crowd on a fast idea.

TALLY’S—"Mighty Lak’ a Rose” is

doing a come-back on Broadway.

GARRICK—Seems as though Cinema
Vaudeville for a dime is here to

stay. Really a good idea.

SYMPHONY—“While Paris Sleeps,”

directed by' Maurice Tourneur with
Lon Chaney and John Gilbert. This
is a sort of a strange story done In

a strange manner and with a strange
idea. Mr. Tourneur does his end of

the business perfectly, but we can't

say so much for the rest of them.

ETHEL BROADHURST
SCREEN INGENUE

Who is playing in Zeigfeld Follies

in New York. She will shortly re-

turn to Caii.'ornia.

P A N T A G E S—“Vengeance of the

Deep” with that wonderful charac-

ter actor, Ralph Lewis, at his best.

Virginia Browne Faire does some

fine acting and this is really a good

program picture. A little above the

average, we might say.

EGAN’S—Oscar Apfel has written a

new play entitled, “Morphine,” which

will open on the 21st. From all re-

ports there are some surprises await-

ing those first nighters.

MASON — Sophie Tucker is back

again on the 21st with her Pepper
Box Revue, which is just taking this

country with bursts of laughter, real

laughter I mean. Let’s go!

PALAIS ROYAL—On these evenings

it’s marvelous to dine and dance at

this semi-roof garden. And then

Henry Halstead’s musicians do turn

out some real melodies.

CINDERELLA ROOF—Not a place

to spend a warm evening as their

colored water (supposed to be

punch) is rather expensive.

COCOANUT GROVE— Night by
night, in every' way, we’re dancing

better and better to Abe Lyman’s
orchestra. This is quite the classette

dive of the high-brows. Lyman and
Gus Arnheim would make anyone
happy. Oh daddy! they can play!

WINTER GARDEN—Well, well, the
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

girls are getting old and have lost

the.r pep. But still there's Harry

\ ernon and Bert Fiske to cheer us

up. And these two happy hounds

can do it. Bert is right there with

the jazz, and Harry does a song the

way it should be done.

PLAN i’ATION—Ever since Jimmy

. btarr and Mary Munson beat Frisco

in a recent dance contest, it's been

rather tame, except for Harry Casey

and his gang of dance dandies who

dangle out some dandy ditties for

uancing dummies. Harry just lets

go and bank! Oh, mama! What

makes him play so jazz-a-ly?

JAHNKE’S TAVERN—Under neath

a building with an electric fan and

an orchestra is not half bad *f you

have a girl and can afford a rea-

sonable cover charge. Rather warm,

though on these tepid evenings.

ROTATE COUNTRY CLUB—Fox

and Baker are the boys who seem

to be drawing the crowds now. Just

ask anyone who has been there to

hear these harmony hounds handle

harmony, and they will tell you

that it’s the real stuff and a direct

l.ne of hot music. You just gotta

hear these babies play.

TURKlSti VILLAGE — It’s awfully

n.ce to dash up here to Charles

Manos and have some real honest-

to-goodness cool drinks served in a

low-lighted atmosphere and a sweet

scented breath of the Orient.

MARCELL S— i suppose by now that

you are a regular customer here for

at least one meal a day. If you’re

not, you have been missing just a

third of life. Well, there’s just this

much about it and you simply must

eat one meal a day here.

MONTMARTRE — Vincent Rose is

very excited this week because that

wonderful new piece you’ve been

hearing lately, called "Lenora" will

be published on the first of June.

You know Vincent and Jackie Tay-

lor are leading the orchestra for the

only place in Hollywood you can

find the actors eating in make-up.

The Coffee Shop downstairs is very

unique too.

CALIFORNIA CAFE—Still this is

the popular eating ground of a great

many. Gus Haritos is seen dashing

from this place to his other cafe,

“The Commodore” at least three

times a day. He has so many fav-

orite patrons at each place that it

keeps him busy. And then, there’s

the canaries, too.

MARY LOUISE—The royal hand-out

of the social elite. Wifey can have

a very nice time chatting (for hours

and hours) over a cup of tea with

her friends and followers.

BROWN’S CHOCOLATE SHOPS
—The longest line is the place where

the coldest drinks are served. And
have you noticed the line lately?

Well, really you’d be surprised.

Then everything is catered in such

a serviceable manner.

TAIT’S COFFEE SHOP — One of

the busiest places in the city now,

and one of the finest places to hurry

into and hurry out. Those who are

in favor of good coffee have met

their end of the rainbow when they

find this place. Nothing over fifty

cents is served. Another big hit.

TRAVAGLINI’S ROMA ROTIS-
SERIE— -The warm evenings make
it hard on wifey to cook, so why
not bring her home some of the best

home cooked food in the world and

save her all that trouble. The wise

waves are getting so they demand
it now, so husbands do your duty!

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM—You’re

lucky if you get in! The bouts have

been fine. Another good mark for

Roy Marshall. It is the playground

of the movie folk on Friday nights

Ad right, see you there next week.

BRING ON THE ICE BOX—Now.
let’s see, there’s three bottles left,

and it just .takes one to put you
right, so that makes two left again

although I'm a right-handed drinker.

One left, one right, three out (this

.s big league stuff). Now nothing

left and nothing right, that makes
everything wrong. See you in the

next issue. Here's your fly-socker

and facial fan.

MOVE ON

Superior Productions announce that

they will produce “The Dawn of Love.”

This should be an enlightening film,

says Maudeen Mays.

SATURDAY NIGHT ETIQUETTE

Maurice B. (“Lefty”) Flynn engi-

neered this point.

“The best time to hit a ‘drunk’ it is

when he reacnes—Thash th’ point ’Im
tryin’ (hiccough) to make!”

Will someone ask Jack Wagner
what his “trying on a Hepner” gag
means? inquires William Lowry.

SUITS AT “$35 .00
, $40 .00 , $45 .00

“

We Are
Summer
Headquarters

For—
—Smart, light weight

suits of fine wool

—Palm Beach and
Tropical suits

—Manhattan and other
well known shirts

—The best brands of

athletic underwear
—Fine straw hats

—Edwin Clapp oxfords
and sports shoes

—Smart neckwear and
hosiery

437'443 Spring North of b T—

IT AS HA BLE GOLF KNICKERS

ESTERS SB

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
A STUDY OF

ARTHUR EDMUND CAREWE

By Marshall Lorimer

There must, no doubt, come into the

heart every now and then, a certain

glowing satisfaction in the knowledge

that one has at last played a character

in which his very soul reveled in in-

terpreting! I am referring to Arthur

Edmund Carewe, who has just finished

playing that terrific characterization

of Svengali in George DuMaurier s

"Trilby,” a Richard Walton Tully

production.

It is true that Mr. Carewe has had

the advantage of having two great

minds associated w.th him in his in-

terpretation. I am referring to James

Young, his director, and Mr. Richard

Walton Tully, the famous author-

playwright, but, from my persona!

observation, I am inclined to believe

that without this particular assistance

Mr. Carewe would still have enhanced

his fame by his portrayal of this world-

wide fiction character. His make-up

alone typified his conception of the

part. He seemed to enter into the

spiritualism so necessary in great in-

terpretations. A modest, diffident

man by nature, Mr. Carewe certainly

seemed to leap forward into the lime-

light of his own greatness in this part.

It is true, also, that he was sur-

rounded with an unusual cast of merit,

but any extraneous assists could not

take away one iota of his ability.

That conscious feeling of power that

goes with greatness and ability seemed

to permeate the scene when Mr. Ca-

rewe entered upon it.

This young actor, for he is not yet

out of his 30’s, has had a varied and

distinguished career as an actor, both

on the speaking and screen stages, but

he, although, meritorious—never quite

"Arrived" but his Art was always with

him, although the vehicle had not yet

been found in which he could develop

it to the point that he wished for—and,

although the name Arthur Edmund
Carewe was known throughout the

length and breadth of the United

States, still—and this shows some of

his modesty, Mr. Carewe was dissat-

isfied with his work, but at last he

has finally admitted that if Svengali

does not reach into the hearts of the

millions of picture fans who will even-

tually view "Trilby,” then he might
just as well seek some other line of

endeavor in pursuit of his daily bread.

IRVING CUMMING STARTS

Broadway in all its alluring beauty,

like a warm-voiced siren gifted with

some illusive, intangible quality that

makes it magic, will be elaborately

p ctured in "Broken Hearts of Broad-

way,” which Irving C.ummings will

produce at the Hollywood studios. The
famous thoroughfare of New York is

to be filmed as the “Street of streets,”

the glittering stage on which is en-

acted half of America's drama of life.

"Broken Hearts of Broadway” will

mark the entry of Cummings, adm red

throughout America for his work as

a screen actor, into the ranks of the

great independent producers.

The roster of screen players includes

the names of some of the most famous

artists of the industry and each mem-
ber was selected because of his or her

individual suitability for the various

roles.

Among them are Colleen Moore.

Johnnie Walker, Alice Lake, Tully

Marshall, Kate Price, Creighton Hale,

who attained prominence through his

work in “Way Down East;” Arthur

Stewart Hull, Freeman Wood and An-

thony Merlo, a film executive who has

returned to acting. James Kyrle Mac-

Curdy is the author.

HE SHOULD BE REWARDED
Buster Keaton has posted a notice

in his studio reading:

"FIVE DOLLARS FINE
"Any employee of this studio who

springs a joke on (A) King Tut, for-

mer Egyptian ruler who was recently

disinterred; or (B) who prefaces or

concludes a statement by remarking

Every day in every way (he or she)

is getting better and better, will be

subject to a five dollar ($5) fine. We
want genuine laughs around this studio

and not sickly grins.

“NOTE TO PRESS DEPART-
MENT: King Tut and ‘Every day in

every way’ stories must not be sent

to the newspapers under any circum-

stances. Several dramatic critics

around the country are reported to

have resigned and become press agents

because of the flood of Tut and Coue
stories which have inundated their

desks. Let us practice a policy of

kindness to our fellow creatures.”

Dorothy Vernon is dividing her time

between comedies and dramatic pro-

ductions, her latest screen efforts is

doing a character part at the Big U
with Director William H. Watson.
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
GET TOGETHER, BOYS

Holbrook Blinn's stay in Los Ange-

les, where he is now appearing at a

local theater in his famous play, “The

Bad Man,” called for a reunion of four

well-known figures in the dramatic

world, who have not seen one another

for eleven years.

These four who recalled "old

times.” at a little celebration “back

stage" were: Ben Piazza, manager of

the Hill Street Theatre: R. A. Walsh,

well-known director; Walter Long,

famous character man, and Blinn.

Eleven years ago this quartet were

playing together in Chicago in “A
Romance of the Underworld.” When
the show broke up they separated and

were never together again until Blinn

arrived at Los Angeles with his "Bad

Man” company.

But at least two of the number

—

Long and Blinn—are going to see

quite a lot of each other from now on

for they both have been engaged to

play in First National pictures which

are to be produced simultaneously at

the United Studios.

Blinn is, of course, to play his fam-

ous “Bad Man” in Edwin Carewe’s

next production, and Long is going to

play a “heavy” part in “The Huntress."

The interior of these two First Na-

tional pictures will be taken on adja-

cent stages and naturally it is expected

that there will be considerable reminis-

cing during the filming of the two

features.

HE’LL HAVE TO BE GOOD

When it was noised around the

Hollywood motion picture colony that

Lloyd Hughes was spending an hour

a day taking boxing lessons at the Hol-

lywood Y. M. C. A. the film players

of that part of the world began to sit

up and take notice.

Is he going to desert the screen for

the squared ring?

Is he getting ready to thrash some-

one?

These were the questions which nat-

urally arose in the minds of his many
friends. For a while there was wild

speculation. Then the truth came out.

Hughes was simply preparing for

his part in “The Huntress,” a First.

National picture, in which he is called

upon to stage a thrilling fist fight with

Walter Long, who plays the part of

a broken down prize fighter and fights

with Hughes in one of the most dra-

mat'c scenes of the picture.

DINKY DEAN STARTS
The complete all-star cast, which

will surround Dinky Dean, four-year-

old youngster featured in "John of the

Woods,” a fifteenth century Italian

story by Abbie Farwell Brown, has

been assembled by Producer Z. A.

Stegmuller at. Universal City

The addition to John Sainpolis and

Eric Mayne to the players previously

signed gives Dinky one of the best

supporting casts of the season.

In addition to the above named
players Dinky has: Virginia Pearson,

Sam de Grasse, Josef Swickard, Mit-

chell Lewis, Ethel Wales, Frank Dar-

row, Sr., Tote Du Crew and Frank
Bond.

“In this cast,” says Director Albert

Austin, “we not only have a large

number of celebrated names but each

is the exact type called for in the

story.

“The scenario, which was prepared

by Douglass Doty, gives Dinky the

best vehicle a child artist has ever

appeared in on the screen. At the

same time it makes every player an

indespensable and integral part, and

furnishes to each artist a great oppor-

tunity to increase individual film

fame.”

Several hundred people will appear

in this lavish screen production of

medieval life. Costumes and settings

will give the picture color and pic-

turesqueness.

Rupert Julian is directly responsible

for the following outburst: “Ameri-

canism is utterly opposed to dictation,

excepting in stenographic schools.”

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

That

Chicken

A LA
TURCQUE
DINNER
From 5:30
to 9 P. M.
Then a
MID-
NITE
TOUCH
OF THE
ORIENT
DAN-
CING
and

MUSIC
at

Turkish
Village

221*6
W. 4TH

ST.
Phone

Reserva-
tions
670-89

Bradley King is at work on a screen

adaptation of “Anna Christie."

Eugene O’Neill’s famous stage play

for which Thomas H. Ince has pur-

chased film rights at a top-notch price

of $100,000. John Griffith Wray will

direct the new Ince special which will

go into production within a few
weeks.

Public

Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair

U. S. Army Munson Last shoes,

sizes 5% to 12, which was the en-

tire surplus stock of one of the

largest U. S. Government shoe con-

tractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred

per cent solid leather, color dark

tan bellows tongue, dirt and water

proof. The actual value of this

shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tre-

mendous buy we can offer same to

the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If

shoes are not as represented we will

cheerfully refund your money
promptly upon request.

National Bay State Shoe

Company
296 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
JOINS HAYS ORGANIZATION

Announcement was made yesterday

by Sol Lesser, president of Principal

Pictures Corporation, that his com-
pany had joined the Hays organiza-

tion, the Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America.

An application for membership in

the Hays ranks was made by Mr. Les-

ser after extended conferences with Mr.

Hays in New York recently, and Mr.

Lesser was yesterday advised by wire

that the board of directors has passed

favorably on his application.

“We are glad to have you with us,”

says Mr. Hays in his wire, “and the.

effort for better and still better pic-

tures which you advocate is indeed a

stimulant to all of us, I know your
splendid organization is doing its ut-

most to contribute to this slogan.”

Principal Pictures Corporation has

an extensive program mapped out for

the coming season, with a list of plays,

stories and already completed pictures

that w.ll rank among the best of the

season's output.

Among the stars associated with
Principal Pictures are Bert Lytell,

Kenneth Harlan, Guy Bates Post,

Bryant Washburn, Florence Vidor,

Blanche Sweet, Eileen Percy, Mildred
Davis, Mitchell Lewis, Doris Kenyon,
Edmund Breese, Tyrone Power, Har-
rison Ford, Maryon Aye, Helen Lynch,
V .ctor Potal, Otis Harlan, Myrtle
Stedman, Alice Lake, Gaston Glass,

Cleo Madison, Grace Darmond, Effie

Shannon, Tully Marshall, Robert Mc-
Kim, Louise Fazenda and others equal-
ly popular.

Adjoining properties to Principal

Pictures Corporation studios in Holly-
wood have been annexed and within

a few weeks three companies will be
at work in this one plant, with other
units working at the Hollywood
studios and the Ince plant.

Henry Sharp, cinematographer, who
is responsible for the fine photographic

work in a number of recent big Ince

productions, has been signed under a

long term contract by Thomas H.

Ince. Sharp’s latest work is in “Soul

of the Beast,” the Ince screen novelty

featuring Oscar, the elephant, with

Madge Bellamy.

* * *

Claude McElhany remarks that a

bank teller certainly leads a canary’s

life. You know, always in a cage.

PROCEED WITH THE PLAY

Why doesn’t Richard Walton Tully,

dramatic genius that he is, assemble

the cast now working on his screen

production of du Maurier’s “Trilby,”

for a stage production of the same
play? This is a question that has

arisen among his friends recently.

Practically every member of the cast

now working on “Trilby,” which is a

forthcoming First National release, has

had an enviable stage career,

Andree Lafayette, who is the “Tril-

by” of this cast, has had stage experi-

ence; Arthur Edmund Carewe is a

graduate of the American Academy of

Dramatic Art, in New York, and ap-

peared in such stage successes as “The
Mummy and the Humming Bird,”

“Men and Women,” etc; Wilfred

Lucas is a former opera singer, played

Marcus Venetius in “Quo Vadia” foi

a two year run, besides appearing in

other big stage roductions, including

“The Chorus Lady,” and “The Heir

to the Hoorah,” which he produced.

Lucas plays “the Laird” in “Trilby.”

Francis McDonald, the Gecko of Tul-

ly’s production, is a former stock play-

er, with eight years before the foot-

lights. Rose Dione, another “Trilby”

player, formerly starred in her own
company in Paris, and Maurice Canon,

who is the “Zouzou” of “Trilby,” has

been a Parisian stage favorite for

years, his most recent starring appear-

ance having been in the Revue De
Marigny. Creighton Hale's ability as

a stage performer is well known. He
but recently played the leading role

in “Just Suppose” at the Mason Opera
House in Los Angeles, and has a long

list of successes to his credit. Other

members of the cast could also qualify.

“Held tc Answer," a gripping story

of today by Peter Clarke MacFarlane.
will be the second of the new series

of Metro’s all-star specials.

Stroock’s
Genuine

CAMELS-HAIR
OVER-COATS

$65
Piccadilly Model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

—AND SO GECKO EXITS

Francis McDonald, who is interpret-

ing the role of Gecko, the downtrodden
musician, in Richard Walton Tully’s

production of “Trilby,” a forthcoming

F.rst National attraction, has decided

that there is some peculiar affinity be-

tween himself and doorways, in this

particular picture.

“It may be just an odd coincidence,”

he laughed yesterday, • “but this bird,

Gecko, must have been a mighty active

little chap. I’m always either coming
out of, or going into some doorway.
It doesn’t seem that Gecko was ever

permanently put in any one place, or

if so, that he ever stayed put.”

Frank gave the “Trilby” company
a good laugh the other morning by
appearing on the set, dragging a huge
door behind him, and explaining that

he now had a portable set.
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Shadows From the Silver Sheet

|
GOSSIP BY i

THE ROUNDER |
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CROCODILUTED

Here’s a real wet one by Harry

Beaumont.
“Pardon me,” remarked the legisla-

tor, as he voted to remove the excess

prof ts tax, “fcr shedding these profit-

eers.”

Buster Keaton says that the Shake-

speare’s seven ages of man theory is

all wrong. Buster says there are only

three ages—cribbage, marriage and

dotage. Buster's “Kolossal Keaton

Komedy" “Three Ages” is now com-

pleted.

HIS GIFT

Bertram Bracken is heard from.

Gazabo: “The boss is the tightest

wad I know!”
Gazink: “Well, he never hesitates

to give you hell.”

James Kirkwood, who is cast for the

leading male role in Metro’s all-star

production of “The Eagle’s Feather,"

was at one time leading man for Mary
Pickford.

A CLEVER ANSWER

Lankershim Blonde: “What part of

the Union do you prefer, Loehr?”
Loehr Harmon: “A union of wedded

bliss ’ill suit me!”

William Sullivan claims that many
women wait until their husbands have

plenty of money before they start ask-

ing al'mony instead of all—is money!

A FAMILY DISCUSSION

Berne Durning: “What ever be-

came of John Barleycorn?”

Shirley Mason: “Why, silly, he

drank himself to death.”

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition: gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

;an be changed Instantly to fit the scene
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago

George M. Cohan's stage play “The.

Meanest Man in the World” was so

great a success on Broadway that

Principal Pictures Corporation secured

the screen rights to it and today it is

almost ready for the silver sheet.

Wh’ch is another manner of saying

“The Meanest Man in the World”
has been filmed and will soon be seen

in the picture houses throughout the.

country. The story has been made
into feature length with a notable cast

of artists, including Bert Lytell in the

title role—portrayed on the stage by

Cohan himself — Bryant Washburn,
Blanche Sweet, Maryon Aye, Helen
Lynch, Carl Stockdale, Frances Ray-
mond, Victor Potel, Warde Crane,

Will am Conklin, Lincoln Stedman and

a host of others equally popular.

Eddie Cline directed the story and
has given film fans a rip-roaring com-
edy-drama. The picture will have an

early release via Principal Pictures

Corporation, and if the judgment of

those whose pleasure it has been to

see it in the studio projection rooms
may be taken, it will be one of the

outstanding pictures of the coming sea-

son.

Eulalie Jensen, now play’ng in

George D. Baker’s “The Magic Skin,”

threatens to change her first name,

and for a very good reason, too.

Every time she takes a party ot

friends to a vaudeville show, and

there happens to be a yodeling act on

the bill, her guests insist that Eulalie

is being paged.

Her gypsy dancer role in “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame” has been

highly praised by Universal execu-

tives.

* * *

Charlotte Merriman and Ray Owens
are going together.

A FOOL THERE WAS
HE HAD WORKED WITHOUT

A MISS FOR TWO YEARS AT
$350 A WEEK. ONLY HIMSELF
AND WIFE TO CARE FOR.
THREE WEEKS AFTER HE LOST
HIS JOB THE COMPANY
PULLED OUT HIS TELEPHONE,
AND THE GROCERY MAN WAS
REAL NASTY ABOUT A LITTLE
BILL OF A HUNDRED AND
FORTY-SOME ODD DOLLARS.

IF HE HAD JUST PUT A MIS-
ERABLE LITTLE TEN PER CENT
OF THAT SALARY INTO A SIX
PER CENT ACCOUNT WITH THE
GUARANTY BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION AT 6364
HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD,
WHAT A DIFFERENCE IT
WOULD HAVE MADE. WITH
NEARLY $4000 WHERE HE COULD
LAY HIS HANDS ON IT, HE
COULD HAVE TOLD THEM ALL
TO GO TO — TO THEIR BOOKS
AND CREDIT HIM WITH PAY-
MENT.

—A dvt.

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor

353 South Spring, Near 4th

Wig Rental
Hepner Method Permanent

Wig’s Waving our Specialty

to Order r

Toimees Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Hair
Dressing Phone 5Z2Z0

1001 West Seventh Street

Marcelling (Just west of Figueroa)

Shampooing Jtepner
INCORPORATED

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOS ANGELES
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On Strips of Celluloid
ON THEIR WAY Q

PERT POINTS

TORN OFF

“MICKEY” WINS THE
ICED FRIED EGG

“Is it warm enough for you today?”

How many times w'ere you asked

this question yesterday?

For some people it is like asking

them if they are comfortable while

hanging from a chandelier by their

toes.

Blanche Sweet, wearing a forty-

pound costume in "In the Palace of

the King,” while the mercury was
bursting thermometers to right and to

left, was asked the “snappy” question

forty-two times within an hour after

she appeared on the set.

“If some person comes along and
does not ask me ‘Is it warm enough
for you?’ I’ll give them a diamond
bracelet, a yacht, an automobile or

any gift they select,” confided Miss

Sweet to her maid.

At this point her husband, “Mickey”
Neilan, passed the set. “Hello, dear;

how would you like some hot soup?"
asked the director.

He won in a walk.
* * *

Thompson Buchanan of the Associ-

ated Authors, who are producing

“Richard the Lion Hearted,” featuring

Wallace Beery in the title role, at the

Thomas H. I rice studios, has just re-

ceived word that “Pride,” a three-act

comedy, written by Buchanan in col-

laboration with Henry Miller, the

actor, has opened at the Morosco
Theatre in New York City. Buchanan,

who is the author of “Civilian

Clothes,” “A Woman’s Way” and

other well known Broadway successes,

is now adapting “Harbor Bar,” Peter

B. Kyne’s big sea story, for the As-
sociated Authors' second film produc-

tion.

* * *

Fontaine La Rue has been cast for

the heavy part in the George Larkin

picture at the Russell studios.

With Miss Mabel Normand, the

star, and Ralph Graves, George

Nichols, Anna Hernandez, Vernon

Dent and Charlotte Mineau, principals

in the supporting cast of “The Extra

Girl,” F. Richard Jones, directing the

production, sallied forth the early part

of this week to be absent on location

for a few days.

Loaded heavily with every conceiv-

able piece of apparatus necessary for

exterior photographing, even to Miss

Normand’s portable bungalow and

dressing room, Mr. Jones and his lit-

tle caravan of motor vehicles created

somewhat of an interesting scene as

they left the big comedy studios. Miss

Normand's big private car led the

parade while the big generating set

mounted on a truck under its own
motor, brought up the rear.

While away, the company will shoot

a series of exterior scenes which it

was found to be impractical to build

on the studio stages.

ADMIRAL JACKIE NOW

In one of the early scenes of Jackie

Coogan's current production, “Long
Live the King," he attends the Royal

Opera House of Lavonia to witness

a performance of “The Flying Dutch-

man.” The stage is set with prop

ships and “dressed" with operatic

sailors.

It so happened that, while Jackie

was filming these scenes, Admiral

Eberle, chief of operations of' the U. S.

navy, was conducting target practice

off San Pedro. Accordingly, Jackie

invited the Admiral and Mrs. Eberle to

visit h's own prop navy; and the in-

vitation was accepted. The tour of

inspection was conducted with all naval

dignity and, as soon as his picture is

completed. Admiral Jackie Coogan
will pay the usual return visit to his

naval confrere.

This ccntrib by Myrtle Stedman

Tra: “What’s Blahzay all excited

about?”

Lala; “Oh, he found a summer
magazine without a bathing girl

cover.”

Jimmie Aubrey finds a news item

for us.

Ccmedian Makes Bow in Dignified

Role—How could a comedian make
a dignified bow?

* * *

A NEW TWIST

By George Melford

Dense One (reading paper): “Just

what is an itinerant baker?”

Not-So-Thick: “Probably an ill-

bred loafer who rolls around getting a

rye bun on!”

An extra girl said “that the meanest

man in the world” was the meanest set

in the world, for on it she received

$5.00 and ruined a $50.00 dress, and
caught a cold in the head, which pre-

vented her working for several days.

I ask you, where’s the law of compen-
sation ?

NOTHING FUNNY ABOUT IT

By Gladys Brockwell

Dryden: “I see where a prominent

English visitor finds our dry laws far-

cical.”

Wetby: “Gosh! I wish I had a

sense of humor like that!”

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

For the convenience ofbusy people --

Saturday Night Banking at all

Los Angeles Branches.

Resources 55 Million Dollars
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Under the Magnifying Glass
BY THE MAN BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

JAMES YOUNG, THE
COURTLY DIRECTOR

By Marshall Lorimer

You cannot take away a man’s man-

nerisms, and—gneerally speaking, it is

one’s mannerisms which eventually

bespeak the real character of the man.

Probably not half enough has been said

regarding the tremendous importance

to the screen world of that courtly di-

rector, James Young, and this same

James Young is still human enough to

welcome from his many friends the

term “Jimmy.”

An immaculate dresser, a courtly,

dignified presence, yet with keen

humorous merriment perpetually

shooting from his gray eyes, pictures

this noted director of the "Masquer-

ader,” “Omar, the Tentmaker,” and,

what I believe to be his greatest

achievement, “Trilby.”

There is an old saying that, “You
can judge a man by his conduct to-

ward his inferiors,” and I use the

word “inferiors” only in the sense of

money making power. If this is true,

then the word gentlemen is a fit ap-

pelation to James Young. I have had

many opportunities of speaking with

the small part persons, who played un-

der his direction in “The Wandering
Daughter,” and other productions,

when he was associated with Kather-

ine MacDonald and up to the present

time of writing, and invariably, it has

been said to me that, "Mr. Young is

the only human director I ever

worked for. He seems to notice every-

thing and, although he has had many
reasons to lose his temper at certain

displays of ignorance, he has been tol-

erant, and able to smooth away the

difficulties by his natural kindliness of

nature.” Could any remark be a great-

er tribute to a man’s character and

politeness?

James Young, before entering film

directing, was one of the most famous

legitimate actors on the American
stage. It does not seem so very long

ago that I sat “out in front” watching

his performance of Shylock in the

“Merchant of Venice,” and millions

hold his memory in reverence for his

splendid interpretation of “Beau
Brummel” and “Hamlet;” then, many
remember his “Marc Antony” and his

“Candida" and numerous other char-

acters which he helped to enhance in

the hearts of great stage admirers.

At this writing, one could not say

that Mr. Young is anything but in

the actual prime of life. His is a vig-

orous vitality. He has a keen sense of

esthetic values. He is a great scholar,

and has on many occasions lectured

before most of the best learned bodies

throughout the world. He is a man of

ideals. His mind is a combination of

sp ritualism and mental statistics. As

a traveler, he has delved into the four

corners of the earth; in other words,

James Young represents the fullest

conception of a man best fitted to hold

the highest honors in the film indus-

try. His experience, knowledge and

insight of human character make him

an ideal representative of the fourth

greatest industry in the world.

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE

Some three or four issues back in

this magazine, I, personally, crit cised

and reviewed that tremendous Univer-

sal-Jewel Production, “Bavu.” At that

time, I gave full credit, as I thought,

to everyone connected with the pro-

duction but, through a printer's error,

the name of Harry Webb was left out.

and, being a great believer in the fact

that it’s never too late to correct an

error, I am taking this opportunity to

tell you that Harry Webb contributed

in a great measure to the actual suc-

cess of this production.

He acted in the capacity of assist-

ant director to Stuart Paton.

At this writing, he is holding a lik"

position with Harry Pollard, who is

directing Reginald Denny.

AN AMBITIOUS PROGRAM &

Mr. Graf, supervising director of the

Graf Productions for Metro, is one of

the busiest forces in the motion picture

industry. Mr. Graf has nearly com-

pleted the cutting of “The Fog,” pro-

duced at the San Mateo Studios, and is

now engaged with Tom Hopkins in

titling the film. In addition to this,

he is adapting and putting into con-

tinuity his next production, David

Graham Phillips’ “The Grain of Dust,"

with Mildred Harris featured player,

shooting to commence about June

15th. This will be followed by “The

Soul Thief,” an original by Mr. Graf.

His production plans include two

units, with three specials for each unit,

for he announces that he will no longer

make program pictures, but super-

spec'als on the same scope as “The
Fog,” which ran into big expenditure

with cast of all-star talent.

While Mr. Graf has settled on hav-

ing one unit at San Mateo, from

present indications the second unit

will be operated at the Metro Studios,

although th’s is not definite as yet.

The producer is leaving in a few days

for New York where he will look over

new productions and will purchase

the scenario rights to enough famous

books to keep his cameras busy for

the next two years.

WATCHING HIS SUCCESSOR

During the filming of the scenes for

“Penrod and Sam,” a First National

attraction, produced by J. K. McDon-
ald, Ben Alexander, w'ho plays the

role of “Penrod,” stopped short in his

work to peer off into the background.

Director William Beaudine turned

to see what had so suddenly attracted

Ben’s attention. There, behind him,

stood Wesley (Freckles) Barry, wdio

played “Penrod” in the first Booth

Tarkington kid picture, produced by

Marshal Neilan, two years ago.

Wesley was working on another

stage at the same studio and had come

over to the McDonald stage to give

the new Penrod the double O. He
expressed himself as being extremely

well pleased with the way in which his

successor was enacting the famous

Tarkington character.

Freckles Barry, who now sports

long trousers, is no longer in the “Pen-

rod” class. He is playing “juvenile.”



UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS
Work has started at Universal City

on “Lonesome Luck,” a new Western

story. It will be followed by sev-

eral similar offerings. William Craft

is directing. Jack Daugherty stars.

Margaret Morris plays opposite him.

* * *

From Los Angeles to San Francisco

by steamer, a few hours’ wait and

back on the next boat, was the queer

trip taken by King Baggot, director,

Baby Peggy, diminutive film star, and

a big cast from Universal City engaged

in the flm’ng of the new Baby Peggy
play, a full-sized feature in which she

is supported by a big cast of grown-
ups. Baby Peggy play, “Wanted, a

Home,” was written by King Baggot
and Raymond L. Schrock. In the big

cast surrounding the tiny actress are

Fred Esmleton, Sheldon Lewis, Wil-

liam Conklin, Dave Lawrence, Betty

Francisco and others.

* * *

Production has just been completed

at Universal City on “The Self-Made

Wife,” which was produced with an

all-star cast under the direction of

Jack Dillon.

The film play was adapted from the

Elizabeth Alexander novel, published

first as a serial in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post. Edward T. Lowe made
the screen adaptation and Charles

Kenyon wrote the scenario. The cast

includes such well known players as

Ethel Grey Terry, Virginia Ainsworth,

Crauford Kent, Phillips Smalley and

Dorothy Cummings. Jack Dillon, who
directed the play, has directed many
outstanding screen successes, including

“Suds,” with Mary Pickford.
He sit *

Scientists all over the world are in-

terested in “Legally Dead,” the story

of an adrenalin-reborn man and his

legal status which Universal City has

made. Milton Sills played the man,

while Claire Adams. Edwin Sturgis,

Herbert Fortier and Margaret Camp-
bell handled other roles under Wil-

liam Parke’s direction.

* i}s *

Gladys Walton’s next starring ve-

hide for Universal will be a screen

adaptation of the popular novel, “The
White Cat,” by Gelette Burgess. Pro-

duction is due to start on the play,

which will be filmed under the title,

"The Untameable.” Herbert Blache,

who recently finished the direction of

Herbert Rawlinson in “Fools and

Riches,” will direct the production.
* * *

Reginald Denny has doffed the

fighting trunks and donned the swim-
ming suit.

The star of the famous Universal

“Leather Pushers” series recently com-
pleted his work in the latest picture

of the new series and is vacationing

in the Pacific ocean between pictures.

Production will start soon on another

of the two-reel comedy classics.

Harry Pollard, who directed the

filming of the previous “Leather Push-

ers,” will continue the making of the

plays listed in the latest series.

Denny was supported in the picture,

just completed by Elinor Field, Hay-
den Stevenson, Gertrude Olmsted,

Harry Carter, Edward Kennedy, A1

Kaufman, Gordon Sackville and Tom
McGuire.

* * *

Edmund Mortimer, directing Her-

bert Rawlinson in “Thicken Than Wa-
ter” at Universal City, might have been

an engineer if he hadn't become a

film director. He graduated from a

noted technical college, and today loves

to delve into mechanical problems as

a recreation after his film work.

* * *

Laura La Plante, playing opposite

Hoot Gibson in “Out of Luck,” has

become an airplane fan. A1 Wilson,

the Universal City stunt aviator, start- O
ed it—he took her for a fl.fiht. Now
she’s indignant because Wilson won’t

teach hre how to operate a plane. “And

he says himself it’s safer than driving

an auto,” she complains. “Men are

the peculiar sex, all right.”

* * *

Mary Philbin, who displays unusual

emotional dramatic ability as the

little hand organ girl in “Merry-Go-

Round,” the Universal spectacle of

Vienese life, soon to be released as a

Universal-Jewel production, has been

cast for the leading feminine role in

“Where Is This West?” in which Jack

Hoxie is starred.

* H= H=

Dale Fuller claims that the boys are

rather shy nowadays. She always

carries her purse with her.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in

the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.
TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Grom&n Si Co.
Tkilovs

532 South Broadway
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“BREAKIN’ IN”

By Elsie Eva Steele

THE INNOCENT TYPE

I ups and quits me job one day,

Slingin’ ’em off the arm’s my trade;

But I gets the bee in me bonnet

I’m a writer, though some what un-

made.

Gosh, but I wants to write a story;

Now, I simply got’a write a play.

Go around in a daze all the time,

Thinkin’ up great things to say.

I can build up a bully situation.

Very excitin’, have it ring true;

Then when I reads it all over,

Decides the damn thing won’t do.

I goes to the movies each night

To see, how the swell here enacts

A play by a much talked of author;

Can see at a glance what it lacks.

Now, they need some one like me,

What can write a picture that’s great.

Yet every time I sits down to write,

Can’t think of a thing to relate.

My Landlady’s just got’a be paid;

My shoes are run down at the heels,

But can’t get the idea out of me head
To write a movie—in seven reels.

They ought to have me for that part

Where the heroine leaves with a sob;

Everything wrong, gosh dam it all,

’Cause tomorrow I goes back on me
job.

I have an idea that if D. W. Grif-

fith (who revels in such types) had

seen Miss Wilma Leone, he would

have immediately signed this little

film lady to a long-term contract, for

Miss Leone possesses every requisite

necessary to success in the film game,

a peculiar ethereal type of beauty, a

great degree of intelligence, and an

overpowering ambition to succeed, at

this writing it is true that she is

merely on the fringe of the circle, but

I feel sure that eventually a keen di-

rectorial eye will have noticed her ere

many moons have passed, and will

have given her the opportunity to jus-

tify her own faith in herself.

PEGGY BROWNE
BURSTS INTO VERSE

(The editor would like to know why
she was driven to this?)

I take my heart from beneath your
feet,

To give it to one who will act more
sweet

—

To my throbbing heart beneath h's

feet,

Until in time I might repeat

—

Get off my heart with your big feet!

WIT AND EFFECTIVENESS

That young man Arthur W. Kelly,

who was directly responsible for all

the costumes worn in "Trilby,” is an

undoubted genius in period clothes.

He seemed to have an uncanny way
of f.nding the suitable raiment and
color schemes to match the individual

wearing them. Beside his effectiveness

in this department, he owns a nimble

wit, as the following attests: “The
best business card in the world is your
NAME over your own place of busi-

ness.” A man with such clarity of

thought is bound to succeed.

Martha Mattox claims that she

knows a Scotchman who can smell a

scent (cent) at any distance.

Are You Interested
in beautiful GOWNS? You can pur-
chase in my home at 2006 IVAR AVE.,
Hollywood, the changing wardrobe of 10
of the BEST DRESSED STARS on the
SCREEN! All articles of wearing ap-
parel at a GREAT SACRIFICE. Manv of
these GOWNS were worn in only ONE
PICTURE.

Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 IVAR AVE. PHONE 437-028

(Cahuenga Ave. to Franklin, Then One
Block East and Two North)

THE BROWN PAINTED DWELLING
IS 2006

THE MORE THE MERRIER

Financed by a group of Cheyenne,

Wyoming, capitalists, the Rocky
Mountain Productions, Inc., is the

latest film producing concern to enter

the independent field.

The concern will center all its pro-

ducing activities in Hollywood.

Distribution will be via the states

right market through the Anchor

Film Distributors, Hollywood, of

which Morris R. Schlank is president.

The firm has already finished its

first production, “The Dangerous

Trail,” a six-part “special” with an all-

star cast, including Irene Rich, Noah
Beery, Tully Marshall, William

Lowry, Jack Curtis, Jane Talent, and

Fred Hank.

In addition to the above production

the Rocky Mountain productions will

film a series of eight pictures featur-

ing Bill Patton, the well known out-

door star. The first two of this series

are now in production under the per-

sonal supervision of Alvin J. Neitz,

who has been appointed director-gen-

eral of the new organization.

F. W. Raymond, secretary-treasurer,

will have charge of the local plant.

JOHN BOWERS SIGNED

Not content with having their stars

all of the feminine gender, Principal

Pictures Corporation announce this

week the signing of John Bowers for

a long-term contract.

Bowers is regarded as one of the

most popular of male leading men and

his entry under Principal Pictures’

banner has met with wide approval.

With the completion of “Youth Tri-

umphant,” the initial Fisher Produc-

tion staged at the Hollywood studios

the past two months, Victor B. Fisher

announces that work on the second

independent production will be started

immediately. In the cast were the

following: Virginia Lee Corbin, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Joseph

Dowling, Kate Price, Claire Mc-
Dowell, William Boyd, Ward Crane.

Mary Anderson and others.

* * *

Rex Ingram has a staff of four

cameramen, working under the sup-

ervision of John F. Seitz, four assist-

ant directors and three technical ex-

perts, who remain on the set constant-

ly during the filming of “Scaramouch”

at the Metro studio.
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
WALLACE LIKES ACTION

One of the most important battles

of history has just been fought out,

“Richard the Lion Hearted,” defeated

the Sultan Saladin at the gates of

Joppa, Palestine, last week. The

fight, in which armed thousands took

place, is one of the big scenes of the

Associated Authors spectacular screen

version of Sir Walter Scott’s novel,

“The Talisman,” which is being

filmed at the Thomas H. Ince studios.

The battle progressed for five days

without any serious casualties beyond

the usual black eyes and varied col-

ored bruises which result from the un-

due excitement which always occurs

with a vigorous director holding the

megaphone and urging honest action

from the hand-to-hand combatants.

On the sixth day, however, Wallace

Beery, who plays the title role in the

production, attacked a “Moslem infi-

del” so ferociously that he lost his

balance and fell from his horse. The
terrified animal went plunging through

the ranks of the Sultan’s army and

ten men were thrown and carried off

to the hospital before the runway was
captured.

The set was specially built for the

battle scenes is said to. be an abso-

lutely authentic reproduction of the

ancient city of Joppa, Palestine.

HE REALLY EARNS IT

Motion picture stars, who deduct

$5200 a year from their income tax re-

turns and charge it to advertising, be-

cause they pay $100 weekly, or more,

to a personal press agent, are de-

frauding the government according to

A1 St. John, Fox comedian. If a P.

A.’s salary were to be itemized

properly, the scrv'ces rendered would

probably go through the audit bureau

something like' this:

Doubling up with laughter at

star's funny stories $ 40

Telling star ten times daily he is

greatest ever 20

Agreeing with him cont'nually in

every opinion 22

Explaining twice daily why he

does not get more publicity on

front page 10

Hunting up high-class bootleggers

for his employer 7

Writing and “placing" publicity

about star 1

Grand total $100

A REST AT LAST!

Hoot Gibson is going to take a rest!

It will afford the rolicking Universal

star the most unique pastime that he

has experienced in many months. He
has almost forgotten what vacationing

means.

Following the completion of “Out

of Luck,” Hoot's latest starring ve-

hicle, his director, Edward Sedgwick,

told Hoot that he was to have a rest

of two or three weeks before the film-

ing of h’s next play.

Hoot was astounded.

“What? Aw, Ed, don’t trifle with

me. You know nothing like that is

ever going to happen to me.”

But it proved a fact and Hoot is to

have his first rest in more than a year.

It is his first long vacat on in fifteen

pictures. He has promised to absorb

his share of the sunshine and salt air

along the Pacific shore during the lull

in his work before the camera.

“Out of Luck” is the second of the

new series of special Hoot Gibson

feature productions. It is the story of

a Cowboy who joins the navy, and

should afford plenty of laughs with

inimitable Hoot in the title role. Sedg-

wick wrote the story and George C.

Hull of the Universal scenario depart-

ment wrote the continuity.

Sandy Roth, assistant director for

Warner Bros., experienced the unusual

this week while looking for location

headquarters for the “Little Johnny
Jones” company. He was detailed by

Jack Warner to find a deep water spot

at the San Pedro harbor and in an

effort to get the best place, looked

over the bank too far—result, tasted

some rather muddy water. Roth is

now submitting a bill for the cost of

deali ng one assistant director's outfit.

“SKYLARKING” FINISHED
The second of the series of Mack

Sennett all-star comedy attractions for

Pathe release, under the title of

"Skylarking,” in which Harry Grib-

bon, Alberta Vaughn, Lila Leslie,

Kewpie Morgan and those two very

clever little children, Josephine Adair

and Jackie Lucas, appear, has been

completed. The picture is now in the

editing and titling department to re-

ceive its finishing touches preparatory

to being given a local preview before

shipment to New York.

MANAGER IS FORMER ACTOR
Ashton Dearholt, production man-

ager of the Ben Wilson studios, is still

receiving fan mail from admirers he

won while enacting featured roles sev-

eral years ago in American, Goldwyn
and Universal photoplays. At the pres-

ent time Dearholt is supervising the

production of the latest Ben Wilson
all-star production, “Mine to Keep,"
with Bryant Washburn, Mrs. Bryant
Washburn, Wheeler Oakman and
Charlotte Stevens heading the list.

Why does Edna Murphy shut her

eyes when she dances with Gaston
Glass?

CONFIDENTIAL RELIABLE RESPONSIBLE

Do You Need Money?
Let Us Finance You!

A. B. Cohn & Bro.
Financiers—Est. 53 Years

Third Floor New Pantages Bldg.

7th and Hill Streets

Money Loaned on
Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry
Silverware
Liberty Bonds, Etc.

Courteous Service
Liberal Treatment
Lowest Interest Rates

Private Offices
Special Dept, for Ladies
No Red Tape
No Delays
Appraisals Made on
Premises

SENNETT PHOTOGRAPHS
OCEAN BED

The all-star comedy company bear-

ing the Mack Sennett banner, in which
Harry Gribbon, Alberta Vaughn,
Billy Bevan and Mildred June are the

featured players, under the direction

of Roy Del Ruth, have left for a

week’s stay on location. They have
journeyed to a point between La
Jolla and San Diego to shoot some
water scenes in which Billy Bevan
is the main character, to match up
with some shots in which the bed of

the ocean is reproduced.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Jimmie Dugan tells us his latest gag.

The husband talks in his sleep, so

the wife has to go to sleep to talk

back to him.

* * *

Gertrude Stevens says she can’t take

a joke. That’s the reason she never

married, probably.

* * *

Drab scene grates on Herb’s nerves

after three-day . llness—another one

of those news items. He probably said:

“Oh, this set makes me sick!”

5JC ifc *

Robert Agnew is appearing in “To

the Ladies.” We could make a nice

toast to this title, but we haven’t any-

thing to toast with. This from Otto

Lederer.

* * *

Lasky is producing . “The Silent

Partner.” Good title for the silent

drama, claims Ruth W.llard.

* * *

King Baggot is directing “Wanted

—A Home.” We suppose that the

script was prepared from the want ad

section of some paper.

* *

Mary Cameron says she can be tough

or nice. That’s the trouble in going

out with these versatile women—they

can fool you.

Sfc 5^

Harry Carey has finished “The

Miracle Baby.” This is a picture of

every mother’s son. Contributed by

Jack Sullivan.

* * *

Texans are eager to give keys of

their cities to Leah Baird. But will

they unlock anything—cr cellars?

* * *

Now Victor Fleming is directing

“To the Last Man.” Well, their

motto should be, “last, but not least.”

We agree with Charles Clary.

* * #

Edgar Lewis states that every time

he loses a collar button he has to get

a burglar to find it for him.

* * *4:

A1 Santell is directing “Lights Out.”

We suppose this is to be a dark secret,

a what?

Since Bull Montana is going to do

“The Uncovered Wagon,” Jimmy
Starr has written one entitled, “Slight-

ly Like a Nose.”
* * *

Irving Cummings is producing

“Broken Hearts of Broadway.” One
of the scenes should be of a chap pay-

ing the check in a Broadway cafe,

asserts Joseph W. Girrard.

H* *5* 'K

West Coast Productions is making
“Why Do We Live.” Oh, just be-

cause of “The Demi-Virgin, naively

suggests Arthur Bernstein.

ifc 5jC

William Russell is making “Time
Hath Changed.” “You Can’t Fool

Your Wife,” says Mr. Lasky.
fc *

Dallas Fitzgerald is directing “After

the Ball.” This is correct in the base-

ball season. Quite right, Gertrude

Astor.
>Jc jfc 4s

Betty Behr is a picture actress well

worth watching. Well, we’ll say a lot

of them are.

“Buster” Harmon says she thought

a stage coach worked in a theatre.

* X *

Helen Ferguson was insulted by an

unknown man over the phone. Too

bad, but you know press agents will

do anything to get “the story” over in

the papers.

* * *

William Desmond is going to Feath-

er River. Might say this is the place

of ticklish, or laughing waters. Which
is it?

* * *

A parody on “Peggy Dear” is com-

ing out under the title of “Abie Dear,”

dedicated to Abe Lyman, who wrote

the original song.
* * *

Still we have news items.

Connie’s blue! She plays dumb role

in new Film. Well, there are a lot of

actresses who could have played the

dumb part all right, insists Jeanette

Prenery.
* * Jk

Pauline Toler is going around with

Neal Burns.

A blend of delicious food and
superior service in an environ-

ment of artistry and refinement

gives character to the “Brown”
Shops

Luncheon
DINNER

Fountain Service

Candy
Ragtime

Calif. Golden
Per lb. $1.00

Pastry
That

Is

Different

Now Wallace McDonald tells cne.

Girl: “Am I the first girl you ever

kissed?”

Boy: “Yes, dear, you know I took

lessons at Westlake Park from the

other couples.”

* * *

George D. Baker is directing “The

Magic Skin.” Should use this after

shavine. eh? claims Eddie Barrett.

Jack Cooper told us that there were

an awful lot of girls who didn’t want

to get married. He claims he has asked

them all.

^ •I' 'I'

Reginald Barker is directing “The

Master of Women.” Oh, boy, the

man in this picture must be the world’s

wonder. Th s is a usual thing from

Dr. G. J. Crandall.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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THE VAMP OF A
HUNDRED GOWNS

In “Pitfalls of a Big City,” Made-

lein Hurlock, playing the feminine

heavy role for Ben Turpin, star of the

attraction, has more dress changes

than the ordinary comedy has sub-

titles.

Miss Hurlock, whom Mack Sennett

recently signed for a series of Turp:n

specials for Pathe release, is proving

to be one of the big surprises on the

lot, giving great promise of shortly

being recognized as one of the real

vamping artists of the screen.

* * *

John Harron, brother of the late

Robert Harron, has an important

part in Constance Talmadge’s latest

comedy, “Dulcy,” now being filmed

under the direction of Sidney Frank-

lin for First National. Harron was

featured recently in “The Square

Test” and also had important roles in

“Westbound Limited,” “Hand Me
Down,” and “Through the Back

Door.”
* * *

KINKS

Bill Yochem: “What’s the sport of

kings?”

Newton Stone: “Craps, I guess.”

* * *

Mae Murray has departed for New
York for a month’s stay. Upon her

return to Hollywood she will start

work on “Conquest.” her next produc-

tion for Metro which Robert Z. Leon-

ard will direct.

H* 'I
s

Before entering pictures Elinor Fair

was a popular professional dancer in

San Francisco. Just now she is en-

acting the title in Metro’s all-star pro-

duction of “The Eagle’s Feather.”

A LOGICAL QUESTION

Now that Harry Myers is cast as

a newspaper publisher, which role he

portrays in “The Printer’s Devil,”

Wesley Barry’s current vehicle for

Warner Bros., he is getting a taste of

the woes and daily events that go to

make a publisher’s life other than

merry. Harry’s first bit in this pic-

ture is to receive a goat in payment

for five years subscription to his newly

purchased paper. Being a “wise” pub-

lisher and willing to learn, Harry for-

got himself and asked Director W.l-

liam Beaudine how many years sub-

scription he would have to give to

get an elephant.

* * *

Speaking of blank cartridges we
must write some blank verse.

Hedda Nova
An actress

Became excited

And walked into

Some blank cartridges

Which proved not to

Be as blank as they

Looked.

The doctor said that it

Would
Be all right now
So
We’ll leave the rest of this

Blank.

* * *

Andree Lafayette, the charming

Norman girl who is playing the name
part in Richard Walton Tully’s screen

production of du Maurier’s “Trilby,”

has received a flattering offer from a

prominent vaudeville agency for a

tour after the completion of “Trilby,”

but inasmuch as she is under a long

term contract for First National Pic-

tures, she is unable to give the propo-

sition consideration at this time.

The Royale Country Club
Features the BURTNETT-M1LLER ORCHESTRA

(“THE UPPER TEN” HARMONISTS)

This aggregation is composed of selected Soloists known for

their pre-eminent ability as Masters of Syncopation. The
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY night AFFAIRS WILL
LINGER IN YOUR MEMORY.
“You Can’tMake Your Feet Behave When They Play”

WHEN ARE YOU COMING?
Let Us Know by Phone Santa Monica 63492
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”

A. ALPERSTEIN COMES
TO WARNER STUDIOS

Activities at the Warner Bros,

studios have reached the stage where

it becomes necessary to relieve Jack

and Sam Warner of much of their pro-

duction duties with the result that the

new Warner studios are to be placed

under a general manager. A. Alper-

stein, pioneer motion picture executive,

is the man chosen for the important

position. He is due at the studios

from New York this week and will

commence h's duties at once.

The New York office of the Warner
Bros, is cared for by A. and H. M.

Warner while J. L. and S. L. are per-

manently located in Hollywood. H. M.

Warner has been at the studios for sev-

eral weeks and will remain for another

month or so until every detail for the

coming classics of the screen has re-

ceived action.

Duties of Alperstein will include, the

laboratory supervision with which lie

has been identified for .many years.

During his picture career, he has been

a producer, distributor, exhib'tor and

laboratory executive. At one time ne

was head of a national advertising

syndicate of much importance.

Ben Alexander’s press agent says

that the child actor learned to act al

most before he learned to eat. That

word “almost" came in handy didr.’t

it?

* * *

Hunt Stromberg, who produces, and

often personally directs the “Bull''

Montana comedies for Metro, is the

youngest producer in motion pictures

* * *

Jane Sherman informs us that girls

are net called gold-diggers any more,

that they are enttled, “silver-siren.”

Quite a good name at that.

% * 5fc

Edna Murphy is starring in “What
Should a Girl Do?” They will proV
afcly have a lot cf gag men on this

picture. Joe Engler is witty.

* * *

Vera Alden, actress, tries to ride a

bicycle and is injured. Probably the

th'ng was “tired” and just fell over.
* * *

This travelogue by Edith Johnson,

who has a gold-fish that’s been around
the globe three times in an hour. Th s

sounds worldly.

* 5fi %

Rollie Asher wants to know if you
have to be a juggler to balance books.

TO START SOON Q
Edward F. Cline, who just complet-

ed for Principal P ctures, “The Mean-
est Man in the World," and who also

directed Jackie Coogan in his forth-

coming comedy “Circus Days," adapt-

ed from "Toby Tyler,” will have
charge of directing "When a Man’s a

Man." Florence Vidor and John
Bower will enact the prncipal roles.

Allen Holubar is preparing to

“shoot” scenes for his first produc-
tion under the Metro banner and he

will begin casting some time this

week. He has purchased "East of

Suez." the sensational New' York
stage success, which will be filmed as

his second Metro release. The famous
producer-director has been assigned

Joseph Schenck’s old office in the

new Metro administration building of

that concern's Hollywood studios.

* * *

Someone said that man descended

from a fish. If that is the case we
can now account for the bus ness

sharks and the whale of a liar. This

from T. D. Moreno.

* * *

Gordon Hollingshead asserts that

those who fall in love on the front steps

might call it a stair-case.

* . * *

Mack Sennctt reveals how to fur-

nish a vamp’s home. Well, HE ough.

to knew if any one does.

ijc J$I !$C

Notice to Newspapers: How about

a Caarley Chaplin-Pola Negri head-

line ?

* * *

Helen Grant, film actress, wants to

go on the stage. She’s a blonde, so

this is a light-headed inquiry.

* * *

Jacques Jaccard informs us that

tacks were first discovered at night

in a bedroom.

They say money talks, but William
Duncan says it has lost its voice in Ger-
many.

* * *

INGRAHAM AS TRAP DRUMMER
Lloyd Ingraham, one of the screen

artists in Scaramouch, Rex Ingram s

newest Metro production, was the trap
drummer n the Robert Buchanan re-

pertoire company at 15 and the leading
man at 19.

WOODSMEN WASHED UP

Back to the Woods,” the Christie

corned}- which was filmed in the main
near Mount Lassen in Northern Cali-

fornia, has been completed under
Scott Sidney’s direction, and is sched-
uled for release in June. This comedy,
preceded by "Plumb Crazy.” will

complete a year’s series of pictures,

twenty in all. Neal Burns is starred

in "Back to '.he Woods,” while Bobby
Vernon is the comedy star in “Plumb
Crazy.”

TEN YEARS AGO?

Peggy O’Day was taking piano les-

sons in hope of some day becoming
a female Paderewski.

Niles Welch was studying law at

Columbia and breaking records in the

track team.

Wm. P. S. Earle was trying to

figure how he could talk J. Stuart

Blackton into letting him direct a two-

reel picture.

Bertram Thomas Grassby was play-

ing before the footlights with Bertha

Kalich.

Edward J. Montague was editing

the Brooklyn Weekly Dispatch and

writing scenarios on the side.

Now look at them.

Estelle Taylor claims that film play-

ers owe all to the producer.

BROWN ^
CALDWELL
s4ND LADD
PKo t o -ei\dr aVe r\s

2.4 Y S. BDWY,
LOS ANGELES
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“PENROD AND SAM,” FROM THE STORY BY BOOTH TARKINKTON; PRODUCED BY J. K.
McDonald; directed by william beaudine ; photographed by ray june :

ADAPTED BY HOPE LORING AND LOUIS LIGHTON; TITLES SUGGESTED B.Y BOOTH TAR-
KINGTON; RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAL; PRE-VIEWED AT HUNTLEY’S THEATRE
MAY 10TH.

BY CLOSE-UP JUNIOR

Recently we have seen a great number of the
so-called “kid” pictures, but up to the present time
we have never viewed anything so splendidly han-
dled as “Penrod and Sam.” There are more real
laughs and pathetic touches in this than in any six

ordinary pictures. William Beaudine proves many
times that he is a very capable director and ex-
ceedingly original in his manner of directing. The
cast is composed of Ben Alexaner as Penrod, Joe
Butterworth as Sam, Buddy Messinger as Roddy
B,itts, Joe McCray as Verman, Gene Jackson as
Herman, “Cameo,” the dog, as Duke, William V.
Mong as Mr. Bitts, Gladys Brockwell as Mrs.
Schofield, Rockcliffe Fellows as Mr. Schofield,
Newton Hall as Georgie Bassett, Mary Philbin as
Penrod’s sister, Gareth Hughes as Robert, and
Gertrude Messinger as Marjorie Jones... There are
so many fine things and bits of acting in this fea-
ture that it is difficult to give credit to all in this

limited amount of space. Gertrude Messinger and

Ben Alexander gave the best performance of any
two kid actors I have ever seen. The scene in
which their playmate, the dog, is killed beats the
best of mother sob stuff. The comedy situations
put some of our greatest comedians and comedies
in the background for a few feet of good film.

Gladys Brockwell again shows us just what a
wonderful actress she is. Rockcliffe Fellows sur-
passes some of his best work and adds many
laughs to the picture. William V. Mong does the
best “mean” role we’ve seen on the screen. New-
ton Hall is a perfect “sissy.” Joe Butterworth did
some fine acting in spots. Other times he could
have been better. Mary Philbin and Gareth
Hughes had very small parts and were only fair.

Now again we congratulate Mr. Beaudine on his

fine, even and super direction. This is undoubt-
edly one of the best pictures of the coming year.
There is more real entertainment in this than a
dozen other program pictures.

“SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR,” STARRING WALTER HIERS; DIRECTED BY JOSEPH HENNE-
BURY; STORY BY FRANK CONDON; ADAPTED BY GRANT CARPENTER; PHOTOGRAPHED
BY FLAXEN DEAN; PRE-VIEWED AT THE ROOSEVELT THEATRE

BY CLOSE-UP JUNIOR

Walter Hiers is the overly fed, discontented and
generally picked-on soda clerk in a small town of

one village queen and stereotyped crooks. In this

comedy part he tries very hard to be funny and
he might have been had the gags come from
professional fun men. Walter is very funny,
however, when he breaks away from written or-
ders and really acts. Jacqueline Logan, one of the
best leading ladies in the business at present, acts
like an old trouper through silly situations, and
a role which was far too small for such a clever
actress. Riccardo Cortez, discovered by Jesse
Lasky as a good sheik to file away for future
reference, stands out remarkably well as a vil-

lain, who—according to the villains’ union—smokes

long cigars, laughs sneeringly at the hero, takes
the heroine riding in his racer-like car, and gen-
erally messes things up for a couple of reels.
Aside from this, Mr. Cortez will undoubtedly be
one of the leading figures in the picture industry
soon, as he has great ability, and of course there
is a certain amount of feminine appeal. That
alone is enough box office attraction. Another
member of the cast is Vervyn LeRoy, a young
chap who is making wonderful progress in the
films as an actor of the modern school. There is

something about- him that appeals to both young
and old. He has a style—something new for act-
ors. He is well worth watching. Others in the
cast are: Charles Ogle, Robert Dudley, Clarence
Burton, Guy Oliver and Cullen Tate.

A Popular I. Miller Shoe
The “SCANDAL”

—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville— Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
WVENTM ^JKTOUV*

B.H.OTA8 CO.
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HE KEEPS YOU
LAUGHING

From the director to his associ-

ates in the motion picture profes-

sion, Bert Roach, the Universal

film comedian, has the knack of

keeping all in continuous good
humor. His is a happy disposition,

in which gloom cannot find ingress.

If the day is dull otherwise, B,ert

delves into his little bag of tricks,

and Presto! radiance has the in-

ning. William Watson, his director,

is responsible for the assertion that

a grimace on his star’s face is worth

fully fifty doses of health-building

tonic ! This is only one of the

many tributes uttered by his asso-

ciates. Bert has had a worthy and
long career as a film comedian; in

fact, he is regarded as one of the

pioneers of the laugh-makers. One
has only to study these photographs

to understand why he is the undis-

puted fun purveyor on the Universal

lot. Millions throughout the world

regard this grief-eraser as a boon
to mankind.

BERT ROACH
STARRING IN UNIVERSAL COMEDIES
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“STARTING THE FIREWORKS
At the urgent request of the San Francisco Cen-

ter Club, an organization of 2400 professional and
club women, Mrs. Wallace Reid will leave here
Thursday night for San Francisco to launch her
national crusade against “dope” in the Bay City.

A number of Los Angeles dramatic critics and
other prominent in the industry will go with her
to attend the world premiere of “Human Wreck-
age,” Mrs. Reid’s anti-narcotic film, which will be
shown at the Century Theatre in San Francisco
Saturday night.

A committee of club women and Acting Mayor
Ralph McLaren will meet Mrs. Reid at the train

on Friday morning. They will escort her to the

city hall, where a conference will be held in regard

to the local campaign to be launched.

The opening gun in the crusade will be fired

Friday afternoon, when the Center Club is giving

a big tea in Mrs. Reid’s honor, at which she has

been asked to speak. City and government offi-

cials and men and women prominent in the af-

fairs of the city will be present to meet the guest

of honor.

Mrs. Reid will make a brief talk at the Century
Theatre Saturday night at the opening of her pic-

ture and on Tuesday she will speak again before
the Business . and Professional Women’s Club,

which has arranged a special luncheon in her
honor.

The attendance of local dramatic critics at the

premiere of “Human Wreckage” has been ar-

ranged in view of the unusual interest both locally

and nationally in this unusual film. The picture

is booked to be shown in Los Angeles in three

weeks.

This Is Vital Information

The Action of Opiates on Normal People: It is

well known that small quantities of morphine
will kill pain and have a tendency to produce
sleep and drowsiness, but the sleep produced is

lighter than normal sleep. The reasoning facul-

ties become more or less depressed and self-con-

trol and judgment are lessened. The sense of the

logical sequence of things is lost and the realiza-

tion of the passage of time or the extent of space

is somewhat impaired. The attention wanders

and cannot be kept fixed on a subject for any
length of time. The imagination is not so de-

pressed as the reasoning faculties—an effect which
often makes the patient feel that his intellectual

powers have been stimulated.
Larger doses of morphine produce a dreamless

sleep, from which, however, the patient can be
easily aroused, but only for a short time. As the
dose increases, the sleep becomes a torpor from
which it is very difficult to arouse the patient;
eventually all efforts to arouse him fail, and coma
—that is, profound insensibility—follows. In this

state the respiration is very slow, the pulse irreg-

ular, full, and of moderate speed. The pupils be-
come contracted to small points, the mouth is dry,

the face becomes purple and congested, the skin
feels warm, but the temperature is often low,
and the breathing becomes slower. Just before
death the pupils open and the ehart continues to

bea tfreely for a short time after breathing
ceases.
Heroin is said to have about the same effects

on normal people as morphine, but it is a more
powerful and poisonous drug and its effects on
the nervous system are more pronounced, espe-
cially when taken in equivalent doses. It fre-

quently incitse the user to commit crime.
The Action of Cocaine on Normal People: Co-

caine has a more stimultaing effect on normal

people than morphine and in small quantities usu-

ally produces excitement. Laboratory experiments
have established the fact that cocaine undoubtedly
relieves fatigue and stimulates mental work, but

larger amounts depress the higher centers of con-

sciousness. The natives of Peru and Bolivia have
chewed coca leaves for hundreds of years to in-

crease the endurance of fatigue in mountain
climbing and in carrying heavy burdens. They are

said to chew from two to three ounces of coca

leaves daily, but this quantity of leaves contains
only two or three grains of cocaine. Further in-

vestigation may show that the cocaine found in
the leaves is different from that usually found on
the market.

It is well known that the use of this drug has
profound effects on those who are unaccustomed
to its use and that it is a more dangerous drug to
use than morphine. Cushny, a well-known medi-
cal authority, says that cocaine produces restless-

ness, talkativeness, excitement, and confusion.
The pulse becomes faster, the temperature gen-
erally rises, and the breathing is quick and deep.
The blood pressure at first rises, but later it falls

considerably. The pupils are usually dilated and
headache and dryness of the throat often fol-

low. In some cases convulsion may seize the
patient and rapid breathing set in. In other
cases fainting and collapse occur; the skin be-
comes cold; the heart may be depressed; and the
breathing may become slow and weak. Death
results from a paralysis of the breathing center.
Cocaine has been found to poison all living

matter with which it comes in contact for this

action it is called a general protoplasmic poison.
The germ cells are completely paralyzed in a

dilute solution of the drug; the white blood cells

lose their power to move about; and in fact all

cell life is more or less impaired and destroyed
by it.
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EDWARD LAEMMLEREGARDING JACK ADOLFI

(Written while enroute to New
York by the “Sub.”)

I ran into Jack Adolfi at the Am-
bassador the other evening, looking as

dapper as ever, or dappier, if you
know what I mean. Jack promised

himself three months’ vacation—and

took six [some people have all the

luck], I was promised a month, only

to be informed by the editor, my
month’s vacation was a trip to New
York, and me with fishing tackle at

home, and everything. Well, anyway,

Jack and Florence (you remember
Florence Crawford of those good old

Western Pictures) saw Europe, and
“Georgins Carpentier,” and inciden-

tally had one of those quiet little Pari-

sian dejeuners, to reminisce over

the Carpentier Picture— made some
time ago, which Jack directed in such

a capable manner. Jack says “he

brings back along with a rested

mind, some unique ideas,” but when
I made an attempt to obtain a little

information regarding them, “Wait,”

says he, “for my next picture.” Jn
the meantime several big companies
are trying to get his signature on the

dotted lines. As I said before, some
people have all the luck.

“GOLD DIGGERS” STARTS

“The Gold Diggers” was launched
into production last week at the

Warner Bros, studio, under the direc-

tion of Harry Beaumont, who made
“Main Street.”

“The Gold Diggers” is the picture

in which David Belasco makes his

affiliation with the motion picture in-

dustry. He will confer with Mr. Beau-
mont on production details following

his arrival here from New York.

An exceptional cast has been select-

ed for this picture, headed by Hope
Hampton, Windham Standing and
Louise Fazenda, with the support of

Alec B. Francis, Gertrude Short, Anne
Cornwall, Johnny Harron, Edna Tich-
enor, Francis Ross, Margaret Seddon,
Jed Prouty, Areta Gilman, Peggy
Browne and Michael Dark.

A typical “follies” cast, including

some former Flo Fiezfeld’s beauties,

has been secured for the chorus

scenes.

NETTLETON’S
PERMANENT ADDRESS

When Charles R. McWilliams, the

“head and shoulders” of the NET-
TLETON SHOE Company (as far

as the West is concerned), arrived

here a couple of weeks ago, those in

the know were shortly convinced that

this popular man would start some-
thing! He did. The result is that

hereafter all the concentrated energy

of the Nettleton sales force will be

caged in the permanent home of the

Nettleton Shoes—432 WEST SIXTH
STREET. This change makes for

better harmony, and saves a great

deal of useless expenditure. The
trend of all the large business houses

seems to be moving westwards, hence
it isn’t surprising that Mr. McWil-
liams (who is a big business man),
should follow suit with shoes. As
everyone knows, NETTLETON
Shoes stands apart as a distinctive

footwear for gentlemen with discrim-

inating taste, and it is only fair tc>

presume that Mr. McWilliams (who
numbers his clientele from the most
select circles in Los Angeles, and who
also can honestly lay claim to many
friendships through his dealing with

them in the past), wishes to meet his

old friends, in one place, where here-

tofore he has missed many of them on
account of their patronage in the old

store (GIVEN LIP) on Fifth street,

inasmuch as his permanent office while

in the West is located in the SIXTH
STREET STORE. It might be ap-

propriate at this point to mention that

Mr. McWilliams is the proud father-

in-law of that genial rotund star

comedian—WALTER HIERS! be-

yond this screen fact, “MAC,” as he

is affectionately known to hundreds,
has a very warm spot in his heart for

screen luminaries, the majority ot

whom he knows by their Christian

names. This gentlemanly proprietor

of the Nettleton Boot Shop is at pres-

ent vacationing in our midst (he is a

great lover of California) unfortunate-
ly he will shortly have to return to

Syracuse, New York, where he holds a

great executive post with this world-
wide renowned shoe concern. At this

writing Mr. McWilliams will be

pleased to have THE BOYS DROP
IN FOR A CHAT-FEST.

Thirty-four years ago this noted di-

rector of Universal, opened his eyes
and looked the world in the face. Later
he entered the Armour School of

Technology. Still later, he became a

machinist, and then started on clerical

work.

While at Universal as a di-

rector and author, he has directed

“The Cowboy Editor,” “The Pulpit

Punch,” “The Outlaw,” “The Rim of

the Desert,” “The Coward of Covelo,”
“The Range Riders,” “Under Blazing
Skies,” and “In the Days of Buffalo
Bill,” the latter being the greatest his-

torical picture ever produced by Uni-
versal. A worthy companion to th :

s

was the super-serial, “The Oregon
Trail.”

Recently for a wedding present he
was assigned to direct “Two Bells for

Pegasus,” one of Gerald Beaumont’s
sport story successes. This will be
presented as a feature play, and af-

fords Laemmle an opportunity to use
some of his unlimited ability in secur-

ing some very original touches in the

cinema art.

Mr. Laemmle was recently married
to Miss Peppi Heller, a society debu-
tante of Chicago, after a courtship of

a few months. They will reside in

Hollywood, where Mrs. Laemmle has
been entertaining some former deni-

zens of the Windy City.

HER SOOTH FILM ROLE

An unusually interesting record is

being set by Rosemary Theby, peer

of character leading women in film-

land, in her present work supporting

Jackie Coogan in “Long Live the

King.” Her role of the' Countess Olga
Loschek, titled adventuress and lady-

in-waiting to the Archduchess An-
nunciata, is the 500th characterization

she will give to the silver sheet. Here

is an enviable record, fo^r it betokens

not only the fact that Miss Theby is

one of the youthful veterans of the

screen, but—what is far more import-

ant—it proves her versatility and act-

ing talents.

Turn about is fair play—if the other

party stays long enough.

This is another by Claude McEl-
hany.



YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

Walter McGrail, popular screen

“heavy” and leading man, has been

chosen by Edwin Carewe to play the

part of “Morgan Pell” in the screen

version of “The Bad Man,” which

Carewe is to produce and direct for

First National. Production started

June 15.

Holbrook Blinn, who has starred

for more than three years in the orig-

inal stage production of “The Bad
Man,” is to have the same role in

the picturization. Other parts have so

far been assigned to Enid Bennett

and to Jack Mulhall.

* * *

James Woods Morrison has been

cast for the leading juvenile role in

“The Unknown Purple,” an adaptation

of a New York stage success, which

went into production under the direc-

tion of Roland West recently.

* * *

King Baggott, Universal director

extraordinary, is finishing “Wanted,

a Home,” starring Baby Peggy. It is

the child “phenom’s” initial multiple

reel feature and the megaphone “king”

proclaims it a classic.

* * *

Oscar Apfel has started production

on Rita Weiman’s story, “To Whom
It May Concern,” in which Viola Dana
is enacting the stellar role. The pic-

ture is a Metro production and will

be released this fall.

* * *

Eulailie Jensen is finishing work in

“The Magic Skin,” a George D.

Baker production. The talented and

versatile featured player will immedi-

ately begin work in another big fea-

ture upon completion of her part in

the Baker film.

* * *

A1 St. John has finished “Clues,” his

original story, and will begin work on

another comedy release next week.

The Fox stellar comedian is now writ-

ing the script for his forthcoming pro-

duction—a mel-o-comic.

* * *

Jack Holt is making “A Gentleman

of Leisure.” We know a lot of actors

who should be in this picture.

AL MARTIN A MAN OF MANY FACES

Again we find “our pal Al” back of

the camera.

. After a varied career in vaudeville,

five years with old Essanay, directing

Leo and Blanche White, six fun films

with Alt and Howell, and a series of

Leo White comedies, Al is in harness,

and holding the ’script . back of the

tripod once more.

Now we find him assisting “Chuck”
Reisner, who is starring and direct-

ing in a series of comedies for Uni-

versal. The first has just been com-
pleted and titled “Jollywood.” They
have started on the second, which is

yet untitled.

Elinor Fair is playing opposite

James Kirkwood in Metro’s produc-

tion of “The Eagle’s Feather,” being

directed by “Ted” Sloman.

William Humphre, equally known

as a director and screen artist, has

come to the conclusion, as modestly

as possible, that he must bear resem-

blance to a large number of great men.
For years he was the stage’s most pop-

ular Napoleon Bonaparte. He has

portrayed scores of noted historical

characters including Ulysses S. Grant,

Gov. Dunwoodie of Virginia, Julius

Caesar, Marc Anthony, Stephen A.

Douglas, Richelieu, Louis XIII, Daniel

Webster and Marat.

Reeves "Breezy” Eason, who re-

cently concluded his contract with

Thos. H. Ince, is directing a special

production to be released through the

independent state right market in the

early fall.

WE CLOSE OUR
209 W. FIFTH ST.

SHOP JUNE 30TH

SHOE SALE
NOW IN

PROGRESS
at that address

it

Permanent Home

432 West 6th Street
Opposite Pershing Square
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

CALIFORNIA — “Westbound
Limited” is a thrilling railroad story

produced by Emory Johnson, who
selected a fine cast of genuine actors

including Ralph Lewis, Johnny Har-
ron, Ella Hall, Claire McDowell and
Taylor Graves. Mr. Lewis is the

star and holds this spot rightfully

throughout the film. The others did

fine work. After viewing this pic-

ture we feel that Mr. Johnson should
be placed in the ranks of “the best

directors.” He has given the public

a good, interesting program feature.

Let us see more of his work.

MISSION—It is still “Down to the

Sea in Ships” here. There are

"oceans ’ of thrills for those who
haven’t seen this yet. Raymond
McKee and Marguerite Courtot play

the leading roles. Oh yes, there’s

a whale in this who should have
screen credit, too.

ORPHEUM—Fannie Brice alone is

enough to keep Mr. Perry busy, but
still he has all the fans of Blossom
Seeley to take care of. It has al-

most been too much for him. This
is probably the greatest bill ever

presented here. Just try and get a

seat! A hint to the wise— And
the rest of the bill is a corker. Espe-
cially G e o r ge Olsen’s gang of

melody makers. They’ve got real

pep!

KINEMA—Lon Chaney again as a

Chinaman! In “The Shock” we
find this master of make-up doing
the almond-eyed stuff again. And
he is probably the only screen actor

who can truly portray characters of

the yellow race to perfection. Vir-

ginia Valli as the leading lady is

very good. We expect to see her

starring soon. “The Shock” is a

good picture even if the title is a bit

strange. If you like Chinese atmos-
phere and the dim-light stuff be sure

and see this.

MAJESTIC—"The Bad Man” is go-

ing very good, and Holbrook Blinn

is increasing his number of fans

with every performance. And dur-

ing the day he is putting on screen

make-up for Edwin Carew, who is

directing the famous stage success

for First National release. It will

very very unusual to see him on the

stage and then to wait for the story

to appear on the screen.

LOEW’S STATE—“Is your wedding
ring brass?” That question is being

answered by the Warner Bros, pro-

duction of “Brass,” taken from the

widely known novel of Charles G.

Norris. The story is rather thread-

bare, but still there are situations

that are unusual, and Sidney Frank-
lin directed the picture skillfully.

Those in the cast worth mentioning

are Marie Prevost, Monte Blue,

Frank Keenan, Helen Ferguson,

Miss du Pont, Irene Rich, Pat

O’Malley, Harry Myers, Cyril Chad-
wick and Vera Lewis.

MOROSCO — It is still “Fair and
Warmer.” We’ve told you before

that this was worth seeing, and it’s

near the end of their limited en-

gagement, so you’d better hurry.

The “sold out” sign is being used at

every performance.

MILLER’S — Plarold Lloyd is still

“Safety Last”-ing and giving us the

FIRST REAL THRILL in a full

length comedy of clever gags. Mil-

dred Davis (Mrs. Lloyd) and
Mickey Daniels flash through for

their well-deserved honors of men-
tion. By all means see this.

METROPOLITAN — Another mys-
tery by Bayard Veiller entitled “The
Woman With Four Faces.” Herbert
Brennon directed a flock of the

Lasky players through a series of

staged thrills and trick sub-titles.

Betty Compson is featured among
such players as Richard Dix, George
Fawcett, Theodore von Eltz, Joseph
Kilgour and Guy Oliver. The title

is very clever, but it is not nearly

as good as Veiller’s other successes,

“Within the Law” and “The 13th

Chair.” However, it was good en-

tertainment and typical of the Lasky
system of turning out screen stories.

HILLSTREET—The photoplay this

week is none other than “A Friendly

Husband,” with the famous English
comedian, Lupino Lane. This is

really a clever comedy and there are

some very good gags placed on a

WHAT IS IT?
It is something that will be of vital interest to everyone
connected with the acting angle of motion pictures or the
speaking stage.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE I WILL EXPLAIN WHY

Will Become a Dressing Room “Slogan” Within a Short Time
Watch Inside Cover of Next Issue for the Message

It Originated in Hollywood
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....
systematic basis throughout the

story, which is a much-used idea.

However, we are glad that it is as

good as it is, for this reason: Mr.

Lane is a fine comedian and should

have better stuff to work with. The

vaudeville is also good this week.

The “every week'’ patrons are en-

joying the installments of “The

Eagle's Talons.”

EGYPTIAN—Looks as though “The

Covered Wagon” will continue to

travel in Hollywood until September

some time. All those who care for

pictures at all will enjoy this film

epic, so the press agent says, and

it’s true..

GRAUMAN’S — Jack Holt travels

through some fast action in “The

Tiger’s Claw.’' He battles a terri-

ble" tiger, does a Tom Mix on

horseback, fights like William Far-

num in “The Spoilers, swims like

the whale in “Down to the Sea in

Ships” and then arrives in time for

a close-up with Eva Novak as the

dashing, smashing, clashing hero.

Aileen Pringle also wanders through

a few feet of good film.

RIALTO — After “Enemies of

Women” we have “Divorce.” Ah,

a very good idea, a very good idea.

Chester Bennett produced the pic-

ture with Jane Novak and John

Bowers playing the leading roles.

Of course,- this idea has been done

before, but Mr. Bennett has entered

some new ideas which please. Di-

vorce is a wide subject to deal with,

and I believe that this picture covers

it in a very subtle manner. Prob-

ably if a little more money had been

spent on the production, it would

have helped get over some of the

ideas, but just the same it isn’t a bit

bad.

ALHAMBRA—Ah, we have a return

engagement of the fair Pola Negri

in her first American-made picture,

“Bella Donna,” a 'George Fitz-

maurice production, with Conway
Tearle, Lois Wilson and Conrad

Nagel in the cast. This, however,

will not come up to your expecta-

tions.

PANTAGES — “The Fourth Muske-

teer” with Johnny Walker. This is

a poor picture, but it’s not Walker’s

fault. He did his best, but was

greatly handicapped by lack of at-

mosphere, cheap sets and a great

number of other things. The vaude-

ville is a little better this week than

usual.

TALLY’S—Now we are being handed
a double bill. Well, this is surpris-

ing! Gladys Walton in “Crossed

Wires” and Roy Stewart in “Burn-

ing Words.” Both are rather sec-

ond-class pictures, but well acted,

but just the same it’s good to get

two pictures for the price of one.

Not a bad idea, really not a bad
idea. They are both interesting,

some bad spells in each, but still

not bad, really not bad.

EGAN’S—“The Danger Road,” which

was “Morphine.” Doesn’t really

make much difference, either one is

bad to travel upon. Anyway, the

changing of the title did not change

the cast, nor the good moral “in-

jected” into the patrons. Oscar

Apfel wrote the play. Grace Car-

lyle and Betty Bryce are very good

in it.

CLUNE’S—Thomas Meighan is play-

ing a return engagement in “The

Ne’er-Do-Well.” This has been re-

viewed before. Good chance to see

a Rex Beach story done by a

modern director.

GARRICK— The box office is still

collecting the dimes for a varied

program of short subjects.

SYMPHONY — The projection ma-

chine is clicking off a second-class

feature and a flock of short reels.

PHILHARMONIC — The lights are

out for this week.

MASON — The above line goes for

this theatre, too.

PALAIS ROYAL — A second-floor

dance palace with Norman Marsh’s

orchestra accompanying the fast,

flying feet. There is a kitchen and

a few waiters who assist in getting

the desired food before you. Man-

ager Dave Wolf is offering dancing

cups and balloon dances as an added

attraction.

WINTER GARDEN—Bert Fiske and

Harry Vernon are the headliners!

Lead on, boys, we’re glad that you

have plenty of pep for us. Vic Wolf

is here, too, as well as Lottie Ver-

mont. Anyway, this is a nice place

downtown to have dinner and dance

to Bert’s tuneful tunes and hear
Harry sing some original songs.

CINDERELLA ROOF—A place for

wandering stenographers and office

boys who crave the light fantastic

as means of pleasure. Rather amus-
ing to those who know better.

MARCELL’S—A cook and kitchen de

luxe! That is enough for those who
demand the very best in the line of

“vitals.” The music for dancing is

splendid.

COCOANUT GROVE—Abe Lyman,
now known as “Abie Dear” (with

apologies to “Peggy Dear”) and his

boys of harmony continue to amuse
large crowds nightly. You should

be one of “those present.” This is

one place that everyone can be seen

enjoying the reasonable checks.

THE SHIP CAFE— George Collins

now has this water resort, world

famous for its good times, and is

greeting his many friends who re-

member him at McKee’s. It seems

that the lure of pleasing pleasure-

seeking people got George back on

the list again. And we’re very glad

that he weakened, too, for now we

know that we’re in for a lot of good

times. The orchestra is a knockout.

Don’t miss this.

GYPSYLAND — So this is Holly-

wood.’s latest hangout! And really,

folks, it’s a real nice place to dine

and dance. Sort of homey like—the

interior, I mean. There was a grand

opening on Saturday evening, June

16th, which proved a great success.

The tariff is very reasonable.

PLANTATION — Still having the

grand old times out here. The

crowds have been massive. Dave

Wolf is all smiles. Harry Casey

and his orchestra are proving to be

a huge success. The Sunday night

dancing contests are the best bet of

the season. More real fun can, be

had out here than any other place.

JAHNKE’S TAVERN — A nice

down-town parking place for the

girl, and you. Rates aren’t bad.

Music might be better. Food is o. k.

Service could be pepped up a little.

The crowds are good, but not over-

flowing.

ROYALE COUNTRY CLUB — The

younger set seem to be making this
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
their headquarters for the summer
months. It is very amusing to see

these blase girls and boys hobnob-

bing with the typical “rounders.”

Fox and Baker have grown a bit

better since our last notice, but

there’s lots of room for improve-

ment in the musical line. Let’s have

it!

WYNKEN BLYNKEN CLUB
CAFE—Fred C. Conrath has been

greeting all the “little rounders” and

“rounderlettes” at this den of tune-

ful tunes and good eats. Fred Stross,

from Chicago, is playing the piano

and leading an orchestra of hot and

happy boys, such as: B. B. Brown,

fiddler de luxe; Frank Shaw, a

banjo baby; Joe Barret, saxophone,

fish-horn and clarinet expert; E.

Bordwell, snappy drummer and bird

seed singer. Some of the original

numbers they are introducing are:

“That’s That,” by Earl Kirkpatrick

and Fred Stross; “I’m Not Smart,”

by Fred Stross; and “I’ve Got the

Lost My Sweet, Sweet Daddy
Blues,” by E. Bordwell and Fred

Stross. You shouldn’t miss hitting

this high-powered spot.

MONTMARTRE—This still remains

the Hollywood habit of the elite, and

those who like to eat in their make-
up. The Coffee Shop downstairs

under the leadership of Mr. Bell.

Those who haven't been to either of

these famous halls of handsome
chow should wait no longer.

CALIFORNIA CAFE — Gus Haritos

is bouncing the cash register to the

tunes of his clever canaries, which
sing the soup song daily to many
pleased patrons. The Commodore
Cafe on Seventh street has a great

number of daily customers, due to

Gus’ good service.

MARY LOUISE—The center of Mali

Jongg battles and tea talks. Quite

the place to discuss the other lady’s

hat or gown. A very nice scandal

palace for the society hounds and
wives of the “traveling set.”

TAIT’S COFFEE SHOP — Now a

daily habit among the wise men and
women down town. Quite the place

to dash in after the party in the wee
hours of the morning and have the

“just a bite before going to bed.”

And then there’s nothing over fifty

cents!

HAZEL EYES

(Dedicated to Madame X.)
Only a pair of hazel eyes,

And head as bare as an aged sire,

On his mother’s breast; this tender

prize.

Cooes as sweet as an angel’s choir.

His velvet flesh in tinted hues,

Is bathed in tears and sweet caress,

An autocrat who does abuse,

His willing slaves with great suc-

cess.

His wrinkled legs and doll-like feet,

IVould charm a pessimistic eye

To break all rules and shyly greet

Our King with kiss and fruitless

sigh.

No royal pomp can boast the love

W e shower on our Majesty;
No honeyed words could tell you of

The hearts he fills with ecstacy.

His roving eyes survey the scene

Of power he so lightly sways;

No rival will he brook between

The object of his wand'ring gaze.

Ah! Child, those eyes of tender hue

Can turn to tears as well as mirth,

The hearts of two ivho so love you

Beyond their hopes of conscious

worth.

SUNSET INN—Every night is a big

night down here. Seems to be go-

ing better than ever before. Wed-
nesday night is Movie Night and

this is looked forward to every week
by those who like to see filmdom’s

greatest at play. The College Nights

are very popular, too. Max Fisher

and his boys of jazz are handing us

a nice lot of real dance music.

BROWN’S CHOCOLATE SHOPS
—These are the most popular places

after the theatre for the iced dain-

ties and frozen fruits. They come
in very handy, too, when running

around in the hot sun during the

day.

TRAVAGLINI’S ROMA ROTIS-
SERIE—The only place to secure

finely cooked stuff to travel home
with to wifey who is too tired and

hot to prepare dinner at home.

HOLLYWOOD S T A D I U M —Of
course you’re one of the boys. You
can’t be though if you don’t attend

these Friday night leather-pushing

arguments of the squared circle.

OSCAR VERSATILITY APFEL
IS COMPLETE NAME OF

VIOLA DANA’S DIRECTOR

If there is anything in the way of

stage or motion picture work that Os-

car Apfel hasn't done or doesn’t know
about he would like to be told for he

is eager to make his education com-
plete in those lines. Mr. Apfel is now
directing Viola Dana in the Metro

screen version of Rita Weiman’s mys-
tery story, “The Girl Who Dared.”

Cleveland takes most of the credit

for Mr. Apfel’s success as an actor,

director and author. On leaving

school a brief experience as a banker

convinced him that he ought to go on

the stage and he obeyed the impulse.

Following a term in stock there he

went to New York.

A year later he was directing stage

productions. He has had charge of

stock companies in Cleveland, Colum-
bus, Detroit, Chicago, Buffalo, Roch-
ester and Minneapolis. He developed

an interest in motion pictures twelve

years ago and for a year and a half

helped Thomas A. Edison develop

talking pictures. Since that time he

has directed for the Reliance and Ma-
jestic studios, Famous Players-Lasky,

Pathe, Fox, Paralta, World and Hol-

landia studios.

He resumed his labors about a year

ago following a year’s rest made
necessary by overwork. Mr. Apfel re-

turned recently from Holland where
he directed "Bulldog Drummond.” He
has written numerous scenarios,

among them being “Fighting Blood"
for Dustin Farnum. His first stage

play now being produced at a Los
Angeles theater is called “Morphine."
Among the pictures which Mr. Ap-

fel has directed are “The Squaw
Man,” “Brewster’s Millions,” “The
Only Son” and “The Man On the

Box," with Dustin Farnum; “The
Turn of a Cord,” with J. Warren Ker-
rigan.

You’re missing something worth
while. Please page Roy Marshall.

CUT!—Well, this hasn’t been a bad
week. Added a few new houses of

fun to the list, and actually paid

plenty of dinner checks. Weather
isn’t a bit bad, the' girls have been

good—almost too good, in fact! One
girl said she wanted to get in the

movies the worst way, and I tried

to show her, but got my face slap-

ped. Cut!
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
AUBREY IN FULL SWING;

WARD HAYES DIRECTING

Jimmy Aubrey is right in the mid-

dle of his first picture that he is mak-

ing under the supervision of Leon

Lee, who has signed to produce a se-

ries of twelve two-reel comedies

which have been contracted for by the

Chadwick releasing corporation.

The company is working at Uni-

versal City, where they have erected
some costly interior sets for the

"Russian” story, with its American
variations, as “Joimes” is a U. S. A.
agent that drops into the troublous
country of the Bolsheviks, falls in

love with a charming girl (played by
Miss Ruth Hill), gets into all sorts

of trouble, and makes his getaway
with his prize, and all ends well.

Mr. Aubrey is being given every
care and attention, so that he can
‘get his stuff” over before the camera,
and those who are helping him are:

Fred De Silva, the “VILLAINIEST
VILLAIN” in comedies, and those
Metzetti and Yakanelli Boys, who are
noted for daredevil stunts, and who
are usually put into the pictures

whenever there is something that no
one else dares to do.

WORD FROM “AL”

A1 Christie cables from Venice,
Italy, where he is presumably looking
over boats and gondolas, judging from
his interest in yachting at home. He
has recently joined the California

\ acht Club, and is studying the best

types of cruisers in home and foreign

waters. Mr. Christie will return to his

studio about the 1st of July and in

the meantime his directors are work-
ing on pictures which were planned for

fall release.

Mr. Christie reported from London
last week that Betty Compson has

created an enormous popular follow-

ing in the British Isles and her forth-

coming pictures to be made over there

are an important topic of conversation

in film trade circles in London.

It is not often that a beauty contest

winner is suited to motion pictures,

but the exception which proves the

rule is found in the fact that Mary
Philbin, selected in a Chicago beauty

contest, has made good on the screen.

She is to play one of the leading parts

in Borzage’s new production.

ENDANGERS MOVIE FOLK

Making desert episodes for a picture

is not an easy task. Evidence of this

fact was established this week in the

case of Principal Pictures Corpora-

tion's company making Harold Bell

Wright’s story “When a Man’s a Man”
in the desert territory of Arizona.

The company, which includes many
well known screen artists, left Pres-

cott, their headquarters while away
from the studio, and drove some
twenty miles into the desert. Here
tents were pitched and sets erected

for “shooting.”

During the evening of the second

day, a strong wind arose which in-

creased as night fell. The natives of

Arizona warned the film people to re-

turn to Prescott, but early morning
filming was on the schedule and after

a hasty consultation writh the members
of the company, Director Edward F.

Cline decided to remain over night.

A few hours later a huge sand moun-
tain was seen forming in the distance

and as it moved toward the movie

camp, it enlarged itself into mountain

size. A property boy, realizing the

danger, warned the sleeping film folk

who rushed away to safer quarters.

The mountain of sand demolished the

sets and ripped the canvass from the

tents as a clown dog would do with

a hoop in a circus ring.

Natives of the desert state these

sand mountains form quickly and

move with the wind, tearing up shrubs

and all obstacles in their path. They
subside almost as fast as they form, it

is said.

The company returned to Prescott

and hereafter will rise early each morn-

ing and drive to location, returning at

night fall to safety in Prescott. Among
those whose lives were endangered

were Marguerite de la Motte, John

Bowers, Robert Frazer, June Mar-

lowe and a host of others equally

popular in filmdom.

Bobby Vernon has taken a cottage

at the beach while his “boss,” A1 E.

Christie, is in Europe, and as soon

as the company is ready to shoot hts

next picture he will move back to

Hollywood. There is a great deal of

gossip making the rounds that Mr.

Christie is looking Europe over for

the express purpose of taking Bobby

Vernon over next year and make some

Comedies there.
GEP'rlPTTr*F °T 1c'VENS

Comedy Ingenue
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
THE ETERNAL, COMBAT WORDS IN TRANSIT

By Elsie Eva Steele

On the wings of a bird, I sent my
spirit

;

With increasing joy, as it flew high

o’er head.

My body stood on a rock, by the

river;

Sweet perfume wafted from flowers

in bed.

The endless tumult emotion hast set

Fades in the distance, tho brought

to arrest.

As if reluctant to pass on, away,
and leave

In wake, peace, to surge in my
breast.

Then did I think the fight was won!
For slowly, peace, envelopes entire;

Soothing out passion for earthly

things.

Cravings, emotions, kindled afire.

Upon the stillness of the night

Came a voice, ’round the river’s

bend

;

Notes surpassing the nightingale

;

To caress the senses,—intend.

Soon by my side stood the singer,

A youth, with eyes which told

Of things one can not find word for,

Nor weigh, as of silver, or gold.

Long I stood! Would I relinquish

The fight won ? ’Twas all in vain!

Just when I found myself in the

spirit.

Must it descend to the earth to be

slain ?

Looking up—is the bird in flight!

Then love draws near, yields com-
pletely;

Spirit,—succumbs to passion’s plight.

A director recently refused to cast

Myrtle Stedman as a mother in his

picture “because,” said he, “you're too

young to have a boy seventeen.” She

promptly sent for her son Lincoln,

who is a juvenile comedian in pictures,

and thereby demonstrated that such a

mother need not be wrinkled and gray,

but a modern, healthy hard-working

.

YOUNG woman. She is, for she plays

a comely matron in Frank Borzage’s

new picture for Arthur H. Jacobs.

* # *

Hank Mann deserted the comedy
field to become an actor who could be

depended upon to lift up a dramatic

situation or sequence from the serious-

ness to a laugh-provoking moment,
and the way some of the leading di-

rectors have taken to the idea makes
it appear that “Hank” didn’t make a

mistake when he took up this work.

By “Sub”
The porter just brought me some

fruit, and wanted to know “if I could

pare a pear with a pair of scissors.”

While I was still taking the count on

that, some literateur across the aisle

said “he was confident that his con-

fidant would counsel the council to

dispatch the currier as their courier to

ascertain if dependence was to be

placed on their dependents, and to de-

vise some device to elicit information

as to their illicit proceedings!”
* *

John Arnold has much to be proud

of. First of all a little mother-in-law

who is 100 per cent. Then Maudee,

who is just like mother. A short while

ago Rosa Ponsella chose her from
among dozens of others as possessing

an unusually attractive voice. Then
Pal, who is a dead ringer for Strong-

heart, is to be entered in the dog
show; in all probability he will come
away with a blue ribbon (he could

have a whole bolt from me). Then
John helps to make cute little Viola

Dana cuter. I believe he is the only

cameraman she has ever had, which
speaks for itself, inasmuch as we know
the high standard of photography de-

manded by Metro.
* * *

Dorothy Vernon has been working
in “Baby Peggy’s” initial feature pro-

duction at Universal City, doing one
of her well-known characters. This
charming actress is the “Mother of

Bobby Vernon,” the Christie star,

and isn’t depending upon reflected

glory to make her mark.
* * * *

Walter Wilkinson was pictured in

some western pictures the other day, 1

got a glance at them and must say

that he looks enough like William
Farnum as I have seen the latter in

such a makeup to be “Bill” himself,

if only in a still picture.

EDIVIN CLAPP SHOES

Harris

&
Frank
ARE

Headquarters
FOR

Palm Beach
ANT)

Tropical

Suits

Flannel Trousers
AND

Outing Togs

Moderate Prices

Picturesque Arizona will be the

locale for the next Hoot Gibson pic-

ture, “The Ramblin’ Kid,” adaption of

a magazine story, to be directed by

Edward Sedgwick. The company will

leave shortly for Phoenix, thence into

the hills.

<nnc<&

1^ youcan dance
and dine in
Hollywood

Coffee Shop
and

Delicatessen

OPEN DAY AND NITE
MAIN FLOOR
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“THE BRASS BOTTLE” TO
BE SHOW NEXT MONTH

M. C. Levee’s “The Brass Bottle,”

produced by Maurice Tourneur, will

be shown publicly throughout the

country, starting the middle of July.

James Marcus, who is appearing as

Mons. Binet in “Scaramouche,” was
one of the prominent members of the

cast of “The Man of the Hour,” the

stage play in which Douglas Fair-

banks first achieved stardom.

* * *

Lydia Yeamans Titus, one of the

members of the cast of “Scaramouche.”

did her first motion picture acting in

a one-reel comedy several years ago.

As she walked into the first scene a

barrel of water was poured upon her.

In the second scene a fire hose was
turned in her direction and in the third

she was thrown into a tank of water.

Those were the happy days!

* * *

ACTOR’S DAUGHTER
OBJECTS TO HER

FATHER’S ACTION

Billy and Mrs. Bevan took their 4-

year-old daughter to see her first pic-

ture. the same being a preview of

“Nip and Tuck.” the latest Mack Sen-

nett all-star comedy recently com-
pleted. During the performance, when
the audience were giving outward evi-

dence of their enjoyment at seeing

Bevan roughly handled by Harry
Gribbon, little Edith Bevan could be

heard above the laughter, pleading

with her mother to make the bad man
stop hitting her daddy. (An actuality

—

not a press agent yarn.)

HE’S A COLLEGE BOY!

The latest addition to the cast of

“The Bad Man,” which Edwin Carewe
is preparing to produce for First Na-
tional with Holbrook Blinn in the

titular role, is Jack Mulhall.

This popular juvenile player, who
was Constance Talmadge’s leading

man in “Duley,” just completed, and

had the leading male role in Norma
Talmadge’s “Within the Law,” will

play the leading juvenile part in Car-

ewe’s latest First National picture.

As “Gilbert Jones,” a young East-

erner, the apex of a strange domestic

triangle which the “Bad Man”
straightens out in a novel way, is a

part especially suited to this talented

young player. The role promises to

be the best of his whole career.

Mulhall has been a favorite of

screen patrons for many years. He
can truthfully say that he has grown

with the motion picture industry, hav-

ing played his first part in films back

in the one-reeler days. He was with

the old Biograph company for four

years as leading man, later he was

with Universal and more recently with

Metro.

Some of his most notable recent

pictures, aside from “Within the

Law” and “Duley,” were “Sirens of

the Sea,” “High Speed, “Wild Youth,"

“The Off-Shore Pirate,” and many
others.

Mulhall is a university man, having

been educated at Columbia. His stage

career included a two years’ engage-

ment with the West End Stock Com-
pany, New York, a tour of the Or-

pheum Circuit, and support to James

K. Hackett in “The Grain of Dust.”

Richard Barthelmess is f'lming “The

Fighting Blade.” This picture ought

to be easy to cut.

SHE WRITES CLEVER
VAUDEVILLE SKETCH

At leisure moments when not en-

gaged at her occupation of writing

scenarios such as “Daytime Wives,”

“The Meanest Men in the World” and

“Temptation,” Leonore J. Coffee has

found time to dash off a vaudeville

sketch entitled “She Who Laughs
Last.” It is now in rehearsal and is

scheduled for an early playing at the

Orpheum.

Nelson McDowell seems to have

come into great demand of late. He
no more than finished with Rex In-

gram than he was signed by Vita-

graph, and right now he has two con-

tracts that call for him to work in

two different pictures, one commenc-
ing in July and the other in Septem-

ber.

* * *

Fontaine La Rue was the first one

to place her name to the dotted line

for Jack Jaccard’s special production

that he will make in his own studio

on Lankershim boulevard. She is to

play a sort of she-devil—the kind of

a part that is made to order for her.

* * *

Eddie Dennis, that chap who made
the character of “Dippy” one of the

outtsanding parts in “McGuire of the

Mounted,” seems to have originated a

really funny personage to add to the

movie hall of fame.
* * *

“LONG LIVE THE KING”

Supporting Jackie Coogan in hil

present vehicle are Rosemary Theby,

Ruth Renick, Vera Lewis, Alan Hale,

Alan Forrest, Walt Whitman, Robert

Brower, Don Franklin, Monti Col-

lins, Sam Appel, Sidney D’Albrook.

Alan Sears, George Bax, William Ma-
chin, Ruth Handforth and Loretta Mc-
Dermott. Frank Good and Robert

Martin are the cinematographers.

HE IS BOUND FOR STARDOM

George Hackathorne having com-

pleted work on an important role m
“Human Wreckage,’’. the Thomas Ince

production, started last week in the

character of Yabapai Joe in the screen

adaptation of Harold Bell Wright’s

famous story, “When a Man’s a Man.”

This is Mr. Hackathorne’s second role

in a screen production of Mr. Wright's

work. He also appeared in “Shepherd

of the Hills.”

Wig- Rental Hepner Method Permanent

Wigs
to Order

Waving our Specialty

Toupees
Hepner

Toilette Preparations

Hair Phone 52220
Dressing 1001 West Seventh Street

Marcelling

Shampooing jtepner
lNCOI\POgATED

(Just west of Figueroa)

No Parking Restrictions

NEW YORK WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOS ANGELES
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On Strips of Celluloid

PERMANENTLY TITLED

Arthur H. Jacobs’ next Frank Bor-

zage-First National picture, produc-

tion of which has been underway for

the past three weeks, has been perma-

nently entitled “Against the Grain.”

This picture, which is a screen ver-

sion of Dixie Willson's tensely dra-

matic story of a boy’s love for his

mother, an unfortunate and indiscreet

woman of the world, promises to be a

most worthy successor to Borgaze’s

two most recent First National suc-

cesses, “Humoresque” and “Children

of Dust.”

In the emotional role of the mother,

around which the plot of this gripping

play is woven, Myrtle Stedman has a

part especially suited to her acknowl-

edged dramatic ability. William Col-

lier, Jr., plays the part of the son

while the role of the son’s girlish wife,

also a powerfully emotional part, is

in the hands of Mary Philbin, a young

actress who is fast coming to the fore.

Other screen celebrities who have

roles in this brilliant drama of life are

Josef Swickard, Frederick Truesdell,

Aggie Herron, J. Farrell McDona'd,

Baby Bruce Guerin, Frankie Lee and

Mary Jane Irving.

PICTURE MAKING
TOLD IN PICTURES

A precedent was set by officials of

the Metro west coast studios when
they sent Howard Strickling, director

of publicity at the Hollywood plant, to

the annual national Metro sales con-

vention in New York with a three-reel

film showing the exact progress of the

various pictures now under course of

production. The film contained secnes

from “Scaramouche,” “The Eagle’s

Feather,” “The Girl Who Dared,”

“Strangers of the Night,” “The Master

of Woman" and other pictures now
being made.

In addition it shows sidelights on

the various productions, the actual dif-

ficulties involved in making some
scenes, the handling of huge crowds

and other interesting features. Fol-

lowing the convention Mr. Strickling

will confer with Metro officials and re-

turn to Hollywood about July 1.

Although Edna Flugrath and Viola

Dana were a well known juvenile

dancing team on the stage in New
York, these famous sisters appear to-

gether on the screen for the first time.

INDEPENDENTS REACH O
PRODUCING PEAK

Independent producers have now
reached the highest peak of activity

since the formation of the Hollywood

film industry.

In accordance with the $7,000,000

producing program of the independ-

ents at the United Studios, which it is

expected will offer the “trusts” the

most formidable front since the in-

ception of the business, elevent promi-

nent independent producers are now
active at this plant.

In addition to the producing activi-

ties, the studio building and renovat-

ing program under the direction of

M. C. Levee, president, is now near-

ing completion with the erection of

new stages and executive buildings and

the laying out of new streets which

makes this the largest leasing studio

to producers on the west coast.

Among the prominent independents

now engaged at United are Joseph

Schenk, Maurice Tourneur, M. C.

Levee, Associated First National Pic-

tures, Norma and Constance Tal-

madge, Edwin Care we, Frank Lloyd

and Lynn Reynolds. _

Are You Interested
in beautiful GOWNS? You can pur-
chase in ray home at 2006 IVAR AVE.,
Hollywood, the changing wardrobe of 10
of the BEST DRESSED STARS on the
SCREEN! All articles of wearing ap-
parel at a GREAT SACRIFICE. Many of

these GOWNS were worn in only ONE
PICTURE.

Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 IVAR AVE. PHONE 437-028

(Cahuenga Ave. to Franklin, Then One
Block East and Two North)

THE BROWN PAINTED DWELLING
IS 2006

HELEN LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

PERT POINTS

MACK SENNETT
ROSTER AUGMENTING

The latest acquisitions to the com-
pany of comedy artists cavorting on
the big Sennett lot are Jack Cooper,

long and favorably known to millions

of picture fans, and Miss Sunshine

Hart, versatile comedy ingenue, both

of whom have been made members of

the Elmer Del Lord Company, now
on location at Balboa Beach, shooting

scenes for a new water novelty pic-

ture.

The story is an original by Mack
Sennett and is being photographed by

Blake Wagner, under Del Lord’s di-

rection. It gives promise of being one

of the most interestingly humorous
two-reelers made for some time by

the comedy king, boasting of many
new and absolutely original gags.

FROM THE MOUTH OF BABES

What did Buster Keaton’s baby say?

On the second anniversary of the

marriage of the camedian and Natalie

Talmadge, all present agreed that the

baby said something. But what?

It was the first word the baby ever

said, you see.

The Talmadge-Schenck-Keaton clan

had gathered in force for appropriate

ceremonies for the wedding anniver-

sary which, incidentally, was celebra-

ted on Baby Buster’s first birthday an-

niversary. Baby Buster, on June 2nd,

was just one year old..

During his birthday party the baby

said something.

Natalie self-sacrificingly said the

word was “papa”.

Buster heroically said it was "mama”.

Constance Talmadge said it was

“mapa”.

Norma Talmadge said she thought

it was “pama”.

Joseph Schenck said it sounded like

“camera”.

But Mrs. Talmadge, booed by all

present, said it was only “goo”,

Ruddy of cheek and bright of eye,

Irene Rich, accompanied by her

mother, who is more like a big sister

than a parent, returned from a short

vacation trip to San Francisco where

she attended the opening of “Brass,”

in which she plays one of the main

roles.
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Under tin
BY THE M A N

EXPLANATIONS
UNNECESSARY

(The letter speaks for itself.—Edi-

tor.) East Bound,
Dear Mr. Lorimer: June 12.

When I goes to buy my ticket from
Chicago to New York the man tells

me I should reserve on the TWEN-
TIETH CENTURY, bein’ it was the

first train out an’ the fastest. I had

just been gazin’ at my reflection, think-

in’ how nice I looked and everythin’

when he should come along with a

remark like that and take all the con-

ceit right out o’ me. I thinks, mebbe
as how he thinks I am a “Hold-up
Moll” and wants to get me outa his

home town and the sooner the quicker.

I ain’t got nothin’ particular to hurry

for though.

He did say the scenery on this line

out, specially the Hudson River, was
awful pretty as we passes along there

at night, I’ll be darned if I sets up to

see any old river. I gotta have m.y

beauty sleep. You notice I said

“beauty”? I always try to remem-
ber what maw says about bein’ polite

so I answers back, it would afford me
a great deal of pleasure to ride on such

an elegant train, at which, havin’ got

that off my chest, I felt real swell and

turns around to the guy in back o’ me
and gives him the haughtiest look you
ever did see, and its dollars to dough-

nuts he is still tryin’ to figure out if I

am an Astorbilt travelin’ in disguise or

a Movie Queen in cog. I hope I ain’t

misused that word but from what I

understands about Movie Queens, you

can use most any old word without

givin’ offense or gettin’ arrested.

I counts out the money—knowin’

aforehand just how much it took—and

then he says, “9.60 please,” just as if

he was askin’ about my health or some-

thin’. Right then was my chancet to

stage a faint that would have been a

knock-out, but I remembers my
haughty look, so I hands over the ten.

I couldn’t keep my hand from shakin’

a little and, of course, the man in back

had to see it. But I didn’t mind that

so much because he would just about

contribute that to late hours and sigar-

rettes. I went away from that window,
but there never was nor will be, a

March hare as mad as me this month
of June. Here I was, havin’ spent

money on a magazine that told all

about swindle cases and thinkin’ I’m

pretty wise, and then bein’ separated

from ten right off the bat, and me ex-

pectin’ to spend that ten down to

Coney Island, lookin’ forward to a

double ride on everythin’.

It was a nice train alright, and when
I sees the maid cornin’ down the aisle

—knowin’ she was a maid on account

of her havin’ a dress like they has in

the movies—I thinks how lucky some
people is to be able to take a maid
along, rememberin’ what the trip cost

me in the way of skimpin’, usin’ con-

densed cream and doin’ without des-

sert most every meal, but I soon finds

out my mistake when she hands the

lady in front of me a bag for her hat,

includin’ with it a four-bit smile. When
she gets around to me I was lookin’

out the window and she just stands

there until I gotta look up. “A bag

to put your hat in ma’am,” as if I

didn’t have sense enough to know what

it was for, and me with my last year's

hat on, not carin’ whether it gets dirty

or not.

Then they have a shower bath for

men. That ain’t no accommodation for

me since I left mine at home. Chances

are, likely as not he wouldn’t have

taken it anyway.

But if you happen to have an extra

sawbuck and lookin’ for a boot-legger,

don’t do it. Instead, take this train, for

I am just after tellin’ you that if you

do spend $9.60, look at all you gets

free of charge.

Yours truly,

ELSIE EVA STEELE
(The “Sub”).

ng Glass
BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

KEEPING HIS WORD

Irving Cummings will positively set

sail on an eastbound limited this week

with the negative of “Broken Hearts

of Broadway,” his latest heart throb

drama of metropolitan life in his suit-

case. Since the completion of the pic-

ture which stars Colleen Moore and

Johnnie Walker, with a stellar sup-

porting cast including Alice Lake,

Tully Marshall, Kate Price, Arthur

Stewart Hull, Freeman Wood and

Anthony Merlo, he has several offers

from well known distributors who saw
it in pre-view. Cummings, however,

gave his word not to dispose of

“Broken Hearts of Broadway” on the

coast before showing it to certain east-

ern film magnets, and he is sticking to

his promise.

A WORTHY SCHEDULE

When Max Graf, supervising di-

rector of the Graf Production, starts

production in the late summer of his

original “The Soul Thief,” it will mark

the anniversary of his second year as

producer, his brother Louis and him-

self having formed the Graf Produc-

tions just two years ago this coming

September. The output of pictures

has been most significant, including

“White Hands” with Hobart Bos-

worth, “Bondage of Souls” with all-

star cast, “The Forgotten Law” with

Milton Sills, Jack Mulhall and Alec

B. Francis and his latest super special

for Metro, “The Fog.” “The Grain

of Dust,” from the novel of David

Graham Phillips, will shortly go under

production at the San Mateo Studios

and will be another super special.

Ora Carewe is one of those actresses

that grows on one just the same as

some brands we have become ac-

quainted with that get better with age.

Miss Carewe “arrived" a long time

ago as far as stardom in pictures, then

she seeemd to drop out of the game

for a brief spell., and she no more than

set foot on California soil than she

was immediately signed to appear in

a big feature.

Henry Hebert has signed with Gold-

wyn for District Attorney Jackson in

“The Day of Faith,” a Tod Browning

production.



UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

A trio of players whose work has

been highly approved by the public

for some time will head the cast of

the all-star Universal-Jewel produc-

tion, “The Acquittal,” adapted by
Jules Furthman from the Rita Wei-
man play and to be directed by Clar-

ence L. Brown.
Norman Kerry, established through

several excellent screen performances

and about to be raised to a high plane

of fame through “Merry-Go-Round,”
the Viennese film spectacle, will im-

part a dashing, romantic flavor to the

leading masculine role.

Claire Windsor, heroine of ten big

pictures of the past, will play the lead-

ing femininq role, which gives her

more of an emotional opportunity than

any previous portrayal.

Richard Travers, known for consist-

ently successful work with five or six

leading producers, will play the

“heavy” role.

Fred Datig, casting director, and

Mr. Brown are in conference for long

periods eevry day, choosing the re-

maining principal players who will im-

personate the characters of the famous

stage piece.

* * *

Now that “Merry-Go-Round” has

been duly previewed by the critics,

Mary Philbin, Universal’s “wonder
girl” brought to the light of fame in

that picture, is eligible for any role

that may come up in the course of

picture making at the Laemmle film

city.

Two years ago Mary arrived at Uni-

versal City from a Chicago beauty

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in

the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

contest. In the two years she played

but two fair parts besides the big role

of “Merry-Go-Round.” But those two
parts and all incidental “bits” and gen-

eral experience she may have had fade

into insignificance when compared
with “Merry-Go-Round.”
“Merry-Go-Round,” a story of love

and war in Vienna, directed by Rupert

Julian, presents other players whose
previous work is eclipsed by perform-

ances in this production: Norman
Kerry, Dale Fuller, Cesare Gravina,

George Hackathorne, George Seig-

mann, Dorothy Wallace, Lillian Syl-

vester, Edith Yorke, Sidney Bracy,

Spottiswoode Aitken, Al Edmundson,
Anton Veverka and Albert Conti. The
atmosphere is alluringly romantic and
the story has psychological meaning.

* * *

Richard Kean, noted Shakespearean
actor, making his first appearance in

pictures in “Havoc,” Harry Garson's

spectacle of Java, is a lineal descend-
ant of Edmund Kean, the famous
actor of old Drury Lane, London, and
known is history as companion of

Goldsmith, Boswell, Johnson and
other literary lights if the day.

* * *

Eileen Sedgwick, starred with Jack
Mower in “Daniel Boone” at Univer-

sal City, is emulating brother Ed. She
has composed a song. Her brother.

Hoot Gibson’s director, ' has several

successful popular numbers to his

credit. Miss Sedgwick’s number is

completed but not titled yet. It is a

little waltz melody with a story verse.

* * *

Pete Morrison has just finished

“Under the Border,” a mining story,

at Universal City. It was adapted by
George Pyper from a magazine story

by Clarence A. Locan, former San
Francisco newspaperman and now of

the publicity department. It appeared
in story form two years ago.

* * *

Ann Little, daring star of “The
Eagle’s Talons” at Universal City, had

a narrow escape during a cliff scene

in one of the episodes this week. While
waiting for a scene her foot slipped

and she dropped part way down the

cliff. A jutting shrub saved her. Too
bad the camera missed it!

* *

Orville Caldwell, who has played
with Katherine McDonald and May
Murray, and Renee Adoree, Mayer
contract player, have been borrowed
from their respective producers to

play the romantic leading roles in

Universal’s screen version of “The
6:50,” Kate McLaurin’s stage drama.

Bert Woodruff will handle a charac-

ter role.

“The 6:50” will be an all-star pro-

duction. Nat Ross, director of “The
Ghost Patrol” and other Universal

pictures, will direct the filming of

this.

* * *

James McKay, editor of the Uni-

versal-super-jewel spectacle, “Merry-

Go-Round,” is getting thoroughly ac-

quainted with the duties of one of the

most exacting positions at Universal

City. Following the completion of

the great task of reducing the “foot-

age” of “Merry-Go-Round” to releas-

ing length and giving it a final polish,

McKay was made head of the edi-

torial department of Laemmle film

city.

Rupert Julian, director of the Vien-

nese picture, gave McKay a large

measure of praise for the cutting of

“Merry-Go-Round,” and the latter in

his new position has an opportunity

to do big work.
sfc J»C

“The Victor,” Herbert Rawlinson’s

newest Universal starring vehicle, in-

cludes in its cast Dorothy Manners, a

leading woman who has come up in

the professional rank within a year;

Esther Ralston, leading woman of

Hoot Gibson’s “Blinky,” and several

other Universal pictures; Otis Flarlan

and Frank Currier, character men of

long established repute, and Eddie

Gribbon, the comedian who has fur-

nished "comedy relief” in a dozen dra-

matic features. The hero is an Eng-

lishman of rank, who turns prize-

fighter in America and thereby turns

his family’s social world unside down.

Eddie Laemmle is directing this fea-

ture.
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DOROTHY MORGAN
Child Actress

The call of the films is irresistible.

Recently during the making of a scene

for “The Eagle’s Feather,’’ the Metro

special production which Edward Slo-

man is directing, Mary Alden, the

leading feminine player, discovered her

former cook among the minor players.

Miss Alden is now looking for a new
secretary for that member of her

household has also entered the ranks

of screen artists.

A PERFECT CAST

Associated Authors have started

production work on Thompson Buch-

anan’s screen adaptation of “The Har-

bor Bar,” Peter B. Kyne’s sea story,

at the Thomas H. Ince studios. Evelyn

Brent, one of Douglas Fairbanks’

“finds,” who was scheduled to play the

lead in his play, “The Black Pirate,”

which he has now decided not to pro-

duce, has been signed up for the lead-

ing feminine role. Miss Brent at-

tracted Fairbanks’ attention after her

appearance in “Spanish Jade,” a Fam-
ous Players-Lasky picture, directed by

John Robinson. Monte Blue is playing

opposite Miss Brent. Other members

of the cast include Joan Lowell, Ethel

Wales, Charles Gerrard, who played

the role of the Sultan Saladin in “Rich-

ard the Lion Hearted,” Associated Au-

thors’ initial production, Andrew

Waldron, Ralph Faulker, Hazel

Keener and Hazel Williams. W. S.

Dyke is directing, assisted by Leslie

Sealander.

Edna Flugrath knows African wild

animals from hoofs to horns. Miss

Flugrath, now appearing in support

of her sister, Viola Dana, in “The

Girl Who Dared,” spent three years in

Africa playing in pictures.

217 W. Si*itn St.
751 S. BroadWay
(FortnertiHE CHOCOLATE SHOPS)
A v

rnj

A blend of delicious food and

superior service in an environ-

ment of artistry and refinement

gives character to the “Brown”
Shops

Luncheon
DINNER

Fountain Service

Candy
Ragtime

Calif. Golden
Per lb. $1.00

Pastry
That

Is

Different

A MARKED RESEMBLANCE

The human postage stamp!

Joseph Kilgour, famed screen

"heavy,” is known by this title to many
of his stage and film friends.

He earned this cognomen because

of his resemblance to George Wash-
ington and the fact that he represent-

ed the first president in several stage

and film productions.

It was his fine characterization of

Washington on the stage that brought

him into films. This was in 1912 when
Stuart Blackton was searching for a

type to play the “Father of His Coun-

try” in a picture he was about to pro-

duce.

He recalled Kilgour’s previous stage

performances in Washington roles

and offered him a contract to appear

in the forthcoming picture. Kilgour

accepted and only on one occasion

since then has he deserted filmdom

for the stage.

Recently Kilgour’s characterizations

have been, for the most part, of pros-

perous, yet villainous, business men.

He has a part in “Ponjola,” a James

Young picture which is being pro-

duced at the United studios.

Norma Talmadge has returned to

Los Angeles from Santa Barbara, Cal.,

wher some of the final scenes of

“Purple Pride” were made in the gar-

dens of William Miller Graham, Mon-

tecito millionaire.

* * *

A1 Austin, formerly with the Charles

Chaplin company, has been engaged by

Lou Anger Productions to direct Clyde

Cook, the famous Australian comedian,

in a series of fun films.

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
AND THIS IS HOLLYWOOD?

Frances Hatton, playing one of the

important parts in “The Day of Faith”

at Goldwyn’s, is fortunate in having

a dandy colored cook.

She is sly, has a keen sense of

humor, and incidentally a broad knowl-

edge of motion pictures, in which her

mistress and her husband, Raymond

Hatton, the character actor, are en-

gaged.

The other day she was asked how

long the Hattons had been wedded.

“A mighty long time, ma’m,” she

replied.

“And, of course, they’ve had a happy

married life”?

“Happy?—Lawsee me, yes—dey’se

de happiest married couple in Holly-

wood. Why, when Massa Raymond
leave in de mo’nin’, dey rehearse five

times afore dey says good-bye, and

when dey does kiss, he wants a re-take.

Yes’m, dey sho’ am a happy couple.”

All the flappers of Hollywood's

screen colony who still wear their

hair short are copying the “square-

cut” bob of the red wig worn by Wal-
lace Beery who plays the title role in

Associated Authors’ new screen pro-

duction of “Richard the Lion Hearted.”

Beery has been such an idol with the

screen colony since the success he

scored in the role of King Richard in

Douglas Fairbanks’ production of

“Robin Hood” that feminine satellites

copy everything he does, even to the

bobbing of his wig in his newest pro-

duction. "Richard the Lion Hearted”

is now being cut and edited by Frank

Woods for release through Allied

Producers and Distributors.

A BLAND QUESTION

Miss Frances Ross, of the well-

known vaudeville team of Adler and

Ross, has just signed a contract with

Warner Brothers to work in the pro-

duction of the “Gold Diggers.”

Upon meeting a friend of hers on

the street and in giving the informa-

tion of the fact that she had entered

the movies, the conversation ran as

follows

:

“Oh, I am so happy! I have just

signed a contract to go into the

movies.”

The friend
—“Oh, how delightful!

What are you going to play”?

“I am going to play in the ‘Gold

Diggers.’
”

The friend
—“Oh, how perfectly

wonderful! Those western plays are

so romantic. Is the ‘Gold Diggers’ the

sequel to the ‘Covered Wagon’?”

BEN TURPIN TELLS ONE

“While making personal appearances

in the East,” said Ben, “I visited Sing

Sing prison and asking one of the in-

mates why he was kept behind the

bars, he said, ‘I had a bad cold once

and a doctor told me to take some-

thing for it. I did— I took a fellow’s

watch and they caught me. I figured

the best way to get out was to get a

lawyer and give him the case, so I did

that too and he gave me back the

works, and here I am.’
” “By the way,”

said Sennett’s zig-zag orbed comedian,

“that reminds me, my next picture sug-

gests prison bars, being titled ‘$10 or

10 Days’—not so bad, eh"?

Louise Fazenda has now begun her

work in “The Gold Diggers," a

Warner Brothers production in which

she is negotiating the role of “Mabel

chief of the clan of gold diggers.

Stroock’s
Genuine

CAMELS-HAIR
OVER-COATS

$65
Piccadilly Model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

Dorothy Devore, farce comedienne

of the Christie studios, has been loaned

to the Fox company to play the lead

with William Russell in a new produc-

tion to be directed by James Blood.

After this picture Miss Devore will-re-

turn to resume her work in Christie

comedies.

ETHEL BROADHURST
SCREEN INGENUE

Who is playing in Zeigfeld Follies

in New York. She will shortly re-

turn to California.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Groitidoi & Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

Eddie Polo has a new discovery for

us:

The woman who has a man must

hold him and hold him—tight.

;jc % sjc

Johnnie Walker is making “The

Worm.” This must be another one of

those crawling things.

* * *

Margaret Landis is working in “The

Love Brand.” Harry Brand, Tal-

madge press agent, denies that this

has anything to do with him.

* * *

The only trouble with this non-stop

dancing gag is that it’s non-stop.

Martha Mattox did this one for us.

* * *

Thomas H. Ince is making “Harbor

Bar.” Ah, this sounds like a “wet”

picture.

ij? Jjc *

They call Buster Keaton’s dog

Kress, because he’s a house mover.

His real name, however, is Barrie, but

.he recently broke up the dog show by

his rough treatment of the other ani-

mals.

Jjc * *

We heard that A1 St. John had two

hectic weeks. What did he do with

them?

* * *

Lillian Rich will now be known as

“The Beautiful Lillian Rich,” which is

a very good title. She deserves every

line of it.

:*c if.

A clever line by William Duncan:

Due to the fact that divorces are so

high, a lot of people are still living

together.

A BALLAD
By Charlotte Hoyt
The moon shines.

So do the stars.

So does my eye.

* * *

The only time that a girl gets pale

nowadays is when she washes her

face.

Norman Taurog has been observing.

* * *

Hobart Henley is directing Virginia

Valli in “A Lady of Quality.” This

is a very good title for Virginia.

* * *

*£ ’ C LO S E. UP,

A man may be the best man at a

wedding, but not in the bride’s eyes.

This is a deep one by Rhoda Ray-
mond.

* *

Gertrude Astor says that the Lon-
don fogs aren’t the only thick things

they have over there.

* * *

H. L. Fitzpatric hands in a new re-

mark :

A woman could never pose as “The
Thinker” because it would be unnat-

ural.

* * *

George Kuwa has done his best:

Three words in a divorce case mean
everything. They are: “I don’t re-

member.”

ROMANCE
By Edith Johnson

When the girl looks up at the sky
And glances at the chap beside her

And then wishes that she were home.
* * *

Frank Woods is using an airplane

to look for locations. This is prob-
ably one of the “higher” art ideas.

V 5^

Patsy Ruth Miller is appearing in

“The Master of Men.” Well, from
the title, we judge that it’s a woman’s
part anyway. .

* * * *

We know a doctor who is so tight

that he won’t even treat himself.

Dr. James Holleran offers this one.

* * *

Warner Bros, have finished “Where
the Law Ends.” Probably some rela-

tion to roadhouses and “Where the

Pavement Ends.”

A bit of truth from Edgar Lewis:

Even though we have enemies, there

may still be “bonds” that hold us to-

gether.

>!« ^

Gladys Brockwell has 'something of

interest to say:

One dancer I know practices the hip

movement on one of these turnstiles.

^ *

We understand that Marilynn Miller

is here to spend the summer with her

husband, Jack Pickford. That isn’t

all she’ll “spend” either.

* * *

A close friend is a person who won’t

lend you a cent.

Les Ricker has submitted another

gag.

* * *

No, Norma Talamdge’s newest pro-

duction, “Purple Pride,” is NOT be-

ing done in colors.

* * *

Josephine Martin has handed in a

funny one:

Some of these thin women have their

gowns made at the upholsterer.

* * * M
Frank Borzage is makwig “Dust in

the Doorway.” This ought to be a

“sweeping” success if it doesn’t rain.

* * *

Jimmy Starr has just completed a

burlesque on “The Merry-Go-Round”

entitled “The Scenic Railway.”
* * *

Bertram Bracken claims that every

man should try and take his vacation

away from his wife, but the great

question is—can he do it?

BROWN
CALDWELL

LADD
PKo t o -er\<3r aVe r\s

(j \ 7AJ S. BDWY;
LOS ANGELES

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP"
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A VALUABLE RESEMBLANCE

Turbulent as is the Chinese Repub-

lic of today it might have been far

more so had Virginia Brown Faire

been born a daughter of the celestial

province of Shantung.

As Shireen of Richard Walton Tul-

ly's “Omar, the Tentmaker,” Miss
Faire attracted no little attention ip

her role of a piquant daughter of the

Near-East but as “Jen Jue” in “Thun-
dergate,” First National’s screen adap-

tation of Sidney Herschel Small’s

“The Lord of Thundergate,” she has

aroused the enthusiasm of the Ori-

entals on the set to the extent that

they have rechristened her “Suey Sin.”

Miss Faire's acquaintance with Chi-

nese has been through the medium of

orange pekoe tea, chop suey or min
chow and the very fact that the latter

half of her new name is identical with

an English word, which carries no spe-

cial glory with it, has made her a little

hesitant as to whether she has been

honored to any appreciable extent.

But in the best approved Chinese

Suey Sin means nothing less than

water lily—the most charming, grace-

ful and lithe of the entire lily family.

Virginia’s rechristening came about

when Director de Grasse noticed tears

streaming from the eyes of Chan Ing,

aged Chinese actor employed on the

“Thundergate” set. The script had not

called for pathos and de Grasse de-

manded to know why the Oriental did

not get into the spirit of the scene.

Through Thomas Gubbins, technical

director of the picture, Cahn Ing told

his story. Married when quite a young

man he came to America to seek his

fortune. Behind him he left his young

wife and small daughter, who gave

great promise of much future physical

pulchritude.

For years he labored in San Fran-

cisco’s Chinatown and there amassed

a small competency with which to

bring his wife and now almost grown

daughter to this country.

Returning to the province of Shan-

tung for his little family Chan Ing ar-

rived the day following a bandit raid

on his native village. His wife had

died of fright during the fighting and

his fair daughter “Suey Sin” had been

carried away for the benefit of a

mandarin of an interior province.

Try as he might Chan Ing could

never recover the girl—even when Dr.

Sun Yet Sen’s revolution swept the

mandarins from power. It was said

that she had been taken to America.

Returning to this country he arrived

shortly after the earthquake and fire

of 1906 and found San Francisco’s

Chinatown, where Suey Sin was said

to be held, in smoking ruins.

Today Chan Ing is a broken old

man. His little fortune is swept away
by his search for Suey Sin. His sole

means of support today is the work
he obtains as a Chinese “extra” on

Hollywood’s picture sets.

An in Virginia Brown Faire, in her

Chinese makeup, the aged man de-

clares he has beheld the counterpart

of his lost child.

So on the sets of “Thundergate”

Miss Faire is called Suey Sin—the

water lily of Shantung.

CAUSE FOR COMPLAINT

“I don’t mind being so absent

minded that I hold out my hand to

signal a turn when I am walking along

the sidewalks,” declares Edward Mar-
tindel tearfully. “But gosh, I do hate

to wake up in the morning and hold

my head in my hands from force of

habit. A habit ought to leave a man
in four years.” He dates back to July,

1919.

Martindel is now playing the lead-

ing character role in “The Day of

Faith” at the Goldwyn studio.

Despite the fact that Lewis Stone,

one of the leading players of Rex In-

gram’s newest Metro production,

“Scaramouche,” has a passion for the

sea as is evidenced by the fact that

he spends 90 per cent of his spare time

about his yacht, he enlisted in the

army both for the Spanish and the

World War.

Public

Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair

U. S. Army Munson Last shoes,

sizes 5% to 12, which was the en-
tire surplus stock of one of the
largest U. S. Government shoe con-
tractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
per cent solid leather, color dark
tan. bellows tongue, dirt and water
proof. The actual value of this
shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tre-
mendous buy we can offer same to
the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If

shoes are not as represented we will
cheerfully refund your money
promptly upon request.

National Bay State Shoe
Company

296 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
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By “US” or “WE”
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WARNERS TO SPEND $5,000,000

With all details for the production

of eighteen major motion pictures and

one special super-production com-
pleted, the Warner Bros, studios are

about to be the scene of 'the most

active campaign ever attempted by a

motion picture organization. The
complete program will represent an

expenditure of more than $5,500,000

and will be executed under the guid-

ing hands of several of the most im-

portant producers of the world,

headed by David Belasco, dean of all

showmen.

The new list of productions is an-

nounced by Harry M. Warner, who
recently arrived from the Warners’

New York offices to plan the coming

season’s output with J. L. and S. L.

Warner of the West Coast studios.

David Belasco's arrival in Los An-

geles will serve to start activities well

on their way. “The Gold Diggers,’’

by Avery Hopwood, famous as a Bel-

asco stage production, is now in the

making at the Warner studios under

the direction of Harry Beaumont, who
made "Main Street.” Grant Carpen-

ter is responsible for the adapted

story.

“Little Johnny Jones,” George M.

Cohan’s story, is nearly completed.

Johnny Hines will star in the screen

presentation. Arthur Rosson, who
directed Jack Pickford's last picture,

is handling the megahpone for this

story. Another active company is

“The Printer’s Devil,” an original

story by Julien Josephson, starring

Wesley Barry and with Harry Myers

and Kathryn McGuire in the cast.

Special stress is being laid on the

production of “Debarau,” which is to

be a super-special aside of the eigh-

teen classics. “Debarau,” from the

play by Sacha Guirtry, will go into

production in the near future under

the supervision of David Belasco.

Following are the pictures to be

made by Warner Bros, during the

coming season and the order of their

probable release:

David Belasco’s “The Gold Dig-

gers.” Directed by Harry Beau-

mont. Story by Avery Hopwood.

Adapted by Grant Carpenter. Fea-

turing Hope Hampton, Wyndham
Standing and Louise Fazenda.

“Little Johnny Jones.” Directed by

Arthur Rosson. Story by George M.

Cohan. Adapted by Raymond
Schrock. Starring Johnny Hines.

Wesley Barry—Number One. Di-

rected by Wm. Beaudine. Original

story by Julien Josephson.

“Broadway After Dark,” a Harry
Rapf production. Story by Owen
Davis. Adapted by Edmund Gould-
ing. Starring Marie Prevost, Monte
Blue and Irene Rich.

"How to Educate a Wife.” Story

by Elinor Glyn. Adapted by Grant

Carpenter.

“Cornered.” by Zelda Sears and
Dodson Mitchell.

David Belasco’s “Tiger Rose,” a

Sidney A. Franklin production, by
Willard Mack. Adapted by Edmund
Goulding. Directed by Sidney A.

Franklin. Starring Lenore Ulric.

Wesley Barry—Number Two. Di-

rected by Wm. Beaudine. Original

story by Julien Josephson.

“Broadway After Dark,” a Harry
Rapf production. Adapted by Sada

Cowan.
“Being Respectable,” by Grace

Flandru.

“The Tenth Woman,” by Harriet

T. Comstock. Novel just being pub-

lished.

“Daddies,” by John Hobble. Di-

rected by Harry Beaumont. Adapted

by Julien Josephson.

“Beau Brummel,” a Sidney A.

Franklin productiono, by Clyde Fitch.

Adapted by Dorothy Farnum. Direct-

ed by Sidney Franklin. Starring John

Barrymore.

“Babbitt,” story by Sinclair Lewis.

“Age of Innocence,” by Edith
Wharton. (A Pulitzer prize winner.)

Directed by Harry Beaumont.

Wesley Barry — Number Three.

Story by Julien Josephson. Directed

by William Beaudine. An original.

“Lover’s Lane,” by Clyde Fitch.

“An Unloved Wife,” by Pearl Keat-

ing.

Jane Murfin, who, with Justin M.

McCloskey is directing the picturiza-

tion of “The Sign,” a play written by

Jane Cowl and Mrs. Murfin, has a

keen sense of humor. She gets as

much enjoyment out of directing

humorous scenes as an audience does

in seeing them. In fact, Vera Reynolds

and Tom O’Brien, who provide most

of the laughs in the production, often

wonder if Mrs. Murfin doesn’t repeat

a scene sometimes just to enjoy the

laughable side of it all over again.

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

NO AGE LIMIT TO
MAN CHARMERS

“All women are vamps by nature,”

says Peggy O’ Day. “It is not only the

mature, Cleopatra feminine type who
exerts her charms upon the male sex.

There is no age limit. From six to

sixty every member of the weaker sex

is a potential siren. Starting in child-

hood every female of the species learns

to become more deadly than the male.

In fact, the youthful flapper type of

vampire is oft-times the most deadly of

the lot.” Peggy ought to know as she

has just finished playing the part of a

flapper-vamp in “The Little Im-

poster.”

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor
353 South Spring, Near 4th



PHILOSOPHYING ANENT THE UNKNOWN
By ELSIE EVA STEELE

“What a stupendous thing of beauty is the

setting sun!”

En route to New York, in a Pullman, bending

over a table writing furiously, attention is sud-

denly arrested by a soft light across the paper.

A beautiful orange beam, toned to mellowness
by gray. My gaze follows the ray, and lo and
behold! ’tis the sun, setting in the Golden West,
sending ot me a message before its beauty is en-
meshed in the distant horizon. So like our lives

is the sun... Its rays bring corruption and destruc-
tion, and yet those same rays are instrumental in

unfolding intensified exquisiteness. The thought
comes to me—if God in his great wisdom permits
the sun to bring both good and evil, are not we,
his children, moulded of the same clay? The
so-called evil we commit is of him also, as is

the sun, and just as we do unto him we associate
the good. Take the little roses growing side by
side, their faces turn toward the sky, with petals

slowly opening. Why does the sun burn and
scorch, making ugliness of one flower, while unto
the heart of the other it implants the power to

blossom forth in glorious array, tinged with red,

like the blush on a maiden’s cheek, but conscious

Twentieth Century Limited, Eastbound, Tuesday, June
12th, 1923.
SUBJECT: Observations Along the Way — Justifying

Camouflage.
Dear Mr. Lorimer:

While In the waiting-room at that lovely Union Station at

Kansas City,—I must praise the station, it would be incon-
venient to slight my own town,—a little girl was crying,,
apparently for no reason at all,—which is the reason why
most of them cry,—so her mother bought a doll. The cry-
ing stops and mother’s face beams, for why, I wonders. I

having no kids myself, I naturally understand them per-
fectly and I knew sister’s weapon was put to one side only
temporarily, in fact, just until her eyes spied something else
she thought she couldn’t have. Then the doll falls and
breaks. Mama holds consultation with papa. Papa immedi-
ately buys an exact replica, but even at that age she knew
intuitively she could not cry over a perfectly good doll, and.
characteristic of her sex, she must cry so she would have

of its beauty as it nods gently under the ca-
resses of a soft breeze? We turn away in dis-

gust from the flower that is scorched, little real-

izing it is the representation of divinity, for were
it not sacrificed upon the altar, would we, with
our lilliputian knowledge, accede beauty to its

sister? Into every sphere of life, human beings
are unnecessarily groping in the dark. Most of
us at some time go through a series of episodes
that man’s law too readily adjudges wrongly. Oh!
if we would only pour into the stillness of the
night the dreams of our souls to Him! and learn
that, like the flower, we are merely the instru-
ment in his hand to do his will. “The good and
bad together, melted by his touch, turns out a
perfect whole.” Then one is given the vision! what
a little thing man’s world is, compared to the
harmonious communion with the higher law,
therefore, condemn not thy neighbors, nor thy-
self, for God is at the heart of all things, through
the ugly, through the wicked, through sorrow, his

beauty may be seen. The sun is his gift to the
world, its rays are sent out to light the way for
the soul through the illimitable unknown, im-
parting unto thee perfect understanding and
peace, which even death cannot efface.

none of it. There were enough tears shed to cause a
flood. Not being a very good swimmer, and besides having
pretty bad nerves,—well, we won’t go into that,—I made a
hasty retreat, but thinking all the time, if Dad only had
had sense enough to pick up the broken doll, put the new
one in its place, and remarking words to this effect: “Lit-
tle darling, you thought your dolly was broken, didn’t you?
But it isn’t!’’—a bit of camouflaging, of course, but the
kind that prevents wars.

This is a Pullman porter’s conception of the meanest man
in the world. He waited upon him like a baby all the way
from Los Angeles to Chicago reason, it looked like a $2.00
tip, fixing it low. A sort of fascination about him as he
made up the berth each morning it reeked with an odor
resembling days gone by, and then, upon arriving at his
destination, he requested change from a dollar and leaves
behind a bottle of gin—that had been.

Yours very truly.
ELSIE EVA STEELE, Sub-Editor.

A Popular I. Miller Shoe
The “SCANDAL”

—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
«VENTH AT OLIVE

RH.DYAS CO.



MARYON AYE
LEADING LADY

Several years ago, Maryon Aye, beautiful screen actress, was leading lady for
Larry Semon. When carpenters were rearranging sets or when the noon whistle
blew and lunch was called, Larry and Miss Aye would sit down and have some very
confidential chats.

“Some day,” said Larry, “you will sign a nice fat contract and work in big fea-
ture pictures—have a chance to prove your ability, you know.”

And Maryon would smile and shut her eyes and dream about those days that
Larry painted so beautifully in her imagination.

This week Larry’s prediction came true. Miss Aye obtained that “nice fat con-
tract.” It’s for five years and the pretty miss annexed her signature to the dotted
line yesterday, with Herman L. Roth, representing Hollywood Productions, assuming
the role of “party of the first part.”

And, strange to say, Larry Semon has also been corralled by the same organiza-

tion—Truart Film Corporation. The Truart Company and the Hollywood Produc-
tions are the same.

Miss Aye will not be Larry’s leading lady any more. She will have a chance to

show her camera craft in dramatic productions and begins her new work immedi-

ately at the Selig Studios.
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ORA CAREW
Who is recognized as one of the most popular members of the Cinema Colony.
Thrs makes the qualification more striking when you realize that she is admittedly
regarded as a pre-eminent screen actress of starring ability.
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“HUMAN WRECKAGE”
BY C. GARDINER SULLIVAN. DIRECTED BY JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY. PHOTOGRAPHY BY

HARRY SHORT. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ROSS
LEDERMAN.

REVIEWED BY PHYLLIS STONE

“Human Wreckage,” Mrs. Wallace Reid’s drama
of drug addiction, has been advertised extensively

both throughout Los Angeles and the rest of the

country. “The Startling Exposure of the Drug
Evil,” “It Tells Everything,” and half a dozen

similar phrases, led one to expect an extremely

sensational melodrama, intercepted with extracts

from newspaper editorials. Melodrama it cer-
tainly is, but much of the sensationalism is left

to the imagination, for which producer and author
are to be congratulated. It is high time that pic-

tures which are designed to reveal some evil in

our (so-called) civilization had their more objec-
tionable features eliminated, features which must
appeal solely to the debased imagination of a
comparatively small percentage of lascivious
morons.
“Human Wreckage” is a powerful story show-

ing even too clearly the tragedy and suffering at-

tendant upon the improper use of narcotics. And
if the rapidity with which a craving for such
drugs becomes imperative is extremely exag-
gerated, and the popular “movie” conception of a
“dope peddler” is adhered to consistently, these
are faults which fade into insignificance beside
the high lights of the photoplay.
The direction is excellent, although occasional

attempts to use the impressionistic methods of
the Germans are not entirely successful... The use
of a hyena to symbolize the drug evil is very
obvious, and while there is a tremendous field for
symbolism in the motion picture, surely a more
subtle means of emphasizing certain points could
have been employed.
The tempo is extremely fast and the action

never fails to hold the attention of the audience.
Mrs. Wallace Reid’s acting is conspicuously

lacking in sincerity, she does not seem to feel her

part, and is obviously posing for the camera most
of the time.

The work of Bessie Love as the young mother
who drugs both herself and her baby, cannot be

too highly praised. Her sincerity, her appealing

pathos, and a very fine sense of the dramatic

(without which no actress can succeed), together

make a performance which will be long remem-
bered by everyone who sees the photoplay.
James Kirkwood gives a fine performance as the

lawyer who conquers his addiction to morphine,
although he, or the director, occasionally exag-
gerate the “drug-craving” to an extent where it

becomes almost laughable.
George Hackathorne is good as the juvenile,

though he, too, suffers from the exaggeration
which is the predominant fault of the entire pro-
duction.

It is regrettable that such capable players as
Claire McDowell, Robert McKim, Eric Mayne and
Otto Hoffman are reduced, in the cutting, to little

more than “bits.” The photography is satisfac-

tory, but the continuity is weak in places.

No credit, and but little opportunity, is given to

the designer of the sets. One, however, a com-
position in vertical lines, against which Mrs. Reid
makes her first appearance, is excellent, and cer-
tainly deserves screen credit.

Whatever opinions one may hold as to the
power of the cinema as a means of educating the
people, whatever doubts one may harbour as to

Mrs. Reid’s sincerity, or that the motive behind
the production is anything higher than a financial

one, “Human Wreckage” is worth seeing for the
excellent acting and very capable direction.

It can also be recommended to students of the
photoplay as an example of what a good picture
ought not to be like.

sherwood McDonald productions present “bareback,” starring gloria joy.
DIRECTED BY SHERWOOD McDONALD. PHOTOGRAPHED B,Y WILLIAM BUCKWAY. WRIT-
TEN AND ADAPTED BY SHERWOOD McDONALD. PRE-VIEWED AT THE ROOSEVELT THE-

ATRE JULY 9,

BY CLOSE-UP JUNIOR.

There is one thing good about this picture of

the “big top” life; it is probably the best film of

the year—to sleep through. All exhibitors should

dismiss their orchestras, as they will not be heard

during the snoring period, which will continue
throughout the photoplay. Evidently, Mr. Mc-
Donald has undertaken too large a production, as
“Bareback” is simply a “bare nothing.” The entire

cast is only good in spots, and the situations are
merely stereotyped things with much hokum—so

much, in fact, that the audience—as dumb as it

is—chuckles gayly at the old “meller”-drama plots

and lines. The titles need a great deal of fixing.

There is one that the producer liked very much;
he used it eight times. That was “The Show
Must Go On !” Then there was a touch of ye

olde days in “Now I’ve Got You Where I want
You!” Such wayward atrocities in the film drama
are seldom passed by the blase patrons of the
cinema art. The cast, besides Gloria Joy, in-

cludes Joe Bonner, Joe McCray, Jack McDonald,
Ford West, Betty Foster, Frank Crane and S. L.

(Tiny) Sanford. The famous circus horse be-
longing to “Poodles” Hanneford, well known bare-
back rider, was used (without credit line) through-
out the picture. Gloria Joy, child actress, should
be given much better opportunities to display her
talents. As far as being a picture of circus life,

this is a waste of time and film. I hope that in

the future they will be more careful in selecting
the proper stories and casts. This picture might
be saved, however, by a lot of good cutting.
But !
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A “HIT” PRODUCER MATRIMONIAL HAPPINESS

TEN CENTS

NOW FOR THE “MERRY
GO ROUND”

We have in our midst one of the

most noted song composers and au-

thors of vaudeville vehicles in Amer-
ica in the person of NORAH LEE
HAYMOND! This striking lady of

personality—who at various times is

mistaken for Olga Petrova, etc., etc.,

doesn’t have to resemble any of the

famous personages to acquire her own
individual fame. At this writing she

is occupying a beautiful home on
Pinehurst Road, in the heart of Hol-

lywood, where many of the Elite of

the profession are paying their daily

tribute of admiration to a modern,

musical and lyrical genius.

Miss Haymond hasn’t definitely de-

cided to remain in California, altho’

like the others from the East, our

Southern clime is weaving its potent

spell around her senses, she would
like to stay, but the pressure of affairs

may recall her to Manhattan at any
time. It would seem invidious to at-

tempt to jot down the number of

musical successes and song HITS she

is responsible for, but the fact that

they are legion, and can be heard at

all times, being warbled, or whistled

by the many you meet during the day,

is sufficient guaranty of a bona fide

fame justly earned by this fascinating

Southern Lady.

UNIVERSAL OFFICIALS
PRAISE BAGGOT

Universal officials arc so well

pleased with “Whose Baby Are You?”
which King Baggot made with Baby
Peggy as a Jewel production, that he

will probably be drafted to make an-

other special with the clever kiddie

actress as the star.

Baggot is now getting it down to

release footage, while William Seiter is

busily engaged in producing Peggy’s

second feature length picture. King
just recently returned from a few days’

holiday at Catalina and is now hard at

work in the cutting room.

Max Graf, supervising director of

the Graf Productions, names as his

greatest living hero, the exhibitor and

the greatest living heroine, the extra.

As we look into the beautiful face

of the lady here presented, the

thought occurs to us that the line

(LEADING LADY) is aptly applied

to Mrs. Ray Robinson—for let it be

known that the granddaughter of Su-

preme Court Justice Judge Calhoun

‘from down south’ suddenly decided

to leap into happiness via Matrimony,

with Doctor Robinson, the noted phy-

sician. The event occurred in San

JEAN CALHOUN
Leading Lady

Diego, and at this writing the happy

duo are honeymooning “Somewhere
in California.” It has been the honor-

ed privilege of the Editor to have the

friendship of this lovely Southern

lady and he would be less than human
if he didn’t regret her sudden ecision

to terminate her career as an actress,

nevertheless, he reconciles himself

with the thought that what the Pic-

ture Art lost—Dr. Robinson has gain-

ed, so our congratulations are heart-

felt in wishing them a life of bliss.

Josephine Martin has a funny gag.

“Going out this evening?”

“Yeh.”

“Where have you reservations?”

“Got a couple of coffee cups saved

at Tait’s.”

On the first day of August “Robin-
hood” will be succeeded at the Mis-
sion Theatre by that epoch making
Universal-Jewel production, “MER-
RY GO ROUND.” In one of the re-

cent issues of CLOSE-UP we had oc-
casion to tell in extenso’ ust what a
great picture RUPERT JULIAN
turned out. Coming in at a moments
notice, as it were, Mr. Julian entirely

reconstructed what there was left of

the story, his intimate knawledge of

things European, and his eruditaness,

were factors in his favor for over-
coming difficulties, and “Blood Mo-
ments!” with an original cast entire-

ly embued with Stroheim-ism, Mr.
Julian took the reins into his capable

hands, and drove his handicapped
steed under the wire A SURE WIN-
NER. The original footage taken by
von Stroheim is almost negligible in

this picture and these few feet can be
seen in the first reed, the balance of

the feature is by Julian, and JULIAN,
let there be no mistake about it, after

you have seen it, as no doubt you will

—at least give the credit for this mas-
ter production to the rightful heir to

it—RUPERT JULIAN.

A FOOL THERE WAS

HE HAD WORKED WITHOUT
A MISS FOR TWO YEARS AT
$350 A WEEK. ONLY HIMSELF
AND WIFE TO CARE FOR.
THREE WEEKS AFTER HE LOST
HIS JOB THE COMPANY
PULLED OUT HIS TELEPHONE,
AND THE GROCERY MAN WAS
REAL NASTY ABOUT A LITTLE
BILL OF A HUNDRED AND
FORTY-SOME ODD DOLLARS.

IF HE HAD JUST PUT A MIS-
ERABLE LITTLE TEN PER CENT
OF THAT SALARY INTO A SIX
PER CENT ACCOUNT WITH THEGUARANTY BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION AT 6364
HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD,
WHAT A DIFFERENCE IT
WOULD HAVE MADE. WITH
NEARLY $4000 WHERE HE COULD
LAY HIS HANDS ON IT, HE
COULD HAVE TOLD THEM ALL
TO GO TO— TO THEIR BOOKS
AND CREDIT HIM WITH PAY-
MENT.

—A dvt.



YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

In

onfidence
Edwin Argus, the Louis XVI of

France of Rex Ingram's “Scara-

mouche," formerly was social secre-

tary for Zerdrshan, Crown Prince of

Egypt, during the latter's colorful tour

of this country.

:}: ^

David A. Dunbar, a native of Syd-

ney, Australia, where for many years

he was an actor on the legitimate

stage, has joined the Hollywood film

colony and has already started to win

recognition with his histronic talents.

In Cecil B. DeMille’s newest produc-

tion, "The Ten Commandments,”

Dunbar plays four different charac-

terizations—a high priest, the captain

of chariots, a slave and an Israelite

and so impressed was Director De-

Mille with the actor’s work that he

tendered him his personal check for

a neat sum.

* * *

Colleen Moore will star in "Flam-

ing Youth.” No, this is not a sequel

to the “Red Hot Romance.”

* * *

Sometimes hush money does speak

rather loud.

Norman Taurog’s one line wheeze.

HE MEETS THEM AGAIN

Adam Hull Shirk, recently engaged

as scenario editor and publicity di-

rector for the Grand* Studio enter-

prises, including at present comedies

by Monty Banks, Sid Smith and Joe

Rock, and later to be augmented by

feature productions in both dramatic

and comedy fields, was surprised to

run across two actors who had years

ago played in musical comedies for

which he wrote the librettes and lyrics

and which Ferris Hartmen produced

at Idora Park, Oakland, California.

These gentlemen were Larry Bowes

and Jack Henderson. Shirk had a

pleasant time recalling the experiences

of those days. Both Bowes and

Henderson are talented comedians.

One appears with Joe Rock, the other

with Sid Smith productions. Snub Pol-

lard with Hal Roach, was another who

appeared in Shirk’s plays for which

Edward Gage wrote the music.

LEGITIMATE STAGE
LOSES ACTRESS

Louise Beaudet, who plays “Cissie

Gray” in "The Gold Diggers,” now in

production at the Warner Bros. West
Coast Studios under the direction of

Harry Beaumont, has had a remark-

able career on the stage since early

childhood.

Her early training on the stage was
under the tutelage of Madame Sarah

Bernhardt, her godmother. Since

then, her career has been meteoric,

she having appeared one time at

Buckingham Palace before royalty.

It is interesting to learn that Miss

Beaudet’s life-long friend, the late

Paulines Flail, created "Cissie Gray”

in David Belasco’s original "Gold

Diggers” production on Broadway.

Miss Beaudet has been on the legit-

imate stage until coming to pictures.

STUDIO PUBLICITY
MEN PROMOTED

The recent decision of the Warner
Brothers to hold the world premieres

of all future Warner classics of the

screen in Los Angeles has resulted in

a change of positions for members of

the studio publicity department.

Charles B. Kurtzman leaves the post

of studio publicity director to be-

come manager of exploitation of the

finished product. Harold B. Wallis,

assistant, will relieve his fellow p. a.

of the studio duties and will be given

support in his new capacity by anoth-

er member of the Warner’s eastern

staff who is due here soon.

Alec B. Francis, playing in "The

Gold Diggers,” at one time toured

Africa with an opera troop when all

the baritone solos were his.

FOOTWEAR

Men!
Your New
Shoes—
Nettletons will out-

wear any less care-

fully made shoes and

we always insist upon

a proper fit.

The Nettleton Shop
432 West Sixth St.

Opposite Pershing Square
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”)

CALIFORNIA — “The ..Woman in

Bronze" with Clara Kimball Young.
Miss Young gives a marvelous por-

trayal in this famous stage success,

which Harry Garson produced and
King Vidor directed. I believe that

this is the best that the clever emo-
tional actress has done. It has

a great appeal for women, and this

being the case, the men will also en-

joy it.

MISSION — Douglar Fairbanks in

“Robin Hood” can now be seen at

popular prices. Looks as tho this

wonder film will remain for some
time. Its worth seeing many
times.

ORPHEUM—Mr. Perry has another
great bill on his hands. If there is

a “water-mark” on your ticket, its

from Perry’s hot brow. Laboring
with an anxious line of theatre pa-

trons is no easy task. Irene Frank-
lin is the cause. Great show this

week!

KINEMA—Dorothy Phillips is ap-

pearing in a picture well worth her

talents. “The White Frontier,”

which was directed by Allen Flo-

bular, is a very good program pic-

ture of the icebound country. Sort

of makes you chilly these hot days

and nights. Miss Phillips gave a

splendid performance and much
credit is due the director.

MAJESTIC—Ivan Miller in “The
“Man of Action.” Ah, this is one

stage play that lives up to its title.

There is plenty of good old action,

for those who like the fast stuff.

Makes the old brain work to keep
up with some of the lines. Mr. Mil-

ler is fine in his rrole. The others

work nicely and give ample sup-

port. This ought to have a long

run.

LOEW’S STATE—Again we have

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly

Bayne in our midst! Welcome
home! Glad to have them back.

They are appearing in the screen

production of “Modern Marriage,”

and also in a one-act dramatic

sketch of the same story. The pic-

. ture is very well done, and it just

goes to show that those out for a

long time can come back. The
sketch is well received and very

interesting after viewing the film.

MOROSCO — “Dulcy” is making a

great hit. It is truly a fine comedy-
drama, probably taking the 1923

honors as a success. It surely is

due for a long run. This is the

kind of stuff the theatre going pub-

lic likes.

MILLER’S—Harold Lloyd is having

a lot of fun amusing the thousands

who flock to see “Safety Last.”

Many are returning for a second

time trying to figure out the sup-

posed “trick” photography which

isn’t “trick.”

METROPOLITAN — Jack Holt
again! But this time he is a bet-

ter comedy-drama, “A Gentleman

of Leisure,” which was written by

John Stapleton and P. G. Wode-
house. Sigrid Holmquist, “the

Mary Pickford of Sweden,” plays

the leading feminine role. She is

really very clever in spots. Mr.

Holt does much better than he has

in recent pictures.

HILLSTREET—Last week they had

the exclusive showing of Oliver

Morosco’s “Slippy McGee,” with

Wheeler Oakman and Colleen

Moore. This picture was made a

couple of years ago. It should

have remained on the shelf. Wes-

ley Ruggles directed it, and yet he

didn’t, anyway the sub-title said he

did. But really it didn’t look as

tho it had been directed at all. The
vaudeville this week is good,

EGYPTIAN—“The Covered Wagon”
will probably have the longest run

of any picture in Los Angeles or

Hollywood. It is becoming more
popular every day. It is actually

more difficult to secure seats now
than at the beginning of the run.

GRAUMAN’S—"Her Accidental Hus-
band” is certainly an accident. Or
there must have been one after they

started the production. Can’t say

much for this, although the cast is

good. Mariam Cooper, Mitchell

Lewis, Forrest Stanley and Richard

Tucker have the feature roles. This

may mean something to some peo-

ple, but it doesn't make this a good

picture.

RIALTO—Mrs Wallace Reid in “Hu-
man Wreckage.” That line alone

should mean everything to you. C.

Gardner Sullivan wrote the story

and he did a real job of it. John

IT IS A PLEASURE TO MAKE UP
with

Requires

No
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Ask

Your Dealer
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With Water

Ask

Your Dealer

Jewelers Bldg.

GREASLESS
THEATRICAL MAKE UP

For Private Demonstration

Write

V. BERNARD & CO.
Los Angeles
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....Flickerings From Flickerland.....

Griffith Wray directed the picture.

He made a real drama filled with

pathos, thrills and bits of life.

James Kirkwood plays the leading

male role; he is fine. Bessie Love,

one time star, comes back one hun-

dred per cent perfect. Don’t miss

this.

ALHAMBRA—Grace Darmond is

again seen in a starring role. This

time it is “The Dangerous Adven-

ture,” a Warner Bros, production.

Well, this is just a fair program

feature with a lot of South African

thrills. You know, serial stuff. The

cast includes Jack Richardson,

Derelys Perdue, Philo McCullough,

and Robert Agnew. This is a hard

picture to really lie, so use your

judgment.

TALLY’S—“What a Wife Learned,”

is a great 'title, but that can’t be

said about the film. Thomas Ince

selected a great cast, including

Marguerite de la Motte, John Bow-

ers and Milton Sills. Bradley King

wrote the story which is only a

twisted tale of modern life. Noth-

ing new, been done many times be-

fore. John Griffith Wray directed

it, but it is not up to his usual

standard.

EGAN’S—They are still “Getting

Gertie’s Garter.” This is a real knee

deep comedy who care for Avey

Hopwood’s risque lines should en-

joy this. Packed houses prove

something, don’t they?

CLUNE’S—Jackie Coogan in “Dad-

dy” is quite the type of story that

Jackie is capable of handling with

success. It is rumored that Coogan

senior did the story. E. Mason

Hopper directed it with great abil-

ity. And Bravini, ah, he has cap-

tured the picture. His acting is

marvelous!

GARRICK—this should be called

the “house of dimes.” The cinema

vaudeville seems to be making

plenty of money.

SYMPHONY—Great! A double bill

all for the one admission price!

Marvelous! The return engagement

of Rodolph Valentino in “The Shiek

of Araby.” A very good idea, only

the public might laugh at the wrong

one.

PHILHARMONIC—For the first

time in the United States and Los

Angeles we have Mexico’s famous

singers and dancers from the Thea-

tre National, Mexico City. Hot

Tamale!

PILGRIMAGE PLAY—The Life of

Christ opened Monday evening,

July 6.

WASHINGTON PARK—Play ball!

MOTION PICTURE EXPOSTION
—Getting better day by day and
night by night. Some very wonder-

ful exhibits are open now and the

shows have been greatly improved.

If you are disappointed at the first,

try again! Screen tests are made
daily.

THE MISSION PLAY—John Mc-
Groarty’s colorful and musical pag-

eant-drama of California.

MASON—Lights are out again this

week.

PALAIS ROYAL—We understand

that this popular place and tea dive

will close shortly for alteration, or

something to that effect.

WINTER GARDEN—Harry Vernon
is singing a lot of new songs. Bert

Fisk and his orchestra do their stuff

with pretty tunes for dancing con-

tests, trotting shieks and Grover

Frankie’s show of shaking girlish

limbs.

CINDERELLA ROOF—The orches-

tra is still there, the same old crowd

is still there, the same old idea .of

“dance hall” stuff is still there.

MARCELL’S—Eddie Brandstratter is

having a busy time now supervising

five different halls of famous food.

Marcell’s continues to hold the wise

ones who know where they receive

the best service and dinners. There

is always that grand feeling of

something good is coming in soon

for you here. They have a fine dance

orchestra for those who like to trot

between delicious bits of perfectly

prepared food.

THE SHIP CAFE—George Collins

has most of his old crowd back

again and the new rounders have

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

Lou Grom&n & Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
discovered a real caterer of fun,

food and fox trots. His saltwater

pleasure house is the hang-out of

the best rounders in the business.

And let me tell you—that if you are

in pursuit of real music, to exhil-

arate your- feet— I doubt if you could

find anything better than what is

provided by Dave Snell at the piano,

A1 Conklin, also at the other piano,

and Harry Highsmith, one of the

greatest saxophonists on the coast.

Their orchestra include some of the

finest musicians hereabouts—they
are, Tom Dering, saxaphone and
clarinet; Maurice Hix, saxaphone

and clarinet; Ray Garcia, bass and
tuba; Otis Taylor, banjoist de luxe;

Art Tynan, a splendid violinist;

Chuck Deaton, manipulates the va-

rious noises around the trap stand;

Eddie Crane, a marvelous boy with

the trumpet, and Johnnie Flood,

with his almost human voiced trom-

bone. This splendid aggregation are

known as the Snell-Highsmith-

Conklin, and their Syncopated
Fashion Plates.

GYPSYLAND—The dollar dinners

are getting the crowds and holding

them fast. Grand old food, dandy

music for sliding around and quick

service for those who are a bit par-

ticular.

PLANTATION—Harry Casey, or-

chestra leader, who plays for Tom
Mix during his daylight hours, has

added another clever boy to his

staff of harmony hounds. He is

none other than “Pee Wee" Eins,

clever saxaphone tooter and moan-
ing master of the well known silver

tube. The Sunday night dancing

contests cause “standing room only”

sign to go up.

ROYALE—COUNTRY CLUB—Fox
and Baker are certainly pepping it

up for Marion Harris, who made
an instant hit with all those who in-

habit the famous pleasure palace.

There's a waiting line for tables

every night now, so its best to

phone for the reservations now.
Miss Harris is singing a flock of

new songs. Great stuff!

WYNKEN BLYNKEN CLUB—The
only place in Ocean Park to park

yourself and girl until the wee
small hours of the morning and
listen to Fred Stross ^nd B. B.

Brown pound out peppy pieces for

dancing. They have a flock of orig-

inal numbers which are proving to

be big hits.

COCOANUT GROVE—Abe Lyman
is still doing his tricks with the

drumsticks. This is proving to be

the oasis for society folk and movie
gangs who do their playing night

to good music.

MONTMARTRE—Vincent Rose and
Jackie Taylor have taken Plolly-

wood by storm with some of their

new numbers. The film colony is

using this as its meeting grounds.
Mr. Bell, who is in charge of the

Coffee Shop downstairs, is hand-
ling large crowds and speeding

things up in fine shape. The gag of

eating in your make-up at either

place is a big hit. A true bohemian
atmosphere prevails.

MARY LOUISE—The hunting
grounds for feminine scandal and
girlish chatter. Their teas are very

popular and the dinners are superb.

A fashion show remains unheralded.

TAIT’S COFFEE SHOP—If you
haven’t been in this place of fine

food and fast service, you haven’t

been any place to speak of. John
Tait is the silent genius who knows
just what the business man and
woman needs during their short

lunch hour. It gives the men a

chance to loaf a bit, and the women
a chance to do a bit of shopping.

The “No dish over fifty cents” gag
is a positive hit.

SUNSET INN—The high muck-
amuck dive of the movie gang.

Dancing contests, feature nights, fa-

mous people every night, etc., make
this place one of the most popular

cafes in the city. Max Fisher and
his orchestra have been turning out

some original ideas in the musical

line.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM—The
happy house of fast moving leather

mittens and uppercuts, bloody noses

and speedy rounds for rounders

who like fistic encounters. Roy
Marshall knows his stuff.

EDWIN CLAPP SHOES

Harris

&
Frank
ARE

Headquarters
FOR

Palm Beach
AND

Tropical

Suits

Flannel Trousers
AND

Outing Togs

Moderate Prices

LIGHTS OUT—They fell me the

foggy mornings are caused by what
you mist (missed) the night before.

If you can figure this out, you win

the cement folding player piano.

William Lcwery has a weird gag.

After it rained the poor fellow had

water on the knee.

New don’t spring that one about

wearing pumps.
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane

JACK COOPER
Mack Sennett Comedian

CAST ANOTHER STAR

Edward Burns of “East is West”
fame has been engaged for a leading

role in Wesley Barry’s latest starring

picture, temporarily titled “The Coun-
try Kid.”

Burns will be remembered for his

stellar work in several recent screen

successes.

“The Country Kid” is being pro-

duced by the Warner Bros., at their

West Coast studios under the direc-

tion of W lliam Beaudine. It is an

original story by Julien Josephson of

the scenario staff.

MARIE MOSQUINI TO WED

Marie Mosquini—one of the pret-

tiest, and versatile screen actresses,

both in dramatic and comedy parts,

is shortly to wed Fred Harlow, Jun-

ior. The latter is the enterprising son

of the famous Fred Harlow. Young
Harlow has been doing a splendid

business in the Insurance Game, hav-

ing made quite a record for himself

as a keen salesman. While the

bride-to-be has been in the Public

Eye and esteem from the day she en-

tered motion pictures, the Editor takes

this mode to congratulate the Dove-

lings in the picturesque path of Mat-

rimony.

GOOD COMMON SENSE HERE

“If I only had her luck,” remarks

one girl to another. And so frequent-

ly the matter of luck is one for dis-

cussion. When employed in this

ordinary conversational way, it means

the good or bad things that happen by

chance.

Marjorie Bennett, appearing in

“Getting Gertie’s Garter” at the Ea-

gan thertre, believed that character,

good habits, perseverance, when com-

bined will combat all the ill-luck ever

dreamed of.

“I agree with Arthur Brisbane, the

present day philosopher who declares

that there is no such thing as luck.

In reality it is a fancy name for be-'

ing always on duty and so sure to

be ready when good time comes.”

“Consequently if you would get

ahead in the theatrical business or in

any business for that matter, you’ve

got to work for it and not depend on

chance.”

Baby Betty is making “The Forty

Niner.” This probably has something

to do with “The Gold Diggers.”

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

SIGNS FOR MORE PICTURES

Johnny Hines has been signed by

the Warner Brothers for an indefinite

period and will be featured in a num-
ber of forthcoming Warner classics.,

according to an announcement by

Harry M. Warner. Hines recently

completed his first picture for the

Warners, “L ttle Johnny Jones,” an

adaption of George M. Cohan’s stage

play, which has been completed under

the direction of Arthur Rosson.

In “Little Johnny Jones,” Hines is

said to do the best work of his ca-

reer. He portrays the role of an

American jockey in Europe bent on

winning the English derby. Consid-

erable romance and intrigue is woven

into the story which is interpreted by

a supporting cast including William

Standing, Molly Malone, Margaret

Seddon, Herbert Prior, George Webb,

and Mervyn LeRoy. The story was

adapted for the screen by Raymond
Schrock.

As a result of placing his finger-

tips at the very pulse of millions of

people attending motion picture exhi-

bitions, Finis Fox wrote and is now
producing “Bag and Baggage," what

is said to be a great vital, throbbing

drama with the human note developed

to the utmost. Gloria Grey is the fea-

tured player, with John Roche play-

ing the male lead. Among those play-

ing important roles are Carmelita

Geraghty, Harry Dunkinson, Fred

Kelsey, Paul Wiegel, Adele Farring-

ton, Arthur Stuart Hull, Ned Grey,

R. D. MacLean and others.

youcan dance
and dine in
Hollywood

(MO MART)
HOLLYWOOD BLVO. HEAR HIGHLAND

Coffee Shop
and

Delicatessen

OPEN DAY AND NITE
MAIN FLOOR
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars
A VERY BAD FINGER A SEPTEMBER PRE-VIEW

Norman Kerry, handsome leading

man of Universal’s two, big complete

spectacles, “The Hunchback of Notre
Dame’’ and “Merry-Go-Round,” failed

to report on the set a few days ago
for his work in the leading masculine

role of “The Acquittal,” all star Uni-

versal-Jewel special. A fnessage from

his house said that he had been sent to

a sanitarium under a doctor’s care for

one of the most unusual injuries ever

suffered by an actor.

While doing a strong dramatic

scene he gestured a little too violently

with his right hand and instead of

merely striking a table lightly, he

struck the corner of a metal cigar box

with some force. The result apparently

was nothing more than a deep cut on

his finger—but it developed into some-

thing similar to blood poison. It be-

came so serious that he was ordered

to rest.

Now, however, he is well again and

will return to work at once.

Clarence L. Brown is directing the

filming of Rita Weiman’s stage play

with Kerry, Claire Windsor, Barbara

Bedford, Frederick Vroom, Harry

Mestayer and others of note in the

principal roles. Jules Furthman made
the adaptation.

One girl had on a very gaudy gown
—too much so, in fact. So she lower-

ed the shades and changed the gown.

Do you get what I mean, asks Albert

Roscoe.
* * *

Herbert Rawlinson is making “Up-

side Down.” This picture will be

hard to the projection operator.
* * *

Peggy O’Day says that every wo-

man is a vamp. This makes me a

tentless shiek.

In a few days the clicking of cameras

will cease on “The Extra Girl” set,

and Mabel Normand will take a few

weeks rest before starting with the

production of her next starring ve-

hicle, “Mary Anne.”

“The Extra Girl,” under the direc-

tion of Dick Jones, has been practic-

ally completed to date in record time.

Despite the fact that this latest Sen-

nett classic was- shot in much less

time than any previous feature pro-

duction.

“The Extra Girl” is one of those big

human interest stories of the real old

homespun type. A story with a strong

heart appeal and a good moral behind

it and, without fear of contradiction

the producer claims for Miss Nor-

mand’s lovable and inimitable person-

ality, that it will never be seen again

to better advantage. In this comedy
drama, the little star of innumerable

successes introduces a new character

to the screen, charmingly irresistible,

romantic and adventurous.

The splendid cast of carefully chosen

players of whom Ralph Graves is the

lead, with the names of George

Nichols, Anna Hernandez, Vernon
Dent, Ramsey Wallace and Charlotte

Mineau following, yet equally import-

ant, make this an ideal feature.

Ethel Wales, well known character

actress, has begun her work in a

leading role in William De Mille’s

“Spring Magic,” following immediate-

ly upon her engagement in “Loving

Lies,” of the Associated Authors.
* * *

A man may have a lot of dough,

but that’s no sign he can make his

own bread.

Gil Pratt has said something sen-

sible.

Wig
- Rental

Wigs
to Order

Toupee s

Hair
Dressing

M arcelling

Shampooing

NEW YORK
epner

Hepner Method Permanent

Waving our Specialty

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Phone 52220
1001 West Seventh Street

(Just west of Figueroa)

No Parking Restrictions

WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOS ANGELES
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A SENSE OF HUMOR

“Bull" Montana was seated at the

wheel of a beautiful new touring car,

his proudest possession. He guided

the machine expertly to the curb of

one of the busiest streets of the Los
Angeles shopping section. An elderly

lady, possessing a fair share of curi-

osity. stepped up and inquired:

“Who are you driving for, my good
man ?”

“For Mr. Montana, the famous mo-
tion picture star,” the cauliflower eared

Metro comedian replied soberly.

STUDIOS AGLITTER
WITH STARS

The United Studio in Hollywood,

where most of the independents make
their pictures, has never in its history

housed such a roster of stars as are

now working there. Among the

more popular luminaries
>
appearing

before United Cameras are Norma
and Constance Talmadge, Colleen

Moore, Anna Q. Nilson, James Kirk-

wood, Marjorie Daw, Lloyd Hughes,

Harry Moore, Ernest Torrence, Tul-

ly Marshall, Matt Moore, Byrant

Washburn, Blanche Sweet, Holbrook

Blinn and Virginia Pearson, Sylvia

Breamer, Myrtle Stedman, Elliot

Dexter, Virginia Fair and many oth-

ers.

* * *

Universal is making a film called

“The Hog.” There should be a great

many leading men in this.

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343

THEY MAY LEARN LATIN

Through an arrangement between

Samuel Goldwyn and the Italian cus-

toms authorities, all the material

needed for the production of “The

Eternal City” now being filmed in

Rome for First National release, un-

der the direction of George Fitz-

maurice, will be sent to and from the

Italian base of Mr. Fitzmaurice as

though it were diplomatic in import-

ance. Also, the third “take” of each

scene will be forwarded weekly to Mr.

Goldwyn in New York so that he is in

constant touch with the progress of

the film.

The company of American players,

including Lionel Barrymore, Barbara

La Marr, Richard Bennett, Montague
Love and Bert Lytell, arrived in Rome
June 14th. First scenes were taken

June 19th. Director Fitzmaurice and

the principals were the guests of the

Roman council at Rome two days last

week, during which time they were

motored about the ancient seat of

power, while Mr. Fitzmaurice selected

locations. As he discovered spots es-

sential to the faithful production of

the Hall Caine story, permission was

granted on the moment and details ar-

ranged so that no time was lost in red

tape or political tardiness.

The colosseum, the Forum, St.

Peter’s Bassilies and other historical

spots are to be the backgrounds for

the intensely dramatic situations in

“The Eternal City.”

COOKING THE GOOSE

Frank Lanning, movie actor, met

his nephew. Fred Cummings, stage

actor, in Los Angeles a few days ago.

“What are you doing?” asked Lan-

ning of Cummings.
“The part of the Indian cook in

‘The Bad Man,’ at the Majestic Thea-

tre,” replied Cummings. “What are

you doing, Fred?”

“The part of the Indian cook in

‘The Bad Man,’ at the United Studios,”

replied Lanning.

By some strange coincidence Edwin

Carewe, who is directing the produc-

tion for First National, brought about

this situation when he selected Fan-

ning for the Indian cook while the

nephew was doing
,
the same role in

the stage production.

Stroock’s
Genuine

CAMELS-HAIR
OVER-COATS

$65
Piccadilly Model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

WHAT HOLDS YOU

?

It’s lonesome to wish for a thing that

you want!
It’s wanting the things that you ivish,

that will haunt.

You know how you care—
You know she is there—

Then what arc the tremors that hold

you and taunt

The elforts you make
To still your heart-ache

And leaves you the shell of the man
whom you vaunt

?

—By Marshall Lorimer.

DOLORES GARDNER
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Public

Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair

U. S. Army Munson Last shoes,

sizes 5% to 12, which was the en-
tire surplus stock of one of the
largest U. S. Government shoe con-
tractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
per cent solid leather, color dark
tan. bellows tongue, dirt and water
proof. The actual value of this
shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tre-
mendous buy we can offer same to
the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented we will
cheerfully refund your money
promptly upon request.

National Bay State Shoe
Company

296 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

Duane Thompson, leading woman

for Sid Smith, comedian and star of

his own productions, came to Cali-

fornia to dance and remained to act.

She studied under Anita Peters

Wright in San Francisco and is a pol-

ished classical dancer. She was at-

tracted by the lure of the Kleiglights

and went to Christies and has finally

become associated with their come-

dies.

DOROTHY MORGAN
Child Actress

A PART THAT FITS

The strangest mother in fiction!

Such is the part which Myrtle Sted-

man portrays in the First National

screen version of “Flaming Youth,”

Warner Fabian’s widely-read daring

story of contemporary life, which is

in production under the direction of

John Francis Dillion at the United

Studios.

Miss Stedman portrays the role of

“Mona Fentriss,” a brilliant woman,
who lives life to its fullest, is unfaith-

ful to hei husband, yet at all times

cognizant of the fact that her uncon-
ventional mode of living will react

on the future of her three growing
daughters.

The parts of the three ultra-mod-

ern daughters are enacted by Colleen

Moore, Sylvia Breamer and Edith

Hallor.

Miss Stedman’s work during the

past year has been particularly note-

worthy in “The Dangerous Age,” in

“The Famous Mrs. Fair,” “Rich

Men’s Wives,” and “The Hands of

Nora.”

Miss Stedman has been in the mov-
ies since the old Seelig days. Previous

to that she had a successful stage ca-

reer in musical comedy and light op-

eras.

The cast of “Flaming Youth,” so

far includes Colleen Moore, Milton

Sills, Elliott Dexter, Sylvia Breamer
and Edith Hallor.

A CLEVER ACTOR INDEED

Creighton Hale is in the list of pop-

ular actors whose life is one picture

after another. Mr. Hale has been oc-

cupied the last five weeks in delineat-

ing a young law student in the Hall

Caine story “Master of Man” which

Victor Seastrom is directing for Gold-

wyn. It’s one of those sympathetic

roles to which he is especially adapt-

ed and which he will complete in

about four weeks.

Other pictures in which he has re-

cently appeared in elude “Trilby,”

where he enacted “Little Billee,”

“Mary of the Movies,” in a straight

lead for F. B. O., “Tea With a Kick,"

male lead and “Broken Hearts of

Broadway, an Irving Cummings Pro-

duction where he had some interest-

ing scenes in the prologue with Tullv

Marshall.

PERT POINTS

Billie Rhodes, who plays feminine

leads for Joe Rock, is a devotee of the

outdoors and spends whatever spare

time she can find at Big Bear or some

of the other mountain or lake resorts

around Los Angeles. Miss Rhodes has

played in both comedies and dramatic

pictures and likes comedies best—at

least she finds them a wonderful edu-

cation. “When one has been in come-

dies there isn’t much left to learn,” she

observes, “for almost everything under

the sun is called for in the way of ex-

pression or acting.”
>{« ije

Louis Sargent is completing his en-

gagement at Universal where he is

playing the leading juvenile role in

Gladys Walton’s latest starring ve-

hicle, “The Wild Party.” He has re-

ceived many interesting, offers for

work in forthcoming pictures, but as

yet no announcement has been made
as to which picture he will appear in

next.

* * *

Frances Marion is adapting “Dust

of Desire,” Norma Talmadge’s new
photoplay which will be started with-

in a month. She will co-direct the

production with Chester Franklin.

* * *

Now that she owns a garage that

sells gasoline and such things Viola

Dana feels as though she is a real

business partner of John D. Rocke-

feller, a young fellow who has done

right well in the oil game.

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor
353 South Spring, Near 4th
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Under tin
BY THE MAN

THE NEW DIRECTOR-
PRODUCER

Frank Lloyd, creator of countless

film successess, has at last come to

his own. He has just announced his

plans as a director-producer and will

start on his first picture about August

1 .

Years ago he was a lineman for an

electrical concern, then he became a

leading man, then he took up direct-

ing. He made a number of successful

dramas for Fox and then for Gold-

wyn. More recently he has directed

Jackie Coogan, and Norma Talmadge.

Mr. Lloyd made “Oliver Twist”

with Jackie Coogan. He d irected

Norma Talmadge i n her greatest

films," “The Eternal Flame,” “The

Voice From the Minerete,” “Within

the Law” and “Ashes of Vengeance,”

which Joseph M. Schench claims will

be the greatest film epic of 1923

He has signed a contract to release

through Associated First National

Pictures, Inc., and will make a series

of three or four big dramas with all

star casts. Harry Weil, formerly Mr.

Lloyd’s assistant, will be business and

production manager. The rest of the

staff have not been named.

The title of Mr. Lloyd’s first pic-

ture has not been made known yet,

nor the cast finally chosen. The mas-

ter director has long wished to be in

the independent field, choosing his own
stories and players. His dream has

come true and those who have been

associated with him feel sure that he

will meet with great success.

The public is always first in Mr.

Lloyd’s mind and it is understood

that he will give them only carefully

selected screen stories and well chos-

en casts.

We wish you success, Mr. Lloyd,

and feel sure that it will be yours.

CHANGING HER SUBJECT

Lenore Coffee, expert writer of

matrimonial and martial affairs and

author of “The Better Wife,” “Watch
your Husband,” Daytime Wires,”

etc., etc.,, has forsakeen the business

of writing abou t connubial tribula-

tions, temporaryily, at least, and is

busy adapting to the screen “My
Mamie Rose," a tale which deals with

the affairs of a couple before they

reach the altar. Universal is to pro-

duce it.

Are You Interested
in beautiful GOWNS? You can pur-
chase in my home at 2006 IVAR AVE.,
Hollywood, the changing wardrobe of 10
of the BEST DRESSED STARS on the
SCREEN! All articles of wearing ap-
parel at a GREAT SACRIFICE. Many of

these GOWNS were worn in only ONE
PICTURE.

Screen Stars Wardrobe Exchange
2006 IVAR AVE. PHONE 437-028

(Cahuenga Ave. to Franklin, Then One
Block East and Two North)

THE BROWN PAINTED DWELLING
IS 2006

ETHEL BROADHURST
SCREEN INGENUE

Who is playing in Zeigfeld Follies

in New York. She will shortly re-

turn to California.

n g Glass
BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

FINISHES WARNER PICTURE

Kathryn McGuire, has just finished

her latest engagement as leading wo-
man in Warner Bros, production of

“The Printer’s Devil,” with Wesley
Barry and Harry Meyers. Although
a small town girl herself, the pictures

in which Miss McGuire has played
have always been laid in big cities,

except for the one in which she is

now appearing and the one she has

just finished. “The Crossroads of

New York,” ‘‘The Silent Call,” "The
Bronze Woman,” “The Flame of

Life,” "Playing With Fire”—these are

some of the dramatic productions in

which Kathryn McGuire has played

since she left the Sennett lot. Miss
McGuire is. incidentally, one of the

Wampas Stars of Tomorrow, 1922

edition, and recently won first prize

in a National beauty contest conduct-
ed by a group of eastern fan maga-
zines, in which she was the only win-
ning motion picture player.

COMPANY AT STUDIO

The players making up the cast of

“When a Man’s a Man,” the first of

the Harold Bell Wright series to be

filmed by Principal Pictures Corpora-

tion, have returned to the studios in

Hollywood. They were in the Arizona

territory for several months and filmed

the exterior episodes on the exact lo-

cations as painted by author Wright
in his story.

Several weeks' work will be required

at the studio before the film will be

completed and ready for cutting.

Chief among the artists appearing in

this production are John Bowers, Mar-

guerite de la Motte, Robert Frazer,

June Marlowe, Forrest Robinson,

George Hackathorne, John Fox, Jr.,

Fred Stanton, Charles Mailes, Eliza-

beth Rhodes, Arthur Hoyt and others

of equal popularity.

Edward F. Cline is directing.

Carl Miller, who has completed the

longest engagement in the film colony

in Chaplin's "Public Opinion,” in

which he was the male lead, is taking

the opportunity between pictures of •

extensive horse back riding, his fav-

orite out door sport.

* *

C. Gardner Sullivan, head "of the

Joseph M. Schenck scenario depart-

ment, has returned from New York

after looking for new story material.
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GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD AT IT

Tom Santschi, who has successively

been a western star, a high salaried

“heavy” and a straight leading man,

has been chosen to play opposite Pris-

cilla Dean in her new Universal-Jewel

starring vehicle, “The Storm Daugh-

ter.”

“The Storm Daughter” was written

for Miss Dean's use by Leete Renick

Brown of the Universal City scenario

department and is a sea story involv-

ing large “rough-cut” characters.

Santschi's role will be that of a

brute of the ships, yet with some re-

deeming qualities from the start, and
the story is so written that the audi-

ence will not know until the last sixty

seconds of the picture whether Sant-

schi or William B. Davidson hold

trumps-hearts. Davidson, formerly a

stage player of high repute in New
York City, shares with Santschi both

the leading role and “heavy” honors.

Pat Hartigan. Cyril Chadwick and

Owen Corine, the latter a newly im-

ported European actor, under contract

with Universal, are other players cast

in the forthcoming Dean production,

which George Archainbaud, director

of “The Midnight Guest,” “The Power
of a Lie” and other pictures of note,

will guide the filming.

Rose Dione, well known French

actress appearing in “Scaramouche,”

says she dislikes to admit she has

been in the United States all of four

years because she still speaks English

with a decided Parisian accent.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

:an be changed instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit!
Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A.B.Cox,717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago

UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

Cesare Gravina, the masterly per-

former whose characterizations have

been a credit to many big photoplays,

including “Foolish Wives,” “Merry-

Go-Round” and the recently completed

“Hunchback of Notre Dame,” will sup-

port Baby Peggy in her second Uni-

versal-Jewel feature starring vehicle,

adapted from Frances Hodgson Bur-

nett’s “Editha’s Burglar.”

William A. Seiter is going to direct

the production and wrork starts almost

immediately. Other artists of high

rank who will handle principal roles

are Gladys Hulette, Edward Earle,

Lucy Beaumont and Frank Currier.

The cast is not yet complete.
* * fc

Renee Adoree, the little French

emotional actress who has lately

achieved favorable mention through-

out the film colony for her dramatic

ability, is enacting the feminine lead

in the Universal all-star production,

“The Six-Fifty,” now being made un-

der the direction of Nat Ross.

Miss Adoree is the wife of Tom
Moore, famous screen star, and has

been in pictures only a short time, but

is predicted by several noted directors

as being a distinct “find” as an emo-

tional actress.

“The Six-Fifty” is a screen version

of Kate McLaurin’s stage play of the

same name.

Orville Caldwell, wTho has played

romantic leads opposite Mae Murray,

Katherine McDonald and other fam-

ous stars, has the leading male role

in the production. Both he and Miss

Adoree were borrowed from other pro-

ducers. Others in the cast are Bert

Woodruff, Niles Welch and Gertrude

Aster.

H* »i* ^

Robert North Bradbury, director of

many short western pictures for the

Universal Pictures Corporation, has

been assigned to the Jack Hoxie unit,

to make features.

He will guide the making of Hoxie’s

next western picture which will be

either a screen version of the famous
novel, “Overland Red,” or an original

story written especially for Hoxie,

temporarily titled “Me and Bill.”

Hoxie recently finished “Men in the

Raw,” adapted from a magazine story

by W. Bert Foster. George E. Mar-

shall directed the picture.

* * *

Louise Fazenda’s favorite reading

in newspapers begins with the Want
Ads, followed by faithful memorizing

of every word in the cooking depart-

ment, with the news o fthe world,

coming third in importance.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in

the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium

El Centro, Off Hollywood Blvd.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 100

BROWN ^CALDWELL
LADD

PKo t o -ei\<3r aVe r\s
(j \ 2.4 7' S. BDW Y;

V-y LOS ANGELES
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‘LET’S PLAY’ “CIRCUS DAYS”
PROVES WINNER

METRO-ITES

I have a brand new mitten,

I also own a ball,

Beside which, there’s a kitten

To tease around and maul;

But something’s missing Madame X,

I can’t explain it quite;

I lack that opposite of sex

That sets a mere man right.

I have a weird apartment—that

Seems lonely without two,

Unless my “PEP” becomes a cat

In time—and adds a few?

But I notice he’s a male, and so

I’ll have to think again:

Exactly where I’ll have to go

To live my dreams of Spain!

I seem to want a playmate—who
Will pitch the ball to me,

Who’ll be around to act cuckoo

When I’m serious you see,

And if my socks are on the blink,

And laundry overdue

—

You’ll concentrate, and help me think

Just why I needed you.

—By Emm. Ell.

MONTAGNES A BUSY MAN

The life of a free lance writer is

a busy one. says Edward J. Montagne,

scenarist, author, playwright, and

what-not. Montagne is at present

juggling three tasks at once, i. e.,

adapting to the screen “The Swamp
Angel" to be used by First National

as a production for Colleen Moore,

conferring daily with Director Arch-

einbund regarding the script for the

Universal featur e “The Storm’s

Daughter" and lastly attending re-

hearsals for his vaudeville sketch

“Be Yourself” which Ruth Stone-

house will take over the Orpheum
Circuit.

* * *

Bradley King didn’t register as an

actress so she became an author. A
let of girls ought to do that.

Jackie Coogan’s “Circus Days” was
presented for the first time in a small

town near Los Angeles. Members of

the staff of Associated First National

Pictures, Inc., and Sol Lesser, the pro-

ducer, desired to know the real merits

of the production.

That “Circus Days” is Jackie

Coogan’s greatest picture would be

putting it mildly indeed. It smashed

all box office records of the theatre

and tickled every kid from six to sixty

years of age. That it will sail through

equal success everywhere it is shown,

is the firm belief of all interested in

the feature.

Edward F. Cline directed “Circus

Days” and a cast of notable people

will be seen in the starlet’s support

when the picture is released. Chief

among the players are Barbara Ten-

nant, Russell Simpson, De Witte Jen-

nings, Cesare Gravini, Peaches Jack-

son, Claire McDowell and Sam De
Grasse.

TEN YEARS AGO TODAY

Gloria Grey was learning the alpha-

bet in the baby room of a San Fran-

cisco school.

Ralph Lewis was starting rehearsals

for his role of Governor Stoneman in

Griffith’s “Birth of a Nation.”

Jane Novak was attending a St.

Louis convent.

Finis Fox was writing his first scen-

ario for D. W. Griffith, “The Stolen

Jewels.”

Fred Esmclton was featured in a

revival of “The Two Orphans” with

an all-star cast.

Chester Bennett was a cameraman

at Universal.

Rex Ingram claims that Edith Al-

len has unusual hair. It is probably

her own.

The complete unadulterated name
of Lorimer Johnston who appears as

King Louis XVI of France in Rex
Ingram’s “Scaramouche” is George
Lorimer James Anderson Bertram
Lorimer-Johnston.

Harold Shaw directed Evelyn Brent,

starred in the only film production

made entirely on a trans-Atlantic

liner. It was called “Cupid and the

Cunrad" and was one reel in length.

It was made last year when Mr. Shaw
and Miss Brent happened to be on the

same liner returning from England
and provided a deal of entertainment

for other passengers. Miss Brent now
has one of the leading roles in “Held
to Answer,” a Metro special which

Mr. Shaw is directing.

Madge Bellamy has been signed by

Associated Authors to handle the

leading feminine role in Elmer Harris’

screen version of Frank R. Adams’
Cosmopolitan story, “The Love
Hater," production commencing this

week.

Kathleen Clifford, who portrayed

the role of Queen Berengaria in

"Richard the .Lion Hearted,” the

Frank Woods production for Associ-

ated Authors, has also been engaged

for this picture.

Lloyd Ingraham is directing under

the personal supervision of Elmer
Harris.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue
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Hand-Outs Along the Rialto
BARRIE HANKERS

FOR HOLLYWOOD

Friend Reader: The following is a

characteristic letter from that splen-

did Actor, and Hollywood-ite-Nigel

Barrie, it is such a newsy letter that I

thought you would like to read it in

whole. It certainly gives a compre-

hensive idea of what’s doing on the

other side. (The Editor.)

GAUMONT FILM CO., LTD.
6 Denman St., London, W. I.

June 26
,
1923 .

Dear Air. Lorinter:
I am writing to let you know what

I have been doing for the last six

months, because I have had so many
inquiries from my friends and associ-

ates in the Film business.

Last January 1 came over here to

co-star with Wanda Hawley in

Conan Doyle’s "Fires of Fate" for

the Gaumont Film Co. of England,

and the picture was entirely made in

F,gypt, where the plot was laid.

We had many thrilling adventures

and saw many interesting sights, and
I would not have missed the trip for

anything. The picture is beautiful,

and the cast is good , and I think it

will prove a winner. We made scenes

in Cairo, Luxor, Assuan, and right

out in the Sahara.

When we returned to London in

April Gaumont at once reengaged us.

to again co-star in ‘‘The Lights of

London," a very powerful drama, and
quite the best and most dramatic part

that ever came my way in pictures.

Both these pictures will be released

in America in the next few months,

so you will hear of them, and I hope

they will do me some good with my
friends in A merica.

I hope to return to Hollywood
shortly when we have completed this

second picture, and, believe me, I am
homesick for the little old town, be-

cause I am tired of this perpetual

gloom and rain even if one can stand

up to a bar and shout for what your

heart desires!

Say "Hello" for me to my friends

out there, and tell them that I am
just crazy to get back to them. Will
give you lots of news when I return.

Yours sincerely,

NIGEL BARRIE.

Phil Rosen hands out another bit

of news. Mending our ways is one

thing, but to mend our highways is

another.

REAPING THE HARVEST
By Elsie Eva Steele

When will the seeds that others sow
Stop creeping up, for me to row

?

A Harvest that the rest may reap

While mine lie dead within the

heap?
Still in the fields I plow all day
With faith to guide me o’er the way.
The ground I water with my tears—
May fertilize for other years.

Each falling tear a Seed shall know,
And grudgingly from that will grow
A blossom tended, gently sprung
From other Seeds, this one among!
Hallowed Flow’rs may upward meet
My Soul from dead Seeds at my

feet

!

Q
APFEL GODFATHER TO TRIO

Oscar Apfel is now a pseudo-god-
father to the famous Flugrath trio of

screen celebrities. He just finished di-

recting Viola Dana and her sister,

Edna Flugrath, in “The Social Code,”

Viola’s latest Metro starring vehicle,

and while Shirley Mason, the third

sister of the talented family was in the

hospital from an operation, Apfel and
his wife, prominent in Hollywod so-

ciety circles, kept her room well sup-

plied with flowers from the famous
Apfel horticultural gardens in Holly-

wood. Supporting Viola Dana in the

Rita Weiman story are Malcolm Mc-
Gregor, Huntly Gordon, Charles

Gerard, William Humphrey and John
Sainpolis.

•

Charles R. Seeling, who is reputed

to be the youngest film producer in

Hollywood, is one of the busiest men
in filmland. He now has two com-
panies at work at the Hersley studios

and a few days ago negotiated a con-

tract for the production of two special

productions and a serial following the

completion of his present series.

George Larkin and “Big Boy” Wil-

liams are his stars.

“Our Pal Al,” who is really A1 Mar-
tin, is now parking himself in the

scenario department at the Mack Sen-

net studios. In other words he is

“gagging” the famous fun films. He
also is making personal appearances

at the Monmartre Coffee Shop night-

ly in company with his walking dele-

gate, Ward Wing.

* *
Jimmy Aubrey wants to know if

there is any such thing as a “friendly

poker game?”

COLLIER JR. AS PRODUCER

Wm. “Buster” Collier, Jr., who is

playing in “The Age of Desire,”

Frank Borzage’s new First National

picture for Arthur H. Jacobs, is one

of the most versatile of the younger
generation of stage or screen actore.

Young Collier, who was literally

born on the stage and raised in the

theatre, once in New York City, pro-

duced a play as a surprise for his fa-

mous father, Wm. Callier.

The play was written and staged

by the Junior Collier, and when the

Senior actor saw it he was bowled
over by the cleverness of his son and

protege.

Young Collier’s play was “Extra.”

It was a bright comedy piece which

he was lucky enough to put on

Broadway, something of a feat in it-

self.

In this Borzage picture Mary Phil-

bin plays opposite Collier in a big

cast including Myrtle Stedman, Josef

Swickard, Frederick Truesdell, Frank-

ie Lee, Edith Yorke, J. Farrell Mac-

Donald, Aggie Herring, Mary Jane

Irving and Baby Bruce Guerin.

Gale Henry, one of the screen’s best

known comediennes, has been signed

by Metro to play the role of “Sally”

in “Head to Answer,” which is being

directed by Harold Shaw with an all-

star cast.

HELEN LYNCH
Ingenue Lead
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

There is a new burlesque on “Down
to the Sea in Ships” entitled “Up to

the Sky in Shirts.” This by Lige Con-

ley.

ifc * *

A1 Herman is directing “The Lead

Pipe Cinch.” This ought to be a

“knockout.”
* * *

Mankind is all o. k. but woman-

kind, is something unusual, if you

know what I mean. Rupert Julian

sprung this one.

* * *

Henry Bergman says he doesn’t

want any kind of a write up, so we re

not giving him any.’ What!

* * *

Wally Davidson is now known as

“The Poser of Hollywood.” He is

the only male member of the film col-

ony affecting his own original ideas

in walking gestures.

* * *

Lillian Rich caught a 190 bass re-

cently while on her vacation after fin-

ishing “The Phantom Pack,” a

Strongheart picture.

* * *

Richard Mansfield said “that a girl

must walk well if she wanted to be a

screen actress.” Well, the studios are

quite a distance apart, so some of

them must be pretty good by now,

remarks William Duncan.
* * *

C. L. Theuerkauf is at it again.

“Does that guy know anything?”

“Sure. He knows he’s a fool.”

Buck Jones is making “Second-

Hand Love.” How about hocking

some kisses from Cupid’s pawn shop?
* * *

Jacques Jaccard is directing “The

Power of Darkness.” Can’t say that

this should’ be treated “lightly.”

* * *

Vin Moore does another ditty.

“I’m going hunting.”

“What for?”

“A pool hall.”

“All right, I’ll ‘shoot’ you a game.”
* * *

R. Wdlt is preparing “Wild

Oranges.” Well, this picture can’t

be a “lemon:”

Monte Banks is making “A Con-
crete Mixup.” This should cement in-

gredients into a good story, suggests

Gertrude Astor.
* * *

Some people have nothing to talk

about, so they usually tell you all

about it anyway. Gladys Brockwell

does another truth article.

* * *

Now that the great Sarah Bern-

hardt has passed on, everyone is tell-

ing what she said about them and

their greatness. It is truly remark-

able the number of people she person-

ally knew.
* * *

Shirley Mason says men used to drink

champagne from a girl’s slipper, but

now they drink water from pumps.
* * *

Director Frank Lloyd is working

day and night in the cutting room on

Norma Talmadge’s greatest picture,

“Ashes of Vengeance.”

* *

“Thundergate” is interpreted by an

all-star cast including Owen Moore,

Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall, Vir-

ginia Brown Faire and others at

United.
* * *

Virginia Fox recently gave a box
party at the Motion Picture Exposi-

tion for a few of her friends.

* ±

Handball is becoming a popular

pastime in Hollywood. So is passing

the buck. H. L. Fitzpatrick tells us

this one.
* * *

New cutting room at Warner Bros,

cost $25,000. Seems as tho’ they

could have “cut” this a little.

* * *

Neva Gerber tells us something.

Some women are very generous.

They’ll give you a mean look most
any time.

* * *

News item says that popular vil-

lian is busy. Who ever heard of a

popular villain? inquires Robert Mc-
Kim.

People don’t speak of their married
life any more, its always their married

strife.

* * *

Charles Gerrard, who is playing the

part of Sir Peter Dare in Constance

Talmadge’s latest comedy-drama,
“The Dangerous Maid,” was iniported

from New York for the part.

* * *

Howard Strickling, Metro press

agent, recently refused an offer to

pose 'for Staycomb ads.

* * *

Reginald Barber found a girl so

dumb that she thought a taxi meter

would help the driver to write poetry.
* * * ,

Eddie Polo’s latest twister.

The way of a man with a maid

had nothing to do with the way of a

man.
* * *

James Cruze is directing “Ruggles

of Red Gap.” No, dear readers, Wes-
ley Ruggles has nothing to do with

this.

* * *

Edith Johnson does a clever one.

Some girls talk of nothing but wear-

ing apparel.

Might call this a “clothes line.”

* * *

Lloyd Hamilton has a good one for

this week.

One girl told me that she was bare-

ly able to go out, and after one look,

I knew she told the truth.

* * *

Neely Edwards is making a picture

entitled, “Own a Home.” They can

probably fake a tie-up with some Hol-

lywood real estate agent.

* * *

Benjamin II is called the gold-plat-

ed extra. No, he wiH not play tooth-

less parts.
* *

Pola Negri’s new picture is sup-

posed to be the kitten’s pajamas. I

thought it was the rubber fishing rod

myself.
* * *

Some people think that Bunker Hill

was captured by a lot of golf players.

Mabel Normand has been digging in-

to history again.

* * *

Monocled Maids are the latest thing

in Hollywood, but that doesn’t make

them “see” the men any better.

* * *

Claude McElhany has another good

one.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP
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Tom Killian, widely known news-

paper man and in 1920 publicity di-

rector for Major General Leonard

Wood in his race for the presidency,

has been retained by Director Fred

Caldwell under a five-year contract to

do the publicity for Miss Muriel Reyn-

olds, new star in embryo, under Fred

Caldwell’s direction.

* * *

Although Evelyn Brent has never

appeared on the stage, her first few

screen appearances were made with

such stage favorites as Tom Wise,

Mme. Petrova, Edmund Breese and

Lionel Barrymore. Just at the present

time, Miss Brent is portraying one of

the leading roles in “Held to Answer,”

Metro’s all-star picturization of the

story by Peter Clark MacFarlane.
* *

The highest hilltop in Hollywood!

Edward Martindel has it. He is

building a house on top of it and when

the place is complete Ed. is going to

sit and look out of his window for

hours, he says. When the air is clear,

he can see Catalina and any of the

beach cities within a radius of fifty

miles.

h * *

More than 800 torches, 1200 assort-

ed mob weapons such as pitchforks,

scythes, sickles and pikes, and 850

swords were manufactured at the

Metro studio for use in depicting the

storming of the Tuilleries for Rex

Ingram’s production of “Scara-

mouche.” History tells us that so

many people wanted to’ participate in

the French Revolution that there were

not nearly enough guns to go around.

* * *

In the garden that separates the

stages from the administration build-

ings of the Grand Studios in Holly-

wood is a beautiful spot with spread-

ing green sward and flowers galore. A
gentleman from somewhere back East

came by the other day and saw it,

likewise a set house erected at the

end for one of the comedies. He
offered to buy the house and grounds

and was with difficulty convinced that

it was for picture purposes only. “I’ll

be hanged if I can tell the difference,”

he grumbled. “They ought to put a

sign on these sets so strangers would

know.”
* * *

Joe Rock, comedy star at the Grand

studio, makes a sensational swing at

the end of a rope across the interven-

ing space between two large office

buildings in his new picture directed

by Grover Jones. According to comedy
rules, it is no straining of the long

arm of coincidence that he swings

through a window and into the very

office where the villain is just negotiat-

ing to foreclose a mortgage on the old

home and is able to pay over the

money and save the day. That, how-

ever, is neither here nor there—the

swing is a really remarkable piece of

work, but Joe is a former instructor

in athletics, an acrobat of genuine abil-

ity and enormously strong. And it’s

a great thrill—this scene.
* * *

Little Miss Sunshine is the appella-

tion given Duane Thompson, leading

woman for Sid Smith. She is a nat-

ural-born optimist and is always in-

terested in anything that will make her

laugh. So comedies seemed to be the

most attractive field. She is an expert

classical dancer as well.

* * *

An enterprising producer once
changed Duane Thompson’s name to

Violet Joy before she knew it. But

she disliked the name excessively and
dropped it as soon as possible. Now
she is Duane Thompson aagin and

leading woman for Sid Smith.

* * *

James Wood Morrison is the official

new “program name” of Jimmy/ Mor-
rison, well remembered featured player

of the old Vitagraph company in the

days of Anita Stewart, Corinne Grif-

fith and Harry Morey. Mr. Morrison

has grown, physically and histri-

onically, and is now enacting a lead-

ing role in “Held to Answer,” the new
Metro all-star special.

* * *

House Peters preached a real ser-

mon and his “congregation” of several

hundred persons sang real hymns to

the strains of music produced by a

real organ in “Held to Answer,”

which Harold Shaw is directing for

Metro. In this picture Mr. Peters ap-

pears as a minister of the gospel.

* * *

De Garcia Fuerberg, who appears as

Maximilien Robespierre, “the little

lawyer from Arras,” in Rex Ingram’s

“Scaramouche,” has mastered in Ger-

man and Spanish the principal roles of

all Shakespeare’s plays and all of

those of continental authors whose
pens have produced classics. Now,
together with his motion picture work,

he devotes two hours daily to perfect-

ing his English.
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BIG THRILL IN
JACKIE’S PICTURE

The handbook of successful photo-

dramatic writing must surely include

the following instruction in capital,

black-faced letters: After you’ve estab-

lished adventure, romance, colorful

background and drama, add ONE BIG

THRILL—and then you’ve got the

film masterpiece. The name of Jackie

Coogan has been synonymous with big,

successful productions since he first

came to the screen, but “Long Live

the King,” which he is now making

at Metro, is promised to surpass all of

his preceding films.

The Crown Prince of Lavonia,

played by Jackie, has been kidnapped

by the revolutionary Committee of

Ten and imprisoned in the cellar of the'

inn. After a stirring melee in which

Lieutenant Nikky (Alan Forrest) and

some other loyalists try to rescue him,

they are ejected and the situation looks

very black for the princeling. But he

manages to slip out to the roof of the

inn, four stories above the ground, and

from this vantage point he sees the

faithful Nikky riding around the plaza

on which the inn is located. The prince

catches the eye of his aide-de-camp

and jumps from the room into Nikky’s

arms. The impact naturally sets the

horse into a gallop—just in time, for

the revolutionists have just emerged

onto the roof—and, even so, a shower

of bullets flies after the escaping pair.

Here is an escape worthy of the serials

in their palmiest days; added to the

other incidents in this romantic tale

by Mary Roberts Rinehart, which was
adapted by Eve Unsell and C. Gardner

Sullivan, it will surely furnish a big

thrill to the beholder. Director Victor

Schertzinger and Jack Coogan, senior,

who is supervising his son’s produc-

tion, spent many hours working out

ways and means to insure the safety

of the starlet as he made his leap,

without resorting to the usual “dou-

ble.” Their ingenuity finally solved

the problem and when this thrilling

jump is flashed on the screen, it will

be Jackie himself—but safeguarded be-

yond any possible hurt.

Experts play golf and call it a

game. Others play it and call it ex-

ercise.

This was Johnny Walker’s idea.
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“MEANEST MAN” FOR
SEPTEMBER, SAYS LESSER

September will be the banner month
for releases from Principal Pictures

Corporation, according to Sol Lesser

and Michael Rosenberg of that organi-

zation.

“The Meanest Man in the World,”

now finished, will have an early Sep-

tember release and there is a strong

possibility that an advance world pre-

miere will take place in New York a

few weeks prior to the general release

date.

Distribution arrangements for the

George M. Cohan play-film have not

as yet been definitely set, but will be

consummated within a few weeks’

time.

“The Meanest Man in the World”

was directed by Edward F. Cline and

is said to be one of the outstanding

features of the coming season. It

boasts an excellent cast and chief

among the players are Blanche Sweet,

Bert Lytell, Bryant Washburn, Helen

Lynch, Maryon Aye, Forrest Robin-

son, Lincoln Stedman, Warde Crane,

Frances Raymond, Carl Stockdale,

Robert Dunbar, Victor Potel, William

Conklin and a host of ther cinema folk.

Eddie Cline directed it.

THEATRE SITE SELECTED

Film stars and city officials mingled

together this week at Santa Monica,

California, when ground was broken

for one of the new beach theatres at

Santa Monica.

The new theatre will be one of the

finest on the West Coast chain and

will have a seating capacity in the

neighborhood of 2000. Every modern
convenience will be installed in the

new playhouse.

The ground breaking ceremonies

consumed the better part of a morn-
ing and was attended by many stars

of Principal Pictures Corporation as

well as the majority of civic officials

of the popular beach resort.

Marguerite de la Mbtte, dainty star

of Principal Pictures Corporation,

turned the first shovel of dirt while

other film players looked on in admira-

tion as the youthful star plowed the

shovel into the earth.

Among those that attended the cere-

monies were John Bowers, George

Hackathorne, Fred Stanton, Mayor

Berkley of Santa Monica, George
Cleveland of the West Coast Theatres

chain, A. L. Gore, Adolph Ramish,

Sol Lesser and other West Coast of-

ficials.

Work will be speeded on the new
theatre and it is expected this new
home of the silent drama will be the

show place of all the beach resorts of

the Pacific Coast.

CALLING THE PATROL

A cafe which is one of the land-

marks of San Francisco, was closed to

its patrons for one night and turned

over to Thomas H. Ince’s film com-

pany for the “shooting” of a scene for

“Her Reputation,” an Ince film spe-

cial which will be released by First

National this fall.

The people who were accustomed to

frequent the place gathered outside

the cafe to find out what the disturb-

ance was that was depriving them of

their midnight refreshment. Excite-

ment ran high and when a squad of

“movie officers” made their appearance

and broke in the doors of the cafe, one

helpful soul rushed to an alarm sta-

tion and summoned a hurry call for

the police. John Griffith Wray, di-

rector of “Her Reputation,” had a

squad of real police on his hands in a

short time and it was only when the

cafe owner was summoned and ex-

plained things that the police were

convinced the scene was a put-up job

and not one needing Federal action.

May McAvoy and Lloyd Hughes

head the all-star cast of the new Ince

film which deals from a novel angle

with the power of the modern day

press.

DRY—WETNESS O
Monty Banks has been wet for three

days, all day long, as result of scenes

in his comedy for Grand-Asher Dis-

tributing Corporation, called tenta-

tively, “Taxi, Please!” directed by

Harry Edwards.

“I don’t mind,” asserts the comedy
star, “custom has made it in me a

quality of easiness, and anyway, the

water they use in pictures doesn’t seem

to be as wet as that in ordinary life!

That is making a virtue of necessity,

isn’t it?”

WITH GRAND
STUDIO DIRECTORS

It will doubtless be interesting to

know something of the galaxy of

clever comedy directors now engaged

at the Grand Studio to make two-reel

comedy features for Grand-Asher Dis-

tributing Corporation.

Each star has at least two directors,

so that they can alternate. Those for

Joe Rock are Alt' Goulding and Gil

Pratt, though Grover Jones made one
picture called “Mark It Paid.”

Sid Smith has Hugh Fay and Archie
Mayo.

Monty Banks is working under the

direction of Harry Edwards and Her-
man Raymaker.

Alf Goulding is from Australia and
came from there with the Pollards. He
has been a vaudeville headliner on big

time and with the Pollards covered the

globe eight times. His direction of

Harold Lloyd won him instant recog-

nition in this field. He made 74 one-

reelers with Snub Pollard and did

many of the Baby Peggy pictures.

Harry Edwards is from Canada and
after several seasons on the road with
dramatic companies started the Mutt
and Jeff comedies in New Jersey. He
was with Sennett, and then went to

camp during the war. Returning he
worked with various comedy com-
panies and has become recognized as

a master in his work.

Herman Raymaker started with
Sennett and he has been doing big

things in comedy line ever since. As
a devisor of “gags” and situations of

mirthful character he has few equals.

Grover Jones started with Universal

and has been in every phase of picture

work. He directed for Nat Spitzer,

Vitagraph, etc., and with Realart was
technical expert. He is a highly com-
petent worker.

Gil Pratt started as an actor with

Thomas H. Ince and directed for Hal
Roach studio, also alternating with

Goulding at the Harold Lloyd pictures.

He has been with Warner Brothers
and Vitagraph and is an expert in his

line.

William Desmond is working on

“Sentenced to Soft Labor.” There

are a lot of people who would like to

be in this film.



“THE WHITE FRONTIER,” AT THE KINEMA THEATRE. ALLEN HOLUBAR PRODUCTION.

REVIEWED BY SAM SILVERMAN

“Slander the Woman” was a better title for

this picture, which so tragically depicted the
quicksands, the snares and stratagems of vile gos-
sipers bent on damning the career of a woman
who was entirely innocent of any evil intent or
wrongdoing. Dorothy Phillips, as the woman in

the case, was subjected to an inferno of suffer-

ing—going through the havoc of outrageous for-
tune with becoming equanimity and fortitude.
Forced to become an outcast, she migrated to the
snow-covered distances of northern Canada, where
she later became the toast of the town, so to
speak. And the judge who sentenced her to
exile became conscience-stricken, pursued her to
the furthermost reaches of Canada, and himself
was dealt an unkind blow through the self-same
unreasoning processes that earlier in the story
was visited upon our screen heroine. Of course,
everything was righted in the end. B,ut it’s a
vital document, this “The White Frontier,” in
what can happen and does happen every day in
the week through the loose-tongued gossip of

those who grasp a trifling incident and magnify
it into a mountainous indictment.

Pictorially and atmospherically, this picture is

a real eyeful—the snow scenes of northern Can-
ada are lifelike and legitimate.
The story is good—very good—the continuity

speeds along at a quick tempo—there’s something
doing every minute.
The direction was intelligent and thoughtful

—

Dorothy Phillips was put through some trying or-
deals by friend husband Holubar and walked off

with the picture—from first shot to final fadeout.
The balance of the cast exhibited careful and

sympathetic regard for the needs of the picture.
They included Lewis Dayton, Robert Anderson,
Maym Kelso, George Siegman, Ynez Seabury,
Herbert Fortier, Geno Corrado, William Orla-
mond, Robert Schable, Rosemary Theby, Irene
Haism.an and Cyril Chadwick.
Yes, “The White Frontier” is an unusually good

picture, for which Allen Holubar deserves a vote
of thanks from all cinema enthusiasts.

VENICE
By K. M. J.

O Venice, place of wondrous gold,

The poets praise and love to sing

Thy name brings memories untold.

San Marco’s church of sparkling gold,

’Gainst skies of deepest shades of blue

;

Thy name brings memories untold.

I think of thee and sights unfold

Gold domes of chapels sparkling bright,

O Venice, place of wondrous gold!

Of festive eves much can be told,

Gondolas decked in brightest hues;

Thy name brings memories untold.

Enchanting water paths unfold

To meet one’s ever-gazing eye.

O Venice, place of wondrous gold!

Thou art a place so rare and old,

Thou art the fairest of the fair,

0 Venice, place of wondrous gold,

Thy name brings memories untold!

A Popular I. Miller Shoe
The “SCANDAL”

—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed

and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville — Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
SEVENTH OUVE ^

RETOiS CO.



OLIVE ANN ALCORN
This beautiful California girl has been touring the United States, lecturing to her sex on

“THE BODY BEAUTIFUL,” as well as ensnaring the susceptible senses of delighted audiences
with her interpretative dances. Miss Alcorn will shortly return to Los Angeles with her man-
ager, Mr. Shearer.
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MABEL NORMAND
Whose latest Mack Sennett Production, “THE EXTRA GIRL,” will be

shown in this city shortly, at the Mission Theatre. The Star of
“MICKEY” and “MOLLY ’O” never appeared to greater
advantage than she does in this realistic Film Feature.



“HOLLYWOOD.” A JESSE LASKY PRODUCTION. DIRECTED BY JAMES CRUZE. RELEASED
BY PARAMOUNT. WORLD PREMIER, RIALTO THEATRE. STORY BY FRANK CONDON.
ADAPTED BY KARL BROWN. PHOTOGRAPHED BY KARL BROWN AND JIMMIE MURPHY.

REVIEWED BY ELSIE LEE SOUTHERN
Telling a story of sublime innocence, “Holly-

wood,” with its tender-hearted sentiment and

novel comedy situations form a pleasant relief

from the average comedy-drama of the day.

Three-quarters of a century have passed since

the days of the great California gold rush, but
again in another way come the gold-seekers,

only this time they are lolling in Pullmans in-

stead of the old prairie wagon. This time (bless

their hearts) their deadly weapons are powder
puffs and lip sticks; the gold they pursue is the
pot at the end of the rainbow—“Hollywood.”

It is from here that the news of the successful

few has been broadcasted throughout the land,

and so in due time its fame even reached Center-
ville, where the heroine of our story, Angela
Whitaker, decides that being a village belle

doesn’t hold a candle to being a favorite daugh-
ter of Hollywood. Here is the beginning, and of

course in time will find the crux of the plot

with the various necessary situations to embel-
lish it as we proceed, and not to spoil your com-
plete enjoyment of the performance you are
bound to witness (that is, if you enjoy good
entertainment), we leave this phase to your
future comprehension and we will only dovetail

a few essential details regarding histrionic ability

and our conception of Continuity and Direction.

It might be wise to inform you at this point

that the reverse of the rule occurs as far as

the success of our heroine is concerned, for you
will find a great deal of amusement in noting
that the least expected member of the heroine’s

family actually becomes the breadwinner and char-
acter star—namely, Grandfather Whitaker, who
suddenly discovers he is in great demand because
he is a TYPE (this is clever sarcasm).

Hope Drown as the small-town girl was charm-
ing and alluring, while Luke Cosgrove, who played
the grandfather, gave one of the most finished
characterizations we have witnessed in some time.
A. K. Arthur as the sweetheart was sincere and
convincing throughout the picture. Ruby Lafay-
ette, Harris Gordon, Bess Flowers, Eleanor Law-
son and King Zany completed the cast and de-
served praise for their work.
The continuity was excellent, the scenes were

well blended and tbe titles were humorous, not
allowing our thoughts to drift from the plot of
the story.
“Hollywood” was indeed a novel treat, and James

Cruze deserved much praise for his excellent direc-
tion. Some of the most lavish scenes ever pro-
duced were brought forth in Lem’s dream.
The stars introduced in several scenes had no

direct connection with the plot, but proved in

their every-day life the great spirit of friendship
in a small community, as closely woven as the
cloth of an English tweed.
The following stars appeared in the production:

C. B. De Mille, Poli Negri, Thomas Meighan, Glo-
ria Swanson, William S. Hart, Agnes Ayres, Jack
Holt, Leatrice Joy, Walter Hiers, Nita Naldi, Jac-
queline Logan, William De Mille, Lila Lee, Betty
Compson, George Faucett, Theodore Kosloff, Lois
Wilson, May McAvoy, Mary Astor, Noah Beery,
Recardo Cortez, Mary Pickford, Jack Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Baby Peggy,
Viola Dana, Owen Moore, Will Rogers, Bull Mon-
tana, Ben Turpin, Lloyd Hamilton, Anita Stewart,
Estelle Taylor, Bryant Washburn, Anna Q. Nils-
son, Eileen Percy, T. Roy Barnes, Fritzi Ridgeway,
Segrid Holmquist, Stewart Holmes, J. Warren Ker-
rigan, Hope Hampton, Julia Faye, Ford Sterling,
Vera Ferdowa and The Kosloff Dancers.

RICHARD WALTON TULLY’S SCREEN VERSION OF DU MAURIER’S “TRILBY” AT LOEW’S
STATE. DIRECTED BY JAMES YOUNG. PHOTOGRAPHY BY BENOIT. A FIRST NATIONAL

PICTURE.

REVIEWED BY SAM SILVERMAN

This reviewer had the extreme pleasure of riding

across the country to Chicago with Arthur Ed-
mund Carewe, and learned something of his high
ideals in picture production. So—when I went to

see “Trilby” I likewise had a chance to see how
his cinematic efforts corresponded with his ethics.

And he was to me the feature of the picture.

Gifted with the soul of a poet, with the nuances
of an artistic musician, imbuing one with the
depth of his profound mentality, he was the ideal

characterization of this immortal character part.

Have seen Mansfield in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
Lackaye in Dr. Belgraff and Lon Chaney in various
portrayals—but never, to the mind of this reviewer,
has a part been so effectively projected on the
screen—never have I beheld a more artistic make-
up, never have I sympathized more sincerely with
a sinister role than in this triumphant character-
ization of Svengali. Shifting, scheming, shambling
—poetic, pernicious, paternal—his mesmeric meta-
morphosis of Trilby is a masterful effort that
must go down in screen history.

Andree Lafayette as Trilby was an ideal por-
trayal—in the initial stages as the wholesome com-
rade of the artist colony she was superb; her
figure, her face, her smile—yes, and her feet, were
very alluring to the eye. But in the subsequent
change to the artist singer she failed to impress
me—but she is a stunning woman with lots of
personality, plus.

Philo McCullough as Taffy was correctly cast

and delivered to a high degree of efficiency. Wil-
fred Lucas as The Laird was a pretty piece of
work, while the Gecko of Francis McDonald was
a clean-cut, sympathy-winning role that never
failed to touch a responsive chord; pitifully plain-
tive, he co-ordinated with Svengali in his nefarious
mesmeric mission and still held the respect and
esteem of all beholders. Rose Dione, Edward
Kimball and Gordon Mullen were instrumental in
rounding out a cast of unusual excellence.
The photography was a vital adjunct to this

screen masterpiece; the sets were lifelike and col-
orful, the direction more than efficient, and the
continuity well maneuvered, indeed.
But I want to come back again to Carewe’s

Svengali—the line where h ? says: “Svengali will
yet have Havana cigars ai d a fur-lined coat” if

Trilby will do his bidding—the patient fortitude
with which he exercised his uncanny power o’er
her—his tragic expression at her failure to sing
“Ben Bolt” when bereft of his influence, and the
final death scene—all, all, stand out as histrionic
highlights of superb power.
Yes— I went to see Trilby the first time—but I

came back the second and third time to see
Carewe's Svengali—ye gods, what a screen opus
this is—I can never forget his penetrating orbs,
nor disregard his alternating tenderness and vil-

lainy—the Richard Mansfield of the screen, is my
appraisal of his Svengali—and that’s saying some-
thing—what ?
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CAN YOU BLAME ME?“WHEN A MAN’S A MAN" COM-
PLETED

“When a Man’s a Man,’* the first

of the Harold Bell Wright series to

be filmed by Principal Pilctures Cor-

poration, has been finally cut, edited

and titled by Walter Anthony and

John Gray.

The picture was shown in preview

in Hollywood recently, and was re-

ceived enthusiastically by a crowded

house.

The print will be shipped East in

the near future to the New York of-

fices of Principal Pictures, where So'.

Lesser is in conference with his

brother Irving, vice president, and

Mike Rosenberg, secretary of the or-

ganization. After making arrange-

ments for the distribution of the

screen version of this Wright novel,

Lesser will sail for Europe to estab-

lish foreign connections for Principal

Pictures Corporation.

“When a Man’s a Man” was di-

rected by Eddie Cline, and features

John Bowers and Marguerite De La
Motte in the leading roles, with a sup-

porting cast including Robert W. Fra-

zer, June Marlowe, Forrest Robinson,

Elizabeth Rhodes, George Hacka-

thorne, Fred Stanton, Charles Mailes,

Edward Hearne, Arthur Hoyt, Ray
Thompson and John Fox, Jr.

Neal Hart says he knows a golf fan

who has eighteen holes in his golf

suit.

(By Marshall Lorimer)

I miss you, sweetheart, how I miss

you!

My present existence is blank,

I feel like the front of a flivver

—

You know what I mean (an old

crank?)

I often go down to the river

To pour out a poor little wish

That emotions affecting the liver

Could be placid and calm as a fish.

I see the fish playing beneath me,

Unworried, and carefree, and wet;

They gobble my worms, and go scott-

free.

I think they are eating them yet.

Unlike the poor fish, I have gobbled

The hook, line and sinker and

worm!
Now how can you blame if I’m trou-

bled

With mem’ries that make me in-

firm?

Marjorie Meadows, who comes here

from the English stage and screen,

has already established herself as a

very charming ingenue in an even

dozen comedies of two-reel length at

the Century studios, and with that to

her credit, she has just been assigned

to a feature length production in

which she will be the leading lady,

and right now she is the happiest girl

in the Southland.

WONDERFUL CAST
FOR ELLIOTT DEXTER’S

FIRST PRODUCTION

It would be hard to find a more
brilliant galaxy of players than that

chosen for the R. William Neill pro-

duction, as yet untitled, in which El-

liott Dexter will make his bow as a

Grand-Asher star. It is an Elliott

Dexter production and marks his ini-

tial offering in the field of actor-pro-

ducer.

Mildred Harris plays the leading

feminine role, opposite the star, in the

character of Lorraine Meads. Mr.
Dexter has the part of Austin Ferrol,

dubbed “The Prince;” Anders Ran-
dolf, one of the world’s greatest screen

heavies, is Johnson Trent, a political

boss! Grace Carlisle, beautiful and
talented, is Mrs. Trent and Sydney
Bracey, a character actor of remark-
able versatility, is “Tug” Wilson, an
underworld crook. Little Jeanne Car-
penter is Betty Trent. There will be
many types and bits played by care-
fully chosen actors and actresses.

Admirable settings and some thrill-

ing episodes will be found in this pic-

ture which is one of the really “dif-

ferent” productions.

As long as we have no bananas,
Ethel Barrymore can say: “That’s all

there is, there isn’t any more!”
Gladys Brockwell thought of this

one.
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Open All Night
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YOUR CINEMA FAVORITES

This is apropos of William Duncan

and Edith Johnson’s recent visit to

Honolulu. They were lolling on the

beach of Waikiki, when “Bill” in-

quired: “Edith, you claim that when,

in Honolulu you love to bathe in the

moonlight. Now I’m curuios to know

what you dry with?”

Edith Johnson didn’t hesitate in re-

plying: “Why, ‘Bill,’ I sit out late,

till the sun comes out.”

“I get you,” uttered “Bill,” as he

fainted.

* * *

For the filming of his first produc-

tion for the Warner Brothers, Ernest

Lubitsch, the famous European direc-

tion, has selected an all star cast to

interpret the roles in “The Marriage

Circle.” The leading feminine roles

are played by Florence Vidor and

Marie Prevost, with a supporting cast

which includes Adolph Mohjor, War-

ner Baxter, Creighton Hale, and

Harry Myers.

* * *

Can you pack all your beautiful

clothes in three big trunks, girls?

Lela Sue Campbell, beautiful screen

ingenue, cannot. She had to buy an-

other trunk to find space for them.

She is now playing in an important

role in “Born of the Cyclone” at.

Robertson-Cole studio. The part called,

for a full wardrobe—and Miss Camp-

bell certainly has a complete number

of clothes.

* * *

Theodor von Eltz’ diary has a great

deal of repetition. Beginning two

weeks ago it chronicled “escaping

from justice.” A few days later “con-

cealed by Miss Ulric through trap

door.” Then—“she held him off with

gun.” (“Him” is Canadian mounted

police.) Yesterday it wTas “still es-

caping on horse back. Hand shot

at—.” This “escaping” is in “Tiger

Rose” (Warner Brothers).

* * *

Wallace Beery claims “that the high

signs of present aristocracy are wine

stains on the front of your shirt.”

* * *

Sam Silverman says: “That the way
to cut a path to success is to sell real

estate in L. A.”

Harry Gribbon, who admits that he

has been working for Mack Sennett.

for the past ten years as a funster,

seems to have struck his proper

stride, for he has been given his own

company in which he is the stellar

player, and supported by a cast of

funmakers that are second to none,

and it looks like Harry is in line for

some big things, which may eventual-

ly lead to his joining the five-reel

funny brigade that are in the public

limelight at the present, and this

would only be a deserving rise for a

very earnest and devoted performer to

his profession.

Mme. Rose Dione, who plays the

part of Mme. Florio in Bryant Wash-
burn’s “Try and Get It,” his first pic-

ture for Grand-Asher, was in many
plays with Sarah Bernhardt and dur-

ing the war served as a Red Cross

nurse. Cullen B. Tate is directing

and Billie Dove is leading woman.
* * *

Clarence Burton, after finishing in

the “Ten Commandments,” took a

run up to his ranch, and after a much-
needed rest has returned to the South-
land and is once more ready to start

working and it wouldn’t be surpris-

ing in the least to hear of him sign-

ing a good fat contract to appear in

some super-production.

Hljett£etorL
SHOES

From the first moment
you step into Nettleton

shoes you will feel their

comfort.

And you will see their air

of restrained smartness.

But the biggest thing about

Nettletons cannot be learned

O F WORTH
until you have worn them

for months after the kind

of shoes you now wear have

been discarded.

The Ardsley last, illus-

trated, is one of the most

popular Nettleton styles.

432 West 6th Street
OPPOSITE PERSHING SQUARE

" - ..
- -I.-.-
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NIGHT LIFE IN L. A.
(By “The Rounder”) .

“THE STORY OF
FIFTY-FIVE-CENT SEATS

AND COVER CHARGES”

By “The Rounder’"

With apologies to my “Night Life in

L. A.”

MISSION — Rupert Julian’s master-

piece of cinema art, “The Merry-

Go-Round.” As an added attraction

is Ben Turpin in “Where Is My
Wandering Boy This Evening?”

This is a very funny comedy. “The

Merry-Go-Round” is something to

talk about, however.

METROPOLITAN — “Lawful Lar-

ceny,” with Hope Hampton, Nita

Naldi, Conrad Nagel and Lew
Cody, all of whom have splendid

parts and take care of them with

ability. Allan Dwan did the direct-

ing, and did some fine work. Yet

there were parts that can be ex-

pressed by leaving off the “L” of

the first word of the title. The
screen story was taken from Sam-
uel Shipman’s great stage success.

LOEW’S STATE—At last Selznick

has come out with the sequel to

Rex Ingram’s “The Prisoner of

Zenda,” entitled “Rupert of Hent-

zau.” Victor Heerman did the di-

recting. Glen MacWilliams did the

camera work. Lew Cody and Bert

Lytell are the best in a cast of

twenty-five all-stars. Bryant Wash-
burn was also good. Phyllis Haver
displayed some talent, too.

CRITERION — This will probably

open with Norma Talmadge in,

“Ashes of Vengeance,” her latest

super-feature. There will be only

two performances daily. All seats

are loges, and loge prices. This

idea will probably prove a great suc-

cess.

CLUNE’S—They’ve gone back to,

second-run films again.

HILLSTREET—Mary Miles Minter

in “Drums of Fate” is a picture that.

should never have been made.
Merely a waste of time. Ben Ber-

nie and his orchestra is the hit on
the vaudeville side of the program.
The rest is so-so.

MOROSCO — “The Broken Wing”

seems to have broken a few house

attendance records. Anyway, it

looks as though it’s here for a long

run. A very good cast has been se-

lected, headed by Gavne Whitman
and Harland Tucker.

MAJESTIC—Well, our friend Mar-
jorie Rambeau had to delay things

a week, but we’re glad it wasn’t for

any great length of time. “The
Goldfish” is a big hit, and this is

also due for a long run. Miss Ram-
beau is at her best, and that is a

great deal.

RIALTO—“Hollywood,” one of the

greatest advertising films ever!

ORPHEUM — Ethel Barrymore is

knocking Mr. Perry around the box

office at a fast gait this week. They
started to sell seats a week ahead,

but according to the fretted brow
of the once smiling Mr. Perry, one

week ahead wasn’t half enough.

MILLER’S— “The Spoilers,” a la

1923, with Milton Sills and Noah
Beery doing the big fight stuff.

Enough action in this to make
Dempsey and Firpo turn green with

envy. Don't miss this good picture.

EGYPTIAN—This silver sheet con-

tinues to be covered by “The Cov-
ered Wagon.”

CALIFORNIA — “Red Lights,’’
which once had the good title of

“The Rear Car,” but Goldwyn
changed it. Johnnie Walker and
Marie Prevost have the leads, with

Raymond Griffith coming in a good
second. Nor can we overlook the

fine acting of William Worthing-
ton. The Cocoanut Grove has been
reproduced and the Monkey Ballet

is a very clever added attraction.

Clarence Badger did the directing

and it is good.

EGAN’S—“Getting Gertie’s Garter,”

typically Avery Hopgoodish in its

risqueness, is suspended for a while.

MASON — (Veil, well, good old.

Eugene O'Brien is back, but this

time he's on the stage in “Steve,”

a play which gives Gene plenty of
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....Flickerings From Flickerland....

lines to show his great ability, but

still there is something very melo-

dramatic about it. It's a story of

the movies. It's worth seeing. So

hurry!

SYMPHONY — “Jacqueline,” with

Lew Cody and Marguerite Courtot.

One of James Oliver Curwood’s

snow pictures. Good idea for a hot

house, or something like that. Lew

Cody is good, but the rest merely

walked through their parts. Lew
lingered in spots, too.

GRAUMAN’S—D. W. Griffith's latest

bit of film art, “The White Rose.

This is truly a Griffith attempt. We
need say no more.

PANTAGES—Harry Carey in “Des-

ert Driven” is another one of the

“dry as dust” kind. Might be con-

sidered a sort of relief after viewing

some of the cast this week.

COLISEUM—“The Wayfayer” opens

on September 8th and runs to the

15th. Well worth getting seats in

advance.

PHILHARMONIC — The Duncan

Sisters and their own review! That

is enough for wise people; now

dash to the box office.

PALAIS ROYAL—A good place to

stage a fight on Thursday night

over a small dancing trophy. It has

been done, but maybe you don’t

care to be original. Norman Marsh

and his orchestra handle the mu-

sical end of the evening.

CINDERELLA ROOF—Lou Stepp

will leave soon. Herb Weidoft is

coming back from a successful run

in San Francisco. It’s just a dance

hall, but they do have good music.

COCOANUT GROVE— The haunt

of the elite on Tuesday and Friday

nights. Abe Lyman and Gus Arn-

heim’s new song, “I Don’t Want
You To Cry Over Me,” is a big hit.

They also appear in “Flaming

Youth,” First National’s new film

directed by John Dillon.

WINTER GARDEN—A cover charg-

ing cafe and dancing palace on

Spring street where they have a

slow moving girlish revue. Come

on, wake up!

MARCELL’S—Eddie Brandstatter is

going to change the name, but he

can’t change the food or the won-

derful service he’s been giving his

many pleased patrons. The dance

music is right up to “big time”

stuff, too. Henry Miller, caterer in

charge, is one of the best in the

business. A good motto would be:

“Be it ever so good, there’s no

place like Marcell’s.”

ROYALE COUNTRY CLUB -Mar-
ion Harris is leaving, but the great

orchestra of Fox and Baker remains.

I understand that for the fall

months, the management has se-

cured a number of Broadway head-

liners for main attractions to be

announced later.

PLANTATION — Harry Casey the

orchestra leader, is getting up-

stage, and you know that makes a

big hit with everyone. In fact, this

place is getting too popular for the

old-timers to have a good time. Of
course this kind of treatment will

last just so long, and then they will

have to start speaking nicely to

people again. Come on, be big, be

big.

MONTMARTRE—Attaboy! Vincent

Rose and Jackie Taylor are back

again! The music is great. They
are playing three new original

pieces, as yet untitled. The food and

service is superb. Without a doubt

the most perfect place in Cinema-

land for all the stars. Friday night

dancing contests are a bit unfair,

however. The meeting place of the

best. The haunt of the artistic. The
real home for the hungry.

MONTMARTRE COFFEE SHOP
—A tiny place, but it has the good

old Brandstatter food and service.

Charles Bell is in charge. He wor-

ries more than ever now. Just

bought a car and everyone is tell-

ing him how much trouble he will

have. It is open all night, so now,

no party is complete unless you’ve,

eaten “abit before bed” at the

Montmartre.

IT IS A PLEASURE TO MAKE UP
with

GREASE LESS
THEATRICAL MAKE UP

For Private Demonstration

Write

V. BERNARD & CO.
823 Loew’s State Building Los Angeles
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Moving Along In Movie-Land
CHUNG CHOW INN—Hollywood’s

newest eating house and dancing

palace. Ben Light and his orches-

tra have been thrilling some of the

biggest of Kleig Light artists. The
food, both Chinese and American, is

very good. Might try it.

DINTY’S CABIN—The hall of corn

beef and cabbage. Hollywoodites

often drop in for a glass of cold near

beer.

SUNSET INN—The high-brow dive

of them all! The most formal

haunt of the picture people, and yet

it is the most informal—if you
know what I mean. Max Fisher

and orchestra continue to please the

many cash customers. This plac^

will close for the fall, so you’d bet-

ter hurry.

THE SHIP CAFE—Still sailing gaily

over the waters of good times,

steered by George Collins, who
knows his stuff in the ocean of en-

tertainment. Snell-Hgihsmith-Con-

klin supply the dance tunes.

HOLLYWOOD STADIUM — Wal-
ter Long is proving his ability

every Friday night as a good fight

stadium manager. Tom Kennedy is

a fine matchmaker too. Well, boys,

here’s to you; you’ve been handing
out some mighty good stuff lately.

Keep up the good work.

BRING ON THE MOON—Awfully
hard to do any work with all the

wonderful moons and moonshine
around. I can see a nice drive ahead
right now, and then there’s Coro-
nado for the week-end. This is a

mean job at that. Well, since I got
my K. K. K. letter I should worry.

See you in the next issue.

Seven High Class

Bouts
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

In the Airiest Boxing Arena in
the West

Hollywood Legion Stadium
El Centro, Off Hollywood Bird.

’Phone Reservations—Holly 102

MAKE FACES SAYS DALE

If you would become a character

star on the screen, start in when
you’re a youngster and make faces at

yourself in the mirror.

Make ’em at your school teacher

or your Sunday school superintend-

ent, or the policeman on your block,

if you are sure he or she isn’t look-

ing. It’s all good practice.

So says Dale Fuller, character star

in Rupert Julian’s “Merry-Go-
Round,” who since her screen career

has hade to make all srrts of “mugs”
in portraying complex roles in big

productions. She is recognized as a
mistress of the art of delineating in-

tense character parts.

Dale began her career on the stage

atnjd then became comedienne with

Mack Sennett. Later Eric von Stro-

heim discovered her dramatic talents

in “Foolish Wives” and from then on
she has been in demand for character

roles in the bigger productions. Her
most recent work has been with Eric

von Stroheim in “Greed” and with
Rupert Hughes in “Law Against
Law.”

Fred Caldwell is making “The
Cream of Hollywood.” Sounds like a

milkman wrote it.

* * *

Tenny Wright is directing “Tango
Trails.” The musical score will prob-
ably be “On the Trail of the Lone-
some Mama.”

MELBA BROWNR1GG
A Reel Type

MABEL NORMAND
ENTIRELY RECOVERED

One of the most enthusiastic mem-

bers of the large and well-pleased

audience which witnessed a preview

of Mack Sennett’s latest screen clas-

sic, “The Extra Girl,” directed by

Dick Jones and starring Mabel Nor-

mand, was the little star herself.

Miss Normand’s appearance at the

theatre was somewhat of a surprise to

those who saw her, owing to the re-

cent announcement of her mishap and

accident while horseback riding. De-

spite the fact that her collar-bone was

broken when she was thrown from her

horse, Miss Normand was bright and

cheerful as ever, looking very pretty

and showing no ill effects whatever

from her injury.

The splendid reception and loud ap-

plause accorded the presentation of

“The Extra Girl” was a gratifying

tribute to the genius of those respon-

sible for its creation and who, un-

known to the audience, were seated

among them.

If the plaudits of “The Extra Girl”

audience are to be considered as a cri-

terion from which to judge future

showings of the production, it would

appear that the popularity of this

latest Mabel Normand vehicle is a

positive assurance.

From an original story written and
adapted by the producer, Dick Jones

directed one of the most wholesome
and humanly appealing plays with a

big, commanding moral, that has come
to the screen for a long, long time.

Witzel
Los Angeles Leading

Professional Photographer

828 South Hill St.

Phone 62448

6324 Hollywood Blvd.

Holly 343
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With Comedians in Comedy Lane
HOW THEY DO IT

A million dollar quartet!

Norma Talmadge entertained four

of her famous leading men at tea on

the set at the United Studios last

week where she is appearing in “Dust

of Desire,” a drama of the Algerian

Sahara.

It was a chance party. Eugene
O'Brien, who was Norma’s leading

man in “The Voice from the. Mina-

ret,” came out from the Los Angeles

theatre where he is playing. Norma
introduced O’Brien to Joseph Schild-

kraut, the famous Continental star,

who is being featured in her current

production.

While the three were talking in

came Jack Mulhall with Constance

Talmadge. Mulhall recently finished

work as Constance’s leading man in

“Dulcy.” Incidentally, he was Norma’s
leading man in “Within the Law.”
The three leading men and Norma

and Constance sat down to tea to-

gether on a quiet part of the set while

the co-directors, Chester Franklin and
Frances Marion, were filming hun-

dreds of Arabs in a nearby cafe in-

terior.

The party was about half finished

when Conway Tearle came along the

dressing room tier of stage six with
his valet. It was Tearle’s intention

to clean out the dressing room which
he used while appearing in Norma’s
“Ashes of Vengeance” and Con-
stance’s “The Dangerous Maid.” But
Mulhall headed him off and invited

him over to the reunion.

“Here we are,” said Mulhall, “four

jacks and a queen.”

“Hold it for a still,” shouted Shir-

ley Martin, Norma’s veteran photog-
rapher.

A great many movie actors are try-

ing to get into Rudie’s shoes, but

some of them need more than a shoe-
horn.

A bit of truth by T. D. Moreno.

USED FOTOPLAYER
at a Bargain Price!

Remarkable opportunity for motion pic-
ture theatre! Fotoplayer in perfect con-
dition; gives complete orchestral repro-
duction; played by hand or from double-
tracker player piano; provides excellent
picture music at minimum cost. Music
continuous—no pauses for rewinding

—

:an be changed Instantly to fit the scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as
your films, a source of steady profit I

Terms, if desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write for full description.

A. B. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago

WILLIAM SULLIVAN 0

Billy Sullivan slipped through the

ropes of the squared circle at Uni-

versal City for the initial bout of his

first production of Universal's new
“Leather Pushers” series and did a

couple of rounds of shadow boxing

and rope skipping while the boys were

“setting up” to shoot the first scene

Ed Kennedy, veteran heavyweight,

engaged for the picture, watched the

workout.

“The boy looks good,” he said.

“He’s fast, clever with his ‘dukes’ and

he looks like a hard hitter. He comes

from a fighting family, too.”

Sullivan, well known motion picture

actor, son of the famous Jerry Sulli-

van and nephew of the ultra-famous,

John L. Sullivan, makes his debut as

a screen pugilist in “He Stoops to

Conquer,” a comedy drama based on

one of the H. C. Witwer stories. Pro-

duction has just started on the picture

at the Universal studios under the di-

rection of Edward Laemmle.

He was selected by Universal

heads for the new Kid Roberts when
Reginald Denny was transferred from

the “Leather Pushers” by virtue of a

new contract, to the starring role in

“The Spice of Life,” a multireel rac-

ing feature.

Supporting Sullivan in the cast are

Ruth Dwyer, leading woman; Esther

Halston, Hayden Stevenson, Ed Ken-

nedy, George Magrill and Floyd

Shackleford.

James W. Horne previewed his

latest picture, “Alimony,” at both

Glendale and Hollywood theatres,

prior to his doing the final trimming

of the picture down to footage, and

those that witnessed the screening of

the picture, give the well known direc-

tor credit for making an excellent fea-

ture-length subject.

Stroock’s
Genuine

CAMELS-HAIR
OVER-COATS

$65
Piccadilly Model

548-550 South Broadway
National Shirt Shops

IT’S TRUE

Otto Lederer, one of the best

known of character actors on both

the stage and screen, looks upon this

world as a stage and picks most of

his characters from every-day life.

Whenever a director engages him to

play a certain part, he always looks up

his little diary that he has at the

house, and gazes over the notes that

he has made upon certain individuals

that he has met, and every little de-

tail is gone over, which finally turns

his attentions to the story that he is

to work on, and when that is gone

over, he then uses his best judgment

as to what is to be expected of him,

and up to date, he has given the di-

rector just the very man that he was

striving to have in the part, which is

rather a unique way of injecting

originality into his work.

Wig Rental

Wigs
to Order

Toupee s

Hair
Dressing

M arcelling

Shampooing

NEW YORK
epner

INCOI\POI\ATE D

Hepner Method Permanent

Waving our Specialty

Hepner
Toilette Preparations

Phone 52220

1001 West Seventh Street

(Just west of Figueroa)

No Parking Restrictions

WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOS ANGELES
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Trailing Motion Picture Stars

IRVING CUMMINGS STARTS

Mary Philbin will face the camera

in her first starring feature for Uni-

vedsal next Monday when the open-

ing scenes of “My Mamie Rose ’ will

be filmed.

The little Irish girl, who has scored

such a distinct triumph in “Merry-

Go-Round,” will enact the role of the

wistful, quaint “Little Queen of the

Bowery” as described by Owen Kil-

dare in his famous novel.

The story has its setting in the

famous Bowery section of New York

City, the Bowery of 1895, stretching

beneath the rumbling elevated trains

from Chatham Square to Cooper Un-

ion, with all of the equally squalid

streets adjoining.

Virtually every detail of prepara-

tion for the filming of the famous

Owen Kildare story has been com-

pleted and production will start Mon-

day, it has been announced by Ber-

nard McConville, supervisor of all

Universal Jewel and super-Jewel pro-

ductions.

The screen version of the Kildare

story has been carefully prepared by

Lenore Coffey and Harvey Gates and

many weeks have been spent con-

structing the mammoth sets to be util-

ized in its filming.

No effort of time or money was

spared in gathering data for the exact

reproduction of the Bowery quarter

as it was before it was cleaned up by

Theodore Roosevelt, when he was po-

lice commissioner of New York City.

Scenes along the East river have

been constructed as they were pic-

tured and described by Kildare, at

Los Angeles harbor.

With all of its historic background,

with the weird and colorful sets that

have been created for the atmosphere

of the production — there is still a

something that is greater than these,

according to Irving Cummings, who is

to direct the play. The story’s the

thing, he says.

Such famous characters as Steve

Brodie, Chuck Connors, Tim Sullivan

and Barney Flynn will be seen in the

play and Fred Datig, casting direc-

tor, and Cummings are now carefully

choosing the players.

Those who have already been cast

to support the youthful star are Pat

O'Malley, Edwin J. Brady, Lincoln

Plummer and Max Davidson.

SHE IS RESTING NOW £
“I don’t want tailor-made roles,”

says Constance Talmadge.

The star of “The Dangerous Maid”

made it plain last week that hereafter

no books, stage plays or stories will

be altered to fit her.

“I believe that a good story should

not be changed to fit a star,” Con-

stance declares. “I would rather see

it interpreted by a well-balanced cast

of leading players. After all, the story

is the thing and I think the public re-

sents revolutionary alterations in

books or stories which they have en-

joyed reading.

“I think the star should adapt his

or herself to the story rather than

have the story cut up to fit the star.

Of course sometimes very necessary

changes must be made when stage

plays or books are adapted to the

screen. And these changes generally*

make the stage or book better screen

material. But insofar as the roles are

concerned, I think that most stars of

any prominence would prefer to essay

new interpretations than to make,

their roles invariably conform to their

personalities.”

Constance Talmadge has just fin-

ished work in “The Dangerous Maid,”

a Joseph M. Schenck production

which was directed by Victor Heer-

man for future First National release.

In the cast of “The Dangerous
Maid,” besides Constance Talmadge,

are Conway Tearle, her leading man;
Morgan Wallace, Tully Marshall,

Marjorie Daw, Charles Gerrard, Lou
Morrison, Otto Matiesen, Wilson
Hummel, Kenneth Gibson, Ann May,
Kate Price, Thomas Ricketts, Philip

Dunham, Jack Dillon and Ray Hallor.

To Glen MacWilliams goes the credit

for the superb photography.

H. A. Barrows is the authority for

the following: “A young married

couple were full of ideas regarding,

the coming generation, so he gave
birth to a great idea when his wife

gave birth to a child, so now they bear

with the other more amicably.”
* * *

Roland West, author-director of

“The Unknown Purple,” a Carlos

Production, is the author of fifty-

three vaudeville acts, five still remain-

ing in this country and “When Wom-
en Rule” in England. He wrote his

first when 18 years old.

Monte Blue and Irene Rich, accom-

panied by Alec Francis and a group

of other screen players, returned re-

cently from a five-day trip to Big

Bear, Cal., where a number of exterior

scenes were filmed for the Warner

Brothers picture, “Lucretia Lom-
bard,” which i s being produced by

Harry Rapf. Jack Conway is direct-

ing the film.

* ik ifc

Allen Holubar wants to know if the

stores will sell silk hose this coming

year, because fashion says women are

not to wear any.
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GOSSIP BY
THE ROUNDER

GRACE CARLYLE O

ROSEMARY THEBY
FINISHES DANA PICTURE

Rosemary Theby, premier character

lead player of the films, has just

chalked up Number 502 in her list of

roles; she has finished her work with

Viola Dana, at Metro, on the film

tentatively titled “In Search of a

Thrill.”

Miss Neva Gerber has a poet's

souce, hence the following compli-

ment: “The sunsets of California are

reflections of God’s moods.”

* *

Another of the noted Standing fam-

ily of English playe rshas made her

screen debut. She is Joan Standing,

who will be seen on the American

screen for the first time in Choice

Productions, Inc., feature, “Win the

Man You Love.” Miss Standing is a

feminine counterpart of Wesley Barry

in that she has more than her allot-

ment of freckles, which she proposes

to capitalize.

* * *

Myrtle Stedman bursts out with: A
nag at home you can’t “ride,” but a

nag from the stall you can ride to

death.

* * *

Martha Mattox sends in a witty

line: “No matter how cleanly a per-

son’s habits are, the’ll, as a rule, accept

‘Dirty Money!’
* * *

Reginald Denny is a great believer

in reading Breezy Stories on a hot,

sultry day.

* * *

Most women lose their heads over

hats, and then they have to get under

them to hide their shame.

Dr. G. J. Crandall gave out this in-

formation.
* * *

Kathleen Kirkham has a wise re-

mark.

It’s a poor digger who is not worth

her weight in gold.

* * *

Revamped by Reginald Barker.

A fool can fool some of the foolish

people part of the time, but a fool

can’t fool himself and the foolish peo-

ple all the foolish time that a fool

takes.

Grace Carlyle, former Broadway
star, hailed as the new screen sensa-

tion, has been signed to play opposite

Elliott Dexter in the first picture of

his productions for Grand-Asher, ten-

tatively titled “The Man Who For-

gave,” which will be produced at the

Grand Studios. The selection of

Miss Carlyle in a role of such spirit-

ual proportions as “Mrs. Trent” is

most complimentary since the actress

only recently negotiated in Metro’s

“Held to Answer,” a characterization

utterly destructive, while the present

one is constructive.

Miss Carlyle made her screen debut

in the Metro picture when a new per-

sonality was registered. A brilliant

success is predicted for her.

WANDA KNOWS THE ENGLISH

Wanda Hawley recently returned

from a six months ’absence abroad

during which she made two pictures

for Gaumont, one in Egypt and the

other in England, and both with pre-

dominantly British casts. Naturally,

she was very considerably lionized by

the English nobility and smart set, so

that she came to know them as they

really are. With this knowledge,

added to her admitted talents and

beauty, it was natural that she was
engaged by Vitagraph to play the fe-

male lead in its all-star production of

“The Man From Broadway,” within

twenty-four hours after she had ar-

rived in Los Angeles. Her role is

that of Lady Deppingwell, a “smart”

British noblewoman.

Some people act like they were mar-
ried by a minister of war.

Sylvia Breamer tells us this.

“IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE”

Warner Bros, don’t believe in do-

ing anything by halves. The other

Sunday they ran a double page

spread in three hundred of the lead-

ing cities of the United States or the

world or something like that an-

nouncing that David Belasco was con-

nected with their organization, and

some of their plans, and just what do

you think that announcement cost the

Warners? ’Tis said Guess

again Nope You’re away
off 1 will tell you, what they

claim it cost the firm. Just exactly

$2000,000. The fellow on the Hearst

papers that tied up that contract

didn’t do much. He just won’t have

to worry about where his next day’s

meal comes from, that is all.

Lewis Sargent, well known juvenile

leading man and a comedian of no

mean ability, has been recently signed

by Mack Sennett to play the lead in

“Flip Flops,” a forthcoming two-reel

comedy with an all-star cast, in which

Alberta Vaughn will have the princi-

pal female role. The new picture will

be directed by Del Ruth. Both story

and continuity were prepared by the,

director and Mel Brown, under the

supervision of the producer. Teddy
Stevens, who has been assisting Dick

Jones in the production of Mabel

Normand’s starring vehicle, will act in

the capacity of assistant director to

Del Ruth. With this combination be-

hind the cameras, it is expected “Flip

Flops” will be one of the greatest

gloom-chasers Sennett has produced

in a long time.

* * *

Mai St. Clair has an idea.

Never take your wife on a vacation.

If you do, it won’t be a vacation.

We are featuring

—

NOVELTY WEAVES in STRIPES, and overplaid designs.

TWEED SUITINGS, and WHIPCORD WEAVES— that

are so popular this Season.

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONALITY

LouGromm & Co.
Tailors

532 South Broadway
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On Strips of Celluloid
IT’S TOO HARD TO DO

Johnny Hines is one of the most

unique stars that we have today. He
is his own director, and what more,

he is one of the few men in the pro-

fession today in the industry that can

play his own part, and direct such a

stupendous production as he appears

in, unless it is William Duncan, the

serial king. Still Messrs. Hines and

Duncan are as much unlike each other

as are trying to compare night and

day. Johnny works more for the

comedy-dramatic angle while William

goes in for drama with the etxra kicks

in it that he can instill with thrills

that almost raise the hair on your

head to watch him perform them.

DEL RUTH KNOWS HOW
Hampton Del Ruth has been want-

ing to break away from comedies for

years, and every now and then he

takes a whirl at the feature length sub-

jects, and when he returned to the

Mack Sennett fold every one won-
dered just why. But the secret is

out; as soon as he gets a sort of slack

spell Hampton figures a half of a loaf

is better than none, and as soon as

he can get a full loaf, why he just

reaches out and gets it. But he really

believes right now that he is at the

Douglas Fairbanks studio, in a real

production, that he has struck the

happy medium, and never expects to

return to his first love, supervising

and editing comedies.

Public

Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair
U. S. Army Munson Last shoes,
sires 5% to 12, which was the en-
tire surplus stock of one of the
largest U. S. Government shoe con-
tractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
per cent solid leather, color dark
tan, bellows tongue, dirt and water
proof. The actual value of this
shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tre-
mendous buy we can offer same to
the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented we will
cheerfully refund your money
promptly upon request.

National Bay State Shoe
Company

296 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

MOTHS

By Marshall Lorimer
Strange Souls come flitting from the

night,

And dash against the Bed-room

screen ,

Attracted by the reading light

Their ghost-like eyes have seen.

These littlie Creatures seem to know
A modern “Night Owl” lies

Awake
And eerily they’re out to shew

Just how much noise they make.

They madly cling with flutt’ring

Wings,
(A Itho’ I gently try to rout

Them from the screen ) E’en little

things

Have J.ives— / MY LIGHT
IS OUT

!

MURRAY-LEONARD
PRODUCTIONS

Mae Murray, who is always de-

signing something, should apply for

patent on the portable dressing room
which can be moved from stage to

stage wheer she works. With dainty

dressing room table, circled by elec-

tric light globes, blue frescoed walls,

there is everything at hand while the

effect is like a fascinating jewel box.

Here the star, who is making “Fash-

ion Row,” the present Murray-Leon-

ard production, retires at lunch time

and unless she is engaged with make-
up, has her lunch brought to her and

is as remote from her sets as if she

really weren’t, as she is, a few feet

away from them.

GERTRUDE STEVENS
Comedy Ingenue

L
PERT POINTS

Some movie actors who were ex-

floor-walkers have returned to their

old jobs. Might say they were on their

feet again.

Maurice Flynn is clever.

* * *

Clyde Cook is making “The Pony
Express.” Guess there are some horse

laughs in this.

* * *

Sid Smith is appearing in “Built

On a Bluff.” Probably have some
“high” class gags in this.

* * *

Clothes may make the man, but

they don’t make the woman.
Lige Conley’s bright line.

* * *

Monty Banks is making “The Golf

Bug.” Another title with a hit or miss

swing.
* * *

There’s one thing that covers a lot

of ground, and that’s a circus tent.

Eddie Cline must have his fun.

* * *

Hand-painted hose are quite the

rage too.

* * *

Renalles, Inc., are making “The
Elk’s Tooth.” This is a mouthful.

* * *

Creighton Hale has selected such

costumes as kindly young Viennese

surgeons of good family wear and is

now all “set” for his work in Warner
Brothers’ “The Marriage Circle,” the

tentative name of the picture which

Ernest Lubitsch will direct. Mr. Hale

will fill an important role in the pro-

duction.

WHEN YOU’RE
RUSHED FOR TIME
AND MUST EAT

Make a Bee Line for the

CALIFORNIA CAFE
Where Prompt Service

and Fresh, Good Food
Awaits

GUS HARITOS, Proprietor
353 South Spring, Near 4th
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Under tike Magnifying Glass
BY THE MAN ^ BEHIND ‘CLOSE-UP’

JUNE NORTON

By Emm. Ell.

Not so long ago June Norton was at

the zenith of a “dolce far niente” ex-

istence in Europe. She didn’t hardly

realize that there were such things as

actual misery, despair and hard knocks

in the world. She had hardly reached

the age when sophisticated knowledge

is a valuable asset. All she knew was
that life was beautiful, with an abun-

dance of good things in it, and yet a

certain distrust entered her mind even

at this stage, that all was not well,

unless the individual succeeded in do-

ing something worth-while with the

offerings God places at their disposal,

and so it came to pass (as a story

teller would tell it) that after many
mishaps, in which unhappiness added
to their severity, June Norton arrived

in the Land of Promise and oppor-

tunity. She naturally knew she pos-

sessed pulchritude, and youth. With
these carollories, she was also aware
that her mind functioned in a healthy

body, now what to do? this vital ques-

tion readily answered itself, for her

artistic soul longed for expression,

presently she found that the “Silver

Sheet” was the most reliable vehicle

to express herself, as well as to create

her means of livelihood, she didn’t hes-

itate, and like all true artists she was
prepared to start at the very bottom
via the “Extra Girl” route. It wasn’t
long before her ability was recognized
by no less a person than Adolph
Zukor. He, quick to note the sparks
that separate genius from the com-
monplace, immediately assigned her
to “Bits” and small parts, but June
Norton wasn’t satisfied, she knew
that she belonged “at the Top” and
she mean’t to “Arrive” Yes—Friend
Reader, she has “Landed” for at this

writing she is playing the Feminine
Lead in an All-Star Cast in

TRAPPED” Mr. I. W. Irving
)
the

Author, and Producer, quickly came
to the conclusion that here was the
ideal Girl for the Part, and showing
the far-sighted vision of a successful
Man, signed the beautiful Lady to a
longterm Contract. Mr. Jack O’
Brien the Director of this Feature,
whose ability, and renown is National
who has directed “Our Mary” and a
host of other Stars, claims that in

June Norton, the Screen has found
another Star. “When I saw our Her-

oine, she was garbed in masculine

Sailor attire at the Hollywood Studi-

os, there was nothing of boldness ap-

parent, her modesty was as charming

as her viking personality, she is a

type to be welcomed into any fold,

the soft lines of her beautiful figure,

represent the eternal feminine, but the,

serious look in her opal-blue eyes de-

pict her as a woman who has known
the gamut of suffering, only now
awaiting the opportunity to engraft

her emotions to millions of future

“Fans” who will take June Norton

into their hearts, as she has taken

Artistry into her soul.

ETHEL BROADHURST
SCREEN INGENUE

Who has returned to Hollywood.

WINIFRED DUNN
BOOSTS TYPEWRITER

Recently, a well-known scenario

writer came forth with a dictum that

the only method of recording crea-

tive fiction was with a pen or pen-

cil; the typewriter, she claimed, was

too mechanical to catch the elusive

thoughts. “Not so,” says Winifred

Dunn, Metro’s scenario editor and as

well known as the maligner of the

herein-discussed mechanical contriv-

ance, “the typewriter is typically

American in its efficiency and clarity.

Keep efficient and clear and your

scenarios will be all the better. By
all means learn to type your brain-

children.” So runs her advice—and

it’s good!

ETIQUETTE TEST

Eating corn-on-the-cob is job enough

when you’re attending a formal ban-

quet.

But eating it at a formal banquet

in the movies! That’s something else.

In “Her Temporary Husband,” be-

ing directed for First National by

John McDermott, Sylvia Breamer has

the task of eating corn so daintily in

a public cafe that Owen Moore falls

in love with her.

“Any girl who can eat corn so deli-

cately must be a girl of fine qualities,”

thinks the man that Owen Moore
plays. So he marries the girl.

But Sylvia deserves even more
credit. Corn, it so happens, is of too

dark a yellow to photograph anything

but black. Consequently it must be

painted white!

Even so, paint and all, Sylvia dines

with grace—and wins Owen.

TOM J. GERAGHTY

Tom J. Geraghty, production editor,

of the Thomas Meighan units for

Lasky, is now on his way East to

Kennebunkport, Me., the summer
home of Booth Tarkington, author of

the next Thomas Meighan vehicle

which the former has adapted for the

screen. All the landmarks of this

quaint town never before visited by

a studio crowd, will be used for the

production and the village folk will

make up the atmosphere. Mr. Ge-

raghty will be a guest of the author

when they will go over in detail plans

for the production.



UNIVERSAL PICK-UPS

“The Near Lady” is the title of the

picture which the Universal Pictures

corporation is producing starring

Gladys Walton, and it is a Frank R.

Adams Cosmopolitan magazine story

with that writer’s well known humor

and deft characterizations. Herbert

Blache is directing. He made “The

Untameable” and “The Wild Party,”

the last two pictures in which Miss

Walton appeared before going on a

vacation trip to Honolulu.

Otis Harlan, Pierre Gendron, Kate

Price, Florence Drew, Emmett King,

Henrietta Floyd and other players of

high artistic repute have the support-

ing roles with Miss Walton. Jaclf

Sullivan is assisting Blache.

* * *

While Clarence L. Brown, assisted

by Dwindle Benthal, Edward Schroe-

der, Charles Dorian and others, is

editing and titling his recently com-

pleted Universal-Jewel production,

“The Acquittal,” preparations are un-

der way for his next effort, an all-

star Jewel filming of “The Signal

Tower,” a Wadsworth Camp short

story selected by E. H. O'Brien for

his “Best Short Stories of 1921.”

“The Acquittal” is an all-star pic-

turization of Rita Weiman’s stage

piece which was such an impressive

success in New York and London.

Norman Kerry, Claire Windsor, Bar-

bara Bedbord, Harry Mestayer,

Charles Wellsley, Hayden Stevenson,

Richard Travers and others have the

principal roles. It is a story of a sen-

sational murder trial. The next pro-

duction will offer a decided contrast,

* * *

“The Six-Fifty,” a story of farm

life adapted to the screen from Kate.

McLaurin’s stage play, is receiving its

final editing at Universal City and in

this stage gives promise of making the

name of its director more famliiar to

fans and exhibitors throughout the

country. Nat Ross, director of “The
Ghost Patrol,” and other Universal

pictures, guided the production.

The cast includes Renee Adoree,

Orville Caldwell, Niles Welch and

Bert Woodruff, and according to ad-

vance reviews in rough-cut the pic-

ture is a realistic portrayal of farm

life, admirably directed and rarely

faithful to its atmosphere.
* *

An additional sequence written,

into the story of sea life, “The Storm
Daughter,” which the Universal Pic-

tures corporation is filming with Pris-

cilla Dean in the featured role,

caused the Dean company to “set

sail” again this week.

EDWIN CLAPP SHOES

Under George Archainbaud’s direc-

tion the Jewel special feature was

nearing completion, when it was de-

cided to add to the water sequence,

the beauty of which warranted the

highest expectations. So the unit left

Universal City again for Laguna,

where the additional scenes will be

finished in about two weeks.

A notable cast including Tom
Santschi, William B. Davidson, Bert

Roach, Cyril Chadwick, J. Farrell

McDonald and others, supports Miss

Dean in the new venture. The story

is by Lette Renick Brown, scenario

by Edward Montaigne.

SHE LIKES IT

“I’ve never worked harder in my
life nor enjoyed it more,” declares

Billie Rhodes, who is in the midst of.

her first Grand-Asher feature, pro-

duced by Ben Wilson, called /‘Leave

it to Gerry.” “As a sort of tomboy

girl,” she continued, “I have been

kept on the jump from morning till,

night. I’ve had to ride a bucking

buro, milk a goat with a predilection

to kick; be the only girl in a wild

football game; climb the side of a

house on a clinging vine which breaks

half way up so that I fall; I've slipped

on hardwood floors, fell down stairs,

driven an automobile down the worst

road I ever saw in my life at a high

speed—and well, I con’t think of any

more just at the moment.

“But I actually enjoy it, because

while this is pretty rough acting, it is

not slapstick, and it is all in char-

acter. I feel the role and the story is

convincing and human, and I think we
will have a very delightful picture.”

Adam Hull Shirk wrote and Arthur

Statter adapted the story.

Carl Miller, playing in “Jealous

Fools,” a Maurice Tourneur produc-

tion, is preparing for his car to skid

on a slippery road, which incidentally

will be his exit from this world of un-

certainty—for him—in the picture. He
is now appearing exclusively in night

shots

!
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MOVIE CAST IS

STRICKEN WITH NEW
PLAGUE—“ECLIPSITUS”

(Spirit of depression is traced by

noted scientist to pre-eclipse period;

tells psychological causes of malady

that will affect Southern California.)

Feeling blue? Suffering untold las-

situde?

Then you have “eclipsitus,” harm-

less but incurable until after the

eclipse is gone.

Prof. John W. PurvoV-Gearson, of

the Greenwich Observatory, London,

a visitor to the First National Studios

today, is credited with having discov-

ered the new ailment, and a cast of

players came under his observation.

Owen Moore, playing a leading roP,

in “Her Temporary Husband,” a new
First National picture, made the ob-

servation during conversation with the

professor, that there seemed to be a

general overhanging depression.

“Certainly, 'certainly,” replied Prof.

Purvdy-Gearson. “It is to be ex-

pected. I marvel that the studios at-

tempt to go on with their work dur-

ing this pre-eclipse period.” Moore
asked the professor what he meant.

“It is not strange,” Moore was told.

“Eclipsitus has stricken communities
before. It comes just before the

sun’s eclipse and tends to depress life

on the earth where the eclipse will

be most marked.

“In Ecuador during the eclipse of

1882 thousands of natives became af-

flicted with a strange malady which

scientists have since diagnosed as a

psychological depression with a pro-

found physical reaction due entirely to

he phenomenon.

“Shadows of any origin are natur-

ally depressing. It is scientific to

deduct that an eclipse, casting a com-

plete shadow of the sun, will darken

life beneath it; the spirits of the peo-

ple will deaden with lassitude. Psy-

chologically, it can be traced to an in-

stinct suffered prehistorically when
the people had no understanding of.

heavenly movements. They held

superstitious fears that the world was
coming to an end. This superstition

has survied enlightenment that has

come with civilization.

“The depression comes from psy-

chological suggestion,” the professor

concluded.

Moore passed the information to

Chuck Reisner and George Cooper,

villains of the picture, and they, feel-

ing villainous in real life, too, set

about to “suggest” the entire lot into

“eclipsitus.”

As a result John McDermott, direc-

tor, was compelled to put the two

“heavies” to work in order to hold up.

the morale of his cast.

Sydney Chaplin proved to be an,

apt patient and took to “eclipsitus”

readily, while Sylvia Braemer beamed
with gratitude for she said she had.

been puzzled over her depression.

Nevertheless, it is well to know that

this feeling of gloom comes from at-

mospheric conditions caused by the.

coming eclipse and if you want to go

to the ball game don’t tell the boss

your grandmother died. Tell him you

have “eclipsitus.”

DOROTHY PHILLIPS AGAIN
FIRST NATIONAL STAR

Dorothy Phillips is again to star

for Associated First National.

This time Louis B. Mayer will

sponsor her in a film production of

Avery Hopwood’s well-known play,

“Why Men Leave Home.”
John M. Stahl has been assigned to

direct her.

Dorothy Phillips’ previous First

National starring vehicles have been

“The White Frontier,” or “Slander

the Woman,” “Hurricane’s Gal” and

“Man, Woman, Marriage.’ These

were all super features produced and

directed by Allen Holubar.

As a stage offering '‘Why Men
Leave Home” was one of the big suc-

cesses of the past season in New
York.

The filming of “Why Men Leave
Home” will be started as soon as

Stahl completes the editing of his lat-

est attraction, “The Wanters.”

Some people think they can set the

world on fire by burning their mid-

night oil.

Irving Cummings is always good.
* * *

Knowing the reason why me^ns a

lot to a man when he can’t be boss.

James Farley hands in a sensible

paragraph.

A FOOL THERE WAS

HE HAD WORKED WITHOUT
A MISS FOR TWO YEARS AT
$350 A WEEK. ONLY HIMSELF
AND WIFE TO CARE FOR.
THREE WEEKS AFTER HE LOST
HIS JOB THE COMPANY
PULLED OUT HIS TELEPHONE,
AND THE GROCERY MAN WAS
REAL NASTY ABOUT A LITTLE
BILL OF A HUNDRED AND
FORTY-SOME ODD DOLLARS.

IF HE HAD JUST PUT A MIS-
ERABLE LITTLE TEN PER CENT
OF THAT SALARY INTO A SIX
PER CENT ACCOUNT WITH THE
GUARANTY BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION AT 6364
HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD,
WHAT A DIFFERENCE IT
WOULD HAVE MADE. WITH
NEARLY $4000 WHERE HE COULD
LAY HIS HANDS ON IT, HE
COULD HAVE TOLD THEM ALL
TO GO TO — TO THEIR BOOKS
AND CREDIT HIM WITH PAY-
MENT.

—Advr
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CLAIRE ADAMS IN
BATHING SUIT

For the first time in her long and

colorful career before the camera

Claire Adams, featured actress,

donned a one-piece bathing suit for

the first time in Choice Productions,

Inc.
(
current photoplay special, “Sa-

tan’s Secret.” In scenes at the beach

Miss Adams appeared as a bathing

beauty along with Eva Novak, Paul-

ine Stark and Eileen Percy. The
latter three girls were more accus-

tomed to abbreviated attire than Miss

Adams, hence the good-natured

“spoofing” Miss Adams was sub-

jected to during the remainder of the

production.

(September spells activity for the

Christie Comedians. With directors

A1 Christie, Scott Sidney, and Harold

Beaudine going into action on the

same day the Christie players will

find few idle moments during the cur-

rent month. Bobby Vernon
,
Neal

Burns and Jimmie Adams are being

featured in these farces of aberrated

themes.
* * *

Helen McCullough doesn’t lay claim

to be the most beautiful looking girl

in Hollywood, and hasn’t been offered

a million dollar yearly contract, and

no famous artist has yet seen fit to

paint her picture, and she even hasn’*.

had her wonderful eyes insured, but,

she is trying to make directors and

producers alike see that she has

screen possibilities that can be de-

veloped in due time to make her a

well-known actress.

* * *

Bobby Vernon is hankering to buy

a place he can call home, sweet home.

He has been dabbling in real estate,

making some money on every deal,

and each lot he has bought, someone
has walked up to him and wrote him
out a check that would net him a

profit which was too large to refuse.

Hence his only avenue of escape from

not building on one of the lots that he

likes, he figures, is to buy a house

already erected that he likes, and
move into it, and that is just about

what he is liable to do most any day.

* * *

Gertrude Astor wants to know why
a news photographer will never take

a picture unless your legs are crossed?

Probably means Kings X and then

you cen’t hit him if the picture is

FAZENDA

Louise Fazenda, who has been an-

ticipating “supporting” as she puts it,

a wild horse in the Hal E. Roach

western in which in featured role she

is enjoying herself immensely, instead

of the horse, supported yesterday a

young porker. It was the porker’s

screen debut and some things that

came its way were not pleasant, so

Louise to be consistent with the

Spanish setting of the picture, soothed

and cajoled it in Spanish. Miss Fa-

zenda, who was loaned by the War-
ner Brothers, is working on location

and is now preparing for several days

of night shots.

For fifteen weeks Claude Gilling-

water has worn a heavy beard, the

growth of which was begun seven

weeks before the filming of the first

scenes for the Warner Brothers

screen version of David Belasco’s

play, “Tiger Rose-,” in which Lenore
Ulric plays the featured role. The
beard was grown at the request of

director Sidney Franklin in order that

Gillingwater might realistically por-

tray the role of Hector McCollins.
* * *

Charlotte Merriam returns to the

Christie Studio to play opposite Neal
Burns in a delightful comedy of newly
wed nonsense. Miss Merriam recent-

ly played a prominent role in “The
Brass Bottle” and has enjoyed many
other successful engagements during
her sojourn in the field of drama.
The Burns-Merriam combination

has been responsible for many of

Christie’s most hilarious farces.

HELEN LYNCH
Ingenue Lead

PLAYING WITH VERSE

Bonnie and “Billie” collaborate in

the following:

Oh! she used her Stimulator

To awaken the Equator
In the Cosmos that meant happi-

ness to her.

She possessed rare artifices,

Pouting lips and haunting kisses,

To stir memories in any hardened
sir.

After which the Boyson and Mar-
shall combination exhaustedly re-

tired.

Tom Kennedy has surmounted the

obstacles that usually befall a new
matchmaker of a fight club, and has
taken charge of the American Legion
Stadium in Hollywood, and proven
that they haven’t made a mistake,
when they selected him from the large

field of applicants that would have
relished that job. Tom knows the.

is handing out some good fistic treats

for the edification of fandom.

* * *

MILDRED HARRIS
FEMININE LEAD

Beautiful Mildred Harris— more
beautiful than ever, it is asserted—has

been engaged for the leading feminine

role in Elliott Dexter’s first produc-
tion for Grand-Asher, as yet lacking

a title. It is an R. Wiliam Neill pro-

duction and the charming actress was
chosen only after many of the avail-

able people had been carefully consid-

ered. She is said to fit the role abso-

lutely. She ha's the necessary dra-

matic ability and the beauty, the poise

and the sweetness, the spiritual qual-

ity mixed with the irresistible charm
of womanhood.

Miss Harris is a native of Cheyenne.
Wyoming, and began her screen

career a number of years ago with
Vitagraph, Fine Arts, etc. Since those

days she has played with practically

every big organization producing pic-

tures.

The star and director are alike

highly gratified, for Mildred Harris is

so admirably suited by temperament
and appearance for the part, it is said,

that the choice seems to have been
almost providential.

Some women handle their husbands
with gloves—while boxing.

Lincoln Stedman wrote this.
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SCREENING WHERE THE SCREENING’S GOOD

Broadsides
By ARGUS

One fat comedian has the slogan,

“Bigger on Butter.”

Charley Dale DID NOT teU us this,

because he was too busy doing four

pictures with Fred Caldwell.
* * *

Eddie Barrett does one for Close-

Up.

“Was business good today?”

“Yes; two to one on Firpo.’

* * *

Bertram Bracken's latest wheeze.

There are a great many women in-

terested in the mining industry. Most,

of them are gold-diggers.
* * *

Ethel Broadhurst does another wise-

crack.

The girls should send their red.

shoes over to Russia.
* * * >

“The art of make-up is a matter of

taste,” said the hungry actor as he

bit into his stick of grease paint.

Norman Taurog has a clever bit this,

issue.
* * *

Vacation is a high-brow word for a

chap who wants to loaf for a few

days.

Ora Carew tells this one.

* * *

Headline in paper says “Ince Lot

Resembles Ship Yards.” What are

they launching out there now?

Walter Hiers wants to know.
* * *

Kathrine McQuire does another one.

Thinking of higher things in life

may cause some one to give you the

air.

* * *

Harry Rapf will produce “Broad-

way After Dark.” Would be a good

idea to tie up with R-C’s production

of “Lights Out.”
* * *

“You can’t keep a good man down,”

said the elevator man.

Reaves Eason always has a good

one.
* * *

According to the hot weather re-

ports it seems as though Los Angeles

“outstripped” everyone this year.

Vin Moore just had to do this gag.

Harry Langdon is appearing in

“The Perfect Nuisance.” This will

probably bother the audience, too.

* * *

Fruit-ally speaking, says William

Duncan, a chap may try to pick a

peach, but he sometimes gets a,

lemon.
* * *

Wedding rings nowadays are often,

used to remind some women that they

have a date with their neighbor’s hus-

band.

Harry Beaumont has a good one

this time.

* * *

R. S. Bentley says that L. A. has a

city area, with village instincts.

* * *

Some people think that they have

horses with wooden legs in Rupert

Julians’ “Merry-Go-Round.”

Edith Johnson was asked this.

* * *

Lloyd Hamilton has something new
for us.

\ “Yes, we have no children.” This

was heard in an apartment house on

the first of the month.
* * *

Some people speak of their fast

friends, but we know some of them

are so fast you can’t even get them to

loosen up.

Jos. W. Girrard is always truthful.

* * *

“Love will find a way.” That’s

why so many people get lost in the

parks.

Edward Laemmle does another

good one.
* * *

Mozumdar-Bond are making “Be-

yond the Vail.” Sounds like a lot of

soft-focus stuff, doesn’t it?

* * *

Gordon Hollingshead’s latest ditty.

“What shall I sing?”

“Oh, ‘After I’m Gone.’”

THE MORE THE MERRIER

“The Light Giver” is the title of a

new feature picture which has just

been completed in Hollywood and

which will serve to introduce to the

ranks of independent film producers

J. Kenneth Stambaugh, who for many
years has been actively connected with

the motion picture industry. Before

coming to Hollywood, Mr. Stambaugh

made a long and careful survey of film

conditions throughout the country

and as he set out to form his produc-

ing organization he announced that it

would be the policy of his company to

make only stories built on true to life

situations and of a type that would

carry world-wide appeal. Those who
have viewed his initial effort declare

he has fulfilled his promise and that

the picture is of such quality as to win

for him recognition among exhibitors

and the picture public as a capable

producer.

His next offering is to be a story,

tentatively titled, “The Delicate

Touch,” filming of which will start

shortly at one of the studios in Holly-

wood. Mr. Stambaugh is now negoti-

ating for the services of a well-known

star, whom he plans to feature in the

picture.

Among a number of popular artists

who enact the principal roles in “The
Light Giver” are Alec B. Francis,

Margaret Setton, Robert Sinclair,

Sheldon Lewis, Gloria Grey, little

Jackie Parker and others.

It is the plan of the company to

produce a series of six feature pic-

tures a year with distribution through

one of the country’s foremost releas-

ing organizations.

JACK WHITE'S IDEA

Chas. Hochberg, chief cutter for the

Hamilton-White studios, is the one

man who knows Jack White’s angle

of making comedies and how the well

known producer wants them cut, for

the directors no more than have their

pictures completed than Charles has

’em all assembled and ready for Pro-

ducer White to give it the once-over

and the picture is ready for titles,

which is what one would call fast,

work, and knowing what is wanted,

and what theatregoers will laugh at

in their favorite theatres.

PLEASE PATRONIZ E—W HO ADVERTIS E—I N “CLOSE-UP"
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SMOKE TO THISPANCHO VILLA’S
GHOST PROWLING

Did the spirit of Pancho Villa gal-

lop in from the celestial chaparral to

hover between lens and screen when
Edwin Carewe attempted to show
“The Bad Man” in the projection,

room at First National studios?

“Absurd,” said Carewe. “The veiled

blur was caused by heat and when
we ran the picture a second time it

was sparkling clear.”

But others who were in the dimly

lighted projection room do not as

easily explain away what appeared to

be the figure of Pancho Villa, astride

a plunging horse, which interposed be-

tween the shaft of lift and the screen

upon with Holbrook Blinn was imper-

sonating a romantic Mexican bandit

whose counterpart is understood to

have been the Sinister Shadow of So-

nora.

Masking taut nerves behind a sem-

blance of mingled amusement and

credence, members of Carewe’s com-
pany who were in the projection room,
differ in opinion.

Jack Mulhall, who plays the role of

the young rancher, said:

“I am not a spiritualist, nor have I

believed in ghosts since I was a kid-

die, but a thick white vapor in the

semblance of a man on a horse was
certainly visible in the dusk of the

projection room.”

Enid Bennett, the heroine of the

DOROTHY MORGAN
Child Actress

story, does not believe that Pancho

Villas’ ghost could stand such a cool

climate as Los Angeles. “It would

take its death of cold,” she said, “aft-

er the terrific heat to which I am

afraid it has been subjected of late.”

Holman Day, famous novelist and

now a member of First National’s

scenario department, staunchly be-

lieves in the ability of spirits to re-

turn.

“Pancho Villa’s spirit was in that

projection room in visible form,” he

said emphatically. “I saw it!” It

was desperately real. One could al-

most hear the jingle of his saddle-

trappings.”

“The Bad Man” was filmed as an

Edwin Carewe production for First

National. It stars Holbrook Blinn,

who made the production famous as

a stage play. Enid Bennett, Jack

Mulhall, Walter McGrail, Charles A.

Sellon, Teddy Sampson, Harry Mey-
ers and Stanton Heck are in the cast.

Harry Meyers, declining to be seri-

ous even in the discussion of meta-

physics, said:

“Ghost, my grandmother; if that

was Pancho Villa, I’m Mrs. Mark A.

Cleopatra. What those folks thought

was Pancho Villa was cement melt-

ing and running down between the

lenses of the projection machine. Bah-

Pooh-Fooev.”— O
VICTOR SCHERTZINGER’S

PICTURE

Victor Schertzinger has returned to

the Metro studios after spending a

short vacation at Catalina Island and
is preparing to start work on “The
Man Whom Life Passed By” in about

two weeks. This is an original story

by Mr. Schertzinger for which Wini-
fred Dunn is preparing the scenario.

It will be a Metro all-star production.

William Russell, popular screen

star, who is playing a leading role in

Thomas H. Ince’s screen adaptation

of “Anna Christie” has turned “fire-

eater.” A law forbidding smoking on

the stages of the Ince studios is strict-

ly enforced by the Culver City fire

chief who spends much of his time on

the grounds of the studios. Russell

has one of the most strenuous roles

of his career as Matt Burke, the Irish

stoker lover of Anna in the play, and

after finishing up a rough and tumble

fight in a flooding stoke hole of a

ship, a tense love scene with Blanche

Sweet or a heavy emotional sequence

with George Marion he declared a

cigaret was the only thing that would
soothe his jumping nerves. To outwit

the fire chief he acquired the knack of

“swallowing” his cigaret and now has

become so expert that he can put a

lighted “fag” under his tongue, carry

on a mumbled conversation and then

produce it once more when “danger”

is out of the way.

“Anna Christie” will be a First Na-
tional fall release.

John J. Glavey, director general of

the Hollywood Enterprises, is well

known in screeland hereabouts. For

years he was at the head of the sce-

nario department of the William Fox
West Coast studios and finally went
East and put on a series of detective

stories that were shown throughout

the leading theatres of the world, and
with that out of the way, he journeyed

westward and associated himself with

James McNamara, and the pair

formed their present affiliation and
signed Eddie Gribbon for a series of

five-reel comedy-dramas, and will

start shooting the 15th of next month.
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Bright Hints For Human Beings
By “US” or “WE”
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FASHIONS FROM FILMDOM

By Lillian Rich

Beautiful Lillian Rich, leading lady

in "The Love Master,” a Strongheart

feature, has been spending her vaca-

tion days designing some new clothes

for her next picture. She is well

known in the film colony for her

clever creations. This is the first of

a series of fashion articles written by

her.

* * *

Hollywood—It is an interesting,

fact to know that the Parisienne has

gone her American sister ‘‘one better”

by making her gay footwear of patent

leather instead of kid. She wears hose

of white clox to match the shoes.

Then perchance a hat of the same

color will add a chic touch to a highly

favored white suit or dress.

* * *

The fashion wind veering appropri-

ately in midsummer from north to.

south gently blows the modern ladies'

finely pleated georgettes, which tends

to establish the willowy lines of the

latest silhouette. Streamers of nar-

row velvet add a bit of snappiness to

these gowns.
* * *

Angora coatees and jacquelettes of

bright hues are quite the vogue. Hol-

lywood boulevard is ablaze with gaudy

colors.

* * *

The newest things is the shawl ef-

fect for sport and afternoon wear. A
large comb adds to the Spanish attire,

* * *

Ruffles which have been in discard

for some time are very much in evi-

dence among the best dressed of the

film colony.

* * =
1
=

Formal affairs during the warm eve-

nings have lapsed into rather infor-

mal entertainments. Invited guests

simply WILL NOT stick to conven-

tions.

* * *

Some of the girls are painting cash-

mere chiffon scarfs to wTear with their

vari-colored afternoon dresses.

* * *

Ear-rings continue to be exotic and

ver ylarge. Many jade ones are worn

with green turbins and shoes.

* * *

No, Marjorie Rambeau will not

take “The Goldfish” to the Hollywood

Bowl.

Brightly colored shoes of all hues

are very popular with the younger

girls and debutantes.

* * ^

The fall sweater-coats of angora are

exceedingly striking in large checks of

green and blue. Both colors will

probably succeed the popular red.

^ ^ ^

“Headache bands” for eevning wear

hold full sway.
* * *

That’s all I can think of just now.

'Bye.

THIS ACTUALLY HAPPENED

Ralph Cohen, the president of the

BERNARD CREASELESS MAKE-
UP COMPANY, gave a little stag

party to three friends, including Les

Ricker, Mr. Coulson
(

et al. The party

motored out to the Royale Country

Club, and arrived at exactly midnight.

Four combination salads were ordered,

which were duly eaten, and at 1 a. m,

Mr. Cohen asked for the check. The
waiter presented it. After merely

glancing at it, Ralph’s attention be-

came riveted to the amount—$16.00.

He glanced up at the expectant

waiter, and inquired: “When do I

take the place over?” The waiter re-

plied in an equally facetious vein,

“Right away, sir.” Ralph looked

pleased, as he paid the amount, and

as an afterthought, thundered out:

“Waiter, in that case you’re fired!”

Now the waiter is wondering why he

went tipless in this specific case.

VIN MOORE
A Comedy Director of Note

HOLUBAR SELECTS PRODUC-
TION AIDES

With the selection of Vincent Mc-
Dermott and Frank Richardson as

the first two of his directorial assist-

ants, and Byron Haskins as head cin-

ematographer, Allen Holubar has be-

gun the choice of his production aides.

McDermott is from the directorial

staff of Vitagraph; Richardson has

just returned from Europe where he

made several pictures, while Byron
Haskins is one of the best known
cameramen on the Coast.

Holubar will first do “The Human
Mill,” adapted from “The Bishop of

Cottontown,’ a well-known novel by
John Trotwood More. His produc-

tion will be “Life’s Highway,” from
the stage play “East of Suez” by E.

Lloyd Sheldon, and his third story is

“Robes of Redemption’ by Jane Hur-
rle.

A REAL HONOR

Elmer Sheeley, who was the head

technical man in the “Hunchback of

Notre Dame,” was requested by the

Assistant Directors’ Association to be

present at their next meeting to tell

the boys some of the difficulties that

he encountered in the making of that

master picture, which was directed by

Wallace Worsley.

Mr. Sheeley has been with the Uni-

versal for many years, and has had

many interesting experiences, and it

is certain that he will be a great help

to the aides of the megaphone wield-

ers, who are a bunch of good fellows

well met, and are good listeners, espe-

cially when there is something that

affects them materially, and will fur-

ther the future interests of the A. D.

A. and you can bet that the assistant-

director of today who will be your di-

rector of tomorrow will just absorb

every word that Elmer turns loose for

their information.

W. K. Howard, directing Richard

Talmadge in “Fast Freight,” a Carlos

production, had hoped to finish the

picture while the 100 years celebra-

tion of the founding of his brithplace,

St. Mary’s, O., was still on. Mr.

Howard has been handling the mega-

phone at the Carl Ray ranch near

Universal, where the star is perform-

ing some thrillers.



Drilling Does It
By SIDNEY OLCOTT

With painful patience a tall, grim-jawed indi-

vidual in a wide-brimmed hat and khaki shirt and
breeches is addressing a drooping line of similarly

garbed figures of assorted shapes and sizes. Un-
dismayed by looks of cold disdain, of mild reproach,

of black rebellion, he talks on, doggedly gentle.

“Think hard now, men,” comes the solemn ad-

monition, while an unholy glint lights his eye,

“then try and show me which one is your left

foot.”

It’s the drill instructor building an army. His

relentless discipline, his strange and questionable

humor, his disconcerting insight into one’s

thoughts have made him an unforgetable experi-
ence to millions of those who wore the khaki,
first in the great concentration camps and later
in the trenches of France.
Often men grumbled at his methods, frequently

they thought of licking him. But with peace and
discharge from the service this rigid discipline
left its mark. Doing what he was told and doing
it without question, any veteran will tell you had
a good effect on him.
The “vet” has learned the secret of group co-

operation. Foremen and others who handle men
in the mass realize this. Probably in no other set
is it shown with more prominence than in hand-
ling what are known to stage and studios as
“extras.”
“Ever since men came under military training,”

says Sidney Olcott, the brilliant motion pciture
director of “Little Old New York,” there has been
a noticeable difference in their response to orders
and commands. A motion picture director or stage
manager who handles masses of men, mobs or
troop effects or scenes in which there are great
gatherings of individuals, must give orders quick
and sharp. Especially if his mass of humanity is

moving before a camera must his orders be obeyed

with exact precision and instantaneously.

“There must be no hesitation that comes with

the query. Why? They must move on the order

and move absolutely as directed. The experienced

soldier or sailor who understands and who has

been under attack ‘gets’ this immediately.

“He knows that his commanding officer has very

good reasons for the move. ..So with the under-

standing extra; he knows that in the director’s

mind there is a carefully thought out plan that
must be carried out step by step, and he does
what he is told without even a thought of why.
“In my recent direction of George Arliss and

the company in the screen version of this distin-
guished actor’s famous play, I had great masses
of men to handle, mobs frantic and mad with
fanaticism. I had each move studied and blocked
out leading up to the finale of each picture or
situation. Failure to obey would have spoiled
everything and meant endless rehearsing. But I

noticed at once that the men—and many of them
were East Indians—were alert to everything I

gave in orders. They seemed to have a hair-
trigger sense and movement to each command.
It was unexpected and it was beautiful.

“I believe that in all my direction or work (and
I ought to know, for I began as an extra), I have
never seen such a quick response. I thought I

would investigate and had one of my assistants
canvass the men, with the result that over seventy
per cent, were found to be men who had been
under military discipline.

“Of course, you think I am arguing for universal
training. Well, I am not, but my experience with
mobs of men in the great scenes of ‘The Green
Goddess’ makes me know that military training
makes the best extra men for pictures. I did not
pick them that way for ‘The Green Goddess.’ It

just happened and it was a fortunate happening
with wonderful results.”

A Popular I. Miller Shoe
The “SCANDAL”

—It would seem untrue that one style in particular

should have the ability, in loveliness and delicacy, to

out-step any or many of the little models designed
and made by I. Miller.

—However, the “Scandal” here sketched is a success-

ful captain. It has an odd and artistic forepart, three

graceful straps and dainty perforations. Something
to be seen and thought about. Patent Leather only.

At the Ville— Fifth Floor,

where I. Miller Footwear is car-

ried exclusively in Los Angeles
—iw ^juromrx^

B.H.DYA8 CO.



IN MEMORIUM

BERNARD BURNING
“A GOOD HUSBAND! FINE FELLOW! A LOYAL FRIEND! and CLEVER CRAFTS-

MAN!” Yes, Friend Reader, ‘ONE OF THE FINEST’ (you know what I mean), the kind
of a MAN you rarely meet with in life, but one whom you feel honored in knowing, HAS
PASSED! “Poor ‘BERNIE’, I knew him well, and like others—who valued the beauty of

his spirit, and that honorable bearing of MANHOOD, which endeared him to all whom he
associated with—feel that I have lost a Friend. And the MOTION PICTURE INDUS-
TRY can truly mourn for a Man who was a credit to it. His mentality had a clean, healthy
aspect which in the course of events had a bearing of desirability in his work. As a

FRIEND, he was loyalty itself; as a Husband, his name was never associated with scandal;
his love for his beautiful wife, SHIRLEY MASON, was a proverb. What more can one say
about a man? It is with profound sympathy that I extend in this humble way my sin-

cerest condolence to his bereaved wife.”—(The Editor)
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